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42h University Farm Place 
April 14, 1941 

Mr. J. Stokley Ligon 
Ligon Game Yarn 
Carlabad, New Mexico 

Dear Stokley: 

I have been discouraged about the New Mexico situation ever 
since about 1925, but I feel I am in no position to intervene. 

; If I wrote a letter to anybody protesting the present order, 
I would have to be able to back up my statements with details 
of which I had personal knowledge, and as you know, I have no 

* personal knowledge of detaile at all. I wouid have to be ‘ 

especially careful in tho case of Secretary Ickes, since I 
have usually been across the fence from hin, 

I feel that the remedy for this situation will have to come § 
from inside the state. ; 

I was extremely glad that you and Starker have gotten acquainted, 
and I am taking the liberty of sending to him that part of your 
letter which deals with turkeys. 

What does Judge Botts say should be done in New Mexico at present? 
I would lean heavily on his opinion. 

With best regards to yourself and Mrs. Ligon, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopeld 
Profeseor of Wildlife Mansgement 
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4a University Farm Place 
October 10, 1939 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Mr. Phil F, Allan, Chief 
Regional Biology Division 
Soil Conservation Service 
Amarillo, Texas 

Dear Phil: 

On examining my historical library for the Southwest I find to 

my regret that I have lost Ruxton. The reference, however, is as follows: 

o by Geo. F, Ruxton. Harper 
X my, ond Heh met . ee 1846-7) 

The following books are still in my library and I think you will find 

them interesting: 

The ee Saar by Samuel Woodworth Cozgens. lee and 
hepard Publishers, Boston, 1876. 

Report of J. W. Abert of his of New in the 
yoars 1846-47. One section o 8 of & 
ee from Fort Leavenworth in Miss’ to San 

ego in California, including part of Arkansas, Del 
Norte, and Gila Rivers, by Lieut. Gol. W. H. Bmory. 
Bx. Doc. No. 41, 30th Congress, 1st Session, 1848, 

On with . by John G, Bourke. Chas. Seribner's 
ST 190s ba ed. 

ad £ see Down the Zuni and oh pirece. 
53. , Sitgreaves. Senate Mx. Doc. . ’ 

32d Congress, 24 Session, 1853. 

River “22 SAL in the year 1852, 
e ect eS Of Tans . McClellan. He. of 
Reps. Ex. Doc., 334 Congress, ist Session, 1854. 

The Agrrative of Gabeza de Baca, Chas. Seribner's Sons, 
aBes ‘ 

Dove's paper on food selection is as follows: 

Ao ae AS ni 
‘ ‘ n Dove. pplement to 

American Naturalist, Vol. LXIX, No. 724, Sept.-Oct., 
1935, pp. 469-544. 

Sincerely yours, 
¥



1532 University Aveme 
March 10, 1936 

Mr. Rex King 
Albuquerque 
New Mexico 

Dear Rext 

I mech enjoyed your letter and first of all con+ 
ératulate you on your new job (with the reservation of doubt 
as to whether nowedaye a bigeer job is necessarily a better 
one), Your picture of the Boyce Thompson development is very 
clear, and I am gled at least that the mrsery idea has grown. 

You, Nick Carter learned to speak excellent (no, 
mich) German after imbibing the requisite amount of indigenous 
beverages. I have a couple of papers coming out on the German 
expedition of which I shall send you copies, 

Thanks very meh for taking the pains to inform me 
so fully. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold ‘ 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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Albuquerque, N. Mex. 
March 2, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1532 University Ave., 

Medison, Wise. 

Dear Leo: 

First let me explain why I have not replied to your letter of Jenuary 
7? until nowe I did not receive it until February 1 on my return from a three 

F months trip in the East, then after a homecoming week I had to spend a week 
in the field, after which I had my 1936 flu. Following that I have sane peotiy 
engaged in figuring out how I shall ever get caught up. ‘= 

I realize your interest in seeing that the boy gets the best possible 
surroundingse I am already worrying about my own boy although he is only 
finishing high school this year. It Gauses one to ponder a bit that a man 

is more worried about his son's future than he wes of his own. My boy assures 

me that there is no need whatever for me to worry because he has his life's 

course fully mapped out. One of the early accomplishments of it is to fly 
around the world. He intends to be an aviator and I am afraid he is going to 

be one. You, apparently, have been more successful as a steersman. 

I don*t know whether I ever wrote you in regard to the Superior Nursery 
or note I intended to do so but probably never got to it. With the help of 
Fred Gibson and others we got it to running in pretty good shape and it has 
continued ever since. Although it has had the wholehearted backing of Mr. 

Pooler, Dave Shoemaker, Babe Koogler, and others, the field force, that is the 
Supervisors and Rangers, have not been as enthusiastic as they might have been. 

It has been of tremendous value from a research and experimental standpoint but 

the actual acreage planted has not been impressive as compared to the immense 
needs. Now the Soil ConXerPation Service with their immense financial resources 
have entirely east the Crook's small effort into the shade, although they can't 
deny that their efforts sprang from the germ at Superior. They snapped up Dr. 

Crider who used to be the director of the Boyce Thompson Arboretum and who with 
along with yourself is one of the fathers of the idea. You probably know the 

extent to which the SCS is going into nursery stock and seed production in con- 
nection with their erosion control planting. I don*t know what will be the 

future of the Superior Nursery. Mr. Pooler has been anxious to establish two 

or three similer nurseries in other parts of the Region but with the serious 
curtailment in the camps and lack of other funds I am doubtful if the plan can 
be earried out. 

4& man named Prichard, who is one of the new crop of JF's and a good one, 

has been in charge of the Superior Nursery since it started. There has been an 

excellent opportunity there for a young, aggressive scientist in the way of re- 

search and the recording of results, something which Pricherd has had to neglect 

because of other duties. However, I am inclined to think thet phase is past.



The neighboring Boyce Thompson Arboretum with Fred Gibson in charge, of 

course, offers some big opportunities for learning. Since my transfer in 

here and the curtailment of camps I have not discussed the plen for future 
financing of the Nursery very carefully but it apparently is going to have 

y] to be let down to some extent at least. On the whole, my frank opinion is 
| that a limited stay at the Nursery and the Arboretum would be very beneficial 

to the boy but that en extended stay or job there might not be. Of course, 

much depends on what he hes in view et other places. 

The Soil Conservation Service is so large and so loosely knit that its 

walue in training depends on the chance of whether a fellow happens to land 

in it just right. They are going at things in a big way and are going to 

come out of it with some mighty valuable experimental results obtained largely 

through main force of the almighty doller. Of the considerable number of young 
fellows who have gone into it I know one or two who are getting some good train- 

ing but the others have the feeling that they are rattling around like a pee 
in a barrel. 4 statement made by Dr. Shantz is rather illuminating in view 
of his ability to size up & situation. When last November he came into Wash- 

ington to attend some teachers' meeting he wes offered the job he now has. 

Within a short time, I believe, a few hours, he was in turn offered the job of 
heading up all the research work of the Soil Conservation Service involving a 
budget, so they told him, of two and one half million dollars and at a salary 
quite @ bit above the one the Forest Service offered. The following morning some 
one met him in the hall waiting to see Chris Rachford. He explained that he hed 
gone to bed fully intending to take the SCS offer but the thought had come to him 

‘(why trade one white elephent for another.” He spent a rather sleepless night and 

arose fully determined to accept the Forest Service offer end hed hurried up 
to the office so to inform Rachford. He ended the conversation by saying: "I 

wish Rachford would hurry up and get here before I chenge my mind again." I don't 
imegine that Dr. Shantz would care to be quoted as above but I would look upon 

it the seme way that he did. Two men in this office have recently refused offers 

from the SCS involving increases in salary from $800 to $1000, 

The above is very rembling and rather pointless but I hope that you can 

get something out of it. 

I understand that everyone had a good time on the Europoean invasion last 

summer. I heard quite a bit about it from Forsling who certainly was enthusias- 

tic about it. It is being noised about that Carter got into the habit of drink- 

ing spiritous liquors but then, of course, some casualties must be expected on 
any invasion. 

I had the good fortune to get a detail in Washington for a couple of 

months during November and December and extended it with some annual leave for 
several weeks in New York. You probably know that I got set up last summer to 

; Assistant Regional Forester in charge of PR or Information end Education, as it 
is now diplometically known. 
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There have been other changes in the old Region. In fact almost 
everybody has moved since you were down here last. However, water continues 
to run down hill and I regret to state carries about as much soil with it as 

before. 

Consider tt ee - the length of this. I would like to hear 
from you whenever you get thé time especislly as to any bright iE you may 

have that I can use. From now on I intend to keep more closely touch with 
things. I have been out of circulation for a long time and I don't know just 

how effectively I can get beck in but I intend to try. 

With best wishes for om early spring and permanent recovery from the 

chiblains (I darn near froze while I was back East), as always, 

Very sincerely yours, 

ae 
Be tw mate 

-Se
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1532 University Aveme 
February 27, 1936 

Mr, EB, D, Baton 
Box 1314 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Eaton: 

My fear about your wildlife management outline is that 
you can find no staff capable of either understanding or executing it, 
It bears the flavor of what hag cowe to be called "planning." As a : 
mental background for yourself and Hugh as leaders it is invaluable-- } 
as a paper for a field force to act upon, it will, I think, have to | 
be translated into “eases.” I have yet to see an organization live up 
to such an abstract plan, j 

I recall, of course, your ready sympathy with the idea of { 
turning this 90° and applying it to a specific area, If you will do / 
Shis, my skepticism would at once turn into enthusiasm, Please under-. e 
stand that my skepticiem pertains to your audience, not to your outline. 

Here is Wing's paper, also the two Russian papers, Please i 
return the latter. Say hello to Hugh for me. 

Yours sincerely, ; . 

Aldo Leopold : 
Professor of Game Management 

wh 
Encl. 

| 
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January 24, 1936 

MEMORANDUM NO. 10 

WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT -.SOUTHWEST REGION, SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE 

Preliminary statement of general policies and procedures 

recommended to district staffs. 

The material presented herewith was rapidly prepared to make 

immediately available to the district staffs an outline of the recommended 

policies and procedures in wildlife management. It is believed that the 

statements made herein, although only preliminary and very general, ex- 

press permarent policies, On the other hand, some revision ac wéll as 

expansion of ¢iis outline is anticipated. Pending such revision, it is 

hoped that this outline will be useful in guiding the activities of the 

district biologists. 

I_Definition of Wildlife and Wildlife Management 

In this region "wildlife" is understood to include the following 

groups: 

1, Rodents 
2. Predatory animals 
3. Fur bearers 
4. Fish 

5, Waterfowl 

6. Upland game birds 
7. Big game animals 
8. Non-game species 

Wildlife management may be defined as the art of securing the 

maximum benefits from beneficial wild species, and minimizing the injury 

done by noxious species. 

II Objectives 

The objective of wildlife management activities may be stated as 

the preparation and execution of a program to obtain the best development 

and use of wildlife as a product of the land. This objective includes the 
development of the full economic and social potentialities of wildlife and 
their proper coordination with other resources and products of the land. 

In the course of our soil conservation program we are often recom- 

mending the reduction of grazing use, and less intensive agricultural use 
of large acreages. ‘We are also encouraging the withdrawal of many small © 
pieces of land from present production for plantation sites, silt control, 
basins, windbreaks, etc. The cash value immediately lost by such decreases 
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of intensive use will in time be greatly exceeded by the benefits derived 
from erosion control, In addition, the economic and social value of the 
wildlife which may be produced as a result of such practices should alone 
largely offset the immediate loss from reduction of intensive use. 

Justification for the existence of wildlife also exists apart from 

its eoonomic value, In a sense our general program is directed toward 
bringing the land back to a more natural condition of equilibrium, In such 
a program the establishment and maintenance of an adequate wildlife popula- 
tion has a proper place. Its right to utilize feed and cover and to occupy 

land is recognized, and from this standpoint provisions for the welfare of 
wildlife should be made regardless of monetary returns. 

Ill Fundamentals of Wildlife Management 

To be successful wildlife management must be developed on the basis 
of natural units. A natural wildlife unit is an area with natural boundaries 
which contains resources (present or potential) adequate to maintain the de- 
sired total wildlife population of all species. The natural sub-unit is an 
area which includes resources adequate to maintain the resident population 
of a given species (such as Gambel quail or white-tail deer). The boundar- 
ies of sub-units for different species may or may not coincide. The differ- 
ence between natural units or sub-units and management units should be clearly 
understood. Management units may be determinéd for administrative reasons on 

' the basis of ownership, cooperative relations, drainage systems, economic util- 
ization, etc. Such management units may include less or more than one natural 
unit or sub-unit. Soil Conservation Service Districts may or may not entire- 
ly coincide with natural land units, Demonstration areas likewise may not 
coincide with natural sub-units, ‘“ildlife management should, however, be 
based on the natural spacial relations which exist between the faunal popu- 
lations and their habitats, That basis is necessary in order to assure the 
availability of sufficient food, cover, and other resources essential to the 
maintenance of the wildlife population. For example, the winter range of a 
deer population might be in a Soil Conservation Service area and its summer 
range might be in a Forest Service area. Portions of both management units 

would have to be included in the natural wildlife sub-unit. Fact finding 
surveys should delimit the natural units and sub-units, and clarify the eco- 
logical relationships within them. Plans for and operations on demonstra- 
tion areas end work projects should be based on an understanding of the re- 
lationships which exist on the natural wit as a whole, 

“ Wildlife production depends’on a variety of conditions, including 
climate, topography, soil, vegetation, activities of other animals, general 
land use, etc.- All of these conditions may vary with each area, so that 
plans for management must be made with reference to the conditions existing 
on each specific land unit, 

“le



The proper management of wildlife on any area requires three 
basic procedures: “(A) fact finding, (B) planning, (C) administration. 
As indicated above, these procedures must be applied from two different 
points of views the natural unit or sub-unit and the management unit. 
Information must be obtained about the natural unit as a whole and about 
the management unit as a part of it. General plans must be prepared for 
the entire natural unit and the detailed plans for the management unit 
must be made within that general plan. An administrative organization 
must be developed for the entire natural unit, and duties and responsi- 
bilities mst be allocated within that framework on the basis of manage- 
ment area boundaries. (See paragraph 3, section III C, cooperation). The 
following outline will indicate the application of those fumdamental pro- 
cedures. 

(A) Fact finding, Natural units and sub-units should be the 
basis for fact finding activities. Information gathered on this basis may 
later be segregated by management units. Additional detailed surveys of 
management units and their vicinity may be necessary in planning specific 
operations. The basic information necessary for the planning and execution 
of wildlife management may be grouped under the following headings. These 
data should be acquired as soon as possible so that they may be available 
before operations are planned. They should be recorded systematically and 
shouldbe preserved in permanent files. 

1. &xtensive reconnaissance for the’ purpose of meking an in- 
ventory to determine the species, environment types, ond the general esologi- 
cal interrelations existing on the area. This survey may best be completed 
rapidly by visual inspection. The results may best be recorded in a narrative 
description accompanied by a sketch map. 

2. A’census survey to determine size, location, and condition 
of habitats by types, end of populations by species. 

5. Yield determinations which will estimate as accurately 
as possible the annual increase or decrease for each species in a given land 
unit. 

The methods for acquiring and recording the data required 
in sections 7/2 and #3 above will vary, depending om species and location. 
Some of the data on habitat types may be secured from surveys conducted by 
other divisions. Detailed recommendations of various technics will be mde 
after a discussion of the problems of each district. 

i 4, Historical background of former wildlife populations, j 
yields,°and utilization should be acquired. Interviews with old inhabitants, 
diaries, published exploration and travel records, etc. are often fruitful 
sources of such information, 

5. Misccllaneous information, Provision should be made for 
acquiring and recording incidental information, For example, details of 
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the life histories and habits of animals, or dotails of injurious or bene- 

ficial effects of the activities of certain species, etc. should be re- 
corded as observed. Material of this type often furnishes very valuable 

information. 

6. Map preparation for graphic presentation of data, and 

for discovering and clarifying the interrelations existing among the var- 
ious elements of the wildlife and its environment. Probably the most suit- 
able base for wildlife maps is the forage sub-type maps such as those pre- 
pared by the Division of Range Management. These maps are especially help- 
ful as there is often'a close association between forage types and wildlife 
types. (Caution mst, however, be exorcised in this mtter because of the 
tendency to assume that the two types are always coincident. Abundant ex- 

perience has demonstrated that that’ assumption is incorrect). Maps should 

show for each area: (a) by species, either absolute populations or popula- 
tions per surface lend uit; (b) the location, size and typo of food supplies; 
(c) nesting cover; (d) breeding grounds; (c) escape cover; (f) protected run- 
ways, ond trails of big gamc animals; (g) gamo ranges and refuges; (h) streams 
and ponds suitable for fish; (i) salt licks; (3) dusting spots, etc., together 
with the standard topographic detail ond the range types. A later memorandum 
will transmit standardized wildlife map symbols. 

T, Utilization of plants. It will be necessary to assenble 
information on the utilization of the various plant species for food, escape 
cover, nesting cover, etc., by the various species of wildlife and by the 
seasons it is used. This inforration may be acquired from various sources 
such as°published articles, records of agricultural colleges, the Forest 
Service, Biological Survey, local residents, etc. It would be desirable to 

supplement such data with field observations and studies, These data should 

be compiled by plant specios, the wild species which uses it, tho use to which 

it is put, and the desirable mixture with other plant specics. 

Attempts should be made to have the other federal agencies 
(e.g. the Forest Service) which manage lands within the natural unit assemble 

the data necessary for the fact finding reports on the portions of the unit 
in their jurisdiction. Such joint activity would be based on cooperative 

agreements (see paragraph 3, sc¢tion III C, cooperation). If other agencies 
are not able to obtain the data, this Service should make at least extensive 
surveys of such areas even though they are not under our management. 

(B) Planning. Wildlife management plans should be based on the 
data acquired by the fact finding procedures. They should be prepared in 
writing and should be submitted to the Regional office for approval. Two 
types of plans should be prepared: (1) plans for natural units and sub- 
units, and (2) plans for managoment units and work projectse Tho following 
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outline will indicate the nature of these plans. 

1. Plans for natural units and sub-units. A general master 
plan for the entire natural unit should be prepared. Plans for each sub- 
unit should be developed within the master plan. These plans should include 
the following sections: 

(a) Recapitulation of the data obtained from the fact 
finding surveys. This section of the plan should contain a condensed review 
and analysis of all the pertinent data. It should also include a description of the ownership and management status of the land ond the cooperative rela- 
tions which have been established with management agencies other than the 
Soil Conservation Service. 

(b) Relation of wildlife to other classes of land use. 
This section’of the plan should indicate the points of contact of wildlife 
with grazing, crop production, timbor production, etc. It should also in- dicate the extent to which those relations are complementary or conflicting. 

(c) Relation of each wildlife species to the other ele- ments of the biotic complex. This section of the plan should include a dis- cussion of the ecological niche which each of the more‘ important species 
occupies. It should briefly discuss their food supply, natural enemies, etc, This section should also discuss the utilization of the various wildlife spe- cles by man. (This seems a proper place to recommend a set of priorities of certain groups of animals over other groups which may occupy the same ecolog- 
ical niche). 

‘ 1. On a given area occupied by two equally desir- able species, that species which has the most exacting requirements should have preference over the species which has greater tolerance. 

2. The specios which are of value to local residents should have priority over the species of equal value to visitors. 

5. A native species should have priority over an equally useful non-native species, 

4, Species unique to a given area and in danger of extinction should have priority on definite arenas over all other land USE. 

(4) Objectives. This section of the plan should state in quantitive terms the populations of cach of the more important wildlife species which will be maintained in the unit. 

(e) Proposed operations. Wildlife management operations may be undertaken along the following lines: 
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(A) Ustablishment of refuges and arcas on which 

wildlife will receive prefcorential treatment. 

(B) Control of hunting to adjust the annual take 

to the annual surplus available. 

h (C) Control of unnatural mortality through predator 

and disease control, etc. : 

(D) Improvement and control of food and water 
supplies, 

e (g) Improvement and control of cover and breeding 

grounds, etc. 

(fF) Restocking with exterminated native species 
and introducing non-native spocics. 

This section of the plan should include: 

1. General description of each of the 

major operations proposed. 

2. The allocation of responsibility for 
executing these operations among the various ngencies concerned with the 
management of portions of the unit. 

(f) Maps. ‘ach plan should be accompanied by one or more 
maps which will adequately illustrate the various points brought out in the 

narrative portion of tho plan. 

2. Plans for management units and work projects. A separate 
plan should be prepared for each Soil Conscrvation Service demonstration area 
and work project. It should outline all the activities concerned with tho 
management of wildlife on the area. All operations contemplated on the man- 
agement units should be in conformity with the master plans for the natural 

unit. The following sections should be included: 

(a) Reeapitulation of data obtained from the fact find- 
ing surveys. This section of the plan should contain a condensed roviow 

and analysis of oll the data pertinent to the area to which the plan applics. 

(b) Relation of the arca and its wildlife population 

to the surrounding country. In developing a plan for the management of the 
wildlife on any area, consideration should be given both to the area itself 
and to the section in general. For example, in planning’ rodent control oper- 
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ations, in addition to the situation existing within the boundaries of a given 
area, consideration should be given to unifying that work with any control 
operations contemplated by other agencies on adjacent lands, to the possi- 
bility of reinfestation by invasion from the outside, or the possibility of 
limiting reinvasion by the uso of natural barriors. Similarly, in planning 
game developments consideration should be given to such factors as the ex- 

istence or absence of salt licks, refuges, natural food or breeding areas 

in the vicinity, to the social and economic value of the game development 
in view of the abundance or scarcity of similar game in the vicinity, and 
to anticipated ecological relations to wildlife populations outside of the ‘ 
area. Those considerations should be discussed in sufficient detail to 

clarify the above relationships. 

(c) Approved prioritics of classes of land use on the 
various portions of this area. Utilization of wildlife and its control is 
properly thought of as one phase of general land use. In this Service we 
do not consider wildlife production entirely as an end in itself, but rather 
as the yield of one of the various classes of land uso. Under the guidance 
of the District Manager and in collaboration with the other technical staffs, 
the proper allocation of cach type of use, such as grazing, cropping, timber 
production or wildlife production, will bo determined for cach management 
sub-unit. This section of the plan should state the priorities which have 
been established. 

(a) Coordination of wildlife management on each area 
with the activities of other branches of tho Service. In planning wildlife 
management activiticos, it is necessary to coordinate them closely with the 
activities of other divisions of the Service. The existence of some of the 
interrelations are obvious; others will become increasingly apparent with 
the progress of our work. It is apparent that range control is essential 
for the fullest development of wildlife resources as conservative range util- 
ization is the only assurance of the maintenance of adequate food and cover 
for wild species. In big game animal programs it will be necessary to secure 
the reservation of adequate forage for gamco. Again, the Division of Range 

Management should advise on the contomplated intensity of grazing in rela- 
tion to the necessity of rodent control operations. The program of the 

Division of Agronomy has direct bearing on wildlife inasmuch as cropping 
practices are directly related to the survival of many wild species, es- 
pecially upland gamo birds, For example, the untilled strips recommended 
on slope farms could be made to furnish both food and protected runways 
for game populations; high stubble in cornficlds and the reservation of a 
small part of the crop could be recommended as winter protection for neigh- 
boring game birds. In addition the planting program of tho Agronomy Divi- 
sion may be made of the highest value to wildlife by the use of suitable 
mixtures of plant species, proper location of planting sites, and the cor- 
rect shape of plantings. Tho Agronomy Division should also be consulted 
in planning rodent control operations. A greater intensity of control 
probably is justified on agricultural lands and in the protection of plant- 
ings, than on any othor types of land. Woodland managemont influences a 
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large portion of the natural habitat of wild species. Every attempt should 

be made to secure management of woodlands which is favorable to the bene- 
ficial wildlife species which reside in then. Engineering brings into ex- 
istence many bodies of water, both temporary and permanent. If suitably 
located and designed, in addition to other functions these ponds may be 

utilized as watering places for upland species and as resting grounds for 
waterfowl. Some of them will be of a permanent nature and of sufficient 

size so that stocking with game fish will be possible. Inasmuch as most 
of the engineering structures are of the loose earth fill type and are 
subjected to the impact of flood waters, they are highly susceptible of 
injury by burrowing rodents. Every effort should be made to give ade- 
quate protection to structures in the development of the rodent control 
program. The above examples are only the most obvious ones. In the de- 
velopment of the work it will become increasingly apparent that each phase 
of our program is very directly related to every other phase. This sec- 

tion of the plan should present a concise review of the activities of other 
divisions and should point out their points of contact with wildlife manage- 

ment. 

(e) Intensity of management activities within the 
limits set by the priorities of the classes of land use. It is necessary 

to determine the intensity of wildlife management which will be considered 
desirable. In the case of noxious species criteria of the optimum intensity 

are the relation of the cost of operations to the value’of the land (measured 

not only in dollars and cents but also in social value), and the importance 

of adequate control to other operations, such as protection of revegetation 
operations and ongineering structures. In the case of game animals intensity 

of management should be determined by both the relation of the cost of the 
management to the social and economic value of the game produced, and by the 
loss of the aesthetic value of game caused by the use of artificial manage- 
ment methods, This section of the plan should discuss these considerations 

with the specific application to the given area and should indicate within 
broad limits the permissible intensities of management of the various species. 

(f) Objectives. Two objectives should be kept in mind 

during the preparation of plans: (1) the long-time objective, (2) the short- 
time objective. The long-time objective is the maximum natural production 
of wildlife within the limits of the natural controls ond the restrictions 

of proper land use. It may not be possible to obtain this objective for ten 
or twenty years or even much longer. The necessity of defining, at least 
roughly, this objective for each area is that it will be the constant point 
of reference for determining the desirability of any intermediate program. 

The short-time objective is to secure the maximum production of wildlife 

within the limits of the conditions resulting from such beneficial modifica- 

tions of the present situation as may be effected in one year. Both of 
those objectives should be defined for each area in quantitive terms of pop- 
ulation density by species. 

eGo



(g) Proposed operations. This section of the work plan 

should include the following three parts: 

1. A detailed description of each proposed oper= 
ation. 

2. Cost estimates for each operation. (Some of 
the proposals may be the modification of the operations of other divisions. 
Cost estimates in such cases should be the additional expense attributable to 
such modifications). 

3. The justification of each operation in the 
light of the considerations discussed in the plan as a whole, 

(h) Maps. Each plan should be accompanied by one or 
more maps which will adequately illustrate the various points brought out 
in the narrative portion of the plan. It would be desirable to superim- 

pose such material on the map prepared in the course of the fact finding 
part of the program. 

(C) Administration. Within the scope of regional policy, re- 
sponsibility for the execution of the wildlife management program rests on 
the District Manager. He will delegate to competent district biologists 
under his supervision a large share of that responsibility. The Regional 
Biologist will furnish technical guidance as well as inspection of opera- 
tions and accomplishments. 

Operations undertaken in the management of wildlife may be 

of two types: (1) recommended modifications of the activities of other divi- 
sions of the Soil Conservation Service or of some other agency, and (2) oper- 
ations initiated primarily for the purposes of wildlife management. The re- 

sponsibility for the execution of modifications which have been approved 
rests with the division or agency that initiated the operations. The branch 
of biology should, however, render the necessary assistance to effect the 
modifications. Operations primarily for the benefit of wildlife management 
should be executed by the branch of biology. 

Some of the operations will necessarily involve cooperation 

with other agencies. Cooperation may be anticipated with the following: 
Biological Survey, State Game and Fish Commissions, U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, 

Forest Service, Indian Service, Division of Grazing, and private landowners. 

Joint action with organizations or individuals outside this Service should 
be based on written agreements. (Reference is made to’the general agree- 

ment made between this Service and the Biological Survey). The proper pro- 
eedure for developing programs of joint action with other federal agencies 
is as follows: General agreements are concluded with another bureau by 
the Washington office. Within tho structure of that agreement the broad 
outline of the joint program within this region will bo developed with the 

oe



cooperating agoncy by the Regional office. On the basis of that general 
program, the various district managers will develop in the field the de- 
tailed plans in conjunction with tho local officers of the cooporating 
agency. They will submit those plans to the Regional office for approval. 

Further details for the conduct of operations will bo 
recommended from time to time as the work progresses. 

ee Ss 

Ge \\ We hen 
E. D. Eaton, ii 

In Charge of Biology and Wildlife Management. 

Approved: 

l i » A 
ta ek? Cth. a 

Regional eeteetr a ane 
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i 1532 University Ave. 
December 11, 1935 

Mr. M, M. Cheney 
U. &. Forest Service ‘ 
Post Office Building 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Cheney: 

I much appreciate your sending me the up-to-date 
information on the Gila wilderness areas, You are correct in 
your surmise that I was not up on a lot of the recent events. 
This seens to me exactly what Mr. Burridge ie leoking for, so I 
am taking the liberty of sending him the extra copy of your 
letter and aleo the maps. 

I em deeply appreciative of your sending me the slides , 

and photographs, You certainly went te a lot of pains to help 
me out. As soon as I have studied them more thoroughly I will 
write you further, and in any event I will return them soon after 

my speaking engagement, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 

“ Professor of Game Management 

>



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SOUTHWESTERN REGION 

nEGiONAL Poneetin oS Post OFFICE BUILDING, 

AND REFER TO ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO 

L December 4, 1935 
Classification—Gila 
Gila Primitive Area 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Reference is made to your letter of November 25 to Mr. Gaston 

Burridge of Huntington Park, California, a copy of which you sent to 

us for our information. 

Since it has been some time since you were in close touch with 

the Gila Primitive Area setup, the information given below may be of 

interest to you. 

The attached map shows the boundaries of both the Gila and the 
Black Range Primitive Areas. At the time the Gila, Datil and Manzano 
National Forests were consolidated into the Gila and Cibola National 
Forests, approximately one million acres were added to the north end 

of the Gila. For that reason, it was deemed necessary to reconstruct 
the old North Star road in order to provide more direct access from the 
Supervisor's Headquarters to this newly acquired area. In the construc— 

tion of the North Star road, a considerable portion of the original Gila 

Primitive Area was cut off on the east, to compensate for which the Black 

Range Primitive Area was created with a total acreage of 169,984 acres, 
1,560 acres of which were private land. This left 563,107 acres in the 
Gila Primitive Area, 8,008 of which were private land. In its original 

state, the Gila Primitive Area contained 720,000 acres. There are no 
additional roads in these areas contemplated. 

There has been a very noticeable recovery in range conditions on 

the Gila Primitive Area, especially on the sheep ranges which are now 

approaching an almost virgin condition. The grass and forage cover is 

very lightly used and the canyon bottoms are rapidly being covered with 
a dense growth of willows, cottonwoods, and alders. The stocking of 
the sheep range has recently been reduced 33% and at the present time 

preferences are below estimated carrying capacity. Since only 25% to 
35% of these preferences are used annually, the stocking on the sheep 

range is practically negligible. 
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The stocking on the cattle ranges have been reduced about 25% within 
the last ten years and these ranges are showing a very satisfactory 
recovery. However, there are still small areas where overuse by dom— 
estic livestock and by deer is occurring at the present time but these 
areas are very small and it is felt that local overuse on small areas 
is bound to occur on any range, whether used by domestic livestock or 
by game animals. Browse on the entire area, including those areas over— 
stocked by deer in the past and which were either about holding their 
own or on the down grade until about 1932, are making very satisfactory 
recovery. It is felt that this recovery on heavily stocked deer ranges 
is due primarily to an effort made to get hunters into the more heavily 
stocked deer ranges and to the increase in predatory animals which have 
resulted in reducing the number of deer more nearly to the carrying 
capacity of the range. 

An indication of the predatory animal situation is the fact that 
during the past year over 50 lions have been removed from this area and 
those familiar with that country state that this is only a small propor— 
tion of the lions that inhabit this range. There are also many coyotes 
in this area. 

During the period of the emergency programs, approximately 20 
canyon bottom fences, ranging in length from 1/4 to 1-1/2 miles, have 
been constructed in the principal canyon bottoms within the Gila Prim 
itive Area which exclude all domestic livestock. These exclosures are 
a combination of erosion control areas and feeding and nesting grounds 
for turkeys, as well as being beneficiel to fish streams. A game range 
is also proposed at the present time on the Middle Fork of the Gila 
River. This game range would be on what is at present used by cattle 
and would extend from about the mouth of Little Bear on the Middle Fork 
up to about the mouth of Canyon Creek, including all the break types 
on both sides of the canyon. This area would be 12 to 15 miles in length, 
from 1 to 3 miles in width, and would be used by game animals exclusively. 
Improved range conditions supplemented by canyon bottom exclosures in the 

more heavily grazed areas is resulting in very favorable food, nesting 
and cover environment for turkey. ‘There are also many unfenced canyon 

bottoms which support an excellent stand of brome grass and other feed 

for turkeys which are practically untouched by domestic livestock. 
Sheep are not brought onto the sheep range until such time as the turkeys 
have practically all hatched their young and the clutches are of suffic— 
ient size not to be affected by the sheep grazing. It is believed that 

the predatory animal situation, especially with respect to coyotes and 
bobeats, is serious enough that those animals are probably taking numbers 
of turkey which about equal the natural increase. 

~ 

We would be very glad to furnish Mr. Burridge with any information 
that we have upon request from him. 

Very sincerely yours, 

FRANK C. W. POOLER, Regional Forester 

Enclosure ee rer ee Ce 
(Map) By M. M. CHENEY , Acting



Hew Soils Building 
June 10, 1935 \ 

Mr, Gordon Owen Thite ' 
New Mexico Game Protective Association 
Mesilla Park, New Mexico 

Dear Mr, White: 

I have no ready-made list for sich a purpose as you mention, ani 
it would take several days' time to draw one wrthy of the neme and suited 
to the state, . 

I enclose a very simple layman's list which I recently drew for 
Wisconsin, but it would not fit your needs, 

You will find a rather complete bibliography of game oe 
up to 1932 in the back of my "Game Management" (prospectus enclosed). 

The University of New Mexico has been doing some conservation work 
and may be able to help you. Address Jno, D, Clark, 

The Audubon Society (1775 Broadway, Wew York City) may have something 
in the way of prepared lists on birds. 

J, &, Ligon, Carlsbad, New Mexico, D, M. Gorsuch, U, 5, Forest 
Service, Tucson, Arizona, and Mark Musgrave, Soil Erosion Service, Gallup, 
would have ideas. 

Florence Bailey's "Birds of New Mexico" has a bibliography you 
could consult. 

H, C. Oberholser, U. S, Biological Survey, Washington, has a MSS. 
on “Birds of Texas" which contains a bibliography. 

“Birds of California" by Grinnell, Bryant and Storer, has a 
bibliography. 

Your project is a worthy one and I wish I could give more help, 
bat such ventures require time and thought by a local man, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
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mi Aemie cee atu 
GORDON WHITE, Vice-President » f Cepleeed Neo 

Mesila Park, NM. New Mexico Game Protective Assoriation “aN 
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TANN May, 16th, 1935. 

Mr.Aldo Zegpotd: 
cener vette te Perenter, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison Wisc. 
Dear Sir; 

Please recommend to Mrs.Gertrude 

Howells a list of books suited to Mesilla 

Valley readers, to be purchased for an endowed 

library in Las Cruces. 

It is probable the following types 

would be desirable.One groupe with the text 

confined to readers with a limited vocab- 

ulary,an intermediate groupe of readers, 

and the third set for the more advanced. 

In each set, perhaps,would be,for 

song bird students(heavy paper lerge cuts), 

game birds game animals and p¥edators,with 

another for praticable and theorttical 
conservationists.Avoiding of course out-of- 

date stuff like "Mammals of New Mexico No§3" 

Dept of Agriculture etc.About $ 100.00 at 
hand, a 

: | | 

c/c Tos Youngs ptruly-, 
Mrs Gertrude Howells, | go 

Audubon Society, GO! en ite. 

Mesilla Park,N.M. 
Mr.B.J.Newell, 
Mayor Las Cruces,N.Me



New Soils Building 
Mareh 12, 1935 

Mr, Truman Peebles 

Box 365 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Mr. Peebles: 

Your project is a very interesting one and 1 think you will 

find mech basic informetion already accumlated and ready for use. 

4s to the relation between etock grazing and game, you have 
doubtless consulted the grazing reconnaisence records of the Forest 

Service. My own mental picture is that over-grazing by livestock is 

the outstanding factor, especially on the winter range in the foothills 
where at least the browse species, if not the grass itself, have been 
preatically eliminated. I know thet in large stretches of country 
gast north of Santa Fe the mountain mahogany ia ell gone, and hence this 

range has « very gmall carrying capacity for deer, The same thing is 
true alwost throughout the Carson National Forest. ‘there are parts of 

Jemez, however, which still heve their mshogany, and that is where the 

deer are found, 

Part of this damage is, of course, outside the forest 
boundaries on Indian reservations and grants, 

I think it would also be well to look up the policy of grazing 
the crests above timber line, fo my mind this is an indefensible policy 

both from the standpoint of game and erosion, 

As to waterfowl, I do not remenber any particular possibilities. 

On the coyote question T can only mgest that you get in 

touch with the Denver laboratory of the U, 5, Biological Survey. 

I would be glad to have you come back at me for any additional 
questions on which you think I could help. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 
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UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

Land Research Unit OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS 

FIELD SERVICE 

Box 365 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

March 6, 1935 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Chair of Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In my work here in New Mexico with the Land Research Unit of 

the Indian Service, I am conducting a rather extensive survey of wild 

life and its effect on the welfare of the resident Indians. The 
region being studied is a rough square, directly north of Santa Fe, 
comprising about one-half a million acres in the upper Rio Grande 
watershed. 

In my immediate task, which is in the nature of a first at-~ 
tempt along this line, I would like to enlist your cooperation on sev- 
eral points. Any results that are obtained in this study, you are 
most welcome to have. 

There are several very definite things that I expect to find 
out, and any help you may be able to give me on these will be deeply 
appreciated by both myself and the Indian Service. They are as follows: 

1. To what extent has the grazing of sheep and cattle contributed ~ 

to the destruction of an essential big game range? Can a defin-~ 
ite plan of grazing management be drawn up for livestock which 
will take into consideration a wild life population using the 

same range? 

2. Can any sanctuaries, game refuges or water fowl resting argas \ / 

be set up on the area, and what are some of the factoss, for 

their success? 

3. What is the inter-relation between grass and seed-eating rodents, 

coyotes and livestock?



Further studies on Indian reservations in other parts of the 
United States will probably be carried on in like manner, and any 
light you may be able to throw on these questions will be of infinite 
value now and later on. Any other suggestions you may have to make 
for general studies of this nature will be appreciated. 

Very truly yours, 2 

Truman Peebles, : 
Forester, : 
Land Utilization Research Unit 

P/G
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New Soils Building 
Jamary 4, 1935 

Prof, John D, Clark ‘ 
University of New Mexico ‘ 
Albuquerque, Mew Mexico 

Dear John: 

I was much interested in the history 
of the lion study, It sounds good to me, except 
that I hope you can continue it for at least three 

. years, because I do not think a shorter period 
would yield much, 

Your local U,S.B.S, men may be anti, but 
you will not find Darling built that way. At 
least it would be a surprise to me. 

Will you be sure to put me down for a 
copy of Mr. Hibben's report as soon as it comes out? 

Wishing you every success, 

: Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh
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Fae. Lae December 13, 1934. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 

University of Wisconsin P 

Madison, wis. 

Dear aldo: 

Your letter of the 4th has waited a few days before getting answered. 

Judge gotts is out of town and I do not knownwhen he will be home 

(he is hunting lions). 1 shall do the best I can, giving you the 
complete "low down", much of which 1 would not publish. 

Arthur Pack and Judce get to talking about how much we do not know 
concerning lions, Pack says "I could raise some money to study then if 

I could get an absolutely unbiased organization to conduct the study". 
Judge remarks that the Conservation League is just that. Next thing I 

know I get a check for $3000 from an eastern bank. 

Mr. Krank Hibben, son of former President Hibben of Princeton is doing 
the work, or. Castetter of U.NeM. is our big adviser, Judge lelps, 
and the Ne M. Game Department will do anything we ask. we bought a 
Ford delivery truck for Hibben,and a trailer for his hoyfse. He is in 
the field all of the time with the old lion hunters. Hibben draws 
$100 a month and expenses. We still have abou¥ $2000 to use, and if 

results warrant, I think more money would come forth to continue the 
study if continuation is necessary. 

The following is particularly private. 1 understand that the 
U.S. Biological Survey is decidedly cold on the matter. Local men 
indicate the U.S.B.eS. is proper body to study lions, and already 

knows all and more than anyone will ever know. I understand that 

when wr. Pack was in washington, varling did not warm up at all. 

I do not know who gave the money. ‘to me, the whole thing looks 

like a piece of research, made possible by some one who wants 

exact information. I know this has an aspect of duplication of work 
of UeSeBeSe Sometimes duplication of research is most excellent. 

J see no colored gentleman in the fuel stack. 

er Fes ee | Sincerely, 

ogo | TY wz, +. 

ARIZONA, is aoe Je d. 

. , TEXAS 
rene i JOC /J John C. Glark 

NS ‘The purpose of this League is to protect, preserve, restore and wisely utilize all those natural resources of 
3 the arid Southwest—particularly western Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona—which do now and, if properly 
Se conserved, will in the future, make the Southwest a more desirable place in which to live, enjoy life, and 

S JS gain a livelihood.



New Soils Building 
October 3, 1934 

Mr. M. C, Mechem 
First National Bank Building 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Mr, Mechem: 

‘The only suggestion I can make about getting thorough 
consideration of the Eimendorff grant is to make sure that your 
report has reached Jay N, Darling, chief of the Biological 
Survey, who has now taken over the work of the President's Com- 
mittee, There is a bare possibility that your report may have 
been side-tracked in the committee's files, The committee had 
no full-time executives and was literally buried under a mountain 
of proposals, and I do not feel sure that all these proposals 
were ever thoroughly considered or even reached the Biological 
Survey. Mr, Darling, however, is now organized to give active 

* gonsideration to all proposals as they come, : 

I personally have no doubt sbout the values of the 
Elmendorff property. 

If the proposal is re~submitted it would be well, of 
course, to have the endorsement of the State Game Commission, 

Yours sincerely, : 

Aldo Leopold 
: In Charge, Game Research 

ALevh



MERRITT C.MECHEM 

ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW 

WALDO H. ROGERS FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING 

ALBUQUERQUE,NEW MEXICO 

September 26, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold, 
c/o University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

ef 
ee Dear Professor: 

d pm 

J I am sure you know all about the Bosque 
del Apache or Elmdorff Grant in Socorro County, New 
Mexico, and its desirability as a federal game reserve. 

I would like to have any suggestions 
you will be kind enough to offer in regard to making 
a sale of this property to the government for a game 
preserve. JI am taking the liberty of writing you 
because I know of your interest in anything that 
pertains to this subject and I believe you will agree 
with me that it is absolutely essential to the pres- 
ervation of water fowl to close this area, and it is 
a great pity that it has not been closed before now. 

Thanking you for your kindness in this 
matter, I am 

Yours very truly, 

7h 0 WO 
MCM: ED
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/ MR, ALDO LEOPOLD, - ’ 
MADISON, WISCONSIN “Lear Vitwrs 

MARGH 2, 1934 

Sam inten "3 Comittee, 
Wild Life Restoration . 
Roam 207, Administration Bldg., 
Washington, D.C. 

My dear Mr, Boole: 

I enclose herewith more or less detailed reports on 
the 6 migratory waterfowl projects approved by the 
State Gane Comission for acquisition under the progran 
worked out by this Committee, 

iss ann 1 ay ofan torn. state any rv areas 
the Commission has indie¢ated that it will not approve 
any other projects at this time, 

Official approval of these 6 projects ie indieated 
a iota eonialies chou Ge ate te tele. 

The 6 projects that we strongly recomend for acquisition 
aS nesting grounds are as follows: 

Blmendorf Tract 
Sam Simon Marshes 
Bitter Creek * 
Salt Lake * 
Artesian Lake, and 
Black Lake, 

You will reall that originally I recommended Burford Lake, 
tut later withdrew that recommendation after it was learned 
that under no conditions would shooting be permitted on the 
areas cequired, Sportsmen and the Game Commission are both 

; wirilling to give up this Burford Leke area as a shooting



CE a 

ground vines it is practically the only Large sheot« 
pty eft mpeg ty fo T hope 

therefore that you will see te it that this project 
is not inchuled in any recomentotions msde for te 
wequisition by the Yederal Govermamt for novting 
grounds, 

if pipertenad Gun ve of Svthur soreten to 
ouaaneies Sh A: aan ghall be very clad 
Af you will On Wil. 

‘ith kindest personal rogarde, I an, 

Very truly yours 

STACK GAME WAR : 

Shae. Fe, Rm Vrex tA) 

R930TL



New Soils Building 
February 14, 1934 

Byon Z. Vogt 
U. S. Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 
Ramsh, New Mexico 

Dear Mr. Vort: 

I remember you very well and am glad to hear 
: from you, 

I am afraid you are dealing with a pretty dif- 
ficult situation, for which I would hesitate to prescribe 
ate distance. Unless the sully, which you have filled, 
is earefully protected, you way have a worse wash-out 
than before it was filled, In an area of such high value 
it would occur to me that the artificial re-planting of 
root stocks of native shrubs and crasses might be worth= 
while. I am forwarding your letter to Mr. “ooglev who 
is the erosion mon for the United States Porest Service 
et Abberkivkey, with the request thet he get in touch 
with you, > Abn guanspachnss 

‘ Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

Al/mls



UNITED STATES 

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE 

EL MORRO NATIONAL MONUMENT 

OFFICE OF THE CUSTODIAN RAMAH, NEW MEXICO 

Feb Z 34 

: Mr Aldo Leopold, 

University of Wisconson, 

4 dison, Wis, 

Dear Sir; 

I do not know if you remember me but I recall you very vividly 

and have followed you thru the papers, 

Jess Nusbaum suggests that 1 write to you about the best 

method of getting the nat ural grass back at El Morro, Under the Civil 

Works program we have made a swale out of the deep arroyo on the south 

side @f the great cliff which carries the water from the"Rincon como 

Una naranja" as De Vargas called it in his diary in 1692,We are about to 

complete the works with our teams and fresnos but of course we have dest 

troyed all the grama,chaparro, and chamiso which grew there, What 

/ ‘method would you suggest we follow to get it looking like it did before 

| the arroyo started, 

If you have time to give this your thought and suggestion we 

ould greatly appreciate it, 

Thanking you I am 

Sincerely VA 

4 Fad Wy cs n Bl Morro National 

onument 

wt |



DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESS 

FOR RELEASE FOR MONDAY, JANUARY 8, 1934, 

Residents of Ramah, New Mexico, and vicinity, in the territory hard-hit 

last winter by blizzards that killed thousands of sheep, are facing the next 

few months with renewed courage, as a result of the Civil Works program, ac- 

cording to reports reaching Secretary of the Interior Harold L. Ickes. 

E. Z. Vogt; custodian of the El Morro National Monument, where interesting 

preservative and development work is in progress under the Civil Works program, 

reports that already a great crew of men is at work, made up mostly of married 

men or those having families to support. The list includes cowboys, homesteader 

farmers from Oklahoma and Texas who migrated to New Mexico and have been making 

valiant efforts to produce crops and establish homes, and Spanish-Americans who . 

work when possible in sheep outfits, cow outfits, and lumber mills, but most of 

whom have been out of employment for a long time. Being pioneer folk, they have 

established camps in tents or in dug-outs against the cliffs and cook for them 

selves. Camping in a snowstorm is said to be no more of an incident to them than 

a full moon or the passing of some luckier person's automobile. 

These men are very thankful for the opportunity to work, and Secretary Ickes 

is informed that they work with pick and shovel in making check dams for erosion 

control with as much interest and energy "as though they had a chicken dinner 

awaiting them at their little camps instead of frijoles (beans) cooked in a bean 

hole in the hot cedar and pinon coals." 

One woman so far has been put to work painting necded signs, doing this 

work at her. house. Owing to the isolation of El Morro it has not been possible 

to employ other women. This one lives with her aged mother and has to walk 

8 miles for her mail, having neither car nor horse; not even 4 burro.



The Hl Morro National Monument was established to preserve the great rock 

named El Morro (the castle or fortress) by the adventuring Spanish of the seven- 

teenth and eighteenth centuries. Companies of conquistadores, journeying between 

Old and New Mexico, passed this way and often camped in the shadow of the great 

rock. In its soft sandstone they carved inscriptions, dating back as far as 

1606. There are over 50 such messages inscribed on the rock. 

It is interesting to note that these historic inscriptions sometimes were 

placed over still older pictographs left by some of the prehistoric inhabitants 

of the Southwest. j 

Protection of the inscriptions, improvement of trails and water supply, 

fencing, and construction of a small section of entrance road are among the activ- 

ities upon which the civil workers now are employed. 

P.N.79909 2



Soils Building 
November 7, 1933 

Prof. John D. Clark 
University of New Mexico 
Alvaquerque, New Mexico 

Dear John? 

It is not clear from your postal whether you are tackling: 

(a) The compilation of a bibliography on Southwestern conservation 
to be embodied in your bulletin, or 

(b) Writing a list of things you should read as a basis for 
writing the bulletin, 

I am assuming (a) is what you wnt. I will try to cover only erosion 
and game, gince the forestry and ranze management you can get easier, 
quicker, and better direct from Prank Pooler. 

We can dismiss erosion by saying that a fairly complete bibliography on 
the Southwestern erosion problem (exclusive of California) 1s contained in 
the appendix of the revised "Hrosion Handbook" just issued by the Forest 
Service. I compiled it. Frank can get you a copy. Yor any verbal low-down 
on the problem, lean on Cooperrider. Some additional titles will be included 
in a paper I am writing and can send you within a few months, 

As to game, I attach a list (I) of authors selected from the bibliography 
of my "Game Management." The full reference in each case will be evident 
by looking up the author and the year in "Geme Management." These titles 
include only the papers dealing sec tieu with the Southwest or nearby 
states. They do not include gene: papers oun toa} # Southwestern work, 
The latter, of course,wmld be very numerois--practically the whole of the 
"Game Management" bibliography,and then some, 

I also attach list (II) oe pecan titles published since “Game Management" 
went to press, dealing specifi y with the Southwest. Most are 1932 and 1933. 

In case assumption (b) is what you want, I have marked certain items 
in red for your reading. 

You've got a job. Glad things are moving. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours, 

Incl. .



Iist II. 

Recent Southwest Titles 

Cahalane, V. H. 1932. “Age Variation in the Teeth and Skull of Whitetail Deer, # 
Cranbrook Institute of Science, Bloomfield Hills, Mich. 

Storer, T. I. 1932. "Yactors Influencing Wild Life in California," Zeology, 
Vol. XIII, No. 4, October, 

Russell, Carl P. 1932. "Seasonal Migration of Mule Deer." Ecological 
Monographs 221-44, Jamary. 

Robingon, C. S. 1931. “Feeding Habits and Forage Requirements of Rocky 
Mountain Mule Deer in the Sierra Nevada Mountains." Jour. Forestry, 
Vol. XXIX, Wo. 4, April. 

Rush, W. M. 1932. "Northern Yellowstone Mlk Study." Montana Fish and Gane 
Commission. 

Vorhies, C, T. and Taylor, W. P. 1933. "The Life Histories and Ecology of 
Jackrabbits." Tech. Bull. No. "9, University of Arizona College of 
Agriculture, May. 

Sumner, B. L., Jr. 1932. “Life History and Environmental Requirements of the 
Californie Quail." ‘Trans. 19th Amer. Game Conference, November, 
pp. 451-h5s. 

Russell, Panl. ‘New Mexico's Sealed Quail Investigation.” ‘Trans. 
, Amer, Game Conference, pp. 226-270, 

Weizht, G. M., Dizon, J. $., Thompson, B. H. 1933. “Paune of the National Parks." 
National Park Service, Washington, D, C.



Soils Building 
November 10, 1933 

Mr. John Collier 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Colliers 

4n old associate of mine~-Charles D. Hager of 
Grown Point--has asked me to recommend him for superinten- 
dent of the Eastern Navajo. 

Hager was one of my Rangers on the Carson Forest 
in 1914, I at that time formed a very favorable opinion 
of his character, personality, and work, I have not seen 
him since except briefly last sumer, at which time I 
gathered the impression that he had "grown" a lot and that 
he has real skill and understanding in range manarenent 
questions, and a very real enthusiasm for erosion control 
through better range use. He let me read a plan he had pre- 
pared for the Navajo. 

I am very glad to transmit to you this opinion as 
to his qualifications. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

Game Manager 

AL/vh



Crown Point, New Mexico 
November 5, 1933 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I suppose by now you have quite an organization, 
and have things going in fine shape in your conservation 
program. 

The work on the Navajo Reservation did not go 
off as smoothly as it should have. I took quite an active 
part in the fore part of the work. Later, I became dis- 
gusted with the handicap under which the work was being 
done. I wrote the Secretary of the Interior, explaining 
the cause of our failure, which was the lack of under- 
standing on the part of the people sent out here from 
Washington to direct the work. I was promptly fired off 
the job in August by these men, but a little later the 
men from Washington were recalled and let go. I have 
reasons to. believe the Secretary felt kindly toward me 
for taking the stand I did, because they received in- 
structions here at the office from Washington a short time 
ago to employ me at once, 

: There is a movement on foot to have me appoint- 
ed superintendent of the Eastern Navajo Jurisdiction to 
take the place of the present Superintendent, Mr. S.F, 
Stacher, who is up for retirement in a few weeks, 
Several local people, some people in Michigan with their 
Senators, our own senator, Bronson Cutting, some in- 
fluential people in California, Snd Chicago, are request- 
ing the Secretary to have me appointed to this place. 
In addition to this, the Indians here are Sending in 
petitions to him, from their respective chapters, re- questing this appointment. , 

I thought a letter from you to the Secretary would probably have a great deal of weight, and if you feel you can recommend me, I would appreciate it if you would write him in the very near future, 

I was much disappointed that you were unable to pay us a visit last August before you left. I hope you can arrange to do so some time soon. The family joins me in sending you and your family the best of wishes, 

Ags ees 
J



Soils Building 

November 10, 1933 

Vr. C. D. Hager : 
Crown Point : 
New Mexico 

Dear Charlie: : 

I de not know the Secretary, but I have written 

John Collier. Glad you let me imow, 

f I am slowly ‘getting set" here. sorry to again 

: lose personal connection with you and with the Southwest. 

Please give my regards to your very nice family. 

i The inclosed paper may interest you. 

j ‘ With best regards, 
O° 

‘ Yours sincerely, : 

: DS Game Manager 

Al/vh 
Incl. ! 7
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Carlsbed, New Mex. duly 9, 1933. 

Mr.Elliott S.Herker, 
State Game Warden, 

Santa Fe, New Mexico. 

Dear Mr.Barker: 

I have your letter of July 7, relative to Mountain Sheep, 

with scopy of Mx. Leopo1as memorandum on the same subject attached. 

You shoul have in your files several communications from me in 

which I have favored the Mexioan 3ig Horn in preference to the 

Roeky Mountain form for the Sandias. I shave always felt that 

the sheep that formely inhabited the Sandias and the country 

to the Northwest as far as Guba, were the Mexican and not the 

northern form. Some years ago I colleoted two well preserved 

heads in the malpais South-west of Grants and sent them to the 

Biological Survey. At the time I was not able to get any infor- 

mation relative to their alessification; however, by reference 

to Baileys "Mammals of New Mexico", page 21, you will note 

that these were referred tothe Mexico form ana classified as 

such. 

I had @ letter from Mr.Sutherland of Albuquerque 

last year relative to obtaining sheep from Ouray, colorado, for 

the Sandias and discouraged this, suggesting that we had bette 

use the Big Hatshet Sheep for this stocking if possible. 

Sincerely yours, 

c.c. to J.Stokley Ligon, 
Mr.Leopold. Game Specialist.



@ June 28, 1933 Fish & Game 
Cibola 

Memorandum on Mountain Sheep: 
: 

It has always been a question in my mind as to whether there was any actual evidence of the former existence of mountain sheep in the Sandia- Manzano chain. 

Governor Jumn Trinidad Abeyta of the Isleta Pusble told me on June 26 thet fifty years ago he had in his possession two ceptive mountain sheep lambs which had been captured in the Manzanos in Hell Canyon. 

He also stated thst mountain sheep persisted on the Yeso Mesa west of the Puerco until thirty or forty yesrs ago. : 

Bequipule Jojola, stockman for the Isleta Pueblo, told me that he found & single horn of mountain sheep in the Manzanos ten years AZO 

These instances may be accepted as conclusive proof of former sheep in the Manzanos and if they existed there it is a reasonable presumption that they existed in the Sandias also. 

fo In connection with possible re-stocking the question arises whether the ow weep in the Manzano-Sandia chain were of the southern or northern sub-species. The seme question arises with respect to the sheep in the Zuni walpais and Mr. Barker suggests thet the malpais sheep were probably of the same race as the j Manzano-Sendia sheep. Specimens of horne from the malpais sheep were collected } a few years sgo from carcasses by Dr. Pettit of Albuquerque, and a series of similar specimens exicted in McCarthy's saloon at Magdalena ten years ago. As ; & guide to restocking I suggested to State Gane Warden Barker that some of these specimens be found and submitted to the Biological Survey for identification. 

Consulting Forester. 

Dictated by Mir. Leopold 
and signed in his absence. y



RECOMMENDATIONS 

OF THE 

SOUTHWEST CONSERVATION CONFERENCE 

PREAMBLE: Upon convening of the Southwestern Division of the American 
Association for the Advancement of Science at Las Cruces, New Mexico, on May 
1, 1933, almost the first event was the meeting of a group interested in the 
Setter conservation of the natural resources of the Southwest. This group 
was concerned intermittently during the days of the convention with the gather- 
ing of viewpoints and the effecting of an organization designating itself as 

: the SOUTHWEST CONSERVATION CONFERENCE, with Dr. Walter P. Taylor as Chairman 
and Fred Gibson as Secretary. The above group was composed at various times 
of the following: 

Aldo Leopold, Soils Bldg., Madison, Wis., 

(Consulting Forester) 

Dr. Chas. T, Vorhies, Tucson, Arizona, 

(Pres. Sw. Div. A.A.A.S.) 

Dr. Walter P. Taylor, Tucson, Arizona, 
(Tucson Field Office, U. S. Biol. Survey) 

Fred Gibson, Superior, Arizona (Asst. Director, 

Eoyce Thompson Sw. Arboretum) 

C. K. Cooperrider, Tucson, Arizona (In charge 
Range & Erosion Studies, Sw. Forest & 

Range Experiment Station) 

Hlliott Barker, Santa Fe, New Mexico (State 
Game Warden) 

David M. Gorsuch, Tucson, Arizona (Gambel 
; Quail Investigation, U. of A.) 

J. Stokley Ligon, Carlsbad, N. M. (Game 
Breeder, N. M. Game Dept.) 

Dr. E. F. Castetter, Albuquerque, N. Me i ( 
(Chairman Biol. Sect. Sw. Div. A.AMeS.) 

Dr. Forrest Shreve, Tucson, Arizona (Dir. 
Desert Lab., Carnegie Inst. of Wash.) 

Dr. A. F. Hemenway, Tucson, Arizona (Prof. of 
Botany, U. of A.)
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The following recommendations were adopted and submitted to the 

general session of the Southwestern Division of the American Association for 

the Advancement of Science on May 3, 1933: 

LONG TIME PLANS 

_The Southwest Conservation Conference suggests to the Arizona Game 

Protective Association, to the New Mexico Game Protective Association, to 

their affiliates, and to other interested organizations and individuals, con- 

sideration of plans for organic cooperation for the purpose of the better pro- 

tection and development of the natural resources of the Southwest. A meeting 

at an early date of representatives of the two State organizations with other 

interested organizations and individuals might be a first step to the consum- 

mation of long-time plans for the orderly development of natural resources : 

throughout the entire Southwest. 

DEMONSTRATION AREAS 

The outstanding need of the Southwest is to show the public what 

conservation looks like. Conservation programs will not lack public support, 

once the average citizen visualizes the contrast between vegetated and bare 

watersheds, rich and impoverished ranges, abundant and depleated wild life. 

He is satisfied with the present conditions of the land because he has never 

seen it in good condition. 

The Civilian Conservation Corps gives the Forest Service an unprece- i 

dented spportunity to serve the region by restoring a series of permanent 

demonstration areas on which watershed, range, and wild-life conservation hes 

been combined and may be seen. The main need is fencing and erosion-control, 

which can be installed by the crews now available. We urgently recommend the 

installation of such a series. They are of vastly greater importance than 

new roads to the permanent welfare on the Southwest 

RESEARCH 

We regard as a dangerous fallacy the present tendency to slash ap- 

propriations for research. Conservation of soil, plants, and animals is 

ultimately a matter of costs; costs are high or low depending on the skill 

used in managing the resources; more skill depends on more facts; more i 

facts arise from research. Rescarch is our principal instrument for convert- 

ing conservation programs into conservation practice. Depression is the time 

to cheapen costs by more research. The present effort to abolish research 

should be directed toward mobilizing more and better brains to extend it. 

EXPAND RESEARCH 

We urge the extension of wild life, forest, and range research 

activities throughout the Southwest, especially: 

1. Making greater use of existing education and research facilities: 

Desert Laboratories - Carnegie Institution of Washington 

University of New Mexico 

New Mexico Fish and Game Department 

University of Arizona 

State College of New Mexico 

.Boyce Thompson Southwestern Arboretum 

: Arizona Fish end Game Commission
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! 2. Bringing about expansion of federal research through Biological 
Survey, Forest Service, Park Service, and other Governmental activi- 
ties. 

The Southwestern Conservation Conference especielly urges the main- 
tenance and expansion of research activities, State and Federal, in this time 
of depression, as a most promising means of promoting the return of better 
times, 

QUAIL FELLOWSHIPS 

The Southwestern Conservetion Conference hereby expresses appreciation 
of the leadership in game research of the University of Arizone, the Arizona 
Game and Fish Commission, the University of New Mexico, and the New Mexico 
Fish and Game Department, in the maintenance of the queil fellowships carried 
forward in the field by Paul Russell in New Mexico cnd David M. Gorsuch in 
Arizona; and urges the continuance and expansion of these highly velueble and 
productive activities, so that the quail investigations may be completed and 
other important probloms teken up at an early date. 

‘ 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL 

By far the most important method of protecting and building up the 
wild life and soil resources of the Southwest is through better environmental 
control, as follows: ; 

1. Insistance on more cdequate control of grazing by livestock, 
with benefit of any doubts to be given to the vegetation 
cover and te the common ne.tural resources of all rether than 
to any minority group. 

‘The U. S. Forest Service is believed to be on the right track 
but does not go far enough. It is bclieved sound economics 
and conservation require the gredual elimination of grazing 
from areas more valucble for watershed end recreational pur- 
poses than for grazing. 

2. Regulation of timber cutting rigorously in eccordance with 
the best information aveilable, 

3, Provision for attention to rodent and predatory cnimel problems 
with the object of maintaining optimum conditions. ‘ 

4. Prevention of forest fires. 

PUBLIC DOMAIN 

We urge bringing the 30,000,000 odd acres of public domain in New 
Mexico and Arizona under some adequate form of regulation for the better pro- 
tection of its watershed, plant, and animel resources.
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, STATE LANDS 

We urge State agencies in New Mexico and 4rizona to provide for 

scientific administration of Statc Lends, in order to secure more cdequc.te 

protection of their natural resources and to check the continued abuse and 

exploitation of these lands. 

WILD-LIFE =XPERIMENT ST:TION 

In view of the large amount of federal land in both New Mexico and 

Arizona, and of the interstate character of meny wild life problems, the 

Southwest Conservation Conference advocates the establishment, by the United 

States Biological Survey, of a wild life experiment station at an appropriate 

locality in the Southvest. 

ELIMINATE POLITICS FROM WILD LIFE CONSERVATION 

Satisfactory administration of natural resources is dependent on 

non-political methods. 

It is therefore recommended that all employees or State and Federal 

conservation agencies receive their appointments on merit clone, and that 

the tenure of these appointces should be secure and permanent during their ef- 

ficiency and good behavior. 

Received and approved by the Southwestern Division, American 

Association for the Advancement of Science, in general session, May 3, 1933. 

E. F. Carpenter, 
University of srizone, 

Secretary.



4 “Soils Building 
March 27,1933 

Mre ON. Marron 
Marron and Wood : 
Albuquerque 1... 

Dear Mr. Marron: < 

I am spealing in las Craces 
May I and 2. If the (un Club case should hap- 
pen to fall just before or just after these 

dates I would be glad to testify,mt tt would 
require some Little preparation to throw renl- 

ie ly effective ligat on the question of values. 
Is there intended to be compensation for this 
time-expenditure? If so how and by whom? 

: I ask tais because it is not quite clear 
to me whether this is recular consultine busi- 
ness,or perhaps a seml-personal request from 

some of my old friends in the Gun Club,sent _ 
throuch you, that I give them some off-hand 
testimony incidental to my other trip. 

It would take perhaps four or five days 
to gather the data from various states pre- 

sumably bearing on the question.. 

With best regards : 

Yours sincerely 

Aldo Leopold .



MARRON & WOOD 

ATTORNEYS AND COUNSELLORS 

ALBUQUERQUE,NEW MEXICO 

yee Maran March 23 ,1933 

OWEN B. MARRON 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2222 Van Hise, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

As you undoubtedly know, a number of people here 
organized the Albuquerque Gue Club and had its elub in the 
Vicinity of Pajarito in this county. The Conservaney District 
took part of the land owed by the Gun Club, and in the con- 
struction of the ditches drained the Gun Club and the lakes 
owned by the Gun Club, and made the lakes and land entirely 
useless for gun club purposes. 

We know that you are familiar with the organization 
of gun clubs and the use of lakes for the purposes of the club, 
and we want some expert testimony relative to matters of this 
kind, particularly as to the value of the Albuquerque Gun Club 
property. 

It is our information that you are to be in New Mexico 
some time early in April, and we are wondering if you could 
make it convenient to be here at the trial of the case, which 
probably will occur some time along in the middle of April, 
and you to familiarize yourself with conditions so that you 
could give testimony as to the value of the property destroyed 
by the Conservancy District. 

We would appreciate very much a letter from you in 
regard to the matter as promptly as possible. 

With kindest regards, 

Very sincerely yours, 

MARRON & WOOD 

By On Marrnd 
ONM:M



! fama 29, 1932 | 

iy. Pudi i. Eorington ‘ 

Madison, Wiseoasin 

f Doar Mr. Errington? 

At the request of itr, Aldo Meopald I quote ‘belew a section of the > ne Mer Morieo gaso Lowe passed in 1919, providing for automatic confor- _ 
nity of the stute Laws onl the federal migratory bird regulations: ‘ 

*Tt shall, be wilavfal to hunt, wu, trap, injure, destray, or 5 
howe in powvectioa say wild duces, wild geoso, wid oe b i 
snipe, simi piper, carles, plover, vail, pigeon, doves, hers, ae 
egret, crane, bitter, grebe, loon mii, cormorant, pelionn, ‘ 

: ibis, oot, or other migratory divide, swept as allowed by the A Federal Wigrotomy Wird Trenty Ast, tho iagy deh, and the rules - 
and reghistions lemied from tine te time thereunder, ahd any violation of sud Acts, rules or regulation: aan mibjeat the ' 

: person go vi eny gts, 6S or ations, to the toms of this Aat." See, 5, Geen, 133, 8 Le ae 
Tale sestion of law, however, was ropesied by the Wow Mexico Tegislon 
tare in 1031, 

Our present Gane Comasion has the over to establish seasons ont bag 
limits within this state, and of course so far as migratory mterfoul ; are concerned such seasons and bag limits mst be no greater than those 
established by federal regulation, Our Commission has held thet thoy 
ean not pass a establishing seasons merely by reference 
to a feilleral but eath season, or as often as changes are 
oa new on nmast be passed by the State Game Commisel on 

—— to conform te the federal regulations insofar aa 
that is 

Trusting that this quotation ani thig information serves the purposes 7 
desired by Mr. Leopold, I am 

Very truly yours 

Elliott S, Barker ; 
esb-p State Gone Varden : 

- @¢ = Aldo Leopold



! dune 3, 1932 

Dr. R. Fred Pettit i ‘ 
First National Bank Bldg. 
Albuquerque, New Mexico } i u : 

Dear Fred: 

I was clad to get your letter, but sorry to “learn 
that game matters in New Mexico are not untangling themselves. 

_,, = have now finished the Towa survey and am spending 
the month of Jume in whipping the management book into final 
shape for publication by Seribuer's this next fall. 

: My connection with the Institute ended on April 1 
and Iam trying my luck at a consulting business. The only 
dob in sight so far is Iowa, where I hops to be employed in a 
sort of running consulting capacity, spending a month or two 
there each year until the findings of the survey get into 
Funning order, Up to the present moment they are taking hold 

better than I had ever hoped any game proposition to take 
hold anywhere. Towa is like New Mexico was years agot been 
in hard luck so long that the sportauen are willing to pail 
together for a while. Whether she can stand prosperity for 

her game movement remaing to be seen. 

With best regards, ‘ - 

Tours as ever,



Dr. R. FRED PETTIT 

ALBUQUERQUE 

NEW MEXICO 

May 11-32 

Mr Aldo Leopold. 
Madison,Wise 

Dear Leos- 

Just returned from a trip to Denveryspent some time 
with Figgins,who is amongst our foremost eataititeyana sad to 

relate,smissed Beebe by a day thereeThought I would let you know 
the old Outdoor Life has passed into other hands than McGuitte"s 
altho I am told it is purchased on a payment plan,which might 
cause it to revert to Mceif the amounts were not forthcoming,and 
carrying Harry in an editorial capacity for a period of five 

yearse 

I am telling you this as it may have some bearing on 

any dec&&ion on your part to remain on the Conservation Board 

for sinee Harry"s advent it has deteriozted in quality of its 
soundness altho there has been more noise than formerlye 

Harry has regarded the work with sportsmen as toying 
with an order of intelligence too low for his proper consideration 

and has never liked ite 

WM 
They Game Dep"t is steadily prying into things and 

fields into which it has no advance knowledge,results are protty 

discouraging to the sportsmen;they cleaned out the socalled "Black 

canyon area"last fall of deer,it is now proposed to do the same 

in the Guadaloupes,open the season on antelope,and such other 

pids to the malcontent as occur to Neblett who has been berseek 

in his determination to demonstrate just how powerful he is and how 

wrong the foregoing administrations were3zall fish hatcheries of the 

state have been found to be faulty,several abandoned,new ones being 

~ puilt-under,by the way,Bengard,who selected the first sites and 

supervised all buildingehave drilled a well on the Pecos to supply 

water to the one at Lisboa Springs,on some grounds or othere 

If we must face two years more of Seligman,about all MoMeve> 
we gained thru years of fighting will have been lost,and at the monet-he 

looms darkly across the political horizan,especially if a democrat is 
selected nationally who inspires Sonfidence, 

The Game Dep"t very adroitly maneuvered Ligon into 

making their defences,and that ruined good old stalwart Ligon with the 

boys thruout the state,they felt he had "sold out",it was one of the 
damdest peices OM ptes li I have witnessed,I told Barker so,,;he 
disclaims any thor of the net results being suchsand maybe he is 
00 dumb to have known whet would happen, but Neblett could well have 
forseen that ,when he had Ligon "front"for the Commission, 

cai rats ip evil financial conditions are pretty bad here 

Bin incerely on !
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ae State of New Mexico wi J 
ELLIOTT S. BARKER, rs , 

rs Sion are Department of Game and Fish gyre 
Santa Fe, N. WM. SL 

March 15, 1932 aN 
FY 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Survey 
905 University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of March 1 is received. 

Needless to say, I was very glad indeed to have word from you. 
We believe that Mr. Russell is doing very well in his quail in- 
vestigative work, and I have contemplated having him, together 
with Dr. Castetter, make a complete report this spring at the 
time that Russell finishes his fellowship. While he has not found 

any serious parasites or diseases affecting the quail, I believe 
that he has gathered a lot of information that will be of great 
value to us. 

It is our present plan to keep him on as a deputy in connection 
with this investigative work after his fellowship is completed. 

If you are out in this country at any time this summer be sure and 

plan on stopping over and spending some time with us. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Very truly yours 

esb=p hette5 
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Sept. 28, 1931 

Dr. R. Fred Pettit 
Virst National Banic Bldg. 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Fred: 

What has become of the proposal of the ; 
Outdoor Life Award Committee to consider Dr. Paul Hagen for 
last year's medal on the grounds of his accomplishment of the 
restoration of Thief Lake? 

I am inclosing a newspaper clipping which 
may corroborate my previous claims as to the importance of this 
restoration project, and also a letter corroborating my state- 
ment that Dr. Hagen is primarily responsible. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
: In Charge, Game Survey 

Incl. 

alia eileen ena
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E.I.bU PONT DE NEMouRS & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE, 

September 18, 1931. 
GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 
404 Univ. Ave. Natl. Bank Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Aldo: 

I am returning herewith letter from Perry of 
New Mexico forwarded under cover of your letter of Septe 14. 

Needless to say, your estimate of the situation 
is correct. We are not now in the market for an additional 
field man, but I will be only too glad to keep Perry in mind 
in case something does turn up in the future, and I sincerely 
hope that he is successful in remaining in conservation work. 

In view of the fact that you have said nothing 
to Perry about this, I am not writing him at all, and for 
your information, Gordon has also written me a similar letter. 

Most sincerely yours, 

a T. Waller, Jr. 
LWTW/c Director of Conservation. 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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Sept. 14, 1932 

Mr. 3. L. Perry 
Box 1540 
Santa Ve, New Mexico 

Dear idgar: 

I am sorry to hear about the abandomsent of your 
educational effort, and of course about the unfortunate situation 

among New Mexico sportsmen. I am afraid that game movements, like 
grouse, are cyclic. 

I am going to the International Association 
meeting at Hot Springs at the end of this month ani will keep my 
eye open for possible openings which might interest you. : 

Iowa's attention is for the moment diverted from 
the question of an exeoutive officer. ‘They are having a hard enough 
time organizing a game survey, much less the question of who will 
execute it. However, it is not impossible that it still may develop 
into something in the way of an opening. 

I wish you would write me about every month, keep- 
ing me posted on your situation ani your efforts to locate an open- 
ing for congenial work, 

Yours as ever,



+ ° > + 

| Nem Mexico Game Protective Association 
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September 10, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Ayes, 
Madison, Wise 

i | a5, 7 74Y 7 to hele eo wan. 6 
Cit, the L/tOoe annual OnVention Of th ew EZX1LCO 

yo P, A. iS history, and rather @ history, I E 
q t 3 ing, lock, stock, an 
barrel, and what is left of the Association will hereafter 

own locals, and while we succeeded in electing two member: 

ch oung m oe lost i G process. If I could 

/ paces)
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have continued I think that I could have whipped the Asso- 
ciation into pretty fair shape by next fall, but as it is 
the next administration of the Department will almost in- 
evitably be purely political. It is awfully veasy to go the 
whole way once the ice is broken. f 

I had great hopes of this scheme, but it is definitely 
blown up. I want to stay in the conservation field if 
possible, and if you know of anything that is rolling 
around loose I would be glad to hear of it. I presume that 
the Iowa job that you wrote me about in May has already 
been filled. I would like awfully well to get hooked up 
with one of the National conservation organizations in al- 

| most any capacity, but I realize that the opportunities in 
thet direction are very limited. 

Let me hear from you. 

Sincerely,
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July 8, 1931 

Mr. E. i. Perry 
Box 1219 
Santa Te, New Mexico 

' Dear Edgars 

It is of course superfluous to say that I welcome the 
revival of the Pine Cone and that I appreciate the references 
to my former connection with it. I wish you all kinds of luek 
in this venture, 

Ligon tells me that you are thinking of publishing his 
southwestern life histories. This I think would be an excellent 
idea. His game survey 41d not bezin to tap the amount of value 
able material which he has accumilated, and which needs to be 
made mown to the public and other states. 

With best regards, 

Yours as ever, 

3



June 2, 1931 

Mr. BE. L. Perry 
Box 1219 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Dear Bdgars 

I was much interested to get the announcement of 
the "Board of Research and Education." I would appreciate 

' your sending copies of this to each of our fellowships and 
to the members of the Institute Game Committee given on the 
attached list. 

Just as evidence of good will, I am inclosing my 
check for your most modest membership. I am also sending 
you by registered mail my file of “The Pine Cone," which is 
not quite complete but which will answer your question 
about mumbers. Please return this at your convenience. I 
think it would do an enormous amount of good to have this 
kind of public exhortation applied to the modern ideas which 
are listed in your prospectus. 

I might suggest that your camaien might include 
some pressure on the Forest Service to actually practice 
game management on its idle territory as well as on its 
overstocked areas. 

Wishing you success in your undertalcing, 

ae Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 

Box L219 

May 29, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave. 
Natl. Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsine 

Dear Aldo: 

I guess I'll pass up the Iowa oppo#tun- 

ity; many thanks for your kindly interest just the 

same. I have decided to give this new idea a 
whirl, though I'll have to admit that I do not 
yet know just how it is going to come out. The 

enclosed announcement will give you an idea of the 

slant we are taking. The new Department is suspi- 

cious as Hades, but I had a long talk with two 

members of the Commission and Barker a few days 

ago and I believe they will shape around in time. 

I can give them a lot of help if they will let me, 

and they are already beginning to need it pretty 

badly. 

I plan to resurrect the Pine Cone as 

the official organ of the G. P. A. and publish it 

monthly. I find that the idea strikes a popular 
note especially among the older conservationists 

in the state, and it offers a relatively inex- 

pensive medium. I need some dope in regard to the 

original Pine Cone. When did you start it and when 

aig the last number issue? What was the number of 

the last issue (I plan to start off from the last 
number) Could you lend me a few of the last num- 
bers so that I can get the swing of the thing? I 

will see that they get back to you in good order.



Aldo Leopold 
ae 

Of course this whole thing depends 
upon our ability to raise sufficient money to 
keep it going for awhile; I feel sure that after 
the benefits begin to become obvious that the 
G.P.A. membership will support by means of in- 
creased dues. We have not yet started our cam- 
paign for money, but the next couple of weeks 
Will tell the tale. New lexico is even"broker" 
than usual, and while a certain class of people 
would support us with the idea that our object 
is to discredit the current political regime, 
of course we cannot afford to accept such support. 

Do a little earnest praying for us, 
and it you have any rich amigos who are phil- 
anthropically inclined , point us out to them. 
We will call them blessed forever! 

Sincerely, ! 

ae iC es 
ee y !



May 20,1931 

Mr. Edgar L. Perry 
Box 1219 
Santa Te, New Mexico 

Dear Edgars 

: Iowa has a new commission, but had to compro- 
mise in leaving the previous incumbent in office during 
the next term. They are looking for a technically-minded 

: man who could go in under a temporary title ami take over 
the works later. : 

The chairman of the new commission is J. MN. 
Darling of the Des Moines Register. I do not thinlc it 
would be a good idea for you to write him direct, since 
that would give it a job-hunting flavor, but I think he 
would pay attention to a letter sent by an officer of the 
GePole 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Santa Fe, New Mexico 
Box 1219 

May 6, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
404 University Ave. Natl. Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo; 

I am sorry that I have not answered your kina 
letter sooner, but as a matter of fact I have 
been trying to find out just what my plans are 
myself. 

There is a movement on foot for the G. P. A. 
to employ me in a research and educational capec- 
ity, but the plans are still quite nebulous, and 
I do not know whether the state is quite ripe 
for such a step or not. It would require the rais-~ 
ing of e considerable amount of money to put over 
the program contemplated and our G. P. A. has 
never been educated to soending money. There is 
a great deab of resentment regarding the upset og 
the Game Department which could be capitalized to 
taise funds, but I would not care to go into the 
project on that basis. I am only a third rate 
mud Slinger. 

I would like to stay in the conservation game 
if possible, and if you hear of anything that 
sounds interesting I will be glad indeed to have 
the tip. Needless to say I appreciate the con- 
fidence in my ability which your letter implies. 

Sincerely s, 

=f 
‘ E. L. Perry 

(\ ur
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April 18, 1931 ; 

Mr. B. Le Perry : 
State Game Commission 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Dear Edgart 

I saw in the papers that the anticipated change had 

been made. This is just a note to inquire what you plans ~ 

are. 

If you are willing to consider openings in other states, 

i I would be glad to by advised, since people sometimes asl: me 

where experienced men of the right viewpoint are to be found. 

With best regards, j 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge,Game Survey
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April 14,1932 

Mr. Jesse Nusbauam ; 
Archaeological Society 

Santa Ye, New Mexico 

Dear Jess: 

My statement about buffalo on the Scioto was obtained 

from “Geological Survey of Ohio,” Vol. III, by various authors, 

published by Nevins & Meyers, Columbus, 1882. On page 72 is a 
statement that the buffalo was originally found on the Sandusky, 

Ohio, Maumee, Muskingum, and Scioto rivers. There is an implica~ 

tion that prairie conditions tended to follow these rivers, al though 
it is possible to contrue the statement as meaning the watersheds 
as a whole. 

The last buffalo in Ohio was killed by Charles Francis Duteil, 

a Frenchman, at Gallipolis, in 1795. ‘The last buffalo killed east of 
the Mississippi River was killed by Sioux Indians on the Trempealean 

River, Wisconsin, in 1832. 

On page 75 the statement is made that buffalo in the eastern 

states seem to have been geologically recent. 

I find I have no extra copy of the map showing all these 
locations, but it will appear on page 191 of my Game Survey Report, 

copy of which will reach you within a couple of weeks. 

I have been talking with archers about the Folsom point. 

One of them has suggested that in view of the maximum width of the 
blade occurring so far forward a sinew wrapping may have been attached 

just above the small barbs or “ears" at the base of the point. Since 
the slope of the cutting edge would hear approach the shaft instead 

of receding from it, a wrapping would not materially interfere with 
penetration. I would suggest that you look over your models carefully 

to see if there is anything to such a possible wrapping of this lind. 

i If we can find where a wrapping occurred, then the technical diffi- 

culties of attaching a shaft would be resolved. 

With best regards, . 

Yours as ever,



aot 

April 8, 1931 

Mr. J. J. Kenney 
Santa Te s 
New Mexico 

Dear Jack: 

I ove you an apology for not sooner noticing 
that you had inscribed the Audubon book to me, instead of, 
as I had assumed, just loaning it to me to read. 

I read it on my return from Tucson, and I am 
delighted to have it in my library. It was thoughtful 
of you to do this and I mech apprectate tt. 

Qur visit in Santa Fe was all too short, and I 
look forward to another opportunity for having a good chat 
with you. 

With best regards,and love to the family, 

Yours as ever, 

t
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March 2, 1931 

Mr. J. FP. Mullen y : 
U, S. Forest Service 
Gas & Electric Building 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Jim: 

I wrote Elliott Barker recently to see if one of my boys 
could work for his keep on his ranch during the coming summer. 
His reply indicates that hard times have forced him to leave 
the ranch end he is working on the Bartlett estate. 

The boy I have in mind is Imna, aged 16. He is exception- 
ally dependable, a steady and sicillfull worker, and has the : 
physique of a grown man. In your opinion is there any desirable : 
set-up whereby he could work for his keep at some ranger station? 
The arrangement would of course have to be personal rather than 
official. 

What I would like to get for him is experience in handling 
stock and farm crops. He is presumably not quite old enough to 
turn loose on a field party. ‘The kind of mnger I have in mind 
is somebody like J. W. Johnson, Carl Schoefield, or Garvin Smith. 
I notice that Garvin is located at Magdalena, however, which 
would hardly fill the bill. 

This is simply a preliminary inquiry to asl you whether you 
think it would be worth while for me to take the matter up with 

: then as individuals, and with whom you would suggest it would be 
worthwhile to take up at all. 

I will probably have to go to Tucson within the month, and ; 
I am looking forward to dropping in and seeing you. 

Yours as ever, :



March 2, 1931 

Dre R. Pred Pettit 
Pirst National Banlc Building 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Fred: 

T am sorry to hear about the unsatis- 

factory state of affairs in New Mexico. I will do my best 

to get down there, but I am so situated right now that I 

cannot promise. y 

You might possibly make use of an 

article on the ideal state department by Keith MeCanse in 

the ldst issue of “The Came Breeder." I am asicing the 

magazine to seni you a copy. ? 

: Yours sincerely,



/u ned 

R.FRED PETTIT 

DENTIST
 

401-403 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLD’G 

ALBUQUERQU
E,NEW 

MEXICO Febe25-31 

Mr Aldo Leopold. 

Madison,Wise
 

Deat Leos= 

Greatly interested in the adeption of the 

Policy at the annual meeting of the national body,I 

regard it as the most ferward looking pronouncemen
t 

of the timeseYou sensed early the completion of ang 
era during which law enforcement and machinery for 
its enforcement reached its maximum utility,so that 
I checked you definitely in your phrase ef “where do we 
go from here", 

I am sorry I could not have been of greater 

help te yeu in this werkynot that yeu have needed it se 
much as that its seems so inutil to sit idly by and 

have you do the jebeHewever that seems tebe your 
destinye : 

We here,sare in the midst of our annual 

fight with the Goveand the legislatureg
and 

this time 

it is a fight. 

All of the things we found out about Hinkle 

are true ef this chapgand even more,she is esbsessed with the idea 

of powersholdin
g 

that to be elected the titular head of 
this stete,safter having prayed for it for "Lo these many 

years"is equivalent to having autocratic powers bestowed 

on himgand we have found curselves up against a prope- 

sition of a man who who keeps no promises,and
 

makes 

MANY» : 

Affairs are in a bad shape,I spent two days 

in S.F.lest week on this,but do net be surprised if the 
whole Game Commission Act is thrown out,or ruined, 

Judge Neblett is the hardestfwor
king 

enemy we 

have ever hadgand to be recruited from our own ranks is 
pbetty toughshe,like

 
Seligman else mst rule or ruin,end at 

a meeting of the G,P,A,last week,he was definitely “read out " 

of the organization
s 

If you find vu ade to accept Kenneth"s 

invitation down here,it will please your very large 

number of friends,and bears our cordial endorsements
 

Very truly 

ROUEMLi  HOUiaat ae OO



Bebe 25, 1931 

Mr. Kenneth Baldridge 
Baldridge Iumber Company 
405-23 south First Street 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Kenneth: 

There is a high probability that I wili go out 
to Arizona sometime in March to look over my fellowship 
there, but the set-up at this moment is such that I camot 
possibly say exactly when. Naturally if 1 go, I will stop 
over in Albuquerque. 

This, however, is not a sufficient answer to 
enable you to plan your meeting, tut it is simply the best 
I ean give you. If I were you, I would not depend on me. If 
anything more definite develops by March 5, I will let you 
now. 

Yours as ever,



J. C. BALDRIDGE LumMBER COMPANY 
DEALERS IN 

LUMBER - LATH- SASH- DOORS - PAINTS-OILS- SHINGLES 
BRUSHES: CEMENT: ROOFING: BEAVER: BOARD 

405-423 SOUTH FIRST STREET 

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 

February 20, 19351 

Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Aldo: 

The Albuquerque G.P.A. are having their annual banquet 
the evening of March 25th. I have accepted the responsi- 
bility of handling the job, and this letter is to give 
you plenty of time to figure out some excuse for your 
having to be in this neck of the woods on that date. 
There are numerous things of interest in this part of 
the country to you folks who are making the National 
Game Survey, and I am leaving it to your ingenuity to 
figure out some good reason for your presence here at this 
banquet. 

In my estimation right now is the most crucial period 
the Albuquerque G.P.A. has ever gone through. It appears 
very much as though the present legislature was going to 
give us a first class whipping, and I am afraid that the 
reaction from it is going to be dtsastrous to our organ- 
ization if we don't keep pounding the boys on the back. 
Of course what we lose through the actions of the legis- 
lature can, I believe, be used to more firmly cement our 
association together. However it is going to take a lot 
of intelligent effort and planning in order to direct 
the activities of the legislature to our own benefit. 

Present indications are that for the next two years we 
are going to be just about where we were six years ago. 
You know how much I regret the necessity of admitting 
this. Never the less in my opinion it is a fact. It is 
a long story and started about three years ago and what 
was at first a personal matter has now developed into a 
political one with the Game Department as the goat. I 
won't go into detail on this until you get to Albuquerque-- 
you see I am already counting on your being here. Of 
course if the 25th doesn't suit you we will name any date 
you say.



J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER ComPANY 
DEALERS IN 

LUMBER: LATH: SASH-DOORS-: PAINTS-OILS:SHINGLES 

BRUSHES + CEMENT: ROOFING: BEAVER:BOARD 

405-423 SOUTH FIRST STREET 

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 

February 20, 1931 
Page. 2. 

The G.P.A. Treasury is in a bad shape as they always 
are, however if you can't get your expenses out of the 
Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers Association we will see 
that they are taken care of. Surely you can't afford to 
pass this up any more than we can afford to have you. 

The duck season here was a flop and in looking over my 
kill for the last five years, if it keeps decreasing 
for the next five like it has the past five I will have 
a couple of guns for sale and two good dogs with nothing 
to do. 

Don't forget the date now, March 25th.



March 2, 1931 

_ Mr. Elliott Barker : Vermejo Parle 
New Mexico 

| 

Dear Elliott: ; 

I appreciate very mech your writing me at length and 
I of course realize that the present set-up does not allow you 
to consider my scheme for the boy. 

I am extremely interested in your present position and in your possible plans. I have to ron out to Arizona to look 
over my quail fellowship sometime this spring, and if time allows ; ZI would like to stop over to have a chat with you. If this becomes ' possible I will drop you a note later om 

With icindest regards, 

Yours as ever, 

. 

3 q 

,
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Room 40} 
University Ave. Bank Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 
February 10, 1931 

Mr. Elliott S. Barker 
Beulah 

: New Mexico 

Dear Elliott: 

What is the chance that you could let one of my 
boys worl on your ranch this summer for his keep? 

My second boy, Iuna, is particularly anxious to 
acquire some experience with livestock and farm work. His age 
is seventeen, but physically and mentally he is nearer twenty 
and is exceptionally steady ana dependable. If you could use 
him without inconvenience, I would greatly appreciate hearing 
from you. 

I will trust you to consider this matter, not in 
the light of my asicing a favor, bt purely in the light of 
whether such an arrangement would be advantageous to you. 

; I missed my hunting trip to the Southwest last 
fall but hope to get there sometime this spring, and I might 
possibly have an opportunity of running up to see you if busi- : 
ness does not press too hard, 

With kindest regards, 

Yours as ever,



Dee. 18, 1930 

Mrs Artinur He Sisk 
508 First Nat'l Bank Bldg. 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Arthur: : 

I am worried about the scarcer deer. I missed ont 
on my hoped-for bow and arrow hunt due to being in the hospital 

: at the wrong time, mt I am all set for next year. 

Kenneth had written me about the threatened shake-up 
of the Game Commission. New Mexico has a good deal of rebound 
in matters of this icind, and I feel confident that if the new 
governor tries something wrong, he will wrn his fingers. 

With best wishes to yourself and family, ‘ 

Yours as ever, i



‘ ; gi 

ARTHUR H. SISK Ww 
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY \ 

508 FIRST NAT'L BANK BLDG. \ 

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. 

December 13, 1950. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leo: 

May I congratulate you on your progress 
in establishing a game policy, and in the findings 
of your committee to study game conditions. It 
sounds like good hard common sense, and I feel 
certain it is a big step towards actual results. 

You may be sure all of your many small 
town friends were very proud to see your likeness 
in the December "American Game" and especially 

‘ in the December 15th. issue of "Time" - am sure 
it is the front page for you from now on, and 
those of us who know you best know that that is 
where you belong. “May your fondest hopes be 
realized - for we all know what that would be 
and what satisfaction it would bring to us all. 

We went into the Black Mountains again 
this fall on a deer hunt. Kenneth, VanAtta and I 
each got our buck, but Rossiter, our fourth man, 
did not get his. Deer were not so plentiful this 
fall. It was dry and noisy in the woods, which 
may account for not seeing more, but I am afraid 
there are actually less deer- why, I don't know. 

Our new Governor-elect has asked for 
resignations of all boards and commission members. 
Kenneth's term is out, but we are hoping Proebstel 
and Losey, the other commissioners, will tell him to 
go to hell. I believe we are at a crisis again. 

; bucks are scarce now, and so are geese. 
Many have gone on through - our conservancy program 
is making too damn much progress. 

' Merry Christmas to each of you. 

As ever, Qarhur



Nov. 20,1930 2 

Dr. E. F. Castetter — 
Department of Biology 
University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

‘ Dear Dr. Castettert 

I am delighted that you have found a man for the 
scaled quail study. ; 

I take it that the original plan of Mr. Ligon eact- 
ing in an afvisory cavacity is still in effect. In order to 

\ keep the work in coordination with that of Arizona, I hope that \ 
you will also ask for an occasional visit from Mr. W. B. Grange \ 
of the Biological Survey. F 

You have no doubt heard by this time that Senator . 
Hawes has now resigned from "More Game Birds in America." \ 
Since I wrote you they seem to be taking the direction of put- . 
ting on a demonstration in North Carolina, rather than working % 

in various states. This may work against your chances of get- \ 
: ting funds from then. x 

I hope to visit our Arizona project some time this \ 
winter, ani I am looking forward to stopping over to discuss 

; your project with you. 

With best wishes for success, 

{ Yours sincerely, 

4 ALDO LEOPOLD 
\ In Charge, Game Survey 

N $
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Nov. 7, 1930 ; 

Mr. George W. Evans 
Beaverhead 
New Mexico 

Dear Mr. Evans: 

son San gat She Peet tage fren sboverebte & Pitch, 
Madigon Averme and With St., lew York City, or from Von Lengerke 
& Antoine, Wabash Avenue, Chicago. 

: The prospect of the Double Sprinzs Refuge being 
opened up certainly sounds extremely attractive, and I certainly 
hope you will book me for one of the good camping places. 

I fully intend to make it next year, and it gets 
under my skin considerably not to be starting for your country 
right now. 

; With best regards, — 

Yours sincerely, 

— 

‘ 
\ : 
\ 

ph > 
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ap CHAS. PROEBSTEL, CHAIRMAN 
on K, J. BALDRIDGE 

Ss ve W. A. Losey 
Cy STATE GAME COMMISSION 

< oF : 
SiS . = ey 

Pleanae eereen State of New Mexico ; 
AND REFER TO 

Department of Game and Fish 
s Santa Fe 

Quail Investigation - jt 
Ye 

September 27, 1930 Tie 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, . 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leopold: 

Your good letter of September 22 
is received and I very much appreciate its 
commendatory setiment. After all, the University 
is chiefly due the credit for this undertaking 

since all that we are doing is to put up a rather 
meager emount of money while they are doing the 
actual work and taking the responsibility for 
its success. 

I have every confidence that this 
is going to turn out to be a very significant ‘ 
piece of wild life research work and I suspect 
that the University will be calling on you from , 
time to time for advice and assistance. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ELP/IW Ce OF GAME AND FISH



Sept. 22,1930 

Prof. John DP. Clark 
Department of Chemistry 
University of New Mexico 

Dear John D.t : 

iz T agree with you that we have been very poor correspondents 
and also that your letter just received makes up for the "missing volumes." 
Nothing has given me more gratification in a long time than to hear the 
good news. j 

Tt have also had a letter from Dr, Castetter and have written him 
about the details of your inquiry. I need hardly tell you that I will 
leave no stone unturned to help the University carry through. 

. 1 am taking the liberty of dropping Dr. Hornaday a note quot~ 
ing your sentence about what the last fifteen years have brought about in 

. New Mexico. In this case, aa in all the others, I of course fully realize 
who has kept the fires turning, 

Will you be at the A.A.A.S, meeting in Cleveland this Christmas? 
It would do me a lot of good to have a tallc with you. 

With very best wishes and kind regards to your family, 

Yours as evor, 

\



/ 

’ THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 

ALBUQUERQUE 

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY September La, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Chemistry Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

It is a long time since I have written to you, but when i 
you have finished reading all that is in this letter, I think 
you will be pleased with the contents, and will feel that 
what I have lacked in abundance of correspondence, I have 
made up for in the quality of this one letter. 

The big good news is that the State Game Department upon 

recommendation of the State G.P.A. has granted the University 
of New Mexico $6,000 to be spent over a period of four years 

in the study of scaled quail. Dr. E. F. Casstetter has the 

y appointing of the man who will receive the fellowship. 

Do you have any body to recommend? 

tt is hard to realize that such a change in attitude 
could take place in fifteen years, as has taken place since 

you and I, and one or two others, met Dr. Hornaday down here 

in 1915 and organized the Albuquerque G.P.A. I can't think 
of anything in all human experience wherein such a revolu- 

tionary change of sentiment has taken place as has occurred 

: in game matters in this state.' I know that when I came here 

people warned me to look out for the game warden assuming 

that, of course, I would violate the law. And thousands 

of sportsmen today would put themselves out to get evidence 

enough to convict a law violater. Today, law violation is 

rather a minor thing. Then came the struggle to get the 
game department out of politics and it is out; then it was 

the predatory animal work, and now we have entered the 

stage where the sportsmen see the necessity of scientific 

investigation. It certainly makes one feel good to think 

that he had a part in this great work. 

I do not know of any place where a few dollars spent in 

scientific study of game problems will meet with as much favor 

on the part of sportsment as in New Mexico, and I don't know 

of any place where the results of such study will go out to 

the rest of the world with better savor. 

I have just sent to the game warden at Santa Fe a rather 

lengthy article backed up with a lot of scientific references, 

which T hope he will publish in the next New Mexico Conservationist.



A. Leopold -2- 9/12/30 

As you probably know the production of synthetic Nitrogen 
compounds since the World War has gone up by leaps and 
bounds. The price has gone lower and lower. Phospates 
and Potash have kept paced. Research in the last year or 
so has demonstrated that favorably situated farms can use 
this new cheap fertilizer and double or treble their yields 
and cut the costs per bushel down to about half. As there 
is a dollar in it,we are about to see a program of great 
expansion in the use of fertilizer and it means that a lot 
of marginal land (marginal in the economic sense) is going 
to be abandoned and revert to grazing or to waste land. 
I was in Europe this summer. The Pellerein process for 
making artificial wool holds a real threat to the wool 
grower. The opportunity seems right at hand for the sports- 
men to get hold of a lot of very cheap land and to make game 
country of it. My article to Perry was emphasizing the need 
of continu¢ing and expanding the excellent policy we have in 
New Mexico of purchasing land for public shooting grounds. 

With kindest regards to Mrs. Leopold, 

Sincerely yours, 

ype:G aaa 4, Gla k



Copies to: Olin 4 
Redington 
Grange ; 

Pettit 
Bostick 

Sept.22, 1930 

Seavteaen ak tele 

University of fer textes 
Alouerme, New Mexteo 

Dear Dr. Castetters 

It would be hart for me to emererate the gratifteation t 
Se ee ee ivan St Be Sune Comtoiien Se enebeieg Op Ctrevehiy 

stort works on cenled quail, 1 will most certainly move everything 
in my power to afd to the fonts om! facilities which you an? the Gaze 
Gundleston have e60 tye 

Right at this moment my Institute ie umble to help directly. 
411 our fellowships have been allocated ami no affiticnal frie are tn 

: See Re De neue peer wo 8 had. Developnents are unter way, however, 
present an excellent chance for outside help later on 

ne of these develosmente fs the recent ormantsation of a 
og ay mote ED cage Deal olay nh ele ge 

mn Sathoctag on elite coup their tentative prospectus. 
ree Se le tan eae tents bane © wy Sete 

tanae of starting thn Zeliomly en tn tn Toot ought to sane Zour 
chances T happen to thet the organization fa not yet in 
ocay quan te Gace Keane tae to en ee ne eee 
your cave to Senator Haves, preaident, as soon as possible 
che feaietits <0ik Deen te ne ee ee 

efdrecs 10 580 Fifth Avenue, lev Tork City. 
T an almost mure thet the U. %. Biologtenl Survey on applica 

‘ow cop contin t te atinnie tah ne ee ee 
they ore oxtenling to the nm gambel quail at Tnesom. Mr. Me be 
Steddard's services are no longer avatlable sines he has left the Biolog- 
foal Survey, but Mr. %. 3B. Grange hag talon hie plage ant I belfeve te 
Slatie feat Rane me tee ae On ee nen Say whee Ste te See 
wlating your plane. On the chance that he fin Togson I am senting 
ohne fel ae eid ee ee ee tn any event 

; oo nikee ae at Ge in the possibility of a 
New Mexico study, which I think moans that he would be willing to stop over 
on hie next trip. My sagrestion would be that you tale up with Mr. Reding 
ton the matter of advisory help from Mr. Grane. Meanwhile I om talking the



liberty of sending Mr. Redington a copy of this letter so that he will hove 
the good news. : 

‘I have no qualified students in reserve at this moment. Mr. 
Grange, however, know of somebody, ani I shall dart looking around at 
Once. San pertiocadiy at tuk ie, Shaan ake GUUNOAEE to ch te Ge Oe 
visory capacity. ; 

Aside from the possible chance of help from eastern sources, it 
seene to me not impossible that private fonds from wealthy citizone of New 
Mexico might be found, particularly sinee the Oame Commiasion an the Uni- 
versity have evidenced their determination te help thenaselves as woll as to 
geek help. Are there, for instance, any individuals comected with the bi¢ 
copper companies who are particularly interested in quall? If such a line~ 
up could be found and you could use me to help present the case to mach in- 
dividuals, I would be only toe glad to be of service. : 

It might serve as general ammumition for your camaign to have 
the attached list of gome projects now unter my in the United States. this 
list does aot pretend to be comlete am! is mt for publication. Let me 
again congratulate you on your aimirable move.. E 

Youre sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 

Tn Gharge, Game 2urvey 

Indl.
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daly 8, 1930 

Mr. ik. Pawy 
seste Thanh cnn motes ; 
Sauta Te, lew Mexico 

| Dear Edgars ; 

Thanks for your word Joaynal of good on my 

tis tee ele oe pyro dey 
ee ST ane ee together with a glassy 

print wah @ tall Gon. trom an' te wsabd tap Pate 
duction purposes. 

Yours sincerely, 

Tm Charge, Game Survay 

Inel.



\ ELL. Perry SN CHAS. PROEBSTEL, CHAIRMAN 
j STATE GAME AND FISH WARDEN (S, a) K. J. BALDRIDGE 

é 3 W. A. Losey 
f QS yy STATE GAME COMMISSION 

1912: 

ADDRESS REPLY TO . 

Brokered e Ug State of New Mexico : 
0 - Cooperatio : cue Department of Game and Fish 

Santa He 

July 2, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Survey 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

IT have just read the Journal of Forestry reprint of 
your Des Moines speech and it is good stuff. Of course the time 
will come eventually when every owner of game covert will 
recognize its economic value as such and when there will be 
formal instruction available for its development and management. 
However, we have got to junk a lot of antiquated notions first, 
learn a lot more about natural history and probably see game a 

: lot scarcer than it is even today. You are sailing on the right 
path when you tie game production up with agriculture and the 
agriculturist whether farmer or forester, since in the last 
analysis we are going to have game only if the land owner wants 
it and there is no conceivable means by which government may 
force him to raise it if he does not. Under separate cover I 
am sending you the tracing of our game refuge system, Since 
this is to be reduced to book page size, I have had omitted from 
it everything except the refuges, county boundaries, and county 
seats. The refuges are drawn to scale with the exception of a 
very small one, which are purposely exaggerated somewhat in 
order that they may not become invisible when reduced. We did 
not put any drainage upon this map, but you may add any that 
you see fit, remembering of course, that in a small scale map 
the less lines you have, the better. I enclose a copy of our 
last year's game refuge map which will give you an idea of the 
relation of the drainage to the various refuges. ( 

Very sincerely yours, 

Ze Vy 

[4 

ELP /MM DEPARTMENT OF Sijéh AND FISH



E! L. PERRY {ER CHAS. PROEBSTEL, CHAIRMAN 
STATE GAME AND FISH WARDEN {3, v3 K. J. BALDRIDGE 

Fj 3 W. A. LosSEY 
QS Ly STATE GAME COMMISSION 

1912: 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

eee State of New Mexico 
. bil Bowe: Department of Game and Fish 

Santa Fe 

June 5, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Survey 

421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

: Dear Aldo: 

Your’ letter of May 22 is received and I now 
have in the course of preparation a tracing of our game refuge 
system which will be adapted for the use of both of us. 

I must use this tracing in October and it is : 
quite large, being the size of the game refuge map which I 
sent you previously. What you will need to do is have the 
tracing photographed down to the size which will fit in to 
your volume page, whatever that may be, and you will thus 
get a print from which the plate for printing will be made. 
Any commercial photographer or engraving company will make 
the reduction and the cost will be slight. 

f I am offering these directions at this time, 
since I may possibly not be in the office when the tracing 
is sent out to you. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ae, 0 y 1 

ELP /MM DEPARTMENT OF GAMB>AND FISH



June 12,1930 

Mr. EB. L, Perry : 
State Game & Fish Warden 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Dear Bdgars 

T am delighted to hear that you need the tracing i 

for your own purposes and will send it to me for reduction. 

We have an extra-competent map photographer here and I will be 

very much pleased to have the reduction made and to return you 

some prints, together with the tracing. 

Thanking you for your cooperation, 

Yours sincerely, 

tn Chavge, Game Survey
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WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS COMPANY Co wu 

New Haven, Connecticut 

June 2, 1930 

Mp. 8s. Perry 
State Fish & Game Warden, 
Santa Fe, NewMexico 

Dear Sir: 

I appreciate very much your letter of May 26th 
in regard to your reaction to our advertisement which 
you saw in June Field & Stream. This opens up an interest- 
ing phase of the situation and one which I did not anticipate. 
I am very glad indeed to get your reaetion to this as © 
naturally we have no desire to run counter to the general 
trend of sentiment in regard to the shooting field. 

As you undoubtedly know, we are a large contri- " 
butor to the work of game conservation in the country and are 
strongly committed to it. We know that there are certain 
types of hawks and owls and other birds of prey which are 
considered objectionable and it was after that we were 
aiming in this advertisement. However, I am very glad 
indeed to get this frank expression of opinion from you as 

me it will be a great help to us as a guidance to our future 
work along this line. 

With kindest personal regards, I am , 

Sineereky yours, 

Go. S. Hutt 
Advertising Manager



P « Periodicals 

é June 10, 1930 

> Mr, 0, S. Hutt 4 
Advertising Manacer 
Winchester Repeating Arms Co., j 
New Haven, Connecticut 

Dear Mr. Rutt: 

I have your letter of June 2 in sort 
to my protest regarding your advertisement in FIELD 
STREAM, and I appreciate the kindly and co-operative 
tone of your response. I have been watching with a 
great deal of interest end gratification the lining up 
of the arms and ammunition manufacturers on the side of 
conservation during the past few years, and I am confident 
that it is the longest step that the wild life conser= 
vation movement has made since its inception, 

I realize of course that the edvertisement 
in question was merely one of those slip-ups that all of 
us make from time to time, and my letter was merely by 
way of plugging an observed leak. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ye) 
: oe ) / | 

1 in. f Clee 
ELP/MM DEPARTMENT OF cams awe. risn 

OC * Aldo Leopold



Copies to: Olin 
Waller : 

Tobler Nu Mex (ee 

«Wy Gs RECEIVEY 

May 26, 1930 cour Sarena HE & SAME FR 
FILED, 

Department F, 
; Winchester Repeating Arms Co., 

New Haven, Conn. 

Gentlemen: 

I have a hunch that you have already been flooded 
; with letters of this same tenor regarding oe advertisement | 

in the June FIELD AND STREAM, but I nevertheless wish to 
contribute my protest. 

Most conservationists are now pretty well sold on 
the idea that the indiseriminate shooting of hawks and owls 
is not good business, and much time and money is being spent 
in an effort to educate the public away from the time-hallowed ! 

; custom of banging away at or bird of prey regardless of 
what its prey customarily consists of, Admittedly, there is 
still some dissention in this connection, but I think that the 

i bulk of evidence is to the effeot that most species of hawks 
and owls are economically benefioial rather than harmful. 

I doubt the business wisdom of any arms and 
ammunition manufacturer getting on the other side of the fence 
for sales promotion reasons. 

: Very truly yy 

ag ’ 

ULP/MM DEPARTMENT OF GAME-AND FISH 

cC = Commissioners 
GC = Aldo Leopold



Tune 6,1930 

Mr, Bdgor L, Perry 
Departacat of Gane and Fish 
Santa Fe, New Yoxieo 

Dear Bagart : 

T we glad thet you spoke your mind to the fine 
cheater Company shout the hawk advertisement. Your letter 
happens to back up my recent recosmendation on this mtter, 

I hed already taken up with the Institute the proposal that 
ell advertisements featuring predators must be rotognisehle ac 
fe Gpedhse, tanh td Gleb Ones Geter bo apeeine Gotan thon bs 
larger categories, end that only species imown to be injurious 
should be made the subject of such advertisemmts. The per. 
tieuler advertisement, if recognimble at sll, we a Redtail, 

whieh is of courte harmless, 

You wideretend, of course, thet the adverticing 

weet tcsas oF dae eae, ae nomenon of and 
ee ee ee ee ee T om sure 

thet you ean expect « very great improvement in attitude 
of the individucl companies on thie sort of question. 

Youre sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOponp 
Tn Charge, Gene Sarvey



May 22, 1930 

My. Edger L. Perry 
State Game Yarden 
Santa Fe, New Mexico ‘ 

Dear Bdgar; 

Thanks very much for offering to make an 
up-to-date refuge map of New Mexico. If you are go- 
ing to do this anyhow for your ow purposes, fine. 
If not, I had better hold off until I am absolutely 
sure I am going to use it in the publication. I want 
to present several state refuge maps and naturally 
thought of Pennsylvania and New Mexico, Until the 
document is completed, however, I cannot tell finally 
what I will have room for. 

I certainly appreciate your cooperative 
attitude, 

’ 2 Yours sincerely, 

: : ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey 

1



May 7, 1930 

State Gene tanten 
Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Dear Edger: 

May I reproduce, with due credit to the author and 

the Cownission, in the text on game management which I am 

now Compiling, Iigon's game refuge map of Wew Mexico on page 

173 of “Wild Life of New Mexico"? 

I would like to have both your consent and Ligon's 

to this reproduction, but I am leaving the matter in your 

hands. | 

Yours sincerely, is 

F ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



R.FRED PEeTTIT 

DENTIST 

401-403 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLD’G 

ALBUQUERQUE,NEWMexico April I 7-30 

Mr. Aldo Leopold. 
madison,wis. 

bear Leo:- 
On april 26th,.Bob will be trying 

to make a new Southwestern record at tuscon 
in the half mile:it is his last race as 
a senior at the university,and his old bau 
will be sitting rignt back of him in the 

grandstand,giving him what encouragement ic 
can, 

for that reason 1 will be unable 
to meet you at vuhicago,as I had thot when 
I first learned of the proposed meeting, 

Was in venver the 45th,had a 
Chat with Harry mcuuire,think he has 
learned a little since his fling at whe B.3. 
and especially kedington:he has the double 
misfortune to have graduated rrom poth 
N.Dame and Harvard,to him"all the world's 
a stage-with puny actors, 

ur.,meGuire,sr.is giving the city 
of Denver a bronze group or grizzly bear 
done by Louis Jonas,or New york-voleman 
Jonas was in the office monday and told 
me about it,from what he says it is done 
in heroic size, 

Hred sherman is making the 
most efricient presiaent or the state 
G.P.A.we have had,stalwart ,determined 
honest,yet with considerable diplomacy 

; for which you may thank voa,fror with 
Neblett outside he rold,the conditions 
have been most untavarable, 

with kindest regards to you and 
yours I am 

sincerely. 

F Ver. 
Tea



P = Cons, 
Material 

March 17, 1930 

Mr. B. R. Britton 
‘, Socorro, New Mexico - ; 

Dear Britton: 

I have your letter of March 11 in 
regard to the duck census figures, and in view of the 
reluctance of the Survey to have these figures used 
at this time, I oy: that I had better not attempt 
to tie up the Leopold survey with the latter day work. 
Due to the radical differences of procedure used, about 

2 all that we would get would be trend anyway. 

I intend to run a story on the Leopold 
survey however, more with a view to encouraging the 
keeping of records than anything else. If Leopold had 
been in a position to carry on the work down to the 

. present time, we should now have a chain of records of 
incomparable value. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ELP/GM DEPARTMENT (Lory 

CC = Aldo Leopold



E. L. PERRY KBE CHAS. PROEBSTEL, CHAIRMAN 
STATE GAME AND FISH WARDEN lS, a K. J. BALDRIDGE 

z Ae : W. A. LosEY 
YS Ly STATE GAME COMMISSION 

1912: 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

Rieacee ona State of Netw Mexico 

P - Cons. D ‘ thing epartment of Game and Fish 
Santa Fe 

he March 5, 1930 
; Pp wi 

x \yr ye * 

PPE ph ray 
Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Geme Survey 
421 Chemistry Bldg. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I talked with Britton briefly 

the other day regarding securing the duck census data 

in the territory covered by him and he assured me that 

he would send it to me. I realize of course the 

difference in the methods employed, but I still believe 

that some valuable information may be gleaned from 

comparing the records of the two projects. We can at 

least see whether there have been any radical changes 

in seasonal abundance, which after all, is one of the 

important things in our duck flight. 

I would like very much to look 

over a sample of your survey report and if an opportunity 

presents, please send it along to me and I will see that 

. it gets back to you promptly. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ELP/MM DEPARTMENT 0354 AME ND FISH
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RAYMOND B. STAMM # 

AMAAMMATHE, 2.0% ov'N78 
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Aldo:- 
Received the copy of your letter to Shermen. 

Expect him here tomorrow and will give him your file then if 
he. wants it. 

I enclose the penciled list of the Cones I made 
when I first received them. I intended to write you at thet 
time ,thenking you and calling your attention to the apparent 
missing numbers. [I arranged them in order as soon as I opened 
the package and made this list at that time. You may know about 
these missing numbers,or they may not have been issued at all. 
I am very sorry I did not keep a file of them myself. Yours are 
probably the only ones now in existence and certainly should be 
cherished. 

I note yomr list of the original group and think that 
you have included a number of names who did not come in until a 
later date. I am positive that Pettit,Sisk and Baldridge were 
not with us when Hornaday was here. I dont think Jamie was and 
think you have forgotten Don Rankin. My brother and I took poor 
Jamie on the first hunt he ever had. He wanted to see what this 
sport was that would make us stop playing tennis when the dove 
season opened. 

Sure wish you were here now and for the next year as 
I am very strongly of the opinion that we are facing a BAD 
political crisis and are in grave danger of losing nearly all the 
ground gained in the last ten years. It sure dont look good and 
we have been sailing along so smoothly that it is mighty hard 
to make the sportsmen realize the present danger. Neblit has 
taken the attitude of tearing the whole thing down unless he can 
control it himself. "Many fr
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ys Copy to Mr. Fred She man 

Yebrusry 21, 1930 

Mr. Raymond B. Stamm 
P, 0. Box 178 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Ray: 

You wore very conscientious to make out a 
complete list of the Pine Cones. Some of them were 
missing, as you say. 

I am very glad to have you correct mo on the 
list of founders of the Albuquerque @.P.A., On the 
chanee thet Fred Sherman ie thinking of publishing the 
nameg, I am sending him a copy of this letter, with 
the request that Don Rankin be added, I remember very 
well that he gave us lots of very valuable guidance, 
especially on legislative policy. 

With best regards, 

i Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IoPpoLp



February 6, 1930 

Mr. F.C. ¥. Pooler 
District Porester | : 
Albuquerque, Yew Mexico : 

Dear Franks 

I learned recently quite by accident that 
District 4 4s intending to drop SB. Locke for lack of 
funds. At the same time it was my impression that you 
were going to take on a game man for analysis of the 
game situation on the Gila and elseqhere. There are 
a number of other openings 2long game end fish lines for 
which I have Locke in mind, but in justice to the Forest 
Service I felt impelled to let you know what I have learned 
about the discrepancy between districts. 

I consider Locke a very able and experienced 
research man in game and fish. Confident#ally, I also have 
the impression that any organization which will give him the 
chance to spread his wings a little bit will realize mach 
larger returns on his time than has been realized in the mast. 
ince this to my mind is the principal characteristic of Dis- 
trict 3, I need say nothing futher. 

: With kindest personal regards, — 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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February 12, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Vhemistry Bldg., 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of February 6 is received and am inclined to 
pelieve you must be misinformed about D-4's intention of dropping 
S. B. Lockee My guess is that he is being assigned to other work 
in the District with saving of general administrative funds of 
which there seems to be increasing lack. Possibly the proposed 

increasés for F.Y. 1931 will alter the situation. 

D-3 is as poor as any District, I imagine, . were 

touched up for $9,000 G.E. to help finance District 9 and now lose 

some $5,000 G.E., which we saved from our emergency guard fund. 

Nevertheless we view the game situation as so urgent that without 
regard to how the assignment will be financed another year we are 
assigning Musgrave to our game work on a yearlong basis. At the 

time we took the matter up we asked Washington for their advice as 
between Musgrave and Locke, receiving the information that to take 

Lockewould deprive D-4 of the services of a qualified man probably 
as badly needed in that District as in District 3, and the presumption 
was, of course, that D-4 would use Locke on game work. Your letter 

would rather indicate that such is not the casee At any rate, in 
view of Washington's reference to Locke in the foregoing way and 
their wholehearted endorsement of the Musgrave suggestion, we have 
proceeded on the latter tack and formal recommendations are before 
the Secretary for his transfer and promotione I think we are getting 
an-eminently qualified man. Incidentally Rachford is pretty well 
keyed up as to the importance of the game problem throughout the 
Service as a whole and I will be much surprised if the problem is not 
closely studied in other Districts than U-3. At any rate we intend 
to launch a very comprehensive study of our game situation as soon 
as the Musgrave transfer becomes effective.



A.Le 

You will be interested I am sure in the enclosed copy of our 
District program for 1930, which among other things outlines in 
general terms what are our plans in connection with Musgrave's work 
in the game section. Please keep me advised of your plans and the 
progress you are making in your game survey work. 

Am leaving in a day or two for Washington for a four to six 
months' assignment to concentrate on the personnel classification 
situation which apparently calls for someone's undivided attention. 

With best personal regards, 

Very sincerely yours, 

Co Listriét Forester. 

Ence 

-2-



: February 5, 1930 

- Mr. Edgar L. Perry 
Game Warden 

Santa Fe, New Mexico 

Dear Edgars 

. In glancing through the last issue of the 
New Mexico Conservationist I notice your statement in 
the editorial colwm that “We know nothing about ducks." 

I am, of course, in hearty sympathy with your . 

insistence on approaching conservation problems by first 
finding the facts, and it occurred to me that the Conser+ 
vationist might take the lead in a campaigh to umge sporise 
men to keep records, which would be adding to their om 

enjoyment as well as to their knowledge of wild life. A 
sample of the value of such records is possibly found in 
the enclosed "A Seven-Year Duck Census of the Middle Rio , 
Grande Valley," which you might have seen and which in any 

event the average sportsman of New Mexico has certainly 

not seen. Should you wish to start an idea of this kind, 
I would be glad to furnish additional material from time 

to time. 

With kindest regards, | 

Yours sincerely, ‘ 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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February 13, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Your idea in regard to encouraging sportsmen 
to keep records of game seen and killed is very, very good. . 

, I am going to bear down on the subject in the next CONSER- 
VATIONIST and I have a hunch that it will uncover a lot of 
records which have already been made, but which have never 
come to light. Some of my more rarefied scientific friends 
are more than a little disdainful regarding any observation 
made by the dub sportsmen, but I am convinced that they 
have a real intrinsic value aside from a purely psychological 
one. I feel certain that we got a picture ofthdeer situation 
in this state through the records obtained from the deer 
hunters last fall, which is reasonably accurate on the whole, 
and vastly enlightening. 

As a by-product of your suggestion, what do you 
think of the proposition of tying up this survey of yours with 
the work done in the Rio Grande Valley by the Biological Survey 
cooperative observers, since that work was instituted. It 
seems to me that by gathering those records and making comparable 
graphs that we could show pretty certainly what the trend of the 
duck supply is in the Rio Grande Valley. Most people are con- 
vineced that it has been sharply downward, but it would be 
interesting to know whether that is actually the case or whether 
changing shooting conditions have only made it seem so. I do 
not know how difficult it would be to get these records, nor 
whether they could readily be dissolved so as to make them 
comparable with your data, but it would be worth trying. It 
would make a damy story for the CONSERVATIONIST. 

Very sincerely yours, 

ELP/MM DEPARTMENT OF Z. AND FISH



February 18, 1930 

Mr. Bagar L. Perry 
State Game and Fish Warden 
Santa Pe, New Mexico 

Dear Bdgar; 

} My census charts of the Rio Grande Valley 
could not be tied directly to the subsequent census of the 
U. S. Biological Survey for the reason thet the latter rep. 
resents periodic counts on a single piece of country, whereas ; 
my work represents periodic counts wherever I happened to be 
bunting in the general region, If this difference were pointed 
out, however, the two could be hitched together to some adven- 
tage. Britten could doubtless give the figures for the Biol- \ 
ogicel Survey work, or @lse get them for yon. 

I appreciate your interest in my suggestion. 

Ae to the value of data obtained from sportsmen, 
it all depends on the nature of the data and the kint of sports. 
men who are selected, My game survey reports are based almost 
entirely on sportsmen's observations, but it would be easy to 
run amuck. You would be interested to see a sample of one of 
theee. I will watch for a chance to loan you a copy for reading. 

With kindest regerds, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO THOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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Deming, N. Me 
Jan. 28th,1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
2222 Van Hise Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Indirectly I have been hearing a lot of good 
things about you, for which I want to congratulate 
you. It has just so happened that when you visited : 
New Mexico I have been somewhere else and so have 
not had an opportunity to renew acquaintance. 

I am anxious to get some anformation as to the 
manner and time of the formation of the New Mexico 
Game Protective Association. My recollection is 
that some six sportsmen, including yourself, first 
organized at Albuquerque and started the publica- 
tion of the Pine Cone. Iam not sure whether Mr. 
Beauford at Silver City 6rgahigeda first or follow- 
ing your organization. Will you give me the benefit 
of your memory regarding this matter and any informa- 
tion that you have concerning the organization. 

Thanking you in advance, I am, i 

Yours truly, 

FS: EW Lady



File Copy to R. B. Stamm 

Feb. 4, 1930 

Mr. Fred Sherman, President 7 

New Mexico G.P.A. 
Deming, New Mexico 

Dear Fred: 

I am delighted to hear from you and wish that we could have 
a talk. Ray Stamm of Albuquerque recently wrote me about the early ; 
history of the New Mexico G.P,A. and I referred him to a very brief 

write-up in an unpublished manuscript in the possession of Dr. Pettit 

of Albuquerque. I also sent him my file of the Pine Cone, which con- 

tains a good deal of early history. Answering your specific questions, 

my recollection is as follows: 

The only active game protective association when I came to 
Albuquerque about 1915 was the"sportsmen's Association of South- 
western New Mexico," of which Miles W. Beauford of Silver City was . 
president and moving spirit. Mri Beauford's work was already well 

underway, especially along the lines of law enforcement, before the 

Albuquerque G.P.A. was started. The original group in Albuquerque 
which must have organized about 1915, included R. B. Stamm, Harry T. 

Johnson, Charles Quier, John D. Clark, R. F. Pettit, E. J. Strong, 

H. B. Jamison, Arthur Sisk, Kenneth Baldridge, and doubtless others 
whom I would recall if I were reminded. 

The Pine Cone was started, as I recollect it, after the first 
joint meeting of the Albuquerque and Silver City groups, they having 

; joined to form the New Mexico G.P.A. The early work on the Pine Cone 
was done not only by myself but particularly by Ward Shepard, now of 

Washington, D. 6. 

Of course, many other local associations in New Mexico sprang 
up immediately after or at the time of the formation of the New Mexico 
G.P.A., including Santa Fe, Magdalena, Taos, and others, The growth 

of these locals will be found at the top of the editorial column in the 

Pine Cone. I would be glad to have you borrow the file of the Pine Cone 

from Raymond Stamm, and I am sending him a copy of this letter as an 

authority to let you do so. I need not say, however, that I hope the 

file will be carfully safe-guarded, since the people and things 

associated with it are very close to my heart. 

With kindest personal regards, , 

Yours simrely, ‘



R.FRED PETTIT 

apiece ean eabliges 
ALBUQUERQUE,NEW MEXICO 

Nov. 30-29 

Dear Leo:- 

Just a line to let you know I am back again 

on the job,it s a rather poor me,but still I"i{1 be like 

1d times in another month or so, 

Absorbed so darn much toxin that it left me with 

about a minus blood pressure,yet if someone would come in 

and start an argument,guess Id get all “het" up soon. 

I had wanted to talk with you re your comm, 

report in N.Y¥..Too late now,I suppose,and the tim-=you had here 

was too short to get anywhere,and me,I was pretty woozy that night 

with about I03 temp, 

I check you on your classification of our game and 

game birds,they do suhnmit to scientific handling as you have 

outlined and ih about that ratio.certainly a perpetuation of 

them above the shooting level is no longer to be hoped or 

secured by legislation,or shooting restrictions-as you have 

“pointea out-with us,in the Southwest,two things stand out 

as what is imperative,- 

First,immediate control of predators-as applied 

mostly to our big game-and to a lesser degree to our game birds 

and second,-an opportunity,if you please,for them to propagate 

which is merely improved environment in another dres3,but we 

still have sufficient stock,sufficient breeding stock,but our 

environment has deteriorated,due to grazing-with all its 

sequence of disasters—and drought. 

(The latter made doubly severe by the grazing.



Back east,cultivation and the conquest of land,in many cases 

unwisely,has done what our grazing has accomplished out here 

in the matter of food and cover. 

Stoddard has pointed out,the very clear necessity 

of food,but food for the entire twelve months,and you can"t 

provide that any longer unless some such plan as you have , 

outiined is adopted, 

So much for that,wien I might take up the 

fignt with you at N.Y.,for I have an idea that you will bump ir 

the chap who thinks raising game as a crop,and for a profit 

is "commercializing "it and as such is condemned to the outzer 

limbos of unspostsmanship, 

No one,absolutely no onesis in a position Mm to 

do this said raising,but the farmer owning or leasing the 

land, Not in a million years could the sportsmenf arrive at 

a point where they could undertake it,barring local 9sx- 

periments here and there, 

So again,I check you on the outlook for the 

future game bird crop,and no need to state that I am sold 

on the fact finding as you are undertaking with the 

fellowships,ditto on the great need of money to do all of 

these things with.” 

I hope you will find when you make your report 

that even your Committee is ready for this sort of truth 

for its a lamentable fact that most of them fail to 

realize that we are now passing into a new pnase of wild 

life management ,wnerein no trails are blazed and old 

land marks wiped out. 

Very truly.



‘ December 9, 1929 

Mr. Re Fred Pettit - 
First National Bank Bldg. 

; Albuquerque, New Mexico 

’ Dear Pred: 

It is good news that you are back on your feet. I 
aid not like the looks of things when I found you in bed in 
Albuquerque, and I was afraid there might be trouble, 

The policy committee report met with a lot less 
protest and objection that I thought it would, A letter will : 
veach you shortly about it. The committee is to be continued 
for another year. I wish you would consider the possibility 
of getting to the next Game Conference, where there will, of 
Gourse, be a committee meet ing. 

I wish we hed a chance for e better talk than wag 
possible in five minutes with a 103 temperature. If during 
the winter you get Bast at all, I wish you would drop me a , 
line where and when, There is always a chance that we might 
get together. 

_ I am working Missouri this month, and during this 
job I predict my temperature will be less than 103. During 
the winter I will be writing and mostly sticking around here. 

With best regards, 

Yours as ever,



R.FRED PETTIT 
DENTIST 

401-403 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLD’G 

ALBUQUERQUE,NEW MExICcO oct, 15-29 

Mr,Aldo Leopold, 

Madison,Wwis, 
Dear Leo:- 

Don"t know where to start,there are so many 
loose ends around, guess I"11 do like the kids at the 
old swimming hole,just dive right in, 

Ligon andI have held our starting date open 
thinking you might join us,however arthur tells me you 
have definite word that your brother is coming with you 
so that we have therefore set our going as of Nov. 4th, 
we start a bit before the season as I take Coloudon along to 
do the field taxidermy work,and he must perforce get back 
before much work piles up for him during the regular open 
season, 

we will make two camps,one in the Black and one 
down onfithe Jila ranges, After all these fruitless attempts 
I hope to arrive somewhere on what we have in white tails, 

The issue of Outdoor Life was a disappointment 
to me inasmuch as Harry failed to carry out my instructions 
relating either to the authorship of haat article or the 
picture I sent,which was a MMMM slight enlargement of 
the one you sent me of the two of us.I distinctly told 
him that if he did desire to use that one to 80 notify 
me,but he went quietly ahead and used an old picture of me 
he had from some years back,and fafled to give you any 
credit whatever. 

I had an idea I should write you my apologies 
but concluded you would devine about how it happened, I 
am still dubious of that western selection Cuenin made 
but think I told you how I felt about the matter, 

Betty purchased a bow and some of the little 
feathered messengers and we have shot a few times,I 
can now hit the target about as well as she,got four out 
of six in the other day,she is much enthused regarding it, 

Some broadside of Harrys re Redington,No".Dr, 
Oberholzer was here theother day,I made mention that as 
twenty four states had already reduced by law the bag limit 
to fifteen,the Dep"t should hurry to get in while some 
slight credit attached thereto.His reaction to that was 
typical cf the exclusively rescearch type ,you know,-sort 
of the heavens and earth shall await while I dig this hole, 

Arrange to spend some time with the Pettits ,we 
are expecting it, 

; Sincerely, 
‘ 

~ Dt



Petover 19, 1929 

Mr. R. Pred Pettit 
First Nat'l Bank Bldg. 
Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Dear Fred: 

I did not realize that you and Stokley were holding your 
dates open on my accoutt. I thought I was to let you know simply 
in the event that my ow arrangements fell through. There appears 
to be no doubt that my brother is going, so I am glad that you went 
ahead. 

: If you are going in on the 4th I will miss seeing you in 
Albuquerque on the way in, but I hope to have @ word with you and 
Stokley on the way out, by which time we will both of us know what 
luck, 

; It had never even occurred to me thet I should share the 
authorship of the Stoddard article, and while I appreciate your 
thoughtfulness I am mighty glad McGuire did not carry out your ins 
structions, for the reason that Stoddard and I now having more or 
less of an official connection it would have sounded like boosting 
on my part. You are, of course, personally aware that I urged his 
candidacy long before that connection existed, and I am certain that 
your award was the strongest one that has been made for a long time, 
I only regret that there has not been en opportunity for your meet+ : 
ing Stoddard personally. He will probably be making a trip West 
late in the winter to look up matters at the Universities of New 
Mexico and Arizona, on which occasion, in your capacity es starting 
the New Mexico thing, you will naturally meet him, Incidentally I 
cannot offer any immediate encouragement about a fellowship at 
Albuquerque. I have only one left for the Southwest, and as between 
New Mexico, Arizona, and California, Arizona clearly has the advane 
tage. This of course does not preclude action under a later batch 
of fellowships, or financing by the state itself, of a scaled quail 
study paralleling a gambel quail study in Arizona and cooperating 
with it. I would like to help you interest some wealthy individual 
in @ndowing such a study. 

I did not like the vhotograph pf you which McGuire used, 
‘but maybe for the same reason given in the case of the write-up, 
it was fortunate that he did not use the joint photograph.



2 Pettit 

hited 

I am glod that you and Betty are shooting. As to my own family, 
I heve concluded that my role is that of a coach rather than a shooter, 
I guess you know that Estella won the women's state championship, and is 
now beating me regularly, shooting above 400, American round, I hope to 
have her scoring close to 500 next spring, and that will win most state 
tournaments and have an excellent chence in the largers ones, 

As to McGuire's bag limit campaign, I think that he has all the 
facts on his side, but the mistake he is making is to imply that he is the 
dictator who says what is going to be done. If he would confine his cam- 
paign to facts and urging the need of acting upon them, without reserving 
for himself the role of the Big Boss, he would gain the support of a large 
element who agree that a cut should be made but who object on principle to 
the Biological Survey being slapped in the face and discredited. ‘There is ‘ 
a lot of merit in this attitude because in the long run the Survey is the 
natural leader of the conservation movement. Certainly the Survey would 
pe more likely to act if it had not been slapped, 

The fundamental weakness of the game movement so far has been 

thet its leaders gradually come to value their personal prestige more than 
the game. It has happened to every one of them soffar, although they are 
of course unaware ‘of it. I hope it will not heppen to McGuire. 

With best regards, 

Yours as ever,



THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO 

ALBUQUERQUE 

-OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT July aL; 1929 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Professor Leopold: 

Dr. R. Fred Pettit, a good friend of mine and a 

loyal friend of the University of New Mexico, in- 
forms me that there is aveilable a $3,000 fellow- 
ship for some university for the study of the scal- 

ed quail. We would like very much to have this 

fellowship for the University of New Mexico, and 

Mr. Stanley Stubbs, one of our students, who knows 

the state thoroughly and who has had a fine scien- 

tific training, would be available for detailed 

field work in the study. Mr. Stubbs is highly recom- 

mended by Dr. E. F. Castetter, Head of our Depart- 

ment of Biology. I believe also that we could ob- 

tain the services of Mr. J. S. Ligon, who could give 

practical field guidance to such a study. Our Dr. 

Castetter would be glad to give careful attention 

to the work, and we are bringing to the University 

this fall Professor Allen, who has just completed 

his doctorate at the University of Kansas, special- 

-izing in zoology. 

If the fellowship is to be awarded to an institution, 

I believe we are peculiarly situated to take care of 

the study here, and since our University desires to 

be of greater service in the scientific problems con- 

nected with game preservation in the state, I hope 

that we may be able to qualify for this fellowship. 

Dr. Pettit is not familiar with the full details, and 

I am writing to you to obtain full information and to 

find out what steps we should take in order to meet 

the requirements for the fellowship. We will join 

heartily with Mr. Ligon, and will extend to the pro- 

ject every assistance possible in order to guarantee



Professor Aldo Leopold: #2 

that the study will be satisfactory and will bring 
to light the information for which it was intended. 

It has been a pleasure to me to learn from many of 
your friends here of your great work in the State of 
New Mexico, and I hope some time to be able to meet 
you personally. 

Trusting that I will hear from you at an early date 
in regard to this matter, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Ate 

P ident. 

JFZ:LR



Copies to Olin ' 
Stoddard ‘ 

; McAtee 
Pettit 

4g] Chemistry Building 

August 3, 1929 : 

Jd. ¥. Zimmerman, President : 
The University of New Mexico 

. Albuquerque, New Mexico 

; ‘ Dear Dr. Zimmerman: 

I am very much pleased to have your letter of July 31 
and to know of your personal interest and that of the University 
in the research work on game and the fellowships esteblished for 
the purpose by the Institute. 

I have naturally hoped all along that the University of 
. New Mexico might at some time be¢ome a center for that kind of work 

in the Southwest. Dr. Pettit told me about the efforts you are 
making to strengthen the departuents thet would be involved in such 

‘ work, and your stetement that J. 8. Ligon will be available in the 
- @apeeity of an advisor further strengthens my belief that the t ime ’ 

for such work may be close at hand. Of course, the need for it has 
existed for a long time, and is nowhere more intense than in the South+ 
west. 

I have run out of copies of the prospectus decribing our 
fellowships, tt roughly the lay-out is ee follows: ‘The Institute is 
financing not to exceed 5 fellowships, carrying a maximum of $3,000 
each for stipend and expenses, ‘hey ere allotted conditionally upon ; 
the University furnishing necessary consulting facilities as well as 
the land for controlled experiments, should such work be necessary. The 
Biological Survey furnishes the services of Mr. H. lL, Stoddard as an 
advisor to the various universities doing the work. So far the fellow 
ships are confined to some particular species of upland game bird, which 

' in New Mexico would be the acaled quail. It ie probable that if a fele 
lowship is established for gam¥el quail it will attech to the University 
of Arigona, since that state contsins a majority of the gambel quail 
range. The same is true of New Mexico with regard to the sealed quail, 
and no species is in greater need of fact-finding work. It is clear in 
advance that this spectes is seriously affected by the general over-graz- 
ing characteristic of the state, and Mr, Ligon has forcibly pointed this 
out in his survey, Yor this reason the existence of the Forest Service 
range management work in the seme town as the University would be a very 
great advantage. /
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‘oe 2 
r Zimmerman : 

. he next step in considering this matter would seem to be a 
personal conference between Mr, Stoddard and the various departments cone 

: ; cerned. It may be possible for him to visit the Southwest sometime this 
winter, and it is also possible that I will make a brief trip there next 

'  Wovember, Whichever one of us getsthere first will be delighted to talk 
this matter over with you, and I will look forward to the occasion with 
pleasure. 

‘ Yours respectfully, 

Alno IBoFOLD, 
- In Charge, Game Survey,
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Dear Mr, Leopold: 

I'm mighty sorry to have to report back to 
you that Elliott simply can't manage to take the boy this summer, 
He literaljy has both house and hands full of "kinfolks and their 
kids" and can't take anyone else, He is frank to say that he 
feels sure your youngster would probably be more satisfactory 
to have around than some of those he does have and is to have 
yet this summer, but there can't be much satisfaction to you 
in that, 

We both hope that you will understand the 
situation and realize that if he could possibly have taken any- 
one more, he would have preferred to have your boys. 

The wilderness article is out again---probably 
with little hope of acceptance, I aimed too definitely at the 
Satevepost, and, missing there, naturally had little other 
possible chance, However, when it comes back again I think I 
may find time to break up the material in shorter lengths and 
find various less. important places for it, J am just as grate- 
ful to you for your assistance as if the derned thing had landed, 

Just now IT am too busy with the surer business 
of short fiction to bother much more with the uncertainties of 
article writing. 

Best wishes , 

Ca ea



421 Chemistry Building 

June 9, 1929 

Mr. Elliott S&S. Barker 
Beulah 
New Mexico 

Dear Elliotts 

T guess Omar has told you that I inquired of him about 
prospects of putting one or two of my boys in your sumer pasture. 
He has told me thet you are full up, andl simply want to drop you 
thie line to say that I fully understand the situation and that I 

i am actually indebted to you and Omar for dealing frankly with me, 
insteed of trying to stretch things on my account. 

I am stil. anxious for my boys to learn something about 
how to milk a cow, shoe a horse, or mend a fence, and if during some 
future summer you should be able to use one or both of them I would 
be very much pleased to hear from you. I have no illusions about 
how valuable they would be, but if you had enough chores to prevent 
them from being a net liability I would be much pleased, 

I am hoping to go down on the Gila again this fall to 
try to get a deer with a bow and arrow. 4f and when I do you may 
expect some crowing from my side of the fence, 

With best regards to yourself and family, 

‘ Yours sincerely,
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oe 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
Madison, Wis, 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

I regret very much to have to report to 

you that, in my honest opinion, Rlliott would be unable to 
take your boys this summer, One of my sisters, who is a 
widow with three ‘teen age boys, has moved’ to Beulah to my 
father's place there to remain permanently, and at least two 
of her boys are spending quite a bit of their time helping 

Elliott with whatever things boys can do, and that just about 
fills every possible requirement of his for this summer, 

2 ae ¢ on Og 
This, you understand, is my own estimate of 

the situation after talking to Hlliott, without specifically 
mentioning your boys, However, I am of the opinion that he 
might take the youngsters for a month or two because they 
are your kids and he would therefore know that they would be 
no bother, I don't really see that there would be any impos- 
ition in that. Whet are friendships for if not for some 
consideration more than one would offer a stranger? - 

: We are moving to Beulah next week, and if 
Elliott can take the boys at all, I'll let you know---provided, 
of course, that you have no objection to my asking him directly 
and saying whose boys they are, 

oye



421 Chemistry Building 

June 1, 1929 

Mr. 8 Omar Barker 
: _ Beulsh, New Mexico 

Dear Omars ‘ 

My absence on field work has prevented my acknowledging 
sooner you good letter of June %. It gives me much satisfection 
to know that you and Elliott still think of me as a close personal 
friend, That is certainly the case on my end, 

Meanwhile one of my two boys has developed a hankering 
to go to a sunmer.camp, so I am going to sign him up within the 
next couple days. The other one is still footloose for the summer, 
and if Blliott should be able to take him on without actual incons 
veniencing himself in so doing, I would be very happy to send him 
West for that purpose and anytime thet would be agreeable, I shall 
leave it to you and Elliott to be frank with me in this matter. 
Tam willing to put it on « friendship basis provided Elliott does i 
not actually inconvenience himself on my account. I would appreciate 
Imowing whether to make other plans for the boy at your earliest 

; convenience, 

I might say that the boy who is still footloose is luna, 
aged 14, but extra husky and the more dependable 6f the teow as far 
as work is concerned. I can almost certify that he is as near what 
he ought to be as one ever finds in boys of that age, 

Tt occurs to me that if you would let me see your wilder 
ness article I might be able to make some useful suggestion as to 
placing it, I am very reluctant to let any careful piece of work 
on this subject go unpublished, 

With best regards, 

4 Yours sincerely, 

Alo IioroLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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March 23rd., 1929. ) 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Leo:- 

Glad to have your letter of February 18th. and 
have been trying to get you some facts in regard to the 
quail situation since you left. I have asked most of the 
quail hunters in our ow bunch, and since none of them 
keep notes, it is hard to get any definite figures, and 
I know how you like facts and figures! 

Without any doubt 1928 was the best quail year 
\ since you left here. After a long drought 1928 was good 
"enough to cause the quail to "come back" as we all say, 

but the mystery of their migration- whether they do or not- 
still remains unsolved. The main reason quail were scarce 
north of Socorro is due to a lack of cover. Most of that 
fine thick mesquite brush around Tome is gone, and the same 
is true on the West side of the river south of Belen. In 
spite of little shooting at Tome for several years, the 
quail were scare. Jamie shot 14 I believe the first day, 
but Gillette Cornish and I went down that afternoon and 
saw only 2 or 3 birds. Most everyone who wants a real 
quail hunt now goes to Hot Springs or San Marcial to hunt 
in Monticello or Nogal canyon, and up and down from Cuchillo. 
I have shot only one limit of quail in 5 years - they have 
been so scarce that I have not been out. The quail north 
of San Acacia are practically all scaled; at San Acacia I 
found they about equally divideyd, and south of there the 
same, except possibly more Gambels. I hope this covers 
what you wanted to know- if not, let me try again. 

We tried to get a bill through legislature giving 
the Game Commission more power, but it didn't go because we 
wouldn't trade to the extent of making a commission of 5, 
and allowing one or two natives- so the politicians don't 
understand yet that we don't want politics. Judge Neblett 
and Phillips didn't work together on it either- Neblett 
thinks the commission already has enough power- he is getting 
old, I fear. But he has served us well for a long time.



ARTHUR H. SISK 

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 

508 FIRST NAT'L BANK BLDG. 

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. 

We also wanted to be able to pay the game warden a 
larger salary than the $3000. allowed by law, but the 
legislators also objected to this. Our old enemy 
McMath really prevented passage of our bill in the house, 
as it was he who played up the native part and said some 
of our deputies should be natives, just because they were 
natives. So I think we won by leaving well enough alone. 
This bill was a campaign pledge, but it is not the first 
time such promises have been broken, as you know. 

Bass fishing is being ciosed at Elephant Butte 
during the month of May, as that is the principal spawning 
time, and certainly they need every encouragement. The 
rise and fall of the water level at that season raises 
hell with bass eggs. If any great change occurs in the 
water lever, no eggs are hatched out at all, and there 
is no way to correct it. I understand we have been 
promised some young fish by the Bureau- we have not had 
any in a long time. 

We have had all our cold weather this year- 
since New Years, I mean. Most of January was not severe 
however, and in February for two or three days we were 
only a few degrees above zero. Now we have had lots of 
snow in the north, and expect high water in the streams 
this spring. It is still dry on some of the ranges in 
the southern part of the state. Bur high winds have 
begun- yesterday and to-day have been very disagreeable. 

I do expect to go east the last of May, Leo, 
but Myrl is going with me, and we plan to make the trip 
via New Orleans and by boat to New York. We will likely 
return through Chicago, but after having been away from 
the children for that long, I am sure Myrl will want to 
get to Albuquerque as quickly as possible. I surely 
would like to see something of your country - it is ahout 
the only part of the U S that I have not at least seen. 
But that is something we shall have to put off for another 
day, I,afraid., Should you happen to be in New York around 
May 27th. to June lst - or Chicago June2nd. or 3rd. I'd 
like mighty well to meet you. 

Hope each of vour family are well - come out 
here this fall and join Jamie, VanAtta and myself on our 
annual deer hunt. WE'11 show you how to get some work out 
of Jamie- you should see him wash dishes- gets water all 
over the tent, but we make him do it near his bed. 

Nk Conta? yen ce 2 Much love from us all to each of you- 
Rose Ans_ht euth Seed ST As ever. \ s bend by PA dns oie lien a; Ot ; 
bucke the POT VO BP ein + Syl eel See dake (WOE ee pes le ae
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421 Chemistry Building 

March 20, 1929. 

Dr. R. FF. Pettit, 
Pirst Nat. Bank Bldg., 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Fred: 

If you. are still looking for names of candidates for the 
Western Award it occurs to me that you might consider Sam Anderson ; 
of Hutchinson, Minnesota, whose accomplishments are described in 
an article in the March number of "American Forestry and Forest Life". 
In Gass you do not have this magazine you can easily get it at the 
Yorest Service office. 

T know Anderson personally and would consider him a very 
strong case, He has repeated the Jack Minor performance at Hutchinson 
and in addition has been a strong influence in Minnesota conservation 
affairs. The article was written at my instigation by a man who I 
know to be absolutely reliable so that you can accept it all as 
straight facts. i 

I am much objiged to you for sending the files. I have ; 
eh nat a0 ated @ owt te Ft Ee ben ae ee 

but not as good a gone as I had I am still hoping, however, 
to whip things around so that we can accomplish something during 
your promised visit in June. 

Yours as ever, 

ALDO IZOPOLD, 
Im Charge, Game Survey.



> UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST SERVICE 

SOUTHWESTERN DISTRICT : 

rte ronbevER tS GAS AND ELECTRIC BUILDING 

AND REFER TO ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXico 

| March 15, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison, Wsiconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Am much interested in receiving the synopsis of lectures on game 
management planned for delivery at the University of Wisconsin. Needless 
to say, we are all interested in you and your work and want to know more 
of how it develops. 

Sometime ago you were sent a copy of our 1929 Distriet Program for 
we still think of you always as a D-3 man interested in developments in 
the old home District. Am now sending youthe somewhat curtailed mimeo- 
graphed copy of the Research program from D-3 as submitted for Washington 
approval. You will be interested, I am sure, in the biological section 
and to know, as the report brings ovt, that we are meeting some phish 
in connection with the inerease of deer for localized areas somewhat 
the same conditions as developed on the Kaibab. In New Mexico we have been 
having a weird legislative struggle with a good fish and game bill batted 
about, amended, killed, resuscitated, and finally put to rest and with it 
hopes for the extension of authority to the Commission to modify seasons 
and ineréase bag limits as needed to meet the requirements of sound game 
management under Kaibab or similar conditions. 

In Arizona the whole game code was finally repealed by popular vote, 
as of course it had to be, and at once reanacted as an ordinary act of the 
legislature, and there is every prospect that a revised game code will go 
into effect at an early date following the commission form and giving the 
commission such authority as is needed to meet the Kaibab situation and 
similar ones in cooperation with Federal authorities. 

As usual, Forest Service men are taking a prominent part in game 
matters in both States, but thanks to the work so well started by yourself 
years ago we no longer have to assume a controlling role. Our organization 
is still the backbone and main strength of the game law enforcement work in 
the Southwest, and we will probably have to take a prominent part in the 
molding of public opinion along lines that will definitely recognize that 

rn
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there is, such a thing as overstocking by game and that sound game management 

met" Mekese bane protection, so-called, and game law enforcement if the came 

resovree is to be intelligently administered. 

In a general way D-3 is making its customary progress. There is 

nothing spectacular about it and perhaps the degree of progress is not 
sensed or appreciated measurably outside the District, but I can see the 

. tesult of better fire control and range and forest management reflected 
in conditions on the ground. Our stocking has been, tremendously reduced, 
we have built some 1500 miles of range control fence fA rarize management 

plans are working on three-fifths of our grazing allotments, and the 

principle of personal interest has come into full play under our individual 
allotment system. All in all we are getting ahead although Washington con- 
tinues to steal an occasional man from us, necessitating replacements. 

Write me some time when you get an opportunity and tell me more of 
yourself, your family, and your work. If we can be héipful to you in any 
way, don't hesitate to let us know. 

With best wishes to yourself, Estella and the family in which Lolita 
and the youngsters join, 

, Cordially yours, 

Eneclosvre= 

-2-
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March 21, 1929 

ur. Prank C. W. Pooler Nv fe 
U. S. Porest Service eo ieee 

Albuquerque, New Mexico ‘ x i } 

Dear Frankt TN 7 
pe 1 \ 

I always particularly appreciate it when you or Miss Newhall 

; or one of my other friends in the office sends me interesting documents 

showing how District 3 is moving along. I am particularly glad to \have 

the report of the investigative committee, with its tapenade coms. 

ments on the Gila deer, od Wy 

1 am inclined to accept the findings of the report, peitlan Se 

larly since the 1928 figures and also the 1927 figures, show a, decre: \s 

ing ratio of bucks to does. Up to 1925 the ratio had been steadily \ x 

rising. Since then it has been falling. I do not pretend to be able ‘ 

to decipher the meaning of this but I have observed that the sate % 

thing happened in Pennsylvania. At least we know from Bailey's report. i 

that an excessive number of does is now found in Pennsylvania. | It has. _ 

occurred to me that this condition is not necessarily due, as usually — ‘ N 

supposed, to the over-killing of bucks, but may rather represent an ° 

sceumulation of barren does, due to the killing off of too many of the 

large as distinguished from the gall predators. ; Wel, 
j a ‘ 

I would not like you to accept this as anything more than a. Y 
half-baked theory, but it is certaihly true in both the Gila and in \ 

Pennsylvania that the remaining predators are largely those preying » 

on fawne and yearlings, rather than grown deer, It might follow from : 

this that there is nothing to remove the old does, end hence | \ 

overgraze the range all out of proportion to the productive por in ay 

the form of mature bucks. i\ 

I would not like to have this theory given wide publicity Le 
vecause it might lead to a demand for an open season on does. It is \ 

not clear in my mind that this is the real remedy. Concentrating the i 

predatory animal work on coyotes and letting the lions alone for a 4 

while might be a better remedy. hh mf 

In any event, the first move in the way of fact finding is iS 

clearly indicate? namely, a reliable tally of the proportion of bear- ‘a 

hs
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j/ ing does. The present Gila figures are not of much value because they do 
/ not throw out yearlings, which are doubtless often tallied as dry does. \ 

How do you propose to finance the proposed game spedialist? I 
should think you would have a perfectly good case under the McSweeney bill. 

. I would interest me to know whet John Kerr and Fred ~ think \ 
of this theory, especially since I am about to go to press with my book \ 
and I am hesitant about including such a half-baked proposition, although \ 
obviously it is a question of great importance. j N 

I have been keenly aware ever since my last visit that the oppor- 
tunities of a real leisurely talk with you were altogether ae ee Ever ‘ 
since leaving Albuquerque I have been saving up points on which I would 1 
value you comment and advice. I have now definitely resolved to take another \ 

i try with my bow and arrow on the Gila this fall, and if I do not see you be- 
fore than I am counting on a real leisurely chat. I have every reason to be 
pleased with my new venture. My people give me a free hand and ample sup- 
port and I have a virgin field to work in. What more could anybody want? 
In these respects the job is similar to my work under you in District 3, to 
which I always look back with increasing appreciation and pleasures 

Thanking you for writing me, and with kindest regards to your 
family and to the boys in the office, | MAY 

Yours as ever, ji 4 

Ly i \ “i 

| fi | A 

fk, i is \ 

ig \ 

py} ‘ \ 
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421 Chemistry Bidg. 

Tebruary 26, 1929. 

Mr. R. Pred Pettit, 
401 First National Bank Bldg., 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. ; 

: Dear Fred: 

I am delighted to hear about your possible trip east in June. 
We will certainly expect you and Mrs. Pettit to make us a visit and I 
hope you will keep me posted in advance as to dates so that 7 can arrange 
to be here. 

It pleases me very much to imow confidentially that Stoddard's 
neme has been presented for the Ouidoor Life Award. I am certain that 
an Award to him would never be regreted and since visiting him on his own 

ground last month I am more than ever convinced that he is the best man 
in the United States in his particular 1 ine. 

I have no first hand information about Masden. The project is 
unquestionably* of the first magnitude. I dowst if Mr. MeGuire would be 

; very enthusiastic about this nomination. The name was up before. 

5 I om @ little bit sorry to hear about the move for a five-man 
Gommission since I fear the cumbersomeness of a large number in the long 
run. It ought not to be necessary to change the organic act in order to 

b change the mental attitude of the present incumbents, Incidentally this 
( is what Pennsylvania proposes to do, that is to clip the regulatory : 

/ powers of the Commission because the present incumbents have not used ‘ 
} them very skillfully. 

fi : 

Al I am very anxious to have a long talk with you and hope that 
i your eastern trip will materialize. 

} Yours as ever, 

ALDO WWOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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i R.FRED PETTIT 

DENTIST 

401-403 FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLD’G 

ALBUQUERQUE,NEW MEXICO Feb, 2T- 29 

Mr.Aldo Leopold. 
Madison, Wis, 

Dear Leo0:- { 
Am just in receipt of copy of your letter to Stokley 

and the files are at my housé,available any time you want them 
sent forward,what new material I have added is more in the 

nature of definite checks on records of sheep,deer,weights,etc, 

Whenever and whereaver I havebeen able to secure some 

thing of a positive nature covering the mass of speculation I har 

noted it down,' 

It may interest you to know that Stoddards name has 
been presented by me,after sficuring MMM the pamphlets from the 

Survey,and an additional slant on the finished work thru 

Redington:I am particularly anxious that he get this award 

for it emphasises the now recognized need of a biological study 

of both our game birds and animals, 

Restrictive measures no longer are the answer to 
game propagation or conservation, 

T am some what at a loss on this western award,nad 

hoped Cuenin would nominate,if he fails shall lean a bit hard 

towards Dave Masden on his Bear River project,am I sound on that 

or should this wait over until more compete fulfillment, 

we are having somethingof a fight in our State Legis- 

lature over my pet amendment,that of finally delegating to the 

Comm,power to pretty completely run the affairs of the Dépt, 

without awaiting for legislative sanction;Neblett,does not agree 

with me on this,holding it too great an amountof power for the 

Comm,and is now fighting it in the legislature.Its a cause of 

deep concern to me,@ like the Judge sufficiently well ,that I 

would never stage an internecine scrap,and did not anticipate 

his opposition,which is to say the least,formidable,but having 

peen unwittingly forced into action am dragging all the reinforce 

menst into line possible, 

I think at this writing that we shall carry the fort, 

put compromise on enlarging the Commission to five-and herein 

lies a secret-I am secretly in favor of the latter-for the 

present Commission is getting to damn unanimous-they hav'nt 

evolved a real idea in months-new blood will be welcoms,so don"t 

be surprised if we accept this compro miss-with more or less 

grace, 

Do you get the Conversationist?I have just had 

occasion to pull Perry"s tail feathers somewhat over his nasty 

fling at McGuire:but barring this fight in the legislature ws 

do all of our laundry work in private, 

You may be interested to know that after a battle to 

escape,wnich has gone so far as to resign twice I have _agreed 

to serve as President of theKiwanis Club next year,in aivance of



I that is an international meet at Millwaukee in June,which I 
now think Betty and I will attend,if the Leopold family 

; were to bid very strongly,I"m am sure we like to run over to see 
} you,and I might go so far as to say that that was the deciding 

factor on my taking the job, 
Should that prove a favorable bass taking 

season,well it "ud just be sweet,thats all, 
I near via the underground line of communicatian,. 

that your work is going splendidly,and you know what this work 
on Game Conservation neega,more than all else combinedrits 
the education of the very sportsmen themselves:Witness the 
hurracane that fell on the Penn, Commafter opening the seagon to 
do®s exclusively, 

Most of these chaps are still thinking along 
the old worn out channels of fifteen years ago,whereas game 
management and all wild life conservation ,like the automobile 
is operating in a new model,you just can"t work the o1d ~ 
machinery of the vintage of 1900 now,hell,we"ve learned some- 
thing about what at that time was merely guesswrok, 

Sincerely : i
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421 Chemistry Bldg. 

Decentbor 10, 1922, 

Dr. BR. Prod Pettit, 
401 National Bank Bldg., i 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Fred: 

I am glad to have your letter and the intoresting pictures 
of the deer hunt. ; 

I agree with you that the actual publication of "Birds of 
New Mexico" is a great accomplishment for the state. I can well 
imagine that it meant a great deal of work end effort to put the 
thing through. 

The Outdoor Life Award has not been absent from my mind 
since I resigned from the Committee. In response to your request, 
I offer the following suggestions: 

Eastern Award 

For several years back I have been suggesting the consider. 
ation of H. L, Stoddard who, as you know, was in charge of the 
Georgia Quail Investigation. His name was dropped on the grounds, 
if I remember rightly, of his being a paid man who had simply por- 
formed well what he was paid to accomplish, The careful study 
which I have been able to make in the last six months, however, con- 
vinces me more than ever that there is nobody in the United States 

: who has contributed anything anywhere near as significant to the 
future success of Game Conservation as Stoddard has contributed 
through his Georgia work. 

Many men have spent many dollars in the past on fact-finding 
Jobs concerning game, but Stoddard, more than anybody else I imow of, 
has done a job so thorough and so practical that the entire collection 
of what scientific men have done on quail is reduced to terms of what 
sportsmen can do for quail at the present moment,



R. Fred Pettit - 2 - Dec. 10, 1928. 

I have recently made a statement that there is no other 
locality in the world that knows as much useable information about a 
definite species of game bird as the southeast Imow about quail at 
this moment. The best evidence I can give as to my opinion of Stoddard's 
work is that I have recently induced the Arms and Ammmition Industry 
to put up $45,000 to extend the work to the north central states. 

As to Stoddards being a paid man, the same was also true in 
many past awards including Allen, Zellerbach, Ligon, etc. 

' Should your Committee wish to look into the suggestion, a 
nearly complete record of the evidence is to be found in the two reports 
on the Georgia Quail Investigation obtainable from the Biological 
Survey. 

Should a favorable decision be reached, I would be glad to 
make the write-up for the announcement if you should so desire, 

The next most meritorious individual in the eastern states 
' would, to my mind, be S. Prentiss Baldwin of Cleveland who conceived 
and executed the idea of a bird laboratory in which he has applied 
quanitative scientific methods to the study of the living bird in a 
wild state. It would be hard, however, to he the general public 
appreciate the significence of Mr. Baldwin's work, whereas every 
sporteman ought to be able to appreciate the significance of Stoddard's 
work. 

Another point about the Stoddard job is that there is no 

: question aboutwho did the work. It comes as near being a one-man 
accomplishment as anything could be. 

Hestern Ryard. 

3 I don't know of any entirely new western development of | 
outstanding merit. I wonder if it is not about time to recognize 
Fred Ginn of Tuscon. His recent revival of the Arizona Game 
Protective Association might be considered as enough of a hook to 
hang your hat on so far as current accomplishments are concerned. j 
Of course his real record extends way back into his New Mexico days 
where he was, as you know, omeof the prime movers at Silver City. 

There possibly may be some individual who is responsible 
for the recent revival of the sportsmen movement in California. 
I don't know just exactly what they have accomplished but I under- 
stand it is big stuff. 

. 
| 

| 

|



R. Fred Pettit - 3 = Dec. 10, 1928, 

Two very significant beginnings have been made in the Western 
District during the past year, both significant because they mark the 
entrance of medical specialists into the job of fact-finding about 
game diseases. I refer to the work of Dr. F. @. Green of the University 

‘ of Minnesota on tularemia, and the work of Dr. Meyer of the Hooper 
Medical Foundation on a blood disease of the California quail and on 
@ reappraisal of the duck sickness. However both of these moves are 
still so new and untested that it seems a bit early to consider making 
them the subject of an award. , 

In case I have failed to make clear the forgoing suggestions, 
please call on me for further explanation, 

Yours sincerely, 

; ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey,



R.FRED PETTIT 

: ALBUQUERQUE,NEW MEXICO pec, 4-28 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

Madison,Wisconsin, 

Dear Aldo:~ : 

4m asking a number of fellows who are interested ah 

to help in suggesting names for the OQutdoo# Life award Jot4 

together with reasons why.Your work doubtless gives you a ‘gen 

supreme opportunity to observe along that lineg, which with your 

attendance at the big N.Y.dinner should put your opim ons yw 

in a valuable list,liets hear from you, al 

Sorry your western trip did not materialize and 

while mine did,car trouble cost me a lot of very valuable time,and 

a chance to further clear up the little deer study was lost } 

as well, 

Have you a Copy of the book"Birds of N.M."vit 

should be one of wnich you may feel proud,I recall you helped some 

what in its material,but what I meant was that we-meaning the 

old gang of workers-have put this over,five and ten dollars the 

COPY. 

I hav> always felt I owed Luna an apology.I never 

realized he had not gone home with his mother until I drove up to 

the Begere"s home to deliver Stocker upon our return,we could just 

as well have taken him as WaMM we had both room and grub,it was 

one of my “best trips"the boys could get Sout all the fish and 

fishing they wanted,weather perfect,cabin ditto,and I did a whols 

lot of resting,and that was a new line for me, 

Recard® to all, Sincerely. 

dhuh ow Lar geen hampotng To 
we leek pinch’ roti vu! wer.
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{) : December 12, 1925. 
{ 

' 

[ Mr. 8. Omar Barker, . 
Sante Fe, New Mexico, 

Dear Onars 

\ It was very nice of your to send me the autographed copy of 

¥ "Buckaroo Ballads", I have read part of them and enjoyed them very ‘ 

decidedly. I am taking the book along on a trip for a real thorough 

fi reading. I greatly appreciate your remombering me with a copy. 

: With best wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
j In Charge, Game Survey. 

Dictated by Mr. Leopold but 
signed during his absence to 
avoid delay. ;



‘ (COPY SENT TO DR. PETTIT) 

| 421 Chemistry Bldg. (U.¥.) 
September 21, 1928. 

aay 
Senta Fe, N. Mex. 

Dear Stockhey: 

I have been in the field almost constantly since July 1, ani hence have 

probably kept you and Fred very poorly informed about developments. 
I think I sent you a copy of the letter from Serilmers, turning down the 

mamuseript on the grounds of its being too local and too technical. T next took 

the matter up with the Boone 4 Crockett Club, but found they already had two books 

on the string, so that there would be a delay in getting around to any third one. 

T was in Washington last week and left a copy of the manuseript with 
H. T. Jackson, of the Society of Mammalogists. He seemed to think there was a 

chance of bringing out a book like ours as part of the Society's series. I think 

the last one of the series was Bailey's book on the Carlsbad Cavern. As soon as 

T hear from tr. Jackson, I will let you know. be you or Fred think there is any 

chance of getting either the University of New Mexico or Arizona to sponsor our 

book? 

T am sending a copy of this to Fred, ani will write him again shortly 

commenting in detail on the suggested» corrections in the text which he sent me 

during the sumer. Meanwhile, I will say that I agree with him that the ratios 
throughout the book need to be revised. 

Sincerely yours, 

In Gharge, ane Survey.
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‘i ae e Gaus AND FISH WARDEN Cy line RA Sab a 

A z W, A. LOSEY 

Sy STATE GAME COMMISSION 

rela a State of New Mexico 
one 

Hepartment of Game and Fish 
Santa Fe July 16,1928. 

Dear Leo: 

Your letter of July 2 enclosing copy of letter to 

Mr. Locke, District Forester at Ogden, Utah, was received some 

time ago. I see no objection to including information given 

py Mr. Locke if the material will add interest to the book. 

I note that you do not consider it necessary for 

me to take leave in order to write up my portion of the book 

material. In talking to Mr. Proebstel some time ago, at which 

time I told him that I expected to assist with the book, he 

stated that he considered it proper for me to conduct such work 

on official time since such a book would ultimately benefit 

New Mexico; the fact is tket Mr. Proebstel, and I believe the 

other Commissioners, are anxious that I collaborate in this book; 

however, there is a lot to be done, and even though I do a portion 

of the manuscript work while on leave, quite a lot of official 

time will be required in getting certain photographs which we will 

require, and I prefer to have a little uninterrupted time to 

devote to this work. 

In a former letter you suggested that I obtain a 

suitable cut for reproduction of the picture , shown in the"Con- 

servationist", of the deer killed by lions in the Oscuro Mountain. 

I believe I have a better picture on this subject. While in the 

picture to which you refer the deer might have been killed by a 

lion, the condition of the carcass does not indicate that such was 

the casee Lions, as you know, do not leave their kills conspicuous= 

ly exposed until the meat has all been eaten, however, we can decide 

later as to the photograph to be used in this connection. 

Sincerely, , p a 

(Written 9/21/28; see letter. J 
Copy of it to Fred. Mss. with 
Dr. Jackson; how about Univ.of 
N.Mex. or Ariz.? ) 
(Wrote Jackson 9/21/28 about 

ratios.) :



- COowBoyYs’ REUNION ASSOCIATION 
Ls FOURTEENTH ANNUAL COWBOYS’ REUNION JULY 3, 4, 5, 1928 

EAST LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO 

c.w. AED cco eee Santa F ey NM, te vpebley” Director 

EE HUNGR, Society Cay PERE ae Pee ¥ Tofielal Photographer 

__DIRECTORS ¢ 3 ; 

ee Hates, ir, Aldo & J Mae. wenn cnnn enn nnn 

Prarie «= Medison, Wis, y n(Weitten 9/24/28) 
Dear lr, Leopold: a 

Bes ' a “Just a note concerning the files you 

f so kindly sent me,» My brother Merion died on August 

e Slsteat Rarmington, WiM., end twis unhappy fact is 

going to, nisicet impoabivie we mé| to get/at the 

wi ldbrnabe ub touee for a month b4 two,/ Do.you wish 

: to ot Ree to retain your file ‘thet long, or do you 

prefer 46 have it Meaurned at onee? 
: SS 

' I am.not-abendoningythe idea of writing 

the articles, but thought I might get the files again 

at a Teter date im case you wish them beck now. There j : : 

i’ is going to be 2 Lot of work conneqted with elosing up 

= my vrotie-'s affairs. and my pubes i that two months will 

aN be as goon ag T ean hope to get to work at the wilder- 

ness articles, y 

fe \ ‘oon If you knew Marion, as perhaps you did, it 

i will no doubt interest you $6, know thes hig: last retional . 

( talk with me Wis recéling our wayd in the wilderness to- 

/ gether, and he spoke of ‘his dying as "hitting the ol! 

Main Renge trail" again for the lost time, He met his 

deat! with something of agtoodsmen!s calm as well as a 

man's bravery¢ uy ny 
| Best regards,



\ S. OMAR BARKER 

509 GRANT AVENUE 

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 

Aug, 17, 1928. 

Mr, Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge, Game Survey, 
Madison, Wis, 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 
I em more grateful to you than 

I can say for sending me such a pile of fine 
material from your personal files, and I shall 
certainly try to get through with it in as short 
a time as possible and get it back to you safely, 

_ In so far as I can TI shall respect 
your request to have the personal element sub- 
ordinate in my articles, for the reasons you 
suggest, though I'm frank to say that your work 

along this line would justify one article centered 
wholly upon your personality in connection with 
the idea's growth, 

: : Blliott and his family are fine, 
Not making much money, but still getting ahead some, 
I'm prospering quite well at writing, except that 
I suffer some disappointment and a little shame 
that I heave not been able to get into the "quality" 
magazines as I had hoped, 

Thanks agein a30 best personal 
regards, } 

»  Sincerel 2 2



E. L. PERRY BEE CHAS. PROEBSTEL AN 

STATE GAME AND FISH WARDEN Sy Yr) K. J. BALDRIDGE) y 

Zl W. A. Losey ; kX \ 
Vey Wer comet 

ADDRESS REPLY TO N) cr 

STATE GAME WARDEN . 

AND REFER TO State of New Mexico ( bar" 
one 

Department of Game and Fish yur) 
Santa Fe September 10, 1927. 

Dear Leo.- 

I am herewith enclosing copy of my preliminary report on the 
Deer Situation on the Gila, which you requested. I am also sending you 

copy of my G.P.A. meeting paper, as you may be interested in it. 

We have not yet received leather covers for the report, however 
all of the paper covers have been received and most of the books have 
been bound, I think the fabrikoid and leather covers will be here 
tomorrow. As soon as they are in I will send you a copy. 

Judge Neblett and I had a very profitable trip to the White 

Mopuntains,near Capitan, where we went to confet with Judge Hawkins of 

the Southern Pacific Company relative to a (gate refuge in the S.P. 

watershed reservation in those mountains. We have an opportunity to 

operate a refuge on this watershed under most favorable conditions. 

You have probably heard that the Judge was reelected president 

of the state G.P.A. We had the finest meeting ever- things are looking 

mighty good. 

I received your letter regarding the matter of endowment and 

we will get something started along this line. However, Mr.Perry had 

an aditoral in his magazine regarding this before 1 received your sug- 

geations. I talked the matter over with Boc. advising of your plans. 

I plan to make a survey of the La Joya proposition the coming 

week and will make a report to the Commission with my recommendations. 

Sincerely, | : :



, a pe vps STABILIZING GAME CONSERVATION igure 

oh’ by J.Stokley Ligon 

It does not seem necessary to review what the New Mexico 

Game Protective Association, in olose cooperation with the State 

Game Department, hae accomplished during the last year.  Mmaatment 

of progressive game legislation, complete emancipation of the Game 

Department from political bondage and completion of the State game : 

survey, however, are a few of the important seaomplishmente which 

are already clear in the minde of the sportsmen, The major 

objectives of a year ago have been accomplished; today they repre- 

sent o battle ground, won through work end devetion to a worthy 

cause, and leave ue better equipped to fsee new duties, Duties 

fulfilled and our ability to perform the new ones confronting us aro 

the mile poste of progress. Our past success and our widening 

experienee qualify us better than does anything elae to meet and 

solve new problems, 

But we must not be deluded into thinking thet our 

greatest wild life conservation problems have been solved nor thet 

our seourity is impregnable. We have merely laid the corner stone 

for effective work. We have determined sone of the eauses of our 
depleted wild life supply and possible means of restoring it. Our 

past accomplishments should serve to humble us to the seriousness 

13 ia
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of our responsibilities and should emphasize the importanse of an 

@ven more solidified organization. Portified commercial in- 

terests, stimlated by wealth and biased by influenge too often : 

: direct the trend of publie opinion and often cause despeir on the 

part of the average conservationist. To offset euch dangers we 

met make clear to the public our own aims, means of accomplishing 

our purpose and assure them of our fidelity and devotion to the great 

cause. We may rest assured that given truth and a practical working ‘ 

Pplen, the fair-minded, self-thinking citizen will support our cause. 

Theories are of little practical value in game management.  Feets 

are now neseerary on which to construct sound and progressive game 

policies, and at the present time the Game Department ie engaged in 

the laying ef sueh a foundation. 

Opportunity is beckoning today to the orgenized sportemen 

as it never will again. Right now drainage ie threatening to 

destroy forever the great natural advantage the Rio Grande Valley 

offers for waterfowl. the fact that a few acres are better suited 

for waterfowl than for anything else will be given little or no son- 

sideration unless the sportemen intereede. ingineere end farmers 

ere thinking in terme of agriculture, not ducks. ‘ixperiense scems 

to have taught the public little or nothing in this reepest. illions 

of acres throughout the country, key consentration grounds for water- 

fowl, that should never have been disturbed have been drained. 

Millions more are doomed to go. ‘the sportsmen and conservationists 

mast declare themselves in unmistakable terms if they would save & 

few arees which are of no appreciable value for agriculture or for- 

ever have the shadows of nogleet and shame hang over them,
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48 hes frequently been pointed ovt, natural conditions 

of the earth's surface which permit the flora ani feumm to flourish 

are conditions which are also beneficial in the business ani sociel 

life of the people of the State and nation. When thie fact is 

fully taken into consideration, we realise that ours is a service 

not self-contained but ae with every other worth while endeavor, 

one of cooperation. In orler to promote his hichest interests, 

the game conservationist mat join heart and hand with the raneh- 

man, farmer and forester. Without such cooperation, he would 

soon find himself sonfrénted with insurmountable difficulties and 

his hopes relinquished to disappointment end failure. 

In order to keep people interested in the restoration and 

eontervation of wild life, they met be kept advised as to sur : 

Plans and the progress that ie being made. ‘There is not a more 

effeative moans of reaching the public than through the state 

press. The eportemen's organisations and the Game Department are 

now in a better position to profit through this medium, 

_ & eombination of prevailing favorable conditions lends 

@ bright outlook to our game situation. In fact, the wild life 

situation teday is more encouraging than the moet optimistic could 

have hoped for. the elements have favored us bowuntifully. Good 

reins throughout the State and the limited namber of dowetic enimale . 

on the ranges are resulting in greatly improved vover shd food for 

both game and fish. Yet the big game supply is so far below normal 

that many euch years and the most careful protective measures against 

depredetions by predatéry animals and law violation will ve necessary
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if the valuable spesies are to substantially reestablish themselves, 
Like watersheds and forests of the lan@, wild lite is 

not only a state asset but @ national asset, and until gage conser- 
vation ie aduinisterea nationally as a unit, by uniform policies, no 
stable nation-wide progrese ean be made, The nesrer we approximate 
progressive game management, the more evident becomes the ueod for 
& unified policy, national in seope. 

Cooperation cannot be confined tenthe bounds of « state. 
The supply of big game New Mexico will possess in the future depends 
Very largely on whet other states are doing to increase and pere 
petuate their came. Partioularly true is this of waterfowl, 
Americans are inherently # rave of woodsmen end hunters and when 
this charesteristie is not evident, we oan safely attribute the geuse to 
#0 lack of outlet- Where given an outlet, it averywhere exerts itself. 
Increased loteure, good rouds end rapid means of travel have largely 
conquered distance and eliminated boundaries of counts, states and 
even of nations. There is & growing tendensy on the part of hunters ; 
to seek out the best hunting territory and to hunt species which are 
not found in their home states, 

Conditions, therefore, demand that exch state keep up ite 
surply of game and fish and sdminister these revourees on a reciprooity 
basis. Only through divorcement of polities from Game Departments, 
strong organization and coordinated, cooperative mnagenent throughout 
the country, with each State assuming its share of the responsibility



ean each state supply ite pro rata of hunting. 

Cooperation must be accompanied by eduontional works 

Sduoating the youth and adult alike to the needs of conservation 
of all natural resources is imperative. Game conservation and 

wanagenent represent new fields of endeuver, fer more commendable 

than was the wasteful slaughter of the vast numbers of valuable 

*pesies that formerly inhabited the land. In the not far distant 

fature courses in wild life sonservation and forestry will be offered 

in our schools, and New Mexico may well be «a leader in this respect, 

' Returning to our own pervonal duties as sportsmen, in the 

household of our organization, there is services for everyone te 

perform. very loewlity an the State haa or may have in the future 

Some species of game, and the sportemen and the Cane Department are 

the guerdians of this game. On the loeal sportemen largely falie 

the responsibility of sefeguarding refuges. Every member of an 

aseociation should be & self appointed conservation officer, end the 

mouber who 16 deeply interested in the work his association is doing : 
will have no difficulty in finding something to do to further the 

seuse of wild life conservation. 

The time has arrived whon everyone who hunts or fishes 
must acknowledge the fast that approved conservation policies and laws 

apply to himself es well as to the other fellow, irrespective of 

seelal, political or financial prestige and regerdlees of whether 
he is alone in the mountains or with a game warden. Disrespest for ‘ 
game laws as is true of other sone laws is a burden thet a progressive 

1 
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program carmot long carry+ While a little game law violation 

here and there may not exterminate the game, it very effectually 

undermines the whole game law enforcement structure, resulting in 

@isreapest for all gawe laws and tends to convert the entire system 

into a mockery. Willful. and delibersete violation of game laws by 

mon of intelligence and means, when the game needs every possible | 

advantage, is beyond comprehension. Until every man who goes forth 

with rod or gun plays fair with his fellow sporteman ond with the 

wild life, game conservation cannot be slevated to the highest degree 

of respect and usefulness. %e mat sacredly regard the laws end 

rogulations of the grest cause of which we are champions if we expect 

others to fully respect them and support us in this cause. 

The sportemen's first duty is to stand firuly united among 

themselves and their next and broader duty is te stand slosely united 

with every cooperating agenoy that oan asvist them or that they can 

aaeist. Where such unity exists, progress is asewred, Dissension , 

is the viper that spreads venom through the life blood of any organi- 

gation. 

' The “Hew Mexico Conservationist", which for the present will 

be issued quarterly by the Game Depertment, should serve the good 

purpose of forming a direst contact among individual eportemen and 

their orgenisetion , and between them and the Gume Department. This 

magazane, so to speak, may wel] be @ clearing house for information 

end data of interest ani value, and showld be welaomed by the sportanen 

throughout the State. 

Our pathways for the ensuing year are elear. the objectives 

before us now call not only for work bet for money as well, ‘owe of
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our most pressing needs are: - a federally conetueted warm water 

fieh hatchery; another state cold water hatchery; more freedom for 

fishermen along privately controlled trout streams in turn for 

| fish planted by the state; sequiroment, through purshuse, gift or 
lease, of « hundred or more game bird and waterfowl sanctuaries; | 
aequisition of a state or federally sdministerea antelope sanctuary; 

better protection of our valuable big hawke; final plans for the 

publicetion of the "Birds of New dexleo"; reestablishment of turkers 

on depleted ereas and quail in reeleimed valleys; and work, in 

eooperation with livestock interests and the U. s. Yorest serviee, 
to permanently conserve range forage end ticbered watersheds. 

More game protective associctions with large membe rehips 

are necessary to accomplish these ends. New Mexieo has a populetion | 

of approxiwately 360,000, The total membership of gane protective 

associations is no more than 4,000 or probably a little more than 
one end one-half per cent of the population. Yet a big majority 

of the citizens of the state are dirsetly or indirectly benefited by 

the game and fish, 

The goal of the New Mexico Game Proteative association 

should be 10,000 organized active sportsmen. Merely paying the 

ennusal dues, however, does not constitute en active member, avery 

menber of a game protective association should live up to the ideale — 

of the association and should talk game eonservation and inerease at 

every opportunity, urging observance of game conservation laws and : 

policies, and should take an active part in all meetings.



This admonition is not intended for the faithful worker to whom 

everyone is indebted but rether as a reminder that a few in every 

assooiation largely carry the burden. 

Pinally, every loesl sesociation should slways have 

definite objectives in mind, to which the sportsmen may apply them- . 

selves. In sincere unified efforts they may safely rely on 

support and encouragement from the Game Department. Hever before 
has team work been more essential in game conservation work then 

it is today. Organization and cooperation constitute the only 

foundation on which sportsmen ean safely build for the future.



PRELIMINARY REPORT - GILA DEER SITUATION 

If By J. Stokley Ligon 

Deer have always been numerous on portions of the Upper 

Gila Drainage on the Gila and Datil National Forests, while for 

some years past over-abundance has threatened. Frequent reports 

regarding the abundance of deer and of damage being committed as 

result of over-browsing of forage necessitated an investigation 

in order that the Game Department might have first hand information 

in dealing with the situation. Consequently I spent August 8 to 

11, in company with Forest Supervisor James Scott and Ranger 

Robert Boone of the Mimbres District, looking over the Black . 

Canyon section, one of the districts most seriously affected. 

UPPER GILA DRAINAGE A NATURAL DEER COUNTRY 

I have known the Black Canyon and sdjacent sections of 

the Upper Gila Drainage intimately for fitveen years. This § 

section ‘is no doubt the best deer country in the Southwest, and ; 

: peeause of remoteness and inacessibility of the region, deer 

have remained consistently numerous in this district. This . 

section has never been intensively hunted as have all other parts 

of the State. Another factor that has greatly favored the deer 

in this section is the effective mountain lion and gray wolf con- 

trol conducted by Federal and State hunters and ranchmen. 

wi
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, This investigation and former ebservations convince me 

that a considerable portion of the inner Gila watershed is now 

over-populated with deer, This conclusion is based not alone on 

the number of deer observed but on the serious condition of the 

principal browse plants as result of excessive browsing on the part 

of deer and cattle. While some conflict exists between the graz- 

ing of cattle and the grazing of deer, the food of deer, especially 

in winter, consists almost wholly of leaves of shrubs, while grass 

constitutes the major food for cattle. 

The seriously affected area under consideration comprises 

about 100 square miles on the Diamond Bar grazing allotment on the 

Gila National Forest, and includes the lower section of Black Canyon, 

and as far north as main Diamond Creek. Deer, however, are numerous 

over several hundred square miles of the Upper Gila Drainage. The 

Black Mountain district, lying northwest of the Black Canyon area is 

also heavily populated with deer, portions of it containing as mny 

of the animals to the square mile as does the Black Canyon area. 

The abundance of excellent deer browse, such as live oak 

and mountain mahogany, on the south slopes of mountains and canyons 

in the Upper Gila Drainage, coupled with-the moderately mild climate 

that prevails in this area, makes it an ideal big game country. 

; Winter weather is often severe on the higher mountains that encircles 

the area and influences a perceptible downward drift of the game, 

thus naturally causing more or less a state of congestion. Unless 

the surplus game is taken out, a very serious situation will ultimate- 

ly develop. :
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The fact should be kept clearly in mind, however, that ; 

this overabugdance of deer is a local situation and must be treated 

independently of the balance of the State. Danger of deer becoming 

too numerous will probably never occur, at least not for several 

q generations, outside of the Gila Drainage, if provisions are made 

whereby the surplus can be removed. No other deer section is so 

inaccessible to hunters, and as already stated, none are as favorably 

adapted in every way to the welfare of the game. 

DEER ABUNDANT 

On August 9 we carefully inspected range conditions in 

the Black Canyon Game Refuge which comprises approximately 16,000 

acres and lies wholly north of Black Canyon, the Canyon forming the 

southern boundary of the refuge. While making this inspection 

little attention was given to the abundance of deer, although many 

deer were seen, Close observation reveals that this area is a con- 

_ centrating ground for the deer in winter. The effect of heavy 

browsing of alligator juniper was particularly in evidence, the 

juniper béing browsed as high up as the deer could reach. Cattle : 

browse only very sparingly on this juniper, making it clearly evident 

that this unusual condition was due to over-browsing on the part of 

deer; however, such over-browsing no doubt takes place almost wholly ; 

in winter when the deer are most pressed for suitable food. 

Fortunately, both live oak and mountain mahogany are 

abundant in this section; but the supply is not sufficient for both
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the present number of deer and cattle during the winter period. 

Although cattle feed largely on grass when it is available, when : 

there is little grass they, too, browse extensively, and in doing 

so have the advantage over deer since they can crop the browse much 

higher up than can deer. 

It is very fortunate that in such an emergency as now 

exists in this section deer turn to juniper browse, otherwise the 

situation would be far more precarious. Fortunately, too, there 

has been a very marked reproduction of alligator juniper every- 

where in the juniper zone. Especially on the ridges and mesas 

there is a profusion of young juniper where, in many cases, little 

or none of this shrub formerly grew. 

Everywhere in the Black Canyon section the junipers are 

browsed four or five feet from the ground until little more than 

the bare branches remain. Fifteen miles to the south of Bleck 

Canyon, on the G 0 S Ranch, the young jumipers are dense from the 

ground up, although there are as many or more cattle on thie ranch 

than in the Black Canyon seetion, proving conelusively that dattle : 

browse but little on this juniper. On the route we traveled 

through the G 0 S Range there are very few deer as that portion of 

the ranch has long been of easy access to great humbers of hunters. 

pre fact that deer feed on juniper mitigates to some 

extent conflict between deer and cattle; but nevertheless some in- 

terference exists wher6 the two herbivoza range together. Under 

/ Bresent conditions in the Black Canyon section, even if all the 

jeattie were removed from the range, the food supply would still be 

hy
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seanty for so many deer. Where browsing by either cattle or deer / 

is too heavy, the shrubs which are drawn on most heavily are : 

seriously injured and some times actually destroyed. Such a 

situation has already developed in the Black Canyon section. 

In addition to their feeding on juniper, there is 

evidence in the Black Canyon area that the deer have also fed 

extensively on the branches of pinyon pine. In no other sections 

have I observed signs of deer feeding on pinyon pine. Practically ! 

all animals, domestic and wild, eat the juniper berries and nuts 

of the pinyon but they rarely eat the branches of this pine; when 

they do so, we may safely conclude that the range forage is badly 

over-taxed. 

On August 10 the three of us riding together, or separated 

by only a few hundred feet, took a census of the deer along Black 

Canyon, west of the Diamond Bar Ranch. The area selected for the 

_ purpose was approximately five miles long and two miles wide. We 

left the ranch, which is situated in the bed of Black Canyon, 800 

feet or more below the adjacent rims of the meses and ridges, at 

7:30 A.M., and rode to the north rim, thence west across and around ' 

the short brushy and timbered canyons that drain into Black Canyon. 

Three miles west we descended into the bed of the main canyon and 

followed its devious course to the Diamond Bar cow camp, five miles 

west of the ranch. It being mid-day when we made the last two 

miles in the Canyon, there was little chance to see deer and only | 

two or three were observed. We arrived at the cow camp about 11:30 

A.M. and remained until 1:30 P.M., whence we rode to the south rim 

and then wound our way east along ridges and over mesas, returning to
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the ranch at 6:30 P.M. (While the southern side of the Canyon 

supports a liberal growth of live oak and mahogany, juniper, pinyon 

and considerable pine and fir also occur especially to the eastward 

where the tree life assumes heavy forest proportions.) We rode 

approximately nine hours, traveling for the most part at the time 

the deer were active. 

By actual count we saw 130 deer, not counting animals 

which might previously have been counted. The deer were tame and 

would stand and watch us or slip quietly into cover or over some 

nearby ridge, merely to get out of sight, thus largely obviating 

possibility of counting the same animal twice, 

In our deductions we estimated: (1) that approximately 

four out of the ten square miles taken as a census area came ; 

roughly under our vision; (2) that we saw and counted 75 per cent 

of the deer on the four square miles, making 173 or about 435 deer 

on each of the four sections; and (3) concluding that we covered the 

most suitable deer range of the ten square miles, we conceded that 

the other six square miles had only 80 per cent as many deer, or 

about 34 to the square mile. Based on this calculation, there 

was an average of approximately 38 deer on each of the ten square 

miles under consideration. 

Based on my ow observations, and efter conferring with 

Mr, Hugh Hodge, owner of the Diamond Bar Ranch, and his cattle fore- 

man, Mr. Ray Miller, I am convinced that at least half of the 

Diamond Bar allotment, or more than a hundred square miles of range, 

has an average of as many deer to the section as the area used for
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making the census. I am further convinced that even the most 

suitable deer range of this region - which constitutes the best 

deer country in the State - cannot continuously support more than 

: 25 to 30 deer to the square mile without serious effect on the 

forage, while the average over the entire Gila drainage should not 

be above 25 animals to the section. 

As already pointed out, the area under consideration 

is even more heavily populated in winter since at the time the 

census Was taken, many big bucks were in the higher country. All 

of the deer counted were of the mule species. It was difficult 

to determine the percentage of the bucks at the time of our visit 

as many had underteveloped horns and the matured bucks were widely 

scattered. Compared with the number of adults seen, fawns were 

: far below normal. Of the 130 seen on the 10th, only nine fawns - 

two doubles and five singles - were observed; however, it was evident 

i that all of the does had not at that time dropped their fawns. Six 

coyotes and several eagles were observed on the area which no doubt 

were preying heavily upon the fawns. 

DEER IN POOR PHYSICAL CONDITGON 

Most of the big antlered bucks which were seen appeared 

to be in almost normal condition but the does and immature animals 

were all ofa weather-beaten tawny color, evidently due to not having 

fully shed their winter coats, and the physical primeness was 

generally lacking among the animals. This condition was no doubt 

partly due to retarded growth of browse and other vegetation which 

the deer prefer, as the heavy rains were late in that section.
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The eattle were clearly faring better than the deer at the time of 

our inspection trip due to the fact that the grass was then getting 

good and the cattle were feeding on it almost exclusively, while the 

deer appeared to be clinging to their favorite diet of oak and 

mahogany browse, The range in this seetion is not heavily stocked 

with cattle at the present time. 

It was of significance to note that in a small pasture 

reserved by the Forest Service, just west of the Diamond Bar Ranch, 

and in which no cattle had been permitted to graze for several years, 

the condition of the browse was about the same as it was outside of 

the pasture where the cattle have free and constant access. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Further reducing the number of cattle on this allotment 

at this time would probably give little relief to the deer. With 

the abundance of waietes) this region has had this summer, no doubt 

grass, which the deer appear to eat only sparingly, will be 

sufficient to supply the needs of cattle. | 

‘One of the venation open to the Game Department lies in 

directing as many hunters as practicable into this section during 

the coming big game season. Hunters going into this region, however, 

will have to depend largely on pack outfits to reach the heavily 

stocked deer country. This transportation should be assured and 

hunters should be able to get in from every direction. The best
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route of entry, however, will be from the south, up the Mimbres 

Valley and from the north by the way of Beaverhead. In getting 

hunters in and out of the most inaccessible areas, the local ranch- 

men can be of great assistance and in turn realize considerable 

revenue for their services. There should be 500 deer hunters : 

in the central upper Gila Drainage the coming season. 

Another emergency measure that might be applied to 

reduce the surplus deer would be to open the Black Canyon Refuge to 

hunting during the coming season. While such a procedure is entire- 

ly contrary to the game refuge policy, the Gila situation is an 

exception and, as already stated, one that demands extreme action. 

While the opening of the refuge for one season will give the hunters 

an opportunity to kill more deer, it may also serve the good purpose 

of scattering the animals rather than foreing them into further con- 

gestion, if the refuge were not opened, Moreover, directing more 

hunters into this overstocked territory will tend to relieve humting 

where game is scarce. If every means open to the Game Department 

to relieve this situation is not employed, serious results due to 

impaired breeding conditions and disease can undoubtedly be expected. i 

In cooperation with the Forest Service I plan to keep a 

close sniihie on the Gila situation during the next few months, after | 

which a final and complete report will be made. 

It is very evident that authority must be vested in the 

Game Commission whereby they will be free to fully meet emergencies 

of this nature, : ff 

| Respectfully submitted , 

oN jo 

ee (3. Stokley Ligon) Ra 
4 Game Specialist / 

yer Jed
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+ pee. duly 26, 1986. 

Mr. John ©. Phillips, 
Windyknob, 

Wenham, Massachusetts. , 

Dear Mr. Phillips: 

Pardon my delay in answering your inquiry of July 1. ; 

In compiling material for my book on the Game of 

the Southwest, I have naturally collected such information as 

I gould on importations of exotie species. I am not yet far 

enough along with this materiel, however, to be absolutely 

definite and final. My findings to date ere roughly as fol- 

lows: ; 

Bob white 
Sporadic attempts to establish this bird have pro- 

bably taken place in most of the representative regions of 

: Arizona and New Mexico. These attempts failed of permanent 

establishment in every instance except one or two in the 

Pecos Valley near Roswell, New Mexico. Wear Roswell there 

are one or two agricultural ranches where one or two coveys 

have been maintained under strict protection for a good many 

years, but there is no evidence of sufficient spread which 

or”
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: would warrant the belief that the species is really estab- 

lished. 

_ ‘Ring-neoked pheasants 
Plants of ring-neeks have been made for many years 

in most of the representative regions of Arizona and New ; 

Mexico, partly by the State Game Departments and often by 

private individuals. I know of no instance where these 

birds have become established except one near Phoenix, Ariz., 

in the Salt River Valley, where the State Game Department 

made s successful plant about ten years ago. The ring-necks 

were at one time considered to be interfering with the local 

quail and there was « question as to whether they should be 

allowed to inerease further. I do not know the present 

status of the plant, but it could be determined by address- 

ing the State Game Warden at Phoenix. 

Gambel quail 
Plants of this species heve fer outnumbered all 

others. They are more easily trepped than the sealed quail 

and, hence, have been used for years for restocking purposes 

outside of their netural range in the northern parts of the 

two states. Such plants usually result in 6 suecessful 

covey the year of planting, after which the birds usually 

-2-
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diseppear. The following are exceptions, however: 

Fecos town neer Senta Pe 

A gmall number of gambel quail have persisted 

here for years. 

Uracee rench, Colfax County 

George Webster, Jr., has maintained a considerable 

number of gambel quail on this ranch for years past. I 

understand he has now sold the raneh and I do not know the 

present status of the plant. 

Espanola Valley near Espanol 2 ico, on the Rio Grand 

A few coveys have persisted here for many years. 

Little Colorado 

This entire water shed in Northern Arizona was 

originally devoid of quail. It comprehends the stretch from 

Williams, Ariz., to Gallup, New Mexico. To my own personal 

knowledge suceessful plants of gambel quail have been made 

at Snowflake, Ariz., and Vernon, Ariz., and ere spreading ; 

with the spread of dry ferming. Successful plants are said 

to have been made at Holbrook, Ariz., and Gallup, New Mexico. 

Bo
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At Gallup a special closed season hes been provided, but I 

am not personally certain ss to whether these birds sre 

gambel or scaled or both. 

San Juan Velley 
This is the most notable instance of suecess any- 

where in the Southwest, elthough I have not personelly , 

verified any of the facts. <usil are seid to have been 

originally absent end to be now very abundant, and the 

species is seid to be gembel. 

Wild turkey 

: A Sportsmen's Association at Parker, Ariz., is 

said to have stocked one of the nearby desert mountain 

ranges with turkey and they are said to be doing fairly 

. well. This was originally not turkey country. I heve not 

personally verified the facts. 

i Turkey have disappeared from several of the 

Southern Arizona mountain ranges, including the Catalines, 

Suachuea, and Chiricahua. They have been reintroduced into 

the Catalinas but did not, as I understand it, persist. 

i fn
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Miscellaneous 

There is an unverified report that the present 

stock of Mearns quail et Pine Top, Ariz., was introduced 

by the early Mormon settlers. I am unable to vouch for the 

correctness of this story and I am doubtful of it because 

the species odéurs west of that point naturally. 

All these instances will be run down and publish- 

ed in more specific form in the book on Game Management in 

the Southwest. on which I am now working together with J.5. 

Ligon and Dr. R. F. Pettit, of Albuquerque. We are glad, 

however, to supply you with the above tentative information 

: for your present purpose. 

I was very glad to receiveyyour letter about the 

migratory bird situation and was much interested in your 

comments. 

With kindest regards, . 

Very sincerely yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

-5-
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B.PRESTON CLARK, aid 
55 Kilby St. es 

Boston . 

- ‘ 

. 

: Boston, March 26, 1925, x 
‘ 

Mr.Arthur L.Clark, Secy. 
, 3 Joy Street, 

Boston, Mass. | 

Dear Mr.@lark:- 

- "|®hank you for your letter, Our organiza- . 
tion in Massachusetts surely has the right idea, nae 

| It seems to me that the sound angle from 1 
which to fight this effort for lower bag limit is this. * 

The whole theory of Federal Control, whether it being ; 
in Child Labor, Education, or any other matter, is : 

based and always has been, on the belief that the 
Federal Government should set a minimum standard, leav- 

ing any States which felt the need of going farther to 

do so. 7 

fo reduce the National bag limit because some 

middle west states find it necessary because of their j 

local conditions, would be to substitute an entirely new 
: theory, namely that the Federal Government set a maximum 

standard, instead of a minimum one. One can safely pound 

away on this idea, because it is in line with those con- 

ceptions of State rights which are universally held today 
all over this country. I hope our organization will go 

into this matter for all we are worth. ‘To break down the 
system of Federal control would be a disaster, and no surer 
means of bringing this about could be devised than to set ‘ 
a standard on bag limit which is far above the | public 

sentiment of many of our States. | 

Yours very truly, } 

{Signed) B. PRESTON CLARK 

i



4 2222 Ven Hise Ave. 
; Madison, Wis. 

April 13, 1925. 

Dr. Rs Pred Pettit, et 5-) 
401-403 First Nat. Bank Bldg., be \ 2) 

Albuquerque, N. M. ree 

Dear Doe: ( 

Yours of March 29 contained a lot of interesting 

news, Jamie has, of course, had a herd row to hoe end I fully 

sympathize with his difficulties. I think the Silver City and 

- Deming bunch will come around all right, since they are the 

right kind of fellows. I would advise, however, that somebody . 

from Albuquerque make it a point to see them. 

Negrite Buffalo 

; I have heard this rumor before but was never able to 

Fun down anytety who hed even a positive opinion, much less any 

positive evidence. The only supporting evidence I know of is 

the well known tendency of the buffalo to change their western 

front (they invaded the Salt Lake country efter the coming of — 

the white man end apparently as the result of pressure from the 

eastward. but retreated from thet country before they wers cleaned 

out of their main range east of the Reckieg.) ‘The other support- , 

ing evidence is the herd reported by Coronado between Zuni and 

the Rio Grande. This is referred to somewhere in the book sigeots, 

in the files. I would suggest the next move is to find other 

competent witnesses who hold the same opinion as Bob Lewis. 

‘on 

es 
Qe



Prairie Chickens 

Lewis’ statement about the prairie chickens at the 

V.X.T. is 8 fina. Again the question would be to support it 

with the testimony of other possible witnesses. It is not at 

ell impossible that his report is correct. 

Rock Deer and "Ibex" 

I myself do not question the existenee of a small 

form of white tail. I have seen any number of heads and they 

are always much branched. The thing that pugzles me is the 

spiked horns reported by Sherman. I think the chances are 10 

to 1 that these were simply Sonore deer with an extra long un- 

branched spike, although I confess thet I have never heard of 

their horns being unbranched. The ibex legend of course orig- 

inated with Lewis and Clark, who failed to appreciate thet the 

"Big Horn" and the "Mountain Sheep" were male and female of the 

same species. Throughout their journal they persist in regard- : 

ing them as two different species. 

Elk 
Te track reported by Lewis in 1914 and the doe seen 

py Dolye in 1913 corroborate an observation already in the files 

by a man I think by the name of Gardner, who saw an elk on Freeman | 

Mountain about that time. This was after the introduction of the 

Sitgreaves herd end without doubt represents an animal geattered 

from thet herd. f 

You are certainly digging up a valuable lot of stuff. 

I think we are steadily getting somewhere. 

es oe 

Cae ee" '
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I am enclosing some more materiel for the files, the 

most valuable item in which is Skinner's pamphlet on antelope. 

This comes nearer being the kind of a life history that I have 

been hoping to put into our book than anything I have seen. 

With kindest regeras and best wishes, 

Sincerely, K 

ALDO LEOPOLD. 

Enclosure. 

sc * 

. ~~



R.FRED PETTIT 

ALBUQUERQUE,NEW MEXICO 

Marck 29-25. 

Mr.Aldo Leopold. 

Madison,Wis. 

Deer Leo:— 

Well,the annuab meeting of the G.P.A. 

is over,we missed ya: tremendously,but the meeting 

was dandy in many respects,first of importance was 

the attendance at all sess ons of two of the three 

members of the Game Comm.,and their assurance that 

they would but reflect our united opinion as to what ! 

and when to do things for the next two years. 

' Well,we just took that opening and fed them 

up with sufficient to keep them out of mischeif for 

a long timeto come:I mai led you copy of Journal,you 

will note they are plaing up our meetings now 4s 

never before,we have reached a po int where our 

voice,when we speak’ as af oragnization is respected. 

There has been quite a bit of jealousy 

develope down at 5.0. md Deming,over the failure 

to reappoint Sherman on the Cormission,! san"t go 

into the varied details,but I beleive that Jammie 

and myself did quite a bit to iron this out,aitho 

neither sent representatives,Sherman attended as 

an interested citizen to gotite him. 

i They feel that Janmie ran the show,and in 

go doing,left them outside,well we will gradual ly 

get them back into the fold.its been a year of great 

strides,but some disappointments, but ali in all,a



good year. 

7 

I have been typeing some of the things I: | 

wanted to get into the files lately,Will send those | 

requested in a few day 8. | 

; what do you think of the following I ; | 

gleaned from an avening spent with Bob Lewis, | 

Ke elaims +o have yicked up the horn of 

a Buffalo where the Negrite Ranger Station is new in ° 

1885,moreover to have seen lots of bones there,bones 

which he says emphatically were those of buffalo. # 

Saw Puarie Chickens at the ofa V.X.T.in 

J@SoO and for the next three years. 

. Killed one Bock doer on the Blue BN, buck | 

west of Alma,one in Sacatone, says first had nine : 

points, but neither would weigh over fifty » oundstails 

ana heads mich like white tail deer. 

This happened in 1890 ~1906: saw Elk in 

Mogolions up +o "g84,then one oly in "86,but saw 

tracks of one f# in 1914 and nays Geo Dolye saw doe 

"there in 1913. 

/ vany otha little things, but heres is the 

queerest thing I have ran onto in a long while,and 

‘ 4f£ you desire write Fred Sherman about 4t jhe says 

80 called Rook deer exist in quite some nurbers( has 

given me leation Jana saw to that were killed in 

1923,both with horns that turned back exactly like 

the Mountain Goat,one prong to each side,says he 

took them in his nands and could lift each easily 

' and he has hunted them several years without any 

‘personal success: as he is an old deer nunter it 

gives me 2 start to feel that per naps we are on 

the trail of that 89 @alled Ibex after ali. 

We was surprised to learn +nat I considered ail



; the Rock deerv-if existing-to have a white tail 

deer head,says he has seen many of them in this } 

logality and that the bucks never grow but the two 

horns:I have asked the Game Commission to grant 

permissio fer Ligon to secure snecimens of these and 

some others as well,thi will be granted and ; 

80,0ld timer,we are gohng,I hoe,to know something 

about this matter one of these days. 

In your "digests"of books you have put 

down saline tpoints,together with page number,what did . 

you do with subject matter. 

I talked with Bengard re the matter of 

lengths and weights of Trout,he will weigh some of 

these for me if you wish when I next get up there,but [ 

it wo"t raflect much of actual conditions wave the 

fish is out in the streams fighting far his feed. 

Truly. 

CER. :
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Albuquerque ,N.M.,June 27-24 

Mr.Aldo Leopold. : . 
Madison,Wis. 

My dear Leo:- 
: Your letter from Minnisota duly to hand,envy you what 

you have just been thru,it must have been truly enehanting,I am 
always thrilled by the for@st and water combination, when you add 

to that game in abundance,with fish as a daily dish,you are 

approaching heaven,or Nutopia,I don"t know whiech,but to the 

ordinary mortal it matters little. 

I have been rushing about so madly since you left 

that the book has not had the amount of time I intend it shall 

have later on,first I was this years manager of the State Dental 

Soeceity meeting,as I have been for eight years,this took up a lot 

of my evening writing and seeuring talent,etc.etso. 

Day after tomorrow I leave on a months fishing trip 
up th Las Vegas,Mora,Fagle Nest Lake,Ped River,west thru Chama 

and on into Colo.,so I hope +o make you feel envy in turn. 

Here is some of the data I have acquired since 

youlleft heve,that sheep roamed the San Matoes up until I8%6 

and have the recera of the last ome killed there,by whom,ete. 

That there wew Elk in the Manzanos until 1855, 

and name of some who hunted them the re,Elk in the Sacramentos 

until I86Ij;worlds of antelope at what we now knew as Kirkpatrick 

Raneh vntil at least as late as 1860:that antelope were plentiful 

in some of the territery you thought doubtfull,or rather on which 

you had ne data,that is,from San Mateo north and west, past 

Pueble Benita and all over the Navajo reservation,names of at 

least three who Killed them there until 1890. 

One grand kill of antelope in the Rinconada del 

Lobo of 700 in I874:that the last band in that particular country 

roamed in and about the Rancho la paunto( probably misspelled) 

until 1@95 q 

That PRaairie Chieken were seen by men I know ee 

ang who in turn know fe bird,at the following places, Deming, 

Jemez Pueble,in 1916,hundreds at that time in Ro@evelt Co.ete.e#e. 

ss Here is one I am trailing,elk on the west slope of y 

the San Matoes,now I have been unable fo geck this against 

your finéings for lack of time,but beleive much of it is new to i 

you. : 

That wil show you I have not entirely over looked 

i ewig
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the matter . 

Have not seen Ligon as he has been, aWay,however when we both 

again inhabit the same place far two gonseeative days will hold 

a pow wow with him. 

I trust the eanoe trip exceeded your beforehand 

anticipations, and that I know is some little work in itself,that 

your palate is so fed up with fresh water fish that a goed old 

southwestern hunt will appeal to you along about November;you_ see 

I know just the spot and you better arrange your field schedule 

so as to necessitate a trip this a way at that time. 

Will read the book by Merschon on this trip altho 

don"t beleive it has any subject matter relating to our own 

portion of the Southwest. 

This letter rambles around like my old hound dog 

on a cola trail,it is no wa bit late at night and am trying to 

erowa in those last seventeen dozen things I have wanted to do 

wefore starting,so if you will pardon some of the failures such 2 

as this machine to keep apace of my thoughts I will meke fhe 

one I write after my return something more than a sketeh and 

a seramble. 

By the bye,get a picture of your biggest one,for 

. I am going right after the record,and don"t wish +o take any 

unfair advantages of you so heres until after I have the fishing 

rod unkinked,my face proverly purnt,and my legs tired with a 

surfékt of fishing "the little streams". } 

I'm longing far the shade of a tall white pine 

underneath wieh to muse and “invite my soul”. ae 

Su amijo. 

| FF SAC 
. Rasy, 

B.V.D. ; 

Shall stop md see Mrs.Leopold if she is in Santa Fe onn 

Sunday. 

P!
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Snowshoes 
New Mexico — 
Gycle 

Elliott Barker says (Game Conference, 1936) there was an extraordinary 

abundance of snowshoes on the Pecos in 1935 and that he has second-hand 

reports of e similar high in the Taos Mts, This was evidently something 

in the nature of an irruption, since the species has been scarce for many 

years,



New Mexico 

New Mexico 
April, 1935 

& past week is the rec a f I. St sk ; it Sera Bert 
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Te tab ilatio 1 shows where plantings have been made. More 

Turkey Mountains, Mora County 1 
T O Ranct lf County 8 
Mesa Mountain, San Juan County 11 
Luera Mountain: yn Coun 3 ae



Page 28 NEW MEXICO November, 1934. 

Total Hunters Non-Resident Reported kill to date 
‘Bucks, Bulls Get Break Locality Checked in Hunters Deer Turkey Bear 

Sacramento 
° Mountains 208 33 63 5 } 

From Kind Weather Gods sretion tancn 36 12 1 | 
uf Mimbres | 

Mountains 492 28 5 15 9 
wt Oe Gheery Crock 136 4 aie ike 3 

: Dry Creek 46 4 7 3 1 
By George F. Ellis Organ Mountains 27 3 9 

‘ 5 Burro Mountains 35 2 
BIG game hunters throughout New Mexico looked longingly at Pecos 150 4 4 1 

clear skies and wished for snow during the first week of the Magdalena 1443 209 255: 25 2 
season. Very dry hunting ranges made hunting difficult and the ——»-: ©-e==——_ 
kill light. j 

Most hunters interviewed thought the game had been getting _ ep 
all the breaks. This was especially true in the rougher, more ‘ q 
heavily timbered areas where hunting has to be done Indian fash- 
ion. With the ground covered with a carpet of dry leaves that 
rustled at every step, with twigs so dry they could be heard to | 
snap a quarter of a mile, it was next to impossible to stalk a 
crafty old buck. Then, too, tracking over hard, dry ground was 

out of the question, A good tracking snow that would have enabled i % 
a man to go silently through the woods would have been of great 
assistance to hunters. They could have located game more easily. 
There is no antidote for discouragement in a hunter like plenty of j 

deer tracks in the snow. | . 

Elk hunters fared particularly badly. Many even said there 
were no elk in the woods. This opinion would have quickly | 
changed had snow come, enabling hunters to see sign. Observa- y 

tion of the best woodsmen was that the elk herds are not moving ; 

much but are staying on very small areas, often no more than five 
acres in extent. Unless one finds one of the small feeding grounds, 
he will swear that the elk have all left the country. However, | 

several have seen elk and some have missed shots. { 

In spite of adverse hunting conditions many deer have been 
killed. This was especially true in the southwestern part of the | f 

state. Those who killed deer during th's dry weather are of two See 

classes: mighty good hunters and lucky hunters. Of course, most 
of us undoubtedly come in the first class. i 

Deer in the Sangre de Cristo mountains have not apparently 
suffered from the drouth. The writer recently saw killed in Cow | 
Creek, the largest, fattest buck he has ever seen. You would have 
though so, too, had you tried to hang him up. It was the first 
buck for the hunter. He said he would not take $100 for the 
head as it was then, 
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Killed by Elliott Barker, State Game Warden, near the head of the 
Pecos, this mule deer buck weighed 167 pounds, hog-dressed. 

Most reports indicate that game is in good condition. Deputy 
Tommy Holder reports them yery plentiful in the Dry Cimarron. ‘ 
He counted 300 there in one night while patrolling in his car. 
While many of these were on a refuge, hunting should be good ‘ 
near there. 

Deputy Carl Welch reports 1443 hunters checked in through ® 
Magdalena. He estimates there are 2672 in that area, since many 
check in at other points. He believes that 50 per cent of them 
will get their deer. 

Miller Ammons reports nine bears killed in the Mimbres Moun- 4 
tains. 

Only very incomplete reports were available on going to press. u 
The following table gives in detail such figures as were on hand | i 

: November 1. | : : 

( } # Se



New Mexico 
Game Breeder & Sportsman ae 
November, 1934 

During the recent open season anti | 

lope in the state of New Mexico from 

killed. In e planation of the open se 

he antelope increasing in numbers but 

qually well suited to their needs. The 

dominance of old buck which had 

_ passed all usefulness



Albuquerque, Now Mexico, November 24, 1954 

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE SOUTHWESTERN CONSERVLTION LEAGUE: 

Please read tho following carefully. It has beon purposely mado brief. 

ACTIVITIES OF THE LEAGUE. The Southwestern Convervation League has lived 
out its first yoar, and in that time has accomplished much that will be 
of sorvice to the Southwost. Rather than to tell you what the officers 
of the League have done (4rd in my ow words), I prefer to report to you 
in the words of an observer. Thore is enclosed s mimeographed cony of 
an article which appoarod in the October "Now Moxico."” It tolls the 

main features of our activities. 

DOVATICY TOR A SPECIFIC RESEARCH. Somoone (I do not lmow whom, and he 

‘scams to wish to be anonymous), asked the Southwostern Conservation 
Loague if it would act as a guiding orgenization in an investigation of 
the mountain lion as a prodator. The subject of the invostigation was 

| proscribed, The officers of the League consented, and #3000 was given to 
the League for this purpose. The work is in progress under direction of 
4 well trainod bidlogist. The New Moxico Game Department and the U. S. 
Biological Survey are giving cooperation and assistanco,. 

NOMINATION FOR, AND ELECTION TO, OFFICE. 411 mombers were notified two 
months ago that nominations for office were due November 15. Only one nik 
nomination was received. It nominated cach and every one of the present 
officcrs to serve for 1935, This ono, and only, nomination is equivalent 

to election. Unless objection is recvived, the Secretary, who is charged 
with the duty of annoucing elections, will announce that the officers 

for 1954 ere reelected for 1955, 

NUMBER OF MEMBERS. Seventy-two persons paid dues to the League in 1954, 
It is obvious thet our membership is small. That the membership is made 
up of the highest type men and women inust be equally obvious, otherwise 

thev would not support this work and cause it to be so effective. i
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carcasses eaten by a bear and reported as killed by him were dead 
when discovered by our hungry friend. 

BEARS FACE FALL BARRAGE 

Another probable cause of such extensive damage is the large 
bear population. There has undoubtedly been a great increase in 
recent years. It is believed in some game circles that we now have @ 
about all the bears that the range can normally support. 

There will almost surely be a large number of bears killed dur- 
ing the coming open season. Then, with normal rainfall next year, 
our friend the bear should be able to live at home and not have 
to resort to raiding his neighbors. eee 
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ote et p a peee swimmers, or a dozen, start from 

Cia ae aa 5 ion ee scratch. But ONE strokes his way to vic- Re So aaa tack ; wate a y 
PEO > Diy age ees tory! He’s got to have something “extra” .. . 
sig AY Se SEs a : we ae something a little better than the rest. 

Race We Piast ee ee te ue a 
ae Cent eed oy ‘ Wherever Oil is used, Gargoyle Lubricants oc- 

} / \ id . ? Y' 

EG CONS Oy ie cupy a dominant position. Year in and year 
sy ae ae out, this world-famous line of oils and greases 

2) rae me continues to establish new records for savings 

Sip Eat i. in POWER, LABOR, MATERIALS and OIL. 
a | : 5 

2, n many instances ese savings have Deen great I y inst th have bi t 
enough to offset an entire year’s oil bill. 

“SHOT BY A BREECH-LOADING CAMERA, THIS BLACK TAIL ' oati aaa 
DOE WAS PRIVILEGED TO SURVIVE. HER SONS, HOWEVER, MAY A Magnolia Lubrication Specialist can show 

NOT BE EQUALLY FORTUNATE THIS FALL! you records established in plants similar to your 
Nabe own. It will pay you to check up now. 

CONFLICTING prospects mark the present game situation of 
the State. We have an optimistic outlook as well as danger 

signals with which to contend. 
Confronted with the possible perils of winter food shortage’ on G t th Extua 

the one hand, we see on the other, the prospect of a great advance e ]@ 
movement in game restoration and conservation, provided a reas- 
onable reserve successfully weathers the coming winter through GARGON 
into another growing season. We can hardly expect to be favored “SS 
by a winter as mild as last; and it is unlikely that we will have a Xe eG 
growing period as void of moisture as the one we have just passed Ne eae my NS 
through. By keeping clearly in mind the major prevailing condi- ay 
tions which have a direct bearing on game and game ranges, we L b ° : Oil 
will be better able to solve the unusual problems as they appear. u ricating 1 Ss 

Kill Surplus to Save Reserve 

The most practical means of forestalling possible serious loss of 
game will be to encourage the legitimate killing of the surplus of 
all species of resident game during the coming hunting seasons, 
thereby simplifying the problem of carrying through an adequate 
reserve with the least possible loss. By removing the surplus 
through orderly hunting and with reasonable preparation for feed- PETROLEUM COMPANY 
ing, should this become necessary, especially where there may be R 6 | Offi | 
concentration of turkeys and quail, serious losses should be avoided. erty enera ices . . . Dallas, Texas A 
It will be the part of good judgment for hunters this year to Wholesale Agencies and Stocks Throughout el 
feature resident game. The present plight of the waterfowl war- Texas, Oar ee Louisiana and 
rants this consideration. Wo oun paar .
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Winter Weather a Gamble 
INDIAN PRODUCT S Even though rains have been late, necessary food for temporary 

Buy Direct from the Indians needs should be available so that game should be in good Ber 
ttery — = dian tion at hunting time. The most serious aspect is the almost tota’ 

PO tuctos ta Seana lack of mast in the mountains, while there is apt to be scarcity 
=e incipal f f il and irie chickens in THE TEWA SHOP — DIEGO ABIETA of weed seeds, the principal food of quail and prairie ens 
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ae 
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by Mail ee RR ES oI ee te a Ee Wah le PES ae EOS NE ae SECON EON EA tO Sa ic td) STOR Namie SEC a oie SCRE ca hE oh Sm a ORIGAMI oy Shy Wee ROG te ee Sg I i ae esses REINS, PP ISED WF Ota ROU Mania, ho The pifion nut is as distinctly Southwest as the pan % He wee aires pa aes Roe! 
Navajo Rug — The Serape or the Pueblos. The Oe a aku Pew ee ty WA | ces, 
deliciously rich and delicately flavored seed of Ce poe WIS. Wark ae 

the Pifion pine. Just try a box. ° a ny f Nye ag cn 4 , ‘Ke rY eee oe 
Be A CEVA Ta a NY RT BN DS eA P OC ad RONAN NES Ae Sa Send $1.10 for 1 Lb. or 70c for 1-2 Lb. When aA yh OW. eM A “Re gy Woe! 

Package Postpaid. TYPICAL BIG GAME COUNTRY IN THE MOGOLLONS 

late winter and spring. The mildness or severity of the coming 
PINON NUT CO. winter is the unknown factor on which we must gamble. Big game 

will probably fare better than birds. On the other hand, if frost 
. does not occur unusually early at the lower altitudes comprising Albuquerque New Mexico the principal quail ranges, there is still time for the ‘maturing of 

some weed seeds, and the rains should insure green winter food 
which, when available, may constitute a good portion of the winter 
diet of quail and prairie chickens. 

Find Fawn Crop Good 
DON FERNANDO TAVERN In spite of the drouth there has been an unusually good fawn 

REAL FOOD AND LIQUORS crop even in sections where effects have been most severe. The 
“Where People Meet and Eat” antelope increase and survival appear also to have been about normal TAOS—IN U. S. A. in most sections except in the eastern portion where conditions are We Carry a Full Line of Curios generally bad. The turkey crop seems to be about up to standard 

in most sections and better than usual over the northern area. Vaato pa ss Lae a ie een oblowever ini coiesreas hacdestiit by the drouth, as in the Guad- 
——————_——— alupe and Magdalena Mountains, there has been practically no 

for Economical Transportation turkey increase. 

CITY aay GARAGE Rains Raise Hopes for Quail 

Over most of the Gambel quail range there seems to be about BUICK — OLDSMOBILE normal numbers of this bird. Because of the nature of its habi- Wholesale Standard and Malco Gas and Oil tat, favored by a rather constant food and cover supply, this 
Garieo Mexi species is not subject to fluctuation in numbers to the extent that Goodyear Tires Eo New sd is the scaled quail. Over practically all of the scaled quail habitat 

a fair increase is reported, although some reports of food shortage 
have been received from the blanket quail range of the eastern 
section of the state and covies are small. The rains will at least Raton Crystal Ice and Cold Storage Co. temporarily relieve this situation. In the southeastern area, par- Authorized Distributors of ticularly in the Carlsbad section, there is probably a half crop of QUAKER STATE AND PENN SEAL OILS quail owing to the unusual heat and the severity of the drouth FOR COLFAX, UNION, HARDING, TAOS AND with the consequent scarcity of insect life for the young. Even 

SAN MIGUEL COUNTIES so, in the aggregate, there will probably be ample birds for hunt- PHONE 300 RATON, N. M. ing here because of the unusually large carry-over in this section 
from last year’s crop.
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Prairie Chickens Hit By Drouth ccc reece ey 

Prairie chickens in general seem to have fared worse than other ppouthense In the Big 
game birds in the state during the adverse season. In southern ew Mexico R O S W E L L rresian 
Roosevelt and northern Lea counties, where most of the crop Mer Sade Mater Belt 
Bitonibe =< fountlmlowssutyivall tot syoune binds teatiited, Chm ChC sot c ae Tae 
other hand, in the Portales section, where conditions were better ©§_ —A $$ << 
at nesting time and where planting of chickens have been made by Stewart Sheep Shearing Supplies, Samson Windmills and 
the game department during the past two years, a satisfactory in- other nationally advertised lines. 

crease has been noted. Low survival of young in oe eee ch.cken 
range can doubtless be attributed to lack of suitable food—insect 
life—at the time the young hatched. MABIE LOWREY HDW. CO. 

Doves are numerous throughout the state this year. Regardless Wholesale and Retail 
of some prejudice against killing them, we will do well to feature Roswell, N. M. Phone 634 
dove hunting this year. The dove’s diet consists largely of weed 
seed. During record breaking seasons, such as we have recently 
experienced, there is keen competition between the doves and the 
quail for the seed. The quail ultimately loses; the dove passes on Wi . 
to better range, while the quail must stick it out. The illis Ford Agency Co. 

Tabby Preys on Pheasants INSURANCE AND SURETY BONDS 

The adverse season has proved that pheasants may be one of 
our most dependable game birds even though suitable range for ROSWELL NEW MEXICO 
the species is limited. There has no doubt been a better increase 
in pheasants throughout the state than at any previous time. The 
prospect of a winter food shortage for other species applies l.ttle ODF 
if at all to pheasants, because their habitat comprises reclaimed <e Wig 
lands where the cover and the food supply are not seriously affected Sy ——- a 
by drouth. Young pheasants, however, have a universal enemy, Quaker State Je an 4 New Mexico 
an enemy not so serious to quail and other birds of upland sections. x ( Me is 
I refer to the vagrant house cat. The house cat constitutes an Distributors | v 3 Corporations 
ever-growing problem in irrigated sections not alone as perta:ns ON oer lg) 
to game birds. The prowling cat is one of the most serious enem- % é 
ies to valuable song and insectivorous birds. Were a determined PETROL 
drive made against wild house cats and skunks by sportsmen 
throughout irrigated districts and other populated areas of the Independent Refiners and Marketers of 
state, good annual pheasant shooting would no doubt be assured, P 1 f fh M : 
and stocking of much desirable range with Gambel and bobwhite etroleum Products for Southwestern Motorists 
quail would be less difficult. A bounty on house cats would prob- . 
ably be repaid in time through increase of game birds and result- Johnson-Lodewick, Inc. 
ant increase in revenue to the game department. A 

; Roswell New Mexico 
Need More Adequate Patrol Service ———————————— OO 

There is a growing need for better deputy patrol service to 
suppress minor fish and game law violations and to better super- : . 
vise refuges. Unfortunately, this need has been difficult to meet Everything For Your Automobile 
with the inadequate revenue to the department. Improvement of 2%-hour Filling Station and Storage Service 
this situation depends upon the return of more normal business NY 
conditions, more and better fishing, more game and better dis- see ae AUTO Se MEXICO 
tribution of game and upon the increase in cost of certain classes The Home of the Ford 
of licenses. 

Must Forget Selfishness 

Even with the uncertain outlook for game for the next few A 
months, we have much for which to be grateful. We have more HALL POORBAUGH PRESS 
worthy objectives than ever before toward which to direct our . 
efforts. We have entered the most opportune period of our ex- Printers 
perience to accomplish lasting good through education and through . 
uniting the various forces directly and indirectly involved in the Roswell New Mexico 
welfare of wild life and in conservation in general. But selfish- 
ness and» personal ambitions must be forgotten inthe’ interest Gi j= 
the common good. ; 2 a 

Drouth May Teach a Needed Lesson Burrow Ss Service Station 

The drouth will not have been in vain if it has brought us to “We Know the Roads” 
a better appreciation of ‘conservation as it affects moisture in the 
arid lands, and that better forest and range land forage protec- : 
tion should be our very first consideration. This is essential not Roswell New Mexico 
only in the interest of wild game but upon it hinges the welfare 
of all economic activities. The realization that normal vegetative i x 
life is largely the basis for the preservation of natural resources W 
has resulted ia the launching of elaborate conservations programs Roswell Machine & elding Shop 
throughout the country, headed by our national government. With AND 
this comes the golden opportunity of the age to advance game and ELECTRIC ACETYLENE WELDING 
fish resources to their true value; we need only take advantage of General Machine Repair Work 
the opportunities. In the future, we will first consider soil, forest 
and range land preservation and, second, sane utilization of these 222 S. Main St. Roswell, New Mexico 
natural assets which in turn will result in a more prosperous and eae 

stable existence in every way. With improved environmental con- 
ditions, many of the complex problems of game conservation of HINKLE MOTOR COMPANY 
the present will vanish. 

rt The Southwest’s Most Complete Automotive Equipment 
Cooperation Reaches New Peak Supply House 

_ We have today in New Mexico the most satisfactory coopera- ROSWELL NEW MEXICO 
tive contacts that we have ever enjoyed. Further cultivating these 
friendly unselfish relations with our various cooperating agencies
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should be one of our major objectives. In spite of some alarm on 
C3 ES the part of sportsmen and others as result of certain forest service pom < regulations which have recently been promulgated, we are justified USE “MUTUAY QUALITY in the assertion that there are now closer harmony and working fi \ relations between the game department and sportsmen and the NEW | CERTIFIED}, PREPARATION forest service in New Mexico than has ever before existed. Ex- MEXI fi ¥ cellent relations are also enjoyed with the Bureau of Fisheries. co ‘ COAL 4 AND SERVICE Biological survey cooperation is good and subject to great ex- COALS ee UNSURPASSED pansion. Even the Indian Service, the barriers to which were most [Mey apap difficult to break down, is showing a fine spirit of cooperation. EW ere Furthermore, very largely as result of the activities of our South- V VY western Conservation League, supported one hundred per cent by Produced by Sales Agent the game department, organized sportsmen, the state land office, 

the state university and the agricultural college, there have recent- Mutual Coal Co. Hunt Sales Company ly been developed cooperative relations with livestock organizations Gallup, N. M. Box 41 El Paso, Texas that could hardly have been hoped for a few years ago. The 
unanimous agreements reached between the livestock interests and 
conservationists in relation to proposed regulations for adminis- 
tration of the recently enacted Taylor public domain grazing bill G ALLUP AMERIC AN are significant and most gratifying. 

“Let Us Go Forward Together” 
COAL COMPANY Those favorable contacts may be regarded as outstanding mile- 

stones from which to measure future progress. Let us further 
GALLUP, NEW MEXICO cultivate friendly relations with our cooperators and land owners 

and thereby mitigate difficulties in wild game administration and 
— thus place this, the most popular and beneficial phase of outdoor 

. . recreation, securely on the highest possible plane of usefulness for Miners and Shippers of \ tne veorie. 
American Block Coal aT 

Seasons, Bag Limits Set on Migratory Waterfowl 

USE Sec. 1. Under authority of Chapter 117 of the 1931 Session a i. : e Laws, the following seasons and bag limits on Migratory Water- Texaco Fire Chief Gasoline and Havoline or fowl are established : 
Texaco Oils The 1934-35 open season on waterfowl, including Wilson’s snipe for Better Motor Perfo: 5 or jacksnipe, and coot shall be as follows: 

Two days per week (Saturday and Sunday) for fourteen weeks, is E. HUGHES beginning October 13, 1934, and ending January 13, 1935. The GALLUP NEW MEXICO respective days of the open season in detail are as follows: 
October—13, 14, 20, 21, 27, 18. 
November—3, 4, 10, 11, 17, 18, 24, 25. 

h December—1, 2, 8, 9, 15, 16, 22, 23, 29, 30. 
CUBERO TRADING co. || LaGuNA TRADING co. Uanuery en CBee s : Sec. 2. PROVIDED, HOWEVER, there shall be no open Cubero, N. M. Laguna, N. M. % d he d 8: 8. GOTTLIEB season on Ross’s goose, wooduck, ruddy duck, bufflehead duck an 

zi swans. 
Stop Over To See Acoma The Sky City and Laguna Pueblo Sec. 3. The open season on sora and other rails and gallinules, 
Continental Products - Goodyear Tires - Tourist Supplies eee coot), shall be from September 1 to November 30, 

Sec. 4 The daily bag and possession limits on migratory game 
birds be as follows: 

Within A Few Miles Drive of the Most Interesting (a) Ducks, (except wooduck, ruddy duck and bufflehead duck), Sights in the State 12 (twelve) per day in the aggregate of all kinds, with not more 
than 24 (twenty-four) in possession at any time, except as fol- ICE CAVES lows—Not more than 5 (five) of any one species nor more than LAVA BEDS AND INSCRIPTION ROCK 5 (five) in the aggregate of all the species listed below shall be 
taken in any one day, eder duck, canvasback, redhead, greater YUCCA HOTEL Grant, New Mexico scaup, ringneck, bluewing teal, and greenwing teal, cinnamon teal, 
shoveller and gadwall, 

The possession limit on the above shall be 10 (ten) at any one 
time. 

AMBROSE OIL COMPANY (b) Geese and Brant, (except Ross’s goose), 4 (four) in the sv. OIL PRODUCTS pee of all kinds with a possession limit of 8 (eight) at any 

DISTRIBUTORS OF PENNZOIL (c) Rails and Gallinules, (except sora and coot), 25 (twenty- Owners and Operators of Navajo Inn five) in the aggregate of all kinds but not more than 15 (fifteen) GALLUP NEW MEXICO of any one species. 
(d) Sora—25 per day, or in possession at any one time. 
(e) Coot—25 per day, or in possession at any one time. 7 f) Wilson’s snipe or jacksnipe—20 per day, or in possession Western New Mexico’s Largest Auto Dealers at ae one time. 

Sales Finest Shop Sec. 5. The hours of hunting shall be from sunrise to sunset on Service Eaulament ang the days above listed. 
Parts “Mechanics” STATE GAME COMMISSION 

By Colin Neblett, Chairman CENTRAL MOTOR COMPANY ATTEST: Elliott S. Barker, GALLUP AGENT NEW MEXICO Secretary —— OE CNEW MEXICO
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August 13, 1934 potential resources. Continuity of thought, long time planning, 
The Honorable A. W. Hockenhull, and freedom from selfish and political influences are essential for 
Governor of New Mexico, the successful functioning of any conservation department. 
Santa Fe, New Mexico. It is fortunate that our Department is functioning entirely free 
om: from political interference of any kind whatsoever. We are 

I have the honor to submit herewith a brief report of doubly fortunate in having up to date laws giving the Game 
the activities of the Department of Game and Fish, car- Commission full regulatory powers over game and fish, making 
ried on under the direction of the State Game Commission intelligent management possible. Likewise being supported en- 
for the twenty-second fiscal year ending June 30, 1934. tirely by license and miscellaneous receipts, without one penny 

Rasteciiay ES a eieay of money derived from property or other taxes, is a big advantage. 

‘Sile Game tiarien. FINANCIAL CONDITIONS ; 

ESB:JL I am happy to report that contrary to our budget estimates, 
+o —2 © aa... the receipts for the fiscal year were considerably larger than for 
ae ee the twenty-first fiscal year. We estimated that there would be 
PERSONNEL an additional falling off of receipts during the year of $7,000.00. 

During the year there have been only a few changes in the Fortunately we received approximately $7,000.00 more than for 
personnel of the Department. Mr. Ed Ault, foreman at Jenks the previous year. 

Cabin hatchery for many years, resigned, effective April 1, 1934, The reasons for this increase can be attributed largely to in- 
and Mr. Edwin Shelley, his assistant, was elevated to the posi- creased interest in fishing. The last quarter’s receipts composed 
tion of foreman there. Mr. W. A. Mullins, predatory animal principally of sales of fishing licenses, showed an increase of more 
hunter, resigned, effective June 30, and Mr. Hubert Hammond than $4,000.00 over the same period last year. We feel there has 
was employed to replace him. The following is the complete been a definite turning point in the distressing financial condition 
personnel of the Department as of July 1, 1934. prevalent throughout the country, and that we are again on the 

PERSONNEL OF THE DEPARTMENT up-grade. The only chance for an upset in our receipts is seen 
Se a : 7. in the possible long continuance of the drouth, 

Governor A. W. Hockenhull, Chief Executive Elsewhere in this report will be found a complete financial 
STATE GAME COMMISSION statement of receipts and disbursements for the twenty-second 

Judge Colin Neblett... Chairman _.._ Santa Fe fiscal year as well as the budget estimates for the twenty-third 
Ross L. Malone Member __.. Roswell _ fiscal year ending June 30, 1935. 
A. Gilberto Espinosa Member Albuquerque OFFICE 

ADMINISTRATIVE During the year there seems to have been an increased burden 
Elliott S. Barker State Game Warden....Santa Fe of correspondence with the Department, both from within and 
R. B. Coombs Office Deputy Santa Fe outside of the state. We are constantly asked for data and in- 
Minnie B. Carter... Clerk Santa Fe formation about New Mexico and the Departmental activities. 
Josephine Lynn _______. Stenographer Santa Fe | These inquiries ane all the wey, from Aa is ye Depart 

Sey - ment going to do to protect and restock game an ish?’” to 
CONSULTING GAME SPECIALIST “Are horned toads classed as big game in New Mexico?” We 

J. Stokley Ligon, Carlsbad are glad to have these inquiries, and we endeavor to fully answer 
DISTRICT DEPUTY WARDENS every communication, We supply as much information as poss:ble 

Millen tAmmons i. 16-ents Wleebees a caeed GilyersCity in all cases, but it is coming to a point where additional office 
MixStevenson tar said else cleat acca. be slau Roswellwy assistance will be required to take care of the increased volume 

Bert: We Baca sletrelsiis) jeu eeet jute ere a Albuquerque of work. : 
Carl Welch: sienish 3760 bas sovcel O1F te Magdalena _ During the year we revised the general game and fish regula- 
Thomas Holder, Jr. co cs gos tions and printed a new complete compilation of game laws and 

i = regulations. New refuge maps were printed last fall, and re- 
HATCHERY FOREMEN cently 20,000 folders, dealing with the recreational facilities of 

John P. Bengard Lisboa Springs ...........Valley Ranch the State, were published for out of state distribution, especially 
Edwin Shelley Jenks Cabin Cliff at the Sportsmen’s Show at the Century of Progress. The De- 
Jimmie Johnson Taos Tas partment cooperated with the City of Albuquerque in sending a 
Frank Bengard Park View Park View  yariety of wild animals and birds for exhibition at the Sports- 
W. B. Bletcher Seven Springs Jemez Springs men’s Show at the Century of Progress. i 

PREDAT! ii L HUNTERS During the last quarter an audit of the Department was made 
Homer EO ee Santa Fe by the State Comptroller’s office for the period of April 1, 1931 

Hubert Hammond —..-Coyote Trapper —.Silver City to March 31, 1934. : : 
A. J. Golden _....._ Coyote Trapper .....Milnesand During the past three years we have reduced office expendi- 

GENERAL tures from $21,000 per year to less than $14,000.00, without cur- 

The personnel of the Department has been selected from the tailing any essential activities. 
standpoint of efficiency and every member of the Department GAME AND FISH PROTECTION 

has a live interest in the welfare of the Department. Whatever During the year violations of game and fish laws seem to have 

progress and economies have been made may be attributed to the increased considerably. This may properly be attributed to hard 

hearty cooperation rendered the warden and Commission by the times and the resultant excess of unoccupied time. Our field 

personnel of the Department. The formulation and application force has been very active, making many more arrests than last 

of efficient and constructive plans for the protection, development year. But in spite of that fact fines have been suspended in so 

and utilization of the wildlife resources of New Mexico is our many cases that the total receipts from fines is much less than 

objective. Accomplishment can be attained only through cooper- in former years. All fines go to the school current fund, and the 

ation of individuals, organizations and agencies sincerely interested Game Department gets no revenue from prosecutions. ql 

in the development, rather than exploitation, of our existing and In an endeavor to get a more active crew of voluntary deputies
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and to eliminate those desiring commissions for personal reasons, Bert Baca, Deputy Game Warden in conjunction with other 
the Game Commission adopted a policy of limiting the number of duties, one coyote, one eagle, six predatory hawks. 
voluntary deputy wardens to ten in each county. Additional ap- Elliott S. Barker, State Game Warden, in conjunction with other 
pointments being made only where there are unusual needs and duties, four coyotes, one eagle. 
subject to the approval of the Game Commission. A. J. Golden, twenty-five days’ time, seven coyotes, two porcu- 
New settlers are one class of violators hard to control. With _ pines, 

the prospective withdrawal of the public domain from entry Tom Holder, Deputy Game Warden, in conjunction with other 
under the Taylor bill, relief from this one source should soon duties, three coyotes, three skunks, one eagle, three porcupines. 
follow. Jimmy Johnson, hatchery foreman, in conjunction with other 

With continued improvement of roads and constantly increased duties, five coyotes, one kingfisher. 
automobile transportation illegal game killing is growing harder W. A. Mullins, predatory animal hunter, six months’ time, three 
to control. Especially is this true of antelope killers who go mountain lions, eleven bobcats, sixteen coyotes, eight skunks, one 
onto the range with cars, quickly kill and escape to a highway predatory hawk, one owl, four badgers. 
with the concealed animal. Legislation designed to confiscate all Homer C. Pickens, predatory animal hunter, eleven months’ time, 
cars and trucks found illegally transporting game may be a par- twenty-three mountain lions, twenty-six bobcats ,five coyotes, one 
tial solution to this serious problem. Education, of course, is the fox, one predatory hawk, eight porcupines, one badger. 
most effective means of securing game protection, and therein the Edwin Shelley, hatchery foreman, in conjunction with other 
public has a definite duty to perform for the common good. Yet duties, two bobcats, ten coyotes, two raccon, one porcupine. 
there are some who never can be reached in that way, and must Carl Welch, Deputy Game Warden, two months’ time, one moun- 
be severely dealt with. tain lion, eight bobcats, yeni Ewe coyotes, four foxes, six eagles, 

" ‘ ‘, thirteen predatory hawks, two badgers, three porcupine. 
Report on Game Violation Prosecutions for Fiscal Richard Wetherell, two months’, nine days’ time, four mountain 

Year Ending June 30, 1934 lions, fifteen bobcats, three skunks, five predatory hawks. 

ESS than ten percent of the prosecutions begun for violation of 5 a 2 
L state game laws and regulations failed during the fiscal year GAME PROPAGATION es 5 
extending from June 30, 1933 to July 1, 1934. The report of the One of the most important activities. of the State Game De- 

Department of Game and Fish shows 199 prosecutions instituted of  Partment comes under the heading of Game Propagat:on. While 
which 182 resulted in convictions, and but 17 were lost. game farming has not been carried on to any great extent in this 

Of this total 136 convictions were obtained through work of paid state for restocking purposes, never the less we have done a great 

deputy game wardens and 14 cases were lost. As the result of deal of restocking work. F 
work of forest officials 11 convictions were obtained, and as a We believe that the best method of restocking game to areas 
result of the work done by volunteer deputy game wardens 35 con- where it has been depleted or reduced to a low ebb is by the trap- 
victions were obtained and three cases lost. ping and transplanting of our own wild species. We have been 

Prosecutions were divided as follows: Hunting without license, VeTY successful under the capable direction of game special-st 
12; hunting on game refuges, 7; hunting out of season, 21; hunting J. Stokley Ligon to successfully trap and transplant many adult 
protected game, 8; fishing without license, 35; taking undersized quail and prairie chickens each year, also turkeys which are some- 
fish, 1; fishing out of season, 29; illegal possession, 30; use of what more difficult, have been very successfully handled. Last 

ilegal methods, 34; fishing in closed waters, 2; pollution of streams, fall Mr. Ligon went to the state of Wyoming and trapped in a 

1; fraudulent resident license, 12; exceeding bag limit, 6; posses- few days 40 adult sage hens and brought them back to New 
sion of firearms by aliens, 1. Mexico without losing a single bird. These birds were released 

in Taos County where this specie was formerly found. Our 
PREDATORY ANIMAL CONTROL plans are to secure, with the kind cooperation of the states of 

Endeavors to reduce the worst predators were continued through- Utah and Wyoming, a considerable number of these fine game 
out the year. Lions have been hunted heavily in some areas. birds this coming year for making several plantings in our sage 
Last year’s reduction in lions in the Jemez Mountains is begin- brush country in the northwestern part of the state. z 
ning to show results. Hunter Pickens took 14 lions in 3 months. During the year a project was initiated to trap mountain sheep 
out of the Mogollon Mountains. The extremely dry weather in the Hatchet Mountains and move them to other desirable lo- 
throughout the year has made lion hunting very difficult especially cations in the state. The traps have been built and the sheep are 
in the southern ranges. now coming into the traps regularly for salt. It is felt certain 

We are encouraging ranchers to keep trained dogs to locally that a reasonable number can be trapped just as soon as cool 
control lions both for protection of livestock and game and at the ee in making it possible to move the sheep once they 

; 7 re Ss E 
little eUme NO AEE ey sougsparericog cy ua aaudaa Naturally the pheasants that have been planted had to be either 

Such packs of dogs will be a great asset for bear hunting dur- raised or purchased. But the policy of the Department is to stock 
ing the open season from now on as bear become more plentiful. principally our own native species of game birds and animals and 
The greatest obstacle to building up a few good trained packs to stock pheasants only in a few localities in the irrigated dis- 

of bear and lion dogs is the continued widespread use and distribu- tricts where they have a reasonable chance of survival. One of 
tion of poison by the Biological Survey. the biggest projects of game transplanting that has been carried 

Eagles and bobcats get a lot of young antelope and deer, as 7 in recent years was our beaver transplanting work. All told 

well as turkeys while bobcats and goshawks are hardest on our W trapped and moved 119 beaver and have definite records that 
grouse. More control work on these species in some sections is ™@ny of those plantings are at least temporarily successful, This } 
imperative. work was all done in cooperation with the U. S. Forest Service. 

Coyotes in the mountain areas continue to do great damage A certain amount of money was allotted by the Forest Service 
especially during hard winters. Adult deer are killed regularly from their Stream Improvement fund to pay for the trapping 
in many sections. The vigorous, husky coyotes of the mountain of beaver under the direction of the Game Department, and the 
areas are developing into killers comparable to the wolves for- plantings were all made by the Department. It is felt that a 
merly inhabiting many parts of the state, and they are equally reat deal of good will result from this endeavor. | ! 
difficult to trap. No trapper can make as good a showing trap- Elsewhere will be found a tabulation showing in detail the 

ping mountain coyotes as he can working on the smaller less number of game birds and game animals planted for restocking 

harmful coyotes of the plains country. One mountain coyote is  PUTPoses this year. 
equal to a dozen of the plains coyotes from the standpo:nt of GAME. REFUGES 

damage done. Our efforts will be continued along this line of An adequate system of properly distributed refuges for big 
endeavor and increased consistently with available funds. The fol- game and game birds is the backbone of game protection in this 

lowing indicates the net results of this year’s endeavors. state. We believe that we have a refuge system that if continued 
* ; will insure for all time the preservation of sufficient breeding 

2a Predatory Animals Killed by Game Department grounds to prevent any serious depletion of our game from over 

Staff hunting. 

DURING the fiscal year from June 30, 1933 to July 1, 1934 there Practically all of the refuges in this state are created by con- 

were 247 predatory animals killed by the staff of the State sent of land owners and the Forest Service on the forests and 

Department of Game and Fish. The total is made up as follows: while they afford protection against hunting at all times, the areas 

31 mountain lions, 62 bobcats, 73 coyotes, 14 skunks, 5 foxes, 9 are in most cases used by livestock. Therefore it is a question of 

eagles, 26 predatory hawks, 27 miscellaneous animals. The individ- sharing the forage with livestock, and refuges can not be expected 
ual kills were as follows: to produce the same amount of either big game or birds as would
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be the case if the grazing of livestock were prohibited. This this year and thus reducing the cost per thousand of fish planted 
situation can not be remedied until such time as the Department is due to the adoption of a budget allowance for each hatchery. 
has sufficient funds to purchase large areas for refuge purposes, This has enabled the Department to keep an absolute cost record 
and adjustments can be made on the National Forests in strategic and to cut down expenses wherever they were found to be too 
locations to devote certain areas to the product.on of game only. — high. 

All refuges should be permanent if possible and they should not The disastrous drouth of 1934 has had, and continues to have, 
be too large. ‘There is little possibility of overstocking by quail a very serious effect upon our fish. Many small streams are on 
or turkey, as these birds will readily spread onto adjacent areas. the verge of going dry, and some loss of fish has already oc- 
A few adjustments of location and size of refuges has been made curred. The chief loss having been at Lake McMillan which was 
during the year. drained dry on June 30. 

Occasionally refuges may become overstocked by deer, especially Should the present drouth continue throughout the summer 
where the refuge is too large. The remedy for reducing or lim- there will be additional heavy losses, not only directly caused by 
iting the population of deer on refuges is not to be found in the streams going dry, but due to depletion of streams particularly 
opening of these refuges to the killing of bucks only. It is the smaller ones by excessive fishing. 
highly essential that the refuges be maintained for the preser- With low water, predatory birds, animals and reptiles are tak- 
vation of a reasonable number of mature bucks for breeding ing a rather heavy toll of our game fish. 
purposes, for they will properly distribute themselves over ad- We are fortunate in having all of our hatcheries full to over- 
jacent ranges during the breeding season. flowing with trout to restock with as soon as the streams are 

When a refuge becomes overstocked it is going to be necessary again back to normal. 
to permit a systematic removal by hunting of the desired number + — © ae. 
of females if the population is to be reduced or limited. Although Mf : : 
sportsmen are generally opposed to the killing of does, proper Elsewhere will be found a tabulation showing the total number 

game management demands on occasion that does as well as of fish planted from each hatchery, and also the cost per thousand 
bucks be killed. Sportsmen will, I am sure, cooperate in such of fish planted. The higher figures in the case of Park View, 
a management plan when they understand fully the facts in each Seven Springs and Jenks cabin are due to the holding over of a 
case. considerable number of fish at each of these hatcheries on ac- 

count of low water, that would have normally been planted dur- 
FISH PROPAGATION r ing the fiscal year. Had these fish been planted, the costs would 

All of our fish hatcheries have operated satisfactorily during the have been approximately $12.73 per thousand for the Park View 
past year. We are now devoting most of our efforts to the rais- hatchery, $14.80 per thousand for Seven Springs, and $24.77 per 
ing of two species, namely Rainbows and the Native Blackspotted thousand for Jenks cabin. The excessive cost at Jenks cabin, 

trout. of course, is due to the fact that the fish there all have to be 
A few LochLeven eggs have been put in but we have not had packed out to the streams. 

good success with this specie, having lost a very large percent. Beginning on July 1, the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries, in co- 
Only comparatively few Brook trout eggs are being put in this operation with the State Game Department will initiate a scien- 
year for stocking a few special waters where this specie seems tific study of the streams on some of the National Forests in this 
to be doing well. state. Asa result of this study it ‘s hoped to secure sufficient data 

It is our policy to stock the Native Blackspotted trout in prac- to enable the Department to formulate intelligent plans for the 
tically all of the high small streams of this state. This specie stocking of streams in the areas covered. 
has proven that it will do better in these waters than any other INVESTIGATIONS 
specie and already we can begin to see good results from the ‘1 F 
plantings of this specie that have been made in the last two years. The Department realizes fully the necessity for carrying on 
Our success in raising the Natives is equal to that in raising experimental and investigative projects in relation to both game 
Rainbows, except that the growth is not quite as rapid. and fish. It is to be regretted that funds have not permitted 

In cooperation with the Bureau of Fisheries, the planting of $018 into the scientific end of our work to a greater extent. 
warm water species has received a great impetus during the past Fortunately we have had the services of game specialist J. Stok- 
two years. The Dexter hatchery has operated efficiently under ley Ligon during a little more than half of the year, who has 
the competent direction of Mr. T. F. Nelson, and all of our done considerable investigative work in connection with prairie 

cooperative relations with the Bureau of Fisheries have been chickens. sage hens, quail, mounta.n sheep, and other species. Mr. 
most satisfactory. Ligon’s work during the past year has been mainly in connection 

In compliance with recommendations made by this office, the With the development of methods for successfully trapping and 
Bureau of Fisheries has agreed to the adoption of a budget plant- transplanting wild birds and animals and considerable progress 

ing system for stocking the public waters of this state. This will has been made. 1 5 
eliminate the old unsatisfactory political application system, which HUNTING AND FISHING 
often resulted in the planting of the wrong species of fish in The hunting season of 1933 was somewhat below normal in 
various waters. point of percentage of hunters who bagged a buck. This was due 

Under the budget system we estimate the number and species not so much to an actual scarcity of deer, but rather to a very 
of fish that each public water should have planted in it, and allot dry fall with deer remaining high up throughout the season, and 
to it the proper species, and as nearly as possible the number with conditions very much against the hunter. 
required. Another factor is that so many hunters now days expect to 

A_great deal of stream improvement work has been done by get their deer by driving up and down the roads in automobiles 
the Forest Service on the small streams of the National Forests Cushion-hunters can not expect to get their game in many locali- 
in the state during the past year. These improvements consisted ties in the state. Although often very short trips a few miles 
of the construction of small dams, deflectors of various types and from the auto roads will put the hunter into good game country. 
in some places in providing for additional cover for fish. A few A noteable illustration of this is the fact that one guide in 
stream bottoms previously heavily used by livestock have been the Beaverhead section who packed in 48 hunters reports that 
fenced which will result in the growing up of willows and other every hunter got his buck. 
vegetation that will restore the streams to their natural condition. The elk season was not successful from the hunters’ stand- 
Through these improvements we expect to get some valuable re- point. These animals were too wary and too widely scattered 
sults during the next few years. for hunters to make a kill of any considerable number. Provi- 

At the trout hatcheries in the state some additional improve- sion has been made for the issuance of 100 elk permits again this 
ments have been made, particularly at Jenks cabin where a new year, but the area has been extended to include the entire Pecos 
house has been completed, and at Park View where a number of — watershed above the town of Pecos and the season has been es- 
new ponds and other improvements have been made. It became tablished concurrent with the deer season. Better success is in- 
necessary to increase the capacity of the rearing ponds at Park  evitable this fall. 
View in order to provide fish for the stocking of El Vado It was again possible during the fall of 1933 to have a limited 
dam, which will be completed by March 1, 1935. This new lake antelope season for which 149 permits were issued. While all 
embracing an area of 3500 acres, will undoubtedly be one of the hunters did not get their buck this year, more than 75% of them 
finest fishing waters in the state and will require the stocking did and the hunt was entirely successful from every standpoint. 
of at least 500,000 fish each year for a number of years. Few violations occurred during the season. 

We have been fortunate in hav:ng a comparatively low fish The doe season on the Shelton range was successful in re- 
food cost during the past year which has contributed to the low- moving 534 does and 304 bucks. Deer are still too plentiful 
ering of the cost per thousand of fish reared and planted. The there. 
principal item, however, in keeping the costs of hatcheries down Fishing up until June 30 has been unusually good all over the
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state. Partially due so far as the trout waters are concerned, W W 
to low water and partially due to consistently heavy plantings here Trout ere Planted 
that have been made by the Department for the past number of JULY 1, 1933 TO JUNE 30, 1934 

years. i if 
Warm water fishing has noticeably improved in the waters of PE AO Va EES a ad a SC seas 

the Pecos valley and at Elephant Butte lake, due to unusually Native 
heavy plantings that have been made from the Dexter Federal Bate, es foe Bee 
hatchery. Also in some portions improvement may be attributed = SSS POW Spotted Levens roe 
to the rough fish work done by the Department. bath 

There will be found in this report a tabulation giving complete Agua Chiquita 1,000 fie oe 
dat touthi b ft fekeolanted inet . ti f th Agua Fria Creek .................. parents 5,000 pascal nese ata as to the number of fish planted in the various waters of the Agua Negra Chiquita... Boo es ee cs 

state. Alamo) (Canyon <.:... 0.02.0: BLS 2,000 oe wade 
WATERFOWL tiene Gre CBee ne orth ance ipl Se } 

nimas ANYON «....2.00--0--0-20+ seesense , ieee a 

The waterfowl situation throughout the entire country con- frrcye See seeerereeeteneeeneenns, snes ab ut —— = { 
tinues to be very serious. The 1934 drouth has been so exten- Big bry Creek agin) 
sive, particularly in many of the nesting areas, that the water- Black Canyon... 10,000 teres 2 Ste 
fowl situation is undoubtedly more serious than it was in 1931. Bem Car u a cor pany 
Last winter the President appointed a Special Wildlife Committee, Ghiss eS a Kaan ues sale nays § 
and there was a big flurry over the proposed expenditure of Blue Canyon ccc ee 2,000 ee a 
$25,000,000 for restoring waterfowl nesting, resting and feeding Bluewater Lake ............... 37,000 ann see coe 
2 = #1 ; . r ‘Bonito |Creekr ce apts 10,000 oe ae areas throughout the country. Detailed information concerning Brazos, Lower 18000 45,000 See 
areas that should be acquired under this program in New Mexico Brazos, Upper ....- Ls 12,000 ES a 
was immediately furnished the Biological Survey and the Presi- Bull Creek ween cee 4,000 sees sees 
dent’s Wildlife Committee. For the past six months there has Eee ee SaaS ec pia 15, ae aca aed 
been much correspondence and hundreds of news items regarding Cabresto Creek 2000 10,000 suas 
these proposed projects throughout the country. Unfortunately Calaveras Canyon ................ —_ 3,000 a = 
to date none of the areas recommended by this Department have Ce cea Paae 200 ae 15.000 
been even examined by Federal authorities, and it now looks very Canones Greek 2 ee 30,000 oi eds 
doubtful whether we will secure any of these projects this year. ee cee Upper erin 29,000 fae paissde 

be 7 ‘abolla Creek, Lower ........ d es Soe ete The original $25,000,000 proposed to be spent for this purpose GPpolle River Upeer 2 ha 16,600 Ted 5 
has now shrunk to one-third that amount and action is being Ghama River, Lower .... 49,185 35,000 a Saale 
greatly delayed in this state. cues oo ae eh 33,000, crue wane 

During the last Congress 4 bills were passed which should Gimarron River, Upper. 30000 ay 
result eventually in considerable advantage to the game of this Cimarron River, Lower ... 5,000 ae ree Breas 
state. First a bill known as the Coordination bill, which is de- Clear Creek, Tributary aon 
signed to bring about closer cooperation between Federal Depart- Gjear Creek, Teo ee ss ee eae 
ments and Bureaus concerned in the welfare of wildlife. This Jemez Mountains ........... Hts 4,000 eta: what 
bill should be of particular advantage to New Mexico in that it SO MO eer ree 5,000 S000 cae settee 
provides for the initiation of plans to rehabilitate game on the Gopeland Canyon ........... fa 4'000 ‘San ee 
Indian reservations. Costilla Creek oe 20,000 ae Sis Sond 

The Duck Stamp bill, requiring the purchase of a Federal Gow Creek, Lower 0. 260000 Ns 
stamp for $1 in addition to the state license in order to hunt mi- Coyote Creek, Upper .......... eee 10,000 ae: ee 
gratory waterfowl is expected to produce something like $1,000,000 neers eres Lower ........ 14,000 que sees se 
a year, which is to be used directly to improve waterfowl conditions.  Hyein Ditches nina 5.000 bony aren rise 

The Robinson refuge bill may be of advantage in some isolated Drain Ditches, Alameda ... 2,000 ‘ie see Taek 
cases, but we feel that State refuges in New Mexico will be Drain Aenea red seeeeeee eoeo seen seen see 
Pueletab io aoe refuges, except for a limited number of Brain Ditches, Las Cruces #00 so ee ar 

wl areas. ry Cimarron, Upper ........ 11,000 sete esas ear 
The Taylor bill, placing the public domain under regulatory Hesle oy eee 30,000 000 see ae 

supervision of the Department of the Interior will eventually re- Bight Mile Canyon Ponds.. "500 ew Ces wie 
sult in great improvement in forage and ground cover conditions  ElK Creek secs ees 20,000 eee teed 
on the public domain lands of this state, which in turn is bound pale ence Creeks Site 7,500 £000 <= — 
to be reflected in an improvement of game animal and game bird I Rito Creek ee He aoe 18,000 
environments. Embudo Creek 0. 15,000 Seals ee cat a 

CONCLUSION pone Mine eens pene Fa cane eines 
. Fresnal BDV. OI ieccecisvessceiwens’ Sennen i Pret erence 

As stated in the beginning of this report, our objective is to eet Gene Serer ace ang ta a 
protect and develop for legitimate use the wildlife resources of  Gailinas River, ae ; ae ig ‘ 
this state. Public cooperation is vital to success. Not until the aoe eS) Oe ante sano an bee ee 
citi 5 i i: i allinas River, North For! , a ae eee: citizens and business men of our fair State of New Mexico come Gallines River, South Fork 30/000 16360 ee ee i 
to fully appreciate the importance of its existing and potential Gatlinas Springs ............ 1,000 Mase pad fs 
wildlife and recreational resources can we hope to enter that Greeon oe Gee ae eos deste aoe 

i 2 i at i ila River, est Fork ...... 5, 0 oe ny oe poe and happy, era of prosperity and development that is our Gie Bives’ tuacie Bork 7000 12,000 aoe ae 

true heritage. Glenwor-d Trout Ranch, To 
——- 6) be reaed to planting’ size, 

; . enn ones na planted in ai 

Budget Estimates for 23rd Fiscal Year goose Greet’ baie Yo) 
Guadelype su ven peceeeret | eng 000, Pcie Soe, ae 

SS a Ee ee Sa awke; SO acerca eearea 2,000 exsscts Asvereed 
First Second ‘Third Fourth Holy Ghost Creek ac | ag atom ete 

Activity Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter Total enue! Renee ee an 4,000 eit 19,500 
Sept iviieee ci, Dna CT POE scala DG hae ee a mndo, peseeenensscccensnsorore A ee Leer petty Office Operation.. § 8,590.00 § 8,495.00 ¥ 4,845.00 $ 3,860.00 $ 15,200.00 Hopewell Dao ana an 

wame ani 1s) SPREE ca ceacientincsoeteaicene mou seesteih) ' wanmesog Folge esenenne, 
ancewen ---- 4,870.00 7,975.00 3,970.00 4,365.00 20,680.00 Hores Lake uae nS el mee me 12,000 
ame Horseshoe Lake .........2..-.....- 2,000 rate Scr esrateea 

As propeestion 4,148.00 1,497.00 1,458.00 897.00 8,000.00 toda ie Seen eee #000 mee Se 
‘redatory Ani- ACKS Creek. .........--s-scesessseeee a Mt es aecsene 
oe Control ..... 2,119.00 2,317.50 1,717.50 1,716.00 7,870.00 vereae ae and as ee asa 5008 ae ay 
Fis) iver, Tk... 00 000 aavewe seed wbropasation, 11,201.00 9,847.00 9,089.00 8,758.00 38,845.00 Jemez River From mou Saat 
“is! ropagation— 0 SI 0) Ve ’ ennidesen ee secagens 
Improvements 4,585.00 2,975.00 275.00 1,425.00 9,260.00 Kaiser Creek wun ae B00 aes oe 

Investigation and Kelly Canyon... ed 600 Widen ee 
Studies ............ 1,680.00 1,025.00 950.00 775.00 4,430.00 Lagunitas Lake ..................... 10,000 ee soe see 

Publisher eas 913.00 912.00 913.00 862.00 3,600.00 i suri cre ee eects a0 One ee noe 

TOTALS .......... $32,606.00 $30,043.50 $22,667.50 $22,658.00 $107,975.00 Langstroth anyon aes aes 12,000 Sue Beste
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es in Street t it ow Main Street Became the Big Ditch 

cAn Episode in Silver City’s droop and die until only six are left. In the same way, I 
experimented with drouth-resistant squaw corn. The plants 

Early History though watered each night curl their leaves tightly each 
afternoon. My attempts with conventional garden flowers, 

1 — © a—.:- acta handicapped as they have been by 
% Pe i vy, thinness and poverty of soil, have 

‘By Ross Calvin yee Vk” been even tes ealistaniayy, Deli- 
(Photos—Courtesy of O. C. Hinman) ks i cate plants, such as violets or cro- 

Roc ee cuses, which mature 
RIDITY is a ‘. eel “4 ia | early in the spring, 
mathematical CO hee oe 7 mp are able to endure 

formula, so to speak, (gts Seg ee sek tae Le au the sun’s rays, yet 
for explaining j ust [=i imi cme q | sw TW fee they would certainly 
about everything in am iS et agg die if started in the 
the Southwest. Yet ‘Wigia2 == ‘g Sica y ee ground t wo months 
it was not until = re , ; re ee or so later than their 
rather recently that I i he aig , y usual planting time. 
perceived for the te. ‘ Vg. de It is interesting to 
first time the inevit- i i ae a oo nm Chad note, however, that 
able, if paradoxical, te Gog pe tiny plants which 
connection between “ee ee ae droop and wither in 
drouths and floods. Sees 3 the sunshine, do well 

Drouths burn up an episopE IN THE EXCAVATION OF THE BIG DITCH, WHICH, IN 1900 wHen When transplanted in 
ground cover or THIS PHOTO WAS TAKEN, RESEMBLED A CANYON. the shade. 
compel grazing ani- On the other hand 
mals to crop it off ; and then when the heavy downpours of consider my cactus garden. Out of some hundreds of 
the rainy season come, the run-off from the denuded land plants grown there during the last seven years, not one so 

makes the flood. The stupid sequence is as simple as sub- far as I know has yielded to excessive heat and drouth. 
traction. Yet a wider appreciation of it would have changed The reason is the supreme adaptability of the cactus clan. 
a large part of the economic history of New Mexico. An example or two will make my meaning clear. In the 

In this country the first great preliminary fact is the sky foothills one day last winter, I took up a ball cactus 
with its desert-making sun. Sky Determines! This is (Mamillaria radiosa) of somewhat more than average size 
more than merely an arresting phrase, more than the name —perhaps four inches in diameter. As the soil was the 
of a'new book. It is in brief the history of the arid South-_ common red earth of the juniper hills, loose and loamy, I 
west, and the key to its interpretation. It supplies an expla- freed the roots with unusual care. The longest threadlike 
nation for the peculiarities of its plant and animal life,and ones reached the surprising distance of fifty-six inches. 
marks out the line upon which its successive cultures have In other words, the plant which grew pretty much alone 
unrolled ; it is, 1 must repeat, a quasi-mathematical formula on a bare spot must have drained, by a conservative esti- 
which can be employed over and over in 
the solution of the region’s puzzles and ESS ee eae Lg 

mysteries. Like the routine method of f= = = ==) VA) a — 
extracting the cube root of a given quan- a pe ae x Ay Ce 
tity, it is everywhere valid—though per- | = 5 (hey M aN OG 
fect cubes are rare in nature—and it pro- 8 SEN iH \\ Nb \e ’ 

vides illuminating results whether applied = = =A Bayy |, ON a Lae : 

to confused data at Tucson, at El Pasoor RM NV f(s \) \y Aa 
at Albuquerque. pe nr e SS, a \| an Se | A} =a 

Elsewhere I have scratched the surface ee nse 
in this fascinating investigation, and now = fel city GRUG 8708 wars 
I welcome the Editor’s invitation to treat : A aal oi : 
in more detail one or two of the phenom- | ee : 
ena connected with Silver City. Pein nowt cies 

The simplest way to gain an adequate é sid 7 we 
notion of the sun’s desert-making power , Par 
in this country is to watch its effect upon 
a row of tender garden plants, such as A 
chiles. Recently I started with sixteen : 
plants, which I watered carefully each : : : 
day. Then as the May sunshine gained in ss : : ; : 
intensity and pierced down through the : i 

soil to the underlying rock, they began to BEFORE MAIN STREET BECAME THE BIG DITCH. PHOTO TAKEN IN 1891.
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mate, the surface water from fifty to sixty or more square made history—but they made also The Big Ditch. And 
feet of earth. they made it from a standing start in, say, the ten years 

Note, furthermore the use which the plant makes of its from 1895 to 1905. 
reservoir of moisture. In my garden at present there is a The first to make history occurred on July 21, 1895. 
large rainbow cactus which was transplanted a year ago ‘The rainfall here in that month, as the Fort Bayard records 
last autumn. Last summer it bloomed, but as the plant show, was unusually heavy—six inches in fact, yet it was 
did not look healthy I took it up only to find that its roots less than that of July, 1875 ,about equal to that of Septem- 
were dead. This summer, such is its stored-up vitality, the ber, 1875, much less than that of July 1881 and of August 
plant bloomed again. In passing, it may be remarked that 1881, equal to that of August, 1882, less than that of 
—what not many people know—the adaptability of cacti August, 1883—and so on. One wonders why the large- 
to shade and moisture is as remarkable as their adaptability scale excavation of the Big Ditch had to wait until 1895. 
to sunshine and drouth. Plants grown under abnormal Perhaps the answer will not be difficult to find. 
conditions in shaded rooms quickly take on all sorts of As an old photograph of Mr, O. C. Hinman’s dated 1891 
grotesque forms, and refuse in every way to run true to shows, the level of the San Vicente Arroyo—known then 
type. But to return, note this—where life must cope with as Main Street—was practically the same as that of the 
the desert-making sun, it adapts itself, or it perishes. bordering ground. In the foreground of the picture stands 

On the mountain slopes, the pines show in their way also a bull team consisting of six strong animals hitched to a 
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THE BRIDGE, THE LEFT END OF THE STRUCTURE PRACTICALLY RESTS UPON THE SPOT WHERE THE OXEN WERE STANDING IN 

ILLUSTRATION NO. 2. PHOTO TAKEN ABOUT 1906. 

how sky determines. In the first place they are of smaller wood hauler’s wagon, while others drowse on the ground 
size than trees of the same species that grow at higher alti- beside them. In the background rises the two story build- 
tudes where rainfall is heavier; and in the second place ing which housed The Southwestern Sentinel, and opposite 
they are more widely spaced upon the ground. In direct it squats a structure whose facade is decorated with the 
consequence, the branches are longer, heavier and reach legend “City Drug Store”. The point is at the west end of 
lower upon the trunk, so that the log yields a comparatively _ the site of the present Broadway Bridge. 
small proportion of clear lumber at the sawmill. Traceable Across Main Street, near where the opposite end of the 

to the same causes is the excessive warping of beams cut bridge now rests, towered the famous three-story Timmer 
from the small pines grown at lower, unfavorable altitudes. House whose massive foundations still are traceable. On 

Sky determines not plant life alone. Witness to its the opposite corner —i. e. across Broadway — stood the 
potency is offered throughout the animal kingdom as well. cabin where Billy the Kid spent his boyhood, and flanking 
Many animals have so perfectly adapted themselves to jt, the two-story building of the Silver City Enterprise. 
desert environment that probably throughout their lives Farther downstream, as we should speak of it today, rose 

they never drink, but are able to obtain from cacti and the great general store of Crawford and Porter boosting 
other succulent plants the moisture which they require. of a half million dollar stock; the impressive wholesale 

Nor has the human animal escaped the sharp impress of liquor store of Luke Brothers, and the mercantile estab- 
the desert. The interesting and fruitful study of the effect Jishment of John Morrill. In some such state was San 
of aridity upon the successive cultures of the Southwest, Vicente Arroyo, Silver City’s Main Street, during the 

I have attempted elsewhere, but the further question of the early nineties—built up with false fronts, animated with 
effects of civilization upon the arid land itself is one on cow ponies, freight-wagon teams, thirsty miners and ranch- 

which I am now collecting data. : : ers in from the mountains. It was still Main Street, not 
Take the famous old time floods of Silver City. They (Continued on page 37)
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° ° ° 
How Main Street Became Big Ditch 

(Continued from page 11) 
the Big Ditch. Then on Sunday night, July 21, 1895, came the In 1933 
mighty flood. From this point the written account will be supple- 
mented by Mr. Hinman’s vivid and eloquent photographs. 

Says The Silver City Enterprise in its issue of that week: THE CONOCO 

“At 8:45 last Sunday evening the long prayed-for rain, came and 
came in torrents. The sombre clouds which for hours had hung 
threateningly over the Pinos Altos range, precipitated their pent-up TRAVEL BUREAU 
flood upon the steep hillsides adjacent to Chloride Flat, which gath- 
ered the waters into a compact volume, from which place it swept 
down the narrow gorge with terrific force upon the town of Silver 
City. This flood, which attained its maximum in force and volume Routed 

at 10:30, was the largest ever seen at Silver City up to that hour, 
carried away the walls of the Broadway corral, the rear walls of 
the Broadway hotel and worked general destruction. The waters 5 y 5 9 3 M oO t oO r 
of the first flood had receded below the danger limit at 11:30 when >: 
the great bank of black clouds which darkened the sky to the . 
northwest came in contact with the towering peak of Bear moun- P a r t 1 es 
tain, the highest in all Pinos Altos range. As if the bottom of a 
sea were punesured by the peak, a vast volume of water descended, 
accumulating in force as it converged in streams from the mountain 

sides, making a river in the canyon which leads through the town. to and through 

At 11:45 this flood struck the town, in an immense wave, twelve 
feet in height and three hundred feet in width, carrying with it 
everything movable in its path. Down through the heart of town, NE MEXI 

through the principal business streets it swept, entering the houses 
through every crack and crevice, filling cellars full and overflow- 
ing, bursting open doors and smashing large windows, runn:ng 
through the first floor of nearly all the houses a depth of two to 
four feet. The steep mountain canyon through which the water 
ran before reaching the town, and the heavy down grade, lent 7 f V 
impetus to the water till the velocity must have been fifteen miles co N Oco 
per hour, as the flood passed through the town. The tumult of the 
waters charged with debris of every kind, carrying boulders weigh- N VW y/ 
ing tons, trees and fallen timbers from the mountains, which acted \ y/ 
as battering rams, struck the buildings with a force and noise \igy, 
which carried consternation and fear to the hearts of those within OF 
hearing distance. * * * ” ¥ 

“The big iron safe which was washed out of the post office was 
found below the dam, high and dry on one of the banks of the 

SER il tie i The Conoco Travel Bureau is America’s 
“Doctor Will T. Williams, J. R. Johnson and Sheriff Baylor 1 1 fe E ne 1 

Shannon, formed a rescue party which went to the relief of A. J. argest, most comp: ete, Iree national trip-plan- 
ee and damnily, Dees Witla el es i HE boy, ning service. It is maintained by Continental 

was thrown down by force of the waters and went under twice, the F 5 
boy clinging to his neck. Messrs. Johnson and Shannon, holding Oil Company for the promotion of motor travel. 

each others’ hands, waded in and caught hold of the doctor, pulling a 

him out with the child, all thoroughly drenched.” Last year, for instance, The Conoco Travel 
“Dell Bolen and Paral vate ile at ie pore iy the little Bureau routed 57,593 motor parties to and 

cottatge next door to the Tremont house, when the flood came on * : “ 

every side of the house, cutting off all possible means of exit and through New Mexico. 1934 figures will excel 

oo abs ete we all atone and the any qcrenctied an this record by a wide margin. If you are fa- 

three feet of water. r. Potter took an axe and cut a hole through ob si aes o 

the roof and placed his family on top of the house and then climbed miliar with tourists expenditures you can figure 

up himself and all waited in painful suspense for the waters to how much travel business these motor parties 

recede. ee : 

According to a contemporary estimate made by Mr. J. H. ate bringing into this state. 

McCrorey and appearing in the same issue: . * 

“Water flow through the streets of Silver City on the night of On your next trip, use this valuable free 

July 21, 1895, commencing at 9:30 p,m, and stopping at 4:30 2. a. service. Ask at any Conoco station or write 
amounted in round numbers to 190,543, cubic feet or 1,529,112,- 
950 gallons. It was about four times greater than the flood of the to Conoco Travel Bureau, Denver. 
9th, and would have filled a dam or reservoir one mile square 7 
feet deep. This water came from a water shed of about 45 square 
miles and would make an average rainfall of one and 9-10 of an 
inch. It commenced raining gently at 8:40 and stopped at 11:40 
p. m. During the time it rained hard for one hour and a half.” 

The estimate is based on an unscientific measurement of the 
watershed, and is perhaps exaggerated in other respects, yet even 
so, the totals remain impressive. 

As the years went on and the denudation of the watershed pro- 
ceeded with no one doing anything to retard or prevent it, the 
town began to go in for disasterous floods in a really large way. 
Two occurred on successive afternoons in August, 1903. And it Denver, Colorado 
is a conscpicuous fact that it no longer required a monthly rainfall 
of six inches to cause the deluges. That year the rather common 
August precipitation of 3.8 inches sufficed. Each year as over- A FREE NATIONAL TRAVEL SERVICE MAINTAINED 

grazing and wood-cutting continued, the watershed became more FOR MOTORISTS BY CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY 
completely denuded. 

The newspaper accounts of those years dwelt exclusively upon
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the commercial tones, and appear never to mention the damages 
which erosion was inflicting each rainy season upon the land itself. 
Real estate was cheap in Silver Ctiy, as such values are measured, 

oe Rr" ee Wy “KDE and people talked of moving the business section bodily to a higher 
bok ESS ‘ ‘eg ground. Nobody pointed out the stupid paradox of floods in a 
be cf oe oe semi-desert country, nor the denudation which made the floods in- 
ba (F% oy evitable. They were regarded as “acts of God” and accepted with 
BO —<— te Le oA resignation. 
Be Ss Ee S a Even so sagacious a person as the then editor of the Silver City 
Res ge Ag A Independent could see no more hope for the future than his fellow 
ee wh ee ea citizens. He writes on August 18, 1903: . 
ie is a % 2 3 “Tt is not so much a question of the damage done in one year 
poe gs "Sige as the practical certainty of a repetition every season, resulting in 

ere ere Be ee a constant drain upon the town and the business men and prop- 
ge SIC ee erty owners. It was thought that the erection of a dam at the 

ii aoe baa re foot of Main street would put an end to further trouble, but its 
ae ee ‘ failure to withstand last week’s flood demonstrates that the force 
a oy PSG of mountain freshets in this country cannot intelligently be cal- 

a. Pg se culated upon.” 
a ene ay iia iB els “As a matter of course, there have been a thousand and one sug- 
ee dee? ane gestions advanced as to the best method of meeting the situation. 

ae ate oe & Foe i A few are good, more are bad and the great majority are indif- 

ey | as ee ae ferent. It is a matter which must take time, consideration and 
of bar Esper ts: calculation. There is but one absolutely safe remedy, and that is 
ee, ee ence the removal of the business portion of town to higher ground. This 
I So, eet a ce is to a certain extent heroic, but it would have the advantage of 
Ce Ped S EXACO solving the problem for future generations.” 
eRe The breakwater or dam mentioned above had been erected at a 
eG. le cost of $15,000 to the village, and represented as expression of 

aie rae both hope and despair. It failed in the first test. Old photographs 
show it a tangled mass of wreckage after its first encounter with 
one of the monsters. Things were bad! Bad! 

Besides a habit of carrying down buildings, saddlehorses and 
other livestock, the baleful leaping torrent indulged occasionally in 

7 $ a“ a tour de force. Such was the abduction of Judge Newcomb’s 
¢c RAC ie PROOF piano from the second story of a substantial brick building. I have 

the story from Mr. J. W. Carter and other eye-witnesses. This is 
o a what happened. Though a heavy rain had fallen over the moun- 

G af 3 » 4 A oi (@) tains, the sun was shining on Silver City. With a sinister roar, 
Xe the red, snaky flood came racing down as usual, the emulsion of 

‘ sand, silt and water leaping here and standing on end, swirling 
MOTOR OIL there round among the rocks, battering its banks with floating 

E : F 5 trees, growling with a roar that was terrifying. The front wall 
oS SE of the building badly undermined, at length fell with a crash. The 

floor partly robbed of support sagged quietly. The grand piano, a 
u thousand dollar Steinway instrument, rolled forward a bit. The 

Under pressure of heat, engine watchers were tense. The floor sagged still more. Some quick- 
temperatures naturally rise, subject- witted cowboys thought of their lariats. The loops swished, the 
" e . : = ropes tightened. As the floor sagged again, the great instrument 
ing motor oil to terrific strain or broke with a ponderous lurch from its moorings, rolled forward— 
“. 29 ‘ i and plunged. The spectators gasped as the massive ebony case 
wear”. To withstand such engine went bobbing and rolling downstream as though it had been a 

heat, even the extreme temperatures cigar box. 
ivi i Afterwards Mr. Carter went to look for the piano. Seven miles 

caused by bummer driving, and avoid downstream he found it. Breaking off some of the keys, he took 
loss of lubricity, Texaco produced its them home as souvenirs, preserving them till they were yellowed 

Crack-Proof Motor Oil. Full-bodied a. eareece . are 
‘ e annual havoc brought the town, quite naturally, unfavorable 

and tough, Cracked-Proof Motor Oil publicity. The following press dispatch was quoted by the Silver 
lasts longer, lubricates better and City Independent in 1903 as an example of the harmful and 
saves friction-loss because it can a stories which the papers over the country were then 

i rrying : 

stand more punishment. When you “The damage to the city has been conservatively estimated at 
drive into a Texaco station, ask the $100,000—A wall of water seven feet high rushed down through 

z part of the residence portion and on through the business section— 
uniformed, courteous attendant to Seldom has there been such a scene of desolation as the town pre- 
explain in detail why a crankcase of soe Gee Se eee pl fatnuies have joe ae unless aid 

i * is forthcoming immediately wi e in actual suffering—A portion 

Crack-Proof will give you many extra of the business section is practically a total wreck.” 

miles of quiet, efficient performance. To the present writer also this seems going a little too far for 
the sake of making a good news dispatch. 

Yet year after year the devastation advanced. And still no one 
got to the root of the trouble. In fact, no one could! In time, 

THE NEW San Vincente Arroyo which had once been Main Street became 
only The Big Ditch, and below town it cut an irregular trough for 
itself (I use only the roughest sort of approximation) some 
fifteen miles long, which for long stretches is fifty feet wide and 
walled in by perpendicular banks fifteen feet high. Thus millions 

MOTOR OIL at fons, of ine moet perle soil of the entire area have been 
a 3 7 & lestroyed. nd from lack of water for trees, lawns and flower- 
‘CRACK-PROOF” LONGER- LASTING beds, Silver City took on that look of barrenness which remained 

a reproach until within the last few years. 

After the damage was complete, the federal government held a
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post-mortem and decided that something should perhaps be done— 
especially since the same process was at work over much of the 
Southwest. Result—the formation of the vast Gila National 

Forest. ie 
We are now ready to take a cursory glance at the chief under- Fish Hunt 

lying cause which compelled the government to create the forest 
reserve, 

The underlying evil was of course denudation—in part by unwise 
wood cutting and lumbering, in part by forest fires, but principally 
by overgrazing which destroyed the grasses, the young trees and 
ground cover generally. At the bottom of everything, however, lay 
the American worship of efficiency. In the general run of books 
and articles on the subject, the ranchers are represented as being 
as greedy and violent a lot of men as history knows, and it is they 
who have received the blame for ruining the country. Yet the 
present writer feels that a rather simple explanation, if not an 
extenuation, is at hand. It was the business of somebody to 
enforce a code of fair competition in those days, and a dilatory BN PU Ae WRC ENE EC SRS 
government must share the blame for not doing so. While the 
country was still unfenced, the first to come was first served; and 
as there was no umpire in the game, the ranchers naturally began 
trying to over-reach one another, each one striving to harvest his 
grass to the last blade. It was exactly parallel to the case of the 
lumbermen who ruined the forests. With that love of efficiency 
which Americans have always admired and that hatred of waste 
which they have always cultivated, they went to the final ruthless 
limit, blurring out entirely the line between efficiency and greed. 
They were ranching for profit—immediate profit, temporary profit, 
if temporary it had to be, and not until it was too late did they 
discover how short-sighted and stupid they actually were. But no 
one rancher could arrest overgrazing. Moreover, there was then 
no governmental agency to do so. And there should have been! 

In short, a combination of causes, of which overgrazing was the 
chief—overgrazing not alone by range cattle, but by wood cutter’s 
burros, by pack animals freighting machinery to the mines, by 
saddle horses, etc., etc——was carrying denudation to a dangerous 
extreme in the years before 1895, though the breaking point did 
not arrive until July of that year. But matters continued to grow Rest I our 

worse instead of better for several years thereafter with the result 

that the floods increased in frequency. Meanwhile the formidable 
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SOMETHING NEW IN CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION 

Here’s a new idea in bridge construction—a type of bridge that is at 
once simple, practical, easily designed, and built at a minimum of cost. For 
spans up to 70 feet it offers advantages shared by no other type. If you 
would like additional information, write to: 

Makers of El Toro Portland Cement 

EL PASO, TEXAS 
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Big Ditch which had been Main Street took on the aspect of a 
deep canyon. 

Then in 1908 the Gila Forest Reserve was set aside and placed G. A. E A G ER 
under Federal control. The present Supervisor, whose optimism is 
under the control of a cool, conservative judgment, tells me that 
the headlong processes of erosion which had been gaining momen- SALES SERVICE 
tum for years were not arrested in a day. Very, very slowly 
nature regained its ancient balance, and ten years elapsed, he esti- Phone 58 

mates, before the processes of re-vegetation made much headway. TUCUMCARI NEW MEXICO 
However, as the gradual increase in vegetative cover retarded 

the run-off of ground water, the floods, :t is obvious, would es 
ally diminish in number and violence. And such indeed has been . 
the lustory, of the case. Tucumcari Lumber Co. 

There are possibly some who hold the quaint idea that “We L. D. STITH 
don’t have the big rains we used to have”. But the official records Biuldere. supclles and Mardware 
refute any assertions about the amount of rainfall over the region. pegee PP! an 
On the other hand, it is said wth entire truth that floods having pete 2 Tempe! NEW Meee meee 

cut in the past a sufficient channe lfor themselves are no longer anta Rosa Lumber Co. an’ Jon Lumber Co: 

destructive because they can no longer reach bulidings and the RontalessHandwaresCoy 
friable soil of the arroyo banks. 

But the decrease in the number and the size of the floods depend. (Ol 
upon something else—the run-off. And while it is impossible to M. & S. GARAGE 
obtain a strict mathematical comparison between today and forty B. F. MORRIS 
years ago, it is indisputable that now there is far more ground pene 
cover. One proof is the presence of young trees over the north —€ CE 
end of the watershed, with the almost complete absence of old SALES y CHEVROLET, SERVE 
trees. There are now fewer floods and smaller floods because — 
there is now less run-off. Goodyear Tires —— Wrecker Service 

For seven years the present writer has been watching the water ESPANOLA, NEW MEXICO 
when it comes down The Big Ditch, and in that time, he has seen 
it but once when it seemed spectacular enough to be worth photo- 
graphing. While a summer cloudburst over the mountains to the 
north might even now cause a destructive flood, the regular visita- Geo. E. Cook Garage 
tions are definitely a thing of the past. And although three or 
four rainstorms of great intensity have occurred on the watershed GAS - OIL - GREASING 

within the last few years, they have nowhere caused serious erosion. ACHINE S$: - WELDING 
For a full generation the U. S. Forestry Service have been ane Hoe 

restricting the number of grazing perm‘ts in order to prevent SOCORRO NEW MEXICO 
damage to the land. Even more vigorously they have been attempt- 
ing to prevent forest fire depredations, and nowadays they permit 
timber cutting only on the basis of a perpetually sustained yield. 
Just ten years ago the forestry officials and the city council signed 
an agreement to cooperate in protecting and “re-vegetating” the WALTER H. DENISON 
Silver City watershed. The present ruinous drouth of 1934, which 
according to an official observer equals the famous drouths of the General Contractor 
twenties, brings out the result of it with striking effectiveness—for 
the wells which in former drouth years used to be in a chronic Fort Sumner New Mexico 
state of shortage have this year supplied all needs of the town, and 
the Allen Springs supply remains a practically untouched reserve. 
(If this information has any political bias, the writer is unaware of 
it.) Furthermore, at a recent meeting, the members of the City NEW STATE AUTO CO. 
Council concurred in attributing a large amount_of the credit for J. F. Sellers, Proprietor 
ne ane ceasee water supply i the cu of the cialiay Conserve: DODGE BROTHERS AND PLYMOUTH MOTOR CARS, 

fon Oe eene Ee Cae TRUCKS, BUSES AND MOTOR COACHES 
expected as the hundreds of CCC boys continue to build erosion- 
control dams (“gulley-plugging,” they call it), to plant young 423 MAIN STREET CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO 

trees along arroyo beds, and to re-seed bare patches of ground with 
grass. 

So the history of denudation and erosion here has been a typical GUY CHEVROLET COMPANY 

though a sad and stupid one. Possibly nowhere in the wide South- 
west is there a more striking exhibit of man’s interference with SALES may SERVICE 
nature than Silver City’s Big Ditch affords. Fifty-four feet deep 
it is a little north of the bridge, I am informed. GAS - OIL - GREASE 

Yet an intelligent future may undo much of the harm wrought ARTESIA NEW _ MEXICO 
by an unintelligent past. While it is true that our watershed slants 
southward towards the sun instead of away from it ,thus dwarfing to Le os 
and checking the ground cover, none-the-less, our annual seventeen |. . ee 

inches of rain is a great deal for an arid country. Orange County, | 0. eT 
California, one of the richest agriculturally in the whole nation | 7% & i. - te 
gets—unless my memory deceives me—a somewhat smaller amount. | gal ?F 7 et oe das x 4S Pe Pen 
Suppose we could but conserve our supply! Aa, Ticied . “iT _ i es — — 3 

Judging from his observations during the past seven years, the 4 | on . F " ot 
present writer doubts that citizens here will ever again be com- ve a. Gey re. oe ae er ae re oe 
pelled to go unbathed or their flower beds unsprinkled. There ar a i a 1 ee 
appears no good reason why this interesting and sophisticated Vil- [jg ge 
lage, dreaming on the slope of the Continental Divide, with its wide 
catchment area well forested with juniper and pifion, and its roll- Home of the. 

ing foothills clothed again, as once they were, with bunch grasses ‘The is 
and browse of many kinds, should not in the future Bosses arte gaan LOCKS an Nn raving ©: 
dance of water in its mains cheap enough to sustain trees, flower- S ‘E c, - 

beds, wied-spreading lawns; to fill a municipal swimming pool or f | ILLUSTRATORS & (ENGRAVERS 

two, and to supply the other normal requirements of a normal 2200 ARAPAHOE STREET, DENVER, COLO. 
community.
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i SCOPE AND PURPOSES OF THE SOUTHWEST 8 AY CONSERVATION L#AGUE 

(By J.Stokley Ligon - Broadcast from the Albuquerque Station) 

; Conservation of natural resourses is the outstanding 

need of the Southwest today. Not only must Nature's sontribu- 

tions to our wellbeing be conserved, but to maintain normal 

production, resources long abused through wasteful utilization 

must be restored. These needs involving direstly or indirectly 

the welfare of every man, woman and child in the Southwest 

inspired the recent organization of the Southwestern Conservation 

League compriging Western Texas, New Mexico and Arizona. 

The Conservation League is designed for the benefit 

of the people collectively, independent of special interests or 

organizations, yet promoting the best interests of all through 

cooperation. Featured in the program will be education to a 

better appreciation and understanding of the natural resourses 

and historie wealth and cooperation in application of sane and 

practical means for conservation and wiser utilization of such 

resources than has been precticed in the past. 

America was so bountifully endowed with natural 

resources that they were too generally regarded as indestructible, 

or perhaps few appreciated their true value in benefits to the 

people or in the economic rise of the nation to ite place of 

world leadership. But waste at last threatens to bring us to 

want. Whether or not we now fully appreciate the fact we are 

directly concerned in this absorbing topic of the day - Conservation. 

AS indicated by various activities of the Federal Government, 

President Roosevelt appreciates its importance, not merely as a
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matter of losal concern here und there, but as a problem of 

national import. It is high time for us to heed the old 

adage; "Waste not, want not.” 

The Southwest though young in years so far as our 

Occupation of the land is soncerned compared to the older settled 

sections of the Nation, is beginning to feel the effects of 

wasted resources as do few other segtions. we are starting to 

make amends for thexe violations against nature if we only face 

the situation squarely and earnestly as a problem common to us all. 

The two essential needs for renewed stability and 

prosperity in the Southwest at the present time are more people, 

particulerly tourists, and fewer but better sheep and cattle and 

consequently restored range forage and more stable markets. 

Catering to the tourist or recreation seeker is to recognize a 

potential cash orop of vital importance, but this business cannot 

be promoted nor sustained without effort on our part anymore than 

ean agriculture and stock raising. We now have a superb system 

of highways with climate and historical background unequalled 

by any other section of the United States, and the Southwest justly 

enjoys a lead in national interest and popularity. But to 

attract and hold visitors in numbers our mounteins must function 

normally as recreation grounds, adorned with timber, shrubs and 

flowers, and with game to hunt and normal lowing fishing streams. 

The desert lands with their unique plant life must be fex tured 

and maintained by adequate protection as must also our ercheological 

wealth. With restoration and protection of mountain and range 

forage, the moisture thet falls will soak into the ground, produce 

more and better vegetative cover so essential to the land, support
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underground water supply for springs and normal stream flow rather 

than devastating floods that menace communities, cities, towns, 

highways, railway lines, farms and irrigation systems. The 

Conservation League is already shoulédering a share of the responsi- 

bility of solving some of these growing problems confronting the 

Southwest, and as the League gains strength and support its in- 

fluences and activities will expand. 

The first major objoctive of the Conservation League, 

A in cooperation with other organizations and associations, is to 

promote a broad effeative program of restoration and conservation 

of essential vegetative life in the mountainous sections and on 

range lands throughout the area. We cannot feature too strongly 

the fact that all phases of conservation, not only of natural 

resources but of our economic activities, recreational advantages 

and even safety to human life are directly or indirectly involved 

in this problem of sustained plant life over the face of the land. 

Without this protective covering erosion through wind and water 

plays havoc with the soil, the foundetion of civilization. 

Because of the aridity of the Southwest, the land as we 

are at last beginning to learn or admit, will not withstand abuse 

to the extent that will humid sections characterized by much rain 

and consequent persistent luxuriant growth of vegetation. 

The most effective means of conservation is to give 

nature a shanee to properly function. Nature is her own physician 

and if permitted will, better than through our feeble efforts, heel 

wounds man has so seriously inflicted. fhe work of our Net ional 

Conservation forees in flood control, for example, is most 

commendable and good as far as it goes, but since it deals with
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effects only, it can be but little more than temporary in 

benefit unless we go much farther and permit vegetative life to 

restore and perpetuate itself. Particularly true is this of our ; 

forested mountains whish, after all is said, oonstitute the 

keystones of southwestern osonomic and recreational wellbeing, 

The membership fee in the Southwestern Conservation 

League is nominal - one dollar to the end of the calendar year 

1934. All who join this year will be classed Charter Members, 

Send your dollar to the Secretary - Doctor John DP. Clark, 

University of New Mexieso, Albuquerque, N. M. (Repeat slowly) 

Do your part in helping to make the Southwest a better place 

in which to live and the leading all-year playground of the 

Nation. 

ar
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Wild Turkeys Restored to the Guadalupe Mountains 
° ° ° { Report of an Investigation Made in February 1933} 
60D ©) Gi oes 

By J. Stokley Ligon 

(Game Specialist) 

ATIVE wild turkeys were exterminated in the Guada- This investigation disclosed some interesting facts as well as 
[ ) lupe Mountains of Southern New Mexico about 1907. definite assurance that turkeys have been re-established in the 

Prior to that time turkeys were common over that por- Guadalupe Mountains. 
tion of these mountains where. yellow pine is common, an area not It had been suspected all along by ranchmen living in the 
exceeding sixty square miles in New Mexico. To the southward mountains that the hybrid turkeys ranged down from where re- there is some fair turkey range in Texas. In the Guadalupes, on Jeased while the pure strain wild stock remained about; where 
the New Mexico side, the favored turkey range is confined al- released or moved back into the higher and wilder sections of most wholly to the upper drainage of Dark Canyon, including the mountains, This disclosure is significant in that it proves the Turkey Canyon. desirability of having the pure strain wild stock for the higher 

After the native turkeys were killed out there was little pos- and wilder areas, while in localities not so remote from habita- 
sibility of reoccupation of the area through natural migration as tion of man, not so high and therefore not exposed to such se- 
the nearest point, in the Sacramento Mountains, from which the vere winter weather and to ravages of predatory animals, the 
turkeys could come, is fifty or more miles away, The interven- hybrid may thrive and fill a gap that probably would otherwise 
ing country is rugged, unsuitable for turkeys, and is further ren- be left vacant if we were to rely wholly on wild stock. This 
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dered impassable for turkeys because of natural enemies, to say clear cut line of demarcation between wild and hybrid stock in- 
nothing of artificial barriers incident to habitation of man. In  dicates vividly that the hybrid will remain semi-domestic. 
view of this condition the State Game Department officials some At the time of the investigation one flock consisting of thirty- 
years ago appreciated the fact that if turkeys were again to in- five hybrid turkeys was ranging on Turkey Canyon, from the 
habit the Guadalupes, they would have to be reintroduced by ar- Shattuck Ranch east to the Middleton Ranch, a distance of about 
tificial means. four miles. These turkeys greeted me loudly at a gate near the 

Accordingly, before effective methods for trapping and movy- Middleton Ranch, coming up within a few yards of the car, and 
ing wholly wild adult turkeys were worked out, in March, 1928, were almost as tame as domestic turkeys.‘ When I suddenly 
the writer released eight hybrid turkeys obtained from the Pfing- called to them the ten or more gobblers gobbled in unison and 
ston flock on the Bonito, near Lincoln, in Upper Dark Canyon, the hens yelped noisily. One or more of the original hybrid tur- 
near the John McCollum Ranch, While there were reports to keys released showed the markings of the domestic yellow turkey, 
the effect that some of these turkeys survived and increased in and three or four gobblers in this flock were conspicuously so 
numbers, the planting evidently was not a great success. The marked. Most of the hens showed the domestic strain with red 
following winter two young goblers and one hen, wholly wild rather than black heads and with the heavy short leg domestic 
stock, trapped on Upper Eagle Creek in the White Mountains, turkey build while some clearly possessed the markings and racy 
were placed in Upper Dark Canyon, and in February, 1931, eight build of the wild. 
more of the Pfingston hybrids were released there. These plant- I followed these turkeys about and at close range was able 
ings began to show results and in January, 1932, the writer se- closely to observe their characteristics. This or another bunch 
cured nine wholly wild turkeys in the Sacramento Mountains and of hybrids had been seen about eight or nine miles east of the 
released them at the John McCollum Ranch in Dark Canyon. Middleton Ranch, at the Dow Ranch on Dark Canyon, off the 

In early February, 1933, the writer was detailed by the Game mountain. These turkeys, I was informed, feed about the 
Department to make am investigation and determine so far as ranches and in fields, and at times roosted in oak trees, something 
time permitted what results had followed the various plantings. adult wild turkeys seldom if ever do when pines are available in
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which i no and my eo pericnte se hes the wholly wild birds 
are rarely, if ever, seen below the yellow pine belt. > 

I was advised that there were other bunches of hybrid turkeys, What Game and Fish ‘Department. 
anpstly in aatkey even although sole range into Dark Can- 
yon about the John McCollum Ranch, however, there was no evi- 
dence obtained to indicate they ranged into the higher and more FIELD MEN ARE DOING 
heavily pine timbered country on the south side of Dark Canyon 
or about the head of the Canyon. Dark Canyon, from Helton 
Gaavenupwacd appears to be the line of cleavage in range of the Each month the report of a Field Man or Deputy War- 

ny : : 2 : 3 den, as written by him, is published so that the public ma 

, 
brids the lower less broken and scrub timber type, the one about RO aIACOR COO Le er Ue a reg daa cyarree ti: 

and the thes remote from babiaeon of man, There are evi- 
ently more of the wild than hybrid turkeys, a conservative esti- 

mate being considerable in excess of a hundred of the former D eo Sree, 
while there are perhaps less than a hundred hybrids. The wild (Deputy Warden, District No, 3) 
birds are truly wild and difficult to see, I am told, often flying at AFTER the Department of Game and Fish granted the regu- 
sight of man. However, I saw a bunch of about fifteen high up lation, which the sportsmen of this part of the state desired, 
in Dark Canyon, below Soldier Spring, which did not fly, al- in opening the season of fishing in Eddy and Chaves Counties 
though they lost no time climbing the mountains and getting out from June 1 to April 15, some wonderful catches in all lines of 
of sight. Signs of these wild birds were observed all along Dark warm-water fishing have been experienced. 
Canyon, from where Helton Canyon enters from the south to The best catch was made by Mr. R. D. Compton of Artesia, 
near Soldier Spring, a distance of about eight miles. on March 23, being a nine and one-half pound big-mouth bass. 

Signs were also seen in all the canyons entering Dark Canyon Several catches of five and six-pound bass were made. Also, a 
from the south. While no mast—acorns, pinyon and but few number of nice catches of catfish. : 

juniper—was in evidence, the turkeys appeared to be strong and All sportsmen in this part are looking forward to the reopen- 
in excellent condition, but doing much scratching, working and ing of the season on June 1 with enthusiasm. 
reworking the needles and leaves in the Canyons. Green food— A war on rough fish began on April 4 in the Hondo and 
young grass and various kinds of weeds—was also available to Berrendo Rivers. Also, through the Felix River, Cottonwood and 
them, and at the time of the investigation there was an abund- McMillan Lake. At present there have been taken from differ- 
ance of water everywhere. ent waters, 8,100 pounds of undesirable fish, which were turned 

The excellent results in restoration of turkeys to the Guada- over to the Salvation Army and charity chests of Roswell, Hag- 
lupe Mountains can be attributed very largely to the fine spirit erman, Lake Arthur; and Artesia to feed a number of hungry 
of co-operation shown by the local ranchmen and to activities and families. There were taken from the Felix River up to the 2lst 
encouragement of the Eddy County Game Protective Association. of April, 8,660 garfish, which are very destructive to minnows 
The Game Department, although seriously handicapped because and small fish in the streams. All of these species were taken 
of lack of funds, has also materially aided in predatory animal from the waters before spawning season which results in getting 
and eagle control and deputy patrol. There should be no rea- rid of millions of young rough fish. 
sonable excuse for turkeys again disappearing from the Guada- This war on rough fish has only been going on for the last 
lupes. During adverse years, as result of drought or severe win- four years and the decrease in the number of rough fish and the 
ters, the reserve supply of turkeys in the Guadalupes could easi- increase in game fish is very noticeable during that time. 
ly be fed. ‘ Very noticeable, also, in the lower valley is the large number 
Assuming that there will be favorable conditions and a nor- of ducks and waterfowl of different kinds, staying at this late 

mal increase of the turkeys in 1933, there seems to be no reason’ date. On April 24, on the Cottonwood (between Roswell and 
why the regular big game hunting season should not apply to Artesia) I noticed, also a large Mallard hen scared from a nest 
Coase he Mountain fctleye am Ae her a or so. Before which contained thirteen duck eggs. 
this is done, however, a slight change shou made, to proper- 
ly safeguard some hybrids on Turkey Canyon and insure full =-©-o= 
protection for an ample reserve, in the Guadalupe Refuge. Rea- Isolation Ends at Jenks Cabin 
sonable hunting would probably benefit the hybrids remaining by ee CABIN FISH HATCHERY which is located high up 
making them wilder and more alert or self-preserving. on ie west fork of the Gila River has resumed planting ac- 

=-@-e= tivities after four months of isolation from the rest of the world, 
*@ mero ing toa Esports irony M. E. Ault, hatchery foreman. The 

? atchery is snowbound during the winter months and is located 
Many Huge Trout Being Taken in such rough and high country that virtually all the planting of 

. trout is done with pack horses or mules. The country surround- 
by Early Rio Grdnde Anglers ing it is virtually inaccessible, by motor vehicles, although the 

: hatchery can be reached in a car. Mr. Ault reports his first vis- 
+o ——> © a—--- itors for 1933 as having been at ne peters about May 1. 

a Aaa) . Heavy snows reported during April by Mr. Ault indicate that 
BARLY spring fishing in the Rio Grande, north of Embudo and the fishing streams in the Mogollon country should be in excel- 

south of Taos Junction bridge which portion of the river {ent condition for the 1933 trout season. 
is open throughout the year, has been productive of some excel- 
lent catches, according to reports reaching the Department of ———=D - 6- ea 

Game and Fish. i i 
The record trout taken from the Rio Grande so far was a Chinook Salmon Doing Well 

Lochleven 31 inches long, weighing 14 pounds, 15 ounces. It was CHINOOR SALMON which have been planted in various 
taken by Stanley Mollands, Taos druggist on May 5 with min- New Mexico waters are thriving, according to reports from 

now bait. Mr. Mollands the same day took a five pound Rain- various portions of the state. At Eagle Nest Lake, Roy Wagner, 

bow from the Rio Grande. He reports that the Rainbow put up Federal Fish Culturist, who has been seining for spawning trout 

a far better fight than did the giant Lochleven. reports that many salmon have been found in the seins, the fish 
Many other fishermen have reported excellent catches of large measuring nine or ten inches in length. At Elephant Butte Lake 

trout virtually all of them using live minnows for bait, however, several have been caught that have measured from eight to eleven 

the trout apparently are beginning to take flies as H. W. Wal- inches in length, and in Storey Lake some have been caught of 
lace of Embudo reports that the stomach contents of a three- about the same size. 
pound Rainbow female showed a large number of flies which These fish were planted several months ago measuring five and 
are of the variety that hatch early along the Rio Grande. six inches in length at the time of planting. They apparently 

Mr. Wallace said that the stomach contents indicated no signs are growing at the rate of about one inch a month and should 
of cannibalism and that the Rainbow was exceedingly fat, being afford New Mexico fishermen rare sport by next year because 

only fifteen and one-half inches long and shaped considerably like many of them undoubtedly will be fifteen to eighteen inches 
a bass. The fish was caught by Orville Cox on a No. 7 DuKum long. 
tackle and put up a thirty-minute fight, according to Mr. Wal- Those who have caught the salmon report that they put up an 

lace’s report. excellent fight and appear to be a fine type of game fish.
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LICENSES SOLD BY COUNTIES IN LICENSE YEAR FROM APRIL 1, 1932, TO MARCH 31, 1933 

5 fie | ea| area cainiulke pee a] 2 
Zila |e on 3 | 8 leg lo 8 lors a| 8 

ecouNn 3 Begs | eyes" | he eee | Bealls (ee lee bee bee |) |e | eel 
a8 S | eo | SoS Os. SRS. (O88) S5 | Alot Ma imlot (22 | 2] z 
s23 | 38 | £88 (Ese |Ea2 | wes [wees | we ssl aoc [Ese |esalwe salve sale 2a) 25 Blea 
Baa 204 Bed | Gad | Ges | Gas |G sae | ARes easiezslaasl|e ezs|eazs|oae| Ade] A | a 

Bemalillo. ss. 3,528 $8,938.50 1,569 766 28 421 184 405 99 1 5 1 30 18 1 

(Cp erm aaeee ene ces 2,730 7,527.25 1.028 92 2 463 109 177 790 1 22 6 14 BS: 

CIV Osanna acce ene cn nce nceeecenneens 1,973 6,525.00 629 411 10 378 220 165 63 a 52 4 24 5 5 

(Gran tire. essere tee 1,660 5,762.00 315 131 4 766 140 186 44 2 43 1 9 7 12 

NSOCOL TO scecces ses coce creer es 636 5,591.25 28 43 1 259 69 36 14 166 2 7 11 

Medy 5 oe at) ek es 789 325 19 328 174 4172 ie 6 4 ape gad Sint 39 
San Miguel..................--.---- 2,040 5,404.75 931 86 4 272 98 154 467 15 10 2 al 

Renita We se recta 2,045 5,284.50 1,095 106 13 315 73 168 209 4 10 4 9 24 13 2 
SST a etene sn mee een sane, 1,324 4,161.25 444 33 10 195 56 108 422 3 29 1 3 14 6 

Medien ete cased ates neomereet cece 1,115 3,604.75 207 15 at 549 57 72 176 21 3 10 4 

Obert 840 3,378.00 82 22 5 552 63 39 20 45 4 se 

ARTES need 1,239 3,038.75 528 9 108 18 35 526 4 1 

MOE, ANG Screens 983 2,896.75 223 136 5 365 129 85 25 5 4 5 a 

Caesarean 771 2,331.75 188 277 2 120 79 56 23 7 12 4 3 

QUT ON re acces rcreeee rete 478 2,029.25 72 1 294 2 13 387 31 f 21 2 4 

SLE ea eee eee 638 1,993.00 154 192 7 97 54 58 19 30 5 @ 5 10 

FREQ) ATE oa ceererenrener 818 1,917.25 497 22 2 108 19 39 114 4 1 7 2 3 

McKinley....-.-:---eccocsemonnsenso0 650 1,745.00 203 143 5 148 65 69 11 2 4 

Valencia: 580 1,597.25 141 69 3 297 27 35 3 3 2 

TiN Oar ccerceee ee 518 1,553.50 150 65 132 47 24 81 15 aL 2 1 

Sandoval ........-ao--n--nsscneoeeeee 538 1,419.75 259 7 175 9 52 29 4 2 1 

TD OLV ANC. reca cer cec nace er 462 1,377.75 102 134 86 85 43 7 3 2 

TCA aisescoreererersestecteneerecetercnesee 396 1,155.50 82 18 242 27 14 9 4 

IESE es Soret etc eraes 373 1,144.75 41 61 3 149 54 41 5 1 ah a 3 13 

Harding 0.20 os 250 731.00 110 12 46 18 19 35 6 1 1 2 
ET Aereeeee earch arco 205 712.75, 76 17 42 9 10 39 1 6 2 2 1 

ER A Onecare sco scree roscoe 225 682.75 20 54 a 7 50 12 3 3 1 i 3 

Roosevelts.o uns ees 205 573.25 42 100 3 35 6 9 4 1 3 2 
DG OCA tee 161 536.00 46 33 43 7 17 10 5 

Guadalupe i... 2. 176 519.25 60 19 e 27 29 8 27 1 1 2 ti 

IST LGU rene eeeeeesnere ee et 118 363.50 5 35 46 26 4 2 

STATE— 
Mra eet ete sae: 648 3,916.25 468, 188.26 .. 22 4 
CONGO er, 57 151.75 5 52 
RUIZ Oe oie eee eee 18 49.00 1 17 

TOTALS... 80,851 94,148.25 10,121 3,485 129 7,174 2,008 2,825 3,939 222 546 49 5) 46 207d 58 

2 bird non-resident, 281 and 222, decrease 59; big game non-resi- 
Lucense Sales S, OW rop dent, 871 and 546, decrease 325; big game and bird non-resident, 

69 and 49, decrease 20; big game, bird and fishing non-resident, 
° 6 and 5, decrease 1. 

of > 3 46 ln Las t Year There is also printed in connection herewith, a tabulation show- 9 5 ‘i : ' 2 2 
ae the sale of licenses in ae ane counties or Nee Mexico 

ae it, and in the adjoining states where the department has license ven- 
ee ae dors. The tabulation is made to show the various types of li- 

DECREASE of 5,346. in licenses of all types issued by the censes sold in each location during the last license year ending 

Department of Game and Fish for the license year ending March 31, 1933. oe 5 = i 
March 31, 1933, as compared with the license year ending March Bernalillo County tops the list in point of receipts while San 

‘ i : Juan County is at the bottom of the table. 
31, 1932, is shown in a report just compiled by the department. 

The total sale in the license year ending March 31, 1933, was ———— 6. 

30,351 while that for the license year ending March 31, 1932 was Antelopes Travel at 55-Mile Speed 

35,697. : wrt is the speed of the antelope? 
Comparison of the reports for the two years shows that the One answer is provided by a report of S. S. Sowell to 

heaviest falling off in licenses was among the fishermen, although the U. S. Forest Service concerning a herd that ranges in South- 

all types of licenses with the exception of big game, bird resi- ¢ one pees near ie ee pore ae Soe 
ey : :. - rr rip in ie nimas country, 0 C. nney 

dent an ents ESE showed a decline, The big ae aod I were returning to the Gray Ranch from San Louis Pass via 
bird resident license sales increased 41, the 1932 total being 1,967 ford. A herd of antelopes were sighted approximately one-half 

and the 1933, 2,008. mile to our left. As they saw us they started to pass in front 
There were 46 guide licenses sold in the last license year as of the car which was done, but it was necessary for us to slow 

compared with 39 in the previous year, making an increase of 7. down to avoid running through the middle of the herd. After 
Comparative sales of the various other types of licenses with the passing they ran up the valley a short distance, turning back 
total sale in the license year ending March 31, 1932, shown first, toward the car. As the country was very level, we decided to 
are as follows: give them a race. We were running at a speed of 50 miles per 

Fishing resident, 11,342 and 10,121, decrease 1,221; bird resi- hour until they were overtaken. We then ran side by side for 
dent, 3,623 and 3,435, decrease 188; bird and fishing resident, 158 a few hundred yards and making 47 miles per hour. At this time 

and 129, decrease 29; big game resident, 8,379 and 7,174, decrease the antelope had run possibly three miles. No doubt the first half 
1,205; big game, bird and fishing resident, 3,078 and 2,325, de- mile they are able to run around 55 miles per hour. This herd 
crease 753; fishing non-resident, 4,617 and 3,939, decrease 688; contained sixteen does and eight bucks.”
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# NEW MEXICO HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT) 
if Uae Se ee re ee ee = ++ —— © aa --- 

z Goy. ArTHUR SELIGMAN, Chief Executive z By R. W. Bennett 

: STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSION i SiN brings to the inside worker the inevitable 

# FRANK BUTT, President ALBugusrgquE itch to get out-of-doors. The open road lures the 
# FELIPE SANCHEZ Y BACA, Secretary....Tucumcarr i motorist and the splashing stream the angler. And when 

iz a i ee ere pooh Si a ees # one is an enthusiast of both motoring and fishing the 
#0 EH DORMAN, Member. os SANTAD RES & i ish i istible. 
# GC. E. MAULDIN, Member a. Crows # appeal is well nigh irresistible, ; 
# i The two naturally go hand in hand—motoring and 
# ADMINISTRATIVE # fishing. For in this day of the conquering of distance 
# W. R. ECCLES, State Highway Engineer ... Santa Fe # by the motor car, remote areas and heretofore inaccessible 
# F.G. HEALY, Assistant S. H. E..... _..... Santa Fe # fishing waters are rendered near and approachable. Roads 
# vB eRe U RG. Hagen ot pions a aus He # and automobiles have opened up wildernesses and recre- 
Sr: , Asst. Engineer o ans SANTA Fe # i - i DEE I DONNEUL, Chey Clore 1 Sina bz go ee a, oe of by the average man a oe 
= WALTER L. KEGEL, Auditor Santa Fe # tation ago. The hope is that the marvelous growth in 
# E. B. VAN DE GREYN, Bridge Engineer ....Santa Fe # wilderness sports will not result in despoiling these regions 
g ey : HEOMSS: heh ake yi os ee He # for future generations. This, the present generation must 
# OR. W. , Engineer of Statistics_........SANTA FE i ; : : 
H G. C. LASSETTER, Engineer of Surveys ..... SANTA FE # - Ee But = the west eee c foie 
HL. C. CAMPBELL, Materials Engineer. Las Cauces j} tO wild Tesions anc proper” sarceuarding 0 e fisl 
# L.C. DAVES, Right-of-Way Engineer Santa Fe # population by means of law, one can hardly under-esti- 
# FRANK HORN, Supt. of Motor Vehicles .. Santa FE # mate the good to human beings accomplished by roads 
4 DISTRICTS E and fishing streams. d 

= N. W. McCLUSKEY, District No. 1._...-Deminc # There was a time when the American people were 
# C. G. WILLHOITE, Assistant D. E. _... Demtnc i accused of being money graspers, a nation business-mad, 
# FRANK SCOTT, Maint. Engineer... Demtnc # with no thought or love for those clean out-of-door sports 
i eo Dy eis age UNG 2 terete Hosweuu # which release men from worries and cares. The motor 
# opel , Assistant D. E. ao Soe Stee Se ROS WELL i aes # Lj. VAUCHELET, Assistant D. B. eer cw cit i 1cat has changed all this. It has made us a vacationing 
# : # people. The mere handful of nature lovers, fishermen 
# EDMUND ROSS, Dist. Engineer No. 3 ALBUQUERQUE # ah Sof z h: s ahi 
= FLD. HAWLEY, Assistant D. E.  ...Apuguergue # and hunters of a generation ago has grown into a mighty 
# AL ROUGHTON, Dist. Maint. Engr. .....AcBuquerque i throng—with profit to their health and mental attitudes. 
# GEO. W,. BROWN, District Engineer No. 4... SPRINGER # New Mexico’s roads, her great areas of forest lands, 
# L. B. TYSON, Assistant D. E...__..__. SPRINGER} and her streams and lakes teeming with fish have played 
z Torey eee soe oo. oon Ae ie ee # no little part in the state’s development. Formerly looked 
a R , upt. Hwy. Tram. School... NCINO # s aati ‘ < 

# GILBERTO MARTINEZ, Asst. Supt. Train, SchlEncino @ UPON as a semi-arid land, fit only for the jack rabbit and 
# 5 # cactus, New Mexico has been found to be a region of 
# ROY ROBERTSON, Const. and Maint, Eng.....SANTA FE 3} tchercdual es lash ai : 
# GUY MAYES, Assistant... Santa Fe # timbered slopes, splashing trout streams and vistas in- 
3 # comparable. Where once it was avoided—now it is sought 
# LOCATION # as place of beauty and opportunity for outdoor recreation if # Pp y PE y 
# E.H. McGILL, Location Engineer... LAGUNA ii and rest. 

BROS MCCLURE, Levttion Pghcer 2 Witean = Thousands of heat and office weary citizens of Texas, 
# C,H. MUCHMORE, Field Materials Engineer..Santa Fe # Oklahoma, Kansas and other states find restoring powers 
i PROJECT ENGINEERS # in the clean air, the invigorating altitudes and quiet com- 
Ha copa OA aici Go ne ee nULS of New Mexico. Opportunities for comfortable 
io wu GiMBAUGH Ur LP oA rapune # camping and whipping of trout streams are countless. 
£ OPS “oRoIse nO asa lt 2 Ann “Biepaa «~~ Numerous wilderness retreats and hotels have come into 
# ED. McCRARY 120 ei nennneP leach existence. Good highways and excellent travel accommo- 
i OR B HORNE. cc Mettese {dations are making of New Mexico a famous recreational 
HBO. D. COWART DAB eeneeeeeeeeneeneeessenenesas Cruces # state. 
#5, R1SUMRe ome 8 A son A eee a Roswell = : : raioly : 

jo) Do cowsamn yea, ead oruees 8 eee ces seas eset 
# # streams and its highways is the duty of the commonwealth 
Euimnumimmiuimummm:ms£:mm:££m::€££,|£mnzl£|£:§ umn: and all its citizens,
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Black Canyon Country Deer Pye CSS Oe 
° ° \ f a. 7 

Situation Found Improved ig) i y ae 

after Two-Deer” Season \e- nr—ar Mh Eg Re 28 

wee : ns Ve 
BETTER spring forage conditions and a satisfactory deer pop- en e * : > PY E sO 

ulation, in view of the previous forage depletion, were two of oes a . o r 4 7 a. 

conditions found by Elliott S. Barker, State Game Warden, M. E. 6 i eet = RP Se P Sh 

Musgrave, game specialist of the Federal Forest Service, and AA ee - Pi K. 

Assistant Forest Supervisor R. P. Boone, on a recent inspection 3) h y a : ‘ 

tour through the Black Canyon “two-deer area” and adjoining c % ) 

country. bs ” wt 
The three officials spent the better part of a week in the % 2 «; ne a 

Black Canyon “two-deer area” and vicinity and their report indi- =< ™ — Sal é sid 

cates that the “doe season” instituted by the game department in Do’ Coyote may be a slick cuss but Paul Russe!l, who carries 

1931 has brought about the desired beneficial result and apparently on quail investigation work at the experiment station near 
has not proved detrimental in any way. Tucumcari, N. M., proved a little slicker. He caught two of 

The country covered was virtually all of the so-called “two- the predators in one trap as shown above. The coyotes seem to 
deer area”, the Brushy Mountain district west of the Gila River be thoroughly disgusted with their predicament but Russell saved 
and outside the “two-deer area”, and the Spring Canyon district them prolonged grief with a crack on the head, thereby saving 
between the Middle and East Forks of the Gila River, also out- many quail. 
side the “two-deer area”. —- ©- a= 

According to the report 101 deer were seen in the three days’ 
ride on the “two-deer area”, 25 the first day, 51 the second and 25 Santa Cruz Cut-Throats 
the third. 

“The deer appear to have wintered fairly well,” the investi- (Continued from page 25) 
gators’ report states, “and the greater part of the range did not knees while his rod dipped and bowed over the water, 
show excessive use during the past winter. However, indications “I think P’ve got the bottom of the lake!” Sam puffed. 

were that the deer had wintered to a great extent on juniper Zeeeeeeing! Squealed his reel just as he has retrieved twenty 
berries, pinon nuts and acorns, there having been an exceptionally precious feet. 

‘ 
heavy crop last fall.’ “That’s the third time he’s gone to the bottom,” Sam informed 

According to Game Warden Barker, not many deer were seen me. “Every time I get a little line back, he strips it off like it 
in the east section of the “two-deer area” but many were found was nothing!” 
in the western and southwestern portions where the country is Suddenly the line slackened. 
rougher, and there is better cover. He expressed the opinion that “Reel him in! Reel him in!” I yelled. “Don’t let him have 
there are plenty of deer in the vicinity to fully populate the area any slack!” 
at such time as the forage recovers from the destruction caused But Sam was already reeling in like a man possessed- He 
by the heavy deer population prior to the last big game season. needed none of my advice and the few short seconds that it took 

“There appeared to be no scarcity of deer in the rougher the fish to come from the bottom and break out of the water in 
areas away from the roads in the ‘two-deer area’,” states the a shower of many colored drops was all he needed to draw his 
report of the investigators. “This was evidenced on Squaw Creek, line into a taunt, firm check. Close to the surface of the lake, 
Apache Creek and along the breaks of the Gila River where we the trout took up a series of runs, first to one side and then the 
saw deer in bunches of eight or ten, mostly does and last year’s other, finally ending the whole acrobatics by plunging under the 
fawns. A few fawns were found that had died from poverty as boat, and then sulking. f }. 
was shown by the fact that they were not eaten by predatory In a few moments we had him safely aboard, a beautiful 
animals. twenty-inch addition to our creel. " 

“There also appeared to be very few deer where the road I We passed SOY gcown the lake tiene, anoles fish each. 
crosses Black Canyon and in Tom Moore Canyon. This may have !t was ace fate and t Seah was sce ae is ae eo a 
been due to the fact that deer had not moved into that part of 9" an to. ee eth oat ut we stuck it out until we ha 
the range, as Mr. Musgrave saw 22 deer at the head of Tom oe Mie ae eat fe h do gee hi wCharlie hi 4 
Moore Canyon as he was leaving on the morning of March 31. eat oe hi eo” ean 10 Ww. ed Joe an BES aNe eC 

“We saw mostly bucks in the Brushy Mountain district out- Ee pons iL G OT SUBEESIEG, f trike 
side of the ‘two-deer area’ and west of the Gila River, both white- w ight ee aii : Ene eae noon: ath any more sul he 
tail and mule deer being plentiful. The whitetail bucks appeared fli e can eat and kill time until a bit later and then give it another 
to be gentle and would stop and look at us before running. ane x : ae 

ea e i : ‘You fellows can,” Sam grimmed, “I’ve got about all the law 
‘There were a great many deer that wintered fairly high up allows, which is plenty for me!” 

i f Black Range on Black Canyon and Diamond Creeks. “ey p . salons . on the side of ] is ie de Web h ‘You can put ’em back when you catch ’em,” I pointed out. 
These deer evidently range year-round in this high country as the “Aw, this sun feels good to me,” Sam yawned, “think I'll 
brush on the south slopes showed very heavy use during the past just doze around.” 

winter. Sam stretched himself on the wide seat, crossed his arm over 
“Small bunches of antelope were seen on nearly all of the his eyes and soon forgot everything else. Old Sol had got his 

bench land from Black Canyon north and 35 head were seen number. 
in the Spring Canyon district south of Black Mountain. Eagles I let the boat go its way with the current which was in the 
and coyotes apparently had been working pretty heavily on the general direction of the spot where Joe and Charlie had pre- 
antelope during the winter as we found eight carcasses that evi- pared our camp, and turned to the serious business of catching 
dently had been killed by predatory birds or animals. one more fish before the morning’s cast was abandoned. So far 

r “Turkeys were scare, a few signs being observed on the south gone was my companion that even the commotion caused by my 
side of Black Canyon and on Brushy Mountain. The tassel-eared connecting with another eighteen inches of dynamite and fully 

gray squirrels were numerous. More of these animals were seen charged lightning, failed to rouse him and I was left to gloat 
than on any previous trip.” over my prize alone. 

Game Warden Barker added the comment that hunters who “Hey!” Joe’s voice floated over the water. “Are you birds 
would pack into the rough country west of the Gila River and going to stay out there all day? Come on, coffee’s ready!” 
in the southwestern portion of the “two-deer area” undoubtedly “Coming!” I yelled back, giving the boat an extra shove. 
will find plenty of large bucks this next big game season. “Aw, lemme sleep,” muttered Sam, “Got all th’ law allows!”
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Semi-Annual Report of the New Mexico Department of Game and 

Fish for the First Half of the Twentieth Fiscal Year 

—~July 1 to December 31, 1931. Vv (Mey 

o——> © aa—>-- cl 

By Elliott S. Barker 

(State Game Warden) 

; Personnel 

Ov. July 1, 1931, the beginning of the 20th fiscal year, west section including the Jemez Mountains and the San Juan 
the office force consisted of Elliott S. Barker, state Malley, Wo Wewiew Maddalena Dineee NOR Ge cniiiene te 

ame warden; James Luther, chief deputy; Minnie B. ae ea sone Pe ae 
Cae clerk; Celina Padilla, aenecepiet and Esther cn aaaee Wine delay the Mogollon Mountains and-upper 

Kimbrell, assistant clerk. Homer Pickens, Las 
Owing to the extra work : ae A District Ne. zs a 

made necessary on account (a 3 ee 
of the changes in regula- 4 : i * ee eee animal hunter transferred to 
tions and game seasons it fc Men _ ... | District No. 7 when Mr. Nor- 
has been necessary to em- : aa ee ee vell was made chief deputy. 
ploy additional clerical help — 2 oe ee Seas For the winter months 
from time to time. ee : ee beginning December 1 Dis 

I have spent approxi- [iiaguge an see ee _ Hubert Hammond, Bert 

mately 50 per cent of my [igs sms uum a ae Baca, Homer Pickens and 
time in the field, having at- [iy ue samen oo od Joy Bailey are assigned 
tended many Game Pro- [ies > eg: incipally to predatory ani- 

tective Association meet- [oa mmgme 909 4 * ii mal control work. Mr. 
* Cee ee a Da oe A . + 
ings, and have made nu- — u © Fag Hammond is now in the 
merous field investigations, | | 2 | | San Mateo Mountains, Mr. 
inspections of refuges, etc. — | me. ii et > EE Pickens and Mr. Baca in 
My policy is to continie to [=e | _ oe Ban San Miguel County and Mr. 
spend as much time as pos- — sy as Nad —e}\ wil Bailey in the Jemez Moun- 

sible in the field. aE AN z ? | i tains. 
The only change in the [7 | 99 (Na 5 ere i W. A. Mullins, one of 

office personnel has been | gk ae | (the regular predatory ani- 
the termination of James |  ———sd ae Ae ~=smal hunters, is assigned to 
Luther’s appointment and — | a |e = —_— a combination of law en- 
the transfer of C.O. “Scot- | gauuuuamlll Ff) . forcement and predatory 
tie’ Norvell from the ild | —— ae animal control work in the 
to the position of Chief | = i ee Sacramento mountains, 
Deputy. ae _ : M where a very bad condition 

The state is divided into é 4 i Sag exists. 
seven regular districts with : =o re A. J. Golden, trapper re- 
a district deputy warden in ‘ cently employed, is assigned 
charge of each district. The . to coyote trapping in Socor- 
duties of the district war- : b ro and Catron counties, 
dens are law enforcement, S ; A : We employed Aaron In- 
patrol, license checking, 5 ‘ : man, Frank Valdez and S. 
public relations work, in- eee : L. Fisher for short periods 

vestigations, refuge boun- eyes = on special predatory animal 
dary posting, checking up ee work. Also Ellis Wright for 
on game and fish condi- —— cna : two months in cooperation 
tions, predatory animal con- Seana AOU nE eG ea LOCH LEVEN TRouT, with the Biological Survey 

: fe. a fe E B . eI >. 
trol, etc. The assignments 7.6 aw LaTE OCTOBER, MEASURED Ronee acne a aoe coe 
are as follows: TEN AND THREE-FOURTHS POUNDS AFTER IT WAS DRESSED, - Mr. H. B. Birmingham, 

Miller Ammons, Silver !TS HIVE WEIGHT PROBABLY BEING MORE THAN 12 POUNDS. formerly a regular employe 
City; District No. 1, em- THERE ARE PLENTY OF BIG 'UNS IN THE RIO GRANDE AS MOST on investigation work, at 
pracinestievannthwest carier NEW MEXICO ANGLERS KNOW. his own request has been 

* of the state. : aes : given temporary assign- 
Hubert Hammond, Hot Springs; District No. 2, embracing ments only during the past six months. 

the Rio Grande Valley from Albuquerque to El Paso. : keen 
M. Stevenson, Roswell; District No. 3, embracing the south- J. Stokley Ligon, game specialist, was employed on 

es See crion including the Sacramento Mountains and the September 2 for a period of about seven months and has 

rey Baca, Taos; District No. 4, embracing the north pee oun a Tee eat See eee Leh 
centraleaection ing, etc. Mr. Ligon’s services are of extraordinary value 

Joy B. Bailey, Cuba; District No. 5, embracing the north- to the department, and we are indeed fortunate in having
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him with us even for a temporary assignment. Scaled Quail 
Paul Russell is continued in charge of the quail in- No. Location 

vestigation project at Tucumcari, which is being carried a uramneda ectuge pe ctualiliol County 
on in Cooperation with the University of New Mexico. 84 Tohces Pann Bernalillo aunty 

The personnel of the fish culture department has ui gonad Spting Berge, poet County 
been changed by closing of Eagle Creek and Chama hatch- an Acacia Refuge, Socorro County 

. . : . 74 J. F. Griffith Place, Chaves County 
eries with the consequent laying off of J. H. McMillan, 38 20 miles N. E. of Roswell, Chaves County 
S. S. Yoder, and the extra man formerly maintained at — 
Chama. We dispensed with the services of Franklin 299 Total 
Daniels at Jenks Cabin hatchery and employed T. M. 
Bryant to take his place. F Some Sill ; 

18 1 mile S. E. of Hondo Post Office, Lincoln County 

The present line up at the hatcheries is as follows: 18 South Caprock Refuge, Chaves County 

John P. Bengard, Superintendent of Hatcheries. 36 Total 

Lisboa Springs, Frank Bengard, foreman; M. M. Cor- Pheasants 
bell, helper: Arthur Graham, Geronimo Gonzales, truck driv- 10 Hondo Refuge, Chaves County 
ers, and Jose Maria Roybal, laborer; Manuel Quintana, extra 32 Goroniso Refuge, Bernalillo County 

helper. A pert Retiee e Bernall County 
T au ae age Farm, Guadalupe County nape Hatchery, M. U. Bray, foreman, and Ben Trujillo, 12 Hill Burrow Reet nin ‘County 

, 12 Dry Cimarron Refuge, Union County 
Jenks Cabin, M. E, Ault, foreman, and L. M. Bryant, 12 Hunker & LaRue Ranches, San Miguel County 

helper. oe 50 McNeill and Morris Farms, Valencia County 
Additional laborers have been employed as necessary. 1 Le Eddy County 

. K. Ogden’s Farm, Eddy County 
Policy of the Department 6 L. W. Arthur Ranch, Eddy County 

Th ai is pledeed cat 13 Higgins Ranch, Artesia, Eddy County 
@ game commission is pledged to an economical 42 CA. P, Ranch, Artesia, Eddy County 

and effective administration. Facilities for the produc- 12 Clark Lake, Artesia, Eddy County 
tion and rearing of more fish are being provided. In- 4 eo Hane e) ome fe Aare caunty ; 

$ ‘ * * * * an Gabriel Ranch, Alcalde, Rio Arriba County — — is being carried on, and game planting 13 6 miles N. E. of Dexter, Chaves County 

is being pushed as rapidly as possible. 20 5 miles below Picacho, Chaves County 
A vigorous campaign against predatory animals is 25 ¥% mile below Hondo P. O., Lincoln County 

in effect, and greater vigilance than ever before is being ie aoe suey load a Lincoln County 
kept to prevent violations. It is our policy to cooperate 43 4 ule. No Of Mesilla ee en Ana County 
with the forest service, biological survey, state and local 16 3 miles above Hatch, Dona Ana County 
game protective associations, and other organizations 16 4 miles north of Hatch, Dona Ana County 
wherever such cooperation is consistent with sound prin- 11 4 mile East of Reserve P. O., Catron County 
Cinlestate ene anin cent 57 5 miles above Virden on Gila River, Hidalgo County 

Pp gi 8! . 18 Gray’s Ranch, Hidalgo County 
G Planti 40 whee buts mvece distributed to interested parties at Taos to 
ame Planting e cared for ; i 

For the first time the department has transplanted a Chama Hatchery, Teed and Hall Ranches, Rio Arriba County 

beavers. Excess numbers of beaver along many of the 515 Total 
lower waters, particularly in Prairie Chickens 
irrigated districts, may BY RES EE Fe ; No. Location 
profitably be transplanted [Rays EO bo UR DS /P 504 ; ‘de> * 7 San Simon Refuge, Lea 
to higher mountain streams siete one PO IRAN Coots mt County 
where they are a great ben- BEY Slit at ay iin: Seas 7 Total 
efit to fishing waters. rae i Pah SR ae aes 

Also a few prairie chick- pee bes daa ; Bt ake a at 
ens were successfully trap- aaa snares es 6 i Cone emer goat 
ped and transplanted, and Pte age 6, Seca > 3 Sreety 3 Ellis Creek, Bernalillo 
now that a start has been Regegiaeid ae & 5 is County 
made it is planned to make [jae ee en wes™ eae = 
plantings in several suitable gas raya Waar ne acta! 
locations. ees Se tah ane wes: Predatory Animal Control 

More turkeys will be a A CE eS whe’ a During the summer 
transplanted, and an en- hs Mi ‘ es ee oe 7 months we have had only 
deavor will be made to se- me pee bags one regular hunter, W. A. 
cure some Mexican big - Pee Mullins, although others, 
horn sheep from the Hatch- an oS : particularly Homer Pickens 
. epee to put in the as did some work in that line 
andias. * and we employed some tem- 
Transplanting of quail * porary men on special as- 

is one of our major proj- PHOTO BY C. L, SINGLETON anes. On Deciee 15 
ects. i : A BLACK TAIL DOE AT A WATERING PLACE IN THE wuite Deputies Bailey, Baca, 

ios lone ae a et ee ee crass ease ees 
Reeees A ene Sead MENT OF GAME AND FISH. SHOOTING WITH A caMmna 1s as ete assigned to predatory 

! ie meiGai Planted UCH FUN AS SHOOTING WITH A GUN AND THE RESULTS aRE imal control work and we 
since July 1, 1931: MUCH MORE LASTING. employed A. J. Golden,
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who began work in November. The excessive snow fall (about 50 gallons per minute) and the difficulty or im- 
has been a very great detriment to this work and results possibility of developing an adequate additional supply 
are not entirely satisfactory. It should be borne in mind at this place, it became obvious that the hatchery was in- 
however that the game killing coyotes are very hard to capable of supplying the demand for that section of the 
get and that we are just breaking in some of the men on state. Hence, a site at Parkview was purchased for $2,- 

this work. 500.00 where we have 1,250 gallons of water per minute 
The total and classes of predators taken is here available and water rights approved. Chemical tests made 

shown: by the University of New Mexico show the water to be 
Lions, 4; coyotes, 63; bobcats, 30; foxes, 3; eagles, well adapted to fish raising. This site is much better lo- 

4; skunks, 19. cated climatically and geographically and has potentialities 
It is believed that the game department should own for almost unlimited development. No hatchery need be 

a good pack of lion dogs to be available for special work built here at present, but work on rearing ponds will be 
required anywhere in the state. There is no question but started early in the spring. 
that the number of game animals killed by lions, coyotes Jenks Cabin hatchery has continued to operate ef- 
and bobcats far exceeds the number killed legally and ficiently with no abnormal losses. Three new ponds were 
illegally by hunters, and until this drain is stopped we built here during the past fall, and four mules added to 
can’t hope to make much progress in restoration of game. the pack train. 
Our organization must be put into shape to take care of Taos hatchery has continued to give trouble. Eggs 
some of the predatory animal work right along. hatch well and young fish do fine in troughs in the hatch- 

ery, but throughout the summer the loss was excessive as 
Law Enforcement soon as fish were placed in the ponds. Water tests show 

A strenuous effort to prevent game law violations as a decided lack of oxygen and a high carbon dioxide con- 
well as to apprehend offenders has been made. The num- tent, both unfavorable to trout ctlture. It is planned to 
ber of cases prosecuted exceeds by 23 the number for the develop a better supply of water and a system of aeration 
corresponding period last year. It is gratifying to note if possible during the next six months in order to over- 
that 92 per cent of the cases have been successful. The come the excessive losses at this place. Work on the sup- 
following tabulation gives complete data on violations plementary ponds started in Taos Canyon has been su- 
and prosecutions : spended pending further experiments with the variable 

Classes of Violations and Record of Prosecution Mase ee itt ‘. f a pana ficient to 
: ; a site with springs for rearing ponds sufficient 

meiotic OSCE EEUU AS ae ncaa stock the Jemez Mountain streams was selected at the 

Vol. Depu- Seven Springs Ranger Station and water filing made and 
Paid ties and approved. This site is a National Forest Administrative 
BSG) aa piece site, and the U. S. Forest Service has gladly agreed to 

aan permit free use of the required area. Provided sufficient 
Hunting without license 4 a 7 funds are available work will be begun on the ponds in 

Hunting on Game Refuge 1 2 3 May or June. 
Hunting out of Season 5 8 13 Lisboa Springs hatchery has been running along in 
Fahne ae gies eae 3 ; y normal shape except that a few fish have been lost from 
Taking undersize fish 5 2 7 time to time due to overcrowding. To relieve this con- 
Fishing out of Season az 7 dition and to increase the production considerably, a well 
Illegal Possession 9 3 12 has been dug which, under test, produces over 350 gal- 
Use of Illegal Methods i 2 18 lons per minute, which is almost equal to the original 

‘unting on Posted Property 3 3 5 i ‘i = 
Non-residents with water supply. A pumping plant is now being installed 

resident license 3 3 to pump this water to the head of each battery of ponds. 
TOTAL PROSE- With the cheap electric power available this will un- 
Gene oF 2 oe doubtedly be an economic success through increased ca- 
(ae 8 ae 8 pacity with little additional overhead and labor costs. A 

Cases Pending 7 2 9 large earth pond with capacity for over a hundred thou- 
Jail sand 4 to 6 inch fish has been completed and is a valu- 

Fines and Fines Costs Sentences able addition to the pond room. 

Jail Sentences $1957.00 $488.90 60 days An option was taken on a rearing pond site at Glen- 

f wood in Catron County which would, when developed, 
Fish Culture serve a valuable purpose in stocking Black Canyon, Mim- 

Fish cultural activities have gone forward during the bres, Big Dry and Whitewater which are hard to plant 

past six months, and steps are being taken to increase the from Jenks Cabin or elsewhere. 

output and reduce the per thousand cost of production. Last autumn the same difficulty in removing young 

In fish culture, it is necessary to look to the ever increas- fish from the Dexter warm water hatchery was encoun- 

ing demands and make plans for constant expansion. tered as in 1930. Accordingly, the following improve- 

Eagle Creek hatchery has been closed after the plant- ments were made to remedy the matter : These improve- 

ing of all fish on hand in October. The reasons for clos- ments consisted of building an enclosed trap or basin 40 

ing this hatchery are the excessive cost of raising fish feet long and 30 feet wide enclosed with a wooden wall 

(approximately $75 per thousand) due to very limited of 2-inch by 8-inch planks nailed to 8-inch by 8-inch posts. 

capacity, and cold winter conditions. It is more eco- Along the top of the wall is a platform 3 feet wide. It 

nomical to rear fish at, and plant from, Lisboa Springs was necessary to deepen the pond in front of the trap 

Hatchery to stock the Sacramento Mountain streams. and the excavation was approximately 3 feet with 3 to 1 

Chama Hatchery was closed for the winter on No- side slopes; the bottom diameter is 76 feet. Both the 

vember 1 after planting about a half million trout of last trap and the pond were covered with 6 inches of gravel 

spring’s hatch. Owing to the insufficient water supply, and sand.
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These improvements will facilitate the handling of Fish in Ponds 
fish and eliminate the cause of losses sustained in the past [och Leyen 4 to 7 Gaches 50,000 
two years, X Rainbow 4 to 7 inches 75,000 

The total cost of construction, excavation, gravel, etc., io 
was $743.10. ee) 

Planting data, inventory of fish_on hand and eggs Grand total in ponds and hatchery _.__.._._.__.______. 302,000 
ordered and received is given in the following tables: 

Trout Eggs Ordered for 20th Fiscal Year 

FISH PLANTED JULY 1 TO DECEMBER 1, 1931 Source Price Number Variety 

(Alaska) $2.00 225,000 Chinook Salmon 
asnea oruee (eto) 225 155,000 Steel eHad 

Rainbow Loch Leven Black Spotted Steelhead ontana 00 1,000,000 Loch Leven 
Size No. Size No. Size Now Sie NG e 1. (Mass.) 2.00 1,000,000 Rainbow 

—. SS (Colorado) 1.50 500,000 Rainbow 
3 - 5 130,000 3 -5 58,600 1%-2% 165,000 114-3 60,000 413,600 (Montana) 2.00 200,000 Native 

Taos (Foter) 1.00 1,000,000 Rainbow 
6 -8 40,500 6 -8 6,500 140,000 (Foster) 1.00 500,000 Native 
1%- 3 93,000 (Colorado) 1.00 234,000 Brook 

cr Ces 
3 - 4 472,950 4 -5 71,750 4,814,000 TOTAL 

pastes 200 bea 060 Total value eee Oo ee! ar Ota nw) 
Eagle Creek Total paid on above to date 3,932.75 

1%- 5 66,890 2%-6 58,000 124,890 
Jenks Cabin (Gila) Balaniceistan: Uetebes) ee cnet ts Jon G2 .088 Be 

3-7 52,900 2%-7 11,150 64,100 i 
otal All) Hatcheries The following table shows the number of eggs re- 

856,540 206,000 213,000 12,000 1,287,540 ceived to date and the distribution: 

Total expenditures for fish propagation including im- moe Bornes Paes 
provements, purchase of Parkview site, etc., for the six Sy Native (cut throat) 
months was $27,458.74. The number of fish planted was 300/000 Rainbon ve 
1,287,540, or a cost of $21.32 per thousand 2 Peat 407,050, s 4 | . 155,000 Steelhead 

464,500 Loch Leven 

FISH ON HAND Taos Hatchery 

Sen st tne? 234,000 Brook eges 
Lisboa Springs Hatchery 340,000 Rainbow 

Fish in Troughs : Jenks Cabin Hatchery (Gila) 

Chinook Salmon 26 days old 225,000 195,500 Loch Leven 
Loch L 28 di Id 300,000 aa ; ieee 12 days old 265,000 TOTAL 2,314,000 (all of which are now hatched.) 

We expect to take from 1 to 2 million eggs probably in March, 
790,000 ? but not being sure just what we can take and what the quality 

Fish in Ponds will be, enough eggs were ordered to fill the absolute needs if 
our taking operation should fail. 

Loch Leven 4 to 6 inches 140,000 * a 
_ Rainbow 4 a 6 inches 220,000 Big Game Conditions 

Steelhead 2% inches 70,000 Big game conditions throughout the state are fairly 
Eee epochs a satisfactory, increases being reported in many areas par- 

445,000 ticularly in the northern part of the state, and sections of 
* ——— the Sacramento Mountains. In this latter locality and in 

Grand total in ponds and hatchery ___________. 1,235,000 other isolated cases, considerable damage to crops is re- 
ported being done by deer and antelope offering a rather 

peered ALCO serious problem. As a remedy, certain small bunches of 
Fish in Troughs does may have to be killed off. Other areas, notably in 

the Datil Mountains and in McKinley County, show a 
Bro a rou e cee od Fe decided decrease in deer population. Reports of exces- 

cea sive numbers of lions in many parts of the state are alarm- 
530,000 ing. 

Bish inePonds The measures taken to relieve the congested deer 
. : population in Black Canyon area accomplished the desired 

Hamboy af 4 dnclies tern results, with no more violation of law per hunter than 
Reus Trott 3 oo SS sae normally occurs during the big game season. Relieved of 

SAP ENS approximately 2,333 deer, this area should recover from 
240,000 over-browsing and a better and more normal herd of deer 

Grand total in ponds and hatchery 770,000 he restored. 

Bear have increased in almost all of their ranges, 
Jenks Cabin Hatchery whereas turkeys have shown increases in some areas, but 

Fish in Troughs decided shortages in others. This decrease generally may 
Tech teven 28 daysrold 177,000 be attributed to predatory animals and in some cases, par- 

ees rat ticularly in sections of the Sacramento Mountains, to 
177,000 illegal killing.
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The best data available indicates a big game kill as The November 16 to December 15 season on ducks 
follows: is entirely too late for the north half of the state. Many 

White Tail Bucks, 235; Mule Deer Bucks, 2178; lakes were frozen over by the time or very soon after 
Does at Black Canyon, 1846; Turkey, 426; Bear, 90; the season opened. For geese it worked out very well. 

Squirrel, 1526. , The big game season was satisfactory to some sec- 
Naturally, these figures are not complete since we tions of the state, but in general, the sentiment is that it 

have no way of checking upon all game killed. was too early. The weather was too warm in most parts. 
, There are many difficulties to be overcome in setting the 

Quail proper season and avoid conflict with Election Day and 
Generally speaking, the quail crop was satisfactory, Armistice Day. 

although owing to certain unusual feed and weather con- Bear season should open simultaneously with and ex- 
ditions in many areas, the tend beyond deer season in- 
birds were scattered on the stead of preceding it. 
hills and roughs and not 
concentrated a valleys as P votectors Who Shoots Financial Report 
usual, giving rise to reports The finances of the de- 

of shortages and disease By Weel HORN ADAY. ie ale have continued on 
which investigations proved a satisfactory basis. The re- 
unfounded. The excessive I once mixed with light-hearted sports ceipts for the half year have 
snowfall in the western and Who worshiped their gods out-of-doors exceeded by $1,199.59 the 
northwestern parts of the With shotguns and rifles of sorts, budget estimate, whereas 
state during November and And shells to suit all sorts of bores. the actual expenditures have 
December has, no doubt, S : been $8,066.88 less than the 
caused great losses in Santa Those sports played at fake “game protection, budget called for. This sav- 
Fe, Taos, Rio Arriba, San- A joke of those jolly young elves! | ing has been made in spite 
doval and McKinley coun- For “game laws” they had great affection; @Pihe tack that wernave nad 
ties. A considerable They ought to—they made them themselves! several large tnusual ex- 

amount of feeding has been They railed at the game-killing cat ; penditures, such as pur- 
done by the sportsmen and To the hoot-owl and hawk they were harsh, chase of four cars, advance 
the Game Department. And they always were ready to swat payment of trout eggs, im- 

i i Every farmer who dried up a marsh. provement of Dexter 
Migratory Bird Season : hatchery, purchase of Park- 
In conformity with the Those shooting “protectors” of game view hatchery site, etc. 

Federal regulation, the sea- Gayly slaughtered and slew through the years; Economies have been made 
son in New Mexico opened And now, while they're fixing the blame, wherever possible to take 
at noon, November 16, and Their solicitude moves me to tears. care of major projects. 
ended at sunset December ; Since last June the seven hs And they also share in my weeps Seve 
ne This supe Seon aie For fore shooting-grounds for “their” game, cars purchased for District 
See te ewiae a the feet Where the birds will assemble in heaps, ne pee 
SUES net OE fhe Watereoul But without any rights in the same. That i. tisabilesey Fle a 

had already gone south the I am moved by the wail of the shooter 8¢, the rate formerly paid, 
number of birds taken was For game that has been shot away; would amount to a little 
not heavy. I deplore the sad fate of the looter more than the cost of these 

The northeast quarter of Whose victims have vanished to stay. cars and all operating ex- 
the state reported large Q gs ath penses to December 31. 
number of geese and the Crt ee © pistaee ; re mM SH) a. from ies blind, Our balance on December 
Rio Grande Valley enjoyed Kill One id the Ot GE oe be 31 was $54,611.54. Receipts 
good duck hunting but in ie Be ot ee oe can find, a for the next four months 
general, the flight was de- ENOL COMES THY 201) ORCI Sasa TE: will be light, but May and 
cidedly.2lessisthan «they peer 1c ect soe Ta ee ee eine wenouldpe dna alast 
vious year. year and be about $18,000 

The attitude of most of the sportsmen was very for those two months. At the present time it appears 
commendable, many limited themselves to six ducks and likely that our receipts will not equal those of the nine- 
one goose per day and others refrained from hunting at all. _ teenth fiscal year, as January, February and March will fall 

It is a notable fact that fewer violations were reported 4 little short. 
this year and this is taken to indicate that in general there Some difficulty has been experienced in making col- 
was a determined effort on the part of the public to co- lections from license collectors promptly by the tenth of 
operate with the Department of Agriculture in its pro- each month, and a more business-like system will be fol- 
gram of restoration. lowed hereafter. 

Coa Pie eee Closer cooperation between the warden’s office and 

: é i 2 the superintendent of hatcheries and hatchery foremen 
The fishing seasons as now in effect seem to Be’ Satis ii] tye invedeet from Odeon: 

factory to the great majority of sportsmen. : 2 ‘ : 
The quail season of November 10 to December 10 The following tabulation gives a full statement of 

with an extension to December 31 in Grant, Luna and the status of the Department finances on December 31, 
Hidalgo counties met with pretty general approval, 1931:
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GENERAL SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES AS ration are essential. The game department must remem- 
COMPARED WITH THE BUDGET, JULY 1, 1931 ber that in the public it has an interested and seriously 

TO DECEMBER 31, 1931 concerned audience, an audience that has not had an op- 
EE ee ee  porttinitystorsee actualcconditions as:they existed) yPreda= 

Total Differences tory animals, particularly coyotes, should be kept under 
Actual ; control; an adequate supply of bucks should be assured ; 

Budget pre Plus Minus “and there should be no hesitancy in providing a small 
a refuge for the protection of a reserve supply of bucks 

Office Operation $ 9607.50 $ 9679.99 $ ¢ 72.49 should this be found necessary. We must not lose sight 
Game a Fish Protection 183000 uD pee) of ae fact a for a time at least, restoration of deer 
Game Propagation | 5.86 5 i i i 
Predatory Animal Control 5276.00 264.80 2581.20 ee Bel ea ee 2 Ss a a 
Fish Propagation 25855.00 27458.74 1603.74 ae , ie aay, ee Dow Dei Surplus 
Quail Investigations 750.00 740.56 9.44 of breeding bucks. It must also be taken into considera- 
Investigations—Other 1258.56 1258.56 tion that the new road into Black Canyon will insure 
Public Relations 2475.00 1564.90 910.10 more intensive hunting there in the future. 

$71648.50 $64781.21 $9802.08 $2934.79 : ee ue ae on the area is another angle from 

Net amount saved within the budget —_.__. $6867.29 ue the Black Canyon puzzle must be carefully cone 
sidered. No doubt the best interests of conservation would 

CASH SUMMARY be served by removing all domestic animals from the 
a ——— ‘higher timbered watersheds. In the opinion of. many of 

peers ee See us the time is at hand when this should be done. But 
_. there must be a clear distinction between timbered water- 

Balance 7-1-31 $ 21682.16 $ 2168216 $ sheds and valuable grass lands, a question clearly in- 
Receipts 7-1-31—12-31-31 96511.00  97710.59 1199.59 volved at Black Canyon. At the present time, as result 

“otal —Balance and Receipts $II6I996 $11930275 . uxaurlous growth of grass ver, ust of this anit of 
Dusuisemet Greece oe fi eee ee ee range. Deer eat little grass, especially in winter, other 

Balance Dee. 31, 1931 $ 46544.66 $ 54611.54 $8066.88 than the seeded heads. Reasonable utilization of this for- 
= age is not only economically profitable but also minimizes 

Conclusion a serious fire hazard. These matters all emphasize the 
In concluding this report, I wish to express my necessity for careful, consistent research work, and the 

appreciation for the cooperation and assistance rendered Black Canyon area offers a key location on which to begin. 
by the State Game Protective Association and the various It is quite probable that there was a considerable 
local chapters, the U. S. Forest Service and Biological drift of deer from the “doe area” about upper Tom Moore 
Survey. 7 . Canyon into the higher timbered country to the eastward. 

Also, much credit is due the entire field and office These and other deer will no doubt reurn, in which case 

force for their untiring efforts on behalf of the Game there may still occur overstocking of this badly affected 
Department in its endeavors for the good cause of con- part of the unit. Here effort was made to trap some of 
servation. the deer, and, since considerable expense has been incur- 

—-©-e=—_ red by the forest service and game department in this 
connection, and breeding deer are badly needed in other 

What Really Happened sections, some deer ae be moved a advantage. Such 
° work, however, should not be contemplated until late 
in ‘Black Canyon winter or early spring. 

(Continued from page 23) —=p- ©: aa=—__ 

and we found no wounded animals; nor did we see any ° \ 

motherless fawns. In fact, no live deer were seen on She Big Game Hunting Season 
the area by Mr. Birmingham or myself, however, we ; 

did see some fresh signs, and others reported seeing (Continued from page 28) 

deer. Apparently a greater percentage of the kill WwaS for this reason, a season opening in advance of election, will result 
salvaged than is ordinarily true during a normal hunting in the northern area, regardless of dates for the southern area. 

ae iecto the chest dime all tamer oat We ae Aas wee Ue 
We should not now Derae false, conclusions to oe opeuine day, regardless of the duration of the season. This is 

danger the necessary restorative activities for which the hardly consistent with facts in other states, since many states of 
extreme measures were taken at Black Canyon; the way the west and southwest have thirty day seasons (including our 
has merely been prepared for adjustment by means of the _ sister state, Arizona) that seem to be satisfactory. ; 
necessary deer forage and a healthy, normal deer herd. ave poblertio® Hus) discussion! 1s/ not: to) have iapertstea diate, 

a = gard their better judgment in regard to open seasons; but to ac 
Too rapid restocking of deer and cattle could even now quaint them with the various factors which must be taken into 
easily defeat the purposes sought. Increase of deer, or consideration in setting the hunting seasons. Since the question 
cattle, on the area should be in ratio fe heat stabilized ee iY paatouiatle Seer oe jl peace fe 
browse restoration; in fact the oak-mahogany restoration well as a wide range of conflicting personal opinion, careful thoug! 
must precede restocking. In cooperation with the forest es ane. He subi ee eee 
service, the game department should keep a close check A great majority of our big game is located on our National 
on the area and put into practice here an effective system forests, and, in its administration, the welfare of the forest and 

Oi aaee and Spine Taabee mer ie, ae Sai out ca es nese eee er in salemer 
The restoration, of deer on this “shot-out eae agement, should have a voice in the final setting of the big game 

take place more rapidly than some of us may anticipate ; season. To decide upon and consistently maintain a well-timed 
but even so proper safeguards to insure the desired resto- season, will greatly simplify big game administration.
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I spent four days (July 1i~14) with Paul Russell at his head- 
quarters near Tucumeari, New Mexico, where the U. & B. P. I. Dey Land 

Agriculture Experiment Station has generously afforded him quarters. 
Russell has headquartered at Tucumcari since last fall. 

I also visited Dr. ¥. Castetter of the Zoology Departaent, 
University of New Mexico, who has charge of the work, at his office in 
Albuquerque. 

Fenet ttc Malctay tos sateas pass at's toad Deke tone ty uding the eattle ranges of the vast plains under 
varying intensities of grazing; the dry land agriculture farms and the 
experiment station; irrigated agricultural lands; the seni-wooded 

badlanda or breaks between the plains and mesas and the cap~-rock 
agricultural wheat and corn lands on top of the mesas, These habitats 

are typical of large areas in New Mexico. 

Cooperation of the Experinent Station Steff. Mr. D. R. Burnham, Supt. 
of the Experiment Station, een nterested in game and is disposed 
t© put into effect any management measures which are canpatible with 
the objectives of the station. Mr. Burnham maintains a emall aviary 
of exotic game birds (Hungarian partridge, Gembel quail, Wild Turkeys, 
Pheasants, Peafowl, ete.) and there will no doubt be opportunities for 
keeping Sealed Quail in captivity for various experiments. 

ee enh nas Russell trapped or netted and banded over three 
Sealed quail last winter. This is the first wholesale banding 

of an upland game bird by any of the research investigators with whom 
the Survey has been cooperating in the last two years, with the 
exception of Sehmidt, in Wisconsin, whe banded a hundred Sharp~tailed 
Grouse. Russell has a natural aptitude for trapping and has set a 
g°al of a thousand birds for the caning season. The modified fyke net 
in coubination with driving has proved particularly successful. 

Russell has recaptured banded Sealed quail over a half mile 
distant from the place of banding. 

A Gembel Quail (exotic at Tucumcari) wap released at the 
Uxperiment Station in early Mereh and was discovered three weeks later 
at a ranch three and one half miles distant. The release was made by 
Mr. Burnham.



Nest Studies. In spite of very diligent work this sumer, Russell 
found only five Sealed quail nests, mostly in the dry farming area. 
Inspection of the region proved to me, however, that the chances 
of finding ts on the Tucunsari plains are poorer than én any 
upland py ve Pla I have worked over, except that of Ruffed 
Grouse. There are tremendous areas of ideal nesting cover, 
stretching away with very little difference in topography, 
drainage, vegetation or other helpful features and with few 
fences or other landmarks. It seems probable that next season's 
work will need be concentrated in the semi-agricultural seation 
and that rewards may need to be used more extensively. The location 
of Sealed quail nests near Tucumcari appears to me to be several 
times more difficult than the same activity near Tucson. 

AU gah ke ales Russell has collected about a doven birds for 
examination. though he has wade preliminary examinations and 
wishes to continue them, he would like to submit future material 
to the Washington office for examination, We plans to take a 
considerable series. 

i ~tatatots. Cooper's Hawks were abundant near the Tucumeari station 
t winter and were seen harassing Scaled Quail. Russell noted 

on several occasions that Cooper's Hawks kept quail from feeding 
naturally, i 

Since there is a considerable hawk population in the vicinity, 
especially in winter, and since field identification of then has 
thus far proved rather difficult, Russell expects to take specimens 

i of the several species and to build up a reference collection of 
skins. He wishes to submit unidentified hawks to the Survey for 
identification. 

inter Habite. Russell notes a tendency of the Sealed quail near 
Tucuucari to draw in to the ranches during the winter, probably both 
for food and cover. last winter a thousand or more birds inhabited 
the grounds of the Experiment Station and many were to be seen 
‘about the plented conifers, deciduous trees, bushes and buildings. 

A 19-inch snowfall was recorded last winter during one storm. 
Many Sealed (uail were entirely drifted over by the snow but, 
fortunately, tomperatures were relatively high. Had severe cold 
set in, Russell believes there would have been a terrific lose of 
birds. Quail were noted to be more or less helpless during and 
after the storm, their plumage badly wet down, making flying 
impossible and running very difficult. Many sat in the trees about 
the station buildings, the only dry and safe place. 

all



ae Russell has found two management measures wich 
nge The first has to do with thweshing refuse (or 

“pumice” as it is locally ealled) fran milo maize. He finds that 
quail like milo maige, although they apparently prefer weed seeds 
if obtainable. The refuse from threshing is sonetimes spread upon 
the fields to prevent wind erosion of the soil. He finds that show 
melts repidly fron the dark refuse and that quail flock to the spot 
to feed. While soue work needs to be done on the weed control 
aspect of this practice, wind blowing of soil is so large a problem 
in the Tucumeari section that the practice would seem to have 
agricultural justification. It certainly is worth following up. 

The second measure relates to cover. Some time ago Mr. 
Burnham, Gupt. of the Station, had several dead trees cut down and 
instead of burning them up or cutting then into wood, he had then 
hauled out about o half mile from the buildings for game cover. 
He and Russell report that the tops were frequented by Sealed cuail 
in the winter and spring and I personally saw an aggregation of 
probably four or five broods of young Scaled quail, totalling over 
sixty individuals, using &he brush for shade and shelter in July. 

Rabbits also make a good deal of use of the dead trees, The 
alacrity with whieh this cover was discovered and utilized by 
Sealed Quail, and the aimost year-round use made of it, suggesta 
the possibility of valuable oxperiments with various cover combina~ 
tions. 

Senerad Comments ‘The New biexico Sealed Quail Investigation is at a 
eonei disadvantage in being more or less out of contact 
with other workers in game research. Geme literature and personal 
correspondence with other investigators will be of assistance in 
overcoming this handicap. 

The Investigation is supported financially by the New Mexico 
Game Commission, end is administered by the University. The funds 
are very limited, however, ($1200.00 annually 7) and the work must 
be Gorrespondingly modest. in my opinion the New Mexico Investiga- 
tion merits any financial support that outside agencies interested 
in research work can extend. 

Signed: Wallece B. Grange.



I apent four days (July 11-1) with Paul Russell at his headquarters 
f near Tucumcari, New Mexico, where the U. $. B. P. I. Dry Lani Agricultural 

Experiment Station has cenerously afforied him quarters. Russell has 
headquartered at Tucumeari since last fall. 

I also visited Dr. F. Castetter of the Zoology Department, University 
of New Mexico, who has charge of the work, at his office in Albuquerque. 

Be RET Dacia Presents am cnpertantty to siaty seelet yall & 
wiing the cattle ranges of the vast plains uier 

varying intensities of grazing; the dry land agriculture farms ani the 
experinent station; irrigated agricultural lands; the semi~vooded badlands 
or breaks between the plains ant megas and the enp-rock agricultural wheat 
ani corn lanis on top of the mesas. ‘These habitats are typical of large 
areas in New Mexico. 

Ss aries of the Experiment Station, is keenly interested in game ani is disposed 
to put into effect any monazement moasures which are commatible with 
the objectives of the station. Mr. Burnham maintains a ell aviary of 
exotic game biries (Hungarian partridce, Gaubel Quail, Wild Turkeys, Pheasants, 
Peafowl, ete.) ani there will no doubt be opportunities for lmeping Sealed 
Quail in captivity for various experiments. 

Pantin ner Ncae Russell trapped or necte! ani banied over three Imnired 
ed last winter. ‘This is the first wholesale banling of an upland 

; game bird by any of the research investigators with whom the Survey has 
been cooperzting in the last two years, with the exeention of Schmidt, in 
Wisconsin, who banded a Imnire? Sharp-tafled Grouse. Russell has a natural 
optitute for trapping ani has set a goal of a thousan! birds for the coming 
season. The modified fyke not in combination with driving has proved 

particularly successful. 

Russell has recaptured banied Sealed Quail over a half mile distant 
from the place of banling. * 

A Gembel Quail (emtic at Tucumeari) was released at the Mxperiment 
Station in early March ani was discovered. three weelcs later at a ranch 
three ani one half miles distant. ‘The release was mate by Mr. Burnham. 

Tagine Inmite of very diligent work this summer, Rassell found 
five Scaled Quail nests, mostly in the dry farming area. Inspection 

of the recion proved to me, however, that the chances of finiing neste on the 
Tacuncari plains are poorer than in any uplam! game habitat I have worked 
over, except that of Ruffed Grouse. There are tremenlous areas of ideal 
nesting cover, stretching amy with very little difference in toposraphy, 
drainace, vegetation or other helpfol features an! with few fences or other i 
lantmarks. It seems probable that noxt season's worl will need be concentrated
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in the seni-agricultural section an’ that remris may need to be used 

more extensively. The location of Scaled Quail nests near Tucumcari 

appears to me to be several times more difficult than the same activity 

near Tucsone 

Hoo Thptte Biri Russell has collected about a dozen birds for 
examination. thouch he has made prelimimary exwainations ani wishes 

to contime them, he would like to submit future meterial to the 

Washington office for exutination. He plans to take a considerable series. 

Projators. Cooper's Hanics were abundant near the Tucumcari atation last 

winter ani were seen harassing Scaled Quail. Russell notei on several 

occasions that Cooper's Hance kept quail from feeding naturally. 

Since there ts considerable havic population in the vininity, 

especially in winter, and since field ifentification of then has thus 

far proved rather difficult, Russell expects to tale specimens of the 

several species ani to mild up a reference collection of slcins. He wishes 

to subnit unidentified hawks to the Survey for identification. 

aban bt Rugsell notes a tentency of the Scaled Quafl near Tucumcari 

@raw in to the ranches @uring the winter, probably both for food and 

cover. last winter a thousan’ or more birds inhabite’ the grounds of 

the Experiment Station ani many were to be seen about the planted coniferas 

deciduous trees, bushes an? bulldingse : 

A 19-inch snowfall was recoried last winter during one storm. 

Many Sealed Quail were entirely drifted over by the snow tut fortunetely 

hey sey algae = op gp Had severe cold set in, Russell 

believes there would have been a terrific loss of biris. Quail were noted 

to be more or less helpless turing an! after the stom, their plumage 

badly wet dom, meking flying impossible amt ruming very (difficult. 

Many sat in the trees about the station baildinzs, the only dry ani safe 

placee 

Manazenent Meagurege Russell has foun? two management meagures th ich 

lool: promising. ‘he first has to do with threshing refuce (or "pumice" 
as it is locally called) from milo maize. We finis that quafl like milo 

maize, although they apparently prefer weed seeds 1f obtainable. The 

refuse from threshing is sometimes spread upon the fields to prevent wind 

erosion of the soil. He finis that snow melts rapidly from the dari 

refuge ani that quail flock to the spot to feed. while some worl: needs 

to be done on the weed control aspect of this practice, win! blowing of soil 

49 90 large a problem in the Taeumeari section that the practice would seem 

to have ngricultural justification. It certainly ic wrth following up. 

The secon’ meamure relates to cover. Some time ago Mr. Burnham, 

Supt. of the Station, had several dead trees cut dom anf instead of burning 

then up or cutting thea into woot, he had then hanled out about a half mile 

from the buildines for game cover. He on? Russell report that the tops were
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frequented by Sealed Quafl in the winter an’ spring ani I personally saw 

an ageresation of probably four or five broois of young Sealed Quail, 
totalling over sixty inlividuals, using the brash for side ani shelter in 
July. Rabbits also mde a good deal of use of the dead trees. ‘The 

alaerity with which this cover was discovere! ani utilized by Sealed Quail 
ani the olmost yeer-roun! use mate of it, mgzests the possibility of 

valuable experiments with various cover combinations. 

General Comnentge The New Mexico Sealed Quail Investigation is at a 

considerable disadvantace in being more or less out of contact with other 

workers in game research. Game literature anil personal correspondence with 

| other investigators will be of assistance in overcoming this han‘icap. 

The Investigation is supported financially by the New Mexico Gane 
Commission, ani is atministere? by the University. ‘he fimis are very 

Limite’ however ($1,200 anmally ?) ani the work mst be corresponiingly 
modeste In my opinion the New Mexico Investigatiomerits any financial 

support that outside agencies interested in research work can extent. 

: _ Signed: Nallace B. Grange ; 

| 
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PURPOSES OF THE NEW BOARD 

Believing that the time has come for the organization to begin rendering to the 

Conservation cause something more than merely moral support, the New Mexico 

Game Protective Association at a convention of delegates from the various local 

Associations held in April, decided to embark upon a quite ambitious program of 

research and educational work independent from that engaged in by the State Game 

and Fish Department. 

The reasons for this independent status are several, chief among them being 

that the Association, being in no way connected with the political administration of 

the State, is in a position to carry on an uninterrupted program, the results of 

which should go far toward stabilizing the policies of the Game Department regard- 

less of changes in its personnel, The trouble in the past has been—as it always will 

be so long as the Department is subject to the tides of political fortune—that new 

administrations have been prone to ignore the policies of their predecessors in office, 

and while most of them would doubtless gladly listen to the advice of the organized 

sportsmen the Association has not been in a position to instantly offer a coherent 

program, based upon actual experience and the results of scientific research. 

The whole idea is to furnish a balance wheel for wild-life management which 

will neutralize the effects of constant change, and keep administration of the re- 

source moving forward in a straight line as nearly as may be. The sportsmen are 

spending a large sum of money annually for wild-life administration, under a sys- 

tem which they are powerless to control by any legal means, and good business prac- 

tice would dictate that they invest a further small amount in maintaining a service 

designed to assure that the money spent during one administration will not be 

largely wasted through the desire of the new corps of officials to build according to 

an entirely new plan. Other groups of people with a common interest, such as 

the organized taxpayers, labor, highway associations, and various industries have 

long since met the problem in just this way; the organized sportsmen are merely 

following, a little belatedly to be sure, in a well-beaten and proven path. 

Then too, while the Game Department is interested chiefly in the sporting 

angles of conservation—and properly so since practically its entire support comes 

from hunters and fishermen—the field of conservation as it is understood by this 

Association goes farther than that and embraces all those elements which go toward 

making up the great outdoors. The presence of song birds and wild flowers may 

not contribute to the quality of the fishing in a stream or the shooting in a covert, 

but they certainly add immeasurably to the joys of hunting and fishing, whether we 

have ever stopped to consider the matter or not. And they have a tremendous 

appeal for thousands of people who never hunt or fish at all, but who love the out- 

of-doors none the less.



THE PROGRAM 

This new program will be carried out under the direction of a Board of 
Research and Education, to which has been appointed the following distinguished 
citizens and conservationists : 

Judge Orie L. Phillips, of the Federal Circuit Court of Appeals, and past 
president of the New Mexico Game Protective Association. 

Ernest Thompson Seton, internationally known naturalist and author on con- 
servation and kindred subjects; lecturer, organizer, and teacher; founder of 

t the Woodcraft League of America. 
Dr. R. Fred Pettit, naturalist, big game hunter, member of the National Game 

Policy Committee of the American Game Protective Association, member of 
the Conservation Advisory Board of Outdoor Life and of the Gold Medal 
Award Committee for meritorious service in the conservation field. Past 
President of the Albuquerque Game Protective Association. 

Colonel Clyde Earl Ely, newspaper man, sportsman, and conservationist. 
Chas. C. Lee, one of the early leaders in the conservation movement in New 

Mexico, past president of the Dona Ana County Game Protective Associa- 
tion, and at present First Vice-President of the New Mexico Game Pro- 
tective Association. 

This Board has in turn appointed Mr. E. L. Perry, for the past five years the 
executive officer of the State Game and Fish Department as its Executive Secretary. 
While it is impossible in this limited space to set forth in detail the Board’s pro- 
gram, its essentials are: 

1. To carry on such wild-life research projects as it may find to be necessary, 
to the formulation of proper management plans, and which are not being. investi- 
gated by the Game Department. First among these will be the finishing up and 
publication of a biological survey of the fishing waters of the State upon which Mr. 
Perry was working at the time of his retirement from the Game Department. A 
very large proportion of the sportsmen’s money is being devoted to the maintenance 
of fishing, much of which is doubtless being wasted because of a lack of accurate 
knowledge regarding the carring capacities of the various waters, species of fish to 
which they are best adapted, etc. The survey will also indicate remedial measures 
for the sub-normal conditions which exist in many of our waters; in short it will 
set forth a plan designed to develop the fishing waters—scant enough at best in 
New Mexico—to their maximum possible production of fish. 

2. To carry on an educational program designed to impart a knowledge of 
sound conservation principles and a spirit of clean sportsmanship to both adults and 
children. In addition to the conventional educational mediums, the Board hopes to 
be able in time to produce a series of text books on conservation for use in the 
schools, a project with which the principal educators of the State are in sympathy. 

3. To increase the membership of the Game Protective Association, and weld 
it into an active, militant unit for the purpose of combating those influences which



seek to exploit the sportsmen and the wild-life resource for selfish ends. A monthly 
publication devoted solely to the interests of the sportsman, conservationist, and 
nature lover will be published by the Board as the official organ of the Association, 
and sent to all members without further cost. 

4. To develop among sportsmen an understanding of, and acquiesence in, the 
principles laid down by the new National Game Policy recently adopted by the 
American Game Conference, which advances the theory that game is a land crop 
competing with other crops both animal and vegetable, and dependent for existence 
solely upon the will of the land owner; that game laws are without effect in main- 
taining a game supply in the absence of suitable food and cover and that the 
sportsman must get together with the landowner in a production program. 

5. To advise and cooperate with the State Game and Fish Department, pro- 
ceeding upon the theory that formulating policies is a matter of mutual responsi- 
bility, and of mutual privilege; that the Board must rely upon the Department for 
the practical application of its findings in the research field, and that the Depart- 
ment owes its first allegiance to the sportsmen, whom the Board represents. 

FINANCING THE PLAN 

Obviously the work outlined in this program cannot be carried on without 
funds, and while theoretically the proper way to raise the money would be to arbi- 
trarily increase the dues of all members of the Association, that plan is not con- 
sidered feasible at the present time. The Association numbers among its members 
a great many people who could really not afford to belong to it if the dues were 
higher, but who are never the less very real sportsmen and conservationists and 
who are entitled to a voice in the councils of the organized sportsmen. 

The plan adopted by the convention is to finance the program by endowments 
from those of us who are able and sufficiently interested in the work to support 
it, and who are acceptable to the Board as donors. Stich supporters will be recog- 
nized by election to the Board as Honorary Members, and a number of Honorary 
Membership classes have been arranged. 

This announcement and the enclosed application card constitute an invitation 
to you to join in this work, and to select a membership class as high as you feel 
that you can afford. 

Thinking people throughout the State realize that our out-door attractions rep- 
resent one of the most important assets which New Mexico possesses, both from 
the aesthetic and economic viewpoints, and one which has received far too little con- 
sideration at the hands of those of us who benefit most from it. We believe that 
the time has come when we must begin to redeem our obligations in this direction, 
and it is our sincere conviction that the plan outlined here will result in more con- 
crete benefits for the outdoors resource than anything that has ever been attempted 
in the past. 

FRED SHERMAN, President, 
New Mexico Game Protective Association. 
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Extract J Mi 1931, p. . : 

"On the evening of the same day, an Acoma Indian named Flaming Arrow was _ i 
visiting me. He told me his people had a hunting song in which they extollel 
the three great hunters--first, the Mountain Lion} second, the, Zazle; and 

- third, the Ho-Ho-an or Ko-Ko-an. He did not know the white man's name for : 
the last; but said it was as big as a dog, somewhat like a small bear, but it 

Taine had a bushy tail. Its coat wags rough, its feet black, and its back nearly 

white. It was terribly fierce. : ; 

: "Then from his medicine bag, he produced a carving, a small effigy of the 
cresture's head. It was an excellent likeness, and there can be no doubt 
that the K0-Ko-an is the Wolverine... The Indian said it was formerly found 

. 4n all these mountains, but had disappeared. None of the present generation 
: had seen one. } ) , eis : 

"This extends the Primitive range of the species considerably to the } 
southward," : : : 

Ernest Thompson Seton, Santa Fe, N. N.
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‘ Heavy Predatory Animal Infestation on 250 Miles in New Mexico.—-John C, Gatlin, leader | 
of predatory-animal and rodent control in New Mexico, reports that on a range near Alma, N. | 
Mex., on which there had been little hunting for two years, 15 mountain lions and 1 wolf have | 

we been taken in the last 30 day: 7 of the lions by Bureau hunters and the remainder by private | i 

cQM(* hunters. These were removed fro small range, 25 miles long by 10 miles wide, and the | ~ 
° WoF. 4% oe Be 1s a c #311 * od 1 + e aol W. fe ae Mf 

time you can send us a hunter, and will be glad to help him locate the remaining lions and | 

two wolves that we know are on the range at the present time." } 
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ae oa 3 Pe eae A drag-line crossing the 
eee ee eee Peale - Rio Grande under 

es ea its own power, with 
Paes the aid of short pontoons 

Lacie Falls and Minidoka recla- the Spaniards under Coronado in 
mation projects in Idaho, tecently A ten million dollar job is 1540, the Indians already had it under 
described in the pages of this maga- HOD der SUA PHD Sone bes? irrigation. 
zine, are opening up for cultivation . wy) Organization was completed in 1925 

thousands of acres of arid or flooded to reclaim thousands of acres and in April, 1926, Mr. J. L. Burk- 
land in the Northwest. Now another of tillable land holder, who for many years was in 
region has its turn, for with the com- charge of reclamation and irrigation 
pletion of the Middle Rio Grande ® work for the U. S. Bureau of Reclama- 
conservancy system of New Mexico, tion, was employed as chief engineer. 

vast areas along the Rio Grande will By J. D. HOLMES After four years of preliminary sur- 

be made available for farming. This AND veys, actual construction work was 
ten million dollar flood control, drain- W. A. SEYFFERT started in March, 1930, and, as this 

age and irrigation project is the largest Sine is written, sixteen per cent of it has 
engineering job of its kind now under been completed. 

bia eee oe The primary object of the project is 
hee ora See niet eas flood control, but irrigation and drain- 

CM ee oe : ; r ae age are so closely correlated with it 
The district included in the project 2 3 

: F a that one without the other would 
extends for one hundred and fifty miles - h qed A 
along the Rio Grande about fifty aye PO pom Geer na oe pa cela 

miles north and one hundred miles 7 Opera en : 

south of Albuquerque, the state's a __ That floods should occur in such a 
metropolis. It embraces one-seyenth ol land of little rain” seems a paradox, 

of New Mexico’s population and one- i but they do—and frequently. Often, 

fifth of its wealth. 4 after a summer shower in the hills, an 

The land to be reclaimed is prob- innocent dry wash or “‘arroyo’’ be- 

ably the oldest irrigated area in the we ? Ae comes a faging totrent of brown, 

United States. When the valley of jy Lieuuinee cute erates dirty, rushing water. Such arroyo 
the Rio Grande was discovered by of the conservancy project floods leave vast quantities of silt and 

Pace Eveven
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A drag-line at work building 2 
flood protection levee with meterial BR 

teken from a drainage ditch | S 

| SEX ag 

atthe iS Sa : i . i Se 7 DS. Sa ihe hy! ee 
sand in the Rio Grande and tend to Se NS, ike sd SQ i a. 

raise the level of its bed. eas ee tk 3 es os 
This accumulation in the river bed (9 a a i Se ae 

was becoming serious. Cities, towns, | : ee i ce ms ne Saas nc meal) 
; F x * 2 oe ss railroads and farm lands were ; Be eng aa = a 

damaged. Albuquerque, with 27,000 sesh a Pe mame es 4 
inhabitants, was menaced annually. Fines Bo oh ‘ i Te os ie x Sts 
It was realized that if the vast amount Fed Om % Bee \ 

of property within the area was to be alee aise : 
protected, and if the agricultural 

lands were to be drained, some action the floods alone. Seepage is depleting top is made. Thus both operations are 
had to be taken. For such acondition the amount of irrigation water for done at the expense of one. 
creates a definite flood menace, and it the few acres that remain under Sixteen drag-line excavators are 
also waterlogs the lands of the rich cultivation. used in this work, and nearly one 
valley so that they are unfit for Work now under way consists of million cubic yards of earth is moved 
cultivation. excavating drainageditchesandbuild- each month. More than five million 

Each year the farming area has ing riverside levees. These levees are cubic yards of earth has already been 
gradually become smaller, untiltoday ten feet high, ten feet across the top moved, and twenty million more will 
less than 40,000 acres of the 125,000 and fifty feet at the base. When earth _ be banked up before the job is finished. 
once subject to irrigation and culti- is piled up for them, a drainage ditch The flood control and drainage 
vation are tillable. But this water- eight feet deep, sixteen feet wide at system will consist of approximately 
burdened land is not the result of the bottom and forty feet wide at the four hundred miles of drainage ditches 
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cai Qe ne el ae eee the Rio Chama. 
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"ea WANS er Si lig a a at a yee ey ee 
RE iy a He Te PR RG). ty A ere NC Se in the Rio Grande district 
PRN eS nee v ade ha ae oe shia “ie around Albuquerque before 
ee a ge 7) drainage was started 

: 4 The remainder of the cost of the 

a pines Ce ees ee project is met through taxation on 
Bay eel = 1 Sis ser property within the district. A con- 
aa servancy tax is assessed against prop- 
en et : erty in proportion to the amount of 

nb OE benefit derived. Bonds are issued and 
ai retired through it. These bonds run 

for a period of forty-five years, which 
gives the taxpayers easy terms, and 
with $67,000,000 of taxable property 
within the district, the bondholders 
have the utmost security. There are 
35,000 landowners in the valley at 

and riverside levees. About ninety- used in its construction. The cost will present. Their holdings have been 

eight miles of ditch and levee have be approximately $1,600,000. decreasing in value, naturally, but 

already been constructed. Four diversion dams will be built with drainage, irrigation and flood 

The irrigation system will have five across the Rio Grande at about equal control established, the land will be 
hundred and ten miles of canals and distances apart so as to divert water worth much more. 

laterals, and when finished will be into the main irrigation canals. When the project is completed, one 

capable of carrying water to within a IncludedinthedistrictaresixIndian of the richest valleys in the South- 

half mile of every piece of agricultural pueblos with a population of 5,000 west will have been reclaimed and 

land in the district. and a land ownership of 23,000 acres, protected against floods, and 125,000 

South of Albuquerque the river is 8,000 of which are irrigated. As the acres of land will be available for 

usually dry for a period of about forty Indians are wards of the Government _ irrigation. ‘ 

days during the summer months when and are not subject to taxation, it was Du Pont explosives are playing an 

irrigation water is most needed. This necessary for Congress to appropriate important part in this work—clear- 

results in partial and sometimes total funds to take care of the work on ing stumps and trees from ditch right 
crop failures. their lands. So $1,593,311 was set of ways, blasting across concrete 

In order to insure a plentiful supply aside and the Secretary of the Interior highways or blowing out rock where 
throughout this period and to care entered into a contract with the con- the ditch line touches the point of a 

for flood waters during the spring, a servancy district. rocky hill. 
dam will be constructed on the Rio 
Chama, one of the principal tribu- gee. 4 j ; Seated ai 

taries of the Rio Grande. Known as uo Co eas na 

El Vado, this dam will be built in a ae ae 

natrow canyon of the river and in the ci 

mountainous section of Rio Arriba oe 

County.It will be 1,400 feet long, 175 " a 

feet high, and 600 feet wide at the a 

base. When completed, it will im- et 

pound 200,000 acre feet of water. 
More than 2,000,000 pounds of steel 

and 170,000 sacks of cement will be 

The same place, a few months later. 
Flooded land has been converted 

into a fertile field, ready 
for cultivation. Note the 

bank of the ditch in 
the background 
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G, P. A. SESSION OPENS 

Sherman and Perry Speak 
at State Convention 

Amicable settlement of the con- 
troversy over fishing on _ private 
Jands on the upper Pecos river is 
certain, Fred Sherman, president 

of the ‘State Game Protective as- 
sociation, told the annual conyen- 
tion of that organization at the 
Franciscan hotel Monday morning. 

A conference on the Pecos Sat- 
urday between Mr. Sherman, State 

Warden E. L. Perry and land own- 
ers renresenting more than 15 
miles of stream running thru pri- 
vate land resulted in agreement on 
an easement for fishing, Mr. Sher- 
man said. 

The convention opened Monday 
morning with approximately 140 

delegates representing local associ- 
ations all over the state in attend- 
ance. More were expected to ar- 
rive during the day. It will last 
thru. Tuesday morning, possibly 

later in the day. 
Mayor Clyde Tingley welcomed 

the delegates. 
HE. L. Perry, state game warden, 

also addressed the morning ses- 
sion. 

Probably the major accomplish- 
ment of the year was the securing 

of a federal fish hatchery to be 
located in the state Mr, Sherman 
said. 

The major activity of the as- 

sociation for the coming year and 

until enacted into law should be 
an effort te obtain full regulatory 
powers by the state game commis- 
sion, Mr. Sherman said. 

Objectives 

He recommended adaption of a 

numbe> of objectives, for, tary igm~ 
ing year. Tey include: _ y 

Uniform fiscal year, for locals 
| from Sept. 1 to Aug.. 31 to. cor- 

respond with the state association. 
Continual effort to increase 

membership of locals and interest 

in game matters. 
A press bureau to furnish pub; 

Heity thruout the state. 
A pledge from all locals to send 

one or more delegates to support 
the game program in the next leg- 

islature. 1 
Appointment of a committee to 

confer with the nominees, of the 
two dominant parties and secure 
if possible their pledge to the 
game program. a 

Appointment of a law commit- 
tee to advise with a committee of 
locals on needed game legislation. 

Impression upon the public at 
all times of the fact that the game 
department is supported by money 

contributed alone by sportsmen of 
the state and that these funds are 
not public funds. 

‘ Attendance 
Mr. Sherman expressed gratifi- 

cation at attendance at the con- 
vention, the largest ever recorded. 

, There are 188 delegates repre- 
senting 18 locals, he said. In 

1928, there were attending the 
convention 56 delegates represent- 
ing 17 associations and last year 

(Continued on Page Three)



MORE ABOUT, |/STATE GAME POLICY IS MANY 
. 

14 4 P A REFUGES SAYS PERRY ; NUMBER) 
° ee To Be HAS DOUBLED*IN FOUR YEARS 

Continued from Page One TACT Ken eA OR A J 
i . : By Tribune Capital Bureau fuges and the federal government 

Santa Fe, Aug. 30.—Game re-|five.. The refuges range in size 
be ee representing 14 48-| ¢15¢s5'in the state have more than ee 100 acres for bird sanctua- 

u _| doubled within the last four years | ries, to 50,000 acres for big game. 
ae Halnerot ne eeeke an under the present commission, The total acreage in the 126 re- 

be obtained provides for use for state game warden E. L. Perry an- | fuges is more than 2,500,000 acres. 

fishing purposes of the river and nounced. | The first refuge was established 

a strip ten feet wide on each side. The refuges are the pulse of the | in 1921. 

The game department must con-|84me situation, As game increases the big sanc- 
struct stiles over all line fences or When the present administration | tuaries will be whittled down. A 
intersecting fences along the|came in, they found game scarce |large slice was recently lopped 
streams. in many localities and immediately | from the Apache refuge in Catron- 

The department agrees to assist] established large refugees to pro-} county. ’ 

in prosecution of any person in-| tect deer and turkey. Numerous | “Until game obtains a foothold,” 

juring property or encroaching on}small refuges were established to | Warden Perry said, “it is impera- 
any property not included in the| protect quail, grouse and other | tive that a large area be protected. 

easement, small fowls. That has been the policy of this 

The department also agrees to At present the state has 126 re- ' commission.” 

Keep hier stved iis 7 BbOc Keds: NWVACI | fre ctereer rrr tr eres opie pea ee 

eens ye Seen them, practically evéry forested region in| Simms and Judge Milton Helmick 
tecRaee tea a Teoy ten the state, Mr. Perry said. Preda- | will also speak. 

years, ee, anes seen ee thru Lee aie asked oo re the. 
i. the activities of the biological sur- | west gate to the grounds. In case 

f Bee Gok ALR ee pe vey, he said. of: inclement weather, the meeting 

iin the “educational field, | State Food conditions for deer are in- | will be moved to the armory. 

| Werden mat, ! Par declared comparably better than for many On the afternoon program 
| The ute eed that at| years past, he said, but shortage of | were: Albert Mitchell, representa- 

Tanah a an in the field the mast crop in many sections has | tive of the state cattle and horse 

PeRBb ORS Pea! ae ie) duca- made turkey conditions bads. growers’ association, speaking on 

equipped eon Ri eas ae The department is spending all] “Co-operation”; M. E, Musgrave, 
Ho pal Dara Dera Ane Wate Von the money it can spare in purchase | forest service game specialist, .on 
iL a ati a of marshland areas for ducks and| ‘Range Preservation, Our Mutual 

aun ee ve a4 too| 8eese to conserve birds and im-| Problem”; Dr. E. F. Castetter of 
Phe cenercment sow Bestar b prove the shooting, the warden|the University department of bi- 

little scientific knowledge in re- said, if ology, who was to discuss a plan 

ota Hike anasemienty ate Food and cover conditions for|for research work among game 
1. land birds have been steadily | birds, particularly the blue quail. 
The department has kept up Re eee during th ast ene Raymond B. Stamm, chairman 

fairly well its educational pub-| 1™Proving during the p: e 
4 th th ers| Years, Mr. Perry said. This is due} of the legislative committee, was 

Be ae 7 panied .| to more favorable climatic condi- | to report. 
an pena eae eet a tions and to less overgrazing. This Tuesday morning’s session will 
stb ‘abandon a weekly news| has resulted in more quail, he said. be a business session. 

service which he ran for nearly Quail Refuges 

twp wears, Wath 500d, results The department contemplates 
‘Fish culture, the major item of) .~ontually having several hundred 

game department expenditures, quail refuges, Mr. Perry said 
will require about 32 per cent of ha) time will icomelaoon (akon 

the CcRa te ents funds, this year the department will have to make 
in (comparison with 36 phe cent| some changes in overhead organi- 
Taetey eae ano 0 8 pen cent the year) 7ation in the interest of true econ- 
before, Mr. Perry said, omy, the warden said. Branching 

This decrease results from more! 1 ’oe the (eparen nt’ hae linade 
economical methods of operation, life ‘more! complex for the warden, 

and the. department is raising he said: ‘ 

more pounds of fish for less Charles Lee, vice president of the 
money, he said. assgciation, discussed the posted 

Lower summer mortality is re-| stream problem Monday morning. 
sponsible for the fact that the de- J. Stokley Ligon was to speak on 

partment now has on hand at the | «mpeg Coyote, Enemy to Wild Life,” 
hatcheries more fish than ever at at the opening of the EE 

this time of the year. This has| session. E. L. Moulton was to 
caused earlier beginning of distri-| speak on “Coyotes and the Sheep 

bution, Industry.” 
The department has just finish-| The morning session adjourned 

ed planting about a quarter mil-|at 11 a. m. so delegates could see 
lion fish in the. Jemez mountains.’| six reels of game and fish pictures 
About five million fish will be dis-|at the Sunshine theater. 
tributed during the coming fiscal Seton to Speak 

year, Mr. Perry said. Ernest Thompson Seton, famous 
Eventually, the department | naturalist and author, will address 

hopes to plant no fish smaller than|an open air meeting at the First 

the legal size limit, the warden| American grounds following a 

said. chili feed at 5:30. Senator Sam 
‘ Deer are rapidly increasing in! Brtaton, Congressman, Albert
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Once Protested Taking 150 
Deer from Socorro 

Back in 1914 local spdrtsmen 
set up a vigorous protest against 

too much deer hunting on the 

grounds the supply was being de- 
pleted. 

Minutes of a meeting of the Al- 
buquerque G, P. A. 16 years ago 
reveal that a protest was entered 
over deer slaughter in Socorro-co. 

One hundred and fifty deer had 

been taken out there. That was 
too many, said the sportsmen. 

Last year 394 deer were taken 
out of Socorro-co. That's 16 years 

after 150 deer were, too many. 
Sixteen years of game conserva- 
tion as practiced by the G. P. A. 

The other day a forest seryice 

specialist urged strongly that the 
game commission order 2000 head 

of deer moved out of one refuge 

in Socorro-co, 
Two other deer refuges in the 

state should be thrown open, the 
forest specialist urged. 

That, say local sportsmen, is the 
meaning of game conservation.



_.~~ SACRAMENTO DEER POPULATION 
we The fact seems to be well established that more than 

“ the usual number of bucks have been killed in the Sac- 
( ramentos for the open season this year, November 10 to 

20. Also it is highly probable, without the statistics at 
hand, that there have been more hunters than ever before. 

Relative to the deer supply, past, present and to be 
hoped for, in the Rincon section, which is the best por- 
tion of the mountains for deer, the writer discussed the 
matter with O. M. Lee. From the fact of his long ac- 
quaintance with that section, and general knowledge of 
the situation, we estimate him to be about the best posted 
man in this section of the state. 

Speaking of the area south of the Alamo canyon 
for 25 miles, and east and west about the same distance 

or in all some 625 square miles, Mr. Lee estimates that 
about 20, years ago there could not have been much over 

NSERVATIONIST PAGE TWENTY-ONE 

\\ 1’ Papers — a | ; cs 
100 deer, does and bucks, in that entire area. Deer had 
about been exterminated in the best section of the Sacra- 
mentos in 1907. A number of refuges were established 
and have served to restock adjacent areas, until Mr. Lee’s { 
estimate is that there are at present about 2,500 head in 
the area, with probably enough bucks left after this hunt- 
ing season for breeding purposes. 

Mr. Lee believes that the area is capable of sustaining 
a deer population of six or seven thousand head. The 
greatest obstacle he sees at present is from predatory ani- 
mals, which seem to be on the increase as well as the deer. 
He believes that game associations have a splendid effect 
in creating a public sentiment for game conservation. 

—Alamogordo News.
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California Conder Bones Found In New Mexico: Fvidence that the California 
condor, largest of flying birds, once renged well to the cast of its present 
habitat in California has been discovered in Conkling Cavern, N. M., the 
celebrated bone cave where human remains were recently discovered associated 
with fossils of extinct camel, ground sloth and other strange animals. One 
bone has been identified as thet of a wing of a California condor by Dr. 

‘ Hildegarde Howard, of the Los Angeles Museum, whither the bones from the : 
cavern have been removed, In all, the cave has yielded about 100 bones of 
birds. ' 

Tourist Collides With Government Truck: Last Saturday, while moving a lad 
of equipment from the Highrolls-Grapevine project, just completed, to the 
Pine Lodge project, Government Truck No. 93 was hit by a Pontiac Sedan about 
six miles past Tularosa, which resulte@ in a badly damaged truck, but without 
injury to the driver. ‘The Pontiac was wrecked almost beyond repair and the 
occupants, numbering three, who were tourists from Nebraska, were badly cut 
and bruised. Tom Myers states that the accident was unavoidable and not the 
fault of the Forest Service driver. Government repair bill will be around 
$30.00, (Lincoln Bulletin) 

Palpwood Market In The Offing: Two million cords of pulpwood in the Rio 
Grande and San Juan National Forests of District 2 are being advertised in 
response to an application from a responsible peper manufacturer, states a 
news release of the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture. The oneration has been 
planned so that it’ can continue indefinitely so that after cutting the last 

tract the first will be ready for the second crop. The pulp species involved 
include Engelmann and blue spruce, white and alpine fir. 
(Fd: The establishment of a pulp plant in the Southern Rocky Mountain region 
would in time, no doubt, provide a market for pulp species from the forests 

in District 3 in nortHern New Mexico) 

vommercial Aviation: Turing the past year progress in civil aeronautics 
has been remarkable. This is to a considerable degree due to the wise assist— 
ance of the Federal government through the establishment and maintenance of 
airways by the Department of Commerce ond the mail eemntracts from the Post— 

office Department. The Government-improved airways now exceed 2&,000 miles— 

“more than 14,000 miles of which will be lighted and equipped for night-flying 

operations by the close of the current year, Airport construction through 
all the States is extremely active, There are now 1,000 commercial and 

municipal airports in operation with an additional 1,200 proposed for early 

development. Through this assistance the Nation is building a sound avia- 

tion systen, operated by private enterprise. Over 6,400 planes are in com— 

mercial use, and 9,400 pilots are licensed by the Government. Our manu- 

facturing capacity has risen to 7,500 plancs per annum. The aviation com— 
penies have increased regular air transportation until it now totals 90,000 

miles per day— one-fourth of which is flown by night. Mail and express ser- 
vices now connect our principal cities, and extensive serviees for passenger 
transportation have been inaugurated, und others of imnortance are imminent. 
American air lines now reach into Canada,and Mexico, to Cuba, Porto Rico, 
Contral America, and most of the important counties of South America, 

' , ) (President Hoover) 
Field: Calkins, ("ashington, D.C.); Jones (Santa Fo) 

acting: Cheney Detail: Pooler (“ashington, D. C.) | 
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G Magdalena, New Mexico 

Fish & Game-Datil 

(Reports) January 10, 1950 

FIVE-YEAR FISH & GAME REPORT 

1925-29 

1. General Conditionf Affecting Big Geme. 

(a) It is thought that game animals are increasing slightly on this 
forest. At least the number of female deer are increasing while bucks are 

probably holding their own. ‘his applies to the forest as a whole. In the 

vicinity of Kefuges both bucks and does are no doubt increasing rapidly while 

on certain other areas bucks are decreasing. Antelope herds are increasing 

in most cases, 

“Reasons for increase in game are: 

(1) MWlimination of natural enemies, such as Mt. Lion and coyotes 

by local and Biological Survey hunters, (2) creation of game refuges, (5) 

better law enforcement, (4) improved forage conditions during past few years. 

(bo) hough general conditions are fairly good there are a few ways 

of improving them. Most of these measures would have to be initiated by the 

State, but the cooperation of the Forest Service would greatly aid. Some of 

these measures are: (1) occasional change in boundaries of game refuges, 

(2) creation of smaller but more numerous refuges, (3) the employment of more 

and better paid Wardens, (4) consideration of game along with domestic stock 

in figuring against established carrying capacity figures of ranges, (5) 

|| thorough study of the eating habits of big game. 

(c) Game refuges established on this forest are bringing about the 

desired results without exception, viz., the preservation and re-establishment 

of game. No immediate modifications of existing restrictions are necessary 

though it may be necessary to open to hunting the Double Springs Kefuge on the 

+ Beaverhead District in a year or two because of possible overstocking. Obser- 

“  wanee of the law on refuges is good, there being no violations on record. 

However, some poaching has been suspected and as stated under (b) more Wardens 

are needed.



2. Game Birds. 

(a) All game birds are on the decrease on this Forest. Though it is 

just possible that some species are holding their own there are certainly 

none that are on the increase. 

Turkeys were probably maintaining thenselves as to number until 

the 1929 season when hardly no young turkeys were raised on account of the 

exceptional rainy season which is supposed to have drowned them out. 

Quail are confined more to the valleys and their range does not 

extend far into the Datil Forest. Small sanctuaries have been established in 

suitable pleces and with the probability of more full-time Wardens in the 

future it is believed the permanency of the quail is assured. They have been 

decreasing slightly because of increased motor facilities and improved roads 

which enables town people to get out and hunt more. Their number did not 

increase in 1929 for the same reason that turkeys did not increase, 

It is difficult to tell how the band tail pigeon is surviving 

because it is more or less migratory and its presence or absence in a given 

locality is controlled almost entirely by the abundance or aearcity of mast~- 

pinons or acorns. ‘Though this bird is protected yearlong it does not appear 

to be increasing. 

a Waitewings and mourning doves seem to be as plentiful as ever. 

Other important game birds such as grouse and kindred species 

and waterfowel are not found on this Forest. 

(b) Some of the measures needed to propagate game birds are covered 

under (a). One needed turkey refuge will be covered under specific report. 

fhe transplanting of turkey has not proved very successful in 

this locality in the past and is therefore not recommended now. 

With closer grazing supervision, the application of renge manage- 

ment plans, and improved range conditions there will be a much better ground 

cover affording better protection for nesting birds and also a greater amount of 

naturel feed. No other measures ere thought necessary, at least for the present, 

: 3. Fish. 

(a) The fish supply has increased slightly during the past few years, 

due to the restocking with success of Diamond Creek in 1924. 

(>) Changes in limits of cateh and size limit will not be necessary. 

Beaver Greek having been stocked with bass and sunfish last fall it is recommended 

that stream be closed to fishing for one or two years, Likewise if the Middle, 

Fork of the Gila is stocked that stream should be closed for a few years. 
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(c) No dams. i : 

(4) There are two streams on this Forest that should be artificially 
restocked. They are treated individually below. 

Middle Fork of Gila River. (This stream forms the interforest boundary 
of which we claim 8 miles), At least 25,000 fingerlings would be required. 

Character of stream: 

(1) 10 to 12 ft. wide. 12 inches deep in shallows to several feet 
deep in pools. Swift current, 

(2) Clear Water. 

(3) Hard water, 

(4) Temperature of water not known, but is known to be warm at all 
times. 

(5) Does not freeze over in winter. 

(6) Depth, rainy season: average 3 feet. 
Depth, ary season: average l~1/2 feet. 

; Does not go dry. 

(7?) Water supplied by springs. 

(8) Bottom of stream rocky and gravelly. 

(9) Watershed, mountainous, woodland, yellow pine and alpine cover, 

(10) Fair abundance of water cress and rushes. 

(1L) At present there are no game fish in the stream. There do 

oceur quite a few suckers and what are locally called boney-tail. 

(12) No other aquatic animals, 

(13) No fish enemies, 

(14) Abundance of natural fish food. 

(15) No diseased fish present. ‘ 

(16) Remarks; Probably bass and perch would be best suited to 

this stream. 
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Diamond Creek (approx. 3 mi. fishing stream) About 5000 fingerlings 

will be needed. 

Character of stream; 

(1) 2 to 6 feet wide. 6 in. deep in shallows to 4 ft. deep in 
pools. Current moderately swift. ’ 

(2) Water clear most of time. Muddy during flood. 

(3) Water hard, 

(4) Cold water. ‘Trout have done well. 

(5) Water freezes over in some places for short periods during 
winter. 

(6) Depth of water fluctuates considerably between rainy and dry 
seasons. In very dry seasons the only water to be found is 
in pools but these never go ary. 

(7) Source of water; Seepage & springs. 

(8) Bottom of stream bed rocky and gravelly. 

(9) Watershed, rough, steep, mountains. Cover; woodland, pine and 
alpine. Soil rather coarse, 

@10) Small amount of water cress and rushes growing ia water. 

(11) Fish in stream at present; Mt, trout, 

(12) No other aquatic animals. 

Ms, 
(13) No fish enemies. 

(14) Fair abundance of fish food as insects, ete. 

(15) No diseased fish present. 

(16) Remarks: Rainbow or speckled trout should be planted here. 

Fingerlings for the two streams mentioned could be delivered to 

Magdalena. Can be distributed any time between May to October inclusive. 

Magéolena or point of delivery is about 90 miles from streams. State Came 

Officials have equipment for handling and moving fish from Railroad point to 

streams. 
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(e) It is not thought justifiable to plent aquatic plants, construct 
ponds, etc, 

Additional information requested in District Forester's letter of 
November 22, 1929, 

(1) No, miles fishing streams ~ 15 

(2) " © adequately stocked - 4 

(3) “ “ needing restocking - ll 

(4) No. rearing ponds needed - 0 

4. Organization and Cooperation. 

(a) A great deal of attention is given to fish and game protection 
by Forest Officers. To lay more stress on this would be to neglect other work. 
As stated in another part of this report, more temporary and permanent officers 
are needed, but they will necessarily have to be employed by the State. 

(>) State game laws are being enforced to the fullest extent possible 

with the present force of Wardens. 

Cooperation between State and Forest Officers is 100%. 

(ec) There are two local Game Protective Associations near this 
Forest, one at Magdalena, the other at Hot Springs. Probably the most important 

() work being accomplished by the Associations is that of impressing upon the general 

public the importance of game conservation from an economic point of view as well 

; a8 sentimental and aesthetic. Also there has no doubt been considerable good done 

in the way of instilling a feeling of sportsmanship among members, : 

The Hot Springs Association seems to be very much alive end self- 

supporting, no doubt spurred by the importance of fishing on Hlephant Butte Lake. 

In Magdalena, however, were it not for the interest taken and work done by the 

Foreat Service personnel it is doubtful if the Association would continue to 

function. 

Officers; Magdalena Association. ' 

President, Lee Kirby. 
Vice-President, Dr, Thomas. 
Seerty. & Treas., H. G. Smith. 

Hot Springs Association. 

President, Jas. Knox. 
Seer'y.,&kip Phillips. 
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5. Statistical Information. 

See Forms. 

6. Additional Information. 

{a) Tables attached, 

(>) Big Game; : 

The herd of antelope near Black Mountain on the Beaverhead 

District is increasing so rapidly that it is thought by some Federal & State 
Officials that the time has arrived when a number of bucks can be killed each 

year. Some objections are: (1) difficulty in distinguishing bucks from does, 

(2) possibility of favoritism in issuing permits to kill bucks, (5) publie 

sentiment still against such action. 

One matter of importance is the extent to which deer will 

migrate, and the effect that has on spread from refuges, It has been observed 

here that deer will move very little across drainage or parallel to a mountain 

range, but that they do move up and down to quite an extent. Probably the greatest 

factor in movements of deer is the presence of absence of mast in given localities. 

Now that the bear is considered as a game animal end is protected 

except during a short season, there is probably more hunting for him than ever 

before. Bear have a large range and in the fall of the year will travel many 

miles in search of mast. Consequently where mast is to be found bear are to be 

found. Guides are taking advantage of this and invariably have good localities 

picked out prior to the opening of the season. Bear have in the past berely 

held their own, If their popularity increases they will no doubt have to have 

total protection for a number of years. Of course the “killers” will always 

have to g0. ‘ 

/ (c) Game birds: Nothing new to offer. 

(4 & e) No new information. 

(f) Bxtension. 

(1) ‘The only specie abundant enough to allow transplanting is the 

antelope above mentioned, and that would be such a problem as to be impractical. 

(2) Only plenting on this Forest during 1929 was the fish in 

Beaver Creek, As this was in November we haven't hed time to tell anything 

about its success. 

(3) In the vicinity of Elk Mtn. and Black Mtn, there is a large 

piece of range that is ideal for elk, There used to be elk in that country and 

if re-introduced they would undoubtedly thrive. There are practically no 

settlers in the vicinity that elk would bother by eating crops, etc,., and un- 

doubtedly the elk would eventually be of greater economic value than domestic 
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livestock. They would not necessarily have to be allowed to increase until 
they were a menace to livestock interests or forest values, New Mexico will no 
doubt have a game commission with free powers long beofre a planted elk herd could 
inerease to any proportions. 

There are several ranchers on the Forest that we believe would be willing 
to foster a planting of pheasants, It would be interesting to see how these birds 
do in this locality under natural conditions. 

(4) No ereas on Forest where spawn could be taken, 

Assistent Forest Supervisor. 
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Biological Survey ‘ 90 : : : : 
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Forest Officers : 5 : : 5 : 3 
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°add or omit species as necessary. 

*Inerease in figures over last year axe not entirely due to natural increase 
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AREAS DESIGNATED FOR GAL Forest 
eae) ore 

STATE AND FEDDRAL GAME REVUGES AUD 2TESERVES 

: : : thereage: 7% OF mM 
. . ee :grazed : : total ; 

: State : § sby Gono:No.&Class: C.C. ; 
4 or *. Date ¢ Total : stock) stock .\sused by: . Re- 

Name :Pederal:created:acreage: :C@H : S&G: stock : marks 

BLACK RANGE » State . 192) 2 B00 . 84,000 . 90 <2000 . 5. 

COUNCIL NOGK.;* ;" .#1,900 1,500... 600. 60 Nom-use in "20, 
G0sBY MEN. ; *; * 18,900 18,700 #00. 860, ¥0 
DATIL, ___;* ; 1987 25,800 25,200 905. 
DOUBLE SPRINGS : "  . (1925 -38,500 -38,300 800 . ; 80 . 

GLE PK." ; 1087 17,600 17,600 250 ; 500; 90 part on Apache 
(AGDALRNA ;#; 1087 26,000 20,000 S76. 78; 
i, WiTHINGION ; " ; 1928 93,000 95,000 400 1000; 65; 

SALVATION PK. ; "3; 2089 22,000 2,000; 3800; 90; Gile. - OgoLLon i 11021; 8,800; 2,800; 80; 100; 85 Greater part on/ 

BeAR SPRINGS; *_; 3980 ; 640; 640 :10;; 90; "  * 
ANCHOR GANYON ~~; * , 1029, 640, 640; ; 40; 90." 

Totals : 3 So 1 Sis z : : : : 

GAMB AREAS BY ADMINISTRATIVE RESTRICTIONS 

: Date : : grazed: stock :;tal C.C. : 
Name or loca- ; estab- ; iby dome: sused by : Remarks 

tion : lished :Acreage: stock :C&H : S&G : stock : 

NOME : : : : : : : 

; p ; 3 : : c 

Cp tlc Oia I ea ee ie ee 
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REPORT ON FISH DISTRIBUTION AUD RESULTS iN 1S 

mere Forest 

From (Federal) Hatchery at 

: (State) 

ee ee ee ee 
Requisition :g3gqg: : ; : . ; { ; : 

No. { - t : t : : : i : 

He 3 ee ae CT ke Ra ne one fn oe, 

Roane ce i A a 
Wunber re- 799 eas : Y Ee Bar hg | Dammit : : 

Cee e rk eee i nicl 
Date re- Nov. #9, 1949 : at ; : : : : 

ceived : 1 . Sot & : ‘ : ‘ $ 

Condition Saooa ° Te eae Mea ee) Me CuO 

WHET: Te 6 3 : ‘ 2 3 3 : 3 3 

ceived ee aeciae is iss BL 2 eee 3 : Seite Maan 

lost ab ¢ 9: : : Se Te yo RE Omen acne Bi 

time of : : : : 3 : : : : 3 

PR ee i lc 
Net number : » : : : z : 3 : : 3 

reaching :; $ $ : 3 z 3 : 3 

water alive: : ee sake 2 Sas Ss cle 

Date plant~: . : 2 : } { t . 

ed : : : : : 3 : : : 

Name of {Beavey Creek oa Soe we Re 

water : : 3 : ¥ s : : ; : ‘ 

Miuoli btn a dh eit a Be 
Success of ¢ ¢ : : $ : : : : 

wea +e, & : + 
LOW ' = : : : : : : ° 

eidees ery ee : tare 3 : : Ae Nie 

pO ta Me a Gk ee 
Size : eo : : Re : : : : : 

(inches) t g He eh MU SOUS eC CIR Raa oda hs AM 

Cause of ; on ¥ : 5 t : : : : 

lose, if : : : : “i : : : : : 
imown : Bows eit NUE: Ses Sa aan Zee fe eNO 

Note:--In addition to report on plantings made during current year 

also submit report under last six headings, beginning with 

"Date Planted" on eny plantings made during previous years. 

The last six headings beginning with the caption "Date 

Planted" contemplate a progress report on results of work. 

It is so arranged that it can be used for the current year's | 

F work or for a report on any previous plantations. 

Report wider "Success of Plant," "Success," "Partial," or "Failure" 

" "  "“Apundance of fish" "Abundant," "liedium," "Scarce," 
or "None." 
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GAME PROTSCTION BY FOREST OFFICERS 

mY pags __ FOREST 

¢ eer) 

SECTION A. State Cases 

Cases handled chiefly or in part 

by State officers: 

I. Total number of cases reported 

to State officers for prosecution: 

(a) Cases in which convictions were ri ah 
secured 

{b) Cases in which convictions were 
not secured 

II. Total number of cases reported to 

State officers for investigations 

(a) Cases in which convictions were 
secured 

(b) Cases in vhich convictions vere 
not secured 

SECTION B. Forest Service Cases ‘ 

Cases handled entirely by Forest 
officers: ' 

III. Total number of cases handled without 

assistance from State officers: 5 
(a) Cases dismissed with warning but 

without arrest osu 
(b) Total arrests by Forest officers 4 

(1) Cases in which convictions 
were secured he } 

(2) Cases in which convictions 
were not secured ee 

TOTAL NUIBER OF VIOLATIONS (1, II end III) 

REMARKS: (Apparent reasons for failures to secure convictions) 

SECTION C. 

1. No. licenses issued by Forest officers Q 

2. No. licenses examined by Forest officers 
| a 
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New Mexico Folder , r 

CONTROL OF PREDATORY ANIMALS 

(Letter from the Secretary af Agriculture, House Document No. 96. 

Published by U.S. Govt. Printing Office, 199. i 

Page 8. 

The individual work of wolves can scarcely be compared with the persistent 
attacks of roving bands of coyotes. In morgan County, Utah, three coyotes 
attacked and killed $500 worth of sheep in an hour. Near Antonito, Colo., 67 . 
ewes became separated from the rest of the herd and two days later were found 
killed by coyotes. In Oregon four coyotes in two nights killed 15 purebred sheep. 
and rams. In Galifornia, near Middletown, on one ranch running #,000 sheep, 
coyotes killed 200 in one year, although the sheep were close herded. Ina 
flock of 36,000 sheep owned by 10 men near Marysville, Calif., the losscaused 
by coyotes was 1,950 in one year; and out of 1,175 turkeys omed by three men 
the loss in one night was 187. Wear Wilbur, Wash., a woolggower reports the 
loss of 33 sheep by coyotes, 17 being killed in one week; and Near Olympia a 
poultry produser reports the loss of 80 chickens in one month's time from the 
same source. In Montana, in one night's raid myotes killed 26 lambs owned by 
two neighboring woolgrowers, and near Sula 200 lambs were killed by coyotes 
between June and September 1. 

Nor do ravages on livestock form the only real menace from coyotes, for it 
has been found that in Galifornia these predators have done considerable damage 
to melon and grape crops. Coyotes have frequently been known to take practically 
every bunch of grapes in small vineyards. Wild game also suffers from the work 
of coyotes, as may be instanced by statistics compiled in the New Mexico field 
office at Albuquerque, where it was found that the stomachs of 4$ coyotes taken 
during August, 1927, contained deer flewh; also in April of that year consider- 
able depredations by coyotes on young calves were noted in New Mexico--much of 
this being done in feed pastures, particularly on newly born calves. 

In Arigona, during the fiscal year 1920, 445 stockmen and farmers reported 
livestock losses from predatory species of $378,151 in one year; a number of 
others reported a loss of 2 to 10 per cent of their calf, colt, and lamb crop 
each year from wolves crossing into that State from Mexico, and from other 
predators such as mountain lions, bears, coyotes, bobcats, and foxes. Since the 
bringing of the gray wolf under control in 12 of the western range States, to 

| hold control it has been necessary constantly to maintain expert wolf hunters in 
known wolf crossings on the international boundary along the Ariszona-New Mexico 
border, to destroy the wolves coming sporddically from the Province of Sonora, 
Mexico. : 
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/ ° . May | 

Early Days in the Gila Country | 
By BENJAMIN W. KEMP . 

On a morning in April, some thirty-one years ago, had —_ tower above the other timber like so many majestic mon- 
the average person looked over the canon rim into Indian archs. Sheer cliffs arose on either side hundreds of feet 
Creek at a point about a half a mile west of where the old high and only in a very few places was it possible to scale 
North Star Trail crosses, and about the same distance the canon wall, At nearly every turn of the creek the 
above where it empties into Beaver Creek, a tributary to travelers would see a bunch of deer or turkey. Soon the 
the East Fork of the Gila River, they would have thought head waters of the creek were reached and the second 
that some one was lost or crazy, or possibly both. crossing after reaching the springs proved to be a bad 

At the bottom of the canon, which is nearly a thous- ne. Only by quick work was the team kept from miring 
and feet in depth, crept a wagon drawn by two small in quicksand. The wagon settled down almost to. the 
Spanish mules. There was no road and the bottom of the bed while the team was being removed, and only by hitch- 

canon was strewn with boulders, some of them several 4g the team onto the rear of the wagon was it pulled out 

feet in diameter. Over these the mules were pulling the onto firm ground. 
wagon with difficulty, which was evident by the fact that Between sundown and dark the travelers stopped at 
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Cabin of an early settler in the Gila Country 

the wagon now and then came to a dead stand-still and a deserted trapper’s cabin. This cabin had been used by 
could not be started again until the two persons riding beaver trappers, wherefrom the creek got its name. The 
therein got out and built up under a wheel with small travelers had noticed on their way down the creek many 
rocks until the wagon could pass on over the larger one. old beaver signs and some unique traps made and used 
This happened a number of times, until at last the wagon by the trappers. One trap was made by boring a hole : 
and its occupants reached the mouth of Indian Creek two inches in diameter into a log some four or five inches 
where smoother ground was found. The wagon had lost deep and then driving in sharpened nails slanting towards 
a brake beam, the mules had gotten a number of hard- the center and bottom of the hole so that an animal could 
knocks from the wagon tongue, and the travelers had re- slip its foot in easy enough, but could not withdraw it 
ceived a good shaking up, but otherwise everything was because of the nails. 
still in traveling order. By the time the travelers had unhitched their teams 

From the mouth of Indian Creek the travelers turned and gathered some firewood it was nearly dark. In the 
south down Beaver Creek and better headway was made, meantime they had heard a mountain lion scream two or 
owing to the fact that the canon was wider and afforded three times. The man was at the back of the cabin trying 
better chances for dodging the larger boulders. The creek to start a fire; the boy, somewhat frightened from hear- 
bottom was covered with timber; oak, cottonwood and ing the lion, was watching at the door. A coat which hung 
walnut were plentiful. Now and then large pines would (Continued on uage 26)
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ing lots of noise. Thousands of crickets were chirping 

On Your Next Journey Try from the hill-sides. The moon was just coming up over 
the eastern rim of the canon and it cast long shadows 

SEABERG HOTEL along the cliffs and into the dark depths of the canon be- 
Raton, New Mexico low. Everything had a wild look to me as well as a wild 

AU HSE Claes etal of OURII Service Ghd Populsn Prices! sound. I was doing pretty well however, when from the 
Art exhibits of over 500 oil paintings, both modern other side of the creek, about a hundred yards away we 

An Old eR re PEL SCOR ECE On. heard a yowl! that drowned all other sound. It sounded 
175 Rooms—Rates from $1 to $5 like a giant tom-cat, only very coarse and loud. You 

could easily have heard it a mile away. I was scared and 
crept close to father, who informed me that it was noth- 

too inclined to hop into trees and walk the top of the ‘S$ but a bob-cat. 
fence to please her. _ We could not get back up the creek the way we came 

Pheasant raising is accompanied by some difficulties, in without quite 2 bit of trouble, eae tried eae down 

but is not nearly so discouraging as the authorities claim. to fa sae me a Creek, whic we found 

The results obtained have been perhaps more favorable ue oi Hee pu ee ee Payee be en 
than usual for amateurs, due largely to the perseverance Hea ae en pnerC Was e an Vee 

with which the hens laid. For six weeks three pheasant "7° mouth of Beaver and Taylor Creeks on a strip of land 
hens averaged two eggs a day, or 20 eggs a month each. that had been cleared by the soldiers who had Pee sta- 

With this generous number of eggs, some success was cer- tioned at Camp _ incent years before. Camp Vincent 
tain, no matter how uninformed the person. was situated about one hundred miles south of where the 

It! is possible better success will be obtained if the ce eons cae Sa eet ee a dh 
2 River. It was an out-post during Indian depredations 

complicated feeds usually recommended for young pheas- oon after the Civil War, and it was one of the several 
ants are used, but fairly satisfactory results will follow  pocts along the North Star) Praili that ran trom: Silver 

if the chicks are given fresh water, curdled milk, lettuce, Cinte Old: Bare Wineate j i 
hard boiled eggs and oatmeal the first week or ten days, 7 t | uf Re Cie 4 Hort 

with a gradual change from egg and oatmeal to a balanced tm be 2 NO Cates ve oe a 5 

dry mash ration, with some kafir and milo. When a month a up bl ee eae ee ue aa Y a 

old the birds seem as hardy as young chickens and need Was just below where eA ee nowy, and at the ae 
HOGER ekoatencn aicenn on alinnechicl eds: of Cox Canyon, which got its name from his old ranch. 

While a hen will mother the chicks, it is necessary Soon father had a makeshift road up Beaver Creek and 

to confine them closely the first day or two, for they do -—— sas : —_— : 

not at first understand her call. After a day or two they PA Rag YS | ae =. 

can be placed in a larger pen, but cannot be given too mucii 14 lu eS oe kA | EP ers % i 

freedom for some time, as they are great rovers and very A Og oce » Seusicille. ees 

independent and will range out of hearing of the hen and _ A] 
become lost. E ee yf <4Gf, 

Success with liberating pheasants in other portions of oi <7 ae 

the state leads to the hope that: with the liberation this Phe x s if ee 

summer and fall of from thirty to forty birds they will rae Li Nig Se 

rapidly become well established in this part of Quay coun- a IX: i i ae es x ‘ 
ty. Some birds will be kept confined for the interest of [>> ae y ec 
visitors, and to assure the survival of a few pheasants in |g es er a mee A] 

case those liberated meet with adverses or leave the |, gear y Be i’ ve 
vicinity. ee See F 16 pds ae = et 

a re 5 | td Lay Soe NS 8g 

EARLY DAYS IN THE GILA COUNTRY je eh y SNS ag 
(Continued from page 9) Cod a A re pe Srl ge 4S p Gece } a 

near the door fell to the ground, just brushing the boy’s 2 Se Sg a 

shoulder. He jumped and yelled. The man in his ex- ~ oo i Le i bay ies 

citement knocked the newly made fire out and a new one aa wed ” Hy 4 Sage 4? 

had to be started. ) , peak) | 
Next morning the wagon and its occupants traveled eo ae if ui fl w, os ZZ 

on down the creek and after miring two more times in i ll BA ge Ades : 

the sand and bumping over thousands of rocks, the wagon ao ee Ce ty # ae 

was pulled out onto a bench on the east side of the creek | Y ) perl j 
and camp was made. Noticing a piece of paper tacked oni ‘| i] Pie ey SiS f 

a tree near by, the inquisitive boy wanted to know what t) I Co 

it was, whereupon he was informed by the man that it = } i} 

was a notice of location and that this was going to be L gaa ly i 
their future home for awhile. Thus began my experience eee , ae: aig 

on the head of the Gila, which lasted for the next fifteen | a mee Rad ate 

years, and which furnished many thrills, 2 ESE uae iy ead alate @ eR NG y 

My first night at the Beaver Creek place furnished |= eS Egeeeee oy fee Re bee eA ot eee 

me something of a thrill. By dark several owls had started [32% Boo: ie SiS ata cng, finn, a NS 

hooting ; there was a screech owl or two to help out. In pS _ 

the creek there was any amount of frogs which were mak- Deer killed in the Gila Country
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the family was moved from. ny grandfather's pace ——e—eeeSSSSESEE 
Taylor Creek over to the new place on Beaver to stay. Bes y 

There were many lions in that country at the time. : ; : : 
Few people hunted them. Nat Straw, mentioned in the 2 o a. fs 
book, “The Log Of A Cowboy”, as cook, was the only s al oe bi me 
trapper in that country for several years. Nat caught LE Ga VA aa 
one jaguar. I suppose that it was the only one in the ¥ ‘Me = me ‘ pee . 

country since it was the only one ever seen or heard of. ee: Be 4 Sa eee : 
I remember him showing it to the V X T cowboys and YR Sone a 

what a pretty spotted pelt it was. Bs We Sg a 
My cousin, Henry Graham, whose father moved into toe se 

Beaver Creek and filed on a homestead next year after CG ee: a er ee 
father moved in there, ran onto three lions just above our é ; macs , 
house one evening. He was only a boy of fourteen at Le ” 
the time, but he could use a rope so he roped one of them es i ba Loot | 7 
and dragged it into the yard at the house and wanted te i s. OY ti aaa 
know of mother if she thought it was dead. Mother fe i 
looked it over and decided that it was, since its neck was ae 
broken and the lion itself was nearly worn out from so NES eae 
much dragging. 

The archers who owned stock horses at that time YOUR TROPHIES 
tried belling the colts to keep the lions from catching Geile heave gfar tips and: fue furscshould be handled by 
them, but the lions soon got used to the bells and caught masters of (is eratt. 

colts, bells and all. If you are particular and want only the very best— 
Raising hogs was out of the question. Father turned investigate. 

out twelve head to fatten on the mast once. When he Send for free, beautifully illustrated, Taxidermy or fur 

went out to gather in his fat hogs all he found were some catalogue. You will be delighted. 
hog hides and scattered bones. The lions had peeled them Fur Coats, Chokers, Fur Rugs, Game Heads for Sale. 
right out of their skins just like peeling an orange. Bear 
and lion have come down many bce and scared the JONAS BROS. 
milch cows in the corral about sixty steps from the dwell- FURRIERS - TAXIDERMISTS - TANNERS 
ing house. Father had one saddle horse that stood in the 
yard at the house many nights, afraid to leave on account We? Broadway Denver, Colo. 
of lions and several of his saddle horses bore scars where 
lions had scratched them in an attempt to make a kill. If : L 
anyone should ask me, I would say that the head of the Soon after Ranger Winn came in on the creek my 
Gila is a natural lion country and moreover it isa natural father met some Indians up the creek from the house. 
game country all the way round. They, scattered like partridges, but father succeeded in 

We used to see deer twenty and twenty-five in a Tning one down. On doing so the Indian said that he 

bunch, and many bunches in a day’s ride. They were had a pass, whereupon my father asked to see it. The 
much more tame than the cattle. Wild turkeys used to PSS proved to be a piece of paper with a few words writ- 
come down and run the chickens away from their feed ten upon it, which informed the reader that the bearer 
at the chicken house, about thirty steps from the dwelling, #5 @ good man. The note was signed by a rancher living 
and the family watched their antics many mornings from "C4? the Reservation from which the Indians came. Winn 
yretarehend car was in the field at the time, some fifty or sixty miles 

There has always been an abundance of game on the ®WAY- Father had no authority to hold them and before 

head of the Gila, at which I have sometimes wondered. Winn returned the Indians had left the country. On 
Game laws were pretty lax in that country up until 1905 another occasion my father ran onto another bunch of 
and 1906. In 1900 there were in the neighborhood of Indians who scattered as did the first, but one of them 

150 Indians camped within a radius of five miles of being rather stout couldn’t run very fast and father soon 
Beaver Creek. No one knows how many deer they killed overtook him. The Indian evidently thinking that father 
and crippled. was connected with the Forest Service told him to go back 

In 1906 the Forest Service began to take a hand and and tell his big boss that they were moving out right 
it was not long until things began to take a change for 2W@Y- Winn was away at the time and the Indians left 

the better. The first Forest officer in our immediate early next morning. a 
neighborhood was Fred Winn, and he was stationed at Slowly the law began to be enforced, and within a 
my father’s ranch on Beaver Creek. His station did not few years violators began to feel the effects. Now game 
look much like the Forest Ranger Station of today; it refuges are established, game laws are enforced, and the 

was a one-room cottonwood log cabin, with a shake roof. S@™€ has a chance to SUING: F 
The logs crooked at every angle you could think of and the The head of the Gila is a game country with a come- 
chinking was falling out most of the time so that the back, a country that with little help will be, if LS nL 
One POO Has tae well wentlateds “The Hoot waslot carta already, the greatest hunting grounds in the United States. 

and by the time the occupant got his necessary equipment 
inside, he was about forced to stay outside himself. How- JUST BOYS 
ever, the Forest Officer of those days had very little use (Continued from page 13) 
for a station. His district was so large that he was in the differ greatly from those of the Rural districts. It took 
field most of the time, and if he got back to his official a long time for those guiding the destiny of this great 
station once in a month he figured himself lucky. Boys’ Opportunity to awake to the need of trained minds
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DAWES LIKES NEW MEXICO FISH 

Last summer Charles Dawes, vice president of the 
United States, did some fishing up on the Waite Phillips 
ranch, in the vicinity of Raton. 

Kenneth Roberts recounted the Dawes expedition 
with much gusto in the Saturday Evening Post. Like- 
wise the story of the Dawes trip went from hither to yon 
by medium of telegraph, telephone and courier. 

The other day the state Game and Fish department 
announced that New Mexico is rapidly gaining attention 
of “foreigners” as a state in which fish will cling foolishly 
to hooks. 

Now comes a news story relating that Charles Dawes, 
still vice president of the United States, still an avid fish- 
erman, is returning to New Mexico to catch the ones) he 
missed last year. 

Mr. Dawes is paying New Mexico the compliment of 
a return trip for fishing purposes. This time he is not a 
candidate for anything and comes not as a potential nomi- 
nee for anything but only as a fisherman converging on a 
point at which he knows fish abound. 

New Mexico’s recreational lure is steadily gaining 
ground. In part we owe a debt of gratitude to such steady 

customess-es-Viee President Daw&=State Tribune. 
Z si esis Frakes 

PHEASANTS RELEASED ON LA PLATA 
REFUGE \ 

On Monday fourteen full grown Chinése Ring 
Necked Pheasants, which had been raised on the Win 
Wetherill place on the Peninsula, were given their liberty 
on the Game Preserve on the A. R. Garrett ranch on the 
La Plata. These pheasants were raised through the ef- 
forts of the local game protective associations, and it is 
hoped that this bunch will be a nucleus from which the 
country will become stocked. H. A. Dean, one of the 
sportsmen whose efforts have made this pheasant “plant” 
possible, asks the co-operation of the public in giving these 
birds a fair chance to live and multiply, and also calls at- 
tention to the state law prohibiting the killing of pheasants, 
and providing a hundred dollar penalty for violation. 

Paul Palmer will turn loose about thirty of the same 
kind of pheasants on the Palmer place in a short time. 

i Farmington Fimes-F Tustler.



ORGANIZATION OF ROOSEVELT HUNTING CLUB fib. Mey 

"Dr. Howard Hill, Kansas City surgeon, has accepted the chairmanship 

of the Board of governors of the Roosevelt Hunting Club, an organization 

whose plans, should they materialize as outlined, would become probably the 

largest rod and gun organization ever formed, Certainly its facilities, 

involving a million acres of land in New Mexico, Arizona and the Republic 

of Mexico, would be impressively extensive. 

The club has brought under its control 600,000 acres of land in 

southwestern New Mexico just west of Hot Springs in that state and extend- 

ing across the Arizona lend. Initial payment for the outright purchase of 

100,000 acres of this vast area has been made and deeds are in escrow pend- 

ing consummation of the purchase. 

Ownership of this area carries with it control of a great tract of 

wilderness land under Government allotment. This land, owned by the Federal 

Government, was set aside in the Roosevelt administration as a perpetual 
forest area to be preserved in its rugged character, even building of high- 
ways through it being forbidden. The person holding the allotment pays 
the Government four cents an acre annually for control of it. 

On the New Mexican land the club projects a pretentious hotel or 
lodge to form a centre of activities there. The wild area to which it is 
intended to form # gateway is regarded as one of the last remaining wilder- 
nesses in the United States. Wild game still roams the forest and mountains, 
the elevation of points on the preserve ranging from 4000 feet above sea 
level to 13,000 feet."
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Making Idle Game Range Productive 
J. STOKLEY LIGON 

The hunting of wild game in recent years has become _ planted to thrive is perhaps being a little too optimistic, as 

so general and intensive and means of obtaining it so ef- some have been released in questionable localities in viola- 

fective that, if this thrilling and health-giving recreation tion of better judgment mainly as an experiment. Sports- 

is to be maintained, all available game territory must be men and others, in their enthusiasm, often request quail 

made fully productive. The establishment of refuges and for liberation where in the opinion of the Game Depart- 

transplantation and introduction of game are the most ment conditions are not suitable to their welfare. The 

direct means of attaining this end. Making game conser- Department, however, is willing and anxious to assist 

vation compatible with a high state of civilization, we are wherever there is a prospect of permanent benefit. 

learning, is not a simple accomplishment. The establishment of quail outside of their habitat is 

At this stage of wasted natural resources game can- not accompanied by a full degree of certainty due to the 

not of its own accord restore lost numbers. Restoration fact that suitable cover and range are generally insuf- 

of depleted available game areas, or what is more diffi- ficient to support extensive distribution outside of the 

cult, areas from which game has been exterminated, is a natural range of the species, and the birds are easily shot 

tedious and expensive undertaking, requiring money, out on such limited accessible areas. For this reason they 

skillful management and cooperation. are released so far as possible on refuges or on privately 

Some species of wild life are hardy and respond owned land where absolute protection from hunters is 

quickly to favorable living conditions and proper protec- possible. In time, the overflow from such areas should 

tion; but to provide these two requisites, with their many furnish the local sportsmen better quail hunting. 

defiant obstacles, is the problem. The State Game De- Reference to the accompanying map will reveal the 

partment and the organized sportsmen with scant funds natural habitat of the Gambel quail in New Mexico and 

but unshaken determination have set themselves to the also areas where the birds, as result of former plantings, 

task of restoring all game in New Mexico. are established or still exist ,as well as locations where 

New Mexico has made good progress in its wild life the principal plantings have been made during the past 

refuge system. Up to the present time there have been two seasons. Since January, 1927, a thousand Gambel 

created in the State 96 game refuges of which about 65 quail have been trapped and distributed outside of their 

are primarily for the protection of big game. The benefits natural range. Many of these quail were banded with the 

derived from most of these refuges have already surpassed hope of ultimately obtaining valuable data regarding their 

most optimistic expectations. While the establishment ot habits and movements. While in places the birds released 

too many refuges and restricted areas should be avoided, in 1927 are thriving, the plan is to continue to introduce 

the creation of a sufficient number of well selected, prop- new blood until they have been given ample opportunity 

erly distributed and adequately posted refuges is now an to establish a hardy strain. In Otero County the local 

integral part of any game conservation program, and this sportsmen last year requested the Game Commission to 

phase of the work is receiving most careful attention and close the county to all quail hunting in order to give the 

consideration. Gambel quail which had been placed there an opportunity 

The Game Department has not yet undertaken the to increase. Such sacrifice is representative of the inter- 

capture and transplanting of the larger species of native est being manifested by the organized sportsmen. 

game; however, a substantial beginning has been made in In addition to Gambel quail transplanting, in the early 

the trapping and moving of wild turkeys and quail. If spring of the present year, many scaled quail were trap- 

impending demands on game are to be met, either for ped and moved to areas where the birds had become scarce 

hunting or for the growing interest in its presence, this or disappeared during the last few years. Apparently 

work, though expensive, must be expanded to include all there is no conflict among the different species of quail 

species and must everywhere have the benefit of public in the State where the birds mingle together. The scaled 

sympathy and support. and Gambel are often found together, seemingly in har- 

In former years Gambel quail were trapped and monious association. | But as a rule the scaled quail oc- 

transplanted with the hope of extending their limited curs along the foothills and over the semi-desert type of 

range; but because of insufficient public interest at that land while the Gambel prefers the brushy bottom lands 

time and lack of necessary protection, the birds survived of water-courses or adjacent brushy, dry washes, thus 

or became established in only a few places. While serv- utilizing cover little frequented by the scaled species. 

ing as Game Warden, Mr. Thomas P. Gable had Gambel To meet requests of sportsmen for bobwhites, one 

quail trapped and transplanted to the San Juan Basin as shipment was obtained this year from Old Mexico, and 

well as to other localities where there were none. The releases were made in the lower Pecos and lower Rio 

San Juan Basin is most favorably suited to the nature of Grande Valleys and near Deming. Mexico bobwhites are 

these birds, and as result of careful protection on the part inferior to the Texas and Oklahoma birds, the strain that 

of local sportsmen, they have become well established. formerly occurred in Southeastern New Mexico, and it is 

During the past two years the Game Department has doubtful whether the bobwhites from Mexico will sur- 

directed considerable attention towards stocking with Gam- vive and thrive in the State; however, they were secured 

bel quail promising coverts outside of the habitat of these after repeated efforts to obtain them from West Texas 
birds, and practically everywhere they are receiving splen- and Western Oklahoma failed. We shall do well to avoid 

did protection. The success already attained with this further importations of quail from Old Mexico. 

species is encouraging ; however, to expect all quail trans- Turkey transplanting activities up to the present time
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have been limited, due largely to the difficulty in trapping will evade traps set for them. In January, 1927, nine wild 
and securing adult birds without injurying them. The adult turkeys were trapped in the White Mountains and 
fully wild adult turkeys, particularly the gobblers, are dif- successfully transplanted in the Sandia Mountains, near 

ficult to secure and handle unless they are numerous and Albuquerque. While evidence that young were raised is 

in accessible localities, and even then scarcity of food is lacking, all of the turkeys have apparently survived. Lack 

a governing factor, or weather conditions must be such of increase on the part of these turkeys may have heen 

as to prevent their obtaining natural food, otherwise they (Continued on Page 24)
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JUST KEEP ON KEEPIN’ ON Then they were swept from the seas. The cougar seems 

— to have out-lived his usefulness in the balances of Nature. 

To the Forest Rangers in the Long Leaf Belt. He is now a menace, a pirate of the ranges, and like the 

Sc aaaianniin buccaneers of old, he must be hunted down and destroyed. 

By SHORT LEAF THORNTON po ee 

If the day looks kinder gloomy, MAKING IDLE GAME RANGE PRODUCTIVE 

And your chances kinder slim ; (Continued from Page 11) 

lf a oo . conte the result of no adult gobblers being among them, as only 

And the perplexities keep veh : two young gobblers were originally included ; or preda- 

Till all hope fa deel one , tory animals might have prevented young being raised. 

Wea Ses oe Two semi-wild gobblers were recently secured and re- 

Just bristle up and grit youn teeth, leased in these mountains, and a good increase this year 
And keep on keepin’ on. is expected. 

Fuming never wins a fight, During the latter part of the past winter wild turk- 

Auidifreduntnever pays; eys, some of which contained a strain of the domestic 

There ain’t no good in broodin’ in stock, were used for plantings in the Guadalupe and Mag- 

these pessimistic ways ; dalena Mountains where this game bird has long been 

Smile just kinder cheerfully, exterminated. Turkeys containing strain of the domestic 

When hope is nearly gone, bird or wild turkeys that frequent the range of domesti- 

And bristle up and grit your teeth, cated turkeys can be more successfully trapped and handI- 

And keep on’ keepin’ on. ed than can the wholly wild birds of the inaccessible 

mountainous areas. Under new conditions and new en- 

There ain’t no use in growlin’ vironment the semi-wild birds soon become located and 

And grumbling all the time; are as fully able to take care of themselves as the pure 

When music’s ringing everywhere, wild strain. It is the plan of the Game Department to 

An deverything’s a rhyme, use both the wild and semi-wild birds in stocking depleted 

Just keep on smilin’ cheerfully, turkey range. Offspring of domestic turkey hens, mated 

If hope is nearly gone, to wild gobblers, offer the most practical means of re- 

And bristle up and grit your teeth, stocking. ranges with turkeys. 

An’ keep on keepin” on. 3 During the last twelve months the Game Department 

—Louisiana Conservation News. has released pheasants in various sections of the state. 

ae More of these birds are being obtained for stocking pur- 

poses this year. Pheasants are now fairly well established 

ed in the lower Pecos Valley—from Roswell to Lakewood. 

(or dl In addition to buying more pheasants, some of these ac- 

tare es. climated birds will be trapped and distributed to suitable 

a ee ~< areas throughout the State. 

(Pree aed Hungarian partridge, in accordance with plans, are 

Fe po to be introduced into the northern part of the State where, 

up to the present time, probably owing to an abundance 

CAPTAIN COUGAR of magpies and crows, efforts ie establish pheasants have 

(Continued from E ages) not been successful. The Hungarian partridge is hardy 

owing to the rough, broken country over which the ani- and as both the male and female care for the nest and 

mals range, following lion hounds is a hard, rough job. young, they should be better able to cope with such ene- 

Even when you can ride after them you require a spare mies as magpies and crows. 

neck in each pocket, for you cannot pick your way. You The obtaining and releasing of any species is not 

will lose the dogs if they get out of earshov, half the battle in the establishment of game. As already 

For the most part, lion hunting in New Mexico is intimated, the degree of success accompanying transplan- 

confined to the Government hunters. Once in a while, a tations is largely reliant on the cooperation of local sports- 

party of ranchmen will give the game a whirl but there is men and the interest the public manifests after the game 

more work than sport in it and lion hunting for sport is released. One violator by the use of gun or trap can 

does not seem to have “caught on” in the fancy of sports- quickly wipe out a few individuals of any of the game 

men in New Mexico. In other states, there are profes- birds after they are released. In addition to precautions 

sional guides who keep trained packs of dogs and take against law violations, the control of predatory animals is 

out parties of hunters. These men mount their customers absolutely essential. While local trappers usually keep 

on good saddle horses and show them plenty of hard, wild down smaller predators, strongly organized forces are 

riding and usually a large hide as a trophy for each trip. necessary to cope with such game destroyers as coyotes, 

The cougar lives principally on deer and it is said bobeats and mountain lions. Furthermore, unless food 

that every full grown animal averages one kill a week, It and cover conditions are suitable for the game introduced, 

will easily be seen what a serious menace they are to the time and expense are usually wasted in any efforts at 

conservation movement. Given the opportunity, they will stocking. Moreover, it is not probable that a few indi- 

kill deer wantonly and leaves the bodies untouched. They viduals will become established, no matter how favorable 

can be likened to the pirates who used to cruise the Span- _ coverts and food supply, unless a new strain is introduced 

ish Main and prey on the helpless merchantmen. The for a time to avoid the dangers of inbreeding. 

freebooters used to kill, rob and destroy in wantonness Generally speaking, not only the sportsmen but other 

until the sentiment of the world was roused against them. citizens throughout the State are strongly supporting the
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present game conservation movement, realizing the bene- unknown to man. The champion long distance migrator 
fits to be derived from a liberal supply of game and for is the Arctic tern, which makes a 22,000 mile journey 
the personal satisfaction of aiding this good cause; how- each year in its round trip from the Arctic where it breeds 
ever, there is still a certain element whose violating pro- in summer to the Antarctic region where it winters. I 
pensities tend to counteract the good accomplished by oth- know of nothing more astonishing in the study of bird 
ers. While it is the duty of the Game Department to habits than the ability of many of our tiniest feathered 
thoroughly post all game refuges and furnish warden friends to make long journeys without rest or food, and 
service so far as funds will permit, hunters who knowing- at the end show no sign of exhaustion. Many of them 
ly take advantage of an inadequately posted refuge by such as the warblers and hummingbirds are known to fly 

shooting it out or who violate game laws at every oppor- six or seven hundred miles across the Gulf of Mexico in 
tunity lack the first principles of good sportsmanship. In a single night journey, while the golden plover, a bird 
several instances recently has game badly needed for re- which also occurs in New Mexico, is known to fly 2400 
stocking been killed in either newly created refuges or in miles across the Atlantic from Nova Scotia to the East 

refuges created but not yet legally posted. Fortunately, Indies in a non-stop flight. 

today there are not many such offenders of the law and The speed of flight is also interesting. The small 

public morale. To earn and maintain the confidence and song birds can fly from twenty to thirty-five miles per 

moral support of the public in game conservation today, hour, the swiftest ducks are able to reach sixty to eighty 

the sportsmen themselves have only to display a spirit of miles per hour, some falcons one hundred miles, and so 
fair play. far as known, the swiftest of all birds, the large swifts, are 

ee ao able to cut the air at the amazing rate of two hundred miles 

OUR FRIENDS THE BIRDS per hour. These high speeds can not be kept up over 

(Continued from Page 6) long distances, of course. 

these periodic travels? Only partial and brief answers The third question, “what do they do when they go 

can be given at this time. south for the winter?” can be answered briefly by explain- 

Why do birds migrate? Consideration of the feed- ing that they do not build nests and raise families there 

ing habit of the humming bird will afford one answer, 2 they do here. If a bird nests here in this climate, this 
for this bird feeds entirely upon material which is associ- 15 considered its true home. When it migrates it is away 

ated with or found in flowers, the nectar and the insects. from home, and may be said to be on a vacation. In 

Therefore, when the flowers disappear the food supply Many cases, the food supply in the southland would be 

of the hummer also disappears and he is obliged to work Sufficient for the robin that is raised in our yard this 
southward where flowers and focd can be found) In summer, but that bird’ will return’ tothe place where it 

much the same manner, the food many other birds either Was born, here to nest and raise its young because of its 
becomes very scare or entirely disappears when the winter love of home. So far as is known, no bird breeds in both 

season approaches, and if the birds do not know how to the north and in the south during the same year. 

find the insects which hide away in winter, they must The last question, “how do these little creatures find 

either find other kinds of food or migrate to warmer plac- their way up and down the continents and across the vast 

es where insects are flying and crawling about and are expanses of the trackless sea?” is the most interesting one 

easy to find. Some birds do know where and how to find of all, it seems to me. Often long flights are made by 

the insects in winter, as for example, the chickadees, nut- night and always the journeys are far apart in time, are 

hatches, and some of the woodpeckers, and therfore they at different seasons of the year, and are in opposite direc- 

stay here through the colder season. Other birds are able _ tions, yet by some strange power which we do not under- 

to stick it out, also, by changing their feeding habits and — stand, they find their way with unerring certainity. We 

eating weed seeds when they can not find insects. The call that power instinct, and define instinct as a habit 

meadow lark is one of such birds, altho not all of our which is inherited or passed on from parent to young. 

meadow larks by any means remain with us through the Again we call this power a sixth sense—a sense of direc- 

winter. It is also thought, and for good reasons, that the tion which guides the bird, but no matter what we name 

colder regions which many birds now leave in winter but it, the mystery still remains, and study of the migration 

return to in spring to raise their young, were at one time of birds leads us on and on into vast reaches of unex- 

the permanent home of these birds ages ago when the plored natural history. To those who love to look beyond 

climate there was much warmer than it now is. And, the fact for its cause and meaning, the lines which this 

that as the climate had slowly cooled, the birds have subject inspired Bryant to write in his poem “To a Water 

learned, through countless generations, to travel back and Fowl” will carry an appeal. They are these: 
forth, going to the warm country south to avoid the cold, 

but returning in spring because of their natural love for “He who, from zone to zone, 

home, there to raise their young where they were raised. Guides through the boundless air thy certain flight, 

The next question “where do they go?” is very com- In the long way that I must tread alone, 

plex, and to answer it completely would require consid- Will lead z (sae athe 

ering the habits of all migrating species. At this time it Peo ee eee 

will be sufficient to say that some go only a short distance peg eer 

away from their summer homes where they are able to tae oar seas 

find food through the winter, as for example the stellar YOU CAN’T FOOL EM min 

jays, the chickadees, nuthatches and others which come “It is easy to fool yourself. It is more difficult to 

down to the foothills from the higher parts of the moun- fool the people you work for. It is still more difficult to 

tains; some go to Old Mexico, some farther south to fool the people you work with and it is almost impossible 

Central America, and still others travel from Alaska to to fool the people who work under your direction.” 

Brazil and Chili, while the chimney swift goes to a place —Eastern District Digest.
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The Pecos Elk Range 
A Report to the District Forester by Grazing Inspector 

D. A. SHOEMAKER 

I spent the time from the morning of February 22 grazing on the south exposures or slopes swept free from 
until noon February 25 in company with Ranger J. W. snow. If this were the case, it was believed a patrol of 
Johnson on the Pecos District of the Santa Fe. The pur- the upper area in the elk range during the winter would 
pose of the trip was to observe conditions obtaining on offer an opportunity of obtaining a fairly accurate count 
the elk winter range in the Willow Creek and Cow Creek of them and also of learning the species of plants consti- 
country. tuting their winter forage and in this way obtain a basis 

In the spring of 1915 an elk plant was made on the for any further adjustments needed in the use of the areas 
ranges above mentioned. I do not know definitely the by cattle or any other features of management of either the 
date of the plant or the number of animals turned on the cattle or elk that should be put into effect adequately to 
range but the story goes that some 58 head were shipped provide winter forage for the game animals. 
in from the Yellowstone Park herd in the fall of 1914 We traveled over-the-snow from the mine in Pecos 
and were wintered at the Valley Ranch, but that only 18 Canyon up Willard Creek to Irvin’s cabin taking our beds 
head survived by the time they were placed on the range and supplies by toboggan and camping at this place. From 
the following spring. It is estimated that these have in- this point traveling on skiis, we circled the main Willow 
creased to approximately 75 at the present time. Creek drainage one day and the next went east from Irv- 

Due to the habits of these animals to graze during in’s cabin to the divide between Willard Creek and Cow 
the summer on certain choice spots and from the fact that Creek, following this to the top of Elk Mountain, then 
they are primarily grass eaters at least at this time of year, dropping down into Cow Creek, past the Cow Creek cabin 
it has been advisable to adjust cattle grazing during the and out to the divide between Cow Creek and the head of 
summer to insure sufficient feed for the game and to pro- south Willow Creek, headed this drainage and dropped 
tect the areas from overgrazing. The local areas that are back down the main Willow Creek slope to Irvin’s cabin. 
favored by the elk such as the head of Willow Creek are The next day we went out as we had gone in, by the way 
not salted for cattle with the result that there is more of Willow Creek and the mine in Pecos Canyon. 
feed available for the game. Also, small reductions in On the way up Willow Creek the first day of the trip 
carrying capacity and stocking of cattle have been made the tracks of some 6 or 8 elk in one bunch and those of a 
to give protection to the elk range. The primary object single animal indicated their crossing between the south 
of our trip was to determine if similar adjustments should exposures of south Willow and main Willow Creek. These 
be made on the areas the elk favored during the winter. tracks crossed just above the forks of Willow Creek at an 

It seemed to be the general opinion that the elk would — elevation of approximately 8,500 feet. Here the snow on 
be found when the snow was deep in a few bunches in the north exposures and in the bottoms of the drainages 
the upper country, going into the timber for protection and was from 2% to 3 feet deep but the south and southeast 

The high Pecos Elk Range 
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exposures were practically bare of snow, or spotted with 
patches of snow. This was the condition on the south and MAN AND WILD LIFE 
southeast exposures from an elevation of about 9,500 feet A radio address delivered from station KFI Los Angeles 
down. It was on these bare or partially bare exposures By DR. D. SILVERSTONE 

ar daa i Ae eee ee He eee ee f The phenomena of creation astounds us, whether we 
were observed crossing at about the same place the elk raise our eyes to investigate the mechanism of heaven or 
nahi wece eeeire Ti face these upper élevations where the bend down to examine the tiniest creatures of this lower 

snow ranged from 3 to 4 feet in depth were practically cot 
deserted by all animal and bird life. Tracks of an For educated, civilized man to exterminate valuable, 

occasional snowshoe rabbit rarely accompanied by those wild life species of living things is a crime. It is a crime 
of a coyote and in one instance by the lone trail of a small against his own children and posterity. 

sce col et ena aes No manu so, ie meal nt Soy > or squander an inheritance of his children that he holds for 

Bath coanel Ta umae r cen ieah Gem neh Bo, vara and pony psi Senay ee Tee Sonam Mere ee Ta te Se Eee that he is, has not created even the humblest of the Species 
ig) € of some three leet of birds, mammals, or fishes that adorn and enrich this 

Biinon) Aone Une grouce was pene seen Cie earth. With all his wisodm, man has not evolved and 

dees seen in a few places ‘constituted the winter bird pop- pe eee > ? clam. The wild things of the earth are not ours, to do 
ulation of these areas. with as we please; they have been given us in trust, and 

The binoculars revealed some 15 head of Mr. Vile’s we must account for them to the generations which will 
cattle grazing on an almost bare wind-swept ridge on the come after us and audit our accounts. 

reserve pasture of his allotment. These animals were at 
an elevation of approximately 10,000 feet. The distance 
at which they were observed was too great to determine 3 
their condition or the character of the forage upon which 
they were existing. 

While the results of this trip were disappointing in |, 
many respects, especially as to getting a count on the elk, |); 5s 
they did show that these animals do not stay in the high |! , 
country after the snow gets deep. Apparently they were |! gage ® . r 
very much scattered on the lower south exposures. On hi ed ES 
these areas there is an abundance of dry feed of browse, ; fi si a 
weeds, and grasses, and so it is believed that with the _ 
present numbers of elk on the range there is no need to 1 amet , = : 
be much concerned as to their winter range. ee : 

With the game animals scattered as they apparently ss : 
are at this time of year, it would be more difficult to obtain 
an estimate as to their numbers than it would when they 
are on their summer range. With the bare south ex- Ree eerie irs Aq? 
posures interspersed oa ee north slopes and the bot- Fe eee eee 
toms of drainages covered with from 2% to 4 feet of 2 , . 
snow it would iE difficult to cover the pie where the elk . But man, ares be Corey of Nature : ae 
were pacing | Apparently cnowehoes over the snow and ee — persistently exterminates one species after 

on foot on the south exposures would be the only practi- ees i. ne Se een aa eae Spee 
cal way to get over this range at this time of year. A. Today the thing that stares me in the face every wak- 

horse could be used on the south exposures but difficulties ig hour, like a grisly spectre with bloody fangs and claws, 
would be encountered in getting a horse from one such 18 this extermination. To me, this is a horrible thing; it 
exposure to another. is wholesale murder, no less. It is a capital crime and a 

After seeing these ranges both in summer and winter blackish disgrace to the races of civilized mankind, because 

it is my opinion that by a continuation of observations and eee a 7 ae Great a se ean oe in 
study on the summer range with any further adjustments a i zute ile Scena sip ee ue AB AP ELE AN el 
that it appears necessary to make in the stocking and range See : ; : 
management of the cattle, the Cow Creek elk herd on the We had a beautiful Passenger Pigeon. He is gone. 
Santa Fe will be provided adequately with range and Our Woodcock and Carolina Tree Duck are fast disappear- 

forage at least until such time as their numbers materially ing. The Antelope is but 11,000 from absolute extinction, 
increase. when once the plains and hills were covered. The Buffalo 

is only in a zoo. The list throughout the world of ex- 
tinction of species is a long and terrible one. 

In creation there is a tremendous struggle for exist- 
ence, to fight, to live. To die is natural—to be slaughtered 
is another story. 

= We are the supreme egoists ,and monopolists of crea- 
a tion. Our conceit and self-importance are at times blas- 

+. eae phemous. We are human peacocks, puffed up, inflated,
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I See B’ Th’ Papers 

COLFAX COUNTY GAME PROTECTIVE GAME WARDEN CREDITED WITH 

ASSOCIATION ELECTS OFFICERS SIXTH SENSE 

The annual meeting of the Colfax County Game Pro- _— 

tective Association was held in Cimarron, January 26. Dr. P. R. Corkin’s Work in Ferreting Out Game Law Viola- 

H. S. Murdock of Springer was elected President of the tors Is Described by His Superior. 

Association. Mr. Henry Swigart, of Raton, Vice-Presi- pie 

dent and Bennett Foster of Springer, Secretary-Treasurer. Santa Fe, Feb. 3—(AP)—Deputy State Game 

Dr. M. F. Smith, of Raton, the retiring President, Warden P. R. Corkin is credited by State Warden E. L. 
reported on the meeting of the State G. P. A. held in Perry with having a sixth sense which enables him to fer- 

Albuquerque, and several committees were appointed to ret out game law violators. 

act during the coming year. Due to the fact that not all “Mr. Corkin chased two after-sundown hunters 

of the members can conveniently attend the meetings an through the Rio Grande swamps below Albuquerque for 

executive committee was appointed by the president to nearly four hours the other night before he finally caught 

represent the various communities of Colfax County and and arrested them,” Mr. Perry related Friday. 

to act with him during the coming year. All members of “Joe Herron and Ollie Simmons, the violators, were 

the Association are invited to attend the meetings of this fined $150 each and costs by an Albuquerque justice of the 

committee and to have equal voice with its members. peace after the official had heard Mr. Corkin’s story cf 

Plans were discussed for 1928 and many worth while their flight from Justice. 

suggestions made as to how the Association could best “Another time near Alamogordo he found a farmer’s 
functions quail traps but after two days’ wait during which the farm- 

A motion was carried that a meeting of the associa- °T did not come near them he took his shot gun and went 
, A vs a to the house in the guise of a hunter. 

tion should be held at Springer approximately on Febru- ae aS. : 

ary 26, the exact date to be set by the executive committee 9. 4. - Unny: ne be ae we io I a a couple 

at its first meeting. The members of the Association feel 0% > 7CXED COPS © down the flats there. What do you 
a hae i reckon they could be doing a way off there from no- 

that some work has been accomplished in Colfax county here?’ 

and that 1928 will see much done to improve hunting and “Finally ie leer ed Ws Gee ant cin 

fishing within the county—Springer Stockman. coops, they’re my quail traps.’ A few hours later he paid 
his fine.” scree ORR 

- The only re related, that game violators 

: ~ | got the better of Mri*Corkin was when he arrested two 
-| foreigners neat” Albuquerque. They covered him with 
' | shotgunseand got away. Mr. Corkin was unarmed. 

+ e ee —Albuquerque Journal. N 

. ; AY oe x : b f RABBITS ARE TOO PLENTIFUL AGAIN 

2 gq ea ~~ af The annual Easter convention of Jack rabbits, cotton- 

De Sy dls Ni ys = € F | tails and ordinary old “bunnies” should have a record at- 

peti) aks fe - \ Se tendance this year, if present indications mean anything. ' 

re ay “ A f Ff4| It seems to be customary for these flop-eared pests to ap- | 

G3 7 [ 4 , ; pear in large numbers every spring. This year there seems ' 

lg: Pg foal bY to be more than ever before. j 

juken ay ] ‘ fi f Geo. W. McCan, owner of McCan’s Dairy was in 

i ne oo] V4 iy Ma om f} ~~ | town yesterday and reported that the rabbits were endeay- 

gets ak f wae > fas ey oring to walk off with his alfalfa patch. 

ale gi] r} r sg ak If there is anything the people of Deming can do to 
Foe che si) ¥ ys A Lae ; help eliminate the pests it should be done—and at once. 
i ee Fi = wo ~*~ | + Perhaps a few organized drives would get favorable re- f 
* at ee id f Fa ce ued! = sults. j 
ila no le ' eee + Nordhaus’ store has set the pace by offering prizes — 
ee AS ore ; ——y \| to those bringing in the most rabbit ears during this month. 

Pee ee ee hue ‘Wwe aoe ~ 4} Who will be next?—Deming Headlight. f 

ne Te , é g GE oneal HUNTERS KILLING GEESE WITH RIFLES ~ 
boy roe CPOs s / fs a i * SS a Reports come to the Deputy Game Wardens~ at 

M iP a co ee aN a, Springer that hunters are using rifles to kill geese and that 
a Lee LS iad ; others are shooting at game from.cars on-the highway. 

— = — Both of these acts are prohibited and any hunter caught 

12-year-old son of W.E. Turner, of Columbia, kills a big one. in such an offense will be prosecuted to the full extent of 

Is he pleased? We'll say! But no more so than his dad. the law.—Springer Times.
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Wild Life of the Guadalupes ay (\ 
IN 

By CARL B. LIVINGSTON 

Photos by Carl B. Livingston great tremulous stars that shone through the treetops as 
Little known to the outside world is the wild, rough @ gentle gust played its lonesome refrain through the pine 

region of the Guadalupe Mountains of New Mexico. needles. Then all was still, except for the distant call of 
Many a huge cave still holds its uncanny mysteries. There whippoorwill and the droning lullaby of the lonely moun- 

are giant canyons which no white man has ever gone ain stream. 
through from head to mouth—too, lofty mesas that have Suddenly everybody came alive. “Panther in camp!” 
never seen a hunter. Cough-like growls were within a hundred feet. No guns 

Under the canyon rims you will still find in plenty in the party; we just whizzed a few chunks in that direc- 
the almost extinct bighorn, and on the timbered uplands tion. Up a juniper tree sprang the panther. 
the mule deer. Making war on these are the panther and The next day the exploring hike took us up the North 
the golden eagle. Then away up in the mists where the Fork. In camp that evening we wondered if the pall of 
white pines are peeled down by the crash of lightning, still night would send us another prowler of the wild woods. 
ponders an occasional silver-tip. Outside of some park, We hadn’t gone to sleep yet. Then suddenly came the 
few if any other places remain in the country as they defiant growl of a panther close in, on our trail ; he coughed 
were before the white man came. The extreme roughness once more about even with camp and we supposed he had 

gone on by. In the ominous stillness a skunk wandered 
TIE Ct PRES TTR TE PICO out into the clearing and was eating scraps ; from behind 
ye 3A Bs te = his. Tees a mat of manzanitas within fifteen feet of the beds sprang 
Os Fg Fate ha ks ee crv fas Ay a the panther and carried away the skunk. Even though it 

eta Sak tay my Ss we, Spee Ri Sq| did throw its musk, we were obliged to the skunk; for 
aa at F ah j SN ay Mees eee - who knows but what the panther would have considered 
eu Ree) GI ey i. eae Ree | = us—or the dog—next best! : 

wanted Mee. RE No Ay Es eds Mog rrr With The National Geographic Expedition we were 

wy at ei Pas camped in one of these great canyons a year or two before. 
: eon "| During the midnight hours a panther set up its cry a half 

oe mile or so away. I listened intently, for with one species 
Pe eee | it is difficult to distinguish from a human screaming for 

= SS help. The first dead leaves that stirred, I jumped up with 
ee Ri en eS eS 

TROUT POOL IN THE GUADALUPE MOUNTAINS coat . 

of this region and the abundance of food have made ideal : bs UNF : 
conditions for the survival of a wide variety of wild life. ae ee 

One day in August we had climbed farther up the SR a wat -_ 
gorge of the Great South Fork of McKitrick canyon than enh Pe hock a a 
any white men had ever been before. Passing the point Rel i Se 
where the National Geographic Expedition turned back ~ oe i 
in 1924, we were finally blocked by a waterfall. Then on 
the campward trek through the blue haze of the late after- 
noon, we noticed a deer-and-sheep trail leading down to ‘i 
water. The canyon is around four thousand feet deep, 
walled by bluffs that rise in terraces from five hundred to 
a thousand feet above each other ; in only a few places can MOUNTAIN SHEEP COUNTRY OF THE GUADALUPES 
anything but a bird reach the streams. 

Where the mountain sheep trail came down to water _ the flashlight. Standing there was a huge mountain sheep 
looked like a good place for a panther to lie in wait for ram that had wandered right into camp to see what was 
prey. During the hike down-stream I wondered if a going on. 
panther had picked up our trail and was slinking from Evidently a good deal seems not to be known about 
clump to clump as we swung along down through bend the panther—most naturalists hold that panthers do not 
after bend in the gathering purple of the evening shadows. cry. But if you wander through the wilderness of the 

Camp was in the thick timber far down stream. That Guadalupes; you will not doubt have a change of opinion. 
night as we lounged around the fire exchanging yarns, The truth of the matter is, we have more than one kind. 
came now and then the rustle of dead leaves off out in the Some, of course, do not cry, but one indeed does scream— 

inky jungle crowding close around. The old dog charged and for the world like a human. Too, they vary in color 
off a time or two but it looked as though he may have been from red to a gray blue; in size, from a leopard to the lion 
barking at his own echo, of nine-feet-eleven. 

At length the yarns ran out, the fire died down into The most fierce of all panthers is one thought to mi- 
glowing embers. The night was black, save for al few grate from Old Mexico into the Guadalupes. The male
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of this Mexican lion has a mane five or six inches long and found the bones of a great bird, larger than the turkey 
a brush on the end of its tail—in appearance a cousin to and now extinct. Fish were evidently regarded a delicacy 
the great African lion. by the cave men; under the shelves of the limestone cliffs 

The panther is often said to be cowardly, but of this occupied ages ago by the Basket Makers are pictographs of 
you cannot always be certain—if you prowl through the fish. 
canyon-country of the Guadalupe long enough. A panther In the large caves guano deposits have been found in 
once slipped into the bed room where a baby was sleep- some cases to be a hundred feet thick; experiment has 
ing. The little ranch lady out in the yard hanging out the shown that this deposition is much slower than one might 
washing rushed in, grabbed up her baby, backed out of think and the deposits run back in time only of geological 
the room, and slammed the door on the lion. She ran reckoning. Bones have often been found in the guano 
with the baby in her arms to the neighbors and the boys beds mined for fertilizer; study of these skeletons would 
came over and fired at the panther through the window. no doubt yield interesting results. 
The cat was found to be very old and gaunt, and then is In the caves that lead back for miles, life in some 

when they will take chances. form is found as far as any man has ever gone. The little 
More than a few times I have had panthers to hang ringtail cat is an inhabitant of these regions of perpetual 

around camp; usually if one comes at all, it will likely midnight; likewise are the cliff mouse and the white crick- 
return at about the same hour the following night. Their et. None of these animals that live in the Guadalupe caves 
cry, if I may be indulged in the term, is interpreted as the are blind as may be supposed; they are endowed, though, 
call to its mate announcing the location of a promising kill. with a sense of orientation not well understood. 

While panthers are ordinarily not agressive, it is a Bats are found in colonies sometimes of several mil- 
saying of oldtimers of the Guadalupes: “Thar’s shore a lions; when they rise from the caves in the evening, the 
time to leave a pant’er be!” When one of the big lions appearance is like smoke. The bats are of eight varieties. 
out of Old Mexico is up a tree and begins to growl in a_ All are insectivorous; some are migratory—one comes 
kind of a throaty boom-boom sound, old hunters clear out from the Canadian forests, another from far south in 
from around the tree. Even the bloodhounds seem to know Mexico. They rarely roost more than a half mile from 
instinctively that this note is the sure warning of an in- the cave opening; bats go far into the cave only when they 
stant kill. become old and too weak to fly out. Then they flutter 

Says Bill Ward, who has killed panthers ‘in these downward into the low chambers to die and petrify. 
mountains for over forty years, “Give a panther plenty In looking for bones in the caves, both those of humans 
of room when it begins to make that boomin’ noise.” and lower animals are nearly always found along the base 

Once he jumped two panthers eating a horse; he shot of the cave wall. Instinct seems to send all animal kind 
one, the other ran up a tree. Only two cartridges were left. to the wall to die; I have often thought the phrase, “going 
He fired one of these at the panther in the tree. While he to the wall,” may have a deeper signficance than we may 
was looking around to make a careful aim with this last have supposed. 
shell, the lion set up its warning note. The hounds all The strangest of the abundant bird life in this range 
sneaked away, and the panther sprang at Ward who was __ is the screaming hawk that lives in the bluffs of the high- 
standing upon the bank of an arroyo but missed the shelf est peaks. In climbing the loftiest points, it is often neces- 
by about two feet. Ward fired the last cartridge but the sary to edge along the brink of one of these bluffs; a 
panther leaped up the bank. He struck the cat across the couple of hawks, whining like the drag of the brakes on 
head with the gun barrel. This only dazed it, then he a freight train, will drop from the sky and flash within 
felled it with a blow across the neck and cut its throat. a few feet of you, then disappear down over the edge of 
The lion was nine-feet-nine. the bluff life a stunt plane. 

Besides the silver-tip, there are the black bear and its The elk and the mountain goat have become extinct in 

color phase, ithe cinnamon. Trudging up some of the these mountains within the past forty or so years. At 
gorges where very few people have ever been, you will Soldier Springs used to be a bone yard where a herd of 
often see potholes in which bear have just been wallow- elk perished. The last mountain goat was killed at the 
ing. Up in the high peaks lightning will sometimes start headwaters of Dark Canyon in 1885, and one poor old 
a fire that will burn for weeks and drive the bear into the elk was seen at that time. 
low country. Deer and mountain sheep come and go from the 

The Guadalupes have been the home of bountiful Guadalupes to the mountains over in Old Mexico; the lion 
wild life for geological ages. In the Hidden Cave, south- follows wherever these two make their range. Other ani- 
east of Queen, we discovered the remains of the extinct mals, however, have drifted into the Guadalupes within 
cave bear that lived about twenty-five thousand years ago. _ fairly recent time—the wolf came about thirty years ago, 
The bones of a few mammoths have also been uncovered. the porcupine within the last ten. 

You may be surprised to know that the most ancient If you love Nature—listen! Go to the Guadalupes ; 
civilization in the Southwest is found in this range. It is for there you will find wild life as plentiful as it was when 
the Basket Makers who belonged to a period about four the cave man was warring with the cave bear. Once you 
thousand years ago. This was before the age of pottery have climbed through the giant canyons in all their grand- 
and the bow-and-arrow in the Southwest. They made eur, they will always be calling you. Something in the 
baskets, used a dart shot by a flipper, and made extensive majesty of the purple peaks splashed in saffron and the 
use of strong yucca fiber netting for the snaring of game. tang of the wild woods casts a kind of a spell over you— 
These old people used the small dry caves for burial places once you are ever a wanderer there. As old sailors love 
and walled up the openings. Once in a while one of these the boundless deep, likewise you will sense the call that 
caves is stumbled upon; because of extreme dryness pres- comes of the high country. The booming of the night 
ervation is wellnigh perfect. winds against the canyon walls, like the roar of the surf, 

Among the material of the cave tombs is sometimes and the tang of the wild woods will forever be calling you.
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Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
May 27, 1922., 

Dear Mr, praia GN ee Se ies aR . ‘ 

’ Daring the past ten years I have been gathering data for a book ] ; on Southwestern Game. Through the help of many frienés I have succeeded in obtaining a large amount of valuable information, but it is not yet . sufficiently romded out to serve aS a basis for the book. _ \ 

I am being transferred on June 1 to the Forest Prodwts Labora- tory at Madison, Wisemsin, which will put me out of touch with local. Conditions. Dr. R. Fred Pettit ana Je Stokely Ligon of Albuquerque have kindly agreed to take over the job of collecting the accitional material needed, and the book will be published wider our joint authorship, prob= ably within the next three or fow years. 

Enclased is a list giving some of the main points on which we lack information. If you Can supply any of it or imow anybocy who can, your help will be greatly appreciated, 
E : 

In so far as possible use the blank spaces on each page for recorcing the data. In order that the lists may be taken apart and assembled by species, please sign name, address, and date at the bottom of each page or entry. Please make it clear to what locality each entry applies. There is no hurry about sending in the data. 

4ny further information which you may obtain from tine to time may be forwarded to either Dr. Pettit, Mr. Ligon, or myself at the addresses : given above. Thank you for your cooperation. With your help we ought to turn out not only an interesting book, but also one that will promote the interests of wild life conservation in the Southwest. 

Very sincerely yours Enclosure~ 

; 

: Aldo Leopold.
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INEORMATION NEEDED ON SOUTHVESTUEN GAME (For Proposed Book "Southwestern Game Fields" by Leopold, Ligon, 
and Pettit) 

= BLACKTAIL DE 
(1) Distribution: é 

Investigation into old records indicates that blacktail formerly occurred in much lower comtry than we now consider blacktail range; for instance, in the Rio Grande Valley at Socorro, I am therefore particularily anxious to get reaetag of both former anc present occurrence in the outly= ing regions away from the higher momtain rangese 

(2) Feeds: 

The shrubs, herbs, grasses, fungi or other plants eaten and the time of year they are eaten; also the part of the plant that is eaten. I have a pretty good start on this subject, especially with respect to shrubs end browse, but need acditional information, part icularly that obtained from Stomach examinat ions. 

Where and when do blacktail go ent irely without water? 

(3) Dates; 

f I need additional information on the dates when — 

1. Velvet sheds. 
2. Bucks join does, 
3. Necks swell. 
4+ Rut begins ane ends. 
5, Bucks leave does, 
6. Horms shed. 
7» Fans drop. 
8. Proportion of twin to single fawns. 

(4) Natural Enemies; 

Any actual observations on predatory animals, diseases, parasitic in= sects, cause of "Cactus Bucks", etc.



1 DATA ON BUCKS KILLED . 

1. Blacktail or Whitetail? ‘ 

2. Killed » there ? ay 
Date? 

By? 3 

3. Alone, with other bucks, or with aces. 

{check which} 

4 Ccndition = neck swelled? 
meat strong? 

(check which) fat? 
medium? 

: peor? 

5. Horns - Sprea¢é at widest pcint? 
Length along main beam? 

Girth besm at base above rosette? 

Number of points: left? 
fight? 

Clean or traces of velvet? 
(A peint is anything you can hang a watch on) 

6. Weight = As killed : 
Drawings ; 

: Hice and feet 

Head and horns 

é Dressed weight 

7. Measurements: Height at shoulder 
‘ Length: Nobe to root tail 

‘ Nose te end tail 
Girth chest 
Length hoof pad = front? hind? 

8. Stcmach contents



B= WHITE ALi DEER 

(1) Dis tribution: 

I especially wish to amplify my present information on distrib- 
ution in the northem secticns of Arizona and New Mexico, especially 
With respect to the Jemez, Carscn and Coccminc ccmtry; also the Navajo comtry. 

(2) Feeds: 

i Same as for Blacktail, Notes on differences in food habits 
as compared with biacktail woulda be especially valuable. 

(3) Dates: 

Same as for Blacktail. Notes cm how the life history dates 
of whitetail differ from blacktail in the same region wculd be especially valw ble, 2 

(4) Data op Bucks: — 

Use same form as for blacktail. X



: Cc = ELK 

(1) Former Distribution: e 

D have coliected quite a record cf fomer cistribution of elk, 
mostly by fincing out where heaés came from, an? by recercing in- 
stances of shed horns found on the ground. I am still lacking 
information, however, as tc whether, where, and how lately elk 
originally occurred in the following regions: 

(a) Tacs Mcwmtains 
(bo) Colfax, Union, and Mora Ccomties 
(c) Menzenos and Sancias 
(a) Mt. Taylor or ert Wingate ccumtry,; ms 
(e) Navajo country 
(£) Datil Mountains , 
(g) ifagealena Mewntains : 
(h) Sen Matec i-untains 
(i) Original estern limit in Apeche Indien Reservation 

on Sitgrsaves Forest. 
(§) Bewmearies of the "Island" of elk that ctcurred between 

. Cataract Canyon ane Williams, Arizcnae Dic this bumch 
extend to Frisco Peaks? Di¢ it ever-ccnnect with the 
White lit. herd? 

(2) Introduced Herés. . 

I have the ranges of the Sitgreaves anc Pecos her¢s but need the 
present ranges of the herds on Mt. Graham anc the private hercs in 
northeastern New Mexico. 

At What Gates co these introduced heres rut, shed, calve, etce?



D = MOUNTAIN SHEEP 

(1) Former Distribution. 

I lack information as to whether or no mountain sheep ever 
eccurred in the following regions: 

_ (a) Jemez Momtains 
(bv) Navajo comtry 
(c) Datil Forest 
(a) Gila Forest 
(e} Evidence ats to the probable location of the herd which 

Pattie describes at "the mouth of the Frisco", 1824. 
Must have been near Clifton. 

(f) Aimas Mountains 
: 

(g) Peloncillo " 
(h) Chiricahua " 
(i) Huachuca " 
(j) Santa Rita ™ 
(x) Tumacacori " 
(1) mt. Graham 
(m) Galliuro Mountains 
(n) Santa Teresa " 
(o) Frisco Peaks 
(p) Zumi malpais. Just what territory did this herd cover? When 

did it disappear? 
(q) Carrizozo malpais. Just what territory did this heré cover? 

When dié it cisappear? 

(2) Present Distribution. ; 

I lack data on the present range of the following herds: 

(a) San andres Mountains 
(b) Grand Canyon ; 
(c) Ranges of Southwestern Arizona 

(3) Vater. 

Where snc when co sheep go entirely without water?



= 

2 EB» ANTELOPE 

(1) Former Distribution. 

: ob have a pretty good line on present Cistribution of antelope in the Southwest. bat no specific data on former distribution. On account of the widespread former distribution, I believe the best Way to block cut the original range is to lccate the regicns in which they dia not occur. of course, it is already mow that 
they dic not occur in the higher mountain regions, and this will be easy to do. hat I am looking for is definite information as to considerable regions of the lower-lying country where antelope 
did not. occur. 

I.an particularly shy of information as to the Navajo comtry, : Arizona strip and Southwestern Arizona. 

P (2) Feeds. 

I am entirely lacking in specific date on antelope feeds. 

(3) Dates. 

Same as for Blacktail. 

(4) Numbers, 

It woulc be particularly interesting if we could get even rough data as to the original numbers cf antelope in any particular regicn. It is barely possible that there are cold timers who could make such estimates.



~ * i : 
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B= BUFFALC 

(1) Former Dis tribution. 

I have ample 2atg to prove that publishee information on the Western limit of buffalo in New Mexico is all wrong, anc that buffalo ~ Went much further west than usually supposed. : 

There also seams to be a great cifference between early Spanish times and the early years of the Americ occupation; the buffalo extending further Jest in Spanish times. : 

Specific information as to the cecurrence of buffalo is particu~ larly cesired as to the following regions md ay information as to: ° date of occurrence will ac to the value of the data 

: (a) San Luis Valley eom to Taos 
(o) Upper Rio Grande Valley between *lbuquerque and Santa Fe {c) Rio Grance Valley an¢ adjacent plains from Albuquerque to El Paso. 
(2) Plains country from Momtsaineir to Carrizozc (e) Crow Flat coumtry west of the Guecalupes. 

inother interesting question is the extent to which buffalo ranged into the higher momtains, The caly ‘eta at hand jncicates that old bulls wandered much higher than the regular heres. In reporting skulls fomée in mowmtain regicns, it woule be valuable to imow whether they appear to be bull skulls. 

(2) Numbers. 

i It is certain that straggling herds md in@ivicuals occurred much further West then the main body of buffalo. Therefore inforcs= tion from olé timers as to relative abuncance in any part of New Me:ic in which buffalo occurred, together with the Gate of the informaticn, will be eSpecially valuable.



G = JAVELINAS 
: 

(1) Present Distribution, 

I am entirely lacking in definite data as to whether cr no any Javelinas occur in the desert ranges of southwestern Arizma or in the bottoms of the Colorado River. I am also especially anxious to learn the former distribution in the shin-oak country of southeastern New Mexico east of the Pecos and when they were exterminated there. It was about 1910 to 1915. 

(2) Former Distribution. summer Distribution, 

I would particularly appreciate data as to whether or no javelinas cccurred in the following regions; 

(a) Guadalupe Mountains 
(b) Lower Ric Grande Valley above El Faso (c) Desert ranges arama Deming 
(a) Souther Arizona ranges 

(3) Life History. 

I am almost entirely lacking in data on life history. Am parm ticularly anxious to learn When and why they buile their ests", anc what they eat other than mast.



H = JAGUAR 

I have a very good set of records as to where ana when and by whom jaguars were seen or killeds I seem to be short, however, of definite information as to whether or no they ever occurred in any part of southeastern New Mexico. I have only one record for tte desert country of southwestem Arizona and would be interested to hear of any additional records there, 

There has lately arisen a further very interesting question of Whether all the animals commonly reported as "jaguars" may not in Part be ocelote This species, as I understand it, is smaller, Slimmer, and has sclia black spots instead of large clouded black Spots. Any information to differentiate ocelot records would te extremely valuable. 

I am alsc particularly interested in the killing habits of these cats - that is, just what size ané kind of animals they tackle and just what method they use in killing then. 

f It is not know whether the Jaguars of Arizcna and New Mexico are all "strays" from Mexico or Whether they breed here. Does any= body know? 

/



“ T= MowTgm troy 

So far as occurrence goes, I suppose it is commonly assumed that the mountain licn was almost miversal in the Southwest but I have one piecé of evidence to indicate that there may have been » Considerable regicns in which no liens occurred. Anybody that Imows of any such regions would be contributing very valuable in= formation. 

j= BEAVER 

I an lacking in information as to present ané former occurrence off beaver cn the Pecos River and its tributaries, and on the lower reaches of the Little Colorado and the upper reachés of the Colorado in Arizona.



K = OTTER 
There are enough records to inéicete that otter originally 

occurred on some of the main streams of the Southwest but additimal 
records of fermer or present occurrence =re needed. 

OTHER _FUR-BEARERS f 

Does anybody Imow of any Marten, ifink, cr Fisher ever having 
occurred in Arizona or New Mexico?



°° 

= BEARS 

(1) Distribution. 

The information at hand indicates that the main thing we do not know about former distribution of bears is their ocecwrence at low altitudes previous to settlement in the Southwest. my instances <f such low comtry cecurrences will be welccmed, together with the test information available as tc the species, whether érizzly or black. 

(2) Food Habit ° oP SQOC MADLES X 

Specific information as to food and the tine cf year and place it is eaten, will be Valuables 

(3) Hethods of Atiack. 

There is considerable” dispute as to the oxect method of attack used by large bears in preying upon livestock, Specific information. on this point will be weicomed. 

(4) Hibernating Habits. 

There is considerable cispute as tc what, if any, parts of the Southwest are so warm as to do away with the usual hebit of hiverna= tion; also where, iz anyvhere, bears é6& iberately go to a higher altitude for hibernat ing purposes.



DATA ON TURVEYS KILLED 

Gobbler or Hen: 

ome or 91d: 

Milled: 
! 

When 

Where 

By 

Weight: (méressed) 

Lengith: : 

Track 
; 

; Spur 

Beil on breast 

Wattle on head 

Spread: (wings) 

_  Soneition: 

Crop Contents: '



ii =~ WILD VUuRKEY ta) UR 

(1} Former Distribution. 
‘ 

) aptmer Distributions 

Did turkey ever cecur in the following regions; 

(2) Guadalupe Mountains : (b) River valleys of eastern New Mexico ‘ (c) Lower limit of distribution in Rio Grande Valley (a) Chiricahua, Peloncillo, or inimas Mountains (e) Catalina, Huachuca, Santa Rita, Tumacacori, Mt. Grahan, ané other mountains of south central Arizona. (£) Grana Canyon country — Lower Colorado River bottom (g) Navajo country 

Why did turkeys Cisappear from the southern ranges first? 
How far east ané north did the Southwestern turkey extend? 
Is there any domestic blood mixed in the present wile stock? 

(2) Fooe Habits, 

Information woula be welcomed, especially information based on : 
Stomach examinations. 

; 5 

(3) Dates. > 
e 

Information is needed as to the dates when: ~~ 

1. Pairs mate 
: 2. Laying begins 

= 3. Eggs hatch 
4. Period curing which 80bblers leave hens and flock : with other gobblers,



N_= BLUE GkouSE : 

I am lacking information as to whether 67To0use occur or ever Gid. occur in the following regions: 

(a) High moumtains on the western edge of the White Moun- tains - Apache Indian Reservation, (b) Navajo comitry 
(c) Jicarilla Indian Reservation. 

I am also lacking data as to distribation in Colfax County, east of the Carson National Forest. 

What is the cause of tke periodic shortage of grouse? 

Om PRAIRIE CHICKEN 

With respect to the prairie chickens which occur in eastern New ifexico, I am particularly anxious to obtain = 

(a) fhe bomdaries of their present range. 

(b) Information as to whether they always occurred here or whether they came in with grain crops. 

°



¥ Ps SAGE GROUSE 

For ysarsa I have heard rumors about the oecurrenze of the Bage grouse or sage hen in northem or northwestern New Mexico but I have never been able to rm these rumors down to a satisfactory conclusion, Anybody who can positively state whether or no this Species ever occurred in New Mexico will be very gladly heard from. 

£ = PUR UIC 

it is mainly desired to may whether and where this species persists in the Sangre de Cristo Mowmtains. 

There was once a tumor of ptarmigen in the Mogolions but I do not think it amomted to anything.



R= GAVEL GUAT . (This is the quail With a black Plume curving for~ Ward over the bill) i: Sa 
(1) Distribution, 

: 
Individual instances of the occurrence of this species, espec~ jally as to its northern limits, will be appreciated. I will enter these as dots on 4 map and after accumulating enough of them will be able to draw the boundaries of its range. 

fhe value of such teports will be greatly enhanced by stating whether or not it is know if the birés originated from artificial Plantings or if they occurred naturally. i 

Instances where the range of this species adjoins with or coin cides with the range of scaled quail are particularly valuable. 

I am still lacking in information as to whether it is this or the scaled species which Occurs in the San Juan Valley anc what are the limits of its range there and whether it was artificially introduced or occurred there naturally. 

: Ian particularly lacking in information as to how far East it extends and how far north. 

(2) Lite History. 

To what extent is this bird nigratory? 

neat Have you noticed that the birds failed to mate a u te curing certain years? what years? 
; 

Have you’ ever noticed any decrease in this quail. i



« § ~ SCALED QUAIL 

(This is the quail with a vhitish topinot or crest which extends straight up from the crow} 

(1) Distribution. 

The Western distribution of this species is pretty well worked out as to New Mexico except in the extrene southwestern part of the State as to which information is needed. 

Information as to its cistribution in southern frizona will be Particularly welcome. 

See also note as to the quail of the San Juan Valley under the Previous species. 

To what extent, if any, does this bird extend into the San Augus— tine Plains and the Zuni malpais and Salt Lake country? 

(2) Life History. 
% 

To what extent is this bird migratory? 

Have you noticed that the birds failed to mate and nest during certain years? What years? 
; 

Have you ever noticed any disease in this quail? :



(Commoniy now as "Fool" Quail) 

(1) Distribution, 
, 

Pretty well worked out except in the following regions for Which information is desired: 

: (2) Northern New Mexico, {One reported occurrence at Cochiti iar 
on Rio Grande) 

(b) Momtains of border region of Southern Arizona 

a (c) Kaibab and Navajo country



U = BANDIAILED PIGEON 

This bird is so migratory that it is Lapracticapie to récord anything but the regions in which it breeds, Location ang numbers of breeding colonies are desired. 

V_= WHITE WiIncep LOVE ee WENGED TOVE 

I have only one record for southern New Mexico. ény additional 
e Ones will be welcomed, 

The northern limits of its distribution in arizona are known tc 
Correspond roughly with the Hogollon Rim but aceit jonal details would 
be welconed,



(1) Former Distribution. 

Were any bass native to the Southwest? If so, where? 

: (2) Present Distribution. 

Where are the waters to which it hes been successfully introduce? Ts the introduced stocix Large-mouth or Small-mouth Bass? 

Y - TROUT 

(1) Distribution. 

Vhat waters now contain trout that had none originally? What Kind of trout? 

‘ Has the lower limit of trout in any stream you know of moved up or dow stream since the country was settled? If so, how fag aw or dom? hat kind of trout is now found in the lower limits of tic stream?
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SPORTSMEN’S ASSOCIAITZO 
\ spe 

of Southwestern New Mexico 
SILVER CITY, N. M., 

FEBRUARY, 1924. 

' OFFICERS: EXECUTIVE BOARD 

c. Ww. ee Melvin Porterfield, Silver City 
ilver City : 

E. M. Sawyer, Vice-President W. E. Watson, Pinos Altos 
Tyrone, N. M. Dr. F. S. Nordby, Fort Bayard 

G. L. Webster, Vice-President James Blair, Santa Rita 
Hurley, N. M. h Hod 

Frederic Winn, Sec’y.-Treas. Hug ge, Grant County 
Silver City Col. G. Soulard Turner, Grant Co. 

OUR POLICY 
This Association Stands for Such a Policy of Protection and 

Propagation As Will Best Insure Good Hunting and 
Fishing for All Persons for All Time 

a A ome e LA 

THE HUNTING SEASON OF 1923 

In the review of the activities of territory in this vicinity and has ob- 
the Game Association for the Big- tained valuable data, which will be 
Game season of 1928—which follows, of utmost value in future years in 
it must be remembered that three ob- securing wise conservation legislation. 
jects were held steadily in view, viz. 

WARDENS AND HOW EMPLOYED 
1st. Protection of game. i 

Police and Inspection.—In the ac- 
. 2d. Publicity—with the hope of complishment of these two important 

building up a more general interest in functions there were on duty in the 
and sentiment for game protection. Gila National Forest during the big- 

game season and from two to five 
3d. The collection of data that will . days before and after a total of nine- 

be of value in future legislation for teen deputy game wardens. 
the better preservation of game. i 

These wardens were supplied as fol- 
For the first time in the history of, lows: 

game protection in New Mexico our i i 
Association, in connection with the Border Game Protective Associa- 
Deming, Magdalena, and Mogollon As- tion, Deming-.------------.--_ 2 
sociations, and with the hearty co-op- 1 ‘Protective (A: sul) 
eration Be ike State Game Department OS eine in See 
and the U. S. Forest Service, has been tion; || Mogollon2 iui oo ee 
able to properly police the hunting Sportsmen’s Association of South-



western New Mexico, Silver City_. 2 288 parties using 141 motor cars, 80 
Burro Mountain District_._........1 outfits, pack or saddle horses, and 17 
State Game Department (Including wagons. 
permanent warden)_-__________ 4 

U.S.) Forest Service.) 1200.) 40 ig Game Seen.—These hunters report- 
— ed seeing 2033 bucks, 8086 does, 1319 

Total )_)/_.____.____- 49) fawns, and 626 turkeys. 

needa Papo ron uty ee ae Residences of Hunters.—There were 
x 53 non-resident hunters in the area, 

Three were on duty at the main en- 109 from Silver City, 67 from Dem- 
trances to the hunting territory, at ing, 71 from Santa Rita, 79 from Hur- 
Mimbres Ranger Station, Redstone ley, 49 from Fort Bayard and 308 
and Mogollon. from other parts of New Mexico. 

Li t > 
be nee lg ne ae Locations of Camps and Kills.—The 

subjoined maps show the approximate 
Eight Forest Rangers and one per- distribution of hunters and the deer 

manent warden were on patrol duty in killed by them. Each dot represents 
six assigned patrol districts. approximately five hunters on one 

y map and three deer on the other. On 
rae eee ee duty ae a the edges of the territory it was not 

bid We crane Rae 8 always possible to maintain these ex- ‘ 
Sree act proportions but the dots as placed 

PUBLICITY. represent, in numbers and location, an 
exceedingly close approach to the ac- 

Means Employed——For the publi- tual facts. For all practical purposes 
city feature of the program it was they are exact. 
arranged that each individual or party 
entering the hunting area should be A word of explanation as to how 

given a short printed circular contain- — thoce maps were constructed is nec- 
ing a statement of the ends and aims Edsany libaom\the peppers ee tema 
of the Game Associations and advice a i h i t ¢ th 
as to how these might be accomplish- lens at the various entrances of the 
ed. It is believed that this circular Forest, supplemented by the reports 

reached over ninety-five per cent of from the wardens on patrol, the gen- 
the hunters in the area. erallocation of the camps of the vari- 

ous hunting parties was determined. 
For two or three months prior to The hunting grounds were then divid- 

the season pertinent articles on game oq jnto separate “hunting areas” so 
protection and propagation and allied 45 to include all camps. These “hunt- 
subjects were supplied to and publish- ing areas” varied in size and were ar- ed by ‘The Enterprise” and “The  jstarily delineated b ing th 
Independent” of Silver City. ¥ Sitar ues boundary o f each to be such as would 

DATA COLLECTED include the probable territory hunted 
" over by parties camped therein. Thus, i 

Game Killed—The total game killed parties camped in McKnight’s Canyon 
as shown by the report is as follows: were in a separate “hunting area” 
Black Tail ene nG UE ee from those on the Mimbres River and 
Dee ee oa aad Mm NACHO mation) were) awainial aaa lares 

Mba Wiilaile Canin NU) BA DUNN SBDRe GON | rhe, Sapello, and so on 
through the hunting field. The data 

Turkeys .....----------------- 89 from each “hunting area” was com- 

Squirrels ___-_-._.-.-.-------. 482 piled separately and applied to the 
Hunters and Transportation—In map ag indicated by the details of 

all there were 736 hunters divided into the reports received.



ANALYSIS OF DATA COLLECTED. many more than four or five does un- 
General Statement.—Some reports der favorable conditions, but, taking 

of game seen give evidence of being into account conditions in the woods 
carefully compiled; others were ap- during the rutting season which oper- 
parently only very rough estimates, ate to prevent bucks from coming into 
while many hunters turned in no re- contact with large numbers of does, 
port at all. However, it was imprac- it is generally believed by hunters in 
ticable to differentiate between re- New Mexico that four to six does to 
ports. The figures as given, there- one buck is about a proper adjust- 
fore, are exactly those reported and ment. 
represent exactly what hunters them- hk 
selves say they saw. It is confidently It will be seen, therefore, that the 
believed next year, now that the sig- Pleas for open season on does on ac- 
nificance of these reports is under- count of their excess in numbers over 

stood by all, that more care will be bucks have apparently no foundation 
taken in making them. It is evident in fact as far as the Gila Forest is 

that the greatest vatue to be derived concerned. 
from these figures will come from 
a comparison over a number of years. An enormous excess of does has 

been reported for several years by a 
Proportion of Bucks to Does.— certain class of hunters. The actual 

There were 2033 bucks reported as _ figures turned in this year does not 
seen by hunters and 8086 does. There justify any such conclusion. This 
is, of course, considerable duplication should caution us not to accept gen- 
in these reports, how much it is im- eral rumors or “they say” informa- 
possible to say exactly. However, as_ tion until it has been varified by ac- 
bucks are more difficult to see than tual investigation. 
does it is probable that there was 
less duplication with the former than . Hunters must remember that dur- 
the latter. We believe, “therefore, ing the hunting season the does are 
that the duplication in the case of More or less concentrated and the 
does is greater than in the case of bucks, with few. exceptions, are in 
bucks. other areas. If one is in a doe area 

proportionately more does will be 
To arrive at the proportion of bucks seen and proportionately fewer bucks. 

to does which actually exists we must If one is in a buck area the conditions 
take the foregoing into account and will be reversed. For instance this 
also we must not fail to note that re- year some parties reported seeing 

j ports of does seen in herds will almost over seven hundred does and compar- 
surely contain exaggeration as to atively few bucks, and on the other 
numbers. Considering these two fac- hand some parties reported seeing ac- 
tors, which operate to swell the num- tually more bucks than does. 
per of does reported, and also the 
fact that reports on bucks will ap- Taking all considerations into ac- 
proach accuracy more closely, we feel count we believe that with the present 
justified in stating that the number proportion the sexes are in effective 
of does reported as seen will be pro- balance but it must be remembered 

; portionately more in error through that this balance must not be seri- 
excess than the number of bucks so ously disturbed through reduction in 

reported. the proportion of bucks or disastrous 
results will certainly follow. 

Reports this year as actually re- P 
corded show one buck for each 3.97 Fawn Crop.—There were 1819 
does. When an adjustment is made fawns reported as seen by hunters. 
on the lines indicated above it will op- Here again we undoubtedly have du- 
erate to still further reduce the pro- Plication and this number cannot be 
portion of does to bucks. taken as a real census. It does, how- 

ever, give a basis from which some 
One buck is capable of serving conclusions may be drawn.



\ While duplications will make the proximately 4,863 does with 798 fawns 
i number of fawns given excessive, this in the Forest area. These figures in- 
a excess will be reduced by the num- dicate as did those from the first 
> ber of early fawns which were un- method that the kill this year is not 
‘i doubtedly reported as does. That excessive when compared to the prob- 
st many fawns were so included is evi- able annual increase. 
# denced by the reports of some hunt- 
i ers of large numbers of does in a It is thought that the excess in the 

iH given area and no fawns, while other 1923 fawn crop over the 1923 kill will 
: hunters in the same area, personally take care of the usual annual loss 
Ht known to us, report both does and from predatory animals, from bucks 
Ki fawns. In fact the hunters who re- shot but not recovered, and from other 
;. ported fawns were few in number, causes and still leave a sufficient 

s comparatively speaking, and hence the number of animals for breeding pur- 
i duplications will be proportionately poses. 

small. How much these two errors 

} will compensate each other it is im- Turkeys——The report on turkeys 
possible to say but for the sake of shows a kill of 39 and 626 turkeys 
obtaining some sort of data let us as- were reported as seen. This seems 
sume that each fawn was reported to indicate a decided scarcity if prob- 
twice. And in considering this arbi- able exaggeration and duplication are 
trary figure it is well to bear in mind considered. This scarcity is not be- 
that in the tabulation of the hunting lieved to be due to over-shooting but 
areas some of the reports from the to the bad hatching and growing con- 
out-lying districts show no evidence of ditions of last summer and spring. 

i any duplication. 

From several reports received since 
ing then, that the number of _ the hunting season it is apparent that 

ed ae fifty per cent too in many places the turkey were in the 

large we have still remaining about higher mountains, due to the com- 
659 fawns actually counted as the 1923 paratively mild weather, and did not 
crop. If half of these are does the come down to lower elevations until 

buck crop will be 318. The kill was after the season. In any event the 
342. This at first glance appears Closing of the season is not recom- 
alarming but when we take into ac- ™mended until reports are received of 

count the number of fawns which un- ext summer’s increase, when, if i 
( doubtedly were not seen, the number deemed nécessary,.an arbitrary closed . 

seen and not reported and the area Season may—under the law—be ord- 
of the forest not covered by hunters ered by the Game Commission. 

there seems to be no cause at present i i 

for anxiety that we are drawing on Squirrel—tIn regard to squirrel—al- 
our capital stock for our annual kill. though the number killed by some 

\ It is to be noted moreover that the Parties was large—the total kill, 482, 

) figures for fawns and also for bucks Was less than one per hunter. How- 
; and does do not include any animals ver, to prevent excessive killing by 
i on the several game refuges. some hunters a limit bag for the sea- 
D son is recommended. 

We can figure the fawn crop in an- 
other manner by using the proportion Proportion of Black-Tail To White- | 
of fawns to does as reported this year Tail Killed—There were 2.72 black- 
and the figures from the Forest Ser- tail killed for every white-tail killed. 
vice census which gives a total of This is not a healthy condition of af- 
something over 6,500 deer in the fairs as the two species in ail reports 

4 area. The proportion of bucks to received are about equally divided in 
A does this year as stated is reported our district. Unless something can { 

‘ as 1 to 3.97. The proportion of fawns be done to more nearly equalize the 
as reported is 1 to 6.18. On this bas- annual kill of the two kinds of deer 
is it will be found that there are ap- we will greatly reduce, if not com-
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pletely kill off, the black-tail from our greatest regret that we have to re- 
territory. port the killing of twenty does. These 

animals had been shot and left lying, 
The black-tail deer is a much easier the tracks showing that the killer had 

animal to approach than the white- in many cases only approached near 
tail. He inhabits more open country, enough to his victim to be sure of its 
is not as adept at taking cover, is sex. It is the opinion of the Execu- 
slower and presents a larger mark. tive Board, in which we believe all 
For these reasons he is much more true sportsmen will concur, that this 
easily killed than the white-tail. In- indicates, upon the part of some hunt- 
deed his taking offers few difficulties ers at least, a callous disregard of 
even to young boys and inexperienced the law and the rights of others which 
hunters. The white-tail, on the con- cannot be too strongly condemned. 
trary, is notoriously an adaptable The action necessitated by this deplor- 
species. He is intelligent, fast, ex- able condition of affairs will be dis- 
pert at taking cover, and difficult to cussed in a later bulletin. 
hit while on the jump. He is, in 
fact, a much more sporty trophy to Law Violation—Four convictions 
obtain than the heavy black-tail. For for violations of the game laws were 
these reasons, one would expect to obtained, two for hunting without a 
see him eagerly sought by all real license, one for killing a doe, and one 
hunters, but, unfortunately, such is for having in possesion a carcass 
not the case. The slow black-tail is without a head. There are several 
the choice almost every time. The cases in which it was suspected that 
meat of the two species is much alike, non-resident hunters were hunting on 
with if anything a shade in favor of resident licenses. These are now un- 
the white-tail because he is usually der investigation by the State Game 
fatter. The determining factor, which Department. i 
apparently seems to outweigh all 

others, is the difference in size. This Predatory Animals.—There were 

appeal seems at present to be irre- reported five fawns found killed by 
sistible, but it is hoped that a full bob-cats and two reports of coyotes 
appreciation of the true nature of the seen chasing deer, in one case actual- 
two species will in time turn real ly pulling down a buck. One coyote 
hunters towards the more difficult was shot and the buck rescued. Sev- 

game. eral mountain lion and bear tracks 
were reported seen and two bob-cats 

Proportion of Deer Killed to Hunt- reported killed. These reports are 
ers.—The reports show that it took further proof of the necessity for con- 
2.14 hunters to secure one deer. The  tinuing the campaign against preda- 
number of hunters who did not take tory animals and it is recommended 
their buck is greatly increased that every effort be made to increase 
through additions to the total from its effectiveness. 
parties who drove to the edge of the 

Forest for a day’s hunt. Hunters of Concentration of Hunters.—The 
this class walk a comparatively short maps indicate very clearly a great 
distance from their cars and are not concentration of kill in the eastern 
frequently rewarded with a kill. They section of the Forest west of the 
are, however, included in the total Black Range. This condition demands 
number of hunters in the field. An special treatment for this area and 
analysis of the reports from ‘he var- your Executive Board has the matter 
ious hunting areas indicates that a under advisement. The subject will 
great majority of hunters who went be gone into more fully in a later 
into real hunting country for several  pulletin. 
days were successful in obtaining 
their buck. Value of Game Refuges.—The val- 

é ue of our game refuges and the nec- 
Killing of Docs—It is with the essity for establishing new ones will



be discussed in a later bulletin. It visor of the Gila National Forest and 
is thought sufficient to say here that to the Forest Rangers for the splen- 
as time goes on the evidence as to did support and co-operation they 
their beneficial effect increases in have given, and to the Associations 
great measure, The opinion is quite at Deming, Mogollon and Magdalena / 
unanimous, among those familiar for their efforts in carrying through 

¥ with our local conditions, that our re- the program for game protection. 

fuges offer the only practical solu- Peace Ofticers—The interest and 
tion of the propagation problem and co-operation shown by Sheriff John without them the game in this viein- ‘10. o0q his deputies of Grant 
ity would in a few years be reduced Gounie aed Shes Gat Bites (aed 

to, practically nothing. ihe | Dkeseat his aaides of Luna county A most 
eee Bee a sufficient; more must gratifying to record. We believe co- 

eS) eaaeece operation of local peace officers marks 
a great step forward in game protec- 

DATIL FOREST. tion. The thanks of the Association 
General Statement.—Unfortunately are most cordially tendered. 

the topography of the Datil Forest is 
such that it was not practicable, un- ria Oe a ae hen 

der the circumstances, to carry out s 
the same system of checks that was Game Department through its moral 
used in the Gila Forest and it is, RRP DORY DE Un D ane ian amiernaen ae 
therefore, impossible to consolidate in active co-operation A Bye euine nn 
one report the information obtained cial wardens Wee 2 _Sreat Nae Oe 
‘Gnlthe (taro Buresta: appreciate this assistance and also 

the spirit with which it was given. 

Data Reported.—Reports received GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. 
from the Magdalena Game Protective Plan Success.—As was to be expect- 
Association at Magdalena show the » pected, in some minor points the plans 
following: There were 60 hunters made for the season’s work were im- 

registered as entering from Fairview. Perfectly carried out, but, on the 
Of this number 15 hunted on the Gila Whole, the program was a success and 
Forest and were checked by our war- Well worth the effort. It will serve 

dens. They are included in the Gila as a splendid guide for next year’s 
Forest statistics. 113 hunters are work, which we hope to carry on 
reported as having passed through along the same general lines. 
Magdalena. Of these 12 hunted*on Wai) baaancu | neatamientltHanerone 

ihe Gia Forest and are so Feorted- program was a sucess; frst, on the 
Sabithenuch| Mapdalaaa'’ a ee heds quantity of valuable information col- 

were killed on the Gila Forest. There _!¢cted, second, on the few cases of re- 
Padi aio reporetor Weare talled eran ported violations of the law as com- 

Fairview. A total of 31. holders of anes ie, ree hae ee 
out-of-state licenses were reported as ane Fen eae 

: generally, as evidenc- 

having paceed throug the to DIES. Gt by many incldenta cm a9 reported 
Forest report. 12 hunters were re- from several authentic sources. It is 
omedi ie cur warieneiae jrencerng well to note also that all reliable re- 
tha) Data! Forest) tom the | South, ports indicate an almost total absence 

These killed 1 black-tail, 3 white-tail f attempts to violate the confines of 
and 5 turkeys. They reported seeing the game refuges and that maere di 
6 bucks, 11 does and 47 turkeys. Bene ere, taken one an uver City 

: this year than in any past year, with, 
EXPRESSION OF THANKS if anything, fewer hunters in the 

Forest Service—We wish to take Hele 
this opportunity of extending our Criticisms. Requested.—It is ear- 
thanks to Mr. Fred Winn, the Super- nestly requested that any criticism of



this bulletin or of any other of the has accomplished. Successful super- 
activities of the Association, adverse vision over large hunting areas can 
or otherwise, by either members or only be obtained by means of inte- 
non-members of the Association, be association effort. We should be 
communicated to the Board. It is. guided by this knowledge in the fu- 
only by such criticism and the inves- ture until such time as the State 
tigation and study which it necessi- Game Department can relieve us from 
tates that we can continue to progress responsibility for such work, which, 
and work for the best interests of all of course, rightly belongs to it. 
hunters. 

In conclusion we wish to emphasize 
Value of Co-Operation.—The suc- the fact that while this bulletin has 

cess of the inter-association effort this been prepared by this association it is 
year leaves no doubt as to the value the direct result of the combined ef- 
of such co-operation. No single one forts of all the associations interested 
of our associations could have accom- and we but act as a medium of ex- 
plished what a combination of them pression. 
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Fifth Legislature State of New Mexico 

Senate Judiciary Committee Substitute 
For House Bill No. 92, As Amended 

: Introduced by the Joint Judiciary Committee of Both Houses. 

| 

a 

AN ACT 

Providing for the Protection of Game and Fish and for Their Use 
and Development for Public Recreation and Food Supply and 
Repealing Chapter 134 of the Session Laws of 1919, and Amend- 
ing Section 2459, New Mexico Statutes; Annotated, Codification 
of 1915, and Repealing Certain Other Provisions of Existing 
Laws. %g 

@ Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of New Mexico: 

$ 2 Section 1. It is the purpose of this bill to provide an adequate and 

j 3 flexible system for the protection of the game and fish of New Mex- 

‘ 4 ico and for their use and development for public recreation and food 

; 5 supply. 

6 Sec.2. To carry out the purpose of this Act and all other acts for 

7 like purpose, there is hereby created a State Game Commission of 

. 8 three members, not more than two of whom shall be of the same po- 

9 litical party at the time of appointment. The members of said com- 

10 mission shall be appointed by the Governor, by and with the advice 

11 and consent of the Senate. The term of office for each member of 

12 the commission shall be six years, provided, that of those first ap-



(2) 

1 pointed one shall be appointed for two years; one for four years, and 

2 one for six years. 

8 See. 3. The members of the State Game Commission shall receive 

4 no pay for their services as members of the commission, but shall be 

5 allowed their actual and necessary traveling expenses and subsist- 

6 ence while absent from their homes in attendance upon meeting of 

4% the commission or in the discharge of their official duties.” All sal- 

8 aries, per diem, and contingent expenses incurred by the State Game a 

9 Department or of the State Game Commission shall be paid upon 

10 warrants of the state auditor, supported by vouchers of the State oi 

11 Game and Fish Warden. 

12 Sec. 4. Within sixty days after this Act shall take effect, the 

13 State Game Comimssion shall meet at the Capitol and organize. by 

14 electing from its membership a chairman, and thereafter one meet- 

15 ing shall be held annually, and others at the call of the Governor, or 

16 @ majority of the Commission. The State Game Warden shall be 

17 secretary of the Commission. 

4g Sec. 5. The Governor shall nominate, and by and with the consent 

49 of the Senate, appoint some person, skilled in matters relating to 

90 game and fish, who shall be known as the State Game and Fish War- 

91 den, and shall be the administrative head of the Game and Fish De- 

22 partment heretofore created, shall hold office for the term of two é 

93 years and until his successor is appointed and qualified, and shall j 

24 have all the authority and discharge all the duties heretofore con- : 

25 ferred or imposed upon the Game and Fish Warden, and such others 

96 as are created by this Act, and he shall receive a salary of three 

27 thousand dollars per annum, together with his reasonable and ne- 

98 cessary traveling expenses. He shall faithfully perform all of the 

29 duties of his office and shall maintain such office at the seat of gov- 

80 ernment. 

81 Sec. 6. The State Game Commission is hereby authorized and di- 

32 vected to make such rules and regulations and establish such service
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1 as they may deem necessary to carry out all the provisions and pur- : 

2 poses of this Act, and any violation of the provisions of this Act, or 

3 of any rules and regulations so promulgated by the State Game Com- 

4 mission thereunder, governing the hunting, taking, capturing, kill- 

5 ing, attempting to take, capture, or kill, selling, purchasing or ship- 

6 ping any game or fish, shall constitute a misdemeanor and shall be 

7 punished by a fine of not less than twenty-five dollars nor more than 

7 8 three hundred dollars, or imprisonment in the county jail for not less 

9 than five days nor more than thirty days, or by both such fine and 

: 10 imprisonment in the discretion of the court. Provided, that this Act 

11 shall not be construed as authorizing the State Game Commission to 

12 lengthen any open season or declare a closed season an any preda- 

183 tory species of animals, or to open any closed season fixed by the 

14 Legislature, or increase any bag limit, or change any penalty for 

15 violation of any game law or regulation, or change the amount or 

16 effect of licenses established by the Legislature. 

17 See. 7. The State Game Commission shall have general control 

18 over the collection and disbursement of all monies collected or re- 

19 ceived under the State laws for the protection and propagation of 

20 the game and fish, which money shall be paid over to the State 

21 Treasurer to the credit of the Game Protection Fund, and shall not 

22 be transferred to another fund; and this act shall be guaranty to the 

23 persons who pay for hunting and fishing licenses and permits, that 

24 the money in said fund shall not be used for any purpose other than 

25 as provided in this Act, and the State Game Commission shall have 

26 authority: 4 

27 ~='To establish and, through the State Game and Fish Warden, to 

28 operate fish hatcheries for the purpose of stocking public waters of 

29 the State, and to furnish fish fry and fingerlings to stock private 

30 waters, receipts from such sources to go into the Game Protection 

31 Fund; 

32 ‘To declare closed seasons in any specified locality or localities, on
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1 any species of game or fish threatened with undue depletion from 

2 any cause; 

3 To establish game refuges for the purpose of providing safe sanc- 

4 tuaries in which game may breed and replenish adjacent hunting 

5 ranges; it being the purpose of this provision to establish small 

6 refuges rather than larg epreserves, or to close large areas to hunt- 

7 ing; 

8 To purchase lands for game refuges, where suitable public lands i 

9 do not exist; to purchase lands for fish hatcheries; and to purchase 

10 lands to be maintained perpetually as public hunting grounds, par- 3 

il ticularly lands suitable for waterfowl hunting; all such lands to be 

12 paid for from the Game Protection Fund; 

13 To receive by gift or bequest, in the name and on behalf of the 

14 State of New Mexico, lands suitable for game refuges, hunting 

15 erounds, fish hatcheries, or for any other purpose necessary to car- 

16 rying out the provisions of this Act; 

17 ‘To designate certain areas as rest grounds for migratory birds, 

18 in which hunting shall be forbidden at all times or at such times as 

19 the Commission shall provide, it being the purpose of this provision 

20 not to interfere unduly with the hunting of waterfowl, but to provide 

21 havens in which they can rest and feed without molestation ; 

22 To close any public stream or lake or portion thereof to fishing, 

23 when such action is necessary to protect a recently stocked water, ] 

24 to protect spawning waters, or to prevent undue depletion of the I 

25 fish. : 

96 To propagate, capture, purchase, trasport or sell any species of 

27 game or fish needed for re-stocking any lands or streams of the 

28 State; 

29 To withhold license privileges for not to exceed two years from any 

30 person procuring a license through misrepresentation, or hunting 

$1 without a proper license. 4 

32 The State Game and Fish Warden shall exercise all the powers '
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1 and duties conferred upon the State Game and Fish Warden by all 

2 previous statutes now in force, not in conflict with this Act. 

3 The Commission shall have authority to prohibit all hunting in 

4 periods of extreme forest fire danger, at such times and places as 

5 may be necessary to reduce the danger of destructive forest fires. 

6 The hunting, pursuing, capturing, killing or wounding, of any 

7 game animals, bird or fish in or upon any game refuge, rest ground, 

: 8 or closed water, or closed area, or during any closed season estab- 

9 lished or proclaimed by the State Game Commission in accordance 

¥ 10 with the authority herein conferred, shall constitute a misdemeanor 

11 and shall be punishable as prescribed by this Act. 

12 Sec. 8. All refuges, sanctuaries, rest grounds, and closed lakes or 

18 streams, or closed portions of lakes or streams, shall be conspicuous- 

14 ly posted with posters setting forth their purpose and the penalties 

15 for violating the rules and regulations applicable to them. Not less 

16 than fifteen days before any refuge, sanctuary, rest ground or clos- 

17 ure of waters becomes effective, publication shall be made as pro- 

18 vided in Section 11 of the boudnaries of such refuge, rest ground and 

19 closed water, such boundaries to be accurately designated by defin- 

4 20 ing topographic features, fences, roads, rails, or survey lines. Such 

21 posting and publication shall constitute full and sufficient legal no- 

; 22 tice against the violation of laws, rules or regulations applicable to 

23 such refuges, sanctuaries, rest grounds, or closed lakes or streams, 

3 24 or portions thereof. 

25 See. 9. The Commission shall cause to be made at the close of each 

26 calendar year, a full and complete audit of receipts and expendi- 

27 tures of the Game Protection Fund, by the State Traveling Auditor, 

28 who shall report his findings to the Governor. 

29 Sec. 10. Whenever three per cent of the duly qualified electors of 

30 any county affected by a rule or regulation promulgated by the Com- 

31 mission, concerning hunting or fishing within said county, shall pe- 

32 tition the Commission in writing, requesting a hearing, the Commis-
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1 sion shall grant a public hearing, the time, place and purpose of which 

2 shall be set forth by advertising in one or more newspapers of gen- 

3 eral circulation within the state not less than ten (10) days before 

4 the date of such hearing; and shall, on the date of hearing, give full 

5 opportunity for all persons to be heard on the point in controversy. 

6 But nothing in this section shall be construed as suspending or in- 

7 validating any such rule or regulation, unless it is suspended or re- Y 

8 voked by the Commission. ; 

9 Sec. 11. Rules, regulations and orders of the State Game Commis- ‘ 

10 sion shall be published in the following manner: 

11 (1) Those having general application throughout the State shall 

12 be published once in some newspaper published in, and having gen- 

13 eral circulation throughout the State. 

14 (2) Those of general or special character having local applica- 

15 tion only, shall be published once in some newspaper published in, 

16 and having general circulation in the locality wherein such rules, 

17 regulations and orders are applicable; provided, however, that if no 

18 such newspaper is so published and circulated, a copy of such rules, 

19 regulations and orders shall be posted in three conspicuous places in 

20 the locality in which they are applicable. 

21 See. 12. The State Game and Fish Warden shall have power to 

22 appoint one chief deputy and one office clerk. The salary of the 

23 chief office deputy is hereby fixed at $1,800.00 per annum, and the 

24 salary of the office clerk shall be fixed by the Commission, which ‘ 

25 salary shall not be less than $1,000.00 nor more than $1,800.00 per 

26 annum, and shall appoint, subject to the approval of the State Game 

27 Commission, such number of additional deputies, and fix such com- 

28 pensations as may be authorized by said Commission. 

29 Such deputies shall have like power and authority as the State 

80 Game and Fish Warden for the enforcement of the State laws for the 

81 protection of game and fish. 

82 , The Commission shall have power to require from deputies and
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1 employes such bonds as the Commission shall deem proper condi- 

2 tioned for the faithful performace of their official duties. 

3 The State Game and Fish Warden shall appoint as many deputies 

4 who are experienced trappers and hunters for the purpose of cap- 

6 turing or killing animals that prey upon game and fish sought to be 

6 protected by this Act, as the said Commission may authorize. 

x 7 ~All skins of animals captured or killed by such trappers or hunt- 

8 ers, shall be sent to the State Game and Fish Warden and shall be by 

€ 9 him sold for cash at the best price obtainable. The proceeds shall, 

10 upon receipt of same, be forthwith paid over to the State Treasurer 

11 and credited to the Game Protection Fund. 

12 See. 18. Chapter 134 of the Session Laws of 1919 is hereby re- 

13 pealed. 

14 See. 14. Section 2459, New Mexico Statutes, Annotated, Codifica- 

15 tion of 1915, is hereby amended so as to read as follows: 

16 “*See, 2459. Whenever any game or fish or parts thereof are pre- 

17 sented for transportation or transported in a box, barrel, package, 

18 ee other covering so that said game or fish, or parts thereof, is not 

19 plainly visible, the consignor shall put on the outside of such cov- 

20 ering, a plain mark or label indicating the true contents and the 

21 proper invoice. Certificates or permits from the State Game and 

} : 22 Bish Warden shall, in all cases, be attached to the outside of the cov- 

| 23 ering.”’ 

: 24° See. 15. Any person violating any of the provisions of this Act, 

25 or of any other act for the protection of game or fish, now or here- 

26 after in force, shall be punished by a fine of not less than twenty- 

27 five dollars ($25.00) nor more than three hundred dollars ($300.00), 

28 or by imprisonment not less than ten days nor more than ninety 

29 days, or both, at the discretion of the court. 

30 Sec. 16. No game shall be pursued, taken, wounded, or killed in 

81 the night, or with a steel or hard pointed bullet or with any weapon 

32 other than an ordinary shoulder gun or pistol, and the use of high
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1 powered rifles in hunting and taking migratory game birds is here- 

2 by prohibited. 

8 See. 17. The coupon on any resident license authorizes the holder 

4 thereof to ship up to the bag limit of game or fish within the State 

5 only; and the coupon on any non-resident license will authorize the 

6 holder of such license to ship up to the bag limit of game or fish 

7 either in or out of the State, but in case of any shipment of either 

8 kind, a coupon or permit must be attached to the shipment. i 

9 See. 18. All disbursement of monies, including salaries, under the \ 

10 provisions of this Act, shall be made by warrant, drawn by the State ‘ 

11 Auditor, which warrants shall be supported by voucher, itemized 

12, and ceritfied as correct by the State Game and Fish Warden, and 

13 shall be paid out of monies in the Game Protection Fund; Provided, 

14 that no expense or obligation shall be authorized or incurred by the 

15 State Game Commission or the State Game and Fish Warden here- 

16 wnder unless there ‘e sufficient money in the Game Protection Fund 

17 at the time to pay the same. 

1g ‘Sec. 19. That it is necessary for the preservation of the public 

19 peace and safety of the inhabitants of the State of New Mexico that 

gy the provisions of this Act shall become effective at the earliest pos- 

v1 sible time, and therefore an emergency is hereby declared to exist, 

22 and this Act shall take effect and be in full force and effect from and p 

93 after its passage. 1 

24 : 

25 
26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31
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. Summary of Proposed Plan 
for a New Mexico State Game Commission 

(Adopted by the 4th Annual Convention of the New Mexico Game 
Protective Assoeietion, Santa Pe, April 23 and 24, 1920) 

Present Conditions; 

The present New Mexico state game law provides for the 
‘ appointment of a state ys warden by the Governor. ‘The salary 

is 92400. ‘the powers delegated by the present law are practi~ 
eally Limited to law enforcement work. While eble and ee te 
men have ree tad been appointed under the present system, the 

i appointements have always been political in nature, the tenure of 
office is two years and accordingly the opportunities for actual 

4 constructive work very small, During the past three pwaten 
the G.P,A. has attempted to secure non-political appointments 

Sct-wrtoh—have generally failed. Due to the entire responsibility 
for the State Geme Department being vested in one man and due to 
the growth of the income from licenses, the last legislature has 
imposed severe restrictions upon the game werden in the expendi- 
ture of the ineome of his department. 

Proposed Plea; 
The fundamental idea of the proposed plan for a State 

Game Commission is - ‘ 

{1) fo remove the department from politics. 

(2) To greetiy enlarge its powers, ineluding the dele} 
gation of authority to establish refuges and change seasons, 

(3) To pay an adequate salary. 

(4) To divide the responsibility for the department be- 
} tween the warden who would be an executive or general manager, 

: and a ane commission whe would act as a board of directors 
and establish the policies of the department. By rr 
ee et in @ group of men instead of one man, it , 

hoped to lay the basis for the removal of the financial 
restrictions now imposed on the expenditure of the depart- 
ment's income, 

The non-political nature of the commission under the 
woremat plan would be assured by the provision which requires the 
selection of two out of three of the commissioners from the scien- 
tific staffs of the existing state institutions. 

The plan proposes that the warden be appointed by the i 
commission instead of by the govéraor as at present. 

The commission would be a continuing commission for the



reason that the qualified men on the staffs of the state in- stitutions are limited in number. Under the proposed plan the warden would serve at the pleasure of the commission which meang that & good man would serve as long as he made o> 
This would enable the game wardenship to become a profession instead of & political plums, 

Through the enlarged powers granted to the peceeee* coumission, the game refuge question would be automati Ly 
solved, 

One of the strong points of the sreneens plan is that the Game Protective Association would have nothing more to say than any other grene of individual citizens coneern- ing the policy or personnel of the department. ‘This removes the oe heretofore maie by the political interests to the effect that the association was trying to "run" the State 
Game Department. 

See draft of bill attached, 

“Re



Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
July 9, 1920. 

Mr. 

Dear Mr. 

At our recent convention, the sportsmen 
of this state resolved to present to next winter's 
legislature a bill establishing a non-partisan 
State Game Commission, to take the place of our 
present system of a State Game Warden appointed 
directly by the Governor. 

Under the present system, we have occas= 
ionally had a warden of experience and ability, but 
more often we have had men whohly unqualified to 
get results. Even when we get an experienced man, 
he political nature of his appointment, and his in- 
Ser aS tenure (our eledtl ous come every two 
years), have hopelessly vhandicapped his efforts to 
do constructive work. Moreover, the powers granted 
him are so limited that real progress is nearly in- 
possible. 

The proposed State Game Commission would 
pe granted the broadest possible powers, ineluding 
the authority to employ a State Game Warden at a 
salary sufficient to command the proper talen§ and 
to retain hin as long as he makes good. It would be 
a@ non-political commission, because two of the three 
members would be selected from the scientific staffs 
of our state institutions. The Commission would also 
have authority to greate refuges, make open and closed 
seasons to fit local conditions, acquire public shoot- 
ing grounds, and to do all other things necessary for 
proper management of our game and fish resources. ‘he 
Commission would cost only about $1500 per year more 
than the present system, including the increased salary 
of the Game Warden. 

In order to pass the bill ercating this Com-



mission, our nahin Seat will have to be convinced 
that the plan, though a radical departure from the 
present system, is sound. We are therefore asking 
ten men, whose opinion on such matters commands res~ 
pect, to give us their criticism of the proposed plan. 
We would like to have you act on this Advisory Com- 
mittee of Ten, and give us your full comment and 
criticism, with permission to publish. A summary 
of the proposed plan, with a tentative draft of the 
bill, is enclosed, 

At this time we want your criticism of the 
broad principles of the plan, rather than the detailed 
phraseology of the bill. The details are admittedly 
still in very rough shape. After we are sure that 
the broad principles have been made sound, our o 
committee will redraft the bill and re-submit it to 
the Advisory Committee for final approval. 

Very truly yours, 

» Secretary, 

NEW MEXICO GAME PROTEDTIVE ASSOCIATION, 

P. S This letter is being sent to 

' gohn B. Burnham, Pres, American G. B. A. 
Dr. W. T. Hornaday, Trustee Permanent Wild Life Pro- 

tection Fund, 
Dr. E. W. Nelson, Chief U, S. Biological Survey, 
Dr. Geo. Bird Grinneil, 
Charles Sheldon, Chairman Game Preservation Committee, 

Boone & Crockett Club, New York City. 
Arthur Rice, Secretary Campfire Club of America, 
Dr. H. C. Bryant, Bureau of Hducation, California State 

Game Commission, 
Clarke MeAdams, Editor Wild Life, 
Rarle A. Fry, Hditor Western Sportsman, Seattle. 
Carlos Avery, Pres., American Fisheries Society, St.Paul 
{. Gilhert Pearson, Secy., Nat'l Ass'n of Audubon Socie~ 

ties, New York City. 

eben



‘The most successful Sportsmens! meeting in the histomy of 

New Mexico." 

Ua eget _ +: . BOURTH AMWUAL CON WDION 

wos oo, MET MEXICO CAME TROTECTIVE J.SSOCLATTONS. 

oa ater Senté Fe, Apri] 26 & 24, 19206 ees 

Delezates Iresent +: =) hater et re ae : 

Edward P, Ancona, - Llbuctierque, 
iss + Kemeth J, Baldridge, Oe, 
“on Vere. Boyle, | | “ Santa Fe . 

eos tenga Lee, Re DeCamp, . } $n we ! 

cnet) si, Geo. J. Dingwall, -° :: Carrizozo, y ; 

1, (Fee Carroll RB. Dwire, - -Pa08, | A 2 
Si at, Wadden Hakria yy io. a4 Silver, Clive ; Ma : 

Wheto) Bagh (Gs BOdaosh ie a. ER . Ha ‘ 
indrew Jéckson, ° »POCOS, |” : a 
H. B. Jenison, I Albuquerque, 

y T, E. Kelley, Carrizozt, - ie 

R. T. Kelloge,~ - . Silver City, 
Aldo. Leopold, Albucuerque, UEP ek 

“ie Ws Moleen,  — Carrizozo, 
- EB. C. Morgan,. ey Albucuerque, aaa 
Jobn Murshey, TS aRecony : 
Vard Shepard, Albuquerque, °° 

F. R. Stevensdh, +) SantayRe i 

A. O@ Weese, ~ _.. ALloucuerque, 

C. A. Whited, ... Raton, 
\ G. A. M. Willson, sq Al Duquerguee ‘ 

Party Leaders : H NO tee : 

The following guests of the Association attended the convention 

_ to lend their advice in foimvlating the plen for ,A non=partisen State Caine 

Comission: Lieut. Cov. B. F, Penkey, Republican ‘Stete Chairman Ceo. Greig, 

Democratic Stete Chairman Arthur Seligman,. State Game Vorden Thomes Ps 

Gable, Thos. Hughes, H. B. Jamison. The following were mavoidaebly de- 

tained: Chas. Springer, Summers Burkhart, E. M. Otero, %. H. Henna, 

David J. Leahy. ; 

Comnittees: a tae Ne 

Predatory Animals: Che:les Sorinier, Yard Cheperd, RT Kellogg. 

} Resolutions: vard Shepard, R. @.. Kellogg, iilliem Herris, 
' Aldo Leopold. a 

2 Legislative: i To be-agpointed by the new si esident. 

Tene



: LROCREDINGS. 

Non-Tartisen State Came Commission: 

, The first and. biggest buciness of the convention was te discuss the proposed plan for a non=partisen State Gane Commission. f&£ rough pre~ liminary outline of a bill to esteblish such a commission is attached hereto. This proposed bill was thoroughly discussed by the delegates to the convene tion and later placed before a Group of party leaders who were the guests . of the G.P.A. at a special dinner held for this purpose. “ithout excep- tion, the gentlemen expressed themselves as personally favorable toward the proposed plan. Res lution No. 1 attached outlines “the final action of the convention on the proposed commission plan. 

The commission plan for management of geme resources has been ; highly successful in,other States. The same principle has e@lso success= fully been %plied to the New Mexico State Board of Health. There is, therefore, nothing. new or radical about our proposal. Steps are now being taken to lace'the draft of the >roposed bill in the hands of canpetent attorneys with @ view to polishing off its details. If public sentiment continues as’ favorable toward the ‘groposal as i& now the case, the plan will be presented to the next legisl-ture, 

Briefly, the commission plan hes the following advantages: 

1. It assures a non-partisan administration of gane and fishe ; 2. It places the responsibility .for handling the growing reve= nues and responsibilities of tho ‘Game, Department. “in the hends of a grou of men instesd of one mane RU iether 
3. It solves the game refuge problem, 
4. It relieves the legislature of detailed game legislation which the average legislator has neither the time nor the special qualia fications to handle, and: insures »rompt and exert action on needed changes in game dawg. ‘ 
5. It assures the selection of a geme warden on the basis of expert knowledge and administrative ability, at an adequate salary. 
6. It will cost little more than the present »lan of orgenization. (The whole game department is self sunporting and draws not one cent from the general’ treasury), : Boo e 

1 Pe Tt 48 good business. The Commission will have the sane fune- tion as the Board of Directors of a corporation, and will hire a Ceneral Henager (Game Warden) to execute its policiés, 

Mipratory Bird Licenses : 

The secretary oresented to the convention a reguest from Dr. E.i/. Nelson, Chief of the U. S, Biological Survey, for an expression of opinion on. the advisshility of the proposed. 50¢ license for hunters of migretory | Virds. The vroposal is to have the Federal Govenrment assess this license, " Which would take the fom of a stamp or imprint placed by the »ostmaster upon the regular state lic ense.«- The idea is to establish a Federal fma to’ be used in enforcing the migratory bird law, in purchasing and improving wild fowl breeding grounds, @nd in purchasing ducking grounds to be preserved 

ne
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' @nad improved for »ublic shooting. It is probable thet the func would 
amount to about a million Collars ver yeer, 

ae The’ proposal was very thoroughly Giscussed pro: end con end the 
delegates voted nearly unanimously in fevor of the provosed plan. (See t 
Resolution No. 2}. ata 

Suvervi'sion of Fish Planting: 9. 0, | : 

i> gBtate Gane Warden-Cable called-attention to the fact that some 
ill-informéd parties ate still:making mistaies in the introduction of 
fish, such as planting. carp: ini waters -where they might do damage ond in 
plenting »reditory fishes in waters where they were liable to clean out 
more desirable species. In order to. obviate future mistakes he proposed : 
that all fish requisitions sent to the Burean of Fisheries from New Mexico 
receive the approval of his office before being filled by the Bureau, 
The convention expressed itself as heartily in favor of such a plan and 
requested its officers to devise ways and means of putting it into effect. 

Fish Hatchery; of EY 

State Game Warden Gable called she attention of the convention 
to New Mexico's crying need for a fish hatchery. He asked, first of all, 
that the Association get behind the project for the esteblishment of a 
Federal hatchery, a bill for which has again been introcuced in Congress 
by Congressman Hernandez. It was unanimously decided thet this be done. 
He also expressed the hope. that & sufficient -reserve would accrue in the 
State Game Frotection fund¥efore the meeting of the next lecislature to 
allow of the construction of a‘State hatchery. : 

Game Refuges: - ' : ‘ 

On the chance tht the game commission plan might not go through 
and accordingly thet no satisfactory arrangemcnts for State game refuges 
could be made, the convention decided to again strongly endgrse the Nelson 
Bill for Federal same refuges now before Congress, (See Resolution Ko. 7}. 

Bredatory Animals: o- 

State Game Werden Gable end a number of the delegates expressed 
therconvietion thet predatory ‘animals ere still éoing moro demege to New 
Mexico geme than all the hunters put together. The convention was unani-. 
mous in instructing its officers to throw the full weight of the Associa- 
tion into all matters promising more effective exterminetion of Di eactory 
animals, and also decided to appoint a committee to work in conjunction 
with the predatory eninal committees of the New Mexico Cattle Growers! ond 
ool Growers' Associations for the purpose of securing larger Federal and 
State appropriations for »redatory animal worl. i 

Finances: 48 Aa : 

The financial report of the Treasurer wes reed and avoroveds 

Ba
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fresident Hodge explained that dye to partial disorganization 
during the war, sufficient funés had not beer available to »ublish the 
Pine Cone at the regular quarterly interval, Various delegates expressed 
their strong desire to see the Pine Cone published regularly hereafter, and 
to have .it suvolied to all members, end also to non-members in loealities — 
where special educational work in the observance of game laws was necessary. 
The convention voted unanimously thet the Pine Cone should be amply financed 
and more widely distributed, After gonsideradle discussion it was agreed 
that ezeh local organization should be assessed an amount rovehly propor- 
tionaté to its membership and finamcial resources. - The following assessm °. ments were mede ogainst, the several locals; each. organization to use its own means for ‘ratsing:the specified anount if possible by June 1: - 

ft; , : : Alvaqguerdue, . "S450 © ; 
: Rerctian Ss g Cartaved, ae : Chet - 1 +, Gerrizozo, 50 ) 

i ergs LenGRe al. ie la 
Piet a Gea ge Cones TOO ay Cie WUC as (regen, 9) | AaB. : 

i eiastens, te a 
Mofollon, 15 
*Raton, 50 ; : 
Roswell, 100 

Ne : Senta Fe, : _ 100 : Hiowale Silver City, >.) 125 
4 ‘ Taos, Pas) 

. abate te Tucumcavt; 50 eae ee Files 
i «a . Peisonal subdserintions aleady paid: 

Hugh L. Hodge, 350 
7. BP. Gable, faa 

*325 already subscribed by CG. A. iaited, 

AG It wes elso screed. that in order to orovide the State Secretary 
vitiewames of noy members, the Stete Association cshowld issue a membership : card to bo vsed. hereafter by 911 locals, which card should sontain a stub to be mailed to the State ‘Secretery at the time the Gard is issued, A supply of such membex shio cards will go forward to locel officers in the ; near future. 

«one 

Elechtorn of Officers: Beate eed : ee 

- The following officers were elected to ‘Serve until the 1921 convention: te Lay nt 

} . President, : _ Charles Syringer, Cimarron, 
First Vice-Fresidents, ©, A. Whited, Raton; T. 7. Kelley, Car- 

_ .., Pizozo; F. R. Steverson, Senta Fe, 
Secretary, "Aldo Leopold, Albuquerque, 
Treasurer, Cc. G. Mardorf, Santa Fe.
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RESOLUTION NO. 1 

State Game Commission. - 
i : RESOLVED, That the New Mexico Game Protective Association en ‘ 

dorses the principle of a non-partisan state game commission, with broad 
regulatory powers; and recommends thet the President of our Association 
appoint a committee, with competent legel advice, to freme a law embody= 
ing those principles, -to be laid before the next session of the legisla- 
ture, end that the President apvoint legislative or other necessary com= 

.. mittees end take such other measures as may be needed to secure full 
oss ,consideration of this bill by the public and by the legislature. Ve 
~"- recomend further that the advice end cooperation of the party leaders i 

be sought before the final draft of the proposed lew is presented to the Nig 
,...1.public or the legislature. G i €-7* at ate 

RESOLUTION NO. 2 

: ee oe ee : Migratory Bird License. Sie 

ea RESOLVED, That the New Mexico Game\Protective Association endorse 
+... the proposal to establish a federal license of 50¢ to be collected from 
aes all hunters of migratory birds; vrovided that.the recéipts from.such licens= 

- , ©8 accrue to the U.S. Biological Survey end be expended only (1) for the 
enforcement of the Migratory Bird Law, (2) for the purchase and improvement 
of such wild fowl breeding grounds as are more valuable for wateffowl pro- 

E duction than for any other purpose, and the destruction of which may be : 
threatened, and (3) for the- purchase of shooting grounds which are more 
valuable for public. recreation than for any other purpose, and vhich might 

- Otherwise be closed to public shooting, 

RESOIWTION NO. 3 

Se Predatory Animals. 

Maes : The New Mexico Game Protective Association recognizes the follow- 
+ Sng facts: i ; 

That predatory animals, esvecially mountain lions, are more des» j 
tructive to game in this State than all other agencies combined. 

That game conservation, together with the prosperity of the live= ‘ 
stock industry, demarids the exteraination of mountain lions and wolves, and 
the adequate control and reduction of coyotes and bobcats, 

a : That our came supply éan not be put on @ truly productive basis : 
until this work is accomplished, : 

BE.IT THORDFORE RESOLVED thet we heartily commend the U. S,. Bio» 
logical Survey and the State Council of Defense for the excellent work thus 
far done, and that we strongly urge an increasejin both federal and state 
appropriations for this work. It will be cheaper in the end to clean out 
lions and wolves by pushing the work to a prompt conclusion, than by working 
for 2 longer period and contending with the naturel increase from year to year. 

~Be
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BR IT FURTH RUSOLVED thet'e oarticular effort should be made to 
; exadicate predatory animals from all game refuges. 

RUSOLUTION NO. 4 

: Duck Shooting and Drainage 

WHEETAS, the agricul turel prosperity of New Mexico demands the 

drainage of séveral of our valleys which have heretofore furnished the 

principal duck shooting srounds of the State, and : 

WHERGAS such drainage will destroy many of the natural feeding 

grounas of wild fowl in New Mexico, ; 

BE IT RESOLVED by the New Mexico Game Frotective Association that - 
wherever lands are more valuable for agriculture than for shooting, we ex= 

tend, our hearty assistance and cooperation to drainage projects. ‘le request 

the cooperation of lend owners and draina’e orgenizations in reserving from 
drainege such areas as may be feasible for ultimate purchese as oublic hunt= ! 

ing grounds, and in developing new shooting grounds on drained lands, for 
dease by their owners to grouns of soortsmen. We believe that in the above 
menner aeritulturel develonment vill not be interfered with, free shooting 

grounds will be vartially preserved, land owners will derive fron aritfice 

ially develoved shooting grounds 2 handsome revenue, end wild fowl will still 
have the feeding grounds necessery for their mm eservation. f 

. RESOLUTION No. 5. * 

_ Education & Snortsmanship 

: RESOLVED, That we urge all teachers and educetors to teach the 

principles of conserv>tion, natural history, and the ethics of sportsman= 

ship in ell educational institutions, and thet we offer the cooperation of 

our Association to all teachers and educational officials who are working 

tovwerd this end. 

RESOLUTION NO. 66 

Fish Hatchery 

RPSOLVED, That on account of the difficulty end expense of trans- 
porting fish fry from points outside the state, the increcsing drain on cur 

trout streams and the increasing value of our waters. for public reereation, 

New Mexico urgently needs a fish hatchery. We theiefore strongly urce the 

passage of the bill for a federal fish hatchery recently introduced in Con- 

gress by Congressmen B. C. Hernandez, and pledge our hearty support of said j 

bill. et 

: eee x ;
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| se ae RESOLUPION WO. 7 

as Ee Ee Nelson Game Refuse Bill. oe 

The New Mexico Game Protective Association, now assembled in its 
annual, convention at Santa Fe, New Mexico, respectfully urges the senate 

~of the United States to take favorable action-on the Nelson game refuge : 
bill (S. 2182}. Ovr reasons for petitioning the senate are briefly as fol- 
lows; 

{1) The big game of the ‘Vest is being decimated because of in- 
adequate state laws. 

(2) Small game refuges strategically located within the National 
Forests will provide sanctuaries for at least a snall nucleus of breeding 
stock, which will allow for an overflow of surplus game to the surrounding 

_ vegion where it can be hunted according to state laws. Pea 

(3) fhe Nelson bill embodies the sound principles of small refuges 
i instead of large preserve, thus guaranteeing the maintenance of free hunting. 

(4) The federal geme refuges will not interfere wi th other uses 
of the National Forests. ~ : 

{5} These federal came refuges will not be imposed unon relue~ 
tant states,-inesmuch as the. greation of a refuge demands the prior approval 
of the governor, thus »rowiding a full -opportunity for the influence of local ~ opinion. : 

(6) Few of the western states, owing to their vast areas and com 
paratively small resources, can finance an adequate systen of game pro tection. 

‘ (7) The Netional Forests’ are already manned by a permanent force wT: adequately equipped to undertake the manegement of game refuges. — 

' “Ye desire to point out that in the Southwest under the prevailing 
system of game management, the native elk have been entirely exterminated; 
the mountain sheep and the antelope, once exceedingly abundant, now exist 
only in insignificant remnants; enc the deer and wild turkey are decreasing 
at an alarming rate. Public sentiment and practital besiness considerations 

ai demend thet these species be perpetpated and inereased in order that they may 
‘-<" turn to use waste land that is inaccessible to domestic animals. We are thoroughly familiar with the status of the big game animals of the Southwest, 

-* and are of. the opinion that they are in grave danger of externination wiless 
federal protection is afforded to them. ‘Je cite the unequivocal success of 
the federal migratory bird law as an exemple of what wise federal regulation 
san accanplish. 

= Tu 
Pr ie
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RESOLUTION No. 8 

‘ RESOLVED, That the New Mexion Game Protective Association hereby 
extends a vote of thanks 

aves (a) To Thomas P. Geble, State Game Werden, for his friendly 
assistance and counsel during the convention. 

=). eee (b) fo the local Sonta Fe Association for hospitazity extended, ~ 

| : (c] To the Santa Fe Blks' Club, the ‘/oman's-Boards of Trade,. 
es Bad Other local associations who extended their hospitality to our dele= 

gates. . les : eNotes Oe 

Rea {a} To the party leaders and Lieut. Governor B. F. Pankey for 
"cc, i theix, friendly end help ‘cooperation in considering the legislative >rom 

’ (i -r8ram.of the Association. site y . 

~—O+= ye 

ee he TENTATIVE DRAPE OF BILL 
ee Ca ; : _ fora SE eee 

beet Ne : New Merico State Game Costission ~.: 

Be it enacted by the Legisictiire of the ‘State of: Nev Mexico: 

cesox .  SBORION De S0-9R CAME COMIESS ION - GRELETON: : S 

__ There is hereby created for the Stoté-of-New Mexico a State 
Geme end Fish Comission, wich shall be composed of- three. menbers. They 5 > 2. Shall serve without vay, Lo } 

ee groan 2. MB SHI TUNG: 

a eae The Coumission stall be com z0sed. of a qualified member of the 
Sciéntific staff of the University of New Mexico, a cyalified weaver of the scientific staff of the New Me-ico Collere of Agriculture and Mechonic¢ 
izts, end one additional member, 11 to be eopointed by the Governor by 
and with the-edvice end consent oftthe Senste. The member éppointed at 

" darge :shell serve two yeurs fro.1 @ate Of appointment, one othar member 
a Shall ‘serve two; veers, snd the third iiember four years from date of axoint- 

ment. 4 vaceney crested by the res ign tion, rexsoval, or death of 2 menber, ae shell be filled ‘by the Governor in the seme -uanner as provided. foy the cesig= ee ox appointment of the Oviginal members, and bi and with the advice and Gon- : 3 : sent of the Sen: te, end recess 2p00intments way be confirmed st the next en- = Suing session of the Senate. : ie Pes 

SACMON 3s Iermmes; 

; itnin sixty days afte: this.act shell teke effect, the Stete Game Comaission S<ell meet ot the eapitel end orzenize by electing from its member- 
Ship @ chairmen end a Seerctery, end thereafter one meeting s:2ll be held an- 
nually and others at the call of the Governor or 2 majority of the bozrte 

; ; aoe ;
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BSEGDION 4¢ SO! TE GAMe VARDEN = DUTIES - QUATIFIC.TIONS: 

: 4 The Stato Game Comnaission shall appoint a state game warden who 
shall continve in office at the pleasure of the Commission, at a salary 

not to exceed, $4,000 per annum, and said game warden shall be a verson hav~ 
ing experience, special training end skill in whld life conservetion and 

“management. The state game warden shhll be the adainistrative head of the 
State Game Department, custodian of its property and records, shall maintain 

: his office at the seat of the state government, devote his entire time to 
his official duties, and shall exercise also the nowers of the State deme 

i Comission in the interim of. its meetings, but subordinate thereto. 

SECTION 5, EMPLOYERS: i aes 

, The State game warden shall be authorized by the Stcte Geme Cor 

mission to employ such assistants as may be necessary to carry out the pro- 
visions of this’ act, who shall be subject to his orders, »rovided, that the 
eggregate ¢f all salaries end expenses of the State Game Devartment and the 

~ State Game Comission shall not exceed the game protection fund, which shall 
,consist of all receints fron the sale of ail. licenses end -ernits sold by 

" the State Came Devartinent, receints fromthe sale of seized game end beaver 
hides, and civil damage collected for violetions of the stete seme lew. 

SECTION Se  SAPTNSS ; ‘ ‘ 

i The members of the State Cathe Commission shall receive no vey for ! 
their services cs members’of the Comission, but shell be allowed their actual 
end necessary travelling axvenses Wile absent fro:a thei: homes in attendance 

rah upon meetings of thé coa cission/i: the discharge of their offichal duties. - 
All salaries, »er diem, and contingent ex .enses inevrred by the State Came 
Department or the State Geme Co-anission shall.be paid uvon verzants of the 

" State Auditor, suxorted by vouchers of the State Game “erden. ; 

SEOTION 7 COVERS Meee Ve a 

i The St-te Game Commission shail heve simervision over all the wbld 
animals, wild birds, and fish of the State, and shell nossess all voweis nece 
essary to fulfill the duties prescribed by law with resxect thereto, and to 
bring actions in courts fox the enforcement of the geme lews and the rules, 
regulations, and orders promulgated thereunder by the State Game Coumission. 

It bhall have authority to invegtigete the location, numbers, end conditions 

of all wild animals, birds, and fishes of the State, ene to hire eve lified 
biologists for this >urpose. The Comission shell hage authority, by ond 
with the consent of the Governor, to declare closed sezsons in any specified 

locality or localities, on anv species of <ame or fish threatened with undue 
depletion from env cause; providec, thet prior to the closing of sueh sezson, 
notice shell be given fifteen days»xprior to the ordex becoming effective by : 

publication in one oy more papers in each county affected by the order. ‘The 
Couimission sha'l have authority, by ané. with the consent of the Governor, to 
establish <eme yvefuges for the nurvose of providing sefe sanctveries in wich 
game may breed and replenish <djacent peme ranges; it being tho »~urzose of 

nega!
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this provision to establish small refuges rather than large preserves or to 
close large areas to hunting. The Commission shall have authority, with the 

consent of the Governor, to ourchase lands for game refuges, where suitable 
public lands ‘do not exist; and to purchaselends to be meintained veroctually 
as public hunting grounds, particularly lands suitable for waterfowl hunting; 
all such lends to be paid for from the fish a@ game fund. 

: Any person or sersons, firm or corporstion, owing contiguous land 
totalling not less than 640 acres may petition the State Game Commission for 
the purpose heving such lands designated 2s state game refuges, end the Con 
mission, in its discretion, with the consent of the Governor, may designate 

such lands as state game refuges, and such refuges shell have the sane force 
and effect as refuges on public lands. f 

WeGahy The Commission shail have authority to designate certain areas as 

rest-grounds for migratory birds, in wiuieh hunting shall de forbidden, it de- 
ing the purvose of this provision not to interfere unduly with the hunting 

of waterfowl,- but ta provide havens in Ww ich they can rest and feed without. 
molestation. The Commission shall have authority, by and with the consent of 
the Governor, to close any public stream or leke or portion thereof to fishing, 

' When such action is necessary to protect 2 recently stocked water, to protect 

spawning waters, or to prevent undue devletion of the fish. ° Y 

All refuges, sanctuaries, rest grounds, and closed lakes or streams, 

or. closed portions of lakes and-streams, shall be conspicuously posted with 
‘posters setting forth their purposes and the yenalties for violating the rules 
end regulations spplicable to them. Not less than fifteen days before any 
refuge, sanctuary, rest~Srovu,d or closure of waters becomes effective, publi- 

cation shell be made as vrovided in Section 8, of the dour aries of such 
refuges, rest~crounds and closed waters, such boundaries to be accurately des- 

cribed by definite topographic features or public land survey lines. The hunt- 

ing, pursuing, wounding, capturing or killing of ey game or fish'in violation 
' of the rules and regulations governing any closed secson, or any refuge, sanc- 

tuary, rest-ground, o: closed water, ocromilgated by the Coumission with the 
approval. of the Governor, shell be oynished with the seme penalties as provid- 
ed for the. violation of the state game laws regarding closed seasons. 

aa The Governor shall have authority to prohibit «11 hunting in periods 
of extreme forest fire danger, at such times.and places as may be necessary to 

reduce the donger of destructive forest firese 

SECTION 8. PUBLICATIONS: See ee ean 

Rules, regplations, and orders of the State Game Commission shall 
be published in the following manner: | «vl 

-(1} Those having general application throughout the state shall be 
published ‘once in some newspaper published in, and having general circulation 

throughout, tHe state. oe : ae 
, Sy ON 
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(2) Those of general or special character having local application 

only shall be published once in some newspaper published in, and hoving gen~ 

eral circulation in the locality wherein such rules, regulations, and orders 

are applicable; Provided, howsver, thet if no such newspaper is so published 

and circulated, a copy of such rules, reguletions, and orders shall be posted 

in three conspicuous »laces in the locality in which they are asplicable. 

SECTION 9. NFEVOT OF PAGUTATIONS: E 

All rules, regulations, and ordex for the enforcement of the .owers 

granted to the State Game Commission shall take effect and be in force after 
publication or »osting as in t is chapter »rescribed, and when so published 
or vosted shell constitute legal notices 

SEGTION 10.  VIOIATION OF REGULATIONS: fi 

Any person, firm, or corporation violating any order, rule, or regue 

i lation by the State Game Commission pursvant to its powers enumerated in this 
chapter, where the punishment is not otherwise specifically provided by law, 
shail be punished by a fine of not less than “$50.00 nor more than $200.00 or 
imprisonment in the county jail for not less than thirty days nor more than 
ninety days, or by both such fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the 
Court. 

SECTION 11: 

So much of any law as is inconsistent or in conflict with any pro- 

vision of this act is hereby repealed. 

SECTION 32: 

That it is necessary for the preservation of the public peace and 
safety of the inhabitants of the State of New Mexico that the provisions of 
this act shall become effective at the earliest possible time, and thorefore 
an emergency is hereby declared to exist and this act shall take effect and 

be in full force and effect from end after its passage and approval. 

. ; --0--= ’ 
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DUCKS, GRESE, SWANS. (Seo Appondix A, rolative abundance of species.) ak 7 

(130, _Red-wroasted Merranser. Winters on Rio Granie, arriving about Docoub pore 

: Common, Said to be quite edible here. Feods on carp. ‘The call, heard only 

gaa aca os 
-— 1B24_Matterd. (Seo Appondix B on differential migration of sexes; hopondis 05 | 

; observations on weighte & plumage.) Year-long. Common, i an 

19h a. Mottled Dusk. A dark colored mallard is common here in early gett, me 
and up to Noveuber 15, Sometime in October it 4 at least as comon ote 

ordinary Mallerd, I have one skin ( ) and gave one to J, 5, Ligon who £ i : 

it to of ae ellie 

Coe ee nee ee a a Ta tere ery Meimem tes as aug a T understand ho has published something about it. oA 

135. Gadwall, Sometimes a few in middle of October. a 4 

137. Ralapato. vinters here. comon, Acquires adult Plumage Nov, 15 = a 

- a. | | ve 
322. Oreocringed Toe, comm, ontn tet Geaponre Yow, 0, A for winter as fer north a8 San Aeacia, south of Belen. Acquires edult p’ tumage 2 { 

Yow. 15 = Doo. 1. oe 

Up. Bluowinged Yon). Irregular. Comon Cot. 15 - ov. 1 in 1917, nono 

.? Ag 

re eianssy leamp rae es en hoe a 

Naaallee ia sky Se Wo aie) OU EON SE Saal a a ea
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, Ne Cee 

a 
a Ui2+ Spoonbill. Common in October, A fow winter as far north as san : j 

Acacia, Moles begin to got dark bronast in tiov. but apparently do not ss i 

sequire full edult plumgo until spring, This io a moh longer poriod of | ay 

transition than in othor duslis. the spoenbill 18 one of the few ducks ‘a 

that do not avold "dead" slouchs, 4.c., stagnant alkeli water, Tho cating — : va 

quality, notieithstanding, is uniformly excellent. (On the iissiesippt to Py 

U3. _Pintair. Comaon in October. A fow winter, sequiring full adult — ’ oo 

plumage by Jon. 1, (See Appondix D, on behavior of Pintat! ducks ina — Bs ts 
- hatstorn). . a 

G+ _ednend, wot eomon, gonorally soon about tev, 254 read | . U7. Conwasbasls. Hot eomon here, - a fow are soon late in Toveabor. ie 

These birds, and also the redheads seen at tho samo tine, aro singulerly a a 

eee Late are big heavy birds with nourly adult plunge in Ootobor, hae 
Ui9+_ Lessor Sceup, Wot eomon. Generally singles. BN ie as 

, 150, _Ringneeled Duck. Wet common, One killed noar hore Dec. 10, 1918, ved 

porrentapeny gt ae 
Ul. _Golden Hye. tot comon, A few ocour ‘in Doo, & Jan., generally cinta 

172s _Cannda Goose, Winter hore, arriving in Hovenbor. ee 

of Rosa, .il,, August 1912, let eortain whothor 16); or 108, tut es 

re a
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_ M2e_Snowy Horon(?) Three seen near Doming, t.M,, Oot. 5, 1916, on an a 

alkali flat, Mot cortain of idontification, \ 

202, Might Horon, Yoar-long at Albuquerque. For two yoors a flock as 7 . 

wintered within elty Maite near my hous, They spond tho day in the ottom = 
wood trees and at sunset depart for tho rivor. They are protested by the vi 

te ti ts oe 

206. Samibitl crane. A few flocks pass soutiward genorally about Oot. 1, i 
Seon nor Reservation Ransh, White tountain Apasho Tndtan Reservation, in 

| July, 1910, evidently breeding there. ‘ 

212. Virginia Rail, Ono soon Auge 31, 1915. ie 
: 2Uy. Carolina Neil, Broods here, generally in cat~tail owamps, wut very ’ 

cooasionally found in grassy irrigation aitehes, ie : a . 

221. Coot, Found wintering at San Acseia Jan, 11, 1919. | oy 

228, Woodeosk(?) Thore is a persistent report of a fow woodeook wintering =» 

north of Albuquerque. J. S. Ligon and I are about to investigate. i 4 

2% _Wileon Snipe, Hot common, Somotines gether on flooded fields. Sew 

several north of tom Aug. 16, 1913, whieh seoned to have boon raised hero, 4 

' They winter at the mouth of the Albuquerque Sewer, whore their plumge be~ a 

comes bedrageled and dirty from tho soapy water. a ‘ 

25. Greater Yollowlegs. A few on river sendbers in fall. - 7 

255. Lessor Yollowlogs. Sew 2 on frozen river in sero weather Doe. 26, we 

“2x KALMeor. Hore your-lon. ee ae 
281. Mt. Plover. J, S. Ligon has oxtensive notes on this species. He fount iM a 

thon on Sen Augustine Plains, near Taos, and near Santo Domingos un a
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229. Bob White. very attempt to introduce these seoms to have failod. i 
293+_Soaled Partridge, The furthest north T heve seen these birds in the ba 
Rio Grande Valley is near Tres Piedras, on the D& RG N,.R, in Rio Arriba — 
County. j “ e 
295s Gexbol Portridge. totural rango extends up Rio Grande to Tome, south . j a 
of Las Lunes, N.u, Geo. H, Webster, Jr., of Cimarron says he has ouseossfully ne 
“introdused the epocios on his Uracea Ranch, : LM 

"In the Rio Grende Valley of southern How Yexiso this qpootes prodominates — < 
in the valley while the scaled quail predominates in tho adjacent foothills, A 

Tn Arizona the most northerly observation I have mado on this species 
is Blue P,0,, on the Apashe National Forest. It is cald to extend up to ie 
the “Rim” south of Williams, a “ 

On 296 (1) Mowrns Quail. ‘The mest northerly ccourrence I know of is tho bax a, | 
of the Little Colorado at the mouth of South Fork, near Greer, Ariz, My m 7 

297 Dusky Crouse. south to the Poeos Division, santa Fe National Forest, — ‘5 . 
Wet, the Mogollon Range in the Datil and Gila National Forests; the Blue j 

_ Range and Witte Mountains of the Apache Waetional Forest, tria.j ant testa 
fow miles into the sitgreaves Forest ani the White Yountain Indian Reserves 
tion, Aris, Docs not osour in tho high mountains ef cooonine County, Apite, Y a 
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LBRFNTENOS , BOOKSELLERS 
DOOR Se TERY B R E N TA N O Ss STATIONERS 

Qing 218-224 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE CO a NOR WY 

CHICAGO, 

Y April 9, 1926. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
2222. Van Hise Ave., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Sir; 

; Replying to your favor of April 6th, 
we would say that as far as our records 

; i show, the text of the "Personal Narrative 
of J. 0. Pattie", has never been published 
excepting in the original edition, which 
accounts for the high price the book is 
bringing. 

We regret that we are unable to 
supply you with a copy at a reasonable 
figure. 

Yours very truly, © 

or 
BRENTANO'S Inf. DY 
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. BR. Fred pettit 
DENTIST 

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW Mexico, AUf.15—24 

Mr.Aldo Leopold. 

Madison,Wis. ‘ 

: Dear Aldo:— 

This must perforce be a hurried note,wnder if by any 

ehanee you read Noniphans or rather the stpry of his New Mexican 

fe travels:in ther is the key to what you and supposed was a very 

serious blunder or inaceuracy on the part ef Pattie;for the map 

of this ola country of ours, published in 1843 shows the river 

Pecos named both Pecos and Puerco: 1 think you wil recall that 

we hal’ some difficulty in following him Bast of the Rio Grande 

| +o the Rio Puereo,but this I beleive sneeslight on that subject. 

You hesitate about my "dope"on the Chickens at | 

Deming and Jemez Pieblo:there is going to be 2 lot of things we 

won"t be ble to use for fear of insufficient Reliable data uprn 

and some thet is reliable but for other reasons,such as in this 

casey »where I am convinced these were sean, but doubtless were 

only there for s short yeriod,s@ that it would hardly be called . 

a habitat. : 

Galusha saw the Chickens at Jemez Pueblo,and he,together with / 

Conductor Watson saw those at Deming:as he is about the one 

man in N.M.who knows P.Ckickens better than ayy one else I 

was moved to consider his saying he had seen them as true,if it 

had come from seme one with a easual acquaintance with these birds 

I woulda have discarded it witout further notice. 

I am getting fixed for the winters work, am having 

p one of the cabinet maifag"s make me a desk,with drawers fitted 

Ter: tht a wane aan ae a +n nie 25



Like. fer filing,etc.,this wil be installe@ at home,ana I shall 

then have a place far everything and can work more or less un—- 

interruptedly. 

Found Ligon away when I returned and as he won"t 

be back for some time hae been unable to do anything like talking .- 

over things with him. 

By the bye,I had written Turner just before I got 

your letter:it came about in this wise,while in Denver I was so 

eonfoundedly hurried that I head only about one tenth as much 

time to spend with MeGuire as he had asked me ford and as I had 

thoroly expected to have at my disposal(life is too rushed = 

always it seems}and as we were parting at the car,he happened to ; 

mention/ that Turner was in a bad way out at Fitzsimmons, that 

put me in a hole,as I was then a hour late to an appointment with 

some people for 2 trip over lookout to see those sheep,etc. 

with the result that I had to send word by MeGuire to T.that I 

was leaving in the morning and could not get out to see him,t 

felt it would look mighty shaBRB,but Leo I was without a moment 

+o get anywhere when I learned he was there. 

I have alot of things I wish to take upwitnh 

you just as soon asI can get a moment to pound this old machine. 

Regards to you and yours. 

Sineerely. 

7 Ea tae 
P.S. We clipved the wings of the geese recently,one old gander 

got up and flew over among those trees,guess we were none to soon. 

P
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

‘ FOREST SERVICE i 

TONTO NATIONAL FOREST j oe 

Free ape ea fot > 
AND REFER TO PHOENIX, ARIZONA ‘ 

G me 
Pish & Game March 28, 1924 
(Tonto ) 

District Forester, 

Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Sir: 

: Reference is made to your letter of March 6: 

I have deferred answering your letter not because of 
lack of information but on account of field trips and other 
important urgent work. Your brief description of the trip 
down the Gila is interesing and and at some future time when 
Mr. Winn's book can be loaned I would very much like to 
receive it am read it. 

Referring to the second paragrap f your letter the 
only stream that I recall at this time the mouth of the 
Frisco is some 25 or 30 miles down the Gila River. This is 
known as Bonita Creek. I am not familiar as to the large 
cave at the junction of this creek and the Gila, but Bonita 
Creek, however, mns through a sandy formation’ that forms 
palisades on either \side along which are found numerous caves 
and cliff dwellings., Judging from the character of the for- 
mation along this creek from a few miles above the junction 
for many miles up stream I haveevery reason to believe that 
the creek referred to is Bonita. 

As to the third paragraph of your letter the only creek 
that runs water from Bonita down the Gila is the San Carlos 
River and the description from the mouth of the San Carlos 
up it a ways as there \being fertile valleys and well timbered 
enswers this description, 

The only living stream down the Gila from the San Carlos 
is the San Pedro and I think you are correct in assuming that 
the stream referred to in the fourth paragraph is the San 
Pedro, since along the bottoms of this valley and near the 

: river are evidences of old irrigation works and Indian towns 
laid out that would Support a population of Several hundred, 

ong



#2--D.F. 

I am at a loss, however, as to the reference made tegardi ng 
the lake, since none exists to my knowledge although there 
might be one. 

In going east from the San Pedro one would naturally 
have to cross the Galliuros Mountains. After crossing the 
Aravaipa Valley they undoubtedly crossed over the west end 
of Mount Graham, since this is covered with Pine timber and 
Juniper and Cedar. ‘There is also on the west end of the 
Grahams many old mineral locations. I hardly think this. 
could have been the Santa Reresa because if they had crossed 
through to where old mineral locations existed it would have 

Jreturtnadce a natural divide eastward below where pine timber would 
have been found. 

If there is any other information I can furnish you 
I il] \be only too glad to do S0. With kindest yersonal 
regasis, I am 

; Very sincerely yo ; 

§ S$ . i ee ie iC



JOHN J. KENNEY 
_ SANTA FE 

N.M. 

March 10, 1924. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, : 
135 So. 14th St. 
Albuqueraue, New Mexico. 

Dear Aldo:- 

I am enclosing to you, under separate cover, 

Charlie Siringo's "Cowboy Detective". I do not know 

whether it will be of value to you in your investigations, 
but it will, at any rate, be amusing. I will get it back 

Sometime when we are in Albuaueraue. 

I have gone over with Benjamin Read the Spanish 

settlements San Tepec, Perdido and Alopaz and have aiso had 

this matter up with Colonel Twitchell. leitner one of these 

gentlemen have eny recollection of any such settlements. It 

seemed to Mr. Read that San Tepec might have been the 

name of one of the aboriginal pueblos in what is now Arizona 

and what was prior to 1800 a county or part of New Mexico. 

It seemed to Mr. Read that he had heard of a spring with 

the name Perdido. Some of the old-timers claim there was a 

mining camp with the name Perdido sonewhere in Sierra County. 

The result is that I have no real information. Colonel 

Twitchell has itaken these names and will write me if he can 

locate them. 

Barron Humbolt was commissioned by the Spanish 

Government in 1803 to make a survey and report of its then 

possessions in the new world, and his travels and researches 
have been published in three volumes. [I understand that 

Benjamin Read has these volumes. If you have them, or could 

get hold of them, it might be possible for you to loeate 

these settlements, as he gave a thorough study of the 

Spanish settlements in what was then the Province of New 

Mexico. 

Very sincerely yours, 

; cs Zs Gey g
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Fish & Game. March 6, 1924, 

Forest Supervisor, 

Phoenix, Arizona, 

Dear Ted; 

Pred Winn has loaned me an old book containing the journal of James 0. Pattie, a trapper who visited Arizona in 1824 and 1825. The book contains an enormously valuable lot - of observations on the condition of watersheds, mee and re at that time but in order te make this materi usable must first make sure of his location when the observations were made, At coeeret’ Hames appear to have changed eon- siderably and I am puzzled about the details of his route along the Gila in eastern Arizona. Since you know this country es- pecially well, I would like your opinion on the following: 

three days march down the Gila from the mouth of the Frisoo, a creek comes in from the north. here is a big cave in the cliff at the mouth of this creek and in this cave Pattie killed a grizzly. A little way up the Gila from the mouth of this creek is an “enormous cavern" in which his party camped. Can you identify this creek? 

fwo days down the Gila from the mouth of this creek there are very wide bottoms full of mesquite trees, For ten miles below this wide bottom the river runs west between high mountains, Seven days travel further down a small river comes in from the north. They went four days up this river and found its bottoms fertile and well timbered, that river was this? 

Three days down the Gila from the mouth of this river, the Gila boxes into a chasm which Pattie's party detoured on the north side with py labor. After making their ay back to the Gila they travelled three days more to “where the Gila emerges from the mountains", Here a stream came in from the southwest which was full of beaver, ‘They caught 200, Six miles up this stream is a lake with many geese and ducks and beaver, They had a fight with the Indians here and called the vicinity of this lake "Battle Hill". On this river they saw their first giant cactus, 

Copy sent Mr. Winn 
’ 

we



Mr, 1.2.5, 

also javelinas and — 014 Indian irrigation works, I have gathered that this must be the San Pedro. 

,. Several days above Battle Hill they set off overland 
to the mouth of the river first mentioned below the Frisco, 

' Starting east it took them five days to cross a ae pe of mountains at the end of which time they dropped into a plain 
where they found many antelope, little water, fine soil ana 
groves of trees. It took them a day or two to cross thig 

- plain, I have assumed that this must be the Aravaipa Valley 
and that the mountains they crossed were the Galliuros. It 
took a day to cross this plain. They then ascended another 
mountain and found its swamit covered with mineral indications. 
This mountain was covered with stunted cedar and pine. I have 
gathered that this must be Santa Teresa or the north end of the 
Grahams. rom it they descended to the Gila which they ascend- 
ed four days and reached the creek where they killed the grizzly. 
above mentioned, However, they were to during these 
four days and may not have made any great distance, 

ngt r If you ean/oonelusiveily identify the above route, I will 
send ~ the book for further detail. I know you will want to see the book anyhow at a later date and am sure that Winn woulé be glad to lend it to you, 

with best wishes, | 

Very sincerely yours, 

: it. E. iharsa 

«Ln
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JOHN J. KENNEY 
SANTA FE 

N.M. 

March 4, 1924. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
South 14th Street, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Dear Aldo:-- 

I must confess that I have been unable to 
learn anything about the town known as "Perdido"; nor 

have I been able to learn anything about the settlement of 
"San Tepec". 

I enclose you a memorandum which I picked up by 
mistake. 

I seem to have been in a very acquisitive mood 
while at your house because I also picked up a little black 

notebook (which is just like one of mine) and I will retum 

it to you under separate cover sometime today or tomorrow. 
The fact is, I have mislaid it somewhere at home and could 
not find it this morning, but I will undoubtedly be able to 
find it and send it to you today or tomorrow. 

We certainly enjoyed ow short visit and had a 
good trip both ways. No trouble of any kind, and we came 
back in two hours and forty-five minutes, which is fast 
enough for the little car. 

Teta found out she had nothing wrong with her 

more dangerous than neuralgia, and was very much relieved. 

With love to all, 

Sincerely yours, 

JJK~HC “f4



March 4, 1924, 

Mr. John Je Kenney, 

: Santa Fe, New Mexico. 

Dear Jack; 

When you see Col. Twitchell or some of the 
other historians in Santa Pe, pe follow~ 
ing specific memo of the points I wo like to find out about would be of service Ne ote All of these pointspertain to the years 1824 end 1825, 

(1) San te This appears to have been a Spaniah tO@hsitier on the hie Grande above Albu- querque or lying between that section of the Rio 
Grande and a corresponding section of the Pecos 
to the eastward. L would like to find out what 
the modern name of this ee is and where it is i located, (Pattie, p. 169) 

(2) Her dldos Pattie describes this as the 
lowest co 8h settlement on the Pecos, He found abandoned sheep ranches and horse ranches below it but they were not inhabited. It seemed to have at least several hundred population in 1825, Where was it and is it the site of some modern town? 
(Pattie, p. 168) Was somewhere near east of San Tepee. 

(3) Alopag. This was a Spanish settlement 6 days travel eastward from Santa Rita, that is, I infer it was eastward because oar erossed the Mim- bres on the way back before reach ne Santa Rita, Pattie went there to get a pack-train load of liquors. I would like to know where it was and whethor it cor- responds to any settlement at this time, (Pattie, p. 
171) Probably on Rio Grande. 

I would greatly appreciate any information you f can get for me on the above three points, 

Sincerely yours, 

Alo Leopold.
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| . 3 
sf Pattie's Personal Narrative 
: 1824 ; 

p. 41 - Antelope and deer on Platte west of Council Bluff. 
p. 435 - Jaguar. The Pawnee Loups, in their village on the Platte, 

had skins of “bear, wolf, panther and spotted or 
ring-tailed panther". 
Chiefs wore these to celebrate return of a success- 
ful war party. This was in 1824. 

pe 47 - These Pawnees go 600-700 miles on war parties to New Mexico. 
This may explain the jaguar. 

p. 49 - Buffalo. First seen 1 day west of Smoking River, between it 
and Republican fork of Kansas Ro 

pe 50 - Buffalo. Bulls in large herds by themselves. Says cows 
likewise, but further west on the plains, (see p.51) 

p- 52 - Cows. Herded around a shot cow so they killed ll. 
p. 56 - Wolf Herd.1000 large white wives had surrounded a herd of 

buffalo cows~and calves and killed several. 
pe 56. - Hik. Seen Spt. 4 - evidently on the Kansas. 

pe 6L - Near Republican - Smoky divide killed a White Bear who had 
killed and buried a bull and was guarding it from 
the wolves. 

p. 62 - White Bear kills member of party. 

p. 63 = 220 Bear counted by Pattie in 1 day, 8 killed, on Smoky Hill 
River near its source in Cheyenne Coe, Coloe ; 

pp. 735-75-Description of Taos. 
pe 85 - Wild Geese killed by Pattie below San Felipe Nov. 24, 1824, 

with rifles. : 
p.- 85 - Grazing. Large herds of stock all around Santa Fe and Rio 

Grande valleys No cultivated land, (see p.86). 
p- 86 - Bear, Deer, Turkeys in Rio Grande bottoms below Socorro. 

One bear chased a man into camp and was killed. 
pe 87 - 30 Beavers caught first night on Gila. 
p- 87 - Grass so high on Gila bottoms that it fatigued trappers in 

walking. : 
p. 89 = Deer scarce on Gila (winter) 
pe 90 - Multitude of Mt. Sheep found along bluffs of Frisco River, 

also 37 beaver in 1 night and turkeys. This would 
indicate they were pretty high up. 

p.92-4- Grizzly killed in caveat: mouth of Bonito Cr. 10 gals. oil 
extracted. - 

pel04 - Peccary and Sahuaras 16 -mis—up ? River. 
E pel07 = Otter caught on Gila. 

pel32 - Feb. 26, 1825, at junction of Gila: "At twelve we started up 
; Red River, which is between two and three hundred 

yards wide, a deep bold stream, and the water at 
this point entirely clear". Many beaver in lakes 
along river. 

pel36 - Many sheep and deer but no bear on Colo. 
p.138 - Plenty of elk where Colo. emerges from Mts. Supai? 

p.-138 - Buffalo dried meat and robes (had just come from Platte) in 
possession of Shoshones 1 day above fork (Little 

"= Cote?) 
pe138 - Mouth of Little Colo. "On the 15th (April) we returned to 

e the banks of Red River, which is here a clear ~ 
i beautiful stream."



| 

p.138 - Mouth of Little Colo. " On the 15th (April) we returned to 
the banks of Red River, which is here a clear 
beautiful steam." Oa 

p.140 - Buffalo cpossed high pass at head of Grand R. in winter - 
had trail in snow. 

p.141 - Bows. Indians made them of buffalo rigs. 
p.157 - Grizzly fight near Santa Rita. 
p.156 - aise just ebove El Paso (10/28/25) 
p.176 - Mimbres had neither fish nor beaver. 
p-194 - J ar killed on Colorado 70 mil. below mouth of Gila. 
p.201 - ist (Pima) Indians used tornillo for bows. 
p-274 - Erosion near San Diego. Due to heavy grazing. | 
p.504 - Bull and Grizzly fight at San Carlos. 
pe159 - Pecos Trip not determinable because lack of location of 

"Perdido"(lowest settlement on Pecos, 500 people) and 
"San Tepee", evidently on Rio Grande above Albuquerque. 

-2-
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424 University Farm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management Febouney 27, 1959 

Mr. H. L. Mitchell 
Cornwall-on-Hudson 
New York 

Dear Mitchell: 

I am very glad to serve as one of your references 
for Civil Service purposes, and I assume that I will be 
notified when anything is expected of me. 

I am glad that you are getting yourself = Civil 
Service rating. Riker and I have done a good deal of work 
trying to pry something open here, but the circumstances seem 
te be stacked up against us. Since you were here we have 
had an economy wave that I can best describe by saying that 
my own position is at present unprovided for. 

I am glad to have the historical information about 
you. Riker and I would appreciate your dropping us a line as” 
we would like to know where you eventually place. It is a 

disappointment te us not to have the Wisconsin negotiations 
more hopeful at this time. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Wildlife Management



SOIL ANALYSIS OFFICE: 
oe BLACK ROCK FOREST 

SHADE TREE, LABORATORY 

GOLF COURSE, TELEPHONE: 
VEGETABLE GARDEN H. L. MITCHELL CORNWALL 46-1 
AND LAWN CARE, 

CONSULTANT IN SOILS AND PLANT NUTRITION 

CORNWALL-ON-HUDSON, N. Y. 

February 11 
a 97> 2 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

If I may have your permission to do so, I should like to give your name 
as a reference in connection with a Civil Service examination for the po- 
sition of Biologist (Wildlife) in the Government Service, I believe you 
have a fairly accurate idea of my character and ability (if any) as a re- 
sult of correspondence with my teachers, fiends and associates, in connec- 
tion with the position which you and Professor Riker are attempting to 
promote at the University of Wisconsin, You have seen my publications 
and are perhaps better qualified to evaluate my research in animal ecology 
than any other person, 

In that this may be of interest to you, I enclose carbon copies of certain 

supplementary information and data to be filed with my application, 

I have been tld by men in high places in Washington that an appointment 
for me could probably be arranged without too much difficulty if and when 
I obtain a Civil Service rating, But I have no Civil Service status now 
(did not anticipate the need); and since no examinations for positions in 
forestry have been given since about 1935, or are likely to be for some 
time to come, it appeared until a few weeks ago that I would not have op- 
portunity to obtain a rating. However, the recently announced examination 
for the position of Biologist may provide a way to take the Civil Service 
hurdle, thus making me eligible for an appointment not only in the Bio- 
logical Survey, but in the Forest Service or the Soil Conservation Service 
as well (according to the announcement). 

Although most of my training and experience have been in forestry, plant 
physiology and ecology, I believe I have credit for enough courses in ani- 
mal biology, and sufficient research in animal ecology, to squeak through. 
I certainly hope so, as Civil Service eligibility will provide me with 
another possibility to fall back on in case your own and Professor Riker's 
efforts do not meet with success by July 1, when I shall have to find some 
sort of employment, 

I sincerely hope that this examination and the other irons I have in the 
fire will prove unnecessary, and that a place can be found for me at



: ae 

Professor Aldo Leopold, February ll, 1939 

Wisconsin, where I should like most to be. However, I am taking no chan- 
ces. 

My Bulletin 9 and Papers 13 and 14 (titles given on enclosed lists) are 
scheduled for publication by March 1. At the moment I am up to the ears 
in galley proofs, I shall send copies to Wisconsin hot off the press, 
This orgy of publication I am indulging in is necessary if I am to sal- 
vage and report the better part of my work in the time available, The 
chief difficulty is that I shall probably be so befuddled by July 1 that 
I shall be a better candidate for a booby hatch than for a wiversity ap- 

pointment. 

I should appreciate it if you would show this letter to Professor Riker 
and give him my best personal regards, 

I hear that Dr. Hugh Raup is going off on another trip to the Arctic this 
summer. I almost wish I could go along, 

Very sincerely yours, 

WSC, Mth 
HLM: AH H. L. Mitchell 
ENC Assistant Director 

THE BLACK ROCK FOREST



BIOLOGIST (#ildlife) 

Herold L. Mitchell 
; Black Rock Forest 

Cornwelli~on~Hudson, . Y, 

SUPPLEWONTARY INFORMATION AND DATA 

18 (s) Bal eerste kt Sumueor of 2926 spent in study at Forester's summer 
Camp at [tases Park, Minnesota, Other summers during period as under- ¥, 
graduate, and the year September 18%6 to September 1827, omployed as in« 

: dicated under 19 (a), 

Geek aks During 1982-1982 sehoci year received instruction in 
8. culture and general forsstry from Mr. A. C. Cline and the late Pro- 
feacer & T, Fisher; major portion of tine spent in study ond research 
in plant (especially tree) phyelology, ecology, chemistry and soils un- 

. der the direction of Profescor P, Ae Gast. M F. degree in June, 1032, 

; Continued research under Giredion of Professor Gast wntil June, 1654, 
Tale resesrch, which was subsidised by the Bisek Hock Forest, was to be 
used in the preparation of « doctoral thesis in partial fulfillment of ; 
requirements for the Ph, 0, degree in the Graduate Sehoul of Arte and 
Sciences of Harvard thiversity. Field work done at Black Rock Forest, ; 
Cornwali, M. ¥,, and leboratery anslysis at the Biologieal Laboratorics, 

; Csmbridge, Wass, During the time in Cambridge [ reovived instruction 
and direction from various faculty members and attended as meny classes, 
Lectures and seminars of interest to me os time permitted, 

The results of my research ao @ graduate etudent were prepared for pub- 
lication wider the direction of Prefesvor ?. &, Gast and were published 
a2 Black Mock Forest Bulletin No, 5 (copy enclosed) in 1944, 

In the spring of 1634 I accepted a position as Aseistant Director of the 
Black Rock Forest, 4s « condition of continued employment the Black Rock 
Forest required that I forgo leave of absence for the completion of cere 
tain remaining courses necessary ior fulfiliment of requirements for the 

‘ Ph, DB, degree, 

18 (@) fessiabised coucece reauiret: The annowicement talis for major study is : 
bi y which, ac Weveter, "has to do with the origin, struc~ 
ture, development, fumetion anc distrivution of anigsle and plants," : 
Aside from required wcrk in liberal arts and spetial courses in chemistry, i 
stativtics and physics, practically ail couress taken as undergraduate and 
graduate student were in nv ited include; general beteny, plant 

BEStBLe TP ERRAL PEE, “BOERESY Rb TBR, PMELGEOR > SPRL Bite F En. 
management, gracing, dendrology, forest protestion, plant ps thology, 

wood structure and identification, forest boteny, soil microbiology and 
nursery practice, I have no record of the exact credits reecived for 
the above qourses, Oificial transcripts of courses taken und credits 

ie 4 Re fa AC ai Se Se
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recelved may be obtained from Harvard University and the tiversity of 
Minnesota, e 

19 (b) Summer of 1925 and the year starting September, 1027, spent working for 
Southeastern agricultural Experiment Station, as indicated under 19 (a) 
land 2, Work incluied assisting with experiments in animal end plant 
brecding, and with etucies regarding the nutrition of various forage ; 
Grops, : 

; Summers of 1948 and 1929 (see 19(a) 8 and 4) epent as agent, Bureau of 
Plant Industry, U. 5, Department agriculture. or! included scouting 
and eradication of barberry plants in Minnesota, Also ecusational work 
among farmers, including lectures and desonstrations at meetings and 
fairs im regard to the control ef black atem rust and other plant dis- 

ee i 

School year of 1029-180 (sev 12 (a) 5) acted as Instructor (part time) 
in the Bivision of Plent Physiclogy and agricultural Botany, University 
ef Minnesota, Mostly research, wmder the direction of Professor R. By 
Harvey, regarding the hardiness and the light requiremente of the tree 
seedlings, ond various field and garden crop plants, Devoted some time 
to developing sproys which would protect fruit trees and forest tree : 
seedlings from injury by fichd mice and rabeits during the winter, y 

Yhe year beginning June, 1980 (vee 19{a) ¢), spent as field and labora~ 
vory asvistant to br, Hardy L. Shirley, Lake Stetes Forest kxperiment 

. Station, U, &, Forest Service, Had in my cure the treewseed testing lab- 
oratory, In the field aasisted with: (1) etucies regarding the eontrol 
of rabbits and ground squirrels in coniferous plantations (in cooperation 

: with Bureau of Biclogical Survey), and (Z) research concerning the mois- 
ture and light requirements of tree species growing in natural habitats, 

During the summer of 1941 (sec 19 (a) 7) I assisted fr, P, A, Gast, of 
the Harvard Forest, with oxperimemtse regarding the mineral nutrition and 
light requirements of coniferous seedlings, 

Yor euch of the positions listed above, the salary received is given in 
colum 5 wider question 19 (a), My reason for le.ving each of these po- 
sitions was either; (1) te return te sehool or (2) to accept a better 
position, 

As a staff member of the Black Rock Forest (see 19 (a) 4), and especially 
since my appointment as assiatant director (19 {a) 9), my ehief duty has ~ 

- ween to plan, carry tarough and repert scientific investigations in 
plant and animal eeclogy and fundamental siivies, Yor assistance with 

i the more technics] phases of these studies, both in the field and the re- 
search laboratory, I have had under my circetion from one to three college~ 
trained men (woois erew o1 from ten to twenty-five men under uy direction 
when aseisting with non-tecbnicul phases of researeh),
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19 (b) continued 

Perhaps the best idea of the research program I initiated here in 1982 
end have been following since that time eun be obtained from the solen- 
tific reports published to date, ‘These are Listed on an attached sheet, 
and reprints oi the majority are enclosed with this application, > 
studies have included the mycorrhizal relationship; the mineral nutrient 
and light requirements of tree species; the influence of the chemical 
aspects of site on the growth and distribution of tree species and essc- 
ciations; the leaf test wethod for evalueting forest soil fertility; the 
relationship of certain rape clements to the incidence and severity of 
insect end fungus attack; grub, bird and redent control in forest nurser- 
ies, the relationship between the chemical aspects of site and the fre- 
quency of incidence snd the intensity of deer browsing; and chemical stud- 
ies to dotermine the reasons for the preference o: deer for certain 

_ plants, The essential deteils of all etudies are given in the enclosed 
report titled "Summary and Present Status of Ali Major Zxperimental Proj~ 
ects Started by the Black Hock Porest Laboratery since april, 1962, 

The results of practically all of my reseerveh in plant eeology have been 
published, or sre at present ready for publication as Blaes sock Yorest 
Papers ond Bulletins, Some of my work in snimal ecology has been pub-~ 
lished (see Black Hock forest Paper No, 5, enclosed), sume is reddy for 
' pablication and some in preparation (see lists), 

In my capacity as assistant director of the Black Rook Forest I have, 
6t various times, cvoperated on research projects with the following 
agencies: the U. S, Bureau of sntomolegy (ir, Harvey J. MacAloney); the 
Northesstern Forest Baperiment Station of the U, & forest Service 

4 (wr. J. H. Sims); the sliegheny Forest Acperiment Station of the U. 8, 
Forest Service (Mr. 2, D. Forbes and Mr, A. F. Hough); the State Forest 
Services of New York, New Jersey and West Virginia; the Department of 
Forest Soils, Cornell University (ar. Robert F, Chendler, dt.) the Her- 
vard yorest (Dre, P, R. Gast and BH. # Mesley); and the Boteny (Dr. H. 

a M. Rawp) and Geclogy (Dr. Charles 8 benny) Lepartments of Harvord Uad- 
versity, esentiel details of various cooper.tive research projects, 

: some of which have been published, are discussed in the enclosed report 
“Summary and Present Status of All Major “xperimental Projects Ctarted 
by the Black Rock Forest Laborstory Simee April, 190Z." ae this repert 

| Was written én dugust 51, 1958, the resulis of some of the "unreported 
stuiles referred to therein have since been ,ublished or are at present 

2 ready for publication (see publications list), 

Besides direction of the research progrom, I have been required to de- 
i vote approximately one-iourth of my time to administrative dutics in con- 

nection with the management of this 2,000-acre demonstration forest em 
ploying ten to twenty~/ive men, and carrying on oli pbhing Ha ycrare thane 

Sety naatgononty ri htingy etofSR”cMhtrGl “FEM prevention, weodin sory mane gononteenl ak Pp evention, weeding, thinning, pruning, sawnill operation, cheréoal-making, the ele of forest 
products and game and fish management, During 1958, while Hr. Tryon was 

: on le«ve of absence, I acted av direeter and devoted the major portion 
of my time te administrative work,
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18 (bo) continucd 

Although the Black Rock Forest fe primarily concerned with silvical re- 
search and the production of forest products on a sustained yield basis, 
reereation, game management and the study of ecological reletionships 

: between plents and animale have not been overloolied, As regards gome, 
it has ween the policy of the Forest to: (1) plant ond encourage shrubs 
and trees which are knom to furnish food ior deer, other game animals 
and upland game birds; (%) modify cutting prectice so as to leave “soon 

: trees” and as much cover as possible fer various game animals and birds; 
: (&) stock with various fish the five privately owned ponds within the 

Forest boundaries ands a euke eurtaie surveys of the game population, 
Thus, besides the research, I hive had some experiences in the more prac~ 
tical @pects of geome mans,ement, 

4s outiined above, I have had years (1952-1950) of responsible 
chuhiehenne th gaaee tn Geass TI tute sax egptiatnenh ¢o. ten abellt 
of the Black hock Forest, This does not include experience gained during 
euppoynent or graduste study previous to lets, 

Partly as « hobby, I heave kept up with the litereture om game management. 
; ft have in uy persenal library many of the books and reprints of the sore 

resent scientific articles and reports on this subject, I am familiar 
with the game animals end game birds, especially waterfowl, of the forth. 
eastern, Contral and Lake Stetes,
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February 1, 1959 

: ; LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 

1. Mitehell, Harold L. 198%, Growth of Scots Pine in Sand Culture with ; 
Varied Rediation Intensity end Nitrogen Supply. Thesie on file 

at Harvard Forest, Hervard University, Petersham, Mass. 

KH Ey a—-o-eee 1954, Pot Culture Teste of Forest Soil Fertility, Black Hock 

Forest Bull, 5 : 1-188, 11 fig., 10 pl., #8 tab, 

@ 8, -n----+ 1985, A Method for Determining the Nutrient Needs of shade 
rr Trees with Special Heference to Phosphorus, Black Rock Forest 

} Papers, 1 (1) ¢ 1-4, 1 fig. Reprinted in SHADE TRED, Vol. 8, Hos. ba 
ap 5-7, 

¥% 4, o------ and Finn, HR. F., 2985. ‘The Relative Feeding Power of Oaks ond 
Maples for Soil Phosphorus, Black Rock Forest Papers, 1 (2) + 

5~9, 1 fig. 

4B, ------ 1956, The Bffect of Varied Solar Radiation upon the Growth, De- 
velopment and Nutrient Content of White Pine Seedlings Grown under 
Nursery Conditions, Black Rock Forest Papers, 1 (4) : 15-2z, @ fig., 
& tab. 

* & 6, -----—-~ and Bosley, §. #., 1686, Differential Browsing by peer on Plots 
: Variously Fertilized, Bleek sock Yorest Papers, 1 (5) ; 28-27, 

& fig., 1 tab, 

 * 7, --a--we- 1986, ‘Trends in the Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Potassium and Calcium 
; Content of the Leaves of Come Forest Trees During the Growing Season, 

flack Rock Forest Papers, 1 (6) ¢ 9-4<, 6 fig., 4 tab, 

% * GB, --w-—u~, Finn, KR. F, and Rosendehl, R, O., 19%7, The Reletion Between My~ 
corrhisae and the Growth and Nutrient Absorption of coniferous Seed 

3 iings in Nursery Beds, Hlack Kock Forest Papers, 1 (10) +: 57-78, 
& figs, & pl., amd 4 tab, 

: « B, o----—» 1957, The Ipfluence of Betotrophic Mycorrhizae upon the Growth 
and Nutrition of Coniferous Seedlings, leport, 1987 annusl meeting, 
Hew York Section, Society of smericen Foresters, pp. 57-41. xAeprinte i 

: handed owt at mecting and sent to selected mailing list, 

510, ---~---=fhe Growth end Nutrition of Shite Pine (Pinus strobus L.) Seedlings 
in Cultures with Varying Mitrogen, Phosyhorus, Potassium and Calcium, 
(With Observations on the Relation of Seed Yeight to Seedling Yield). 
Black Rock Forest Bull. 8 : 1-150, Zz fig., 4 pl., 27 tab, Im prese, 

*Black Rock Forest Publications are on file in oll forestry school libraries, 
practically all experiment station and university libraries, and many others, 
public and private. : 

* *Gnclosed with application,



: LIST OF PUBLICATIONS* 6+. 
(continued) ; 4 

tween Cumulative Scolar Radiation anc the Dry Beight Increase of 
Sursery-Grown White and Red Pine Seedlings, Black Rock Forest 
Paper 15, In presse. 

* #18, ------- 1958, Preliminary Botes on « Usthod for the Prevention ond 
Control of White Grub Infestations in Mursery Soils, Black Rock 
Forest Paper 14. In press. 

15, +--~---- 1959. Comparison of the Dry Weights and the Mineral Hutricnt 
Content of Mycorrhizal and Non-lycorrhizal Sevdlings of Red and 
White Fine Grown under Nursery Concitions, Im manuscript, To be 

_publiehed es a Black Rock Forest Paper. 

ld, ~-+~=--1939, the Mitrogen, Phosphorus and Potassium Requirements of 
Certain Native Hardwood Species of the Northeastern States, In 

: preparation, ‘fo be published ee s Black Rock Forest Bulletin, 

15, =------ 1938, Rodent Control in Forest Burceries, IM preparation, To 
: ne published ag « Black Rock Forest Paper, 

16, ~-~---- 1959, he Protection of Germinating Seedlings from Birds, In 
preparation, fo be published as 4 Black Rock Forest Paper, 

17, ------- 1969, ‘The Aelationships Between Site quality, Ghemiesn] cumposi- 
tion of Foliage and Deer Browsing in Coniferow: and Herdwood 

. Plantetions, Im preparetion, To be Published as a Black Rock For- 
‘ est Paper. 

* The papers listed on this page are in press, in manuseript or in prepars- 
tion, as indicated, 411 will be published by the Black fock Forest during 
leds. 3 

¥ * Enclosed with applicotion, :
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CONNECTICUT STATE COLLEGE 

STORRS, CONNECTICUT 

February 18, 1939 

e 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

I am sorry that I did not have the chance to personally con= 

gratulate you on your election to the presidency of the Wildlife 

Society. I had to leave the Detroit meeting early and so did 

not see youagain. At this time, I would like to offer to do any- 

thing I can to help you with your job. 

ttche 
Mr. Harold L. wigs! of the Black Rock Forest, Cornwall-on- 

the-Hudson, New York, tells me that he is using my name as a_ref- 

erence in applying for a position at Madisone I know Mr. waked 

very well, having worked with him during a school year. He has a 

very good personality, even disposition and is, I think, consi- 

derably above average in mental equipment. He has done some very 

good work along nutritional lines with forest species and would, 

I feel sure, be able to adapt himself to any phase of wildlife 

work which correlates with his field. 

He is intensely interested in rested and knows a good deal 

about it from actual experience. is a man of very good 

personal habits. He is neat, methodical and I feel sure that if 

you are able to offer him a position, he will be a very good 

choice. 

Yours very truly 

A.W: ; perce 

NWH/b N. W. Hosley ol? 
Asst. Prof. of Forestry 

and Wildlife Management 

Os. : 
Pardes AO Corvrtetey —— 

\ S WUT -
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42h University Farm Place 
Division of Wildlife Menogenent Jamuary 13, 1939 

Dr. ¥. B. Bell, U. S. Biological Survey, Washington, D. 6. 
Dr. H. L. Ghents, U. $. Forest Service, Washington, D. ¢. 
Dr. Gardiner Bump, State Conservation Department, Albany, New York. 

Gentlemen: 

I want to bring to your attention an opportunity in deer 
research which seems to me to be of pressing importance. 

T understand that a sharply defined invasion by deer is 
occurring in perts of Rew Tork adjacent to the over-crowied Penneyl- 
vanis deer renge. I understand that the vegetetive type includes 
Tame, white ¢edar and other key browse plants characteristic of the 
Hortheast and the Lake States region. I hear there are parts of 
Genesee County, for instance, where the deer pressure is so far con- 
fined to Taxus and hae not yet injured even such staple foods ae 
white ceder. If there ie extensive territory which econforme to the 
above specifications then that territory seems to me to present en 
important opportunity for measuring the impact of deer on an un~ 
spoiled range from the very outset. There would likewise be oppor- 
tunity to measure the effect on deer of the gredually increasing 
browse pressure, that is to say, there is a chance to verify in 
dynamic terms the rather startling indications as to deer physiology 
whieh Gerutell has discovered in Pennsylvania, but under a much less 
perfect experimental set-up. 

Thie opportunity coincides with the new availability of 
Pittman-Roberteon funds. I as calling your attention to it because 
it seems to me as chairman of the Technical Committee of the American 
Wlldlife Institute that much more could be accomplished with « 
dollar by seizing this chance sow than by waiting until a less perfect 
experimental eet-up must be accepted. I do not know of any other spot 
where @ representative unspoiled deer range is being sharply invaded 
by deer and there competent local ae well ae antionsl research facil- 
ities exist. 

I realise, of course, that I am stepping cuteide the baili- 
wick of both myself and the Technical Committes, but it seems to me 
that this thing is of national interest. I am sending copies of this 
letter to the members of the committee should they wish to take excep- 
tion to my action. 

Sincerely yours, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh F Professor of Wildlife Management 
ce. Wage whine
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424 University Parm Place 

Division of Wildlife Management 

Personal 

Mr. Arthur S. Hawkins 
Tllinois Natural History Survey 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Arthur: 

Your notes on the New York situation are extremely interesting. 
Do you gather that deer actually migrated from the south to your county, 
or are these deer increase from a small wandering seed stock? 

I am especially intrigued by your observations on browse. It 
seems to me of basic importance that somebody record the selection of 
browse by deer andthe effects of deer on browse in a region which has had 
& long rest. I am beginning to suspect that in the northern states at 
least all deer range results from periods of rest and that there may be no 
equilibrium between deer and grouse which retains the really highly 
palatable browse like Taxus. To me this opportunity is so important that 
it should be called to the attention of the Biological Survey, the Porest 
Service, and the New York Department. If you will write them a suitable 
letter I will back it up with my personal endorsement. ‘The trouble is, of 
course,that they may not comprehend why the thing is important, but let's 
try. If you prefer that I do it, I am willing to handle the matter. 

I particularly appreciate your boiled-down summary of the 
Columbus conference. I genuinely regret not being there but it would have 
meant giving up my quail trip, which, by the way, was extra pleasant. 
Gus, however, was good only part of the time. Hither he was off his feed 
or else he will have to acquire an enthusiasm for quail. My brother's 
dog Bill ran circles around him most of the time. 

I am glad to hear about the «state Hun project, and I will be 
glad to contribute what I can to the plan. 

I am positive that Harry Anderson's discharge from the Sacramento 
refuge had nothing to do with his performance. On the contrary, I happen 
to know that all of his immediate superiors were keen to get him back. 12 
am afraid, though, that I could not with assurance recommend Harry as a man 
to lead the 4+state Hun project. I think he would be excellent as second 
man to get field work done, but I am afraid his ability to organize cooperation 
has not been fully proven. I have a very high opinion of Harry, but this 
would be the wrong berth for him. 

I hope we will have a chance to talk over matters at some early date. 

Yours as ever,
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URBANA January 4, 1939 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
424 University Farm Place 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold; 

You may be interested in some of the following infor- 
mation which I gathered in New York State. I should appreciate 
having any of your theories or comments. 

Much to my surprise, I found, during my recent vacation 
trip home, that one of the most interesting problems encountered ; 
in some time was on my own door step in Genesee County, western 
New York. I refer to the recent invasion of a county, which so 
far as I know has changed little in agricultural practices for 
many years, by such species as deer, beaver and foxes. This in- 
vasion has taken place in 4 years! time, between 1934-38. 

In 1934 the sight of a deer within the county was good 
for a front page story, and before 1932 deer were practically un- 
heard of. Yet in 1938 an average of 3 deer were killed per month 
on the highways of the county, and the leading local authorities 
estimate not less than 300 deer in the county. On December 27, 
I visited a large, white cedar swamp and found two heavily used 
deer-yards (snow 8"-10" deep). On December 28, at the other end 
of the county, I saw 6 deer in an upland habitat. The swamp deer 

‘| were browsing heavily on yew (Taxus) and leaving the white cedar, 
Dogwood, soft maple and other possible browse untouched. The 
upland herd seemed to be eating alfalfa hay. Both herds were 
situated so that farm crops undoubtedly made up a ffar proportion 
of their diet. A good variety of browse species was available in 
both places. During the past year, twelve Genesee County farmers 
were granted permits to fire bird shot at deer to scare them away 
from farm crops, according to the local warden. Two buck deer 
which I saw had light racks and were small, but some large deer 
have been reported. One, killed recently because it had a broken 
leg, weighed 175 lbs. (not dressed) even though in very poor con- 
dition. With the Pennsylvania concentration area 150 miles south, 
wild deer in a brand new territory and the oldest locally raised 
deer not over 3 years old, isn't this a pretty setup for a study?
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Beavers first appeared in Genesee County about 1935. 
In 1938 at least three widely separated colonies were reported 
one within a mile of Batavia (incidentally on my cousin's farm) < 

Red and gray foxes, both rare in 1934 are now common 
throughout the county. On December 27, I followed the tracks of 
at least 4 different foxes. The mating season has evidently arrived. 

Here are a few miscellaneous bits of data; 

Rabbits, ruffed grouse and mice are fast approaching a peak. 
On one 200 acre area 70 rabbits were killed this fall. I checked 
up on one snowshoe rabbit planting which is said to have held up 
for a year or more but couldn't find a track, despite ideal track- 
ing conditions. All grouse hunters I talked to reported the best 
shooting in many years. 

Pheasants were more common in 1938 than in 1937 but are still 
wor far below their former number. John Emlen and I censused one area 

G in 1932 and found between 150-180 birds on 200 acres. This same 
area in 1938 has much better cover but only 50 pheasants. 

The state still imports rabbits, pheasants and quail. Quail 
and partridge plantings have evidently died out in Genesee County. 
The quail stock came from Virginia, rabbits from Kansas and 
Missouri, and pheasants from Wisconsin, Ohio and England. A friend 
of mine liberates this game in Genesee County. Of 160 rabbits ; 
from Missouri which he held in a large fenced yard for three days 
(after receiving them in crates) 25 died. 

The game code was recently revised and now prohibits the trap- 
ping of muskrats within 5 feet of a house or bank hole. The season, 
which formerly opened December 1, now opens January 1. Trappers, 
especially on large muskrat farms, are disgusted because with these 
restrictions it is almost impossible to trap rats legally and 
profitably in Genesee County. They would prefer a closed season. 

Mink are quite scarce, although Genesee County is ideal mink 
country. I believe that this is in a large part due to the fact 
that it is legal to hunt mink with dogs in New York. The mink 
season still opens several weeks before the muskrat season, thus 
making it possible for the illegal trapper to harvest a nice crop 
of rat pelts before the season. 

Thé; fall and winter Norway rats seemed to be numerous through- 
out the countryside and at considerable distances from farmhouses, 
according to a friend of mine who is probably the best field .
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observer in the county. He was able to show me tracks to sup- 
port his story. Is there a Norway rat cycle which corresponds 
to the mouse cycle? 

Very truly yours, 

i Arthur S. Hawkins 
ASH:UB Game Technician
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: August 11, 1936 

Mrs. Robert C, Wright, Chairman 
Conservation Committee 
The Garden Club of America 
598 Madison Aveme 

New York, N. Yo 

Dear Mrs. Wright: 

I have delayed reply to your letter of June 26 until I 
could carefully read the enclosures, This I have now done. 

Your letter gives me much gratification, first, because 

of the thorough manner in which you have answered my question and * 

second, because our group has evidently been anticipated in the 

conception and execution of the wildflower management idea. 

This sort of thing must, of course, be done for each 
state, and I will send you shortly a wniversity bulletin giving 
the plans of the conservation group here at the university. 

The idea which Dr. Roberts has already carried out at 

Vassar is the one we are hoping to apply to the University Arboretum, 
Our area is larger and we hope to restore a prairie as well as the 
various woodland associations. We have a CCC camp for the labor 
and the botanical conservation work is in charge of Dr. T. M. Sperry, 
until recently with the University of Illinois. I am sending 
Dr. Sperry your letter and enclosures, since I kmow he will be 

gratified to learn that work similar to his is already under way, 

I have also already showed the material to Prof. N. C. Fassett of 

our Botany Department. 

May I be put on your mailing list for any further material 
on the general subject of wildflower management published by the 

Garden Club? 

The new Wildlife Institute is shortly publishing a research 

program, of which I will send you a copy when available, When you get 

it, I think you will agree that they have also somewhat expanded 

their viewpoint on what constitutes conservation. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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THE GARDEN CLUB OF AMERICA 
RICE: CHAIRMAN FOR EDUCATION 598 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 

. ‘TELEPHONE PLAZA 3-8289 

mL. eC CABLE ADDRESS: “GARDCLUB” 

VICE-CHAIRMAN FOR ROADSIDES: CONSERVATION AND ROADSIDE COMMITTEE 

REY Br, BESO EEE BOURNE MRS. ROBERT C. WRIGHT, CHAIRMAN 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

STATE REPRESENTATIVES June 26, 1936. 

MRS, CRAWFORD T. JOHNSON SL eaaia Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
ea ae Professor of Game Management, 

CoLoRADO University of Wisconsin, 
eee cee Ci geen College of Agriculture, 
MRS. JOHN H. BUCK Madison, Wisconsin. 
MISS ESTHER WATERMAN 

DELAWARE 

ae ete ae My dear Mr. Leopold: 
MRS. GEORGE A. McKINLOCK 

MRS. LANGDON THOMAS Your letter of June 11th has 

ILLINOIS 

MRS. MARK W. CRESAP 
Tae just been read by me with interest. To take the 

MISS DAISY HUME 

MAI 

MRS. ANDREW M. WILLIAMS personal aspect first, I have for many years been 
MARYLAND 

MISS ELISABETH L. CLARK 

MRS JOHN W. GOOLIDGE a member of the American Game Association and my 
MISS HELOISE MEYER 

MRS. CHARLES H. FLETCHER membership continues in the American Wild Life 
MINNESOTA 

MRS. EDGAR PIERSON 

MISSOURI Institute. So your work in behalf of Wild Life is 
MRS. EDWARD J. WALSH 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 

MRS. LAURENCE J. WEBSTER known to me. I read the article in the New York 
wine SARAH Li CLEPHANE 

a Times of August 15, 1935, announcing the formation 

Mist may womess 
MRS. HENRY L. K. SHAW of the American Wild Life Institute, in which it 

Mer Gone uccay q 
SUI ric ween : was stated that you preferred the term "restoration" 

Mne. J. W. FOWLER Xx} to "conservation." 
<3. JOHN W. LAWRENCE ” : MRS. JOH . 

MRS. HENRY HOWARD This year "and Roadside" has been dropped from 
TENNESSEE 

MRS. RUFUS E. FORT 
caeae the Committee name, making it "Conservation Committee" 

MRS. S. M. MCASHAN 

VERMONT 

MRS. ELMER H. JOHNSON on the ground that the definition for "Conservation" 
VIRGINIA 

MRS. HENRY H. LITTLE 

ee ewan might include "Roadside" in the way we cover the 

mneeWiLLiAM E, CHILTON ia ax aa 
tas y regional surveys and planning as well as 

MRS. HARRY L. MACDONALD 

planting. The definitionsfor "Conservation" 

OBJECTS 

THE OBJECTS OF THIS ASSOCIA. referred to, as given by Webster are: "A conserving, 
‘TION SHALL BE: TO STIMULATE 

THE KNOWLEDGE AND LOVE OF 

Samana RONG FOE, preserving, guarding, or protecting; a keeping safe 
ASSOCIATION, THROUGH CON- 

FERENCE AND CORRESPONDENCE 

IN THIS COUNTRY AND ABROAD: in a safe or entire state; preservation"; and 
TO AID IN THE PROTECTION OF 

NATIVE PLANTS AND BIRDS; AND 

TO ENCOURAGE CIVIC PLANTING.
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"Official care or keeping and supervision, as of a river or 

forest; conservancy; also, a division, as of a forest, under 

such conservation." 

I have had correspondence with Mrs. Robert 0. Lord, of 

Michigan, whom I have met, and who I understand is related to you. 

You ask about the work of the Conservation Committee with 

respect to the relation of native plants to their environment. 

This work dates back to 1923 when Mrs. Francis C. Farwell (a 

member of the Club now known as the Lake Forest Garden Club) 

was national Chairman of this Committee. I am told that she 

interested Dr. Henry C. Cowles, Botanist at the University 

of ‘Chicaga to visit the work then being done at Vassar College 

by Miss Edith A. Roberts. Mrs. Farwell has since died but her 

daughter-in-law, Mrs. Albert D. Farwell (635 Deerpath Avenue, 

Lake Forest, Illinois) attended the Annual Meeting of this 

Committee at West Point in May when the continuation of this 

earlier work was shown. 

Our records show that money was raised for scholarships to 

further the study of the propagation of native plants. This 

work was done from 1923 to 1926. There were students working 

on the propagation of native plants at Vassar College, the 

University of Chicago, the University of Washington, and 

Ohio State University. 

In 1924, "Native Plants of Dutchess County" by Edith A. 

h Roberts and Margaret F. Shaw was published by The Conservation 

Committee of The Garden Club of America. This was a twenty-one 

page pamphlet with double columns of lists and it had the 

following acknowledgment:
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This book is the result of the Graduate Scholarship 

established in the Botany Department of Vassar College 

by the Conservation Committee of The Garden Club of 

America. 

- It is the hope of the Committee that this published 

report will demonstrate the value of the work accom- 

plished. 

The plants are listed as they are found in their 

ecological associations. . f 

The name of the book on the inside cover is: "The Ecology yw 

of the Plants Native to Dutchess County New York." y 

Miss Esther M. Mitchell, carried on the research, under the 

direction of Miss Roberts, at Vassar College beginning in the 

fall of 1924. This Committee has a mimeographed record of the 

work done by Miss Mitchell on seeds of 100 trees, shrubs, and 

herbs, the most convincing reports being given in detail. 

The Committee has a reprint from the Botanical Gazette of 

March, 1926, on "Germination of Seeds of Plants Native to 

Dutchess County, New York" which is a report on the investigation 

under Dr. Edith A. Roberts at Vassar College made for this Committee. 

In 1929, "American Plants for American Gardens" by Edith A. 

Roberts, Ph. D., Professor of Botany at Vassar College, and 

Elsa Rehmann, Landscape Architect and Author of "Garden Making," 

with photographs by Margaret de M. Brown, was published by The 

Macmillan Company. 

This has the following "Acknowledgments: 

In 1924, the Conservation Committee of The Garden 

Club of America published with the Bulletin a booklet 

by Edith A, Roberts and Margaret F. Shaw on The 

Ecology of the Plants Native to Dutchess County,
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New York. This booklet with its lists of plants 

arranged according to ecological associations 

suggested the idea for a series of articles which 

appeared in House Beautiful under the title of 

Plant Ecology and are now presented in this book." 

The article entitled "THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN OUT-OF-FOOR | 

BOTANICAL LABORATORY FOR EXPERIMENTAL ECOLOGY" by Edith A. 

Roberts, distributed at the Annual Meeting of the Conserva- 

tion and Roadside Committee, May 21, 1936, at West Point, | 

was a reprint from Ecology Vol. X1V, No. 2 - April, 1933. | 

A copy of it has been mailed to you under separate cover. 

At this meeting Miss Roberts, who is a member of the 

Garden Club of Orange and Dutchess Counties, was Exhibit 

Chairman. She illustrated this article by means of 

eleven panels of living plants, and experimental work on 

germination, from the Plant Associations of Dutchess County. 

Later I will send to you her own description of this exhibit 

which will be in the Minutes of the meeting. Also, I will 

send you the description of{ or rather the names of,and a 

short account of the experimental work) native plants in 

each of these exhibits. 

Following the Annual Meeting of The Garden Club of 

America, the Garden Club of Richmond and Northern Berkshire 

Counties (Massachusetts) gave its Silver Medal to Miss Roberts 

for her exhibit at the Annual Meeting of this Committee. 

Yours sincerely, 

Suter H. Woglt 
Mrs. Robert C. Wright 

Chairman 
Conservation Committee 

The Garden Club of America



me : Rochester, W.Y. 
July 28, 1936. 

Aldo Leopold, ; 
Univ. of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir,- 
Enclosed herewith please find the papers on the Parmer-Sportsman 

Set-ups in the North Central Region which you were so kind as to loan me 
some time ago. Please accept my thanks for the use of these papers as they 
have been of great assistance to me, I have formulated a proposed plan 
somewhat along the lines of your Riley plan. 

Also, I am enclosing a phamphlet entitled " More Wildlife by 
Better Management" which has been put out by our Game yanagement Committee 
and we are planning sample demonstration plantings this fall at our Clib 
House and in the County Parks. 

We are working with the W.Y.Stae Conservation Dept to get them 
to adopt this program and grow a supply of the shrubs in their reforest- 
ation nurseries and plant them along with their reforestation as well as 
supply them to clubs like ourselves and farmers who will set them out. 
We are also working with the Monroe County Planning Board along the same 
lines and with the State Highway Dept to get them to include some of these 
shrubs with the trees they are setting out for permanent wind breaks and 
snow fences. 3 : 

Also, I am enclosing a cuple of our monthly league bulletins 
which I thought might be of interest to you. 

. Yours very truly, 

R.T, Barnett. 
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Mr. Ray P, Holland, Bditer 

Hield & Strean 
576 Madison Aveme 
New York, F. Y. 

Dear Ray? 

I em glad that I will have a chanee to get 

acquainted with Hank and Dan and hope they mm into 

some food fishing. ‘They might, of course, find me in 

the field, but I see no easy way of safeguarding against 

that contingency. T am in and out this summer, mostly 

on short trips without dates mt far in advance, ; 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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RAY P. HOLLAND ELTINGE F. WARNER Ss 578 MADISON AVENUE rae We 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 

June 24, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
Univ. of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo:- 

Thanks for your letter of the 18th. 

Hank and Dan left here Monday morning with a Dutch 
oven, a supply of fly rods and other tackle and a 
couple of rifles. They are headed for the Gunnison, 
the White, the Snake, the Gallatin, the Madison, the 

Upper Missouri, the Klamath, the Rogue, and whatever 
else the West Coast has to offer. Then they are coming 
back through Michigan and Wisconsin, and they are going 
to stop to see Aldo Leopold at Madison and talk over with 
him this game management problem. 

I don't know what's best for this kid of mine, but I do 
know that if he works under you he will get the best the 
country has to offer, and you would take a special 

interest in him because of our friendship through the 

years. 

Dr. Griggs of Dartmouth is loud in his praises of Dan as 
a naturalist. He ought to be pretty good as he has lived 
outdoors most of his life and has good powers of observation. 
I would just as leave send him to school two more years as 
one. His two older brothers Imocked the cover off the ball 
and went right to work, and have been hard at it ever since. 
Bob is acting Superintendant of Mammoth Cave National Park 
and Ray is designing aeroplanes for Curtiss-Wright. Both of 
them ought to be doing some work in connection with fish and 

game. 

Sincerely yours, 

A 

Editor 

RPH: VBS
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ie 578 MADISON AVENUE ELTINGE F. WARNER 
PUBLISHER 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 

July 6, 193 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
Madison, “isconsin 

Dear Aldo:- 

Had your letter of the lst been written by anyone 
else I probably wouldn't have answered it, but 
because of a friendship which has lasted a great 
many years it hurt. 

You certeinly are aware of the fact that Ray Holland 

has written and published perhaps more material 
advocating balanced game conservation on a scientific 

basis than any other one writer or editor on conservation 

subjects in the country, Along with this has been a 
constent attempt to educate the gunner not to kill 
broad-winged hawks. However, when an organization uses 

the tactics which have recently been used in an attempt 
to pass laws forbidding the killing of all hawks it is 
just a little more than I can take sitting down. 

Very truly yours, 

Editor : 

RPH: VBS 
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daly 1, 1936 

Me, Rey P, Mollend, Raiter 

Field & Strean 
576 Madison Aveme 
Now York, H. ¥. 

Doar Rags 

Your editorial, "Rabbite--or Hawke,” @isplays an attitude which 
seens to me so extreve and unreasonable that I have gone through it a 
second and third time for some evidence that you are “spoofing.” 
Finding none, I am foreed to choose botween three possible interpretations. 

the first, and kindest, ie that a qportenan like ¢ can accam- 
aate 0 subs bate af taochakio of Danae chtees auekee tee coadindins 
of ite principles, E 

; fhe geoond io that oll scientists who have stadted predation during 
the past contary, ee eh an cae 
biased, or else so uniformly incompetent they oll wade exactly the 
gang error. 

the third 10 that you know your public and are playing to their 
prejudices, even theagh the actions thus inelted may be wrong. 

Ag to No, 1: You, of course the buteo hawica fe0d largely on rabbits 
end other rodents, And have you any comprehension of what would happen 
if they didn't? Do you know that tho Mnglish heathe were once high forest 
and have been reduced to cow-pastare, lergely by rabbite? Bo you realize 
that in the Upper Missiesippt states last winter the rather moderate stand 
of rabbits, plus mice, nearly wiped out thousands of ual] foolated coverts 

needed for nesting qail, pheasants, and Mungeriana? a a See eee 
bDird-coverte and had then riddled by an ordinary stand of rabbite? We 

you wight understand thet removing the naturel checks to gee if it will 
neke more rabbite 19 exetly equivelent to pulling the trigger on a gun to 
gee if it is loaded, 

You will no dowbt regard this as exaggeration, but that io because 
you don't understand biological cunpowiler, 

I agree with you that there are many regions which gould stand more 
rabbits without any rik, And zon gi Gob Shee wi toe any ae etion one 
tw leaving winter corn and wiater cover. wy gome denonstration sreas 
show a prompt increase in rabbite the year after feeding and cover-fencing
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f begins, and that without any hawi-sheoting, Im!'¢t it reasonable to 
ask rabbit-hungry sportssen to at least txy thie method before they 
Yesort to pulling Mological trizgers? 

4g to Mo, 21 I am mot one of those wo give credence to the alleged 
impartiality of science or selentists. ‘the only unbiaced man I oan think 
of is one who has never worked hard for anything, As a game researcher, 
I am Dhaged in favor of a landseape which shows a reasonable abundance of 

all wildlife, game and non-game, and I afimit it. % you can't make me 
engry ty alleging pro-raptor bias, Bat shen you challenge the competence 
of research conclusions, I have to guile a little, I believe that we re- 
searchers are atill a long way from faliy understanding predater-gane 
Yelations, But I aleo believe we understand mach more about it than you do, 
and mere than any other man who has not opened stomacha, analysed pellets, 
and watched the feeding of young in nests day after day ani year after 
year for the express purpose of learning something. 

Aa to No, 3: I$ is clear to both of us, I quess, that we who plead 
for moderation and restraint in repter-contrel are cutmuwbereé. All you 
need is more guns in the hands of the populace, and move editorials Ife 
yours, and the hawics will be “controlled,” lew or no law, ineluding the 
buteos, But just mppoee that after they become dangerously reduced, as 
they are in Barope, the “execution” dwald prove to have beon o mistake? 
It is possible, you know, for a large mmber of people to be mistaken, 

especially about questions of blase for events they do not Like tat eaannot 
explain. I need hardly revind you that a good supply of ropes, plus an 
inflammatory speech, can make people act in ways which would pot even a 
hawk to shame, But actions thus incited are not necessarily just or right. 

I gappose it is antuslly understood that your rewaric about “hanks 
wearing halos" is all twadile. You Imow that no sober sclentiat clains 
that any predator abetains from killing for any reagon except lack of 
ability or lack of need, 16 seens atrange, though, that we sportanen, 
who have so many convincing demonstrations ef our own lack of ability to 

seore even with a shotgun, should refuse to credit the gunless buteos 
with the ability to mise a fat strong bird waling a getaway into good : 

cover, Having missed, we then refuse to credit then with oufficient 
laginess to stick to the rodents, which on the average outmmber the birds 
by 1000 to 1, like mdhens on an empty duck lake, If you wore indolent, 
clumay and hunting solely for meat, how many ducks would you shoot? 

Ana where does the halo come in? f 

waddle, too, and somewhat ghopworn, is your editorial trick of 

implying that the Hawk: and Owl Sovlety 1s composed of elderly ladies who 

tnow nothing about the mbject. 1, for one, aa a mewber, and I could 

name dosens of others who are juct as fond of their shooting as you are, 

although perhaps net quite eo worried about the future of rabbits, 

. Yours sincerely,
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daly 1, 1936 

Mr, John 8. Baker 
National Association of Audubon Societies 
1775 Broadway 
New York City 

Dear Mr, Baker? 

You've geen Ray Holland's editorial, of 

] course, I am sending him the attached reply. Should 

he fail to print it in the next isme, you can use it if 

you want to. 

. Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

i va 
onal. 
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June 18, 1936 

My, Ray P. Holland, Editor 
Field & Stream 
576 Madison Aveme 
New York, N, Y, 

Dear Ray: 

It's interesting that your boy should be heading toward came 
management, I have one guch, and another going in for erosion, 

You may be disappointed to learn, though, that it's a mch longer 
matter than one year, ‘Two years is a miniumm, provided the undergraduate 
course has been hand-picked, Four is normal here, and five not uncommon 
(see mimeograph). 

You ean get shorter courses at Ann Arbor (Wight) and Minnesota (King), 
Cornell also offers graduate work (Dr. Allen). Amherst (Trippensee), 
Connecticut Agricultural College (Moss), Ohio (Hicks), and Maine (Swanson) 
are just installing professional courses. 

Your guess is as good as mine as to future openings. Right now 
the suction from New Deal bareaus is such that I have a hard time hanging 
on to my unfinished students, but of course this activity is on borrowed 
money and mst sbside, I would rather put it this way: if a boy gan't 

ta inte this sort of work, it's the place for him, end he will 
pro do well enough to be assured of a living. ye ry yt 
report is a bit high, even under New Deal conditions; $1,800-$2, is 
nearer correct. 

the attached paper by Errington is the view of a self-made man who 
naturally extels the struggle, but it is substantially a correct description, 

The main preparation eo the undergradmate period is to (1) learn 
field ornithology and botany, (2) read habitually, (3) learn to write, 

I would like to meet Dan--also Hank Doreme--and help them size up 
the field and their own wighes, If they will keep in touch with me, I'11 
tell them of my next trip Hast. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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RAY P. HOLLAND ELTINGE F. WARNER EDITOR 578 MADISON AVENUE Ponies 

NEW YORK, N. Y. 

June 11, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 
University of “isconsin 
Madison, “isconsin 

Dear Aldo:- 

Dan's roommate at Dartmouth, Hank Doremis, I understand, 
has been in correspondence with you concerning a course 

in game management. In fact, I think Hank has probably 
: written to every university in the country. He is so 

enthusiastic over going into this sort of thing that he i 
dreams it every night besides spending his days talking 
about it. He has another year up at Vartmouth before he 
is ready, but Dan graduates this year, and having lived in 
that atmosphere so long, Hank about has Dan sold. 

I am writing you to see what you think about it as a vocation. 
I was going to bring Dan in here and start him in on the editorial 
grind. Somebody told Hank that with a degree in game management 

he could get a job for from $2500 to $3500 a year. Since that 
time Dan has taken more interest, as he wouldn't have a chance 
to start near that figure under his old man. 

Drop me a line and let mé know what you think of this work 

as a profession. Also, what do you think about the possibility 

of his landing a good job after you had him for a year? 

Dr. Griggs at Dartmouth gays he is a born naturalist and then 

he says a powerful lot of nice things about him, which makes 
his dad feel very good indeed. 

With kindest personal regards, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

Editor 4 
RPH: VBS
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3902 Spuyten Duyvil Par lva: 
New York, te Ky Aprit 7, 1936 

Pref. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agr icul ture 
University of Yiscmsin 
Madism, Wide ondin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Thank is very nuch for your letter of February 
25th, which should have heen acknowledged before this. 

Do you expect to be in New York som? I should 
very much like to have a talk with you about wild life 
conservation matters. 

Can you mee 9° a yo foes or in the department 
of wits law and another in the department of sociology 
at the University of Wisconsin who might possibly be : 
interested in my Prgponed research into pressure groups in 
the field of wild life conservation? Ag outlined, my project 
falls in one or the other of these two fields... 

lay I ask what is your yereem Bpini ae regarding 
the waterfowl situation? I recently prepare a report, in 
which is traced the year oy _t deve ome re My report is 

based largely on aperie of the Bureau o Prolepiaet Survey. 
I emldeme to m _s- canclusion, namely, that the 
federal governnent has not pro tected the mi atory water fovl 
with any Pom aaecune, Dr. Samel McCune Eindsey Pro- 
fessor of Social Legislation at Columbia, thinks the report 
might be published. Could you suggest a likely channel? 

Do you think Seore tary Mal lace might possibly be interested 
in having it published? 

Very sincerely yours,



1532 University Ave, 

April 17, 1936 

Miss Elsie G, Cambridge 
3902 Spuyten Muyvil Parkway 
New York, N, Y. 

Dear Miss Cambridge: 

I anticipate no trips to New York tut I will probably 
be in Washington some time in May. 

My acquaintance in law and sociology here is limited, 
but it is barely possible that the Department of Agricultural 
Economics might be interested in your proposed study of pressure 
groups in the conservation movement, Without committing him in 
any way, I am sending your letter to Prof. George 8, Wehrwein 
on the chance that he might wish to consider the matter. 

If you have a good mamscript on pressure groups in 
the history of migratory birds, I think it would have distinct 
value, It is entirely possible that Secretary Wallace might be 
interested, although he would hardly be in a position to publish, 
If it is not too technical, you might try Ovid Butler of "American 
Forests." If technical, it would have to fall into one of the 
journals in your own field. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh
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1532 University Aveme 
March 11, 1936 

‘Mr. Donald R, Cotton 
The Sutton 
330 East 56th Street 
New York, NW. Y. 

Dear Mr, Cotton: 

I have looked over your writings with mich interest, 
As you say, they are a good introduction, and through then I 
am glad to make your acquaintance. You do not tell me, how 
ever, what your regular work is. Do you carry this campaign 
“on the side"? 

I am most deeply sympathetic with your Michigan pro- 
ject, especially the Porcupine, though I would like to see this 
@ wilderness area rather than a commercial forest. Do you 
think any bureau is capable of buying land as a wilderness? 

Yes*-I'd like to receive your future output, and will 
send you shortly some of mine. ‘Thanks for writing me. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh 
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The Sutton 
330 East 56th Street 
New York, N.Y. 

Merch 1, 1936 

My dear Mr. Leopold:- 

T have intended; for a long time, to write yu of 
the work I am doing in Forest Conservation. But in carrying on a 
ow -man job, good intentions sometimes go by the board. My friends, 
Dre Zon and Dean Dana hare suggested I write you and, last week in 
Washington, Mr. Robert Sterling Yard urged me to commmicate with you 
saying:" you two should get together; you speak the same language”. 

I am enclosing a copy of letter to Secretary Ickes 
as a result of a conference with him, 2 report of February 27th re 
Forest Lands and clippings from the New York Herald Tribune, namely: 

"Selective Cutting to Save the Forests" Nov. 24, 1935 
"Conservation Still a Political Football" Dec. 4, 1935 
"Saving Forests for the Future" - Bditorial Jan. 3, 1936 
"To Save the Forests" Jen. 5, 1936 
"The Forests Venish, Day by Day" Feb. 3, 1936 

Some very important letters are quote’. These letters 
all followed an article-letter written by me at the request of the 
Herald Tribune and published in its columns on November 13th under the 
head" Are the Forests Doomed?" 

I am directing my efforts toward heving a real Forest 
Policy enacted. I am opposed from a public spirited view-point to having 
cut-over lands, a liability, passed off as National Forests. 

Would you be interested in a little further stat ement 
of my beliefs? 

DAL yours, 

DRC: BB DONALD R. COTTON 
Enclosures 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin



380 Rast 56th Strest, 

Wew York City. 

Yobruery 18, 106, 

Hom, Harold L. Iekea, 
Secretary of Interior, 
Weghingten, D. C. i 

Dear Br. Lexest 

Of guprese importance t the Sation ie the preservation 
of existing foreste, Ualfesay noagures will do ao more thas postpone 
the inevitable dectruction of wilderseas areas with reaultent irretrevable 
eoelel and economic leages, Present liculdation of foreat capital 
agsete ie very rapid and, therafere, necegeitates perhaps wmusial but 
nevertheless % action by the Governzent. ee ee 
Couey paulneths ef Riahignts © declawed unit of the Otlen Sathonst, 
Poragt, is one of the most eonspicucus exeaples. The importance of 
sustained field managenent of forest areas to community existence needa 
no elaborations 

Biaiviot Lovolzeds 

le 470,900 acres Virgin Forest. 

. Re F84 Sqemiles seenie wilderness, 

Se 50 ems wiles of the Porcupine Bountalagy 
"Little Adiroadseke.” 

4e Lake Gegebie = Hichigan's Largest inlesd lake with 
88 alles of virgia hamiwood tlabered shoreline, 

5. G8 lekes with 120 wiles of soenie tinberad shoreline. 

@ ichigun's sost noted trout etreaue, Preaque ilo, 
Ontonagon, Black and Kentreal “ivers, Junmersble 

geller etrente 

Te 8y818,220,900 font Sewlog Tiuber. 

‘The next five generations will inherit treeless lekes: and 
Peery iy rho hypret hha seeding yd tuniis 
foreat unless imeediate steps are teken to prevent further clear rg 
devastation, 

The treneadous velue of the Gogeble region to the middle seat 
ag the finest recreational area in that section ie act realiced, The 
fact thet the Goverasent paid an everage of 61.74 por acre for ita ao~ 
called forest lende in the Lake States from 1921 to 1934 cleerly indicates 
the poor charaeter of the land acquired, It is not for decades e 
seaeneen Steet? Facer seaaaien haa cer Ges saan 
aeking 1% more accemsd) te a large ‘tion than eny other recrantional 
aT eRe ae ee ee See ae ee ee 
wage  ptistanh soelulimaie te aa hardwood forenrt, 
rich in reereationnl bilities, ia the middle vest, :



Cutting operations have continued at the rate of 125,000,000 
per year for the past several years, and I was advised by one of the 
newhera of the Forest Service that this year the cutting will aggregste 
38 ailiien fect which ie at leest 40,009 acres. 

Principal laced ommers in this erea are guch prominent owaerg 
ead industries as Generel Hotere Company, Marathon Paper lillie, Kiskerly 
Clerk Company, Connors Lon? and Lusher Company, and heencenaw and 
Longyesr interests, Al1 are cutting clear or sllowing their lends to be 
clear cute 

| & strongly urgo temporary postponenent of the purchess of out+ 
over lands and such soney as ie avellable te be applied t the correation 
of this serious situation ami te the salvation of exieting virgin forente 
and lends with priority given to areas of rocrentions] valuem. 

To buy the key recreationsi forest laut and tiuhber, about ! 
$0,000 seres, vould cost about $1,890,000 and to buy the supporting 
necessary forest lands and residusl timber, about 300,000 acres, would 
cost about $6,900,000, The tiaber yield an? recreational uesge yield 
would afford revenues te make this chase of the preject more than golf. 
liquidating am! to provide tameg derived from improvements in addition 
to tisber yield in excess of present. tex revemons 

The supporting forest lends operated on « ansteined yield baste 
would be self~liquideting and a better Lavestuent than the purchase and 
aevelogneat of eut-over land. 

Recauee of my long end continued interest in conservation, I 
thould be pardoned for ay constant repetition of the fact of the peoples 
Tight in euch eattere, Unfortunately, the seeds of the aiddle weet in 
conserving the existing forest ie not voleed by powerful organization, 
but notelthstending thie facet the obligation of preservation of these 
foreate exlatr. 

Respectfully yours, 

I append the followings 

on coreaie Santee 28 ee ee ee Oe eee 
Soveaber 18, 1938, entitled, "ire Foreste Doomed," Thie outlines 
the situation 

dn editorial of Jenuary 5, 1056, entitled, "Saving Forests For the Puture.® 

Sabservent to ay article “Are the Forests Doomed,” the Tribune printed 
pe hoy ie ccleaner scaly geal vg mia : 
Oe tae oF es quoted from J, A, npc 

former of Hinsesota, siich particularly refers to *



From: Donald R. Cotton 
REs Forest Lands 

CONSERVATION OF BXISTING FORESTS 
A VITAL NATIONAL PROBLEM 

The following is a statement of my findings during the past two weeks 

"on the ground" in Washington, relative to present governmental policy in the 

acquisition of National Forest areas. 

Despite all printed statements to the contrary, sufficient emphasis is 

not being given to the absolute necessity of immediate action to preserve our 

existing forests! The present practice is to purchase cut-over burned over lands 

as National forest areas, while vast timbered areas continue to be destroyed. 

Proposed Legislation 

A "National Forest Conservation Bill" has been prepared and is ready 

for submission to Congress, but, unfortunately, this bill, which would very 

substantially accomplish the major desires of true conservationists has little 

chance of being presented and sponsored this session. On the other hand, it is 

reported that the lumber associations will probably submit a bill and, unless 

the millenium has arrived; it is safe to predict that a Conservation Bill under 

these auspices will be unsatisfactory. The fact is the forces of conservation 

take no concerted action to save existing forests, and there is little chance of 

remedial conservation legislation until they do. 

Aseeiattiw Policy 

Forested recreational lands are rapidly being destroyed and the public, 

through its representatives should, and must protest against uneconomic operation 

of forest: lands. We can't wait for the’Forest Service to reforest the cut-over 

a < has recommended for purchase. The crux of the matter is that their 

recommendations to the National Forest Reservation Commission should be confined 

to existing forest lands with preference given to recreational lands within useable 

distance of thickly populated communities, if we are to have conservation of forests 

in any true sense of the term. But it was obvious to anyone studying the question 

in Washington, that there will be no change in the policy of acquiring comparatively 

worthless cut-over lands unless new and substantial appropriations are obtained. 

The sources and possibilities for such appropriations are as follows:



woe 

1. Congressional action to bring about additions to the 

present appropriations bill, as the amount originally 

included for the Forest service has been eliminated. It 

is encouraging to report that a large number of Senators 

and Congressmen favor the inclusion of twenty-five million 

dollars for forest acquisition over-riding the Budget 

Commission. 

24 In view of the critical situation relating to the rapid 

destruction of existing forested recreational lands, the 

President might be induced to allocate special funds to 

the extent of fifty million dollars for this needed pre- 

servation of Forests. The logical approach is through 

the National Forest Reservation Commission, and it is to 

be hoped that the Commission will present the facts, in 

person, to the President. 

The National Forest Reservation Commission has the power 

of final approval of land purchases under the Weeks Law. 

Following are the members of the Commissions; 

Hon. George H. Dern, Secretary of War 
Hon. Harold L. Ickes, Secretary of the Interior 
Hon. Henry A. Wallace, Secretary of Agriculture 
Hon. Henry W. Keyes, Senator from New Hampshire 
Hon, Walter F. George, Senator from Ceorgia 
Hon. Wall Doxey, Member of Congress from Mississippi 
Hon. Roy QO. Woodruff, liember of Congress from Michigan 
Hon. John E. Burch, Secretary, Atlantic Bldg. Washington,)).C. 

Policy of the Commission 

It has evidently been the Commission's policy to spread available funds 

over as wide a territory, and to purchase as many acres, as possible. The result 

to date has been a vast accumulation of cut-over lands. Existing timbered areas 

have been ignored. Very recently the Commission approved for purchase scattered 

parcels of timbered lands, but of an amount to be almost negligible in a national 

policy. 

From 1911, when the Commission was created, to 1934, the net appropriar 

tions were $45,216,139.33 of which $20,000,000 was appropriated by executive orders 

of May 20th and July 21, 1933. During this period 5,110,167 acres were purchased 

at an average price of $4.28 per acre -- a total price of $21,894,132. Although 

the report of 1935 is not yet available the Commission's report for the year ended



ade 

June 30, 1934 is clear as to the objective desirable -- an objective which is not 

possible of attainment under present conditions. 

The 1934 report states: "The past policy of the Commission also has been 
to favor investment of available funds in cut-over lands in various stages of growth 
obtainable at low prices, thus extending Federal control and remedial action over 

maximum areas. This policy, however, makes the Federal function one of long-deferred 
restoration, whereas the present economic situation of many communities vitally 
dependent upon forest utilization dictates earlier initiation of sustained yield 

management and forms of utilization of remaining timber resources whereby the de- 
pendent communities gradually can readjust themselves to the inevitable economic 
changes" ...... "these circumstances seem to dictate a policy under which a reason- 

able proportion of the available funds will be invested in lands bearing stands of _ 
mature and currently marketable timber" «..... "Another noteworthy modification of 
policy is in relation to lands of high recreational service, particularly those 
fringing lakes and streams. Such lands normally command higher values in local 
commercial practice and in earlier years usually were left in private ownership". 

In spite of the foregoing statement the tendency of the Commission con- 

tinues to be the approval of purchase of cut-over lands as National Forest areas, 

while timbered recreational lands are neglected. 

Because I believe that existing forests of recreational value should be 

purchased for the benefit of all the people I call attention to the situation in 

region #9 of the Forest Service. 

Region #9, which is of particular interest is composed of the following 

states; North Dakota, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, 

Indiana and Ohio. The total population of this region is 34,642,289 (1930 census) 

or 28% of the total population of the United states, and there is not one National 

forest area in the entire region that can be rightly called a recreational wilder- 

ness or timbered area. They are all, substantially, cut-over, burned over lands! 

Donald R. Cotton 

February 27, 1936.



1532 University Avenve 
March 10, 1936 

Mr. H, W, Stokes 
Frederick A, Stokes Company 
W349 Fourth Aveme 
New York, N. Y. 

Dear Mr. Stokes: 

Your particular objective seems to depart sub- 
stantially from my own notion of what is needed and what 
IT am able to do at this time, I can, of course, get the 
force of what you are driving at, but I think that Jay ¥. 
Darling rather than myself is the man to do it. ‘Whether 
he would have time is, of course, a question. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

vh



a FREDERICK A. STOKES COMPANY 
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(ese PUBLISHERS 
2 eee Be} VY AG] 

Ee RS 443-449, FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 
Ss} S)\ 
eh WE CABLE ADDRESS: STOKESCO, NEW YORK 

C5 ‘TELEPHONE: CALEDONIA 53820 

Canadian Branch: 215-219, Victoria Street, Toronto, Canada 

March 4, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you for your letter of February 
24the My delay in answering it is due to the fact that we 
have been studying the situation about this book pretty 
carefully. 

We should like a popular book along the 
lines of a call to sportsmen and wild life lovers generally, 
but since the matter of conservation has loomed so large in 
the public eye right now, we are a little afraid to let this 
go for too long a time. 

Before committing ourselves we should like 
to know when you could do a book for us and what your ideas 
would be concerning it. We should also like to have it 
understood that while we should prefer to have you do this 
for us, we reserve the right to proceed elsewhere in case 
our ideas do not seem to concur or in case the time element 
enters too strongly. 

Your handbook or Manual on Wild Life 
Menaganent would not interest us. What we want is a book of 
general popular appeal on wild life conservation from an 
angle as different as possible to that of any other present 
book. 

: I do not know that this has made our needs 
clear, but we should welcome your suggestions. 

Sincerely yours, 

4 ak Vofies \ 
e HWS/AB reasur er 

FREDERICK A. STOKES COMPANY :



1532 University Aveme 
February 24, 1936 

Mr, H. W, Stokes 
Frederick A, Stokes Company 
4Lz~449 Fourth aveme 
New York, N, Y. 

Dear Mr. Stokes: 

I am interested in your letter broaching the project of 
a book on wildlife conservation. i 

It is not clear from your letter whether you lmow of my 
"Game Management," prospectus of which is enclosed, ‘This, of course, 
is a technical book, so I asaume what you have in mind is a popular 
presentation. 

Senator Hawes has attempted this very recently ("Fish and 
Game, Now or Never"), but I think a better job could be done by some~ 
one of technical qualifications. Connery in his "Governmental Problems 
in Wildlife Conservation" merely touches the legal end, Paul 3B. Sears 
in his “Deserts on the March" has done an afmirable job for the whole 
conservation field, but without particular reference to fish and game. 

I do not anticipate sufficient time to tackle this kind 
of a job in the near future, but before giving you any final answer, 
I would like to know whether you had a popular book in mind and whether 
you are aware of the recent publications above mentioned. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Menagement 

vh 
Enel.



— FREDERICK A. STOKES COMPANY 
QS SS P 

Fd ® PUBLISHERS 
SE Lee 443-449, FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 

el DE DF CABLE ADDRESS: STOKESCO, NEW YORK 

—* TELEPHONE: CALEDONIA 5.3820 

Canadian Branch: 215-219, Victoria Street, Toronto, Canada 

February 17, 1936 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisce 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In view of the increasing interest in wild life 
conservation in this country, both as regards fish and game, we are 
writing to ask if you would care to discuss with us a book by you on 
this subject. We feel that such a book should be divided roughly 
into three parts:- 

1. Concerning the general depletion of our fish and game and the 
reasons for this. 

2. The measures necessary to conserve it in the future as far as 
possible, including the needed federal and state legislation, 
and your ideas as to how such legislation can be brought 
about. 

3. What can be done by every individual in the vast army of wild 
life lovers, including true sportsmen, to start a drive for 
proper legislation and proper conservation. 

Of course these are merely our om rough ideas and 
we shall be happy to listen to your om. We feel the book should be 
graphic, interesting and written with an eye to the average reader of 
the sort who enjoys popular magazines. The book should, in our opinion, 
be illustrated from photographs. 

In writing us I wish you would let us know when you 
could undertake this work in case you are interested. Naturally we do 
not wish to interfere with your arrangements with any other publisher. 
We shall await word from you with interest. 

Sincerely yours, 

“Wh 
Treasurer 

HWS/AE FREDERICK A. STOKES COMPANY 

P.S. A copy of this letter is going to your home address.



; New Soils Building 
November 21, 1935 

Miss Gladys M. Wrigley, Editor 
Geographical Review 
Broadway at 156th Street 
New York, H. Y. 

Dear Miss Wrigley: 

Thanks very mach for the review on "Wildlife 
Restoration in the United States," also for your invita- 
tion to become a fellow of your Society, I would like 
immensely to do this but I am afraid financial consider- 
ations prevent my acceptance, ; 

I am still thinking along the lines of the 
paper you mentioned but have as yet reduced nothing to 
writing, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh



AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY - NEW YORK 
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1054, September 17, 1935 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

New Soils Bldg. 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

Enclosed herewith is a note on "Wild- 

Life Restoration in the United States" from 

the July, 1945, number of the Geographical 

Review which should prove of interest to you. 

Please do not forget our hoped-for article ! 

Sincerely yours, 

DAL 

Editor



COREY FORD 

2 BEEKMAN PLACE 

NEW YORK 

October 18 1935 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 

New Soils Bldg. 

University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr, Leopold: 

Alastair MacBain and I have just returned from our trip across 
the country and have completed the first of the articles for the 

Saturday Evening Post which we discussed with youe I am taking the 

liberty of enclosing a carbon of this article, and we should appre- 

ciate it very deeply if you would let us know whether the statements 
contained are correct and whether we have quoted you accuratelyo We 

are naturally anxious that the article should not contain any errors, 

and I have arranged with the Post to make any necessary changes in uh 

galleys when they are ready. 

If you would be so good as to glance the manuscript over when 

you have a moment and let us know whether there are any errors which 

we should correct, we should be very grateful to you. Will you please 

return the carbon since it is the only one we have in our files. 

Thanking you again for your kindness to us this summer and 

hoping that the article will be of some service in the general cause 

of conservation, 

Most sincerely, 

ENC.



New Soils Building 
October 25, 1935 

Mr, Corey Ford 
2 Beelunan Place 
‘New York, N, Y. 

Dear Mr. Fords 

Your letter of October 1%, transnitting copy of 
your Saturday Evening Post article, has unfortunately 
arrived during Mr. Leopold's absence in Europe, where he 
has been since the first of August studying game managenent 
methods for the Carl Schurz Foundation, According to the 
last word received from him, he will probably be returning 
around Novenber 15, ; 

If you have a deadline to meet, you may not be 
able to allow for this delay. If you wish, I can send the 
article to Mr, Leopold in Bevlin, If I send it immediately, 
it will probably reach him before he starts back and he 
could go over it en route for home, This may (or may not) 
save some time for you. 

I will await your instructions as to what I should 
do with the article. : 

Yours sincerely, 

Secretary to Mr, Leopold



COREY FORD 

2 BEEKMAN PIACE 

NEW YORK 

October 31 1955 

Miss Vivian Horn 
Secretary to Mr. Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin) * | 
Madison, Wisconsin q 

Dear Miss Horn: 

Thank you for your letter of October 25th. 
Since the Saturday Evening Post article is already 
going to press, I am afraid it will be impossible to 
wait for any suggestions by Mr. Leopold. However, 
Mr. MacBain and I are very eager to have him see it 
and hope that he may find an opportunity on his re- 

turn to glance it over and let us know his opinion. 

Thanking you for your letter, 

Sincerely yours, 

Covec, Ei) ak



New Soils Building 
November 20, 1935 

Mr. Corey Ford 
2 Beelman Place 
New York, WN. ¥. 

Dear Mr. Ford: 

I read your article with mch interest and have no 
suggestions to make for its improvement. ‘he quotations which 
refer to me are as accurate as could be accomplished in a popu- 
lar write-up. 

I of course do not agree that every public question 
of this sort must be translated into terms of a business ven- 
tare in order to ascertain its merits. I understand, of course, 
that when you do this you do it in a half-playful way and for 
the sake of driving home a point. Sometime I would enjoy diseus- 
sing with you whether it is necessary to do this in order to 
drive home a point to an American audience. 

Be that as it may, I think that hammering of this sort 
is bound to do a whole lot of good and I hope you will keep it up. 

I am returning the manuscript, as you requested. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

vh 
Encl.



New Soils Building 
April 16, 1935 

Miss Gladys Wingley, Editor 
Geogravhic Review 
Broadway at 156th Street 
New York, N, Y. 

Dear Miss Wingley: 

I appreciate your invitation to prepare a 
paper for the Geographic Review and I would be glad to 
plan on this, although I cannot set any date on it at 
present. 

Not many people seem to have taken any parti~ 
gular notice of the illustrations in "Game Management," 

| I think that Major Brooks did an extra fine job of sub- 
ject matter selection as well as execution, and I am 
taking the liberty of telling him of your compliment on 
the drawings. 

| 

Yours sincerely, 

| Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Research 

| vh 

|



AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY: NEW YORK 
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Se 
ples April 9, 1935 

Professor Aldo Leopold 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin, 

Dear Professor Leopold: 

In the course of making a short note on wild- 

life preservation in the United States for the July 

number of the Geographical Review the question naturally 

arose as to whether we ought not to have an article on 

the subject of wild-life preservation. I spoke to 

Mr. Bowman about it and asked if he knew anything about 
your qualifications for a contribution thereon. He 

shouted "The very man }" 

The article might take a variety of forms, and 

indeed there is scope for more than one article. I have 

thought of a discussion on broad lines drawing examples 

from as many parts of the world as possible, say from 

the Kruger National Park, so admirably deseribed in 

J. Stevenson-Hamilton's "The Low-Veld: Its Wild Life 
and Its People,” to the new National Park of Juan 

Fernandez Island. The publications of the American Com- 

mittee for International Wild Life Protection would be 
useful in this respect. Mr. Stefansson has given us a 

review of that (No. 5) on the status of the muskox. 

I cannot refrain from commenting on the delight- 

ful decorations of "Game Management," a copy of which has 

just been received by our library. Particularly enchanting 

are the insouciant ducks of the title page ! 

You will be interested in Mr. Joerg's paper 

"Geography and National Land Planning" in the April number 

of the Geographical Review, a copy of which goes to you 

under separate cover. 

Sincerely yours, 

Editor



The Country Home 
THE CROWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY 

250 Park Avenue 
New York 

Editorial Rooms December 17, 1934 

Professor Aldo Leopold . 

In Charge, Game Research 

University of Wisconsin : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Profs Leopold: 

Your discussion of Conservation Economics sent in reply 
to my recent request has more plain horse sense than any- 
thing of this. kind that has come to my eye. After all 
is said and done, conservation ‘has got to be largely a 
private matter and, that being true, it has got to beto’ 

private interest to conserve. 

I hope we may find an opportunity to meet one of these 
days, I would esteem it a personal favor if you would 
let us kmow any time you are likely to be in New York 
or Washington. 

Very cordially tela,



New Soils Building 

Jamary 5, 1935 

Mr, Wheeler MeMillen, Bditor 
. The Country Home 

250 Park Avenue 4 
New York, ,N. Y. ‘ ; 

Dear Mr. Meldllen: = : 

Thanks for your good word about the 
"Conservation Economics" paper, 

I, too, would like to talk things over, 
s I will be at the American Game Conference Jan, 21-23, 

If you happen to drop in, I would be pleased to 
have you look me up, I would offer to call on you 

, ‘bat for the fact that I must elip my.time short on 
both ends because of teaching engagements. 

'. Yours sincerely, = 

Aldo Leopold 
: In Charge, Game Research 

vh



The Country Home 
THE CROWELL PUBLISHING COMPANY 

250 Park Avenue 
New York 

Editorial Rooms November 21, 1954 

Professor Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

Our mutual good friend, Frank Mullen, tells me that you have 
developed the idea that if conservation is to be effective 
it must be worked out on the basis of the individual farmer. 
this having been one of my own convictions naturally I was 
delighted to know that someone out on the Great Conservation 
Front had thought it throughe I wonder if you would not 
like to let me see some of the speeches or articles in which 
no doubt you have outlined your views. Possibly this may 
result in our being able to figure out some way by which, 
either through an interview, or an article, we can present j 
your ideas to the million and a half subscribers who get 
this magazine. 

this kindness will be very much appreciated. 

i Sincerely, 

Wheeler Mcilillen, Editor 

47 
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New Soils Building 
August 4, 1934 

Dr, T, Gilbert Pearson / 
National Association of Audubon Secieties 
1775 Broadway 
New York, N, Y. 

Dear Gilbert: 

I mst spologize for not sooncr acknowledging 
the reprint which you sent me, I did not get to read it 
until about two weeks ago ani then left immediately on a 
field trip, from which I have only now returned, I read 
your paper with much interest, and if you can spare them, 
I would like to have a dozen extra reprints for my eradu- 
ate students and for the game managers who are working in 
Wisconsin on Soil Erosion projects. I am trying to keep 
these men in touch with current conservation literature and 
encourage them to start personal libraries, and your paper 
would be a valuable addition to what I have been able to 
send them, 

De not worry about the mix-up concerning the 
title of my book, Such slips occur, and this one did not 
disturb me in the least, ‘Thanks very mch for remembering ; 
to send me this paper. 

I have not been in New York at all for the last 
two years, else I would have given you a ring. 

With best regards, t 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Geme Research 

ALevh 
Signed in Mr. Leopold's absence,



National Association of Audubon Societies 

For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals 

Founded 1901 — Incorporated 1905 

JOHN H. BAKER, Chairman of the Board 

T. GILBERT PEARSON, LL.D., President HORACE M. ALBRIGHT JAMES J. MURRAY. D. D. 

THEODORE S. PALMER, M.D., Ist Vice-Pres. ROGER N. BALDWIN MRS. EDWARD M. TOWNSEND 

FRANK R. OASTLER, M.D., 2nd Vice-Pres. FRANK M. CHAPMAN, Sc. D. MRS. CARLL TUCKER 

‘WILLIAM P. WHARTON, Secretary DRYDEN KUSER ALEXANDER WETMORE, Ph. D. 

ROBERT CUSHMAN MURPHY, D.Sc., Treasurer MISS HELOISE MEYER SAMUEL T. CARTER, Jr., Attorney 

1775 BROADWAY July 26 1934. 

New York, N.Y. ? 

ACTIVITIES 
LEGISLATIVE 

Active in federal and state Mr. Aldo Le opold 
‘ 1“! : d s y aeenceeuer | eateries, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 
z 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 
SANCTUARY 

Cray oa ae I have often wondered if you received 
aries and guards important 
colonies GF paren a letter from me written on June 7 in which I 

enclosed my paper on Fifty Years of Bird Pro- 
z tection. I have not heard from you in a good 

ee ad while and I just thought I would indicate my 
EDUCATIONAL interest in your work and maybe you would not 

Organizes annually tens of be averse to exchanging a word of greeting. 
thousands of children into Maybe you are too much overwhelmed with work 
bird-study clubs. to reply to all letters of a more or less casual 

@ nature - you doubtless receive many of them. 

LECTURE Sincerely yours, 
Audubon lecturers address 
thousands of audiences Z 

annually. 7 ee anriroer, 

e ‘ . Gilbert Pearson. 

PUBLICATION TGP : i 

Bird pictures, leaflets, bul- F 
letins and magazine, Bird- 

Lore. 

z 

COOPERATION 

Cooperates with federal, 
state and conservation 

society officials. 

z 

INTERNATIONAL 

Is affiliated with bird pro- 
tective societies in twenty- 

three foreign countries. 

z



COL Bry, 

June 7, 1954. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
1 Sails Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Perhaps you have seen the enclosed. If mot, 
I want you to see it. 

I had thought that you might care to have some 
copies to distribute among your students, but when it 
came out and I! saw the amazing title given to your book, 
I was too apalled to write you. Some time I will tell 
you how that error occurred. 

With best wishes for your work at all times, 

Sincerely yours, 

(Signed) T. Gilbert Pearson.



New Soils Building 

\ May 14, 1934 

Mrs. C. N. Badge 
Te llieten uae Committee 
734 Avenue 
New York, ¥, Y¥. 

Dear Mrs. Mge: 

In my opinion your tenching units are a step in advance 
of most conservation literature for schools in that they deal 
with a series of specific problems on which the student is encour- 
aged to gather specific evidence and presumably to make his own 
interpretation of that evidence. ‘his is certainly more enlighten- 
ing than the pre-digested doctrines dealing with generalities 
only which have heretofore been offered to schools. 

The fact that the specific qestions you heve so far 
selected are highly controversial enhances their educational 
value so mech the more. 

The one thing which has impressed me more than anything 
else in the various discussions of school literature on conservation 
ie the glib assumption that this literature already exists or if not, 
ean be easily prepared, In my opinion it does not exist and is a 
great deal more difficult to prepare than the scientific literature 
on which it ought to be based, I therefore welcome any serious 
atteapt to make a start in this neglected field, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

AL va |



Telephones: “ 

RHinelander 4-2233 
VOlunteer 5-0535 

Emergency Conservation Committee 
734 Lexington Avenue 

New York 

Mrs. C. N. EDGE, Chairman 

IRVING BRANT, Treasurer DAVIS QUINN, Secretary C. D. WILLIAMS, Attorney 

The time to protect a species is while it is still common. 
The way to prevent the extinction of a species is never to let it become rare. 

8th May, 19354 i 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Dr. Leopold, 

It is a pleasure to put your name on our mailing 
list for future teaching units. We anticipate 
publishing three more units of this first series 
of birds persecuted by sportsmen. Since the first 
two units, Shortage of Waterfowl and Hawks, have 
pleased you we would greatly appreciate a short 
commendation from you to include in a notice of 
these units which we expect to get out as we can 
not afford to further advertise them by distribu- 

tion of the units themselves. 

They have been commended by Dr. Witmer Stone, Mr. 
Stewart Edward White and many teachers. Mr. James 
S. Tippett, co-author of Curriculum Making in an 
Elementary School,writes as follows: 

"The presentation of the Unit of Teaching concerned 
with the Shortage of Waterfowl is admirably organ- 
ized. Here is the best of modern educational pro- 
cedure; a problem; research in books and among 
friends for information; assembling and weighing 
evidence; formulating conclusions; and then making 
reformations in the light of new evidence. The car- 
rying out of such a study in schools ought to pro- 
duce informed, open-minded, conscientious future 
citizens. It ought, too, to increase the Waterfowl. 
I am glad. to hear that other units of a similar na- 
ture will follow... They are greatly needed and so far 
as I know you are pioneering in this field." 

Sincerely yours, 

RE:S Mrs. C.N. Edge Z
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Emergency Conservation Committee 

BOARD OF CONSULTING BIOLOGISTS AND CONSERVATIONISTS 

DR. CHARLES C. ADAMS, Director, MR. LOUIS B. KALTER, 
New York State Museum Antioch College 

MR. DEVERE ALLEN, MR. ELLSWORTH LUMLEY, 
Wilton, Connecticut Great Falls High School, Montana 

MR. GEORGE C. ATWELL, Secretary, Tue Hon. EDWARD A. McILHENNY, 
Audubon Society of New Hampshire Avery Island, Louisiana 

MR. DOUGLAS AYRES, Jr., PROFESSOR WILL S. MONROE, 
Otsaquago Fish and Game Protective Association Waterbury, Vermont 

MR. HAROLD M. BAILEY, President, MR. WILLIAM F. MUNCH, District Chief, 
: Florida Natural History Society State of Minnesota, Department of Conservation 

DR. SHERMAN C. BISHOP, MR. REGINALD C. ROBBINS, 
University of Rochester Santa Barbara, Cal. 

MR. JAMES BOND, DR. F. L. R. ROBERT'S, t 

Academy of Natural Sciences Iowa Ornithological Union 

DR. S. F. BOYER, Secretary, PROFESSOR L. G. ROMELL, 

Wild Turkey Conservation Society ae eae 

ee Be Wan DRE ie enien ‘Field Zoologist, New York State Museum Anti-Steel-Trap League : 
Tux Hoy. B. M. CHIPPERFIELD, DE ERM ANN SUH WA Hide DASiant a 

U. S. House of Representatives Greater St. Louis Museum of Natural History 

MR. HOWARD CLEAVES, President, MES AGHOR GHW. \SEEIGMAN, 
Sbete elend Did Ca MR. EDMUND SEYMOUR, President 

MR. HENRY H- ‘COLLINS, Jz., ‘The American Bison Society ‘ 
Chestnut Hill, Pennsylvania PROFESSOR B. SHIMEK, 

MR. J. N. DARLING, Iowa State University 
Iowa Fish and Game Commission PROFESSOR A. E. SHIRLING, 

MR. R. O. EWINGER, President, Teachers’ College, Kansas City 
Burlington (Iowa) Chapter Izaak Walton League MR. MILTON P. SKINNER, 

DR. JESSE D. FIGGINS, Director, Long Beach, California 
Colorado Museum of Natural History Eau J. RUSSELL SMITH, 

PROFESSOR WILLIAM H. GATES, olumbia University 
University of Louisiana Bia eee Oe Waa 

DR. ROBERT B. GORDON, enner’ useum, ‘uliman, ash. 

Ohio State University f i Wen 
s 9 

DR. W. T. HORNADAY, Director, MR. JAMES S. TIPPETT, 
Permanent Wild Life Fund Scotland, Conn. 

MR. RANDOLPH JENKS, DR. WILLARD G. VAN NAME, 
Museum of Northern Arizona American Museum of Natural History 

PROFESSOR 0. E. JENNINGS, PROFESSOR GEORGE C. WHEELER, 
Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh University of North Dakota 

MR. JENS JENSEN, MR. STEWART EDWARD WHITE, 
Ravinia, Illinois Burlingame, California 

Donations are earnestly requested. The Committee has no salaried officers. 
Cheques may be drawn to the order of the 

Emergency Conservation Committee, and sent to 734 Lexington Avenue, N. Y.



New Soils Building 
f May 7, 1934 \ 

Mrs, Florence Smith Vincent 
Room 1905 A 
205 Hast 42nd Street 
New York Clty ‘ 

Dear Mrs, Vincent: 

: The paper is now in uuch better shape and I an 
willing to have you use it as is subject to some changes on 
page 6, which I have suggested in red crayon, a 

I am afraid, however, that I must disappoint you 
on signing my name to the paper, I think you will be able to 

appreciate that every writer has his owm personal style and 
approach, and no matter how well someone else may cover a 
subject, he is reluctant to stamp it with his personal signature, 
I request, therefore, that the article,if used, be kept on a 
quotation and interview basis as at present, 

Yours sincerely, 

“ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Research 
AL/vh 

: Enel.



florence smith vincent 
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: April 30 1934 

feature articles Room 1905 A 
205 Fast 42 Street 

publicity and New York City 

sales promotion 

Dr . Aldo Leopold 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Attached is a letter to me from Mrs. 
William Brown Meloney, Editor Sunday Magazine 
of the New York Herald Tribune, which speaks 
for itself. Will you return it to me at 
your earliest convenience with any comments 
you may care to make? 

I felt quite certain that with reports 
alone to weave a story from, however earnest 
my efforts they could not be as wholly success- 

; fillas when supplemented by a few pertinent 
remarks from you, made expressly for the 
purpose and the time. Is it too much to 
ask that you reply directly to one or more 
of the »questions set forth in Mrs. Meloney's 
letter. 

Mrs. Meloney has been so wondrously 
patient with my endeavors and the Sunday 
Magazine of the Herald Tribune is so splendid 
a medium for the story of your research that I 
am wishful , above all things, to please 
at any cost of time and effort. 

I am no longer associated with Mrs. 
Willis but I am anxious to fulfil my promise 
to you and to Mrs. Meloney to the satisfaction 
of you both. 

Very truly, and gratefully, Ce ‘ 

» Vinnie. 6A ace 

Florence Smith Vincent



~ COPY 

Sunday Magazine 
New Work Herald Tribune 

Dear Mrs. Vincent: 

The revised article about Professor Leopold and 
his study of game cycles is a lot closer to our type 
of thing- but we understood that the article was to 
be written for Professor Leopold's signature. Wasn't 
this waathyou told us? 

I think it would be a good idea also to ask 
Professor Leopold to tell more about the actual game 
cycle as it has been observed in Hurope and in 
America; what years it has come in Europe and in 
America; what animals have been most affected by it 
on the two continents , etce Perhaps very little 
is known about the game cycle and its causes but I 
think it would be very interesting if the Professor would 
tell us more about the present havoc caused by the 
cyele, how the cycle is now being studied, what theories 
are being investigated as possible causes, etc. ~ 

With best wishes, 

Sincerely 

Mrs. William Brown Meloney 
Editor, Sunday Magazine 

Herald Tribune 

April 25,1934



CORNELL UNIVERSITY 

ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY 

ITHACA, N. Y. 

March 28, 1934 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 

College of Agriculture 

University of Wisconsin 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Under separate cover I am sending the separates you 

asked for. I very much appreciate the way you treated the 

subject of "vermin" in your treatise on game management. 

It was an unbiased account and very much to the point. 

I have been working on the economie status of the red 

fox in the East for a number of years and shall plan to send 

you a note on my observations when and if it appears in 

print. 

Sincerely yours, 

_ a Ptr), . 
WJH:B W. J. Hamilton, Jr.
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New Sella Building 
April 2, 1934 

Mr, W, J, Hamilton, Jr, 
Zoological Laboratory : 
Cornell University 

Ithaca, New York f 

Dear Mf, Hamilton: 

: Thane you very much indeed for the reprints, 
which shall become a part of my permanent library, I also 
appreciate your good word on the book. 

I am glad to hear that you are working on the 
ved fox and thought it might be of some use to you to lnow 
that Foul 1. Errington of the State Agricultural College, 
Ames, is also gathering additional material on foxes, I 
em sending him a copy of this letter so that each of you 
will kmow of the: other's work, 

oe. j . Yours sincerely, 

ALDO TSOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research 

Alva 
Enele



Bew Soils Building 
March 22, 1934 

Miss Florence Smith Vincent 
e/o Mrs, Helen Willis 
The Waldorf-Astoria 
New York City 

Dear Miss Vincent: 

After deleting from the revised write-up the parts which have no 
bearing on the cycle, there is only a page or two of cycle material 
left, I have the impression that it would be better entirely to segre- 
gate the material into two articles, (1) the game cycle, (2) the general 
philosophy of conservation and game management, 

The only way I see to combine them is to give a coherent account 
of the cycle and then follow it with a philosophical dissertation, if 
you so wish. 

I have added, ag a seribbled insert, the recent news from the 
cycle investigation in Wisconsin, ‘The pre-existing material you, I 
think already have. It includes the papers “British and American Grouse 
Cycles" and "British and American Grouse Management," the cycle chapter 
of the "Game Survey," and if you care to look it up, Chapter III of my 
book, "Game Management." ‘There is also a large volume of material in 
the report of the Matanek Conference on Cycles, which I imagine you 
would find in the New York libraries. ‘This is a pamphlet obtainable from 
Dr. Blleworth Huntington, Yale University, I have only one copy which 
I hesitate to remove from my library. 

I have an additional paper on the general philosophy of conservation 
coming out in the Journal of Yorestry in May and entitled "Conservation 
EBeonomics," This would join up well with the quotations from “The Con- 
servation Ethie," bet neither of them join up very well with the cycle 
article, 

I am afraid I have not helped you very much, but there seems little 
point in my selecting material to add to your cycle article when the 
above sources will enable you to choose what material is suitable from 
your viewpoint, 

I again have the uncomfortable feeling of postponing the realization 
of your efforts when I am in fact extremely anxious to cooperate, I 
think, though, that if you will follow the above sugsestions, we will see 
an end of our difficulties, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/vh



March 17, 1934 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

I quite understand your lack of 
enthusiasm over the article on game conservation 
which I prepared for Mrs. Willis in which three 
themes were decidedly intermingled. My only 
excuse is the one you have cited - my inability 
to meet you and in so doing receive the impression 
of the personality that lies behind and is always 
so much a part of every well executed story. 

However, with your suggestion in 
mind, I reconstructed the article, unscrambling 
the three ideas as best I could and submitted the 
second draft, herein enclosed, to Mrs. William 
Brown Meloney, editor of the Sunday Magazine 
section of the New York Herald-Tribune. 

Mrs. Meloney is much interested, 
but because Mr. Darling of your Presidential Com- 
mittee had already written a story on game con- 
servation (definitely setting forth the terms of 
the Conservation plan) Mrs. Meloney asked that I 
make some changes that would result in my article 
confining itself to the Game Cycle and the findings 
you have made. 

You will realize that in reality 
the details I have been given on this score are 
somewhat meagre - not enough, I fear, to make an 
informative article. 

Would you be so patient and 
generous as to send me anything and everything 
else you may care to have the public know about 
your research in the Death Cycle? 

For instance, if you couldin some 
measure answer the questions listed in your report 
it would help a lot: What are the diseases which 
attack different species of Wild Life? In what 
seasons? Geographic patterns? Sex? Age? Environ- 
ment ?



' 30 

What kind of cover do the various species need? 
Type of food? What abundance of game represents 
a real surplus? 

In short, any information as to: Cycle 
study; range improvement; test acres; game cropping; 
quail; pheasant; partridge; duck-deer management; 
psychology cf nutrition; Saturation; water restora- 
tion; coordination of wild game with other crops, 
etc. 

I realize that in all probability I 
am asking a great deal and that you've given Mrs. 
Willis most of the data you have gathered up to 
date. But if it does happen that you have made 
any recent discoveries or have any information of 
a more detailed character to add to that already 
included in your reports which I might use to 
develop a more thoroughly informative article on 
the game cycle, I should be happy to have it. 

Of course you know what a large 
circulation the Herald-Tribune has, and I believe 
the Tribune's readers would find the story of 
your research work at the University of great 
appeal, particularly at this time when game con- 
servation is of such interest to everyone. 

~ ee Toe 
= 

Florence Smith Vincent 

Helen Willis 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin
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New Soils Building 
February 23, 1934 

Mr, Ray P. Holland 
Hditor, Field & Strean 
576 Madison Aveme 
New York, N. Y, 

Dear Ray? 

Mr. ©, ©, Dadiworth has obtained a CWA research allot- 
ment under the auspices of the University of Wisconsin to inaugurate 
on our Local radio station a new kind of conservation series, 
patterned closely after Harold Titus's "The Old Gene Warden." 

I have clipped my copies of "Tield & Stream" so I cannot 
supply him with a set of TMtus's articles, However, I have much 
admired the way in which he has made light and entertaining reading 
out of solid technical reading matter, 

Since our funds for this are limited, would you be willing 
to donate to Mr, Duckworth a set of back issues containing "the Old 
Geme Warden"? If so, Mr. Duckworth's address is in care of Station 
WHA, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. 

Yours sincerely, 

; 4LDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Geme Research 

AL/ via



New Soils Building 
Febraury 21, 1934 

Dear Miss Vincent: 

I am afraid I camnot profess much enthusiasm 

for the paper prepared for Miss Willis, though I am willing to 
have you useiit, subject to the deletion on page 5. My 
objection hies in the scrambling of three ver distantly 
related subjects: 

(1) The game cycle (disease cycle) which we are 
studying here, 

(2) The economic "cycle" dealt with in the 
Iowa. report. 

(3) The program of the President's Comrittee. 

It is really impossible to treat all these in one 

story and retain the pertinence of the quotations, since it 
is entirely obscure to which of the three they apply. 

These difficulties inhere, of course, in the attempt 
to work at long distance, and not in any lack of care on your 

part. I am sorry to be a wet blanket. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Gane Research 

AL/mls 

P.S. I return the draft. 

Flerence Smith Vincent 
The Waldorf-Astoria 
New York City 
c/o Helen Willis



: HELEN WILLIS . THE WALDORF-ASTORIA . NEW YORK CITY 

February 13, 1934 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

You will note I am acting upon 
the suggestion made by you in your letter to 
Mrs. Willis and submitting for your approval the 
story on “game conservation" which I have pre- 
pared for the Sunday magazine section of the 

New York Herald-Tribune. 

It is, of course, in the rough. 

Will you please make any corrections or addi- 
tions you care to. 

Yours very truly, 

FLORENCE SMITH VINCENT 

5 nu pth: Cy 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
College of Agriculture 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin
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New Soils Building 
February 20, 1934 

0. L, Austin, Jr. 
26 Grove Street 
New York City 

Dear Mr, Austin: ; 

I did not lmow that you had been forced to 
give up your Bird Banding Station. Certainly, there 
shold be an opening for you in connection with the 
hand (purchase program, preferrably as spotting duck 
breeding areas. No executive set-up has as yet been 

made, but I am still ve the set-up will be made 

upon the present Biol, rvey. I, therefore, suggest 
that you file your application with Paul Reddington 

to whom I am sending a copy of this letter. His 

address is U. 5. Bi@Dogical Survey, Washington, 

I am glad to inform you that the Research 
appropraiations for the Biol. Survey have been 
reinstated, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Research
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New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
February 6, 1934 

Miss Helen Tillis 
230 East Fiftieth Street 
New Yor® City 

Dear Miss Willis: 

It is very difficult for me to select 
additional material for Mrs, Vincent until I have 
a rough idea of the kind of article she is writ- 
ing. If she can let me see a rough draft, I can 
then make an intelligent omuggestion of material. 

Thanking you for your interest in the 
work, I am 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LROPOLD 

AL/ gm In Charge, Geme Research



HELEN WILLIS + 230 EAST SOTH STREET «NEW, YORK) cary 

| 

February 2, 1934 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

We have interested Mrs. Wm. Brown 
Meloney of the Herald-Tribune sufficiently to be re- 
quested to draw up a story on your work in game 

research. The story, of course, has to be written 
on speculation as most of those things usually do. 

Our Mrs. Vincent has seen Mr. Cameaux 
and had a very successful talk with him. He gave 
Mrs. Vincent a report of the game survey and I am 
writing to ask if you would like anything added to 
our present knowledge of your findings which you 
feel would give color and life to the article. 

Very truly yours, 

vats a 

Dr. Aldo Leopold 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisc.



New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
demary 31, 1934 

Dr. Hugh P, Baker 
Anherst, Massachusetts 

Dear Dr. Baker: 

I very much appreciate your request 
that I attend your conservation meeting, but 2 
I find myself just about snowed under with my 
duties on the National committee plus my duties 
here which include a heavy teaching schedule. 

I feel a strong need of posting myself on New 
Imgland problems and this would be a good op- 2 
portunity to do so, but under the circumstances 

I am unable to take on anything additional at 
this time. 

With kindest regards, 

Youre sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
AL/gm Geme Manager
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HELEN WILLIS + 230 EAST 50TH STREET + NEW YORK CITY 

December 30, 1933 

Dear Mr. Leopold: : 

In reading the Wisconsin Alumni ‘i 

Research Foundation's report on "Game Management" 

we were interested in your prophecy that untold 
millions of wild animals were doomed to death 

in the next two years. It seems to us that in 
this statement, elaborated, there lies an excel- _ 

lent story for some magazine. 

Would you be so kind as to fur- 

nish us with all the details you may care to re- 
lease in connection with this subject? 

What is causing the high mortality 

rate? Why does it occur in a cycle of ten years? 
What animals sre most affected? In what localities? 

Any facts you may already have found 

‘ out through research will be the basis for a feature 
story which we think the public will find extremely 

‘a interesting. 

Doubtless you have received a tele- 

gram from me asking for a 100-word statement on the 
coordination of wild game raising and agriculture 

as a possible release measure for the farmer. This 

information is desired for presentation as an inter- 

view with you for the Associated Press which is much 

interested in your plan as it appears in the "Game 

Management" report. 

May we ask your immediate attention 

to both these requests since they seem to furnish 

splendid opportunity for immediate publicity for the 
Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation? 

Very truly yours ‘ A. 

HELEN S NX 
Mr. Aldo Leopold : 
Madison, Wisc.



Copy of letter and material to Dr. H. L. Russell 

New Soils Building 
Jamary 3, 1934 

Mrs. Helen Willis 
230 Hast 50th Street 
New York City 

Dear Mrs. Willis: 

Attached is a brief write-up of the cycle, giving most of 
the new developments and their connection with the chair of conser- 
vation which are not included in my previous write-ups of this 

phenomenon. 

I am also sending you two papers dealing with the cycle 
from which I think you can get such specific information as is now 
known about the subject and put it together in any way that you 

prefer with the aforementioned material. 

Should you wish to dig still deeper, I would suggest you 
read Chapter III of my book, "Game Management," published by Scribner's 
in 1933, and Chapter V of my "Report on a Game Survey of the North 
Central States," published two years ago. Presumably both of these 
are available to you in New York libraries. Should you fail to find 
the "Game Survey" in the library, you can get it from Mr. 0. Stewart 
Comeaux, 103 Park Avenue, New York, 

Yours sincerely, 

Game Manager re 

AL/vh hy 
Inel. \ 

a 

i 
if



fj 1/3/34 
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Game Cycle Material for Mrs. Helen Willis 

A death warrant will be served on scores of millions of grouse, rabbits, and 

fur-bearers in the northern half of the continent during the next year. ‘the 

warrant ig held by a still mysterious agent of nature called the “game cycle," 

which appears at intervals of about ten years to sow death and destruction among 

most species of wild life in the northern provinces. Its last visitation was in 

1924, Its recurrence may be expected in 1934,-in fact local epidemics made 

their appearance in partes of Wisconsin in 1933. 

One means of destruction is known to be the bacterial disease, tularemia, \ 

but parasites, other bacterial diseases, or other "causes" may be involved. ‘To 

‘ nome these lethal agents is by no means to explain the cycle. Why they operate 

J gimiltaneously, or nearly so, over the whole north, is still a total mystery. 

( An international Congress of scientists meeting at Matamek, Laborador, in 1931, 

was unable to formate even a tenable theory. All they could recommend was more 

research to record the behavior of the cycle ani to determine the nature of its 

possible causes. 

Research in the diseases involved is being vigorously prosecuted by Dr. R. 6. 

Green of the University of Mimesota, collaborating with the U. §. Biological Surve. 

Research in the behavior of wild animal populations during the onset of the cycle 

4s still, however, woefully inadequate. To hasten progress on such field research, 

a group of sportsmen from the cities of Milwaukee, Racine, and Kenosha have donated 

funds to the University of Wisconsin for retaining a field naturalist for a period 

of three years. ‘The work will be supervised by the chair of game management 

recently established in the University of Wisconsin by the Wisconsin Alumni Research 

Foundation, Wallace Grange, formerly of the U. S. Biological Survey, has been 

engaged for these field studies. 

fhe study is premised on the belief that the cycle, once understood, can be



#2e 

at least partially controlled in the interests of conservation. Scotland 

likewise has recurrent epidemics among grouse, but the Scottish game managers 

have contrived to so improve the food and cover on the grouse moors that the 

birds regain normal abundance within two years after dying off, whereas American 

grouse, subsisting as best they may on unimproved range, require six years. 

In contrast, the Scottish epidemics barely interrupt the normal productivity of 

the range, whereas the American epidemics keep the grouse “under par" during the 

greater part of each 10-yeer period, ‘The development of an equivalent technique 

for the Wisconsin grouse ranges is one of the eventual objectives of the Wisconsin 

syele study.
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New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 
Jamary 3, 193% 

Mise Helen Willis 
230 Bast Piftieth Street 
New York City 

Dear Miss Willis: 

I was out of town when your wire ani letter 

: ceme, henoe the delay. T have been further handi- ” 
ecanped dy being unable to locate the "Game Manage- 
ment Report" to which you refer. I remember writing 4 

one up for Dean Bussel, tut T have mate so many of pa 
these that I could not remember which one was here 
involved. Accordingly, the attached "one-hundred 
word statement" is a blind one which may not fit 
the particular material that you heave, 

T will send you a brief write-up on the 
eyele this afternoon. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

ATAGM Game Manager 
Ene.



Jamary 3, 1934 

100 Word Statement for Miss "illis 

Game Cropping is one of the smell but sure means of 

relieving the present overproduction of competitive farm crops. Game 

is the one fama product of which no overproduction is in existence or 

in prospect, 

‘ Game Crops are marketed as shooting privileges. On ordinary 

farms in this region the wild game erop ean usally be tripled by devoting _ 

five peréent of the farm acreage to came food and cover, sand part of 

this may be waste land. As high as twenty-five percent, however, may ; 

: #0 used to bring about a still further game increase. ‘There ia so far 

no officiel sanction for making the AAA acreage reductions in such a 

place and in much a way as to benefit game. This seems too bad in view 

of the fact that the state conservation departments are still spending 

large sums on other and mich less effective means of inereaging the 

game gpply. 

One reason for this is the lack of local game-cropping 

techniques, such as the Agricultural Colleges in Wisconsin and Towa 

are now trying to develop.



HELEN WILLIS +: $09 MADISON AVENUE + NEW YORK CITY 

November 27, 1933 

4% ly dear Mr. Leopold: 

Thank you so much for your letter 
of November 23rd. I was terribly disappointed not 
to have met you when I was in Madison but Dr. Russell 
did give me, in a general way, some idea of your 
interesting venture. 

Within the next few weeks I will 
begin active work on this and I will need further 
information from you. As I develop the article on 

Game Research I will draw up a list of questions for 
you to answer and then of course the article itself 

will be sent to you for your approval. 

The fact that you helped organize 
the Iowa Agricultural College venture is a strong enough 
selling point to include in my write-up. The details 
on this, of course, I will have to have from you. 

I hope that sometime in the future 

you will be in New York and will lock me up. 

Sincerely yours, \: 

Ws 

Aldo Leopold, Esa., 
University of Wisconsin 
New Soils Building 
Madison, Wisconsin



TELEPHONE: FAIRCHILD 2558 

Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation 
MADISON, WISCONSIN 

November 20, 1933 

Dr. Aido. Leopold 
College of Agriculture 

Dear Dr. Leopold: 

Mrs. Helen Willis' address is Lothrop-Willis-McKenzie, 
509 Madison Avenue, New York City. I am sure she would ap- 
preciate any additional information which you can supply her 
with reference to the scope and value of this new line of 
work which is being inaugurated. 

We are hopeful that this will yet prove an article 
of news value for Time. 

Very truly yours, 

WISCONSIN ALUMNI RESEARCH ROUNDATION 

HLR:1lo Director



New Soils Building 
November 23, 1933 

Mre. Helen Willis 
Lothrop-Willis-MeKenzie 
509 Madison Aveme 
New York City 

Dear Mrs. Willis: 

Dean Russell told me after my return from a field trip that you 
were interested in a news story on the chair of game management of which I 
am the incumbent. 

I am sorry to have missed seeing, but I am writing to ask if there 
is a chance of supplying your requirements by mail. I would be glad to check 
for accuracy any story which you may see fit to prepare. 

Dr. Russell gave you, I take it, the general idea behind our venture. 
I enclose a recent mimeograph describing the kind of research work which we 
hope to undertake. Of the seven projects, Project II is now financed and 
under way and Project I partially financed. 

Under-graduate teaching is to be confined for the present to the 
farmers' short course, which consists of 100 or more young farmers who come in 
here for the winter to take a cram course in agriculture, An optional in 
game managewent is being offered thea this winter. ‘he idea ie that some of 
them will go home and become leaders of neighborhood groups practicing game 
management on their farus. 

Dr. Russell asked me whether it was accurate to say that this is the 
first venture of the kind. Yes and no. Iowa Agricultural College installed 
& geme manager on their faculty last year, bat his work is nearly all research 
with no teaching of farmers and no demonstration areas for which he is primarily | 
responsible. ‘The general idea behind the Iowa move, however, is the same as 
here, Since I helped organize it, I can give you the details should you wish 
to include both im» your write-up. 

i If you will tell me what 1s missing in the way of information, I 
will do my best to supply it. 

| Sineerely yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh 
Tnol.



E. J. SHERIDAN, JR., '22 PRESIDENT WANAKENA, N. Y. 

L. W. DURGIN, '29 1ST VICE PRESIDENT October 6, 1933 

G. E, STEVENS, '21  2ND VICE PRESIDENT 

P. J. HADDOCK, '26 SECY, AND TREAS. 

Prof. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Prof. Leopold: 

We are gathering material for the 1933 Ranger School 

Alumni News, which goes to press late in November or early December, 

and I am wondering if you would be so kind as to write an article for 

our publication on Game Management. Many of our graduates are interested 

in this subject, as is evidenced by their inquiries as to the publication 

of your new book, and our students of this, and the last two or three 

years, have also been greatly interested while attending school here. 

We would very much like to include an article from you, 

and if possible, would like to have it by the middle of November. 

Thanking you in advance, I am 

Very truly yours, 

t: Haddock 
Secretarye



10/16/33 

WANTED: LAND MANAGERS 

During the past three decades the demand for professional service 

in applied conservation has been met, for better or for worse, by specialists 

competent in only one field, or often only in part of one. 

In my opinion, a demand is now springing up for men capable of 

integrating many conservation techniques on a single piece of land. The 

C.C.C. camps bave helped to focus and define this need. 

In western Visconsin, for example, C.C.C. camps are building dams 

to eure erosion, but it is evident that these dams, to be fully effective, 

demand the reorganization and integration of all land uses. Woodlots mst 

be fenced and pastures moved dom off the steer slopes (forestry, came manage- 

ment, and animal husbandry). Ineipient gullies and raw banks below dams mst 

be planted to brush, grass, or trees (forestry, game management, erosion control). 

Field fences, now on legal subdivisions, mist be changed to contoys (farm 

management). ‘The stream below, now relieved of excessive silt-load, can be 

Planted for shade and bank protection, and can again become a troutstream (foresty , 

erosion-control, fish management). Wanted: men who can ‘fit together these 

varied land uses into an integral whole. 

Again, in the Southwest, ¢.C.C. camps are weeding timber, building 

check-dams, planting them, building erosion fences and drift fences, improving 

stock-waters, pooling trout streams, and constructing roads and trails, all on 

the same watershed. If the road is tuilt through a clay bank, thus mddying 

the stream when it might have gone around, or if the erosion fence makes a blind 

trap for stock, or if the spring is improved so as to be inaccessible to game, or 

if palatable erosion plants are mut outside the erosion fence and unpalatable 

ones inside, which specialist is to blame?



wie 

There ig not, nor will there ever be, an expert competent in all 

these professional fields, or even half of them. But there can easily be such 

a thing as a specialist more receptive to and sympathetic with other specialties 

than is now usually the case. ‘The need is not so much for wider training as for 

wider curiosity and a wider view of the land problem. Zach separate profession 

aust be viewed by its members, not as the road to salvation, but as merely one 

cog in the machine for applying ecology to land-use, We shall, of course, always 

need specialists, but we shall also need the man who can put their separate 

contributions together into a convincing and authentic whole. If we can't do 

it, how shall we expect the landowner to accomplish what is beyond his specialized 

advisers?



1 Soils Building 
September 18, 1933 

Mr. Warren Weaver 
Room 5500 
49 West 49th Street 
New York, N. Y. a 

Dear Warren: 

Thanks very much for letting me know about Dr. 
Edward Walter Russell at Johns Hopkins. I am intensely 
interested in this question of the physical properties of 
soils in relation to water and erosion, and I will doubtless 
have an opportunity during the year to call on Dr. Russell. 

I tried to start some eleventh-hour investigation 
of this subject at the Universities of New Mexico and 
Arizona to get a little guidance for the CCC erosion work 
and was mach impressed with the absence of even an approach 
to the questions involved. We got nowhere whatever. 

I enjoyed our brief tall and I am sorry I did 
not look you up sooner, since there are many questions which 
I would have liked to discuss with you. 

With regards and good wishes, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh



ROOM 5500 

49 WEST 491! STREET 

NEW YORK 

f September 7, 1953 

Dear Aldo, ‘ 

There has just come across my desk information con- 
cerning the appointment of Dr. Edward Walter Russell to a Foundation fel- 

Y lowship, for the current year, at Johns Hopkins University. Dr. Russell 
is a soil physicist from the Rothamsted Experimental Station in England 
and plans to study, with Prof. W.A.Patrick, problems related to the ap- 
parent density of absorbed water on clay particles and volume changes 
which occur when a liquid is absorbed by clay. Dr. Russell has done pre- 
vious research at Zurich on the estimation of particle sizes and on the 
phenomena of base exchange; and at Rothamsted on floculation of clay and 
on the mechanism of crumb formation in clays., He: appears. to have had 
a very fine training and experience. He took first. class honors in both 
physics and mathematics at Cambridge, and has studied Russian soil methods 
with Polinoff at Leningrad. The people in England speek most highly of him. 
He is the son: of Sir John Russell.» ini : 

I do not suppose thet any of this information is 
particularly exciting or important to you, but it, occurred to me that you 
might be in the East sometime during the year, and that you might wish to 
avail yourself of the opportunity to talk with Dr. Russell. It seems to me, 
from the written record, that he is a.soil physicist of real ability who 
is interested in a good many of the problems which concern you. I should 

think that his opinion on some of the erosion work would be very valuable. 

It was'a great pleasure to see you in Madison and I 
wish again to express my pleasure that you are going to have, with the 
University, so interesting and promising an opportunity. 

Very cordially, 

Wane, Wave, 

Prof. Aldo Leopold 

College of Agriculture : 
Madison, Wisconsin 

WW:PH
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117 West 74th St. 
New York City, ; 

y Aug. 31, 1935. 

“yr. “ldo eopold, 
Professor of Game Management, 
University of “isconsin, 
Madison “isconsin. ee ! 

Year Sir:- 

Would you please send me any literature des cribing what you ; 

plan to do in developing the Game Preserves of the Farmer of “isconsin. 
I think yourplen as outlined in a story in the Sunday issue of the 

New York imes, under headline 

Wisconsin to Aid 
In Raising of Game. i 

is most interesting, end would like to be kept in touch with every move 
you make in its development. + assume you have prepared some bulletins, 
and pamphlets of instructions for thes farmer. 

I have done a good deal of work in another direction but it included 

the same ideas you are working on. 

My work was in connection with farm fertility, the paanning of 
soil maps etc, to show the Farmer *how his soil was suited for different 
crops, and the utilization of everything of scientific knowledge to further 
the fortunes of the farmer. As a part of my plans, which include furnishing a 

map of his farm to each farmer, showing his soil types, and the kinds of 
crops and the most effective fertilizer formulee for the soils inquestion 
and the suitable crops, I had developed in a rough way the raising of partridge, 
pheasants, fish etc, where feasible and had gone so far as to suggest thet 
each farmer should even constitute himself a game warden for his own lands, 
and protect his wild flocks and animals from the city hunter unless paid 

a certain fee for the privilege of hunting and fishing. 

In some states aws would have to be changed, but these could be 
changed without great difficulty. The farmer could be brought to see mmmn 
the advantages of developments along these lines I think. 

If you would be interested in my plan for the 

NORGANIZATION PLAN FOR DEVELOPMENT OF AGRICULTURAL 
COUNTIES IN THE UNITED STATES THROUGH 

THE AGENCY OF COUNTY BOARDS 
OF TRADE", 4 

I will be glad to forward you a copy of it. + have worked out individual maps fo 

the farmers of one mmmm Towmship in a county in Arkansas. I cant very well 

‘send you the maps, for they are rather bulky, but the idea is readily gathered 

from hhe text. I had planned to submit it to the Government for its Tennessee 

Development, but they are still sort of muddling through that so far as + can 

learn. I ama Harvard graduate, 1916 A.”. cum laude, had several years as 

chemist and Assist. to resident of Big Fertilizer Co. the Ammmm Federal Chemical - 
Co. of Louisville, Ky, 3nd know the fertilizer business from 4. to Z. Have been 

engaged in publicity and newspaper work for the past ten years..
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-2- Hrofessor Aldo “eopold. 

Ahything you may develop in the next few years along the line 
you plan to work will be of interest to me, and I hope you will mmbmihm 

put me on your mailing list for bulletins, or advise me when new things are publisH 
by your department so thet i may purchase them if they are not available free. 

we 
incffely yours, U Aad 
Go ca ct 

(2S @orge A . Myster. 

< “ friend of mine is pre a. a book or thepreface to a book on 
a “Wy. Skinner who was a great sportsman interested years ago in Beagles, 
and Dachhund's. These little dogs, are great hunters, and in tracking rabbits, 
and running them down are wonderful sportsmen. The public could be interested 
in that sort of sport anew, and would perhaps be interested in assisting you in 
your plans. 

I am bringing this clipping to his attention, end have some pplans 
for an article or two by him on Beaglez .and hunting the Hare.. He told me 
that several people introduced the English fare, and the German Hare into 
this country, particularly into “aryland a number of years ago, shortly 
after the Civil War + believe, and that of late someone has introduced the 
Jack Rabbit tmbm to Nammgammanbhm Nantucket Island, 1 believe, and that 
they are having wonderful sport there with “eagles ete. 

lps. Thomas Hitchcock"has a pack of beagles which she uses to : 
hunt Jack Rabbits She introduced to her estate’at Aiken South Carolina., 
These beagles run down a jacKin an hour or two. It is great sport so i 
am told by Mr. “arry “orcester Smith, my friend who was master of Westmeath 
in “reland in 1982 and 1913, end has been master of half a domen hunts here 

in4merica, includingg the Loudon in.‘irginia, and the Grafton Hounds in 
Mass. : 

Sport is a corrolary of your project, and if the entire community 
gets behind yo u you will have wonderful success in your plans. 

if Mr. “mith can see my ideas in this I am sure we will have some 
good beagle stories in the press soon. 

fim «6G. AL OM.



September 11, 1933 

Mr. George A. Miller 
117 West 74th Street 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Miller: ‘ 

The plans for the work of the chair of game 
management here are not yet complete, but they will probably 
include: 

a An elective course in farm game management 

for students of the agricultural short 
course. 

bd. A graduate seminar in game management theory i 
and technique. 

¢. Special research projects on Wisconsin game 
through graduate fellowships. 

ad. Extension work among Wisconsin farm groups 
and county agents, to be centered on special 
demonstration areas. 

I would be interested to receive a copy of your 
plan for the development of agricultural counties or better 

still, the plan for a particular county. I am putting your 
name on my mailing list for mblications. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Game Manager 

AL/vh
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; f March 1, 1933 ae 

Frank 8, tieyers x 
: a 

New York Stete CAllege of Forestry 
i Hy 

Syracuse,” .T. j a 

Dear Mr. “Myers: ; i Fi i ‘ 

I appreciate your Anvitetion to uk at an? attend your ; o 

conference May I0-T3. 1 could afford to come under the tevin eonbionst 0 ae 

4f on the same trip T can nants a piece of eons] ting work which the _ : y 

Connecticut Coniuission has had in mind. tT have written them to let me Be at 

“Jnow by March 7,at which time I will wire you a finel anewere j Fe 

: If {t 4s incorwentent for you to wait that long in order to settle the ’ 

matter, just call Ut off ant let me mow that you have done 90+ | i ie 

+ nae aS Dean Spring has been wanting to see me on another matter. You might . a 

route thia letter to him as Anticating a possible opportunity to talk over ; *) 

the question in which ho 4s interestet. 
vu 

: ; ‘I reeret to be obliged to "4f and and” 4n this renly to your kind in- i 

vitation, bat I find tra experience that the deficits on partial-expense : i 

tripps are liable to eat up what a man can earn between times. ‘i 

I emphatically agree with you that the position of wila-Lite cropping : 

in forestry is so far very hazy even in the minds of foresters,ani still : : 

more so in the public mint. when one gots to the land-use committees . 

. in Washington the hage becomes 2 veritable spiral nebulas So it is pre=- is 

y gumably worth while to keed hamaering on those few clear notions which , 

we game manacers have a0 far been able to see. ia “ 

Yours sinasvely ‘ : " 

On So : Aldo Leopold . we
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THE NEw YorK STATE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY 

AT SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 

HUGH P. BAKER, DEAN 

EXTENSION DEPARTMENT SYRACUSE, N. Y. 

February 23, 1933. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

905 University Av. 
Madison, Wisc. : 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

We are contemplating a reforestation conference to 
take place on May 12-13, in Binghamton, N. Y. and we are plan- 

: ning a dinner meeting for the evening of May 12 on which occasion 
we should very much like to have you as speaker. I feel that 
you could contribute in a very effective way to the program in 
very definitely indicating the value of the wild life crop in 
connection with forests and forestry. There is a lively interest 
in this particular issue in Binghamton and vicinity. 

A field trip for May 13 is contemplated in which you 
might like to participate. In addition to all of the above we 
would like to have you appear as convocation speaker on Wednesday, 
May 10, and also conduct a seminar with students on Thursdey, 
May 11. Our past experience with you leads us to the belief that 
it would be very much of value to have a talk to the students and 

@ seminar as well, 

Unfortunately we are not so situated financially that we 

: ean offer a very munificant compensation but I am wondering if an 
honorarium of one hundred dollars would be acceptable to you, you 

to stand your own expenses. 

I would very greatly appreciate a communication from 
you as to whether or not you would be available for the dates 
of May 10 to 13, particularly May 12. 

Very truly yours, 

3 
— ole 

Y eA director
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THE NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY 

AT SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK 

3 

OFFICE OF THE DEAN January 9s 1932 

Mre Aldo Leopold i 
Soils Building 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your letter of January 14 to Dean Baker is received. 
I am very glad that you wrote concerning this matter and I shall hope 
to pursue it further. I have not yet had time, since I came into 

cherge of the College, to go into the details of the future management 
of the Huntington Forest, but I hope to do this after the first rush 
of executive work is paste ; 

Of course it will be necessary to have a good plan of game 
management for the tract and if you can be of assistance in that, and 
it 1s possible toavail ourselves of your help I shall naturally be 
very mach interested to take the matter up further. 

With kind regards and good wishes, I am f 

Very sincerely yours, 

ure tes 

, SAMUEL N. SPRING, Assistant Dean 

| 
| 

| 4
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Jan. 14, 1933 

Mr. Samel N. Spring ‘ 
New York State College of Forestry 
Syracuse, New York 

Dear Mr. Spring? 

I was glad to have your note of Jamary 9. Since I did not 
have the advantage of a personal conversation with you, I am taking 
the liberty of amplifying two points pertaining to my previous letter. 

First,let me make it clear that I am not assuming that the 
Roosevelt Station either needs or desires any outside advice on any 
matters pertaining to the zoological soundness of the research plan 
for the Huntington Forest. On that side of the question Dr. Johnson 
and his staff are more competent than I am. 

Second, let me emphasize the point that a research plan which 
is both (1) zoologically sound and (2) proposed to answer © important 
game management questions will be easier to finance than one which 

oi might possibly fail to meet the second criterion. It is in strengthen- 
ing the plan from the standpoint of the second criterion that uy 
consulting services might possibly be useful to Dr. Johnson and yourself. 

The amount of work entailed in such consultation would not 
necessarily be large. ‘There would probably be no way to tell its 
magnitude pending a preliminary conference. Such a preliminary con- 
ference might, in fact, show no need for any consulting work whatever. 

Speaking frankly, it is my impression that what the station 
needs is a careful selection of one member of Dr. Johnson's staff who 
is versed in game management and can constantly remind the whole organ- 

ization of the management point of view. My possible usefulness might 

consist in helping Dr. Johnson select or train such an individual. I 

have nobody in mind and they are, of course, hard to find. It is this 

function which I mainly contributed to the organization of the new 

research work at Ames, Iowa. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



Dee. 17, 1932 

Dr. Ae A. Allen 
MeGraw Hall 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York z 

Dear Dr. Allen: 

I am assuming that rou will let me 
kmow whether, when, and for how long you will need 
any of my time in connection with the matters we 
discussed while in New York. 

: My only set date is to be in Boston 
on Februsry 11, but I have several other errands in 
the Bast which may group themselves around that date 
there. I lost my note on the dete of your farmer 
weelk. 

I enjoyed our talk and hope we shall 
have occasion to meet frequently. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh



‘ CABLE ADDRESS “LEGALITY NEW YORK” 
= TELEPHONE MURRAY HILL 2-7247 

MCLEAN, FERRIS, ELY & FAIN 

COUNSELLORS AT LAW 

990 Aaduct damm 
MARSHALL MSLEAN 
GILBERT B. FERRIS GO 

vicinal Noth Yorks , December 10, 1932 
PATRICK M. CASEY 

Aldo Leopold, Esq. 
Madison; Wisconsin. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

The Conservation Committee of the Camp Fire Club of America has 

received a comnunication from the North American Game Breeders' Association. I am 

inclosing a copy of this communication. The matter has been referred to me for in- 

vestigation, and I would be very glad to get your reaction which I am sure will be 

of assistance in making up a report. 

Sincerely yours, yr) 

ee a a pe Milie L: GEM one < a 

Inclosure. —___——,_



NORTH AMERICAN GAME BREEDERS’ ASSOCIATION 

October 7th, 1932. 

Mr. W. RB. Jelliffe, Seoty ; 

Camp Fire Club of Ame., Ine. ; 
981 Madison Ave., 
New York City. ‘: 

Dear Sir: i 

It is the firm belief of informed American conversationists 
that the welfare of the commerical game breeder and the efficient 
and economical stocking of ne shooting lende go hand in hand. 
A recent wanifestation of thie belief wae the resolution passed during 
the on rere convention of the Iazagk Yalton League that the League oo- 
operate with game breedera to secure more equitable laws governing 
game breeding. 

Legislation governing game breeding ies still far from satis~ 
factory in most states, although it has improved steadily within recent 
years, thanks to a wider recognition among leading conservationists and 
progressive game officials of the need for permissive breeding laws. 
There is one distinct handicap, however, to the welfare of the game 
breeder ~ and consequently to the efficient and economical stocking 
of our coverts - that has not been alleviated, and that is the com 
petition of state-owned game farms with the commercial breeder. 

The economic syetem of this country is based upon the premise 
that buainess can be sore satisfactorily handled by orivate enterprise 
then by the government - whether etate or national. The forth american 
Geme Breeders! Association recognizes that the responsibility of the 
state game commissions is to the sportsmen, rather than to the game 
breeder, and realizes that the price per bird for birds of equal ages, 
vigor, and desirability, 1¢ and should be the outstanding consideration ~ 
over an extended priod - in deciding whether such birds shall be state- 
reared or purchased from breeders. The Association also has knowledge 
that the policies end practices of some breeders have not always been 
ebove reproach. It further recognizes the fact that some yeare back 
eommereially reared birds were not available in eufficient quantities 
to supply the needs of the various states. This is no longer true. 
bepreseing prices below cost, however, would restore such conditions 
and automatically increase prices through the operation of the law of 
supply and demand. 

With these facts in mind, the North American Game Breeders! 
Association, whose moubers are taken from all parte of the continent, 
and which requires of ite members adherence to a most rigid code of 
ethics, pledges its full cooperation to game officials in their efforts
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to give sportamen better shooting for their money, and requests that 
sources of difficulty or annoyance in dealing with breeders be brought 
to its attention for such helpful action aa may be possible. In re- 
turn, the Association reqests that full end complete coste per bird 
of rearing state birds be ascertained for the average completed year 
and compared with the exieting cost of commerclally reared birds of 
the same age, before deciding how funds for stocking are to be spent. 

The state controls, absolutely, the private utilization of 
=. In most states, much control is so strict as practically to 
estroy all incentive for purchase by clubs and individuals. Where 

state funds are tied up in game farm lands, buildings, equipment, 
ealeriee, maintenance and operation costs, there ig usually little 
left - regardless of whether state gase farm operations ure successful 
or flat failures - to purchase birds from an industry almost totally 
dependent upon this source of income. Above all, the cost of birds 
purchased from private sources is affected little, if at all, by epi- 
déemice or other misfortune, while the cost of etate-reered birds are 
often multiplied by such causes. Why gamble unnecessarily with the 
sportemen's funds? 

The operation of state-owned game farms for other then experi- 
mental purposes or for developing hand-reered foundation stock of native 
epecies whose rearing is precarious, threatens the very existence of 
eoumercial breeders. In view of thie and the fact that the operation 
of state farwe in competition with breeders usually serves to increase 
rather than decrease the cost of effective stocking, thie association 
e¢e8 no course other than to enlist the aid of sportemen in opposition 
to such use of these establishments. It would appreciate an expres- 
sion from you as to your personal stand on this vital issue. 

The North Aweriecan Game Breedere's Association believes that 
sportamen, ee officials and bresdere mast work in harmony if greatest 
efficiency is to be achieved in building up our game supoly, and appeals 
to you for suggestions as to how breeders can best cooperate with you 
to this end. 

Yours very truly, 

WORTH AN@RIGAN GANZ BREEDSRS® ASSOCIATION, 

By ©. 8. Badell 

Seoretary.



Dee. 13, 1932 

Mr. Marshall McLean 
350 Madison Avenue 
New York 

Dear Mr. MeLean: : 

In asking for my reaction to the Game Breeders! letter 
of October 7, I assume you are asking for a personal opinion. 

The letter is rather vague and generalized, hence it is 
difficult to be explicit. 

Their central contention that commercial game breeding 
should not be subjected to unnecessary restrictions, or 
unnecessary competition from state game farms, is, I think, 

sound. 

Regarding state game farms, it is my experience that 
states can usually buy stock cheaper than they can raise it, hence 
the underlying motive in operating state game farms is usually 
pride rather than economy. Iowa has discontimed its game farms 
at my recommendation, and I notice a trend in that direction in 
other states. As to restrictions, the case is not quite so 
clear, since there are legitimate differences of opinion on what 
restrictions are necessary. ‘the restrictions on sale of birds 
for meat are outside of my field, but I suspect that the restric- 
tions are not always so unnecessary or so umreasonable as the 

game breeders clain. 

As to restrictions on the sale of birds for sport, I think 
their case is well founded. ‘The recent strong development of 
shooting preserve laws is an admission of this and also evidence 
that unnecessary restrictions are being removed. Should you 

happen to be unfamiliar with these recent laws, I am sending you 
a pamphlet on Wisconsin shooting preserves. 

It might be inferred from the Game Breeders! letter that 

the release of private initiative in artificial propagation 

constitutes a solution of the game restoration problem. If this 
inference is intended, I do not agree with it. It constitutes a 
partial solution for those species susceptible of propagation on
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a large scale, namely pheasants, waterfowl and possibly quail. 
No foreseeable lowering of production costs under wire can 
ever compete with production costs in the wild by manipulation 
of food, cover, and other factors. In short, artificiel propa- 

gation is an important adjunct to came management just as : 
nurseries are an important adjunct to forest management, but in 
neither case does artificial propagation constitute more than 
a fraction of the management problem. Nevertheless it is 
thoroughly worth while to attain a solution of even that fraction. 

My opinion of the relative importance of these various 
matters is substantially the same as that set forth in the 
American Game Policy of 1930. If you are not familiar with this, 
I would suggest that you send to the American Game Association 

for a copy. 

Whatever action the Campfire Club may take might more 
properly deal with the game management problem as a whole rather 
than with one of its constituent parts. 

Another reason for dealing with the problem as a whole is 
that certain factions among the game breeders have long advocated 
legalizing the sale of game and the virtual transfer of title 
in game from the state to the landowner. ‘The Game Policy 
specifically refutes this important corollary. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 

| 

| 2.



Nov. 28, 1932 

Mr. Ernest G. Holt . 
National Audubon Society ‘ 
1775 Broadway 
New York City 

Dear Mr. Holts: , 

At the request of Dr. 1. J. Cole of the 

University of Wisconsin, I am sending you the Wisconsin 

; law pertaining to the Commission's authority to receive 

and administer bequests of land for refuges. ‘The per~ 

tinent sections of the law are marked in red. Dr. Cole 

tells me he is writing you as to details. 

Yours sircerely, 

ALD LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 

Copy to Dr. Cole
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} National Association of Audubon Societies 

: For the Protection of Wild Birds and Animals 

Founded 1901 —~ Incorporated 1905 

T. GILBERT PEARSON, LL.D... President WILLIAM P. WHARTON. Secretary 

THEODORE S. PALMER, M.D.. Ist Vice-Pres & ROBERT CUSHMAN MURPHY. D.Sc., Treasurer 

FRANK R. OASTLER, M.D.. 2nd Vice-Pres. f SAMUEL T. CARTER, Jr.. Atéorney 

Home Office 

1775 BROADWAY ERNEST G. HOLT 
New York. N. Y. DIRECTOR OF SANCTUARIES 

9 ACTIVITIES December 9, 1932. 

LEGISLATIVE 

Active in State and Feder- 

al legislation for Wild Bird 
and Animal Protection. 

z 

SANCTUARY 

Owns and maintains various Mr. Aldo Leopold ; 

- sanctuaries and game 905 University Avenue, 
rere Madison, Wisconsin. 

- 

ee Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Audubon | ddi i Sree ee ace eas Please accept our best thanks ; 
for your letter of November 28 and for the annually. i sy : 

g F marked copy of the Wisconsin conservation laws. 

CHILDREN’S hal 
BBLNGHAL my Ds - fear that Dr. Cole misunderstood 

ae ji my letter. What I wish is information to trans- 
rganizes annually over + . a D> 2 

350,000 children into bird- mit to i fe attorney oT. St. Paul regarding the 2 scudpiciiee establishment of a private sanctuary in Wisconsin. 
I see no reason why a sanctuary cannot be es- 
tablished anywhere by a simple deed of trust 

PUBLICATION or warranty deed, but the attorney seems anxious 
Bird pictures, leaflets, bul- to obtain a copy of the papérs creating some 
letins and magazine, Bird- existing private sanctuary in that State. For 

Lore. that reason I asked Dr. Cole if he could refer me 
z to an executive of such a sanctuary. I wonder if 

GOSLERAION you could do this. 

Cooperates with Federal, a 
State and Conservation Cordial ly yours, 
Society officials. 

@ 

INTERNATIONAL x 

Is affiliated with bird pro- Ernest G, Holt. 
tective societies in twenty- 

three foreign countries. 

®@



NEw YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY 

Pipeeresten ici soakiray ITHACA. N. Y. GU heseerusarercpesece celeonner 
MANAGEMENT 

gi oe dace epg 2 a CORNELL UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL J. NELSON SPAETH 
TILIZATION RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR O} 

ss EXPERIMENT STATION FORESTRY 
JOHN BENTLEY, JR. JOSHUA A. COPE 

PROFESSOR OF FOREST ENGINEERING CARL E. LADD, DEAN Renee ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF 

Wk ee racrtesn cr tatoos tre DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY Wieeseveian ieeeatcvon iii roncerne 

October 11, 1932. 

Mre Aldo Leopold, 

905 University Ave., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold : 

Just a line to acknowledge your letter of October 7, which 

I shall be very glad to take up and discuss with Dr. Allen. 

I fear, however, that you somewhat misinterpreted my letter. 
From conversations that I have had with Dr. Allen, all that Cornell 

would be prepared to do in any event might be to have you appear 

for one, or at most two lectures on one of the University lecture 
course foundations. But I will write you again after having seen 

Dr. Allen. 

RSH/EGV Very sincerely yours, 

. Rua



4 New York STATE CoLLeGe OF AGRICULTURE 

D eeteetsce ce meveerny AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY eck a Actier asin] Peoreeeen Ge 
ELLWOOD WILSON ITHACA, N. Y. Hevea rey 
ACTING PROFESSOR OF SILVICULTURE i eer 

Pip noeen oe cocces uMaeaeae CORNELL UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL "RESEARCH INSTRUCTOR IN FORESTRY 

AND UTILIZATION EXPERIMENT STATION JOSHUA A. COPE 
JOHN BENTLEY, JR. EXTENSION ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF 
PROFESSOR OF FOREST ENGINEERING CORNELIUS BETTEN, AcTING DEAN Ronee Tne, 

c. H. GUISE 
J. E. DAVIS Soars EP eornssor OF FoREST DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY EXTENSION INSTRUCTOR IN FORESTRY 

October 4, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Ave., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold : 

Referring to your letter of September 26, I return herewith the 

carbon copies that you wished sent back. I have made a copy of your letter 

to Dana, for reference. You will also have already received from me copies 

of further correspondence with Messrs. Houghton and Butler. I guess that 

job is now campleted. 

With regard to what you are doing in game management : Are you 

prepared to offer one, or possibly two, lectures of more or less popular 

interest on this general subject, which should appeal to an average 

university audience? That is the only way, I think, in which you could fit 
into the scheme of things at Cornell. But it might perhaps be possible to 

arrange for such a lecture on one of our university lecture foundations, 

although I am none too sanguine that we could do so. 

1 At any rate it will do no harm to find out. Will you therefae 

please let me know what you might be prepared to do in such a way? Upon 
receipt of your letter, I will take the matter up with Dr. A. A. Allen, who 

probably would be the one most concerned in making any such arrangement. 

As you know, I think, Cornell offers an informational lecture 
course in Wild Life Conservation, in which a number of us have a part. 
Dr. Allen is in charge. I enclose a clipping from the Announcement which 
outlines this course. We shall be glad to hear fran you at your convenience. 

RSH/EGV Sincerely yours, 

Se of Forestry



. Oct. 7, 1932 

Prof. Ralph S. Hosmer 
Department of Forestry 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

Dear Hosmer: ; 

Thanks for your interest in my “offerings.” 

Yes, I am prepared to give any number of lectures, however 
smal] and however "popular," but of course I could deliver you more 
value in a consecutive series. What I want to say is that the 

material I have which is new and different can be developed in -pro- 
portion to the time available for digzing beneath the surface. 

I suppose the obstacle to a series is the dead time between 
lectures. That is why I sugczested lectures in combination with surveys 

of university properties or management plans for university projects. 

It would be logical, but possibly impractical, for Syracuse 
to join in on such a series and thus help to use the the dead time. 
Maybe Yale F. S. would join in. 

I will be east for the Game Conference November 25-30 in case 
that would save you travel expense. 

It seems to me that but for Dr. Allen at Cornell, most of the 
eastern Forest Schools offer game courses of some sort without any 

game managers to give them. If this is an anmal need, maybe an annual 
pooling of funds and dates is the way to meet it. If Cornell could 
organize such a pool, I would be happy to be one of a crew signed up 
under your auspices and Dr. Allen's. 

If you need a fish manager I suggest Dr. Carl Hubbes of Michigan. 
Have you his bulletin on the improvement of trout streams? 

If you do not care to follow up this suggestion of a pool, will 
you let me know? I might be able to do something with it through the 

National Research Council. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD
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September BW, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
905 University Avenue, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

: Dear Aldo: 

Tharks for your encouraging words of Sep- 

tumber 27th. I too, feel that we have really pro- 

gressed a long ways in our grouse work, but when I 

look at what still remains to be found out, I wonder 

sometimes if we will ever make the grade in a way 

that will be really satisfactory to either of us. 

You will be tremendously interested in 

knowing that Doetor Allen raised about seventy end I 

raised about two hundred grouse this year. A bless- 

ing in disguise in the form of quail disease, carried 

off about eighty five of my birds during September, 

put the game has been well worth the candle, for as a 

result, I believe we have finally learned eer to con- 

troll this scourge. 

Under separate cover I am forwarding to you 

four reprints, as Ihave 4 few extra and am certain 

you can make good use of them. I have already for- 

warded Paul Errington a copy - he has been kind enough 

| to loan me his thesis which I am having copied for our 

use - and shall forward immediately, a é0py Of the pro- 

gress report to the other men. 

I am planning on making a month's swing south 

and west to look over the more out-standing game farms 

and conservation projects, during the month of November. 

If present plans howd, I will be in Iowa in the hopes of 

securing some real inspiration from your twenty five year 

plan and your game survey, sometime during the last ten 

days of that month. Any suggestions you can give me re- 

garding places or pro jects which it would be worth my 

time to contact on this trip, would surely be appreciated. 

With kindest personal re ds, 
incerely yours, 

GB/N , 
Qn



Oct. 7, 1932 

Mr. Gardiner Bump 
Conservation Department 
Albany, New York : 2 

Dear Mr. Bump: ‘ : 

Thanks for the extra reprints of your grouse report. 

I am glad you are planning to visit Iowa, but I 
hope you will remember that the state is just getting started on 
its game program and there may not be much physical evidence of 
accomplishment except on the various management demonstration areas. 
I hope you will write I. T. Bode, State Game Warden, or Willian 
Schuenke, Superintendent of Game, in advance so that one or the 
other of them can show you some sample areas. 

You will find the manuscript of the Iowa Game Survey 
Report on file in the office and I would suggest your reading it 

as background for your field trip in that state. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh ;



New York STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

Mie Wie etestotice Fonaeav AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY S Reece ase annieeeemescr or 
ELLWOOD WILSON ITHACA, N. Y. roNeea. 
ACTING PROFESSOR OF SILVICULTURE H. G. WILM 

A. B. RECKNAGEL CORNELL UNIVERSITY AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH INSTRUCTOR IN FORESTRY 
PROFESSOR OF FOREST MANAGEMENT 

AND UTILIZATION EXPERIMENT STATION JOSHUA A. COPE 
JOHN BENTLEY, JR. EXTENSION ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF 

PROFESSOR OF FOREST ENGINEERING CORNELIUS BETTEN, ACTING DEAN Fone 
c. H. GUISE J. E. DAVIS 
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FOREST DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY EXTENSION INSTRUCTOR IN FORESTRY 
MANAGEMENT 

Sept. 24, 1932 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

905 University Avenue 

Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Leopold: 

I have from Mr. Augustus S. Houghton a copy of his 

letter of September 22 to you, in re nominations for the Ameri- 

ean Forestry Association for 1933. The suggestions look good 

to me. For your information I enclose copies of my letters 

to him and to Butler. These, I think, speak for themselves. 

May I use this letter to ask if you have got out 

recently any new publication in connection with your game 

work ? I am always interested in anything you write, and if 

you have reprints for distribution should be glad to be favored 

with copies. 

RSH: HD Sincerely yours, 

Ban (a ic Ss Tie



Sept. 26, 1932 

Prof. Ralph S. Hosmer 
Department of Forestry 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, N. Y. : 

Dear Hosmer: 

IT am sending you my reply to Mr. Houghton attached. 

Thanks for your inquiry about my publications. I 

have published nothing during the past year except the “Iowa 
Handbook of Game Management," of which I am sending you a couple 
copies. This is intended as a mamal for sportsmen and farmers 
interested in actually modifying a piece of land. 

The data on which the Handbook is based is coming 
out serially in Outdoor America, beginning with a paper in the 
last issue on “The Rise and Fall of the Towa Game Range." I do 
not have reprints of this but the whole series will come out as a 

; bound volume under the auspices of the Izaak Walton League, Chicago. 
Should you want a copy or copies, it would be well to write them, 
since they must reserve reprints in advance for the purpose. 

I am trying to make a living doing consulting work 
on game management, and recently sent out the midwestern forest 
schools the attached sample announcement, which I will asic you to 
return for my files. Your friendly and contimed interest in my 
work leads me to inquire whether there might be a chance for this 
sort of thing at Cornell. I realize, of course, that all univer- 

sities are almost uniformly broke, but at least I want to let you 

know about the idea. 

With kindest personal regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

AL/vh 
Tnel.
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THE NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY 3 

AT SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 
SYRACUSE,NEW YORK 

OFFICE OF THE DEAN August 13, 1932. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Consulting Forester, 

903 University Avenue, 
Madison Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Upon returning to the college early this week from some ten days 
speaking and inspection trip in Northern New York and over into Vermont, 

I found your letter of July 30 outlining your field work as consulting 
forester. Your letter is fine and while we may not be able to avail 
ourselves of your services, I am very glad to know what you are pre- 
pared to do and shall hope that we can turn particularly some of the 
larger private owners of forest land in the state in your direction. 

It may interest you to know that thru the years here at the college 
we have come to the point where we do not permit the foresters on our 
staff to do consulting work except as they may have time during vaca- 
tions and on sabbatical leave. I am confident that it is to our advan- 
tage to promote the work of the consulting forester, the landscape en- 
gineer, etc., in the state rather than to compete in any way with them. 
We feel that our opportunity consists in doing the necessary preliminary 
educational work and then as the individuals concerned come to the point 
of actually carrying on forestry, we step out of the picture leaving the 
field to the consulting forester. In the early days of the college when 
we were developing what at that time we called "City Forestry," we ran 
into come criticism by the landscape engineering people. After meeting 
with representatives of the professional organization in the landscape 

engineering field, I convinced them that what we were doing in the Ex- 
tension Department and in other ways was of very definite value in stimu- 
lating business for them and since that time we have had most satisfactory 
relations with the group. | 

We are about ready to announce the gift of some 13,000 acres in 

Northeastern New York which is to be used largely as a wild life station. 

This new area of land will afford the Roosevelt Wild Life Station rather 

unusual opportunity for several phases of their investigative work. 

With best wishes, I am 
Very sincerely yours, 

HPB-L. HUGH P/ BAKER.



NEw YORK CENTRAL LINES 

J. B. EMERSON LorEw BUILDING 
Fie ates SYRACUSE, NY. 

4 June 7th, 1932. 

M-32015 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

405 University Ave., 
Madison Wisconsin. 

Dear Sir: 

I acknowledge your letter 21st, ultimo in 

connection with your claim for damage to wearing apparel 

while in this city May 18th. 

. Our experience in the past in having hats cleaned 

at seventy five cents each in similar cases has proven 

very satisfactory. Therefore, if you care to accept three 

dollars and twenty five cents in full for cleaning your 

wearing apparel, please advise and we will be glad to 

issue a voucher in your favor. for that amount. 

Yours very truly, 

/
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THE NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY 

AT SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 

SYRACUSE,NEW YORK 

May 27, 1932 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, Consulting Forester 
905 University Avenue 

Madison, Wis. i 3 

Dear Leopold: 

Your letter of May 20 with expense account covering dane 
day spent with us was received a day or two ago. I am very glad to ai 
enclose check and will ask that you return receipt for our records. 

The attack of flu whichwas beginning to show up when 
; you were here finally put me to bed for a week and I am just now 

beginning to get back into my work at the office. I waa mighty 
sorry to be feeling so mean when you were here as I wanted particu- 
larly to have a chance to talk with you. = : : 

/ Glad you had a good talk with Dr. Johnson, and I am 
confident that your day here was very worth while for both students 
and faculty. 1 

‘ As I indicated to you when you left, I am rather hoping ‘ 
to be driving thru into Northern Wisconsin some time in July or 
August and if you are in Madison I shall make it a point to try and 
see you. 

All good wishes, 

: : Very truly, 

lee 

O'8



Aldo Leopold 

EXPENSE ACCOUNT 

frip to Syracuse, N. Y.,to speak at N. Y. School 
of Forestry 

May 16, 1932 - Left Madison 10 P.M. ‘Ticket to Syracuse... $28.76 

Pullman, Madison-Chicago ...... 2s +s 3.00 

Pullman, Chieago-Syracuse . ......++2- 6.38 

May 17 Redcap on arrival in Chicago 25¢ Parcel check 20¢ .5 

Breakfast no charge 

Left Chicago 3 P.M. Redeap 25¢.......2+ «B 

Dimer on trata 620065 a eae BS SSS BO 

May 18 hers dyenesse T dats Betis Ad Bites 20) SO 

Gab to hotel 50¢ Bellboy 254... ..566+25 “1 

Breakfast 75¢ Cab to college 50¢ Iunch no charge 1.25 

finketl WAY 8S 6 ee ee Se ore Ee 

Left 6 P.M. Ticket and Pullman, Syracuse-Madison 35.59 

Winner ou trains 6s 466s 5 ek se ee 

May 19 Arr. Chicago § a.m. Porter 25¢ Cab to N. W. : 
station (in order not to miss 8:20 train) 60¢ . .85 

Dreakfast. on $rain co5 36.6 66 0 se oe 

Arr. Madison 12:15 P.M. Porter 25¢...-++ + + 

ees



Emergency Conservation Committee re 
Mrs. C. N. EDGE, Secretary \s” 

113 East 72nd Street, New York Yt 

The time to protect a species is while it is still common. 

The way to prevent the extinction of a species is never to let it become rare. 

May 10th 
io" 5---2 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
905 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

; Dear Mr. Leopold: - 

Lh es _Many thanks for your letter of the 5th. It is interesting 
- to know of, points of view, though we do not expect to please 

j ! everyone. In our opinion, the failure of conservation is large- 
iy due to a want of courage in telling the truth, but those 
who tell the truth forgcefully must not hope for commendation 
from all, If you do not call the destruction of 30,000 (or a 
number probably greatly exceeding 30,000) blackbirds "whole- 
sale" destruction, then the word wholesale must be entirely 
without meaning. I think there is no dispute that the black- 
bird is included among the insectivorous songbirds. 

With appreciation of your interést, believe me, 

Very truly yours, 

Pewee — 
———____
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May 5, 1932 

Mrs. ©. N. Bdge 
113 East 72nd Street 
New York City 

Dear Mrs. Bdge: 

I have received the last mlletin of your committee, 
entitled “Ite Alive!l--Kill i1t1* 

I have heretofore weleomed the publications of your 
committee, believing that they would stir up some much-needed 
esrebration on conservation problems. While usually in partial 
disagreement with you as to the facts, it seemed to me distinctly 
worth while to have those facts interpreted from your point of 

view. 

It is with regret, therefore, that I note the head- 
line on this last publication, which seems to me distinctly mis- 
leading and unfair. Personally I am in general opposed to the 
poisoning campaign but there is nothing to be gained by injustice 

to those who think otherwise. There was certainly nothing “whole- 
sale" about the blackbird incident, and the use of the term 
"songbirds" in that comnection is at best somewhat misleading. 

I also note with regret the discontimance of a 
definite signature to the pamphiet. 

I am taking the liberéy of stating my views in the 
hope that the criticism of sympathetic persons may be of some 

utility in ewidiag your future policies. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD
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THE NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY 

AT SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 

SYRACUSE,NEW YORK 

OFFICE OF THE DEAN April 2, 1932 

Mre Aldo Leopold 
Game Survey 

905 University Ave. 
Medison, Wise 

Dear Aldo Leopold: 

Brief absence from the College has prevented earlier 

acknowledgment of your letter of March 28. We are delighted to know that 
it may be possible for us to have you with us here a day in May to speak 
at Convocation of our student body and to discuss certain or our problems 
with us. 

The dates of May 11 and 18 are, unfortunately for us, 
the only open Convocation dates we have in the remainder of the school 
year. Final examinations for the College begin on May 25 so that that 
would not be a very satisfactory date. I would not want you to incon- 
venience yourself too much in changing plans which you may have for those 
dates. If we cannot have you with us this spring, then perhaps we can 
arrange to have you spend a day with us early in the fall. 

While I am of the opinion it would be very helpful to 
us to have something of a reorientation survey as you call it made here 
of work which we have been doing in the wild life field, I am not quite 
sure that such a survey would be timely nor am I sure that we could af- 
ford such a survey this year,tho, of course, you have made no reference 
as to what such a survey might cost use 

My thought is that if you can arrange to come on and 
spend a day with us, speaking to our student body for 40 or §0 minutes 
at Convocation, and then meet with our graduate students and certain of 
the members of our faculty, we could then determine what more is neces- 
sarye It wasn't my thought when I wrote you on March 25 that you could 
be here a day and on the basis of a day only make any analysis or sug- 
gestion as to future of our work in the wild life field. It was more 
my thought that the kind of a talk which I know you can give to our stu- 
dent body would broaden their vision of game management work in this 

country and that your talks with members of our faculty would give us 
here a better understanding of what is going on in the field of your work.



ais 

With best wishes and hoping we may have you with us for a 

day in May, I an : 

“ty, YON | 
iy Pe BAKER, Dean. ; 

P.Se Nels Brow tells me that he may make an effort to 
see you while he is in Madison this coming week.H.P.B. 

on : 

ack. fs
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THE NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY 5 

AT SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY % 
SYRACUSE,NEW YORK 2 

3 

OFFICE OF THE DEAN March 25. 1932 : 

Mr. Aldo Leopold i 
4ol University Ave. 3 
Madison, Wis. _ 

Dear Mre Leopold: 

You are somewhat familiar, I am sure, with the interest 
which we have had here during the years in instruction and research in 
wild life. During my earlier years here and while Dr. Adams was at the 
head of our Department of Forest Zoology and Director of the Roosevelt 

Wild Life Station, we made some progress both in instruction and research 

in wild life. 

_ During the past few years I am rather of the opinion that our 2 
wild life activities have been drifting somewhat and with this opinion I 3 
am gradually coming to the point that we should either do a better job 
or quit. I feel rather strongly that we should and can do a better job 
but we have got to have some help from the outside in the development of 
plans for the future. | 

We would like very much to have you visit us in May, if possible, 
to speak at convocation of our student body, to meet some of our graduate 
students, sit in with our Curriculum Committee, etc. We have two open 

convocation dates in May, namely, May 11 and 18, and I am wondering if . 

you could be with us on one of these dates. Unfortunately our funds are 

such that we cannot pay an honorarium but we can pay traveling expenses. 

In view of the fine workyou have been doing the past few years, 
I am confident you can be of help to us and I am therefore very hopeful 
that you can arrange to be with us in May. 

Sincerely, 

dyuperke. 

a ee = rete



Copy to Dr. Merriam 

March 28, 1932 

Dr. Hugh P, Baker 
New York State College of Forestry 
Syracus University 
Syracuse, New York 

Dear Dr. Baker: 

I would welcome a chance to help re-orient the work of 
the Roosevelt Wild Life Station. It ought to be one of the main foci 

of wild life research in the country. d 

I take it that the visit you want me to make in May would 
be simply for the purpose of preliminary discussion. I could not, 
in justice to so old an institution, pass judgment on the situation, 
or make specific recommendations for its betterment, without a more 
thorough survey. We are dealing, then, as I understand it, with 

(a) A preliminary visit, with a vier to discussing : 
(b) A possible re-orientation survey. 

The Wild Life Comnittee of the Wational Research Council 
is at this moment contemplating making a survey of wild life research 
and education throughout the country, somewhat parallel to the Bailey 
and Spoehr project in forestry. 

If this goes through, it might be a means of your accomp- : 
lishing (b), or at least laying the foundations for it. Dr. John 6. 
Merriam is chairman of the Committee. 

If this Research Council proposal does not go through, I 
: would be interested in doing (») personally, as a consulting job. I 

am now "footloose" and upon the completion of my present job on the 

: “Conservation Plan" for Iowa, will be looking for this kini of work. 

The dates which you mention (May 11 or May 18) are some- 
what inconvenient, because of a very full schedule for the whole month, 

and because of a previous speaking date with the Iowa Ornithologists! 

Union on May 14, However, if you have in mind that the occasion may 
lead to some studied plan for re-organization, I am willing to come 

on May 18. Let me mow. 

Yours sincerely,



JOHN B. BURNHAM 
ESSEX, NEW YORK 

May 4, 1931 

Mr, Aldo Leopold 

404 University Avenue 
National Bank Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

Thanks for your two good letters of the lst, 

; With regard to the proposition designed to free ducking 
clubs of regulations, which promise in the near future to become pro- 
hibitive for this class of shooters, I would say without a moment's 
hesitation that in general propogated mallards are not equal in quality 
with thetr'wild relatives. Some 6lubs, however, raise black or grey 
mallards, which very closely approximate in flight and flavor the wild ones, 
and a standard could be established, which would require the production of 

this kind of birds. 

IT am told that the black ducks, which the Clove Valley Club : 
raises in Dutchess County, New York, and which their members shoot at their 
quarry pond, are fast flyers and closely approximate wild ducks, They say 

that it requires the highest type of marksmanship to hit these ducks, and the 
members certainly like to eat them, These ducks are shot without limit 
under the New York law, because they are the identical ducks which the Club 
propogated, The shooting, of course, is subject bo State regulation. 

For a number of years I raised black ducks at my place in 
northern New Yorkbnder almost natural conditions, These ducks could not be 

distinguished from the native flight ducks and every year I lost some, which 
reverted to the wild. 

The average non-club shooter of the country prefers the mallard 
to any other duck, The idea for the proposition I am advocating first came 
to me, I think, about eight years ago, from reading letters printed in 
a Mississippi Valley newspaper in the neighborhood of St. Louis from one or 
more disgruntled ordinary type gunners, who insisted that regulations be 
passed, which would require the big duck clubs of wealthy membership to 
return to the wild supply mallard ducks equal in numbers to those, which 
the club shot. The argument of these writers was that the clubs got the 
cream of 211 the shooting, orfaccount of their control of the best shooting 
marshes, and that therefore they should be penalized and required to contri- 
bute to the sport of the non-club members, 

I do not believe that ducks raised to a reasonable standard, 
and released to the flights, would deteriorate the wild supply. It would 

be necessary, however, to establish a standard, because otherwise unsuitable 
stock would be released.



JOHN B, BURNHAM 
ESSEX, NEW YORK 

we 
‘Mr. Aldo Leopold 

I think it is a very good idea to have such ducks banded 
and accummulate data. Acting on this suggestion, I will write the Flanders 
Club and ask them to have the ducks, which they release, so banded in co- 
operation with the Biological Survey. The tag should, of course, request 
that a report be sent to the Survey at the time the duck is shot, 

The things that interests me now is to determine the legal 

steps necessary to put the plan in operation, because as I see it, we want 

to know what we are up against before we start. I can visualize the other 

steps aside from this, I think a lew or regulation based’on the New York 

Game Breeders law would give sufficient control, once the plan was working, 

to prevent illegal practices, 

Relative to the report of the informal meeting of the Policy 

E Committee held in conjunction with the recent Izaak Welton League convention, 

I approve thoroughly of the second alternative mentioned in the third para- 

graph. I also approve of the symposium on game policy, and the subjects pro- 

posed, I am particularly in favor of a game research program to be carried 

on by the Biological Survey, and this should not be a half-way measure. 

Very sincerely yours, 

a 

JBB/M | Wm



May 11, 1931 

Mr. John B. Burnham 
Essex 
New York 

Dear John: 

I have your letter of May 4 and find myself in entire 
agreement with everything you say. 

There is one other thought that might be useful to 
your search for a legal basis. I have been thinking for a long 
time that all clubs should be licensed and subject to state 
regulation, just as many other monopolies are. 

With a completent conservation department, the license 
might be made the means of a flexible and intelligent regulation 

of which the proposed requirement of propagation would be simply 
one item. ‘The standard of quality in the propagated birds would 
be another. At any time that the club's performance fell below 
the state's requirements in all these matters, its license would 
be withheld until the ?equirements were met. 

It would seem to me that provided the conservation com= 
mission has the confidence of the public a broad enabling act 
authorizing and directing it to supervise, regulate and foster 
the cropping of game throuvzh a license system would be the proper 
approach. With such legislation the commission could then approach 
the problem upon the experimental basis, correct its mistakes 
quickly from time to time, and work out in consultation with the 
clubs a scheme mtually satisfactory to both the public and private 

interest. 

Such a set-up might also simplify the problem of the 
Biological Survey, which could then deal with the state as a 
unit in its administration of migratory birds, following the same 
principle of allowing more generous privileges to those who do 

not abuse them. 

Undoubtedly this thing could apply to upland as well 

as migratory game, and solve such difficulties as shooting preserve 

laws, etc.



If enough advance thought could be put on this = 
matter, it would seem to me a very vital subject to lay before 
the next Game Conference as part of the symposium on game policy. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 

In Charge, Game Survey : 

Dictated tut not read



JOHN B. BURNHAM 
ESSEX, NEW YORK 

April 27, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Aldo: 

I think you will agree that, in the program 

of producing more game and thereby securing more shooting, 
the greatest difficulty will be over the question of migratory 

wild fowl. 

The states are generally coming around to the 
point of giving individuals, who will propogate pheasants and 
thet kind of game, the right to shoot the game in greater numbers 
then is permitted gunners, who have done nothing to increase the 
supply. In New York State, clubs which have propogated black 
and mallard ducks are permitted to shoot the identical ducks they 
have propogated just about as they please, Do you not think 
that some scheme can be worked out to go one step further and per- 
mit substitution? This would really go a long way toward building 
up the wild fowl supply of the country, because the clubs, which 
are said to be the greatest destroyers of wild fowl today, would 
produce as many ducks as they shot, and the wild fowl supply would 
be augmented to that extent, I am therefore asking you this 
hypothetical question. 

Assuming that hostile sentiment has been eliminated, 
and provided that owners or leasees of shooting marshes desire to 
propogate black or mallard ducks in quantities, and release them 
in the flights, how can Federal regulations and State laws be worded 
to permit such owmmers or leasees to kill in the open season ducks 

equivalent in numbers to those released, without regard to species 
or bag limits? 

Very sincerely yours, 

2) 
JBB/M
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May 1, 1931 

Mr. John B. Burnham 
Essex 
New York ; 

Dear John: 

I am mach interested in the possible substitution of propa- 
gated mallards by clubs. The idea is fair on its face, provided the 
propagated stock is of equal quality with the wild. This raises a 
question with which I have had no exverience and on which I am very 
anxious to obtain light. 

I have encountered mmerous instances where propagators have 
difficulty in making amllerds go wild. This cruder class of failure, 
I take it, is curable by improved methods of handling ani feeding, 
but it raises the question if wild stock goes tame so easily whether 
birds propagated by even the most skillful methods are desirable 
additions to the flight. It may be mother half-centurey before this 
question can be really explained. We can get a practical answer, 

; however, long before we get an explanation, by the wholesale banding 
of propagated birds and their recapture at other points through shoot- 

ing at subsequent dates. 

I agree with you that this proposed modification of policy 
is coming up, and we will naturally have to turn to the Biological 
Survey for a ruling on its biological soundness. The first most, in 

my mind, would be for the Survey to gather the empirical evidence of 

such soundness. 

The question you raise about how to word the regulations 
and laws is one I have not studied, and I have no answer ready. ‘the 
Michigan people have civen a good deal of thought to the wording of 
preferential seasons, and I would not be surprised if P. S. Lovejoy 
or Barl C. Doyle of Lansing could through some light on it. 

At any rate, I would like your opinion of my proposal that _ 
the biological soundness of this procedure should be tested before 
it is adopted on a large scale. Possibly the Survey already has 
some light on it, since you say that many mallards are already ths 
propagated in New York. 

~ Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey
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March 17th, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
In Gharge, Game Survey 
404 University Ave. 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I am glad to send you under separate cover five 

copies of my Progress Report covering the first six months 

of the grouse investigation. 

If anything was ever out of date, however, this 

report certainly is for subsequent investigation has carried 

the work a tremendous distance since last October when this 

report was written, 

With kindest personal regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

- 
Ondiw 6 mio 
——_ H => 

GB:ER Supt. of Grouse Control 

P.S. You will be interested to know that I have uncovered 

a record apparently reliable for the year 1867 in 

thesState in which a market hunter spent five months 
in the woods and only saw one grouse.
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March 5, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- ; 

Paul Redington of Washington 

and P. S, Lovejoy of Michigan and various others 

have told me something about your work. 

I wish that sometime when you 
are coming through Albany you would stop off and 
see us for a few hours. I should like to have 
a long talk with you about problems in the field 

of Conservation. i 

If you find it possible to stop 
here at any time please let me know in advance 
if possible so that we can make an opportunity 
for several different men in the Department to 
talk with you. 

C. H. LADD 
Deputy Commissioner 

CEL: J



Mareh 9, 1931 

Mr. ©. E. Ladd, Deputy Commissioner 
Conservation Department 
Albany, New York 

Dear Mr. Ladd: : ; 

I had already promised Mr. Morgenthau that I would 
stop over in Albany in accordance with his request, and I am 
@lad to have your invitation in addition. 

I would be much interested to talk over New York 
problems with you, although I mst warn you in advance that 
I am not well posted in detail about your state. 

I will probably be east again within the next couple 
of months, and will let you lmow in advance when I can stop. 

Yours sincerely, 

, ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



Copy to Messrs. Olin 

Peb. 21, 1931 

Mr. Henry Morgenthau, Jr. 
State Conservation Commission : 
Albany, Tew Yoriz 

Dear Mr. Morgenthau: : 

I appreciate very omch your inquiry as to whether I would 
be interested? in heading your game division. As I told you over 
the phone, however, I have hai no intimation that my present wrk 
4s to be discontimed, ond this being the case, I am not interested 
in malting a change. 

It is very difficult for me to intelligently make sugzestions 
about other suitable men rithowt lmowing more than I do about the 
New York set-up and organization. I do not happen. to have done any 
worl: in that state and hence have only a very superficial Imovledze 
of the make-up of the Department. 

You asked me about P. S. Lovejoy, and I told you I considered 
him the ablest technical game man now in state work. Possibly I 
should afd for your information that Mr. Lovejoy does not have a 
shovy personality, and if thet is a requirement with you, he might 
not fit your needs. His strength lies in the depth anid soundness 
of his comprehension of ome problems ani his ability to figure ovt 
sount mechanisms for getting action on them. In order for you te 
appreciate just what I mean by this, you should really visit him on : 
his own ground and hear his explanation of that he doing in Michican. 

It occurs to me that you micht also want to look up C. 3B. 
Rachford of the U. S. Forest Service, Atlantic Muilding, Washington, 
De Co Mr. Rachford is a grazing specialist rather than a game man, 

but he has a sound interest ani Imowledce of game and he has had a 
great deal of experience in the organization of field forces, both in 
research and aiiainistration. He would also be able to mszest to 

you what trained men the Forest Service now has who might be suitable 
for your openings 

I do not have any other suggestions. You realize, of course, 
that the combination of administrative aicil1 and technical sicill in : 

game work is extremely scarce.



I could give you mch more intelligent suezestions in a 
personal conference. Should you desire it, I should be glad to 
stop off at Albany on my next trip East. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO IEOPOLD 
: In Charge, Gane Survey
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Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 

; Madison, Wisconsin, 

3 Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your information serves my purpose well and I am 
deeply grateful to you for it. 

X You are very good to volunteer your cycle charts; I 
\ do not need them in this case, but appreciate the offer 

~ very much, 

x If you can supply anyfists to distribute the antelope 
\ pamphlet to we would be’ glad to have them, being naturally 

‘, anxious that it get into the hands of as many interested 
people as possible. 

Please do not hesitate to call on me at any time to 

reciprocate your kind favor. 

Sincerely yours, 
I * : 

Davis quinn 

3548 Tryon Aves, 
New York, N.Ye 
January 9, 19351.
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w 
Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I wonder if you|can tell me where can 

be found figures covering the duck-kills in any one state 

over a period of about twenty years and, second, a census 
of nesting partridges in any one locality over a period 

of about ten years, I suppose the Bird-Lore census might 

cover the latter. Anyhow, whatever information you can 

give mer will be much appreciated. 

ee: 

Sincerely yours, 
* - 

towyo Qh 
Davis Quinn 

3548 Tryon Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 

Dec. 31; 1030.



Jan. 5, 193% 

Mr. Davis Quinn 
3548 Tryon Aveme 
New York, N. Ye 

Dear Mr. Quinnt : 

The only state which I mow of that has a duck kill record 
extending over a period of years is Minnesota, where the figures 
begin, I think, in 1919, ‘There is a chance of administration now 
in process, so you had better allow plenty of time for them to 
answer your request for figures. I do not have the complete record 
in my office, otherwise I would volunteer to send you my material. 

If there is such a thing as a census of nesting partridges 
over a period of 10 years, then our ruffed grouse fellowship at the 
University of Minnesota has so far failed to find 1%. ‘The best con- 
secutive record of fluctuating abundance is Norman Criddle's, which 
was published in the "Canadien Field-Naturalist” for April, 1930. 
This, however, is not of nesting birds, but the completed crop in 
fall. I think you will find the latter the easier and more reliable ; 
of the two criteria. T looked uo the Bird Lore census and believe 
it is rather stretching the term to call it a census at all, although 

it might be usable for your purposes. 

If your grouse record has to be from the United States, I sug- 
gest that you commmicate with Gardiner Bum, in care Dr. As A. Allen, 
MeGrew Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, or Ralyh T. King, 
Administration Building, University Tam, St. Peul, Minnesota 
Neither of them will have a 10-year record, but they will be able to 
- point out to you the best records which erist. 

If what you want is evidence of fluctuation in general, I would 
be glad to send you my cycle chart, which consists of the graphed 
recollections of observers in many parts of the United States and 
Canada. It is not, however, based on census in any strict sense of 
the word. 

I am anxious to cooperate in your project, and if you can tell 
me your needs I might be able to suzzest some alternative way of 
getting evidence on them. — : 

I read your antelope bulletin with satisfaction, and of course 
I am heartily in accord with your conclusions. 

Yours sincerely,



THE NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY n A 

AT SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY 

NELSON C. BROWN, ACTING DEAN 

STATE RANGER SCHOOL WANAKENA .N. Y 

J. F Dusuar, Director 

R. A. WILLIAMS, PROFESSOR OF FORESTRY November Ty, 1930. 

C. E. FARNSWORTH, SENIOR INSTRUCTOR E 

P, J. HADDOCK, INSTRUCTOR 

Mr. Aldée Lecpold, z 
Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers Institute, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopolds Z ; 

I was very glad to get the information contained in 
your letter of October 7. Thank you for it. 

The graduates ef the Ranger School scatter pretty much 

over the. country and what we need is a general text on game man= 
agement. I hope that we will receive notification as soon as 
your new beek is prénted. 

Very sincerely yours, 

: Ve ee 

James F, Dubuar, 
Director, 

4



. THE NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF FORESTRY " 4 ok 
AT SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY Owl oy 

NELSON C. BROWN, ACTING DEAN \ yg 

f 

Lo Sg STATE RANGER SCHOOL WANAKENA |. N.Y yj { 
J. F DusBuar, Director 

ww 
R. A. WILLIAMS, PROFESSOR OF FORESTRY 

C. E, FARNSWORTH, SENIOR INSTRUCTOR Sept. 29, 1930. 

P, J. HADDOCK, INSTRUCTOR 

Mr. Aldo Leepeld, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madisen, Wiscensin. 

Dear Mr. Léepeld: 

The ccurse at the Ranger Schoel has been lengthened 
and it is eur desire te teach a little semething abeut fish 
and geme management. Se far I have been unable te ebtain any 
large amount ef authentic material en the subject. 

If you can give me information as te where 1 may find 
articles, bulletins or beoks cevering the subject it will be of 
great assistance te me. 

When you are in New York State we will be very glad 
te have yeu visit us. If yeur work should take you inte the 
western Adirondacks we would be glad te heve yeu make the Ranger 
Scheel your headquarters. 

: Very sincerely yours, 

bo 
/ dames F. Dubuar, 

: Directer. 

ee



Oct. 7, 1930 

Mr. J. FP. Dulmar, Director 

State Ranger School 
Wanalkena, New Yori: : 

Dear Mr. Dubuar: 

I am anxious to help out by sugzesting material on came . 
manacemant, but I mst first know whether your Ranger School students e 
expect to scatter over the country or whether the course should per~ 
tain principally to New York. ino 

In the latter case I know of little meterial aside from 
Allen's wor on grouse, ami that has not yet yeached the stace of 
practical application and hence would not te emiteble for your pur 
posese ; 

If your men expect to scatter, it might be that my forth- 
coming text on gome management, which I hope to publish this winter, 
would partially fill your needs, although it will probably be a little 
bit hard to understand except by those students who have had some 
experience with came and 2 little biological training. 

My text will be a general one. The outstanding work on 
the management of a particular species in a particular lecality is 
H. L. Stoddard*s forthcoming Report on the Georgia Quail Investigation, 
which is now on the press. I am asking the Biological Survey where, 
when, and on what terms copies will be available. 

; Thank you for your cordial invitation to visit your school. 
I will certainly do so the next time I am in your neighborhood. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD E 
In Charge, Game Survey



TELEPHONE: FORDHAM &560 

Rew Work Zoological Park 
UNDER THE MANAGEMENT OF THE - 

NEW YORK ZOOLOGICAL SOCIETY 

185rH STREET & SOUTHERN BOULEVARD, NEW YORK GITY 

DR. W. REID BLAIR, Direcror 

em ee ceinace cusees 

August Fourth ; 
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Mr. Aldo Leopold aa ene i 
421 Chemistry Building SS nv 
Madison, Wisconsin Rs 4 

a ae 
x Wy 

Dear Sir: Was oe ke 

I have been away from the office, and am 
sorry to have delayed so in replying to your letter 
of July 15th. 

I have checked your table over very care- 
fully, and it is well done and quite accurate, as 
far as I am aware. The only suggestion that occurs 
to me is that the-ring-necked pheasant has been 
successfully kept in most of the eastern states, in- 
cluding New York,| Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Massachusetts 
and Connecticut, jof course with the aid of artificial 
propagation or restocking. There appears to be nothing 
in your schedule |to indicate this. : 

| \ E pes truly, 

at 
Tee 

w 

D



Copy to Mr. King Fe 

ny 

May 22, 1930 

Dr. Arthur A. Allen 
Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

Dear br. Alien: 

Carlos Avery showed me your radio telk on geome 
research, end I just went to drop you a line to express may 
appreciation of the able manner in which you heve handled it. 
Returelly I was also pleased with your favorable comment on 
the Institute's fellowships. ; 

The next time I gee you I would like very auch 
to discuss your statement on page 3 as follows: 

z *. . after eliminet ing one disease after 
; another, I finally discovered thet im close quarters, the 

: birds become pathogenic to one another without the inter. 
vention of any known disease organism." 

What I would like you opinion on is whether 
; bacterial diseases not producing lesions oF sub-microseopic 

: ‘pacteria might be responsible for thie condition. I take it 
that it must mean something of that sort, but since I have no ; 
training in bacteriology I would like to talk: it orer with you 
more thoroughly. See eee ee Se ee 
meeting and that we will ® chance to confer there, 

Yours sincerely, ; 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
Tn Change, Game Survey
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RAY P. HOLLAND Stream ELTINGE F. WARNER 

EDITOR SS Nop tds & PUBLISHER 

578 MADISON AVENUE 

z NEW YORK CITY 

February 24, 1930 

: Mr. Aldo Leopold Field @ S » 
- aria In Charge, Game Survey, 

CONSERVATI 421 Chemistry Bldg. 
COUNCIL Madison, Wisconsin. 

D. R. ANTHONY, JR. Dear Mr. Leopold: 
Congressman ; joint Intro- 
ducer of the Game Ref- 

uge Bill. Have your letter of the 20th. I'm afraid 
HORACE M. ALBRIGHT I will never be able to tell you just what re-action our 
Superintendent of Yellow- readers felt towards "Solving the Rabbit Riddle." We 
atau Nesoosh tes can only check in a general waye 
BROOKE ANDERSON 

Member of the Federal It's a simple matter to manufacture interest 
vie ees in an article by giving the readers a few questions to ask. 

oe Such an effort will bring you in a lot of letters, but it 

J. B. HARKIN won't help your circulation. I wrote a story once on shoot- 
Commissioner of the ing in Saskatchewan. It didn't tell them just where the 
Cenade eace ke hunt took place and the customers flooded us with inquiries. 
GEORGE A. LAWYER They liked the story or they wouldn't have written in, but 
Former Chief United they may have liked other stories just as well and we never 
States Game Warden. 

knew it. 
WM. B. MERSHON 

Sportsman — Autor = I have been using stories the type of "Solving 
eee the Rabbit Riddle" whenever I could get hold of them. In 
E, W. NELSON each issue there is one or more articles in FIELD AND STREAM 

See ope eS of a general appeal. The fact that our circulation was 142,000 
net paid last November without any special circulation efforts 

HARRY S. NEW is pretty conclusive. 
U.S. Postmaster General; 
joint Introducer of the 

Gene “etuge nate The great difficulty in using material of a 
scientific twist is the fact that it's almost impossible to 

T. GILBERT PEARSON get it prepared in a way that will hold reader interest. It's 

poe 2 ee apt to be dry. 
Societies. 

THEO. ROOSEVELT Sincerely yours, 

First Executive Chairman oe 7 r (0 
of the National Confer: 
ence on Outdoor Recrea- . 

tion. ie 

Editor. 
RPHsFTC



File Copies to Sub-Committee 
Stoddard 
Avery 

3 fellows 

February 13, 1930 ‘ 

Mr. Davis Quinn 
3543 Tryon Avenue . 
Bronx 
Hew York City 

Dear Mr. Quinn: 

You may remember my writing you some months ago 
about our having a conference. I have been in New York since 
then, but happened to be in such a rush that I did not phone 
you, although I had not forgotten the matter. 

I have now received your pamplet, "'Framing' The 
Birds of Prey." I% would be impossible to discuss all the 
important points whieh you raise, by mail. I shall reserve that 
for our visit. Just now the only point I went to make sure of 
is that you understand that (1) the organized ammunition indus- 
try is not sponsoring any nation-wide indiseriminete vermin : 
campaign, and (2) that such local vermin-killing contests as 
you quote on page 3 of your pamplet are not sanctioned by the 
organized ammunition industry. ‘ 

On the contrary the industry, through its recently 
established game research fellowships, is making an effort to 

: : unge the determination of the local facts as a basis for local : 
predator control operations. The present attitude on the whole 
question of predators is one of the things I would like to have 
you question me about in person, 

: Yours truly, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge, Game Survey



Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Game Survey 

Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 
Yes, I recéll your original letter, about a conference. 

I should be glad to see you any time you are here, but I know how very 

busy one is when in New York for but a short time. 

I am glad you are in touch with shieaxaee of the hawks 
and owls. I do not feel particularly that the organized ammunition 
industry is presently sponsoring any nation-wide indescriminate vermin 

campaign. The aftermath of previous ones is enough to account for 
already too many current local campaigns. But as you suggest the 
subject is ill adapted for discussion in a letter. 

Please look me up the next chance you have as it 
would probably be of mutual benefit for us to go into this matter 

at some length together. 

Sincerely, 

. . 
Tote Qu, 

Davis Quinn 

3548 Tryon Ave. 
Bronx, New York 

Feb.18, 1030. 

yer 

oo»



CARLOS AVErY, PRESIDENT =e Sa 3p, MICE SEES One AUGUSTUS S. HOUGHTON, SEC'Y-TREASURER 

7 

American Game Protective Association — / 

Woolworth Building, 233 Broadway ge 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS New York City 4 

JOHN B. BURNHAM é I 
WILLIAM B. GREELEY ts 

GEO. BIRD GRINNELL 

me es sf 
AuGusTuS S. HOUGHTON 

So Essex, New York qy 
FREDERIC C. WALCOTT August 26, 1929 wot 
CARLOS AVERY 

Mre Aldo Leopold () 
ADVISORY COMMITTEE 421 Chenistry Bldg. 

 GuNrHoLoster ano sronrewan. Madison, Wisconsin ; 
HENRY FORD 

— ae Bee ae 
HUNTER AND MOUNTAINEER 

See ee My sole reason for not writing you more 
HENGy MeEse promptly is the fact that I have been tremendously 
C. HART MERRIAM busy- I am doing a lot of building within a radius 
wotLsor~—s« «SOO miles, and devoting my grey matter to es= 

peor enre ee timates, ordering building material and that sort 
ie ei oem eteyev of thing. 

JOHN E. THAYER 

sie cuntone Sinn I like your “Game Policy" and do not 
iemeu:, 6 = :—“(t*é‘ As amasytthing: im it particular’ inimical to 

OWNER BLUE MOUNTAINFoRESTPAREDY QW ideas+ I have=never Opposed the posting of 
Sane ee acce oo by persons woé practice game management. 
THEODORE Rooseverr ay rue Only thing I opposes is a dog in the mangger policy 
Lo eee and for this reason I have been against the "written 

CRUE BROTECTIONISS: permission" principle of posting in the northern 
z Chena onuaRavavieniax states. 
JOHN M. PHILLIPS 

NATURALIST, GAME PROTECTIONIST 

L. C. SANFORD On the other hand my record shows that I 
ee eee have gone the limit for passing legisiation to 
CONSERVATIONIST AND sroRTSMANDYOtect the owner of lands against poaching, pro- 

= Maar aanioMaE GRANGE vided such owner properly posts then. I] ; 

Jjers 
In New York State -in. dovecice Ht 

time in connection with the Secretary of our State 
Fair Association, who represented the farmer's 
interest, I, as representing the sportsmen, drew 
up the most drastic posting law this state has ever 
had. It is the present law of New York, except for 
the fact that the penalties for tresspass have been 
reduced- As I said, the thing I do not want to see 

5 is a system of blanket posting of lands without any 
offsetting benefits to the sportsman. 

In view of the above, I do not think your 
"Game Policy" goes quite far enough. You say, "the 
public. ought to urge him (the farmer) to not stop



CARLOS AVERY, PRESIDENT GEORGE SHIRAS 3D, VICE-PRESIDENT Aucustus Ss. HOUGHTON, SEC'Y-TREASURER 

i & tectt inti MNericniwt z ante rorecrie gsorintion 

Woolworth Building, 233 Broadway 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS New York City 

: JOHN B. BURNHAM 

WILLIAM B. GREELEY 

GEO. BIRD GRINNELL 

WILLIAM S. HASKELL 

Ray P. HOLLAND 

AUGUSTUS S. HOUGHTON 

WILLIAM B. MERSHON #2 
GEORGE SHIRAS 3D 

FREDERIC C. WALCOTT 

CARLOS AVERY 

aie ae at posting, but to also practice management and 
Se sell the privilege of hunting the excess game crop. 

JOH! . s s onnirHoLoaisy ano srorrawan (THis is practical and positive)." While it may 
BRD BORD ee pe “practical”, it hardly seems to me “positive.” 
HENRY L. STIMSON I would favor giving the farmer exceptional pro- 
hice ae tection, provided it were made mandatory in a law | 

FORMER U. 8. CHIEF FORESTER that in return he must actually practice game 
se ple S lis management. 
C. HART MERRIAM = 

fare The experience of the State of Ohio 
Pe i acta ae shows that while the farmer was given inducement 
“u.'s. BIOLOGICAL SURVEY to practice game management, he did not voluntarily 

Bo uote take it up. And their old law was a failure very 
SIR CLIFFORD SIFTON largely on this account» The law defeated itself 
A because nobody benefited. To be effective there must 
2 OS ees be some mandatory clause, some obligation which must 
coor uvion Weexe-mcLean aw DO TUlfilled, in order to prevent the dog in the 

THEONSERVATIONIST AND srorrauan Manager result. 
c. B. YANDELL 

GAME PROTECTIONIST 

= CANAD UC Conse vRTIONINE Very sincerely yours, 
JOHN M. PHILLIPS 

NATURALIST, GAME PROTECTIONIST A 

L. C. SANFORD JBB/i 
ORNITHOLOGIST 

SINCLAIR WEEKS 

CONSERVATIONIST AND SPORTSMAN 

L. J. TABER 1 
MASTER NATIONAL GRANGE



t| al Chemistry Building 
be i 

= 
2 September 2, 1929 \ 

Mr, John B. Burnham ; 
7 American Game Protective Association 

foolworth Building, 233 Broadway 
New York City 

Dear Ichnt 

Tt was mich pleased to get your letter of August 26 
and to know thet you have no fundamental objection to the general 
ideas set forth in the "Game Policy." I am especially indebted : 
for the suggestion that the practice of management by land omera 
might in some degree be made mandatory as a condition for state 
protection of posted lands. I think this is e fundamental sugges+ 
tion of grest value which I had not heretofore absorbed from your : 
various papers on the subject. I shall give hard study to the way 
and means of adding this thought to the policy. : 

I have called at the office several times in the past 
year to sce Carlos and in the hopes of seeing you, but you have 
always been out of town, I look forward to an early opportunity of | 

. talking with you. No doubt you will be st the September game cone _ 
ference, : Ree 

With kindest regards, had 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo TZOFOLD, / 
In Charge, Game Survey. ae 

- 
a ‘



7 TELEPHONE, JEFFERSON 10,000 CABLE ADDRESS BUFSCI 

aa . 
ad ¢ ’ a Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences 
Wy 

Buffalo, New Bork. U.S.A. 

June 17th, 1929 
EDUCATIONAL DEPARTMENT 

BUFFALO MUSEUM OF SCIENCE 

HUMBOLDT PARK 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wisc. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Since I first got in touch with you in March, other 
things have arisen which have made it impossible for me to write you fur- 
ther on the subject of my game refuge survey for ruffed grouse. I did 
get an opportunity however, to talk the matter over with Dr. A.A.Allen 
of Ithace whom you know well, and with Professor Hosmer of the Forest 
School at Cornell. Both Professor Hosmer and Dr. Allen told me that they 
would write you, explaining exactly the situation as they find it. To 
date I have your letter to Professor Hosmer of March 20th. Nothing from 
Dr. Allen, : 

I think I understand your situation clearly, in that 
you are interested only in men who can give their full time to the work. 
As I am at present connected with the Buffalo Museum of Science, naturally 
I could give only part time. I had hoped that I might get in touch with 
you on one of your eastern trips which you spoke of taking in March or 
April, and explain my situation to you. Briefly, it is this. On an area 
of some 11,000 acres of abandoned farming lands fifteen miles from Ithaca, 
I have spent three years off and on making an intensive survey particularly 
in connection with ruffed grouse. Over an area of some 400 acres within 
this larger area I believe I am familiar with every bird to be found there, 
with their —. range, their drumming logs, and their nests. I have 
spent considerable time going over the physical conditions which make this 
particular area desirable grouse cover all the year round. In looking 
over your plan of proceedure which you were kind enough to send me, and 
which I am returning to you forthwith, I discover that you have outlined 
almost exactly the thing that I have attempted to do on Connecticut Hill. 
In other words, I have spent the better part of three years finding out 
the exact information which you ask for there. 

To give you some idea of the intensiveness of the 
survey I am enclosing a copy of the map which I made, on a scale of 
four inches to the mile, which may give you some idea of the care with 
which the work was done. 

It was my thought that I might be able to carry on 
the work I have started, in cooperation with Dr. A.A.Allen of Ithaca, 
with the Buffalo Museum of Natural Sciences at Buffalo, and with the 
Game Survey. It would not require all of my time on the area, as I 
understand it, because all of the preliminary work has been done, leaving 
only a check-up of findings to complete the kind of a survey which I 
believe you are most interested in obtaining. I could give to it approx= 
imately three months out of the year, fall, winter, spring and summer, and



te 

I cannot but feel that under your guidance I could carry it forward to 
the sort of a conclusion you are particularly anxious to get concerning 
a refuge for ruffed grouse. 

At best, using the data which I have would save you at least 
two years of preliminary work on any area which you might choose, and Dr. 
Allen can vouch for the care and the completeness of the work I have under- 
taken. If you are at all interested in the proposition may I hear from 
you befereudubpatith—os—etee in the fall at your convenience. 

Sincerely yours, 

——SS ee 

Gardiner Bump, 
Ass't. Curator of Hducation 

GB.MEB 

,
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421 Chemistry Building 

July 10, 1929 

Mr. Gardiner Bump ‘ 

Buffalo Museum of Science : 
Humboldt Park 

: Buffalo, New York : 

Dear Mr. Bump? 

You have certainly done a careful job of mapping the 
refuge, and I fully appreciate the importance of thie preliminary 
work. 

i The ruffed grouse as a species, as far as the feliow 
ships are concerned, has practically been allotted to the Univem 
sity of Minnesota, where Dr. R, N. Chapman is in charge of the work, 
which is of course just starting. It is not impossible that as the 
work ramifies Dr. Chapman might wish particular points looked up on 
the New York area which you have prepared so carefully. Mr. B. Le 
Stoddard, who will supervice the entire system of fellowships and 
whom you probably know, might also st some later date see a way to 
connect your area with other work under way at other places, I 
will make it a point to show him the correspondence with you as ‘ 

soon as he undertakes his new duties, which will be within a few 
weeks. 

I want to make it perfectly cleay that the starting of 
this work on ruffed grouse at Minnesota is not an exclusion of other 
institutions. We have simply limited the fellowships so far allotted 
to the area so far covered by the Game Survey, namely the north cen» 
tral states, I am in hopes of reaching New York in due time and I 
look forward with pleasure to getting acquainted with you, Dr. Allen, 
and others interested in game conservation. I cannot give you any 
idea of dates, however, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In ‘Charge, Game Survey.
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126 Stratford St. 
Syracuse, N. Y. 
May 30, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisc. 

Dear Aldot- 

Just the other day I received a note from 
QO. M. Butler informing me that he had received 
an inquiry from Mr. Platt regarding me in 
connection with the position of Director of 
Conservation in Wisconsin. 

This letter from Mr. Platt gave Butler no 
details and the latter suggested to me that you 
might be in a position to give me the low-down 
on what it is all about. 

You fully appreciate the delicacy of the 
situation from all the various angles. May I z 
have your friendly interest and advice in the 
matter insofar as it may be possible for you 
to ascertain what's going on without embarassment 
to yourself, Mr. Platt, or any others that may 
be coneerned in this? 

Colonel Graves dropped in on us a few days 
ago and we all enjoyed his visit. Great hopes 
are ahead with J. S. Boyce going to Yale. Also 
many questions as to successor as director of 
the station at Amherst. There seem''to be 
riddles everywhere! 

ee
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421 Chemistry Building \ 

June 17, 1929 

Mr. Paul Kelleter ; \ 
126 Stratford St. 1 
Syracuse, New York : 

Dear Paul: 

I heave been in the field and I am afraid that my reply | 
to your letter of May 30 will be too late to be of much good, 

: The long and short of the situation is that the Conser+ 
vation Commission of Wisconsin is looking for a director and has 
your name in’ the hat among others. I have been out too much to 
be up-to-date on the detail of what will probably will be done or 
when, I do know that they need a competent man to guide their 
whole conservation policy very, very badly, and I consider the 
working donditions as much better than average for state work, 

| The maximum possible salary, unless they have passed an 
amended bill very recently, is $6500, but I think the commission 
realizes that they will have to pay more @ither now or in the near 
future to get the kind of a man they really need, 

The conservation law under which the director would operate 
was passed last winter and is quite good, and the situation as to 
public sentiment is excellent. 

Tinker is probably mech better posted on the detail than 
I am, although if I hear of anything new or of direct interest I will 
let you know. I take it from your letter that you would be willing i 
to give consideration to an offer of the right kind made in the right 
way. If 1 om wrong in this,set me right. 

With kindest regards, ; 

Yours sincerely, . / 

ALDO LEOPOLD, ! 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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x j CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
LABORATORY OF ORNITHOLOGY » 

MCGRAW HALL, ITHACA, N. Y. Oi 

March 25, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

When Mr. Gardiner Bump was in Ithaca last Sunday he ealled 

my attention to the fact that.your. proposed quail studies had 

been extended to cover mny species of upland game. I: do not lmow 

just how much you plan to do with the Te grouse, but if you 

wish to include it amongst the birdgstudi we will be glad to 
. eooperate with you in every way. 

The work which Mr. Bump has thus far done for me on the 

ruffed grouse towards his Ph.D. degree has been directly in line 

with the outline of your quail studie@, but naturally has not 
peen carried far enoughto test out the feasibility of 

increasing the number of birds per acre in the coverts. He has 

made a map of the vegetation of some 18,000 acres of what we 

kmow as the Connecticut Hill area, about 17-miles to the south- 
west of Ithaca, and in which the Conservation Commission has 
recently purchased some 2,000 acres as a game refuge and demon- 

stration forest areas Within this 18,000 acreas and adjacent 
to the refuge Mr. Bump made an intensive survey of about 2,000 

acres, mapping all of the vegetation and particularly the 
grouse foods, and keeping a census of the number of grouse 

. within this area. This particular area is what we would call 

a typical grouse covert in this vicinity, and I wen, hin Pet 
make censuses of less typical land within this sane area, and 

determine so far as is possible the relative importance of the 
various factors. His residence requirement is practically 
completed, and we can not expect much more from him than this. 

It occurs to me, however, that this study of his should 
be carried on for several more seasons, and the refuge itself 
included in the survey, comparing it with outside land,already 

studied to determine the exact effect of the refuge. His 

recommendations as to plantings and cuttings should likewise 

be tested. The work remaining after he has completed his 
thesis requirement will not be exactly satisfactory to assign 
to someone else for a thesis, and yet it is something that 
surely ought to be done. We might hire it done from the funds 

of the grouse investigation committee if such funds become 
available, or it occurs to me that you misht like to do it 
in connection with your other surveys. In either event it 

seems to me that Mr. Bump would be the logical person to carry 

on the work, and he tells me that he could arrange with the



CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
LABORATORY OF ORNITHOLOGY 

MCGRAW HALL, ITHACA, N. Y. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold #2 

Museum authorities, where he is now located, to take his 

vacation and a certain amount of other time at the peoper. times 

of the year to do this works 

Before taking up the mtter with the grouse investigation 

committee I. thought I would write to you and find out whether 

you would be interested in including this problem in your general 

game survey. 

Sincerely yours, 

AAASMP Professor of Ornitholozy 
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421 Chemistry Building 

Se April 22, 1929 

Prof. 4. A. Allen 
MeGraw Hall, Cornell University 
Ithaca, New York 

Dear Dr. Allen: : 

I am sorry to be so late in replying to your letter of 
March 25. I am heartily in sympathy with the additional work on 
the Connecticut Hill area in which you are interested but I am 
afraid it is a little bit out of line with the kind of work the 

: Institute is prepared to finance at this time. We have no pro. 
vision carrying anything except the regular fellowships, which, 
of course, are longtime propositions. I am anxious to talk to 
you about them and am looking forward to a visit to Ithaca for 
that purpose. 

Mx. Bump's proposal for modifying the environment in the 
Connecticut Hill area appealed to me particularly, but, as a matter 

: of s@quence, I would, in the case of grouse, think that they ought 
to follow rather than precede,the job of getting somewhere on the 
disease and parasite studies. 

5 I am hoping that either Stoddard of myself can have a 
visit with you this summey, after which we can conduct our corres~ 

: pondence to better purpose. It is entirely possible that T heve 
missed a part of yourthought through leck of an opportunity to 
dieeuss things with you in « more general way. 

With kindest regards, and thanking you for your invi+ 
tation, “ 5 

: Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
: In Charge, Game Survey, k



421 Chemistry Building 

ae March 20, 1929. 

= Brof. Ralph S. Hosmer, 
‘ Forest School, 

Cornell University, 
Ithaca, 8, Y. \ / 

Dear Professor Hosmer: 

I have been corresponding with Gardner Bump Wut I gathered 
Oa Y bs ost State te Oth ar Gate a eee 
and I do not happen to need any time men for anything now under 
way. He has not indicated any particular interest in full time work 
wnder one of the fellowships and I gather he has passed the stage 
where the money we are able to offer would interest him. Accordingly 
it is not quite clear to me just how I can be of service to him. ; 

slaturally I would like to make his acquaintance because of 
hig interest in my suject and I have been hoping to look him up if I 
ever get to the vicinity of Buffalo. : 

If I have misunderstood the situation I would be glad to 
be corrected. 

: I heartily appreciate the renewal of your kind invitation 
to come to Ithaca, I too am looking forward to this but I am finding 
that the United States is a'big place to cover and that I have to 
concentrate my efforts. 

With kindest regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey.
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421 Chemistry Building ; 

February 19, 1929. 

Dr. Arthur A. Allen, 
Cornell University, 
Ithaca, New York. 

Dear Dr, Allen: 

; Some time ago I promised to send you a copy of the historical 
record of grouse shortages for which you sent me some dates. Since then 
T have found that this information is best graphed wather than expressed 
in words and in order to enter all the species on the graph, I have had 
to use nwaerous colors which prevents the easy reproduction of the graph. 

I wish, however, to keep my promise to let you see this since I 
think it may be of value as background to the work on the grouse investi- 
gation. If you are going to be at the Isaak Walton League Convention in 
Chicago on April 17, I could bring it there for your inspection. If not, 
I hope to get 4f far enough along to warrant a tracing and a blue print 
within the next couple of months. _ 

With best wishes, 

; Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 

——s



: F File Copy. Copies sent to % Mr. Stoddard, 
2. Prof. Ralph Hosmer. 

: 421 Chemistry Building 

February 15, 1929. 

Mr. Gardiner Bp, 
Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, 
Baffalo, Wer York. ; 

Bear Mr, Bumps ; . : 

Professor Boamer had told me sbeut you and I am very 
much pleased to hear from you and to mow of your interest in the 
work in which I am engaged, 

I am afebid there is nothing in sight in the way of ewmer 
work. In the event, however, that you are interested in one of the 
Gane Yellowshi Ses eee © eee 5 eee ee 
cede @ paved Onainaaaete so0h ven % the matter over further. 
dE agg: CE apd sbrnaedl ce = pray far gts nye pe Man 

‘ return. ‘The terms aré now amended so that species of upland 
ee een ee oe Se Covers] Universities 

are also looking students. Mr. A. L. Stoddard of the U. &, 
Bisiogiesl Garvey vill act as saperviser to the Universities in the 
research work under these Fellowships. 

I realise, of course, that you may have the 
point where these Fellowships would interows you. faawee ne 
New Yorke some time in March. Should you be interested, I would like 
to sve you there or if necessary I could shop aver in Buffalo betyoen 
trains. : 

Yours sincerely, 

ALM OPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey,
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February 15, 1929. 

Aldo Leopold, Director, 
Game Resources Survey, 
Sporting Arms & Ammunition Manufacturer's Institute, 

103 Park Ave., 
New York City, N. Y. 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Perhaps, you remember hearing Dr. A. A. Allen 
and Prof, Ralph Hosmer, both of Cornell University, speak 
to you concerning a Mr. Gardiner Bump, who has been en- 
gaged in game refuge work for the past two years under their 
direction. Both have given me to understand that you might 
have an opening during the summer months for a man of the 
right training and ability, am therefore, taking the liber- 
ty of dropping you this line, as 7 am particularly interested 
in carrying on the work started under Dr. Allen into larger 

. fields. 

My qualifications are varied. I have a B.S. 
and a Master's Degree in Forestry from Cornell, and have 
about 250 pages on my thesis, - "A Game Refuge Survey 
of the Connecticut Hill Region", for my Ph.D.. Perhaps, 
Dr. Allen has given you some idea of the type of work I 
have done under his direction. Briefly, the work has 
consisted of an inventory of the stock on hand =- plant 
and animal life - on an abandoned farming area of some 
11,000 acres. In order to make the inventory easily under- 
standable, a type map of the area was constructed based on 
a compass and pace survey. With this in mind, I am at present 
engaged in making a game working plan which, if carried out, 
will insure the maintenance of almost ideal conditions of 
shelter and of food on the area, and,I believe, an over- 
supply of game in the years to come. I was also particularly
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fortunate in having the opportunity to make a biological 
survey of the first game refuge established by the State 
of New York. Aside from these special qualifications I 
have taken numerous courses of a taxonomic and ecologic 
character in Botany, Zoology, and Ornithology. 

My present connection as Assistant Curator of 
Botany and Assistant Curator of Education at the Buffalo 
Museum of Science leaves about three months in the summer 
in which I am eager to continue my game refuge work. I 
have been out-of-doors a good share of my life and what is 
perhaps most important, I am not afraid of long hours or 
of hard work as Dr. Allen will gladly tell you. 

A note from you as to any summer openings for 
which by training and experience I might be fitted, would 
be much appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Aondinen Dare 
SSS 

GB: 3B Assistant Curator of Education.
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February 1, 1929. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold : 

Hosmer has asked me to reply to your letter of 

January 24, inquiring regarding certain of our graduates. : : 

1, David Gook is now with the N. Y. Power & light 

sorpore oP fy is an excellent man in all field work, but 

in our judgment not primarily or espe cially interested in 

Zoology. He has the business slant and seems better Left 

undistfybea waere he is. 

2. Dana Leffingvell trained and experienced in. 

Zoology; agreeable personality. I think you would find 

him excellent mtcrial. His home address is Watkins, N. Y. 

3. William Thompson is a man of very mediocre 

attainments and is best left undisturbed as nursery foreman 

tgomewhe re in Massachusetts". 

= *  elotaen’
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MCGRAW HALL, ITHACA, N. Y. iE 

Jamary 8, 1929 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

In charge of Game Survey, 

421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold: 

Replying to your letter of December 12th, 

the dates of the grouse shortage in New York 
so far as I have been able to get any definite 
information, have followed ten year periods - 
1907, 1917, and 1927. That is to say, these 
years the most general shortage throughout 
the state has been reported, resulting in a 
closed season the following years. Local 
shortages seem to have occurred practically 

every year in some part of the state. , ee per 
If you have any similar information ped PES 

: from other states which you have secured in 2 
ee coup connection with your game survey I should 

Yow be very glad to see it. 
Professor Hosmer showed me a copy of 

your proposed game survey, and likewise 

the cooperative quail investigation. Should 
you have any additional copies I should be 
glad to receive one dnd to give you any 
information which I may have. 

Very sincerely yours, 
wo 4 : ‘ 

— 

AAAs MP Professor of Ornithology
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421 Chemistry Bldg. 

Dee. 27, 1928 

Mr. Matt H. Hoover, 
367 High Street, 

: Lockport, H. Y. 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

I am very glad to hear from you again, but I am afraid 
that I did not clearly explain ay position with reference to aiver- 
tising. Not only do I have no connection whatever with the adver- 
tising activities of the member companies of the Institute, but it is 
further necessary, in order to preserve the disinterestedness of a 
technical job like mine, to avoid any dealings with those companies 
on aivertising subjects. I think that if you will give this matter 
éue thought that you will see why this is the ease, and why I cannot 
teke up with the companies who are paying for my activities any 
matter pertaining to aivertising. I hope you will not think me un- 
accommodating or stiff-necked in taking this position. 

.Of course, there is nothing to prevent your approaching 
the members of the Institute directly. No doubt you have a list of 
them. If not, you can obtain a list from Mr. C. Stewart Comeaux, 
103 Park Ave., New York City. I would suggest, however, that the 

matter of advertising by the individual companies ani the matter of 
the Game Survey by the Institute collectively be treated as separate 
and distinct matters. 

‘ Professor Hosmer had written me about this, so I am taking 
the liberty of sending him a copy of this letter. 

I look forward with pleasure to meeting you, although I 
have no date that I can set up for starting work in New York State. 

I have been reading the New York Conservationist with interest. 

With kindest regards, and hoping that you will understand 
why I cannot help you in this matter, 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 

In Charge, Geme Survey. 

(COPIES SENT To: 
Mr. C. Stewart Comeaux, 103 Park Ave., N. Y. City. 
Prof. R. S. Hosmer, Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y.)
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December 21, 1928. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Blig., 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold : 

Mr. Matt H. Hoover, Secretary of the N. Y. Conserva- 
tion Association and Editor of the New York Conservationist, 
has asked me to help him get more advertising for that mgazine, 
Which is, as you know, essentially a publication for sportsmen. 
I am enclosing herewith certain notes which he sent me and 
am sending you, under another cover, a copy of the paper itself, 
although you are probably already familiar with it. It would 
seem to me that this paper might well be a medium that could be 
used by some of the companies and copporations that are support- 
ing the Game Survey, should they care to place more advertising 
than they at present carry. I know that this is not at all a 
part of your function as Director of the Game Survey. It may 

be, however, that you could bring this matter to the attention 
of certain officers of these companies, with whom you are 

in close touch. at any rate in writing to you I have fulfilled 

a promise that I have made to Ir. Hoover. 

RSH/EGV Sincerely yours,
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LOCKPORT, N. ¥ 
Dec. 16,1928 

My dear “r. Leopold: 

: i had been hoping to leave by this time some small recognition 

at least in the way of an advertising contract for 1929 for "he New York Conservationist. 

"his refers back to some correspondence + have had with you and officers of the 

Sporting Arms #ad Ammunition “anufacturers' Association. 

Possibly you have had some communication with our mutual friend Prof. Ralph S 
Hosmer, through whom we got in touch with each other, Just at present we are working 
with Prof. Hosmer and others on the federal forestry laws appropriations for 1929, 

Prof. Hosmer quite frankly and emphatically wrote me that he felt-that we might 

rightfully expect and should receive a liberal portion of the advertising budget of 

your Association for 1929. 

I believe that no state association is doing as much for improving fishing, 

hunting and forestry conditions in this state than The New York Vonservation Association 

and its powerful and influential ailies, whose memberships in addition to our 

own local clubs are readers of ow magazine.Ours is the only periodical in the state 

devoted especially to the conservation interests of New York State. 

Hoping I may soon have the pleasure of meeting you personally, 

With the season's compliments, 

Goons, Sincerely 
(MBHoover) 

Secretary-Editor
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HON. F. WALTER BLISS..................Middleburg, Schohaire R. B. WHITEGIVER....................West Lebanon, Columbia 
MISS ANN VAN ORDEN........................Catskill, Greene HON. LEE PARSONS DAVIS..........White Plains, Westchester 
ADDISON P. WILBUR.....................Canandaigua, Ontario ‘A, BODRUVHUS. 65. . cies cee eo raatilnecinntns,'-Delhi, Delaware 
TALMAN W. VAN ARSDALE.....................Hamburg, Erie HON. WALTER 8. GEDNEY....................Nyack, Rockland 
FRED L. HEITAMAN .......0...0000e+0+00++++-- Buffalo, Erie J. E. PELCHER............,..........Lake Pleasant, Hamilton 
N. MARKS BUMP.........................Binghamton, Broome W. B. PORTER .....................++-Watkins @len, Schuyler 
HON. W. M. LYNCH...............The Press, Plattsburg, Clinton HON. GEORGE 0. SLINGERLANDS.......Mechanicville, Saratoga 
HON. CLARENCE L. FISHER.................Lyons Falls, Lewis O. M. DIAL ...........--+2--+++++++.Sterlingwyck, St. Lawrence 
CHARLES A. VAN ARSDALE..................Castile, Wyoming OP EE RPUART. cus ey ewer. cae ose ae aes Newark). Wayne 
DR C. B. PADDLEFORD......................--Holley, Orleans M, J. SULLIVAN ....................+..Mt, Marey Olub, Essex 
BERT TYLER ....................Henderson Harbor, Jefferson GHARLES DONOHUE .........-..--+-++++++-East Aurora, Erie 
ACHESON SMITH .......................Niagara Falls, Niagara CHARLES WOOLSEY LYON ...........35 East 57th, New York 

Our Progressige Conserfation Platform 

Motto—The Highest Phase of Conservation is the Conservation of Mankind. 

Piank I—Protect the Birds and Save the Crops; Education in Conservation. 
Plank II—Utilize the Wasted Water Powers; Save Coal, an expendable Resource, and by Water Storage Protect the Anglers’ Streams 

from Ravages of Drought and Flood. 
Plank TII—Adequate Reforestation, Attained by. Reformation of Forest Taxation Laws, State Appropriations on a scale similar to other 

Public Improvements, Cooperation with the Department of our Affiliated Members and by Public and Private Corporations; 
Free Forest Trees Furnished by the State Where Necessary. 

Plank IV—Utilize Dead, Down and Certain Mature Timber in Forest Preserves, Removed by the Conservation Department, Revenues to 
accrue to Reforestation by the State. 

Plank V—Plant Productive Nut and Fruit Trees Along the Highways, the “wasted farms by the roadsides”. 
Plank V1—Restock Waters and Covers More Extensively and Scientifically. 
Plank VII—Stop Pollution of Streams, by Cooperating with Municipalities and Industries in Establishing Waste-disposal Plants. 
Plank VIX—Harmonize the Interrelated Interests of Farmers and Sportsmen; Aid in apprehending Reckless Hunters and in Establishing 

Fish Ponds on the Farms. 
Plank IX—Hstablish Wild Life Refuges, Surrounded by Public Shvoting Grounds. 
Plank X—Sane Game Laws, Enforced Sensibly with Public Cooperation; Rate Game Protectors on Basis of Efficiency; Laws to En- 

courage Propagation of Fish and Game by Private Enterprise; Assist Private Clubs and Landowners to Establish Fish 
Hatcheries, Rearing Ponds and Game Farms. 

Plank XI—Systematic Warfare Against all Vermin Destructive of Desirable Wild Life. 
Plank XII—Cooperation with Local and State Reconstruction-Conservation Committees; More Recreation out-of-doors for the Workers 
Plank XIII—Increased Opportunities for World War Veterans for Employment in Conservation Activities. 
Plank XIV—Hstablish Municipal Fish Ponds, stocked by the State, for Exclusive Enjoyment of Women and Children who cannot go Far 

Afield for Recreation.
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5 : November 9, 1928. 

Mr. Ralph Hosmer, 
Professor Bf Forestry, 
Cornell University, 
Ithaca, BN, Y. a 

Dear Prof. Hosmer: ; \ 

I appreciate very mich the pains you have taken to assist 
me in planing the New York state work. 

I am sending both Mr. Cronk Rogers and Mr. M. H. Hoover 

copies of the "25 Questions". I was in touch with Mr. Hoover before i 
but not with Mr. Rogers. ; : ; 

Yes, I was aware of the John B. Burnham estate since he 
furnished me with valuable figures for my manuscript on Deer Manage- 
ment. 

What interests me most of all is your mention of Mr. 
Gardiner Bump as a prospective research man in game. Enclosed is a 
prospectus of certain fellowships for the study of quail which are : 
now being offered to the Universities in the north central states. 
Some of this work might later be done in New York but probably not 
pending the completion of the Survey. If Mr. Bump has special 
capabilities along this line he might want to get in touch with the 

; Porest School at Michigan which will probably have charge of any 
fellowship placed there, and the Agricultural College at Minnesota 
which will hrobably have charge of any fellowships placed in that 
state. Of course if Mr. Bump can line up a sufficiently convincing 
showing as to placing one of these fellowships at Ithaca, even in 
advance of the Survey, the road is open for him to do so. I do not 
by this intend to imply any doubt about the adequacy of the scientific 
facilities by rather only a lack of personal knowledge as to whether 
your part of New York state is potentially valuable quail ground 
with enough seed stock to begin operations. 

Should you or Mr. Bump wish to discuss this matter in 
person, I will be at the National Game Conference in New York City 
December 3 to 4.



Ralch Hosmer - 2 - 11/9/28. : 

I am very short of copies of this prospectus, especially the 
map, so that unless actual negotiations with Cornell should develop, 
I would appreciate its return. I would be glad to have you show this 
prospectus to Dr. Allen and Professor Needham. I might mention that 
Mr. H. L. Stoddard will probably be in charge of the work for the 

- Biological Survey. 

Thank you again for your cooperation. : 

; Very sincerely yours, 

ALDO LEOPOLD, 
In Charge, Game Survey. 

Inclosure: 

Prospectus. 

: \ 

: YK 

{



NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

AT CORNELL UNIVERSITY 
eae ITHACA, N. Y. J. NELSON SPAETH 
SAMUEL N. SPRING 4% RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF FORESTRY 

eee ne a ‘tune rot 
sO eaesor ey cotar fabtiesiecs DEPARTMENT OF FORESTRY Se Be sea are 

FERNOW HALL 

‘ October 22, 1928. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 

Dear Leopold ; 

Referring again to your letter of September 28, 

already acknowledged, I think perhaps I cm give you a few 

notes which may be of service to you against the time when 

you come to visit New York State. Let me now extend a 

cordial invitation to you to visit Cornell on that trip. I 

believe that there are enough men in the University who are 

directly interested in the work which you are doing to make 

such a visit distinctly worth while to you. Of course we in 

the Department of Forestry are glad to see you any time on 

other accounts as well. 

In connection with the questions on your list, you 

are, of course, already familiar with the general organization 

in the York. I feel quite sure that the State Vonservation 

Department at Albany, especially through its Division of Fish 

and Game, can answer a good many of the questions that are — 

listed under your Section I. The mam in charge of that : 

Section is Mre Llewellyn Legge. His office is in the



Noe 2 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 

Conservation Devartment on Pearl Street, Albany, N. Y. 

* JT am certain that from that office you can get information 

regarding the game census, the kill figures, as well as 

several of the other points listed under your Roman I. From 

‘that office also you can get information about the organiza- 

< tions of the state. But 1 am sure you will want to get in 

touch direct with the Fish, Game and Forest League, the 

state organization of the local sportsmen's Clubs. The 

6X | Secretary of this Organization is Mr. Cronk RopSr Stilt Bldg. , 

4 headquarters are C/o the N. Y. Fish, Game and Forest League,~ 

Syracuse, Ne Y. After the first of January Mr- Rogers spends 

most of his time at Albany looking after legislative matters. 

There is also another organization, primarily 

interested in game in this State, the IN. Y. Conservation 

oX | Association, Inc. ‘he Secretary and the most active man is 

Me Mr. Me He Hoover, 367 High Street, Lockport, N. Y. I am 

sending you, under another cover, a copy of the latest issue 

of the N. Y. Conservationist, which that Association gets out. 

For: your information, I might add that at the present time 

there is no love lost between the N. Y. Conservation Associa- 

tion and the I. Y. State Fish, Game and Forest League. Indeed 

it is advisable that one approaching this whole subject from 

the Association angle knows something of the local background 

if he would avoid pitfalls. ‘The Izaak Walton League is also 

strongly entrenched in New York State, the headquarters being 

at Rochester.



No. 2. 

Mire Aldo Leopold 

With regard to the land situation, Howard and Hopkins 

of the Division of Lands and Forests of the Conservation 

Department are of course the people to see. 

Here at Cornell there is a considerable interest in 

wild life conservation. Some years ago there was set up in 

connection with the University an experimental game farm and 

a series of courses designed to train men as game keepers and for 

other like work. This project unfortunately had to be dis- 

continued because of lack of funis. But we are still keeping 

on one popular course, Wild Life Conservation, Umer another 

cover, I am sending you an amnouncement of this College, in 

which this particular course is noted,on page 69. Among the 

faculty members at Yornell who are especially concerned with 

this matter are Professor A. Ae Allen (orndthglogy) » ETOtt zocnogy) 

~G@. C. Embody(Fish Cluture), Prof- J. G. Needham(Biology) and 

Bristow Adams and myself, Until his death, Louis Fuertes was, of 

course, also a tower of strength. 

Under the so-called Conservation Fund in New York 

State, unier which one-half of the money derived from hunting, 

fishing and trapping licenses is used to promote wild life 

conservation, particularly through the establishment of public 

shooting and fishing grounds, studies have beem carried on 

for several years concerning the character and condition of 

certain streams of the state in relation to the problem of 

stocking them with fish, which thereafter will be maintained 

in good condition. This applies particularly to your question 

V-24. Cornell is the place in New York to get this information. 

Certain work at the State lMiuseum at albany I think



No. 4. 

would qualify with what you have in mind under your V-25. 

Of course you already have in mind the Roosevelt Wild Life 

Experiment Station at Syracuse. 

Do you know about the private deer farm that it. 

John Bs Burnham has for a number of years maintained on the 

east edge of the Adirondacks near Lake Champlain ?> If not 

it would pay you to look this matter up. Mr. Burnham is, 

| of course, one of the men whom you would want to see any way when 

you are in New ‘ork City. 
The above enumeration is by no means gntended to be 

a comprehensive list of those in New York State whith whom it 

seems to m you will want to get in close contact. But I think 

at does indicate that when the time does come you should be 

prepared to spend some time in this territory. We should be 

glad to have you make your headquarters for part of that period 

here at Ithaca. 

Under your question V-23, I have in mind one or two 

men, now graduate students at Gornell, who are admirably 

adapted, through education and actual practical experience 

in the field, to uniertake such research and observation as 

you apparently have in mind. These men will probably be looking 

for definite positions under the Game Survey, rather than 

merely to undertake voluntary cooperation. If you are interested 

in knowing more of such possible assistants, I should be glad 

to write you further about one man in particular, Mr. Gardiner 

| Bump. Bump took the professional forestry course and has since 

: continued as a graduate student, a candidate for the Doctorate in 

Nature Study and Wild Life Conservation work. He is a man whom
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Mr. Addo Leopold 

I feel sure you could use to advantage if it is a part of the 

plan of the Survey to build up a staff of technically trained 

assistants. 

I am handing your letter to Dr. Allen for his information, 

together witha copy of this reply. You may hear from him 

dire ctly. 

RSH/EGV Very sincerely yours,



: 421 Chemistry Bldg. 

October 2, 1928. 

Mr. Wm. Beebe, 
c/o N. Y. Zoological Soc., 
27 Pine Street, 
New York, N.Y. 

Dear Dr. Beebe: . \ 

In connection with the Survey of Game which has 
so far been completed only for Iowa, Michigan and Minnesota, 
there is a strong indication that the ring-necked pheasant 
in these states is confined to glacial drift soils. I do 
not have the pleasure of owning your works on Asiatic 
pheasants but have hastily looked over some of the life 
histories in a copy which I borrowed, but I did not succeed 
in locating anything definite which would thyow light on 
this soils question. I am, therefore, taking the liberty 
of ae you to inquire whether you recollect anything 
to this effect in your Asiatic experience. > 

Very truly yours, . 

ALDO LEOPOLD, Di 
In Charge, Game Survey. ee: 

COPIES TO OLINYAND HUNTINGTON :



421 Chemistry Building 

October 2, 1928. 

Mr. M. H. Hoover, Sec., : 
New York Conservation Assn., 
387 High Streetm 
Lockport, N. Y. : 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

I am very late in eee your letter of 
July 18 to the Inetitute which was referred to me = Mr. 
Olin under date of July 26. I have been in the field 
almost constantly and am not in a position to promptly 
handle general correspondence. 

The Game Survey has a hearty interest in your 
Association, your publication and your New York problems 
and I hope that the Survey can reach New York state in 
the reasonably near future. I doubt, however, whether 
we are organized to benefit by the liberal subsoriptiom 
terms which you offer for our membership. Thank you juat 
the same for laying this matter before us. I will 
certainly look you up in advance of any work in your 
state. (i 

Very sincerely yours, A 

it \ 

ALDO LEOPOLD, \ 
In Charge, Game Survey. Wh 

Copy to Mr. Olin. ho 

\ NK
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NEW YORK CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION? INC. w\ 

367 High St., Lockport, Ne Yo - i 

July 28, 1928 

Mr. J. M. Olin, 
Western Cartridge Company, 
East Alton, Illinois. 

Dear Mr. Olin: : 

: Thank you very much for your letter of the 
26th, and your courtesy in forwarding my communications to 
Mr. Leopold. 

Not having his address, I am troubling you with 
the request to forward enclosed copy of our August issue 
of the New York Conservationist to him--after you have 
looked it through yourself, perhaps, You will note that a 

new group has joined our association, The Churches--see 

first page. We are rapidly gettigg all the important groups 
interested in conservation marching under our banner. 

We have a number of distinguished conservationists 
in other states affiliated with ys--you are cordially in- 

vited. 

Shooting season approaches, May we be favored 

with some of your advertising budget patronage? Rate card 

enclosed. September issue 12,000 circulation, The County 

Fairs Issue. 

With gratitude, 

Sincerely, 

M. H. HOOVER



July 26, 1928 

Mr. Me He Hoover, Secretary, 
New York Conservation Association, Inc., 
367 High Street, 
Lockport, New York. 

Dear Mr. Hoover: 

Your letter of a 18th addressed to 
the Sporting Arms & Ammunition Manufacturers' 
Institute has been referred to the writer, who 
is Chairman of the Committee on Restoration and 
Protection of Game. 

I am sending all the data ip have 
attached, as well as your letter and magazine, 
to Mr. Aldo Leopold, so that he may be informed 
¥ what you are doing and offer his recanmendation | 

Oo USe i 

_ I thank you for bringing the matter to 
our attention. 

Yours very truly, 

Chairnan, 
Committee on Restoration 

J.M.Olin:W and Protection of Game 

Copy, 
Messrs. Aldo Leopold: 

Cc. Stewart Comeaux:



Application for Membership in the 

Ne York Conserbation Association, Inc, to help 
Put the “Serve” in Conservation by: “Increasing Desirable Wild Life; Promoting Adequate 

Reforestation; Stopping Pollution of Streams; Elevating Sportsmanship; Raising the 
Standards of Life and Lowering the Cost of Living.” 

All Memberships Now Include a Year’s Subscription to the Monthly Cooperative Conservation 

Magazine, “THE GROUSE & NEW YORK CONSERVATIONIST”. Of the Dues Received, 50 
cents is for one year’s subscription to that periodical, published by The New York Conservation 

Association, Inc. 
Subscription Price of Magazine to Non-Members, $1.00; Single Copies, 10 Cents. 

TEE sos nin is sais velinciows div even oul eh Oy vies e 
To the Secretary N. Y. C. A. and Editor Conservationist, M. H. Hoover, Lockport, N. Y.: 

Being in sympathy with the purposes of this Association and desiring to give my support 

and influence to its work and welcoming the monthly visits of a periodical devoted specially to 

the Forest, Fish and Game Conservation interests of the Empire State, .... hereby make ap- 

plication for membership of the class indicated on back of this form and herewith hand you 
$...... to cover cost of calendar year, Jan. 1, 19.... for membership dues and including 50 

cents for one year’s subscription to the CONSERVATIONIST dating from receipt. 

If elected .... agree to conform to the Association’s by-laws and pay the annual member- 
ship Satioag a ee submit resignatiop, jn writin; edie: Cucd/Hn 

Name"YUré Cy 2.4 VI NUNLLS a ee Ss PL +58 Ife t “e i ; Cy 3 

Proposed by ‘GhipeKi. rds, we /03 € Ae 

Please read both sides carefully before signing. Make check payable to N. Y. Conservation 
Association; mail to Secretary M. H. Hoover, Lockport, N. Y. Upon election, membership card 
will be issued. (OVER)



MEMBERSHIP CLASSIFICATION, Each Including Magazine Subscription. 
Indicate by “X” the Class Selected. 

( ) Individual Membership ..........seececceeereseeseseerseees $1.00 annually 

( ) - Individual Assisting Membership .............seeseeseeeses 5.00 annually 

¢ ) Individual Contributing Membership...............ceeesesee 10.00 annually 

¢ ) Individual Tife: Membership) ....< 6 sees. es oscccecseeeaiienelsee 50.00. 

( )) Individual Lite) Donor’ ..5.05 5. cvsecesccyereevecs ssceeeveees 100.00 

¢ «> Firm Membership (Firms or Corporation) ............+++++ 25.00 annually 

¢ ) Club Membership, 10 cents per capita, Minimum ............ 5.00 annually 

Join the New York Conservation Association, now the largest organization of the kind in 

the United States. Help make its practical conservation work commensurate with its numerical 

strength. 

By this affiliation, secure the monthly CONSERVATIONIST which is designed to help Con- 

servation Organizations and the General Public “put the Serve in Conservation”. Your Mag- 

azine wll publish the News of the Conservation Department, Legislative proceedings, activities 

of the New York Conservation Association and its affiliated Clubs and kindred Organizations, 

It offers prizes for best stories and articles by members on Hunting, Fishing, Woodcraft, Re- 

forestation, Restocking of Waters and Covers, Purification of Streams, Conservation Policies— 

“We Stand Together; We Go Forward Together!”



: : Published Monthly Che New York Conservationist yor wonth 
Rate Card No. 8 By New York Conser- 

, tion Association, Inc. 
Issued and Effective Combining “The Grouse,” “New York Forestry” ae ne BE 

Aug. 1, 1928 and “The Seed Tree” Lockport, N. Y. 
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Space 12Months 6 Months 3 Months 1 Month Au. & Sof, Laat one WA. P 

One Page, $80.00 $90.00 $95.00 $100.00 BASIS OF RATES. / 7 . 

Half Page, 48.00 54.00 57.00 60.00 : t 

Fourth Page, 29.00 31.50 33,25 35.00 Rates are Based on a Circulation of 10,000. 

Eighth Page, 16.00 18.00 19.00 20.00 ed repaseupte Rates made on Number Pub- 

4 Inches, 12.00 13.50 14.25 Th OG ig yp aspee lear tenant 
Current Rates are guaranteed to current ad- 
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/ THE. NEW YORK CONSERVATIONIST, combining “The Grouse,” “New York Forestery, and “The 
Seed Tree,” is published by THE] NEW YORK CONSERVATION ASSOCIATION, INC., the largest State 
Conservation Organization in the United States, 

“The Grouse,” formerly published by the Erie County Conservation Assn., was established in 1922. That 
Spertsmen’s Monthly was obtained by the N. Y. Conservation Association in. Jan., 1928, and transformed! 
into a State-wide magazine to meet the demands of many organizations for A PERIODICAL DEVOTED 
SPECIALLY TO THE CONSERVATION INTERESTS OF THE EMPIRE STATE. 

“THE NEW YORK CONSERVATIONIST,” while designed primarily to advance the policies of the 
New York Conservation Association and its Affiliated Cltibs and State and Sectional Organizations, will 
promote the new movement for THE CO-OPERATION AND CO-ORDINATION OF THE ACTIVITIES 
OF ee ORGANIZATIONS INTERESTED IN THE STATE’S FORESTS AND DESIRABLE WILD 
LIFE. 

At the annual meeting of THE N. Y. STATE FORESTRY ASSOCIATION, Albany, Feb. 2, 1928, that 
Organization hailed. “The New York Conservationist” as a contribution essential to the success of the 
Co-Ordination of Conservation Activities. Its Directorate voted to join with the Conservation Association 
in making: this “Co-Operative Conservation. Magazine” the common medium for the exchange of news and 
views of their own and other New York Conservation bodies, 

By. this action the Forestry Association's: periodicals, “THE NEW YORK FORESTRY” and the “THE 
SEED TREE,” are combined. with “THE NEW YORK CONSERVATIONIST.” 

See accompanying letter-head for lists of Affiliated and Co-Operating Organizations, and copy of the 
Magazine for list of “Associate Editors” representing various groups. 

The Magazine is Edited by M. H. Hoover of Lockport, Secretary of the N. Y. Conservation Associa- 
tion and former chief of publication of the N. Y, Conservation Commission; Business Manager, Jay F 
Hoover, Buffalo. 

On these general facts is based our claim: 

THE NEW YORK CONSERVATIONIST is the medium of Quality Customers for Quality Adver- 
tisers. Make Your Copy a Message to Receptive Sportsmen, Campers, Nature Lovers, Tourists and Con- 
servationists, 

Subscriptions: $1.00 per year; 10 cents a copy; To Members of the Ni: Y. Conservation A\ssociation 
and Affiliated Organizations, 50 cents per member annually. 

ORDER FORM. 
The Publishers: of THE. NEW YORK CONSERVATIONIST are hereby authorized to insert our ad- 

vertising regularly in each monthly edition’ in the space indicated below, until discontinued by either party, 
at the rates on reverse side of the order form. 

We guarantee payment of: accounts for advertising placed through unrecognized advertising’ agencies. 

Spade tesbedsed .)) = tame atte! tae ania epee ete Oe A ee Se 

Braune Wot Advetnsety paca M a ieee tele 2 dial ees 

OY enn es teeta en ee Ro ce ale Boh asec 

PDMIIROSE | pone Se ee ig RU a dancin 
For the Publisher (over)
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ANNOUNCEMENT VG 

A survey of American game resources will be undertaken by 
the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute beginning 
July 1. 

The purpose of the survey is to collect the experience 

and ideas of sportsmen and other conservation agencies as to the 
pest ways and means for inducing the sustained production of game 
crops. It will constitute a search for dependable basic facts. By 
assembling the facts and making them available to sportsmen and 
land-owners, the sponsors of the survey hope to stimulate the formu- 
lation of an effective program of game restoration. 

The survey is premised upon the idea that the sportsman, 
the land-owner, the manufacturer of sporting equipment, and the pub- 
lic each have a stake in the maintenance of a permanent game sup- 

ply, and that their identity of interest can be made the basis of 
effective joint action, once the underlying biological, economic and 
social facts are made available. 

Aldo Leopold of the United States Forest Service has been 

engaged by the Institute to conduct the survey. He is a graduate of 
the Yale Forestry School and has acquired a wide experience in the 
administration of forests, game, and other outdoor resources and in 
conservation research. During 1912-13 Leopold was Supervisor of 

the Carson National Forest. From 1919 to 1923 he was in charge of 
fire control and field personnel in the Southwestern National Forest 
District. Since 1924 he has been Associate Director of the research 
work of the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wisconsin. 

The sponsors of the survey hope that all conservation 

agencies will cooperate toward its success, including land-owners 
and research institutions interested in game as a potential by- 
product of farming, grazing and forestry operations. 

SPORTING ARMS AND AMMUNITION MANUFACTURERS' INSTITUTE 

103 Park Avenue, New York, N. Y. 
C. Stewart Comeaux, Secretary.



PS ste <M ASSET HSSRIOOVE RY Secreiary ee Re es 

Office of : 387 HIGH ST ; 
LOCKPORT, N. Y. 

duly 18-28 a6 

C Stewart Comeaux, Secretary P4 ke 
Sporting arms & Ammunition “anufacturers Isstitute. v 

New York. | \ 

Dear Sir:- 
I have the enclosed from Mr J R Simmons, secretary of NyState Forestry 

Association,whose xuk organization is now affiliated with our N Y Conservation Assn., 

and their menbership subscribers in block to our magazine, The N Y Conservationist, 

which now includes the “orestry Association's two publications. 

Under our cooperative magazine plan, affiliated organizations on payment 

of ten cents per capita dues ( or $25.00 for firm membership which would be applied to 

your Institute), and 50 cents per member subscription for the dollar magazine, are 

allotted space for their news and views proportioned to number of subscriptions. 

The Forestry Assn., for example,with 1500 members, is allotted two pages each 

month,See enclosed magazine. 

I call your attention to the affiliated cooperative bodies represented by 

chairmen on back of this letter sheet. 

I am sure our magazine will give you a lot of helpful information, } 

particularly along the lines covered by your article enclosed. 

We are inviting you to membership in our association,with the magazine 

privileges referred to. 
With best wishes, 

Sincerely, Wt A / 3 

Secretary-Sditor. 
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Che G i ivty, J he Game Conservation Sorivty, Jur. 
~ A National Organization of Farmers, Game Breeders and Sportsmen \\ 

20 EAST 42 REET, NEW YORK CITY ¥ 

DWIGHT W. HUNTINGTON, Presicent LEONARD A. PETTITT, Tuiro Vice-PrEsiDENT. 

HEYWARD H. SHANNON, Fiast Vice-PRESIDENT. JOHN C, HUNTINGTON, Secretary & TREASURER 

ARTHUR M. BARTLEY, Seconp Vice-President. JAMES B. EWART Asst. Secretary. 

Dear Sir: : 

Due to the large number of inquiries we 

have received about our gamekeepers' school, we 

have been unable to answer them all as promptly as 

we would like to have done. i 

ss The first class was limited to twenty- 

five students who reported on April 30. All of 

the students for this class were selected before 

your letter reached us. 

We are enclosing a brief statement about 

the school which we believe will answer your ques- 

tions fully, but should this not be the case we 

shall be glad to have you write us further. 

The next class will probably start on or 

about October 1, 1928, and if you are interested 

in entering the school then, we suggest that you 

advise us to this effect now, or that you get in 

touch with us about August 1. : 

Yours for more game, 

JCH:LA Secretary. 

Enc.
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GAME CONSERVATION SOCIETY'S SCHOOL FOR GAMBKEEPERS 

The Society's school for gamekeepers is known as the Game Conservation Insti- 
tute and is located at Clinton, Hunterdon County, New Jersey, about fifty-four 4 
miles from New York City, Clinton is on the Lehigh Valley Railroad. The school is 
about one mile from the Railroad station. The school property comprises over four- 

teen hundred acres of ideal land. 

The object of the school is to give a complete theoretical and practical edu- 
cation in the production of all kinds of game birds and to qualify graduates to 

take situations as gamekeepers, superintendents of hunting and fishing clubs, state 
game wardens and instructors in game restoration work in agricultural colleges. 

The full course requires two years to complete, during which time students 
are required to live on the school property. At the present time students are 
housed in farm houses with every modern convenience such as electric light, plumb- 

ing, etc. Students with previous experience should be able to complete the course 
in one year or eighteen months. 

Tuition, books, etc., are furnished without cost by The Game Conservation 
'| Society, and the only cost to students is their board at the rate of four hundred 

dollars per year. This covers students room, meals, etc., in fact everything ex- 

cept wearing apparel, laundry and spending money. 

The school is under the management of Oliver W. Holton, a graduate of Cornell 

University, and former owner and manager of the Twin Brook Game Farm, Middletown, 
New Jersey. Mr. Holton is one of the most capable men in this line in the United 

States. lir. Holton is assisted by Leonard A. Pettitt. The head gamekeeper is 
James Craven who has had twenty years experience in England, on the continent of 

Europe and in this country, with all kinds of game. 

. The course is thoroughly practical. The students learn by doing the actual 

work from the time the eggs are laid until the birds are ready for shipment or shoot- 

ing. A thorough course is given in the construction of all kinds of equipment 

used on game farms and preserves. 

\ Prominent lecturers noted as authorities on their various subjects visit the 

| school and give illustrated talks to the students. 

The daily routine at the school is broken by visits to the New Jersey State 

Game Farm and the State Fish Hatchery, which is known as the finest in the United 

States, and to other private game farms and preserves. 

Students who complete the course are guaranteed positions by The Game Conser- 
vation Society. Gamekeepers earn from fifteen hundred to three thousand dollars 
per year depending upon their experience and capabilities. As they receive a house 
and usually heat and light in addition, this is equivalent to from twenty-two hun- 

dred to four thousand dollars per year. 

Men from eighteen to forty-five years of age are eligible, but only those who 
; definitely intend to follow this line of work after graduation are accepted. 

There are no vacancies at the school at the present time but the next class 
will probably start on October 1 of this year.
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WILDLIFE REVIEW: No. 26 February, 1940 

Feeling that more light might well be had upon the tabulation “Take of 

certain mammals in New York State," reproduced in WILDLIFE REVIEY, No. 24, 

November 1939, p. 38, the compiler of the REVIMJ appealed to the Conservation 

Department at Albany. Most of the reply by Robert W. Darrow is here quoted: 

Our figures of reported take, of course, are not accurate as regards the 

actual number killed. They do, however, present a fairly sound indication of 

trend, which becomes more accurate when the figures are reduced to a take-per- 

license basis. When examined from this stendpoint, it seems clear that, except 
for the muskrat; the various fur-bearers have beon maintaining themsclvcs or 

somewhat increasing sinee 1928, and especially since 1930. 

It is unfortunate that Dr. Palmor chose 1927 as the year for which to 

give his initial figures, since for some uncxplained reason the take of practi- 
cally all the species was very markodly highor during this year than for a nmm- 

ber of years before or any year since, An important consideration in analyzing 

those trends is the fact that during the 20's tho fur markct was at a very high 

lovol and groatly cneouraged trapping; while since 1930 the roverse has largely 

been truc. Another factor is that until the coming your, New York has not had 

a Soparate trapper's license. 

Therefore, in figuring the take per license, all hunting licenses are 

4 _included in tho computation. I beliove that since the 20's, the number of 

people taking out such licenses for purely bunting purdoses have increased to 

a far greator degrce than has tho number of trappers. Therefore, it is possible 

that if wo know the actual number of trappors, the trend of the take among the 

fur-bearers would be considerably more favorable. 

In any case, however, the abundance of mskrats docs scem to have def- 

initely decrecascd. How mich of this may be attributeble to draining and othor 

operations which destroy mskrat range, wo do not know, We are anticipating 

the establishment under tho Pittman-Robertson program of a project dealing with 

fur-bearers, and hope that as a result of it, we will be ablo to build up a 

picture of just what these conditions actually are, 

The otter, fisher cnd marten, as you undoubtcdly know, wore givon a con- 

tinuously closed scason beginning in 1937, 

: Rogarding cottonteils and hares, it seems quite evident that a low point 

S in their abundance wus experienced between 1954 and 1937. They have now re- 

eovered to a considerable degree. 

Pav Noe



Memo for Gottontat] Folder: 
Sam Kisow, while in the vicinity of Olean, New York, about February 20, 

1934, heard from apparently reliable first-hand witnesses of 37 cottontaile 

being found frozen in a single spot, This was during the 1934 blizzard, 

Temperatures of 55° below had been recorded at Olean, ‘The report alleged 

that the 37 cottontails were all huddled together in one mass like a covey of 

quail, 

Copy filed in New York folder. vail



New York 

; CROSS REFERENCE 

"Te Food of the American Crow in Central New York State," 

by Paul BE. Hering. ‘The Auk, Vol. LI, No. 4, October 1934, pp. 470-76.



: File New York 

Cross Reference f 

i See "The Weasels of New York" by W. J. Hamilton, Jr. The American 

Midland Naturalist, Vol. XIV, No. 4, July, 1933 (filed in Predator Box). 
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HIS article is not intended to pre- ing up the same amount of money in rearing fields—and to allow a pee 

I sent an idealized story of the plea- gasoline in a vain effort to locate pro- upon whose order they were i — 
sures of upland bird shooting nor ductive and uncrowded shooting to take not over the number released. 

an entertaining narrative of a success- grounds, can have the same experience. The popularity of this idea was so 
ful day afield. Our readers need no sell- Game breeders have, within the past great that he repeated the plan be 
ing on the recreational value of shoot- few years, been able to produce more year, when various other plans designe: 
ing, while the general sporting maga- pheasants than the states have been able to dispose of surplus birds through fur- 
zines can provide any quantity of in- to buy for stocking purposes. Sports- nishing good pheasant shooting to sports- 
teresting tales of the adventures of men in the vicinity of the large cities men who were ready and willing to pay 
“Doc,” “Old-Timer,” “Little Partner” have been unable to get good shooting for it, were put into operation by sey- 
and other conventional characters who because of a meager game supply, a min- eral other New York and New Jersey 
perform so-charmingly from page one imum of unposted land and over-abun- breeders. This year still others are go- 
to the conclusion next to the equipment dant and safety-imperiling competition ing into the business, and an astounding 
ads on page 85. It is something quite on unposted areas. Game breeders had _ interest is being shown by sportsmen 
foreign to this—it is a prosaic yet hope- the birds and needed money. Sportsmen residing in this part of the country. 
ful message—based on unvarnished ex- wanted the birds and were willing to ‘i a perience—to the thousands of sportsmen pay for the right to shoot them in com- Will a view to determining just how 
who are becoming more and more dis- fort, There you have the situation that this idea was working out in prac- 
couraged by the lack of available shoot- gave birth to the commercial shooting _ tice, I decided to give it a trial. I selected 
ing grounds and the competition for preserve idea. the Sportsman’s Game Farm of Hills- 
the birds still found on the few remain- The Game Breeder has long advocated dale, New York as being more or less 
ing unposted areas near large centers of such commercial preserves. Two years typical of those game farms advertising 

population. ago Mr. C. B. Davison, Jr., started commercial shooting, and stepped forth 
I recently had an experience both commercial pheasant shooting in con- with a companion to make the test. We unique and refreshing. A friend and I were cordially enjoyed a day’s legal pheasant shooting greeted by Mr. —during which we were never in dan- : oe : Julius Roethke, ger of losing our lives—in excellent oe ee oe proprietor of this cover within a four-hour drive of New farm, just three York City. We found game plentiful; a ’ p hours and thirty we had plenty of elbow room and we " minutes after were actually welcomed; not merely i leaving New York tolerated, mind you, but really wel- ; “Be City. We found comed! Everything possible was done to ie : the place to be make us thoroughly and comfortably at ake a F, hes 7 : ideally located in home and our day’s sport a success. And Bk 4 a ee | Pg le an unspoiled sec- was that success achieved? In the par- nae 7 Fi 4 Be ee re i tion of Columbia lance of the day, an appropriate reply ee Piao k 3 ey Biihre ee” S County several would be “And how!” BGs eh ae ny a te of 2 miles from the Many readers will immediately think “ei SP aaa WW ie a 2 PN 4 nearest hard-sur- that this opportunity was gleaned mere- ~ a ee % ‘ oe ee faced road. It is ly through friendship with a landowner Buck says the birds are there. composed of cul- and that the door is closed for such tivated and fallow ideal conditions to those not so favored. fields in very good Nothing could be farther from the nection with his pheasant farm at Mill- proportions for just such a purpose as truth. Anyone who wishes to invest a brook, N. Y. His plan was to liberate that to which it is devoted. Additional few dollars in the-purchase of the right an agreed number of birds upon his acreage, according to Mr. Roethke, will to shoot on land thoroughly stocked property—already well stocked with be made available next year by the re- and expertly managed, instead of burn- pheasants that had escaped from his duction of the areas now devoted to 
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The GAME BREEDER for November, 1932 

hay crops and grazing. The lodge itself with the Woodcock as a sporting bird, the day’s events, the world’s affairs in 
is a farmhouse, re-modeled and re-dec- but let no one tell you that he cannot general and our changing game situa- 
orated to create an environment and fool the best of the gunners at times. tion in particular, and then off for home. 
atmosphere pleasing to sportsmen. Not only is this true, but he will con- As we gathered our things together 

After a change into sporting togs and _ tinue to furnish sport year after year in preparatory to departure, the cozy guest 
a short tour of inspection of the penned densely populated areas where no other chamber and the comfortable-appearing 
Ringnecks and fancy pheasants, we re- game birds could last a season. Add to bed radiated an appeal to our pleasantly 
turned to the lodge and did full justice this the facts that he is easily reared in tired muscles that made fulfillment of 
toa delightful and bountiful meal, taste- captivity and that his full numbers can our obligation to head citywards im- 
fully prepared under the personal direc- be restored from the pens whenever de- mediately difficult indeed. However, 
tion of Mrs. Roethke, a charming hostess sired, and it is readily apparent that this we dismissed temptation with a sigh, 
indeed. bird will hold a position of much im- and hit the homeward road happy in 

Followed a brief period of comfort- portance in the shooting of the future. the knowledge that the commercial 
able relaxation, made complete by the game preserve was a satisfactory answer 
knowledge that none would beat us to ALTHOUGH the New York law un- to the prayer of sportsman and game 
the more desirable shooting places, then der which the Sportsman’s Game _ breeder alike. 
we were ready to go. Duke, a young set- Farm operates permits the shooting of Under what plan do these preserves 
ter whom Mr. Roethke wished to give both cocks and hens, birds were so plen- operate? Well, under the plan at the 
his baptism of fire, was elected to ac- tiful that we elected to make only Sportsman’s Game Farm, each shooter 
company us. cocks our quarry. We had no difficulty is guaranteed three birds a day for a 

Halfway across the first field below in securing the three birds each that we very modest price, which also includes 
the pheasant pens, Duke came to a rigid had set as our goal for the afternoon. dogs and guide. Additional pheasants 
point. Here a lone hen was flushed and We flushed two Ruffed grouse at the and ducks shot from butt are charged 
allowed to go her way. At the lower edge of a brushy swamp and allowed for by the head. Meals and sleeping ac- 
edge of the field two more hens flushed them to depart unharmed, as the season commodations are offered at a modest 
wild, followed a additional rate. 
little later by two ‘ Several other 
cock birds, both  g¢es i ae ig Left—" Headquarters” —a farms operate on 
of whom craftily eee! ee ; homey, re-modeled farm- the same basis. 
bored into the ee oS : i h h 1 Some vary this by fe bez oe cae jouse, where a hearty wel- Hulige G base safety zone Ses oe ‘ g 
hind a thick hedge es ates ae come awaits. hunting charge, 
without drawing Sear an oe =z re, j plus a_ specified 
a shot. Another Pee oe or rate for dogs and 
beautiful point by Sor ee: axle R r are uide and for 

Duke, os was mi Pe & “f er ae fk) | f ‘ se bird shot. No 
ranging fast and pcs = ke Pa Fe oe ae matter upon what 
wide at the time, % med a Pa mate oo ; arrangement 
and a magnificent : ‘ eee | ~—Coprrices are based, 
cock roared into ey een mY “— eo i ~——CSsétthee ost of a day’s 
the air nearly out he PS ee i eI) shoot and a fair 
of range of the Right—An ge aig tes ates Peaks anes 3m bag in any case is : SOR ae ie eee pF Me OE 3 approaching gun. abundance of Me aac a, ere eee, TS most reasonable. 
A quartering shot “birdy? : j Macey 2 fg ehs ae ee ae Te Discussion of the 
crumpled him irdy” — cover oO AS SS a eo ee = plan followed on 
just before he challenges the ‘ ese. Wee eee 8 Peas ta Sk a number of these 
turned the corner sportsman’ s skill. EOE Seay farms will be 
of the woods. found — elsewhere 

From that time in this magazine. 
on, birds were everywhere in evidence. for this species had not yet opened. To be sure, there are not a sufficient 
Wary, alert and crafty dodgers, they After calling a halt on the pheasant number of these preserves to offer shoot- 
were in every way the equal in sport shooting we were given a taste of ing accommodations to all who will de- 
afforded of any wild-reared pheas- duck shooting of hand-reared Mallards sire them when knowledge of their ex- 
ants that we had ever seen, although from butt. A number of drakes were istence is more widespread, but Old Man 
they all had emerged from the shell liberated high up on the hillside. We Supply and Demand will take care of 
within a wired enclosure. A substantial were concealed in specially prepared that as breeders and farmers learn of 
proportion of clean misses testified to butts along the line of flight from the the wide-open opportunity in this field. 
the ability of these birds—despite their point of release to the home pond. Any- Ail in all, it looks as though a better 
bulk—to put the gunner at a disadvan- one whose duck-shooting experience had day is in store for sportsmen and game 
tage. The disconcerting roar-as they been confined to waterfowl coming in _ breeders alike. 
leave the ground—the speed with which to the decoys with set wings would agree Accidental game bird crops no longer 
flying birds avail themselves of inter- that the shooting of these high and suffice. Game birds must be planned 
vening cover—their exasperating habit  swift-flying flighted birds offers a much for and protected by landowners. Game 
of legging it around the hunter and tak- more severe test of marksmanship. We management costs money. Constant 
ing to the air in a spot most favorable managed to get a duck apiece as they restocking, necessary on_ intensively 
to the frustration of the pursuer’s de- passed high and wide in the gathering hunted areas, costs still more. Paid shoot- 
signs—all are part of the answer to the dusk and called it quits for the day. ing provides revenue to landowners, 
puzzled gunner’s question—“How can A change back into business clothes, changing game from a trespass hazard 
I miss a bird that big?” another fine meal, to which our raven- to a real asset. It will serve to restock 

To be sure, the pheasant will not rank ous appetites did full justice, an hour and throw thousands of acres of closed 
with Bobwhite, the Ruffed grouse nor or so of relaxation and discussion of lands open to sportsmen. 
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File: New York“ 
\ Pheasant 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See "A New York Ring-necked Pheasant Census," by R. G. Johnson, 

under General Notes, p. 183, The Wilson Bulletin, Vol. XLIV, 

No. 3, September, 1932
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3 NEW YORK STATE 

Advance News of 1931 Accomplishments With This Native Bird, Presented To 

Our Readers Before Reported At Game Conference 

By A. A. ALLEN, Ph.D., Professor of Ornithology at Cornell University 

HEN George Edwards, a [ge mee the satisfied feeling that the problem 

leading Zoologist of the eigh- - aa oe 5 is almost solved. There will be reports 

teenth century, wrote in 1754 wey 25 from veterans of the old school like 

that the Ruffed Grouse cannot be a Harry Torrey of the East Sandwich 

made tame; that “Many have, to F Game Farm in Massachusetts who 

their disappointment, attempted it by _ ih. has been experimenting with Grouse 

rearing them under hens,” he little opts . S for the past nineteen years and who 

realized how often in future years i — (Ms a \ still clings to the time-honored 

his statement would be challenged apa tn , method of rearing them with bantam 

and how many times discouraged _ od whl ie foster-mothers. And there will be re- 

game breeders would finally conclude 4 ports from Dr. ‘Thomas E. Winecoff 

that he was probably right after all. : “ L of the Pennsylvania Game Commis- 

He did not know that 165 years later aguas oS . sion and from Donald Turrill of the 

a Cornell Professor of inquiring mind, [a= tl ve = 6Rolling Rock Club in Pennsylvania; 

deluded by this fascinating bird, was #iia@ ——d Kal . os from Fred C. Ott, who experimented 

to accept the challenge and proceed ea —~. = ~ - << “= this year with Grouse at Lees-McRae 

to spend ten years of his life in an ~<—oS Se College, North Carolina; from Gar- 

effort to prove that Edwards was x rod jas diner Bump in charge of the Grouse 

wrong and that Ruffed Grouse really ee See KF Control Bureau of the New York 

could be “made tame” and reared in ena ae State Conservation Commission; 

captivity. He could not have guessed Four Months Old and His Feet Have Never from Chas. 0. Handley and W. B. 

that 177 years later, more than a pouched See epann Wiretlgor Does Not Coleman of Virginia; all of whom are 

dozen different breeders of game D Hand u edo Oars Mears devotees of the modern sanitary 
birds of experience and backed by the f Sane i a > pees eee S brooder method of rearing Grouse 

Conservation Commissions of half a ae ages a ue nadeians which Coleman has developed so well 

dozen different states would be work- to Beasked willbe “What ee from fr Quail. Certainly there should be 
ing feverishly to be the first to solve the Grouse rearing fraternity; what Some new developments when all 
the problem. But here it is 1931 and progress for 1931?” The previous day these Grouse specialists get together 
interest in the Ruffed Grouse prob- eae a 3 ‘ 7 and begin sawing wood. Perhaps we : the various research workers will gin sawing wc P' 
lem has not abated one whit. have convened and talked over their should wait with this story of what 

At the American Game Conference difficulties and their successes of this has been done in New York State 
to be held in the Hotel Pennsylvania, year and will have adjourned with this year until after this discussion at 
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Professor Allen and the Grouse Brooders Designed and Used by Him in 1931 
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the Game Conference, but then there sisted by John Herholt. At both sta- with a thermostat and electric control 
are doubtless many readers of Mod- tions the Grouse eggs from wild nests ingeniously designed and installed by 
ern Game Breeding who will be un- were hatched under bantams for want my Assistant, Mr. Paul Kellogg, so 
able to attend the Conference and of good incubators, and as soon as_ that if for any reason the tempera- 
who would like a little advance notice hatched, the chicks were transferred ture dropped, a bell was rung in the 
of what is going on before the trans- to the brooders. The brooder coops at house. 
actions are ready for distribution. the Catskill station were of the Cole- Each brooder coop was raised two 

In the Transactions of the Six- ™an Quail type, with Putnam oil feet from the ground on a frame cov- 
teenth American Game Conference in brooders, those at the Ithaca station ered at first with half inch hardware 
1929, I published an account of the were of original design but employed cloth which was changed to three 
first ten years of my discouraging ex- the Coleman electric heaters. : quarter inch netting when the birds 
periments in the rearing of Grouse in There is plenty of room for im- were three weeks old. This, however, 
captivity. It would be useless for me provements and refinements in the was a mistake. The mesh should have 
to harrow up my own feelings by re- brooder coops which I designed but been a full inch, for a number of the 
counting again how during those they have several features which are birds between three and four weeks 
years I attempted every possible way better for Grouse than the regulation of age wedged their legs in the mesh, 
of rearing Grouse, seven years with Quail brooders. They are larger,meas- the length of the little bird’s tarsi 
bantam foster-mothers and three uring three by eight feet and thirty being just long enough to catch the 
years with brooders until I finally inches high. This permits the birds to “heel” under the back strand when 
was about ready to say it could not fly around inside and to get up on the toes were braces against the front 
be done. Then last year I attempted perches high enough so that compan- strand after the birds had been rest- 
rearing them in the highly artificial ions cannot pick them from below. ing on the wire for a while. Other 

method of small enclosures on wire neeeeeeiemeneiamammmenen ee Z 
netting above the ground and lo! the — ie _ 
disease and parasite troubles, that 8 ee a : 
had thwarted me for a decade, van- (9 | sss - ~. q : 
ished into thin air and I raised a (98 8 = es Sale ~~.) 
brood of grouse free from disease. | 9 9 | 4 y ae ao 
This I reported to the Seventeenth — 2 | V ll 
American Game Conference, and Mr. [jg | J 
W. B. Coleman, the father of Quail i yi 
breeding in America, likewise re- " } no : ; : 7, ‘ “ 
ported success in rearing five birds Z 7, 
by the same general method. WA ¥ . 

The success of these two experi- 26 Zs 4 ; 
ments after all the years of failure so ‘ : 
encouraged the New York State Con- 
servation Commission and its Bureau 
of Grouse Control that Mr. Gardiner 
Bump, who has charge of the Grouse 
work, offered to supply me with all 4 
the wild Grouse eggs I could use and A hs 
whatever additional equipment was 7) i 
necessary to try out the plan on a oe = 0 
larger scale. Because of my other | x cer, ; 
duties it was necessary that my ex- 
periment be carried forward on my 

own grounds where I had “been do-— AUbic Leaves, While They Last) Are Goodi Forage For Captivity, Reared/ Grouse 
ing the Grouse work for the preced- ; 2 
ing twelve years. This ground was They are completely roofed over with losses were caused during the first 
naturally badly infested with various @Sphaltum roofing paper, which pro- three weeks by the imperfections in 
parasites which precluded ever put- Protects from rain and too severe the galvanizing of the wire. Minute 
ting the birds on the ground. Accord- heat of the sun. Plenty of sunlight is needles almost invisible to the eye 
ingly a second area in the Catskill] admitted between the roof and the and often imperceptible to the hand 
region near Harvard, N. Y., where ten-inch board forming the base, but when rubbed over the netting cut 
there was plenty of virgin soil, was there is always shade, and the ten- the birds’ tender toes and caused pro- 
selected as a check area where the inch board shuts out their view and fuse bleeding, seriously weakening 
experiment could be duplicated with makes the young grouse more con- the birds and encouraging toe-pick- 
the exception that at six or eight tented when they are small. ing. One should use great caution in 
weeks of age the young Grouse could There is a twenty-inch door in one _ selecting his wire for the runs to see 

be transferred to enclosures on the side next to the brooder compartment that these needles are not present 
ground. The 1930 experiment had which in turn is entered from inside both on the half inch and the inch 
shown that at about this age the birds the run, the top two boards being mesh. Wire galvanized before weav- 
become more or less canabalistic if hinged so that they open outwards ing seems more free from these sharp 

they are kept in quarters too into the run. This prevents any birds points, but does not lay quite so 
cramped. Furthermore, their feathers from escaping when the brooder com- smoothly. 
develop more rapidly and normally partment is being inspected, though For next year’s experiments I 
when they have plenty of opportunity it may not be quite as convenient as have designed a cabinet type of 
to dust. having the brooder open to the out-  brooder consisting of twelve compart- 

Mrs. Gardiner Bump was put in side. In addition to the Coleman heat- ments each three by eight with re- 
charge of this plant and she was as- ing unit, each brooder was supplied (Continued on Page 23)
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NEW YORK STATE RAISES ac drumming but they started the fifth day and from then until the 
RUFFED GROUSE strutting when their adult tail fea~- mash is discontinued. 

(Continued from Page 9) thers were scarcely half grown; some For the benfit of those to whom 
a : indeed while still in their juvenile the Transactions of the Sixteenth 

movable partitions so that without plumage, so it appears that the wire American Game Conference are not 
them the house can be used for a netting does not “cramp their style.” available I am constrained to reprint 
yO Re or by gO SCENE alter- To avoid any source of infection here the suggestions I made at that 
ate Be On els Died eget ale ere on ieee edoewere eee he tare making such changes as the past 
formed. Sliding doors open into the nti recess touduse bathe oe uete were two ceacone’ experments’ seem 10 

Peon ana Seco ocr given dust at least once a week in justify. 
hinged from above, open into the op- © apna cal mae aterhose a F 
posite end where are located the feed *82%¢ Pans. See Oo Suggestions To Prospective 

I without the dust was exceedingly . 
cups atter the first three weeks and rough when they were changing from Grouse Raisers 
during the winter. The brooder end 5 eailorte adule to4 thera eos 1. Nests of Wild Grouse are most 
of this house is covered with “celo- a ae Pee ae became per. ¢asily found through advertisements 

Bec a  aoe anes onted. The rest of dee in the local paper. 
to the small birds, but the runs are plumage, however, smoothed out un- 2. Eggs may be hatched in an in- 
Coy eted cas ey iously ay iiprogine til today, those birds which have had cubator or under a light-weight ban- paper. In the illustration the house in die: Rotmera binge cilia Weare aise CIM @aIIe Ue antas Sandifer fc hav 

Eig to RetOU ne He ane gunscstons are indistinguishable. Those without ployed the humidity should be some- roofed over with the paper and the the ddst however, seemed more iit: what Higher than tor poultry If tHe 

colo elae We recsta nege ayer din able and did more fighting than the latter, the chicks should be removed 
pie era eet ones that were allowed to rub their as soon as they are dried off and 
i eas eeu cle developing feathers in the dirt. They transferred to a brooder coop resting 
ee ees oe Boot will attempted to dust on the wire, and on half inch wire netting raised off the 
be completed and the partitions will ee lik Sea round EG the ficch Weck the ten 
be slipped in to complete it and make 8Y dry surface, like a newspaper, ground. For the first week the eee 
oe ae : aie Es would start them all to rubbing and erature should be higher than for 
six breeding pens each six feet wide rolling. chickens. For several days it is desir- 
ee Our greatest difficulties this year able to put a newspaper under the 
tethe Basi eronsc : in rearing the Grouse came from im- hover to help maintain the tempera- 

=~ Attempting to get fertile eggs from perfect wire, too little heat in the ture but this should be renewed fre- 
Grouse kept permanently on wire is, b ooders during the first week, and quently and should not extend into 

of course, purely experimental. Some from feather picking and cannabalism the light to catch droppings where 
of the birds will be put on the ground, in the birds that were kept on the they will be picked up by other birds. 

as were all of the birds at the Cats- wire after eight weeks. An overdose 3. The first food should be sour 
kill station when they were six and of cod-liver oil the first week caused milk or clabber placed in a shallow 

eight weeks of, age. If the birds will considerable fatalities among the saucer, ice-tea coaster, or petri dish 
breed on wire it will greatly simplify Caskill birds and I should here like in which is inverted a tumbler or 
the whole procedure of Grouse Rais- to retract a suggestion made in my jelly glass of just the right size so 
ing and greatly extend the possibili- 999 report at the Sixteenth American that the little birds will have plenty 
ties of rearing them, but there is Game Conference that the cod-liver of milk but be unable to walk in it. 
much to be skeptical about still, in Gi be put in their sour milk from the It may be necessary at first to smear 
spite of the fact that my birds are start. Unless great care is exercised, some of the clabber on the side of 
now full grown, over five months old, jt separates from the milk and satur- the glass or even on a shingle stood 
and look and behave just like wild ates the plumage of the young birds. on edge until they learn what it is. 
birds or like those at the Catskill sta- The oil is desirable, but it should be They do not pick things off the 
tion. I have not as yet heard the mixed in the pheasant meal at about ground at first. 
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The Grouse Rearing Station at Ithaca Designed by Prof. Allen. The Combination Wintering, Breeding and Rearing Houses of Cabinet Type Are 
at the Left, Four Coleman Quail Brooders and Eight Allen Grouse Brooders at the Right.
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a. . Co 2 ee 
DERBY oe lee  l.tstsst—“‘(COSS 

ss ie he. l!UmU UCU aa 
GAME FARM oo . ae ks lU el me ee aa” .—h—rti<‘~;~™~™OCO™OCOU.UC—C~—~—~——C*s 

od = 4 oe Coe. . es eee. oe - Pd —  « = ee 
PITTSTOWN, NEW JERSEY Ge \ nei —6dUlCU oo oe i a oe. fm a oe boa i ay ee ee OE 
offers 2000-3000 range reared, ‘ mes ' 2 ‘= st simlonall, . * Vaaimttons a 

es ep es Lik ee a 
full flight ringnecks free from , ~S y, 4 ~ Ee “ “ 

: ‘ Ti | fin ee OS 
disease. One hundred wild Bry Le LW i a 4 Faas 

fet iL ae oS eo oe 
Mallard ducks ih, Og a Pet = Bi Wggeon on ae oe, ) VSS 

can! ——— aa a Se 

OP PF Rss a ef 3 $ 3 oe IPR PHEASANTS ~—ie ie te eS ee SS 
Best quality Ringnecks at very mod- wile? oO. age a Y Ly %, | ae 

erate prices. Hatched May and early June, a uae A roe ee ee 
1931. Make excellent breeders. a PS ce aA os ie) ¥ bs > ace 

Foxhollow Development Corp. Pe: fa a B ae a a 

Rhinebeck, N. Y. 
Meal Time in the Wintering Pen at the Ithaca Station 

ALUMINUM 4. On the second day and thereafter number of birds being raised. One 
for at least six weeks—longer if the lung will feed about two broods a 

LEG BANDS birds are kept permanently on wire, week ordinarily. This year I set five 
FOR the birds should be given clean fly _ pairs of lungs each Thursday and had 

QUAIL, GROUSE, PHEASANTS larvae. Eventually we may learn how _ plenty of larvae for the eight brooder 
DUCKS, GEESE, TURKEYS to avoid the use of this insect food coops except for one very rainy spell 
See Deceaacat ortAstica: but to date my birds have never de- when the flies did not come to lay 
ture, and all State Game Commissions. veloped properly without it. eggs on time. 
Further information with prices upon : 

request The fly larvae are most easily 5. On the third day the chicks 

THEO. A. GEY reared a veal or ee placed in should be offered a little hard-boiled 
Mesatecture © a ten-inch agate pan. This pan rests on egg rubbed through a sieve and some- 

WHITE, Me eee a brick or similar object over a four- ee dried ae cracker crumbs 
P. O. Box 363, Norristown, Pa. en-incl ilk pan i hich i lay on é - : 4 

teen-inch milk pan in which is a layer They will eat little of this, however, 
of bran or dry mash. The lung should until the fifth day, when a little 

$10,000 3 zee raising rab- be exposed, lightly covered with a pheasant meal No. 12 should be 
We pay $12 cach for ‘all you WR ath piece of roofing paper to prevent dry- added. The birds should be fed three 
Send age at, one. and find out {eg ing out and to protect from showers, times a day but I have found no ob- 
have to offer you. ay q for a day or two until there is a good jection to having the food standing in 
eee Naren Ahead) catch of blow-fly eggs; it should then front of them all of the time on the . Le, Box 2 . Uae ee : eee 
New Freedom Penna. | =e 4, foc be placed in a screened enclosure, wire screening if it is refreshed three 

having good ventilation, but pro- times a day. Sour milk should be 
| tected from rain, to keep out more available to them at all times in place 

flies and carrion beetles which might of water and I have not found it 

RINGNECK otherwise eat up the larvae. The lung necessary to strain it. It should not 
will ordinarily be consumed by the be too old.,At two weeks of age my 

PHEASANTS maggots in about three or four days seventy birds were consuming this 
from the time of the deposition of the year about three quarts of sour milk 

ROWCLIFFE oe - es ou Se a day; at 12 weeks of age the sixty 
replaced Dy a couple of siabs ol Iresh remaining birds were eating nearly 12 GAME FARM arop ee saanree i oe Bs : Be) 
beef liver. This is unduly expensive quarts a day. The milk was continued 

MILLBROOK, NEW YORK and not necessary but will insure the until the birds were 16 weeks old 
office larvae having no putrid flesh inside when a shift was made to water. 

them if it becomes necessary to use PB otieec sie tite bee eae 
QUALITY them before they have had time ee ere ores ee ee Ns 

thoroughly to scour. een given to my birds from the time 
d r 3 * f they were five days old. This year, 

an When mature or hungry the mag~ however, I resolved to feed nothing 

QUANTITY Borst climb the sides of the upper that could not be duplicated for a 
Ph ane Hop fae oe a ae thousand birds, if desired, so I cut 

—— ae ane ah be oe fi i Ce out the fresh fruit until apples be- 
$2.50 Each Whey. canny ke eg al x ain % came available in September. From 

é Sere ‘a ae an Bee 7, id then on each bird consumed about a 
Liberal Discount On US¢: ay in Te scesouyone sol) third of a medium sized apple each 

allow about two weeks to mature a day. 
Large Orders crop of maggots; later on the same eee 
— process will be completed in one 7. For a week the young Grouse 

Dr. and Mrs. A. R. Moffit, Owners week. It is well to start three weeks poe oe! ie oe to roy hover 
Howard H. Smith, Superintendent before one expects his Grouse eggs each nig! t and released in the morn- 

to hatch and expose one or more ing. Thereafter they will stay under 
o_O - dumgs each week according to the by themselves, adjusting their posi-
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tions according to the temperature of mine the nature of the problem this larged; and that no expensive foods 
the surrounding air. next spring even if we are not suc- or equipment were employed, is most 

8. W hen raised in these small en- cessful in completely solving it. encouraging. Other States and other 

closures it is not necessary to pinion This year I reared but 45% of the workers should not hesitate to follow 
or even to clip the young Grouse. My chicks that hatched but since over UP the lead so that before many years 
gee — - Shan ‘ 80% of the losses occurred during We May have as many Ruffed Grouse 

2 = ae o oug he — the first two weeks and were easily for re-stocking as we now have Quail. 

Sary, to add a tablespooniu’ or <oc accounted for by the poor netting and 
liver oil to each quart of mash fed to oa PHEASANTS 
the young Grouse. lack of heat, it is to be hoped that a RENCNE CEREUS Ea 

10. When the chicks are two weeks much better showing will be made MELANISTIC MUTANTS 
old or even before, other ingredients another year. The fact that the birds QUALITY STOCK AND -ATESAGTIVE ERICES 
can be added to the pheasant meal Were reared free from parasites and a OS Perens : 

H . fled h infectious diseases and on a unit TIOGA PHEASANTRY such as boiled rice, boiled scratc! y : NEWARG VALEEY WHEW \oRk 
feed, bone meal, alfalfa meal, etc., System that could be indefinitely en- 

according to any favorite formula for 5 

feeding other game birds. This year, Horse Shoe Quail and Turkey Farms 
however, I continued my birds, for CARTHAGE, NORTH CAROLINA 

the sake of simplicity, on Pheasant FOR SALE—NATIVE BOB WHITE QUAIL 

Meal No. 8 and hard-boiled eggs put Immediate delivery—write for prices 

through @ potato ricer without any 1 _suxian SESW IS Wioas: Novvide iw, PUREE, aot Sen am 
skill plant, however, were given the geese sess 
boiled grains and I think grew a little |] | 

Ee d se sees KESLER’S PHEASANTS OF DISTINCTION 
. Hard grains, i | 

and buckwheat, sunflower seed and | 
ground raw peanuts should be started MONGOLIAN : 
when the birds are about a month old AND | 
and gradually increased. At present | 
my sixty birds are eating each day a } 
ration made up of one quart each of || MONGOLIAN % ENGLISH CROSS 

Pheasant meal, cracked corn, wheat, — || 
buckwheat, sunflower seed, and 
ground raw peanuts. The exact | UP, AND AWAY FAST! 
formula cannot be very important for i Our birds are noted for lying close, and up and away 
some birds pick out all the wheat, fast. You can’t beat properly raised Mongolians, and 
some only buckwheat and a few days |} ours are raised in twenty-acre rearing fields. We never brail 
later they have reversed their appe- |i! a bird—and we have plenty trouble trapping them up for 
tites. Corn seems to be the least delivery, which gives you the right kind of a bird for 
favored. shooting. } 

After the first five days lettuce is Mongolians will stay in hilly, wooded regions where } 
clipped into an ordinary wooden |} “ringnecks’” will never stay. (See an authority on this in 
spring clothes pin which is stuck |] next number of “Modern Game Breeding.’’) 
through a three-quarter inch hole | __ We will book a few orders for 12-weeks-old birds, sav- | 
epee Oh | ing you money. Or “Full Grown at Four Months.” } 

* This keeps the lettuce clean and ff Our Eggs are Guaranteed in Every Way | 
always available. After six weeks this |} | 

year I substituted apple leaves for i : . : : 
lettuce and they were consumed | 
equally well. 

12. The problem of getting fertile x 
eggs from Grouse in captivity is still} I acl aC) 
in the experimental stage. Up to the |] Sates : ay “keke laa Pe 
present no one has had sufficient /—_— weer eo aS : 
breeding stock of hand-reared birds | : 4 i . SG 

to determine the exact nature of the ee V/s, Sos | 
problem and results have been ex- ee Pa : | 
ceedingly variable. A female reared [7 ==" 8 : | 
by Mr. Gardiner Bump last year laid Eo ooh eee } 
twenty-five eggs this spring of which |]o% ay EEN INE nok marae % 
only three were fertile. Mr. Donald Fea OE SN SOOM -\ : | 

Turrill reports that this year from ten ff RIDE at pe aie igh sie? ee ee ee a. i 
pairs of Grouse, some wild-trapped  ||/Pudat Ai Pg maa ale Kes o. . oS ee | 
and some hand-reared, he collected jf 
118 eggs, 88 of which were fertile, ff CS 
though only 61 hatched, and so the ! KESLER’S PHEASANTRY | 

story goes. With 101 birds reared CHALFONT, PA. ) 
this year at the two New York State 
plants, we ought to be able to deter- | bees
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SPORTSMEN SEEK RETURN OF BOB WHITE TO N. Y. 

{ "Sportsmen are taking steps to bring bob white back to 

Western New York. 
"Sixty young quail, the first of a quota of 600 to be liber- 

ated, arrived recently from a game farm near Richmond, Va., and 

were released by members of the Lockport Rod and Gun Club on a 3000 

acre tract northwest of Lockport. Other quail soon will be re-— 

leased in the towns of Hartford and Porter. The birds are half 

grown and appear of hardier type than the Texas quail it was first 

planned to introduce." — Wilmington Morning News, Wilmington, Del.



File: Whitetail Deer 
New York \ 

f Extract from letter from John B. Burnham, April 27, 1931 

“Just a word or two of criticism and suggestion (on Game Survey 
Report). On page 194 between the "deer density" per square mile of ; 
Morgan County, Indiana, in the old days and the Kaibab Forest, and 
“supposedly the ultimate in deer abundance." I think this is an 
unfortunate comparison because in the arid country of the Southwest 
deer cannot reach the same abundance per square mile as in better 
watered sections. I think the figures you have given for maximum 
abundance are quite correct in general but that they are not up to the 

, e@apacity of the country to support the totals. Other factors tended aie 
to reduce the maximum, such as wolves and panthers, for example. 

"In my deer park in northern New York, I have maintained for a 
good many years a minimum herd of 100 der on an area of 750 acres. 
This herd at times has run up to 175 in number. But there is no question 
but that the latter figure is beyond the capacity of the food supply. 
On the other hand I believe that in states like Indiana there were areas 
in the old days which considering the food supply alone would carry 150 
deer through the year per square mile. : 

"Here in northern New York we get occasional temperatures of 40 
below zero and long periods of intensely cold weather, during which deer 
cannot survive on browse other than from a limited coniferous trees, 
while in Indiana they could probably live through the winter on deciduous 

browse alone, which would naturally increase tremendously the feeé : 
possibilities." :



File: N.Y. 
i Foxes 

; Telford of the Forest Products Lab tells me that in Delaware — 

County, New York, all the foxes were reds until 1912. Since 

then grays have become common in corresponding numbers. As : 

near as Telford kmows there were no grays originally. 

e



NEW YORK’S GAME BAG \\\ 
The Conservation Department of New 

York reports that a total of 3,261,291 
game birds, quadrupeds, fur-bearing ani- 
mals and game fishes were taken by New 
York sportsmen in 1928. The figures 
have been compiled from the reports by 
sportsmen on their license stubs, which 
must be filled out and presented before 
a new license can be secured. 

The report includes the following fig- 
ures on game birds, quadrupeds and 

fishes. : 
Game Birds 

Phea'sants' mes erreemr tere 1671062: 
Ducks ne 8 109,605. 
(GOOSE — occ esd) EA POL 
Quail =... <<a eee... £ AOS 
Woodcock -..see = eeee,..4., 10,992 
Wilson or Jacksnipe.........0.....-.. 1,326 

Fish 
Trout Sed. ee ee 5 981-500 
Lakestrout 28 a etry ered 
Blacks bassiy-t.a0--metet- deuce! 407 19 
Muskellunpens.a2..<thud- uk. em tet 708 
Pickerel a 0s0 ee 215.828 
Pike: Sore LOO 
Pikespench 2 5oceetteecet ete SOL 
White iste in 5 orate oe nee OOO: 

Quadrupeds 

Cottontail rabbits ...........02.-.--.------564,792 
Snowshoe rabbits te.) nae 83,12 
Jack vahietsa eee ee... nS, 3 24. 
BlackssquirrelS= 1-0 -ie 2}. <..:- 0,073 
Fox: isquisrels =. es 0. del 61S 
Grey squitcels 25.00.22. UB 002 
REG DOR CS rarer ese gs OLD 
GiayAioxes swans eae Fey 2260) 
Beats). hoa We 98 
DeerQaae SO Set. 7047



NEW YORK'S GAME BAG eg, deur Yor 

"The total number of game birds, game quadrupeds, furbear-— 

ing animals and game fish taken in New York state by licensed 

hunters and fishermen in 1928, as reported on the 1929 license 

stubs was 3,251,291, according to the complete compilation of 

hunting and angling statistics for 1928 just completed by the 
Conservation Department. 

The total number of quadrupeds, furbearing animals and 

birds was 1,512,614, and the total of game fish was 1,738,677. 

The number taken of each of the different species was as 

follows: 

QUADRUPEDS BIRDS 

Cottontail rabbits 564,792 Pheasants 167,962 
Snowshoe rabbits 65,712 Ducks 109,695 

Jack rabbits 15,324 Geese G,ee2 

Black squirrels 6,673 Quail ' 8,618 

Fox squirrels 1,615 Woodcock 10,992 

Grey squirrels 108,002 Wilson or jacksnipe 1,326 

Skunks 72,623 Black-bellied plover 15 

Muskrats 347,113 Golden plover a 

Raccoons 27, 886 Brant 274 

Mink T, 100 Rails 241 

Red foxes 10,616 Coots 2,345 

Gray foxes 2,209 Grouse or partridge-no open season 

Sable or marten 183 Gallinules 284 

Fishers 66 
Otters 1,135 

Opossums 1,328 
Bears 98 

Bobcats 109 

Deer 7,047 f Cc ft i 
i ap 4 “iw 

1 at 6 

Trout 981,509 = ee 
Lake trout 27,214 aie 1 oe 
Black bass 248,713 ; 
Muskalonge : 4,708 

Pickerel 213,828 

Pike 100,524 

Pikeperch 93,831 

White fish 13,839 

Otsego white fish 573 

Miscellaneous 53,938
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~~ retecting Game Resources {| [pd f Todav’s | at : 3 caiex O O ay s ssue 
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froxi Destructive Animals + eee cues © a . '—Page; c—column. 

> et Accidents-—(P I--c 6) (P 3--c 4) Inland Waterways—(P 1--c 4) 
. * Sa i > 

Cooperation of New York Hunters Sought in eT See Se 
iminating Predatory Varieties of Wild Lif Leomitr Ptah icy, weery. oe Aerona ica— oe 4--C re '’ * 

cauemrea, | reda ee arieules 0 1 ile | (P 7--c 3) (P 9--c 4) (P 10--c 3). Labor—(P 1--c 3) (P 2--c 4) 

o o Agriculture—(P 2--c 1, 2, 3) (P 10--c 5) (P 11--¢ 2). and in Preventing Property Damage | fi ulta a Hd Peay sane te D. 

Da ai ene 5--¢ 1) §--¢ 1) (P 11--e Law Enforcement—(P 1--c, 5). 

By ALEXANDER MACDONALD ee OS ie alg) "tne tar erste ee | 
Conservation Commissioner, State of New-York (P 3--c 4), (P 4--c 4) (P 8--c 2) (P 4er¢ 2). lati “ Dogan 

AME CONSERVATION presents woman telephoned for a game protector feng CRA b By 20) a eo aie 
G many problems toward the solu- and the State police. That farm never (P 11--¢ 1, 5). 7 Patent (P 6 7) 

tion of which’ organized sports- had been posted, but it is now. Books-Publications—(P 3--¢ 4) 3 ee on peat P ; 

men are giving valuable assistance. As It is perfectly obvious that vandal- (P 4--c 5) (P. 7--c 5, 7). Se rea a ae y 

a result of the intelligent cooperation ism like this is injurious to sport, and Communications—(P 4--¢ 5) President's Day—(P 3--c 5 ean 
of the sportsmen with New York’s reg- _ this is one of the most serious problems ee carne Public Health——(P 9--c 1) (P 12--e 1). 
ular game protectors, game protection we have to solve if free hunting is to Robkecnr pnts eye Public Utilities—-(P 7--c 6) 
is better in this State than in any other continue. The vandal hunter is not a Consety a eae ae (P 8--¢ 1, 4, 5, 6, 7). 
i # Sonstruction—(P 3--c 2) (P 10--c 1). : Ss aye 

(State. Sportsmen, generally, are as sportsman and must be suppressed. Court: Decisions—(P 6--c 1) Radio—(P 1--c 5) (P 3--c 1, 4) 

‘sisting game protectors with good re- The pot hunter has been pretty nearly Catrent Law—(P 6--c'5). ° (P 8--¢ 5). 3 \ 
sults. ; : R eliminated by cooperation with the Education—(P 1--c 1, 6) (P 2--c 2) Railroads—(P 8--c 1) (P\9--¢ 5) | 

Vermin control is of vital importance game protectors and the organized (P 4--c 1) (P 9--e 1). (P 10--¢ 1, 3, 4). | 

to the conservation of wild life. It is §portsmen. The vandal hunter should Elections—(P 1--c 6). Scientific Research—(P 1--¢ 1, 7) | if 

a fair claim that the predatory species come next; he should receive careful Expositions: Celebrations—(P 2--c 2) CE Bere 2)2 c 
of wild life classified as vermin destroy —_ attention at the hands of the organized CB 4--c 1,8). See ae SEE Bene A) th¢ 

| more young game than is taken by the sportsmen for the ‘protection of the Federal Finance—(P 10--c 4). (P 9--c 7) (P 10-¢ 4). $f 

: ; his. mat- are Federal Tax Decisions and Digest— Social Welfare—(P 1--c 7) (P 9--c 1). . 
hunters. Proper attention to this m farmers and the real sportsmen. (P 7--c 3). State Finance—(P'3--e 3) (P 11--c 1). fect 
ter by all sportsmen will be of immense A Finance=(P 3--c 1) |.(P-11--c 4). State\Taxation—(P 7--c 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) prod 

benefit to hunting and fishing. In lo- Fish—(P 6--c 1) (P 8--¢ 4). agrig 

calities where sportsmen’s clubs hold Game refuges and public hunting Foreign News—(P 2--c 4) Supreme Court—(P 2--¢ 4)! threq 
vermin shoots regularly, the game sup- _— grounds long desired and much needed (P 4--c 1, 4) (P5--c1) (P9--c4)  Tariff—(P 2--c 1, 4). mea 
ply is enlarged and hunting is better are becoming <tualities. Already in (P 10--e 2, 3). Taxation—(P 7--c 1, 3, 6, 7). insti 
than where this highly important work New York State we have many thou- Foreign Relations—(P 1--c 4). Territories and_Possessions— in t 
is neglected. sands of acres in these refuges and are Foreign Trade—(P 4--e 4) (P10--¢ 2). (P '9--e 1). 

Another matter of importance is the establishing more as fast as suitable Forestry—(P 1-:¢ 3). (P 12--c 6). Topical Survey—(P 4--¢ 5). 

maintaining of friendly relations be- tracts of land can be acquired and Berne en ae KS . Transportation—(P 8--c 1) Pity 

tween hunters and the farmers on funds for their purchase become avail- ee Tepe (P 12 A eae ae alt 2 - ed mn ec 
whose lands they hunt. Game gets its able. Immigration—-(P 1--c 2) Ee Wat ite tee ae vide 
food supply more or less at the expense In the forest preserve we have set ; She g veda 
of the farmers, and the farmer is en- aside several large tracts for refuges a ag 

j titled to the intelligent consideration of only, as the surrounding forest pre- Pn vant ia wat PUREE z $k the 

ai oe desiring . “ ri aa land. serve is free hunting ground. Outside ; ae 
e possession of a hunting license of the forest preserve, land is bein, , o ' : 

does not carry with it the privilege of purchased oe game refuges, aublit > > Accident Prevention rd 
, injuring the property of the farmer in hunting grounds and demonstration Thig 

- ee ee Lge aK is a aeeet forests, the center section set apart as e ° t ° t is es 
where great good can be accomp1ls, a sanctuary and the surrounding’ land V d fi m E. S d, 2 ] 
by iene a ee ee a available for public hunting. . ewe ro conamtc an pon aa 
friendly cooperative feeling between Parlaa a ale 

“A § 

the hunters and the man on whose land ak Gea gee Wiener tale Wade > my Losses From Traffic Collisions and i : 

they hunt. : and at the same time provide sanctu- Injuries Received on Farms and in Industrial Establishments of ¥ 
aries for renewing the State’s supply thaj 

In a good many localities, sportsmen _of wild life. These refuges where game By ARTHUR J. WEAVER in 
and hunters enjoy the most friendly can breed free from molestation will, Gov + Stat Nebrdak bg 

relations with the farmers. In others, in time, serve as great resetvoirs of ee ee yy 
particularly in the vicinity of the wild life from which a continuous sup- N THIS COMPLEX modern age and the necessity for observing more 

larger cities, complaints are numerous ply will flow out into the surrounding when civilization has its foot on the fully traffic and speed regulations by 

and well founded of depredations com- country. 4 throttle, the discussion of public the drivers of privately owned cars. 

mitted on farmers’ lands by hunters. If this system of game refuges is to - safety at any time by groups interested When we consider that there are 

This is particularly true, during the be a complete? success, there must be in public welfare is fitting and proper. 350,000 automobiles in Nebraska, prac- 

pheasant season when an army of hunt- = better control of vermin than we have Spreading the gospel of accident pre- tically all of which are privately 
ers sweeps out from the cities, breaks thus far been~able to obtain. The vention is an educational movement of owned, the responsibility for motor 
fences, shoots chickens and generally predatory varieties of wild life that go great importance and there can be no vehicle accidents can be largely and 
creates a small size reign of terror. undisturbed will breed fast enough to doubt of the benefits which. will’ éome fairly charged to individual owners. 

In one instance last Fall a woman offset any advantage that otherwise from a full understanding of the large Traffic control is a great nationa 
near Albany reported that a man in an might accrue to the hunters of the loss of life, loss of property and per- problem because of the general use o 
automobile, carrying a gun, was pull- State-from the refuges. sonal injury which comes from the the automobile. It also is distinctly 
ing up young trees from a forest plan- Approximately 1,000,000 people hunt carelessness and neglect of the people. local problem. If the local problem 
tation on her land and stuffing them in more or less, but’ only an extremely The motor vehicle accident casualty each community and each State 
a bag. When asked what he was do- mall percentage of this number pay deaths in 1929 in the United States solved, the solution of the natio 

ing, he said he was just taking a few any attention to the killing off of these | were more than 31,000. This means a problem is made easier. We can c 
trees, and when told it cost a lot of predatory birds and animals, vermin, motor vehicle death every 15 minutes _ mend the National Conference on St 
mee os buy the pee and nett so-called. for the entire year. a ees of ae Miaeray Safety called by Py 

said: “You’ve got plenty more,” an ; i : these deaths were children under en oover for its recommendat 

continued to fill bis bag while the p,¥ up the wosk of tie caretakers on Years of age. ‘The death toll of autd-' as to the following: A uniform 1 
—————$—$—__—————— , thes¢ refuges, but the work of this kind Mobile accidents: increased in 1929 8% vehicle registration act; a unifor 

that can be done by the caretakers and per cent over 1928. This is es tor vehicle ant'theft act; au 
L Streams the regular game protectors of the) greater ratio of increase than t\he in- motor vehicle operators’ and di 

OW State will not ¢ ffice to insure a proper creased ratio of all other agen fa- license act; uniform acts reg 

control of vermin. If vermin control _ talities. ; traffic on the highway and in t 

as Breeders is to be successful, the organized While to save lives and prevent suf- _nicipalities, 
sportsmen, generally, must cooperate fering is the primary motive of this These recommendations ha 

° . with the State’s game protective force great accident prevention movement, endorsed by the National Co 
of Typhoid By to make it. so. yet as an intelligent people building the of Commissioners on Unifoy 

ca If every hunter killed only one piece greatest Nation of all times, we must Laws; by the American Bar 
G. E. Williams of vermin every time he went hunting. take into consideration the economic _ tion and by the Commission o 

er ida Be ty, the work of the protectors would be side of accident losses. Traffic Regulation. 
vania " increased many fold, and it is neces- According to the United States Bu- There were in Nebraska i 

u sary that this be done if the young of vreau of Labor Statistics, the annual than 22,000 industrial acc 
"THE GREAT open spaces each year the desirable species of wild life is to economic cost of industrial accidents is thousand of these were d 

4 are appealing to more and more have the protection necessary to insure $1,000,000,000. The annual cost of acci- bodies in the eye. Almog 

thousands, Thanks to good roads and an adequate supply for our pregent — dents in agriculture can only be con- could have been averted 
the automobile, the beauties of this number of hunters. jectured as accurate figures on this  ventative measures such 

Commonwealth and other States are are not available, but we do know from machine safeguards DY gi 

being discovered literally by millions 4 the Press Association study that in the workers. 
each season. All of which is most for- The State government is spending Nebraska agricultural accidents exceed The last Legislature p 

tunate, provided certain details have large sums of money every year to keep industrial accidents and their cost must adoption in Nebraska o. 

been given due consideration. the streams and covers stocked and to be relatively greater. trial safety code. For 

Too frequently one’s enthusiasm en- protect the wild life in the interests of According to the National Fire Pre- the Department ge y 

gendered by glorious scenery, deep sport. It is the best kind of good busi- vention Association the annual cost of working on the Nebras| 
woods and poetic brooks, earries judg- ness for the sportsmen, as individuals accidental fires is $500,000,000. The with representatives fy 

ment out of bounds, sometimes with un- and clubs, to cooperate in this branch annual cost of home and other public States Bureau of Stand 

fortunate results. For example, a of game protective work. accidents, aecording to the National from Nebraska indiae 

beautiful spring or a romantic-looking In the protection of game against the Safety Council, is $850,000,000. ities on industrial sa 
well attracts the eye, and without due illegal taking, New York State leads According to the Hoover conference, States. 

consideration as to the purity of the every other State in the effectiveness the motor vehicle accident loss in the The best codes»now 

water it contains, it is used to quench of its work, and the organized sports- United States in 1929 was $850,000,000 States and the latest 

thirst. That the germ of typhoid fever men of the State have done their full a year which exceeds by $350,000,000 of the United States ¥ 

may be lurking in the cool and crystal share in placing the State in its proud the economic loss due to motor vehicle ards were carefully sti 

| clear liquid is entirely disregarded. So- position. accidents in 1923. Safety Code has been 
}} called vacation typhoid as .a conse- We have 150 paid protectors and In Nebraska since Jan. 1, 1930, ac- “Department of Labo 
it quence not infrequently results. about 400 unpaid special protectors, cording to the Press Association study, States Department of 

‘ _Again, this death-dealing germ is many of whom are members of sports- / almost 5,000 people were reported in the law in Nebraska 
likely to become potent in streams men’s organizations. In addition, we our newspapers as victims of accidents. The general Shaan? 

where extremely low leyels, occasioned have had very generally the hearty and Of these almost 60 per cent or 3,000 ment of this’ indust 
by dry weather, exist. This fact, too, effective cooperation of the organized were caused by motor vehicles. During should go far in elimi 
is not fully appreciated. As an illus- sportsmen of the State in either pre- this period there have been in the State in industries, This i 

tration, but a few days ago a number venting or punishing violations of the 534 accidents, deaths of which 194 were sity. It is just a sed 
of typhoid fever fatalities were re- fish and game laws. caused by the utomobile. make laws governing 
ported the origin of which was directly As there are more than 50,000 organ- The accident records of the National workers and provide fi 
traceable to the use of a sluggish creek ized sportsmen in the State, it is easy Safety Council show that trucks and ment-as it is necessa 
for ‘swimming by a group of campers. to see that the hazard of the game law buses are responsible for less deaths laws for traffic contra 

While normally, large streams remote violator is multiplied by 100 if these per vehicle than are privately owned chinery for their enfor 
from sewer outlets, | and _ bubbling 50,000 organized sportsmen are all alert cars. This lower accident ratio is the Freedom of worship. 
creeks, can be used with entire safety for the strict enforcement of the game result of restraint and control of em- masses, protection of 
for swimming purposes, the great laws. Mapy violations are prevented ployers over commercial traffic and in- and the pursuit of h 
drought of this year has resulted in every yea as the result of the advice dicates what can be accomplished by sured our people und 
developing a hazard glong this line and warnings given to unthinking tion of the United Sta: 
which usually does not exist, hunters by those who study the law and ee a ee ere ce things which make 

; ccc might be. well for the their obligatior~ seriously, and many down to the point that endangered the greatest of all nati 
| er ic outdoor persons who are other cases are reported to the regular _lives of great numbers of fish, sports- compensate in any w 

; either on a vacation excursion, or who game protectors for prosecutjon. men’s clubs delegated committees to death and permanent d 
f just naturally seek the river and creeks It is the policy of the Department to assist our game protectors in removing by accidents. 

for bathing purposes when they are have the regular game protective force fish to safe places. “The solution of the 
home, to appreciate that in some sec- keep in close touch with the sports- Conservation is defined as a maxi- from the Nation to its 
tions of Pennsylyania where stream men’s clubs in their respective districts mum of beneficial use with a minimum sion, to the extent tha 
conditions are ulthealthily low, it is and cooperate with them to improve of waste, and a conservation policy come from safety ed 
best temporarily to forego this sport game conditions, and this policy is re- based squarely upon that definition and public opinion for acc 
unless resort is chad to a pool where ciprocated by the sportsmen to a most intelligently administered with an un- and finally the dckepta 
proper chlorination and modern sani- gratifying degree. derstanding public cooperating with responsibility by. citiz! 
oa eons security from the ae year during the very severe the administrative body is bound to spect and due observa 
yp 8. drought when many streams were dry produce good results. the rights of others. 
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: wee f U LA" From the American Game we quote: cor 

awe 14 20 NEW YORK GROUSE SURVEY 
ye Ripe OT aS EAE 

( 4 "Provision was made by the New York legislature at its last 

session for financing a ruffed grouse survey which had already 
been approved by Commissioner Alexander MacDonald. An appropria-— 

: tion of $10,000 was made to initiate the work. 

Gardiner Bump, assistant curator of the Buffalo Museum of « 
Science and a co-worker with Dr. Arthur A. Allen of Cornell Uni- 

versity in grouse studies, has been employed to have charge of the 

survey. 

Preliminary plans, as announced by Mr. Bump, include the 

following: 

1. Determine just what has already been done with ruffed 

grouse by 

(a) The Biological Survey. 
(b) The ruffed grouse investigation conducted 

by Dr. A. A. Allen and Professor Gross for 

the American Game Protective Association. 
(c) The game survey by Aldo Leopold, 
(d) Other states and agencies. 

2. Start a general survey of the situation in this state. 

S. Divide the state into sections according to the several 

radically different physical conditions under which grouse are 
Tound. 

4. Choose an experiment area in each section for further 
study. 

5. Outline the intensive survey work for the next four years 
and determine by investigations the methods by which the survey 
shall be carried on. 

6. Organize the personnel to carry on the survey and super- 
vise necessary training. 

7, Give direct supervision to developing game working plans 
for game refuges throughout the state. 

Between April and July we are working mainly on Numbers 5, 6 
and 7." 
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CONSERVATION IN NEW, YORK. : 
A remarkable exposition of what one State does 

to preserve its natural resources is the annual report 

of the New Yo°& Conservation Department, an excel- 

lently printed and illustrated volume of more than 

400 pages, This body's work is along the lines of 

the Missouri Game and Fish Department, together 

with several other bureaus and conimissions, but with 

a difference. The department, founded in 1910, has 

followed a definite policy “to overcome the prodigal- 

ity of two centuries”.in lands and forests, fish and 

‘game, water power and parks. In less than two 

decades, New York’s progress has amazed even the 

most optimistic conservationists. — ‘ 

_For instance, one learns from the report that New 

York now has 317 community forests, that the forest 

fire loss has been reduced to 1-50th of 1 per cent, that 

State nurseries in the last year put out 22,066,000 

trees, that the annual bag of pheasants has increased 

from 35,000 to 200,000, that trout fishing 1s better 

than at any time in 30.years, that more than 2,000,000 

weres of forest preserve are open td the free use of 

the public, that there are 95 State and county parks. 

New York’s record in reforestation is of particular 

timely interest, since the Wisconsin Lumber Co. has 

just offered to turn over 57,000 acres of cut-over land 

n Southeast Missouri to this State. New York already 

ias planted 140,000 acres of new forests, and is con- 

‘inuing the work at the rate of 25,000 acres a year. It 

nas @ policy of buying abandoned farm lands for re- 

forestation, and its acquisitions in 1929 cost an ayv- 
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From the Wild Life Lines, Morning Oregonian, Portland, Oregon. ~ 

"How long do wild ducks live? A pintail duck, caught in California 

recently with a band around its leg, placed there by the United States 

department of agriculture's migratory bird banding staff at Bear River. 

Utah, showed that the bird had been living at least 12 years, as that time 

had elapsed since the banding operation. Twelve years is believed to be 

a record age for wild ducks." 

CONSERVATION 

$ "Every state in the Union has adopted some sort of Conservation_pro- 
gram. The Conservation Division of Ohio is preparing to launch one of the 

most carefully outlined and extensive programs in the country, the coming 

year, declares Perry L. Green, director of the Department of Agriculture. 

"Conservation asa descriptive term does not mean as much to Ohioans 

today, as we expect.it to a year hence," declares Mr. Green. 

The education department of the Conservation Division has inter- 

preted the meaning of Conservation as follows: Conservation means to 

save for future use; to repair the damage of extravagance; to use without 

abuse; development without wasteful exploitation; to salvage and preserve 
our depleted natural resources and hand down to posterity a rehabilitated 

country because we have learned to think into the future. Past genera-— 

tions thoughtlessly squandered our heritage of forests, waters and wild 

- alte. gAs <a) patriotic duty to our country and to future generations, we 

must now endeavor to conserve what is left to us, not only for ourselves, 

but for future generations who will come after us to audit our accounts. 

Conservation means restoration." i 

foe 
VERMIN KILLING "HUNS" (NEW YORK) 

"Reports received from time to time by the Conservation Department 

from game protectors and others who have assisted in the distribution of 

the State's new game bird, the Hungarian partridge, show that the most 

4 serious danger that threatens these new birds comes from predatory birds 

and animals classed as vermin. 

In a recent letter to the Department protector Hirsch writes from 

Allegany county: 

"A man from Olean, who assisted in liberating a shipment of birds 

sent to the Olean Club last winter, informs me that he put up flocks of 

birds in the vicinity of Godfrey Hollow where they were liberated. A 

man from Salamanca stated that on his land below the city he has seen at 

least one hundred birds on one trip through the fields. All the birds in 

that locality did fine. 

"Less than one mile from town there is a. hill with big timber and 

this has always been a home for barred owls. This morning I found where 

two Hungarians had been taken up into the woods and the remains were on 

the snow under a big tree that is hollow. I saw three of these owls 

while in the woods but as they are protected, did not molest them. A few 

: days ago another man and myself shot four great horned owls on one Hilt. 

li Ge ee Fe
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"These Hungarians bunch up and frequently roost right in the open. 

This makes them easy victims for vermin working at night. The birds ap-— 

pear to stand the cold weather as they keep warm by getting into a bunch 

and will roost in the snow bank just as well as in cover. One morning 

when it was six below zero, I found where a dog that was chasing rabbits 

had started up a flock. This will be bad for the birds in severe winter 

weather to be broken up during the night and scattered in all directions. 

During the past hunting season I have not received a complaint nor did I 

see where the birds had been molested in any way. Many hunters report 

seeing these birds in places far from where they were liberated. At 

nesting time the birds seem to pair and go by themselves. During the 

summer there would be from six to twenty in a flock but later there would 

be twice as many. 

J. F. Oliver, writing from Cuba Lake, says: 

"The sentiment in these parts regarding the Hungarian partridge is 

most favorable. Every hunter is enthusiastic about the care and protec— 

tion of these birds. Our Club carries through an organized system of 

feeding throughout the winter at their own expense. Shelters are con- 

structed and a liberal supply of grain is put under each shelter, and 

also scattered about on dry places swept clean by the wind." 

IS THE SAGE HEN TO FOLLOW THE HZATH HEN? 

"The sage hen, at one time one of the most abundant and most popu~ 

lar of the upland game birds found in this state, is facing extermination 

in at least a part of its range, according to a recent report made by 

Field Naturalist Donald D. McLean of the Division of Fish and Game. A 

careful survey of conditions in Mono and Inyo counties, recently com— 

pleted, shows that the sage hen is almost gone in that section. 

Breeding conditions in the northeastern part of the state were bad 

during the past spring, and the birds in that section brought forth very 

few young. Consequently, according to the figures obtained by McLean, 

covies of from two to four birds were the rule, rather than eight and ten 

as in the past. In the more remote parts of that section, where few 

shooters ever disturb the birds, they are present in greater numbers than 

in any other section of the state. 

After an exhaustive study of field conditions throughout the range 

of the sage hen in California, McLean is convinced that an epizootic dis— 

ease among the birds or a couple of bad breeding seasons such as the one 
z of the present year, could wipe out the entire population of sage hens 

in California, and particularly in Mono and Inyo counties." — Bureau of 

Education and Research of the Division of Fish and Game. — California. 

L. W. T. WALLER, JR. 
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PRIMEVAL PINE 

Ke adventure and the march of indus- A large portion of the wooded area is composed 

try are reflected in the unique Charles Lath of middle-aged softwoods and hardwoods in pure 

rop Pack Demonstration Forest near Warrensburg, stands and in mixtures. The majority of the tree 

N. Y. It is a wild woods schoolroom, an inspiration species are good timber trees, making the composi- 

forest. Mr. Pack saw in this forest, in which stands tion of the stands better than those in many parts 

a magnificent remnant of the last remaining virgin of the Northeast. Approximately half of the forest 

white pines of America, a duty and an opportunity consists of uneven-aged stands of hardwoods and 

for public service. softwoods in mixtures. The even-aged stands are 

Thus it transpired that groups of wonderful white mostly white pine and’ there is a lesser acreage of 

pine, of noble hemlock and of fine hardwoods that nesschaindl 

stand so proudly in the Adirondack foothills near the Exceptional opportunity to demonstrate thinning 

heart of the beautiful Lake George—Chestertown dis- operations is presented in the crowded conditions 

trict, were purchased and dedicated to public welfare; of some of the areas. There are also about 400 acres 

to the education of the landowner; to the demonstra- of open fields, typical abandoned farm lands, on 

tion of how to conserve, nurture and harvest the for- which reforestation is underway, and which is an 

est without destroying the forest. There are 2440 evidence of what may be done on similar lands in 

acres in the tract composed of various types of for- the East. 

and. te 

Ce er Gate Collghnt Roreasy at Syrscune 12 iehtyelaciere that swept over the Adin 
University to develop and to operate. cack ee nee pa elayed o ampere nt eae 

in carving from solid rock the setting for this for- 

The forest is 10 miles north of the historic vil- est. They left, during the eons of their retreat to 

lage of Lake George. It is on both sides of the Al the North, rich sand and gravel deposits which 

bany-Montreal Highway. Over this road nearly two gave nourishment to some of the finest white pine 

million people travel annually. The forest itself is forests that ever grew. The soils are of granitic ori- 

typical of the great primeval wilderness which for- gin perfectly adapted to the growth of softwoods 

merly covered the region. The most interesting sight and hardwoods. The hardwoods have reached their 

on this domain is a large stand of white pines 150 best development on the hillsides and narrow val- 

years old, averaging 120 feet in height, one single leys while the softwoods have thrived on the sandy 

acre of which supports a growth of more than 100, _ flats. Nutritious as these soils are, the scientific for- 

000 board feet. This fine old growth timber has been ester believes they may be improved by proper treat: 

a source of interest to past generations; it will be | ment. This phase of forest soil management will be 

a source of instruction to future generations. demonstrated on this area.



os primary object of the forest is to demon- a forest for management. They are given a final xe’ 

strate the commercial practice of forestry. Two view of field methods in surveying, timber estimat: 

thirds of the entire area has been set aside exclu- ing, planting, thinning and all the practical phases 

sively for this purpose. The tract is divided into of forest practice. Thus these men go forth to their 

permanent compartments based on the kind of for- jobs better prepared in mind and body than those 

est growth, age of trees and topography. These com- who step directly out of the academic atmosphere into 

partments are determined, as far as possible, by na- the practical field. The work accomplished in the 

tural boundaries such as roads, streams, swamp mar- course of this instruction becomes part of the public 

gins, ridges, and when artificial lines are necessary demonstrations and bears the stamp of the best 

straight lines are used. The compartments form units forest practice under competent instructors. 

he nagement of the forest. : i i 
for the future management of the for As an experiment station, this representative forest 

An inventory of the timber has been made and has a boundiess field for useful service to the people 

all facts essential to economic operations have been of the State. Problems constantly arise that concern 

recorded and organized in order of time and place timberland owners in the Lake George district and 

aintpray planiton edstained cle) proauchone inber other districts. With the technical and _ scientific 
and other forest products are harvested annually in : 

P : resources of the college embracing a staff of experts 
amount opproximately equal to the annual growth i A 

: ede in every field of forestry at its command, the college 
of the whole forest, in accordance with scientific ae ms i 

( age ; is in a position to undertake economic problems of 
methods. Other operations such as thinning, weeding ; : oe ; 

; ° timber growing and utilization the solution of which 
and reproducing are being conducted in order of etal , 

i Aes Fs will aid the timber producer and lumberman. The 
necessity and are open for public inspection at all 
Hebe forest is therefore a great laboratory of research. An 

extensive area has been definitely set aside primarily 
Second in importance, the forest offers to the New ‘ : ; 

: Se, for this use. The producing area and the experi 
York State College of Forestry an ideal training 

mental area are clearly defined. 
ground for advanced students. An organized for: 
est is as important in the training of a forester as The attractions of this show-window of forestry 

a hospital in the training of a physician. The seniors make it the Mecca for foresters, timberland and 

spend the last six weeks of their college course on woodlot owners and all interested in the utilities of 

the forest and get first-hand experience in organizing the forest from youth to maturity. 
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TIMBER IS THE ONLY NATURAL RESOURCE 

THAT REQUIRES PROVISION FOR RENEWAL 

I ARVESTING timber is not a mining proposition. Timber is 
not to be just taken and used. What is taken must be re- 

placed by new growth in order to provide for generations to come. 
Particularly is this true in the United States where forest land 
has been reduced to one sixth of the total land area. 

The exhaustion of coal, oil and other mineral deposits does not 
necessarily leave barren land which becomes an economic menace 
to the community, but if timber is not replaced the people of the 
future are not only deprived of the use of the wood that should 
naturally grow on the land but the non-productive areas are an 
economic liability. 

pe TIMBER furnishes an income in money and supplies to the farm. 
It is a woods bank from which the owner may get money perpetually 

if the timber land is properly handled. 

Timber conservation on the farm has come to be a matter of economic 
necessity. 

Lack of proper information and the use of wrong methods of growing 
and cutting timber have caused the ruin of many tracts of valuable forests. 

: Timberland must be kept working. The average timber owner must 
be provided with sufficient information to properly manage his forest. 

One of the outstanding reasons for the present low farm income is the 
vast area of idle land. Much of this land has been stripped not only of 
forest trees but of vegetation and soil as well. 

Ee the viewpoint of public welfare no one has the right to create idle 
land by deforestation. No one can afford to pay taxes on idle land. 

The purpose of the Charles Lathrop Pack Demonstration Forests is to 
show how to grow and harvest a forest crop for the market. The forest 
is intended as a demonstration to aid owners of forests in the management 
of their properties and to assist them in putting idle land to work on a 
profitable basis.
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P KGZEPING UP THY GAME SUPPLY \w 
Y { 

Wholesale Propagation, Game Sanctuaries 
And Vermin Control are Leading Factors 

Albany, July 22. How New York State maintains a game supply 
sufficient to provide public hunting for hundreds of thousands 
of sportsmen was told by Herbert F. Prescott, secretary to 
the Conservation Department in a radio talk broadeast from 
WGY tonight. In the course of this talk, he said: 

"Do maintain a supply of wild life that will support an 
annual take of over 2000 tons requires intelligent laws 
governing open seasons, the strict enforcement of those laws, 
the propagation of certain species and the importation of 
other species. 

"The seasons and bag limits as at present fixed appear to 
insure a continued supply. Deer are more than holding their 
own and today are found in agricultural counties where they 
had not been scen for many years, rabbits show an increased 
bag every year and pheasants have shown a rapidly rising 

take each year for the last ten years. 

"Strict enforcement of the game law which was not too popular 
a few years ago is now recognizcod by sportsmen generally as 
absolutely essential to the perpetuation of the game supply 
and sportsmen's clubs are as much interested in enforcing the 
Jaws as are the game protectors themselves. This docs not 
mean that the game laws are not violated but it does mean 
that violators are in jeopardy not only from the protectors 
but from sportsmen who don't want their hunting spoiled by 
game hogs. 

"There is one factor in the conservation of the State's wild 
life that has not received the attention that it should. 
This is the class of predatory birds and animals classified 
as 'vermin', that prey upon the more valuable species. 
These take an cnormous toll of young birds and animals. More 
attention is being paid to vermin control than in former years 
and it is noticeable that there is better hunting in localities 
where clubs are active in the suppression of vermin. 

"New York state raises birds on a large scale. Twenty ycars 
ago it established its first game bird farm at Sherburne 
in Chenango county for the propagation of pheasants. Harry 
T. Rogers, a thoroughly experienced bird raiser, was placed 
in charge of the farm which was a success from the start. 
Since the ¢stablishment of the first farm three others have 
been acquired at Middle Island, Suffolk county; Brownsville, 
Jefferson county and Ithaca, Tompkins county, all of which are 
under the supervision of Mr. Rogers. The first year of the 
Sherburne farm the birds laia an average of 19 eggs por bird,



wee 

7 By scloctive breeding the number of eggs per bird has boen 
i incroa.sed to 08 which was the average number of eggs laid by 

pheasants on the farms in 1928. In addition to the Chinese ring- 
necked pheasants the state is now undertaking the breeding 
of the Reeves pheasant and in time this will ako a splondid 
addition to our sano birds. 

"For three yoars the state has been iuporting a now game 
bird, the Hunzarian partridge. Remarkable success has 
been had with this bird in some of the northwostcrn statos 
and the carly reports on brooas released in this state 
have been aociacdly encouraging. 

"iver since the state began the distribution of the Hungarians 
& close check has been made to ascertain how they arc Going 
in thoir now onvironment. Gamo protectors are instructod 
to observe conaitions in tic Localitics where they have been 
released and detailed surveys have been mace in sevoral 
countics by sportsmen's clubs. The roports méao by the geme 
protectors and the results of the surveys lave boen generally 
satisfactory and show that the birds aro breoaing well. 

"Purchases of game Diras and anivals are mace from what 
is Known as the couservation fund which is mauwe up from 
one-half of the receipts from tho sale of huntine licenses 
and wiich is usea for the inprovement of hunting, ana fishing 
conditions. 

"This year there has been appropriated for the improvement 
of the game supply ;100,000 to be used for a same survey 
and purchase of game birus and @nimals ana foou for birus. 

"The conservation fund also has made possible the establishment 
of game refuges and public hunting grounds. These geme refuges 
will play an important part in the conservation of the State's 
wild life giving the game breeding places where they will not 
be molested by hunters or decimated by vermin. 

"With a satisfactory system of game refuges una puvlic hunting 
grounas it shoulu be possible to keep pace with. the steadily 
increusinzy numbers of sunters and assure good hunting for ail 
tine."



viv ves vi Mississippi Wild Life Refuge. NN 

ae : 
importations.—-Several large shipments of Hungarian partridges Fs imported during 

month, the total number for which permits were issued being approximately 10,000. About 

s-thirds of these birds were consigned to the Department of Conservation at Albany, N. Y., 

id the rest to various individuals. Mas nnenaT 
The season for the importation of quail from Mexico opened on February 15, and ar~ 

rangements have been made with the inspectors of the Bureau of Animal Industry on the border 

to issue permits at the time the birds are examined. Concessions have been granted by the 

Mexican authorities this season for the export of 137,000 quail to be entered at the three 

ports of Brownsville, Laredo, and Eagle Pass, Tex. 
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By Stoney K. CLape 

Assistant Engineer, Board of Water Supply of New York City 

"HAT would happen if the six million or more people extreme droughts would be alarmingly reduced by avalanches 

residing in New York City should turn on their of silt and gravel swept down from denuded hillsides. 

water spigots one morning and find them dry? Ab- Screens, filtering plants, and even the aqueduct system would 

surd? Not altogether, for it is not out of the range of be put out of order by this accumulation of waste soil. Back 

possibility. Should the great watersheds which supply the in the barren mountains springs would vanish, cutting off 

millions of gallons of water consumed daily in the metropolis a constant flow of water; and waterways that feed the 

of America become deforested, the likelihood of the busy reservoirs would become dry. 

New Yorker finding himself without his morning bath and But the chances of the New Yorker being deprived of 

good wholesome drinking water is not so remote. his water are small indeed. Every day, rain or shine, he 

Should these great catchment areas become stripped of for- demands between 850,000,000 and 900,000,000 gallons, and 

est growth and vegetation there would be nothing to restrain gets it. As this demand grows, and it undoubtedly will, so 

the runoff from rain and melting snow. ‘The water would must the supply of water increase. His city is not only 

descend upon the great reservoirs in unchecked torrents aware of this, but that the problem of supplying these bil- 

rather than in a more or less equal and moderate manner. lions of gallons of water would be rendered almost impos- 

The capacity of these reservoirs to store enough water to sible should the watersheds and the land surrounding the 

supply six million or more New Yorkers over periods of aqueducts and reservoirs become deforested. So the city 
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Around its reservoirs and aqueducts the city of New York is planting conifers to serve a dual purpose—as a soil binder 

to prevent silt from washing into the water, and to bring about a pleasing landscape scheme 

147
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started to reforest all the barren and unproductive 

saint cian : a areas with the consent of private land owners in 

ss Pi ae maa aye. ee eee xf the entire watershed. 

bg ais Siig, Few realize the magnitude of this problem of 
providing practically an unlimited supply of good 

: and wholesome water at a comparatively insignifi- 

cant cost to one-twentieth of the people in the 

S- . : : i “ United States. It is undoubtedly one of the great- 

pt Poe, me 4 fit M Bite Reet et est undertakings in the world today. ‘This is em- 

#8 OP sere Di ay \* be Be ey phasized with the knowledge that sixty-five per 

Pe Se y faa sae “4 Mie 358 Sheets: cent of this water has its source in a drainage area 

Sane: = ey ee ee oS Ve ei of but 571 square miles in the Catskill Mountains, 
Ee Pees it a i ; E less than 160 miles from Broadway. The Catskill 

i Via Ped . ees ee f > water-supply system, the largest which has ‘ever 

Fre hier a Piel, oe ee" been undertaken, ranks among the most notable 
ee Sai > F 3 i me a Ss ; - enterprises ever carried out by any city, state, or 

Sages es = 3 ea - - 4 m LSee pe ~ Satie. nation. For magnitude and cost and for the va- 

aS SERS aS oe SES ONS — riety, complexity, and difficulty of the physical 

Whether along fashionable Fifth Avenue 

or in the crowded East Side few New 

Yorkers know of the great forest nursery near 

Kingston where trees are grown to protect 
their future water supply i A , 

eis i 
of New York is fortifying against such a disaster— — wees : = j iad 
fortifying with trees. Tea oe oe 7 

Since the beginning of its forestry work in 1910, en ee ee OR rane ney | | the Board of Water Supply of the City of New Sade et ee ree Ns ce a ig eae 

York has reforested more than 3,000 acres on its Se apt MEAN, gees ae 4 Nie ra amie ae eT te 
watersheds, chiefly along aqueducts and around ms See kn ae tee ee el ai 

reservoirs where the land is owned in fee by the SORE ak eae NE ih at aaa wae 

city. More than 3,500,000 trees have been : er : F ae vs re 
planted. Vacant, unproductive land has been famimes tea (ay yy tS 5 a) eee, : | 

turned into potentially profitable forests. There has eee oe pe . %. bier i es . oe Sl | 

been no planting on land in the catchment areas Os ae ie. al ii oe ' ie Ps Sg ‘a e 
not actually owned by the city, but it is quite pos- Seis ee ee ee : 

sible that before many years a movement will be From the nursery four-year-old conifers 

are planted on the barren and unproductive 

hic Wht vi ty acres in the city’s watersheds. These are 

gf We Wp Scotch pine, three years after being set out on 

he SWE the Ashokan drainage 

oy ye SSN \We ssi. i ‘ ' { ‘ : <i \\ Wi = problems involved, it stands with the great canals, | 
ee WI with the transcontinental railway lines, and with  } 

© f New York’s own rapid transit railway system. F 
% : st iy Sa, | call Catskill water has its origin in the Esopus and 

+ so ee ef F pa j Schoharie watersheds. The flow from the springs 
‘ a SEK vet > ie Ae and rivulets which rise in the high and wild forest 

{ a « 2 i i. lands of the Catskills is impounded in the great 
4S bg > Now ai ee re : Ashokan storage reservoir, west of Kingston. / 
iy ay yea HN i | ; i This great basin has a capacity of 130,000,000,000 { 

Fe tiga bs ey ee ee oe i gallons. Schoharie Creek lies north of Esopus | 

We irae BE ic eS eae: Creek in the highest section of the watershed. / 
“egg boo Fee Gd : Da While the Esopus flows out from the mountains | 

The new forest. Where once were barren lands, subject to through the southerly gateway toward the Hudson | 
erosion, these fourteen-year-old trees are transforming the area River, the Schoharie flows through the northerly | 
into valuable catchment basins from which 1,500 gallons of portals to the Mohawk River, near Amsterdam. 

water an acre can be drawn daily The flow of the Schoharie is intercepted by the )
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huge Gilboa dam at Schoharie reservoir and diverted in an were as pleasing in appearance in winter as in summer, and 
opposite direction, through an eighteen-mile tunnel under there was no accumulation of leaves as from the deciduous 
the Shandaken Mountains to Esopus Creek, and finds its way trees to clog the gates and screens of the large basins. It 

for twelve miles into the Ashokan reservoir. From here it was also found from experiments that hardwoods in forest 

is tunneled to the Silver planting required far more 

Lake reservoir on Staten ge 4 PAR UE gg ’ attention at the start than 

Island, completing a jour- Aa > sche Ra ia a i did the conifers. Eyen when 

ney of 156 miles from the —xi}y— iN Lo 4] Wit Y te ee growing well they were soon 

Gilboa dam. The Esopus hy of} Be NIA bio) #7) overshadowed and suppressed 

watershed has an area of 257 Nes SZ ec Y Ty by the faster growing native 
square miles, while the area \ Ve) we |) 4 EJ @ trees which had seeded them- 

of the Schoharie drainage is ¥ g WAL Wii [ <I \g selves in these areas. Decidu- 

314s iles. The com- oi Sek ES 55s toees: Gupreaplonsed 14 square miles. e com: Ly I4 i ac] : 7 3 A> 's were planted for 
bined drainage of 571 square = 7 HAN ie ase | oe ome rs ornamental and shade pur- 
miles will, even during a basa, Lp ar Ji, de | Fis SS poses along roads and high- 

series of extraordinarily dry x < i rs Lae ry ai < ) Aef) ways, however. 
5 : | CL -{\i CY pe Wi] res a ihe I ie years, and at a ‘conservative Oe iM FA aN J a #3 t was about this time that 

estimate, supply 550,000,000 ; Ws e |e VAs Be LM the late Clifford R. Pettis, 
gallons of water daily. A N a) yes 2 (ee ey ls then Superintendent of State 

While forestry work in Bey Ps MA | ) Ee wee Forests of New York, first 

the Catskill watersheds be- i Pix gs HEN ee { I [Hes advocated the growing of 

gan in 1910 with the re- iH) 2 KG | hd iN} , Vie oy Hy forest trees in nursery beds 

moval of small native trees (i ~ Wy BN { tH AL ie he - from seed, and experiments 

from their natural seed beds ti } oy ij i ay bi : iF ‘ ay oH z throughout the state were 

at the margin of long estab- Cy i a 4 Mi bt hich ite a Hy carried on so_ successfully 
lished’ forests to more suit- ei ge é ih Py CE uy iy 4 that a number of nurseries 

able locations, and later into toy en } Ve were established by the 
more permanent nurseries Board of Water Supply of 

where they were given a bet- ; ak : New York City. The first 

ter chance to develop, actual | site was near Olive Bridge 

planting on the watersheds 3 dam of the Ashokan reser- 

was not started until 1912. aes : ori a voir, and later a site was 

Intensive planting followed ; : os Rig | ease Ta cas selected at the Kensico reser- 
and by 1919 nearly 3,000,- Pena eNee sem i vag Pena ae eo voir, near Valhalla. The 

000 young trees, mostly red, im epint x Ges a 2 Rese “4 ae 4 first nursery experiments 

white, and Scotch pine, in- ie "4 ial’ | = CSch a — (were made from seed of the 

terspersed with Norway (oe LN Te a —? ey Py native trees, chiefly white 

spruce, were blanketing the § Se Beg pte a. ete ns ae pine. Later, many other 

barren acres along the Cat- hes es OPS: bors Sige es ee varieties of seed were sown 

skill watersheds. More than j Es ; ‘ i + i sere ke : ver is ip at the nurseries, including 
fifty per cent of the plant- : ef the eee PRS I Se Ley those for ornamental and 

ing was on the Ashokan Wee ORE Nn Pers Sates ‘ + shade tree use. 

Reservoir drainage, while ap- ; Both of the nurseries were 
i Forestry work on the Catskill watersheds extends 

proximately 1,350,000 trees Boal : ; located on abandoned farm : eyond tree planting on barren land, as this photograph 
were planted on the Kensico i Mi i" 8 land because of a good grade ag shows. ore than 3,800 acres of second growth 4 
watershed. In addition, about Stands. have been thinned and otherwise improved of sandy loam soil and an 
3,800 acres of standing for- abundance of spring water. 
est had been improved, a little more than one-third of the The seeds were sown broadcast in beds four feet wide and 
area of forested land owned by the city at that time. When twelve feet in length and were properly racked for pro- 
the giant Gilboa dam, changing the course of the Schoharie, tection against mice. A strychnine crystal solution was also 
was visioned in 1923, tree planting on its watershed was used against these rodents, who built their nests in the beds. 
begun, and by 1927, when the dam and the reservoir were When the tender seedlings started to grow considerable 
completed, more than 470,000 trees, chiefly red and Scotch trouble was experienced with white grubs, larva of the brown 
pine and Norway spruce, had been planted. June bug, which caused great depredations among the roots 

Conifer trees were given preference at the inception of underground. However, at the end of the first year’s growth 
the work because they made a better ground cover, their the seedlings were about an inch in height and many had 
falling needles adding greatly to the effectiveness of the soil developed their particular characteristics with regard to leaf 

in acquiring and retaining water. ‘Too, these evergreens and needle. At two years of age they were moved to
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transplant beds where they were given more room for de- concolor fir. Deciduous trees used chiefly for formal plant- 

velopment, and in their fourth year were planted on the ing are Norway maple, black locust, and the oaks. 

barren and unproductive acres of the watersheds. Loss from forest fires has not been great, although a num- 

In these first plantings the four-year-old trees were set ber of fires have occurred in the new plantations. Undoubt- 

out six feet apart in rows edly the fire hazards will 

of the same distance apart. increase as the trees gain 

About 1,200 trees were greater growth, especially 

planted to an acre. It was in the area where mass 

the theory then that close planting has been done. 

planting resulted in This can be adequately 

straighter trees, increasing met, however, by the con- 

their timber value. Later, ay struction of fire lanes and 

however, the trees were att. the employment of ~ fire 

planted eight or more feet f Cis wardens. Up to the pres- 

apart. and the rows wid- ay 4 Pie ent timé there has been no 

ened. This change brought a move in this direction. 

about a better ground Blister rust has invaded | 

cover. Oe ae q the plantations, but this { 

Recent experiments have aA eons was met with a campaign 

demonstrated that two- AW \ against all currant and 

year-old seedlings when CAS gooseberry bushes not only { 

properly handled and NNN i in the planted areas but on | 

planted may be used in the MON . iff ~ adjacent lands as well. { 

future in restoring «the WON a \ SS = mh ke fl ‘The white pine weevil has ‘ 

barren hills of the Catskills. EX NAA e\ A Bis been held in check by cut- 
While the two-year-old 5 , LN aS = WN : ad ting off and burning the / 

transplants — four-year-old See LN AY 3 * te leader branches of the in- ( 

trees—are more certain to ee eee a @ . fected trees just before the 

grow and will better with- 2 es é ts es : beetles emerge. These in- { 

stand the attack of mice ie SS ae sects, although they do not 

and suppression by weeds, cae —— : ea always kill the tree, injure 

the two-year-old trees are — Snes ore its shape and appearance as ( 

cheaper, more easily han- well as retard its growth. 

dled and transplanted, and Formal planting of conifers has given the huge That New York is 

can be depended upon for a reservoirs charm and beauty. A view of the great awake to the importance of ‘ 

good eventual growth. Kensico Dam, near Valhalla, which holds back. thirty- the practice of forestry and 
Forest. planting by the eight billion gallons of Catskill Mountain water extensive tree planting on { 

labor forces of the Board its watersheds is apparent. | 

of Water Supply has been supplemented at times by con- With a good portion of the barren acres owned in fee along / 

tract planting. This has worked out quite successfully. the Catskill water-supply system and in the Esopus and { 

The contractor furnishes the young trees and replaces any Schoharie watersheds already put to growing trees, and sev- _{ 

mortality up to a reasonable limit. eral thousand acres of standing forest improved, the city is { 

Of all the trees planted the most satisfactory in the ina fair way to a perpetual water supply. / 

boundaries of the watershed has been the native red pine. The value of these trees cannot be definitely measured. | 

It is not attacked by either weevils or blister rust, and is not It is known that where they are growing an acre will supply | 
noticeably damaged by mice. ‘Too, it makes a quick growth 1,500 gallons of water daily, or 547,500 gallons a year. 

of very pleasing appearance, and has proved a hardy grower Under its present planting system, the city of New York 
in exposed and barren locations. Red pine planted in aban- plants on its watersheds about 1,500 young trees to an acre. 
doned pits with soil too poor for weeds has made wonderful Thus it would appear that the first value of a young tree is 

growth. Probably the greatest plantings have been of the equal to that of a gallon of water a day, or, over a period of | 
; ‘ ‘ aes sixty years, when the tree nears maturity, it is worth exactly 

native white pine, but red and Scotch pine have been used : E : ! 
S ¥ what 21,900 gallons of water is worth to the people of New f 

extensively, as has Norway spruce. Other trees used in for- “ aoe : 
ie : x : York City. Add to this its worth in lumber or other wood  § 

est planting include jack and bull pine and European larch. products, \ 

Many thousands of shade and ornamental trees have also But there is another value—the human appreciation of 
been grown in the nurseries and planted along roadways and trees, a value that has contributed beyond estimation to the { 

in the general landscape plan around aqueducts and reser- success and happiness of the world. Then, too, forests are | 

voirs. Among the conifers these include the white and red natural sanctuaries where deer, pheasants, and other denizens i 

cedar, Colorado blue spruce, hemlock, and Douglas and of the wild may take refuge and propagate.



| OO gaits | j For 

/ : 
| “Pea "Better Shooting Ts Posstble,* 

Capt. Poul 4. Curtis, 

$000 seres near Chester, Orange Co., NeY. 

12,509 egge set, 1927 

5,380 birds turned into coverts for shooting 

2,32% birds shot 

$3.20 cost per bird turned out (not?) 

4.75 cost per bird brought over cane. j 

2,194 pheasants sold iy 

£3.90 wholesale price per brace 

§.09 retail price per brace 

$5,000 proceeds from yheneants eold 

4,090 approx. no. birds escaped 4 

$12,000 approx. cost of birds escaped 

$5.00 est. value to state per bird escared 

3.356 no. vermin killed 

Jeductions Fron Above 

43¢ 5,380-+12,500 per cent of eggs antured. 

sa 2, 32% -5,320 per cent of turnouts shot. 

S68 5, 340-2, 324 - 3,056 -5, 350 per cent of tumouts escaped, 

$17,209 3.20 x 5,340 net opersting cost. 

$22,209 17,209+5,000 grose operating cost. 

95.70 17,200--3,009 cost yer sexe yer year, 

Motes The costs por bird include labor and food crops but not fencing 
— Feed crops used are oats, millet, tuckwheat, wheat,



prod Fenny tte Decenber Be Tey 

WR 6c ace Oe Ce ee ww se FO 

PMc cee ete ee een ee es 

Grae FO ke He eS ll 

Med TOON ee te eee u : 

Dis ass oS ee Ke Re 6 ; 

EE. kk 6 x 4 88 ee 14 

Skweke. 2c cee eee eee Oe ee ee 77 

CH ee ee ee eee ES ke ee 67 

: Bee sulerele 2c te tec eee ewes) BMG ; 

WO 6s CK Re Ee ee eH eee a 

3,356 

. ase 
No. of pheasants raised and turned into coverts for shooting. . . 4,368 

Wo. of pheasants shot @uring season... .. 2. ++ +++ e+ 1,308 
ae 

22h. 

No. of pheasants raised and turned into covets for shooting. . . 5,380 

He. of phoneme chet during Geetem. soc ce tc ee aes



Digeet of "Ruffed Grouse in New York State" yw 

A. M. Stoddart, 1913, wow | 

oS Reeeneniee sot oes Debt te 20H) sesnneel Ww BS pnt peiteatens 
; rangers, sportemen. Also “Gome Consus Cans. Sora, 

made sinee August 1915. 

p- 6. Butent of decrease. Only § out of 270 reported no decrease, Those 
ee ee One es oo ee ee Majority over : 

-- we Ge Comsess (1) foxes (2) bad nesting seasons, (3) Hawks. 

p>. 5. Weather: Cold and wet May & June in both 1916 and 1917. Weather 
Bureau rainfall "in many instances" twice the noraal amount. 

p 9. Rabbits. Quotes Burnham's 4.9.7.4. Bull. Article Jan, 1918. "The 
last of these periods of scarcity preceeding the present one was in 

' pe 12. Closed season recommended, | 

| |



Extract from the book “Game Birds, Wild-Fowl and Shore Birds of 
Massachusetts and Adjacent States " h 

by Edward Howe Forbush, 1916. 

Page 370 

“Phere can be no doubt that Bob-white has decreased in numbers in New 

England since the days when Morton wrote that he saw "sixty Quails" in one 

tree; but doubtless the species increased much in this region during the 

time of settlement. It could not have been so numerous in the primeval 

forests that covered most of New England as it became later, when much of 

the forest had been cleared away. When civilization and settlement extendei, 

and grain raising became almost universal among the farmers, the Bob-white 

mah have multiplied throughout southern New England, The cultivation of the 

soil increased the sige and productiveness of many weeds, the seeds of which 

form a large part of the food of this bird; the grain scattered among the 

stubble provided a new and abundant food supply, and the area over which this 

supply extended constantly increased as the forests were cleared away and 

farming began. ‘There was no lack of excellent cover among the rank growths 

that sprang from a virgin soil, and the smaller game birds were little hunted 

by the settlers so long as deer, turkeys, pigeons, wild-fowl and grouse were 

plentiful. 

Under these favorable conditions the Bob-white became common, if not 

; abundant, over most of Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, much of New 

York, southern New Hampshire, Vermont and southwestern Maine. It was most 

plentiful among the coast and up the river valleys, and rare or absent on the 

higher elevations. In New Hampshire, Vermont and Maine it is now (1911) 

practically gone, except where it hae been imported, In New York it is now a 

rare bird, except on Long Island, in the lower Hudson valley and in the Delaware 

valley. In Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut it is found not only in 

the most favorable localities, or where it has been introduced from other states!



3 12/28/28. 
' Ruffed Grouse and Rabbit Shortages yw 

Digest of Articles in "Auerican Game" wor | 

% 4 decrease of ruffed all the belt of the » salen sates eecir™t meat rr em 
4, Forester Woodruff of H. t. Commission "investigated cause of scareity 
Sesie ocer’ feet ne tickeinfested Samer” Saat am * 0 grouse, 3c 
= A reported 

%, "1916 saw grveatost scarcity of rabbits throughout the northland". 
5. Pamhes sam ‘rtaasiable migration of goshavie in %. ¥, quebec. it oo oe of eae ee mon in 3 weeks saw 3 partridge; in a later year killed 90 for food in Same territory. 

5+ 1916 & 1917 brought goshenk migrations in Northem U. 8, 
5. 1917-8 rebbits were scarce in North 5. Y. resul in Cath of feos owls on game farm, (also 1926; ane _ 

5. Gilman of Minn, eslled attention in fell of te 
* i : 1918 partridge shortages 

5. "the entire north has been stricken in the present instance in the same year by the plague" (rabbit). j 

5. of U.S..5. says in Mt NeKinley ¥.P., Alaska, rabbits very scarce ; in deacon Stuck ( , : “the when this is nak a tee ta ne Sn fn : 
5. Moore, Scotch Lake, New Brunswick: "In the early spring of 1! they 

Can remenber a ! years they 
shout the seme tino" (Neening "simi tencously® or "in sumer’? es.) 

5. Grebley, Im Tuque, quebec: “for the last two years the rabbits have nearly entirely disappeared” (Dated Jan. 8) 

5. Jan. 123 "in rembles far thi 
Seer Thee eet fee fad 80 ® 

5. F. K. Vreeland Catch of at Mt. MeLeod, B.¢., shows heavy sptine of rae i 195 sd 1034 Burnham infers these were periods of rabbit scarcity, lynx lagging behind the rabbit curve. i



yp 6. B. ¥. Nelson om London fur sales show "largest nusber of lynx skins 
Isa6-J. The masher ef hase suiee setiecked sok ath eae eS ee, Ey. The number of hare sicins coll and sold by 

Bay) reached its maximwn in the one or two imediatery Fereseting noc years of abusdnace of ipusts. Yolloving ech of 

Prakosn eeitanesses in the nushers of skins of both these aninals*. : voters to = graph which is doubtless in U.8.3.5. file). 

6. Hewitt (consulting soologist, Canada): “there is little doubt that ™ the mortality euong sabbits is due to disease and that they di@ langely a ee ee Says in Labrador mice play seme role as rabbits. : 

yp 6 Burnham Concludes from graphs sinee 1836 eycle is 10 instead of 7 years. 
6. bast ahi in ¥. Y. was in ab which time * © 5 t meeer en ‘ab cotta ak wets Sane boast ty of Ruffea Grouse in 1907" printed as part of the Counissions report in 1908, 

Bp 7. Burnham on cottontalle: We have been unable to ascertain whether or not cobtontail vebbite are similarly affected by disease over their 
renge. i 

ms Vi Voodruff & Deane agtee to heavy flight goshasks in N. B. winter of 1906-7. Also 1916-17, 1917-18, 

(otabnenton oF Borate ese ae IE 
12. Bewitt (consulting Zoologist, Canada) :" I do not know if own ” treetat nh allow to ge tute ofa oa hata hae gone plague occurs during same year throughout 

ons or the norttrn terion. = I pth two aah as Oe say occurs . : years, 

12, %, W. Nelson: Correspondent fron upper Quebec River, west of Nt. McKinley ” says for 2 yrs. following the last sbundance of rabbits (1916-7) there was @ Sami of goshawke and horned ols into the wooded region of that ares, "They practi¢ally cleened up the ptarmigan, en vaffed grouse. When the grouse became very searce, hawks and owls suddenly disappeared", 

p 12, Jefferys (ver. U.S. Expt. For Fara); Rabbits plenty in ¥. W. Ontaric 1912-13, alse owls.



Guguse Scarcity Follows Rabbit Digease (Jan. 1919 Iasus.) 

p. 9. Governor Riggs of Alaska: ‘About 2 years azo ptarmigan and grouse 
disappeared almost entirely over a considerable part of Alasica. 
toda gh a senge deo ge essaglie fad engin rgy death cong Mgaay 

Srchibiny tabula « 2 toue tpeseh 40 pole on gb aaa 

$1. Bpidemic which killed Allens artificially reared grouse at § weeks 
° resembled "quail disease"; Killed Bantam es well. (W» blood smears 

or guinee pig tests?) 

p 81. Blood suears taken from living and freshly shot birds. 1 bird hed a 
blood parasite not yet identified, 

Sl. Wo birds exemined; N.Y. 180, Mich. 1 Mees. 1, H. B. Conn, 
” Haine ind Tandy Pin. 9, format 23, whe 16; Mim ay 

BR. 2. 8, Nova Scotia 2, Virginia 1, Merylend 1, unimom 7. Also 
aéult and 55 young in captivity. Total 923. 

$2. Searcity in reported in i. Mains, Nova Scotia, i. Brunswick, 
” sare te ee oe Saskeatechewan, aiberta, f. Minn,, Wisconsin, 

B. P. of Mich,, Mudson Velley of ¥. Y. up to Albany, Sullivan Co., Pa. 
W. Conn, “Blsevhere, and ot some points within the foregoing 
territery, Grouse were reported in normal or increased numbers. “ 

« 82. We evidence of the one diseese theory. “On the contrary over 20 
* different parnsites and diseases were found" ete. 

66. of "sick" birds were One had a 1" behind the De Many i. enn al" twig



"Danenags of Zhe Bulfed Grouse" 4.4. Alden, Vargh 192%. 

p. 29. Tularemia, Refers to Parker but not Green. 

p- 29. Showing Owl & Goshawk migration in 1927. Owls get few grouse, 
Goshawk many. 

Dp 29. Stetus Map. Searee in 1927 throughout its range except: 

1. $ in B.C, & ¥, Oregon & Wash, 

= aah oe 2 SS eee 
Se ae eee + Baluth. 

8. P. ond below Green Bay, Wis. 

tian sL...' « Vile 

F § eit trots on Oo Brunswiek?) 

Beginning date of 1927 Shortage was: 
saueots 19} & 
Alverta 1 & 5. 

¢) Ontario, Quebec, Wew Unglend, & Middle Atlantic 1926 or even 7. 
Virginia, ¥. Va., parts of Penn., & few planes in central & 

H.W. W.Y. not hit yet. 

pe 29. No. specimens received 1927 by 3 regional commiticen: 

‘ Mass. 222, W. H. Naine 145, Conn. 44, BI. M1, Vernont 24, 
u. E She's 8 do Ssh ebay my tn: ara 

Of these the Hew Englend Gonnittes got 1058. 
p St eee Sane oF areas tees te tne? 08 yeh pind 

Golor, Thin birds full of parasites dark feathers due to 
om excess of melanin, i.e, if they melt before pine: 

p 31. Artificial Hearing: Both Bantam & brooder birds died of enteritis 
with the onset of hot huaid weather, Alse remment of brood raised by 
a hen grouse in pon.



wus a 

Extract from the bock, "Game Birds, Wild-Fowl, and Shore Birds of 
Massachusetts and Adjacent States." 

‘by Edward Howe Forbush, 1916. 

(Chapter "Birds Hunted For Food Or Sport", page 361.383.) 

"Daring the winter of 1906-07 a great flight of Goshawke appeared in the 
northern and eastern States. They usumlly winter farther north, and may have 
peen driven south by an unusual scarcity of hares or Ptarmigan, on which they 
feed in the fur coustzbes. Finding Gfouse plentiful here, they lived largely 
upon them, Twenty-eight out of forty-eight of these Hawks, dissected by 
Angeli & Gash, the Providence, 2.1., taxidermists, were found to have the flesh 
of Ruffed Grouse in their stomachs. Mr. 6. A. Clark of lynn, Mass., states that 
he saw a pair of Goshawks near his place ona of which had a Crouse in its claws, 
and from the feathers and signs on the snow he read the story of the destruction 
of thirteen Grouse vy Goshewcs in his neighborhood. Many observers in other 
States saw these Hawks and found them killing Grouse during that seacon, from 
late October to March, ‘These Havks must have destroyed a very large number of 
Grovee, all of which were full-growm birds, most of which probably would have 
bred the succeeding spring had. they lived and found mates. Such a flight of 
Goshawks is very wnusual in this region; and, so far as I can learn, this is 
the greatest flight of these birds on record, 

Pollowing this disaster te the Grouse, came a very cold, backward spring 
with cold rains and late frosts, The weather onditions in New England in 
April were more like those that usually prevail in March. Mey was very cold 
and backwerd, with saow in the coumtry about Boston om the llth. Mew York had 
the coldest April since the climatologicel service wes established; in New 
England and in Pennsylvania the average April temperature was the lowest for 
@ighteen years; in Jew Jersey it was the lowest for thirty-one years, end in 
Michigan it was the lowest since 187. Exceptionally coolf weather in May was 
followed by unseasonsble weather during the first half of dune, with killing 
frosts in many localities. 

Kll pouvltrymsn know that a hard winter with much snow, so that fowls cannot 
eo usual amount of exercise, followed by a cold backward pring, with its 

of insect life and green food, will render the stock less vigorous. There 
will be fewer fertile eggs and more weak chickens then after a mild winter; 
and many chickens will be too weak to withstand such adverse conditionss 

In the spring of 1907 Grouse were in a similar mndition. Exhausted by 
the hard winter, they found the season late and cold, and much of their usual 
insect and vegetable food wanting. If the females left their nests long enough 
to get a liberal supply of food the eggs probably were chilled. If they remained 
constemtly on the uests they died from exhaustion, starvation and cold or 
disease, as sitting hens often do. Very many deserted nests were found with the 
eggs unhatched, -- some addled, others frozen, --and some female birds were 
found dead on their nests. In many cascs some of the eggs hatched; but the 
young disappeared latef.* Probably many of these birds were weak when hatched, 
and like feeble chickens they soon succumbed to wet, cold, disease or the 
attacks of insects. Wood ticks were noted as prevalent in many localities. These 

<ateititeauiieistigantinins-nenieeatemntianaiseeenaintnecemnmialetpatnsistnaniaetinieiniaain ettiptineneinannsainitinetitiiee 
*In Rhéde Island many broods were late in hatching, and the young had fine 

weather during the last pert of June; but most of them never reached maturity.



ticks bury themselves in the heads of the young birds and weaken or kill them. 
Foxes were reported as umisually numerous, and many hunters believed that they 
caught the young birds; a few claim to have seen the fox in the act. 

When the shooting season opened, it was discovered that nearly all the 
birds killed by hunters were adults, and that most of them were males. This 
was the case throughout most of the region affected. Dr. ¥, H. Saunders of 
Westfield writes me that in 1906, when the birds were plentiful, ninety per 
cent of those killed in his region were old cocks, and that in 1907 about 
seventy-five per cent. were socks, but that in 1908 the sexes were shout 
equail. 

I have not heard of such a disparity of the sexes elsewhere in 1906, but 
it was commonly noted in 1907. This may be aceonnted for by the fact that 
in this species the male does not assist the female in neat building, incuflation, 
or the care of the young, hence he is care-free and can take food at eny time, 
seek shelter during storms and keep in better condition than the female, who 
is exposed to storms and is deprived of sufficient food.*



| New Yori 
Extract from the book "Propagation of Wild Birds" ; 

by Herbert K. Job. 

(From Chapter on "Pheasant Rearing", page 79 ) 

- - - ~ "whether pheasants drive away quails and grouse from their 

haunts or destroy them by attack or breaking up nests. I believe there 

is no cause for apprehension. Pheasants are natural cowards, and Rogers 

says he has often seena quail or a sparrow in a pen drive a pheasant. As 

to the ruffed grouse, these frequent the woods, while the pheasant shuns 

the forest and selects scrub pastures, swamps, and agricultural land. 

That pheasants do not destroy quails is indicated by the case of Gardiner's 

Tslond, wew York, where pheasants and quails both abound, neither being 

able to fly to the mainland".



eS ne 

This clipping from the Standard, Schuylerville, New York. ES. NY 
io 

MANY GAME FARMS STARTED IN STATE cere 
) tree et eer) 

PRODUCING GAME FOR MARKET A GROWING BRANCH OF AGRICULTURE - 

£73 LICENSED FARMERS 

"A practice allowable under the conservation law that is becoming in- 

creasingly popular each year is that of raising game for the table. Wild 

game protected by law cannot be lawfully bought and sold and can only be 

possessed legally in this state at times when the season Tor its taking is 

open and when brought from points without the state during the closed season 

under an importation license. 

There are today 273 game farms in this state raising game protected in 

its wild state by the conservation law. Not all of these farms raise gane 
for market, many of them only supply the needs of their owners. There are, 

however, a sufficient number raising game for market to make it impossible 

for the market hunter to operate with profit. From the sale of these 

licenses during the past year the state received $1,365. 

Under the conservation law American elk, deer, pheasants, Canadian 

geese, Hutchins geese, mallard and black ducks and Hungarian and greylegged 

partridge may be raised under a license to be obtained from the conser- 

vation department. The price of this license is $5.00"



This clipping from the Union Gazette, Port Jervis, New York. 

a 
NEW GAME BIRDS DOING WELL ‘ie ; 

IN NEW YORK STATE vs 

I wh uw “Favorable reports are being received by the ) 

Conservation Department on the success the state is 

having in stocking the covers with Hungarian partridges. 

Inspector Burmaster of Saranac Lake writes "While at 

Chazy the other day I made inquiries about the success 

they had in stocking Hungarian partridges. I was 

told that a few years ago they liberated seventeen 

birds and they have multiplied and spread out so that 

they are found as far south as Keeseville, a distance 

of about thirty-five miles, and north into Canada. 

A few days before I was there the Superintendent of 

| 

kor OY, 
0. 

Heart's Delight Farm saw a flock of these birds in 

the road and he estimates that there were at least 

200 in the flock.”



Ideal cooperation is shown by the following item quoted from the American 

Game Protective Association. 

PAPER COMPANY ESTABLISHES a N 
FOOD TREE NURSERY FOR GAMB (uke 

FIRST INSTANCE ON RECORD OF RECOGNITION OF 

FOOD KEQUIREMENTS OF GAME IN REFORESTATION 

"What is said to be the first nursery ever established in this country 

for growing berry bearing trees and shrubs for free distribution to sports- 

men's clubs and others, has been established at St. Regis Fails, New York, 

by the St. Regis Paper Company. 

It is intended to supply stock from this nursery to sportsmen's clubs 

and others for planting on reforested areas to provide food for game birds, 

particularly ruffed grouse. 

The varieties of trees planted include mountain ash, hawthorn, sumac, 

wild grape, blueberry, mannberry, hazelnut, beech, oak, and maple. It is 

expected that within two or three years 200,000 seedlings and transplants 

will be available for free distribution. 
The idea of this sort of a nursery was proposed by George A. Lawyer, 

correct 
ESTABLISHED 1802
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epraying. He insists the deer are kept away from the fruit trees for 

gix weeks with one soaking of the dip. ) 
There is much compleint in the eastern states of deer browsing runt 

trees. The above method may prove to be a solution." 1 

Reprinted from SCIENCE, June 29, 1928. 94 

ANOTHER WILD LIFE PRESERVE NEAR ITHACA 

"In 1919 through the generosity of the late Mr. C. G. Lloyd, of 

Cincinnati, Ohio, Cornell University obtained what is now known as the 

Lloyd-Cornell Wild Life Reservation near Mclean, N. Y. This preserve 

comprises an erea of slightly over 80 acres and includes several very 

‘interesting cold upland sphagnum-heath bogs, grass bogs and an open 

mud pond, which is now in the process of being slowly filled in. Hach 

year various classes in the biological sciences of Cornell University 

make excursions to this preserve and in 1926 a report was published on 

@ preliminary survey of the fauna and flora of this preserve. 

In 1924 Mir. Lloyd purchased another tract of more than 400 acres 

of wooded land near Slaterville, N. ¥., some 12 miles to the southeast 

of Ithaca and this has been designated as the Lloyd-Cornell Wild Flower 

Preserve. This preserve consists of a wooded hilly upland area which 

is traversed by several streams as well as by a cold spring brook and 

affords another bit of area in which Nature will be allowed to function 

without interference from man. 

Just before his death Mr. Lloyd made arrangements for the purchase 

of still another tract of land near Ringwood which the limnology classes 

in Cornell University have frequented many years. Negotiations for the 

acquisition of this property have now been completed and this preserve , 

will be known as the Lloyd-Cornell Ringwood Wild Life Preserve. 
The Ringwood Preserve lies about 7 miles to the east of Ithaca. It com- 

prises an area of slightly over 110 acres. Situated in the midst of 

rolling wooded hills, it lies at an elevation of about 1,600 feet. 

Being of morainic origin the glaciers upon receding have left a series 
of pot holes which are furnishing some very interesting situations for 

biological studies. One of these pot holes, known as Winterberry pond, 

seems to be spring fed and retains approximately the same amount of 

water the year round. The other pot holes have water in them inter- 

mittently. In the spring when the snow begins to melt, the water col- 

lects in them to a depth of from 5 to 12 feet, while during the late 

summer the water becomes lower and lower until in the fall the water dis- 

appears entirely. Just to the east of the preserve is found a sphagnum 

bog which offers a variety of biological forms for study. 

The life which is found in these temporary pot-hole pools forms an inter- 

, esting succession study. Every spring during the latter part of April 

and the early part of May these temporary pools are fairly alive with the 

re mr tr sere 
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beautiful fairy shrimps, Enbranchipus gelidus. Coming back to these 

pools a week or two later not a single specimen of the fairy shrimp will 

be noticed. However, another crustacean, Limnetes gouldii, is found to 

be just as abundant as was the fairy shrimp a few weeks previously. 

Mr. W. ©. Senning, instructor in the department of zoology, has made 

a study of the plant and animal life of these pools during the last three 

years so that we have a good beginning of a systematic study of the life 

in this preserve. 

With these three Wild Life Preserves made possible through the 

generosity of Mr. C. G. Lloyd, Cornell University will always have an 

opportunity of studying plant and animal life in situations where arti- 

ficial interference by man has been reduced to a minimun. 

P. W. CLAASSEN 

CORNBLL UNIVERSITY
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promptly learn not to come in until after sundown. During 
the season of 1926«27 probably not over 100 ducks were killed 

while many hundreds were fed daily throughout the Winter. ! 

pene GAME PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION 

‘about midway down Long Islend on the south shore is the 

headquarters of the Brookhaven Game Protective Association, of 

which Jerome V. Jerome of East Islip, N. Y. 4s the Secretary 

and moving spirit, This organization is something more than 

the conventional sportsman's club, It has something over ten 
thousand acres of land for upland and water fowl shooting under 

lease and by the employment of the most approved methods of 
preserving game provides abundant shooting for its members and 

guestso 

"Secretary Jerome describes their method of caring for quail 

in Winter as follows: 
¢ 

GOOD FOOD NEEDED aan 

‘Cover = and abundance of foodsare in our estimates essen- 

tial at all times. We are fortunate in having good cover near 
open grounds, where various kinds of seed are grown. We now have 

on hand in barns hundreds of sheaves or rye and wheat. These 
sheaves, late in the Fall, we tie to trees a foot or so from the 

ground, with the heads down, the stems forming a sort of overhang 
which tends to protect the grain. This is always done where the 

cover is good. 

‘Later on, when snow covers everything, we clear the snow 
away in briar patches and the like, so that the birds can get to 
the ground and then scatter chaff and various seedss We never 

feed in the same spot twice, but, knowing where the covers are 

located, we feed in that particular neighborhood. We have always 
accepted the theory that quail must get to the ground to pick up 
sand and gravel to be in the best condition, and have worked along 

these lines. We also believe that the greater variety of food the 

better it will be for the birds. We have many natural foods that 
the quail can obtain all Winter, such as the acorn, dwarf sumac 

and others, while we plant millet, rye, buckwheat, sorghum, cow 

peas and clover. We do not lose the quail from cold, but vermin 

always take a heavy toll during that time.! 
‘Fortunately I am able to describe the geme preserving activi« 

ties on a typical wealthy gentleman's estate, also on Long Island, 
through the courtesy of the owner and his head gamekeeper, Douglas 

Mershalle JI will also quote Mr, Marshall's own description of his 

activities: 
: 'This property ef 1,700 acres was purchased in 1921. It is 
situated on the north shore of Long Island, forty miles from New 

York and, incidentally, seven from the village of Huntington. Five 

years ago it resembled a jungle, but now it is largely under cultivae 

tion. 

REG us paTore
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First, let us have the testimony of J. Raymond Asher, 
head gamekeeper of the Wyandanch Club, Smithtown, L.I. 

/ WORK OF WYANDANCH CLUB 

"The Wyandanch Club was organized more than fifty 
years ago. The club owns about 1,800 acres, on which 

the clubhouse is situated, and leases shooting and fish- 

ing rights on 2,000 additional acres. On the property 

are two large and two small ponds, which are fed by cold 

springs, and the club controls about two miles of the 

Messequog River and leases a pond which covers over 140 
acres. The ponds and streams are annually stocked with 
trout and afford excellent fishing. During the Winter 

and prior to the opening of the fishing season more than 

6,000 trout, running from eight to twelve inches, are 

annually released, 

‘Approximately 2,000 pheasants are liberated annually, 
part of which are reared on the preserve, the majority 

being bought from different breeders and delivered to the 

club when they are from ten to twelve weeks of age and 

held in pens until matured. Our two pens are about 300 
feet long by 170 feet wide and are divided into five sec~ 

tions each. Two hundred birds are held in each section. 
During the Summer previous to receiving the birds, the pens 

are made ready by piowing, liming and planting with rape 
and corn. The young birds are very fond of the rape and it 

is surprising how quickly they will eat a vigorous growth 

of this green food. The corn is planted so that the ears 

will be in the milk at the time the birds are received. The 

ears, of which they are very fond both in the milk and later 

as hard corn, are stripped for them daily and made a part of 

their ration, giving them a variety of food, It also serves 
to keep the birds busy picking, which goes a long way toward 

keeping them out of such mischief as feather picking. 

PHEASANT SHOOTING OVER DOGS 

"Pheasant shooting is done over dogs, the birds being 
released the night before or early on the morning of the day 

the shooting is to be done. Sections of 100 acres or more 

are allotted and drawn for the evening previous to the shoots 
Many released pheasants fly over the club boundaries on other 

people's lands} some of them return, but many of them find 

new homes, giving good pheasant shooting for several miles 

outside of our boundaries to other than club members. Some 
of the birds live through the shooting season and find their 
own nests during the early Spring, which naturally benefits 

the surrounding country. 

‘Wild black ducks are fed in the ponds and streams be~ 
ginning about Sept. 15 and continued throughout the Winter. 
Comparatively few of these birds are shot after the first 
week or two following the opening of the season as they
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overeabundance of deer. Similar food materials are 
accountable for the situation, it was pointed out. 

"The present need seems to be for less does and 
greater numbers of bucks," he said. "This could be 
accomplished by an open season on does, which besides 

reducing their numbers, would scatter them over a much 

wider area and make them wild. The proportions of 
bucks should ultimately be not less than one to three 

does." 

Hunting one sex at a time is the greatest protece- 

tion against hunting accidents, he asserted. Shooting ‘ 

at any deer, without first ascertaining the sex, re- 

sults in a large number of fatalities to hunters. ~ 

Introduction of additional plants suitable for 
deer food and a variety of game animals were suggested . 

as economy measures for food range." fo Y 

‘> 
ANOTHER STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION 

From the Portland Oregonian of June @th we learn that Mr. Ede Re Piasecki, 
President of the Oregon Game Protection Association, has mapped out a comprehene 
sive plan for research and a committee is now being formed to carry this into 

execution. 

The committee is to be composed of three representative sportsmen from each 
of the four districts of Oregon and will be men who are interested in the pro- 

motion of Oregon wild life resources. 

The program goes into a discussion of game, fish, game refuges, predatory 

animal control, seasons, licenses, game districts, rodent poison, etc. 

We hope to be able to get more information on this at a later date. 

“em 

This clippin om the Enterprise, Saranac Lake, New Yorks 

NEW_YORK STATE TO LIBERATE REEVES PHEASANTS 

"Chief Game Protector Llewellyn Legge of New York b sali 

in an address before the Saranac Lake Rotary club yesterday, 

announced that a decision has been reached on the problem of 
improving bird hunting in the Adirondacks. 

Reeves pheasants, hardy and timber-land loving, will be 

placed in the covers of the Adirondacks during the coming year, 

and Chief Legge ventured the prediction that they will soon bee 

come known as the "turkey of New York state." 
He scouted all idea of attempting to stock this region with 

wild turkey, and pointed to the success met in the less mountain- 

ous regions of the state in the stocking of ringnecked pheasants. 

In 1926 more than 400,000 of these birds were reported killed. 

The Reeves pheasants are natural timber-loving and mountain 
dwellers, he said, and they have the faculty of finding food 

under thé most difficult conditions. They will not find the
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In This Issue — The Effect of the War on Game in England and the United States 

° 
e F Bulletin: AMERICAN GAME. «=< panes eions . good the honor of 

tend the game crop, the Nation which is “S22 PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION === sage of the Canadian 
Treaty Enabling Act? 

The game of a continent ours to protect 

Volume 6 New York City, July, 1917 Number 3 

ENABLING ACT MAY BE It is evident that we can never have thorough/ ‘CORNER STONE LAID FOR 

PASSED AT PRESENT SESSION protection of insect-destroying and weed-seed- SCHOOL OF CONSERVATION 

Vigorous Campaign Being Waged to Secure Action eating birds until Congress passes the Enabling New York Legislature Provides for Establishment 
by Congress on Measure That Will Make Pos- Act. \ of Game Farm at Cornell University—Work 

sible Effective Enforcement of Laws to Protect The United States Department of Agriculture Will Be Pushed—Course of Instruction Out- 

Migratory Birds. tells us that our losses annually from the ravages lined—Sport Will Be Aided. 

rae of insects alone on our crops exceeds $1,200,000,000. SB 

All things considered, the food supply constitutes 

MONG national wild life conservation activi- the very crux of the situation facing the countries EHIND the recent announcement in the daily 

A ties the thing that holds the chief interest of | at war with Germany. B press that $15,000 had been appropriated by 
sportsmen at the present time is undoubt- As food conservation is the most important prob- the New York legislature to establish a 

edly the Canadian Treaty Enabling Act, passed lem before the world at the present time, the most game farm near Ithaca lie possibilities in the 
by the Senate and pending in the House of thorough protection possible for birds is absolutely furtherance of the conservation of wild life that 

Representatives. Briefly stated, we have secured (This article is continued on page 14) impel the attention of every one interested in that 
within the past few years from subject. The farm is to form 

Congress adequate provision for 2 a part of the New York State 

the protection of most of our College of Agriculture, and it will 
important migratory birds, both ‘ be administered by the trustees 

game and non-game, but we lack of Cornell University in close 

the means of enforcing adequately H co-operation with the New York 
the statutes that have been en- j Conservation Commission. Its 
acted. The Enabling Act will § | operation will be largely along 

supply the means. educational and experimental 
e lines. 

President May Pave Way to | Association Fathers 

Passage 1 Movement 

Despite the fact that President = =. The movement that has found 
Wilson seems committed to as ae — ae ee. its fruition in this action was origi- 

early an adjourning of Congress as £ < ue Pz nated by the Department of Game 
possible, there is still a chance ‘ 3 = Breeding and Preserving of the 

that the Enabling Act can be = # American Game Protective Asso- 
passed before it takes place. te ase } cation nearly three years ago. 

Everything hinges on the ability : e At that time the director of the 
of the people of this country in- 5 i - = department became convinced 

terested in the protection of its i a we | that wild life conservation was 

wild life to persuade the President ie 1: ee a Pt ee being seriously handicapped in its 

or some member of his official : nate < eget 3 progress by the lack of experienced 

family to address a formal request " a a men. Particularly was this true 

to Chairman Flood of the Com- rt ad | of the breeding of game in cap- 

mittee on Foreign Affairs of the me a tivity and game preserving. 

House, asking that action be tii “Fe bs 
taken on the bill as a measure es —_ s connec pully Awake 

coming well within the category of ee Every older civilization deci- 

bills intimately related to the na- ( mated its supply of wild game be- 
tion’s preparation for war, the H fore its sportsmen could be con- 

House having decided that noth- vinced of the indubitable fact 

ing without that category will be | } that constructive efforts alone 

considered at the present session. ! : could be expected to restore that 

It is believed by many who have 5 which was lost. 
given most serious consideration In this country we have reached 

to the subject, that the President t the decimation stage, but we are 

has good ground on which to re- not yet fully awake to the need 

quest action on the Enabling Act k of constructive effort. Where that 

at the present session. Those awakening has occurred, the in- 

who held this opinion base it prin- * dividual has been handicapped by 

cipally on the following line of Beene = eee inability to secure men qualified 

reasoning: “ Jack’ and ‘‘ Tiddy Winks” Are Fast Friends for the work of breeding and pre-
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serving of game. In Europe, where the awakening college credits were given on it. Following this, a “As regards the bill for the establishment of an 
occurred generations ago, there has been bred a game breeders’ club was organized by Mr. Olin Ea permental Cane Harm, ue cee ee ise I 
race of men steeped in this knowledge, handing it Krum, one of the advanced students in the Depart- recognize ea more clearly than T BRo id Shave 
down from father to son. Our supply of game ment of Poultry Husbandry, with nearly thirty recognized in advance the desirability of such an 
keepers has come in large measure from the other members. eshlsinents and I presume ties in eoneral the 4 public, after hearing your presentation of the case, 
ue Oe sees ao ee nee — ws a who Farmers Are Interested would agree with me in accepting your conclusion. ave given this science a start in the United States. ay Both the governing authorities of Cornell Universit A few months later, in February, several of the y Already the demand for such men largely exceeds 5 ; 2 and the faculty of the College of Agriculture stand 
the supply, and the normal drift of game keepers to lectunes ao TEP nated By, Mesem Jeb ay d Quarts ready to co-operate in any way in their power tow- America bas been elinost stoned by dhe world during Farmers’ Week at the Ithaca institution, ards making effective and fruitful the work of the 

war. Again, it has not infrequently happened that a When nearly 4,000 farmers from all over the United _ new Experimental Game Farm. 
free pane keeper with a good record has been States were in attendance. The success attending le; SS yee a ne eee 
unable to een himself to conditions that are ee Proven eect Heke ey oe to prospective specialists in game farming as under- peculiar-to-thisside.at the water ea thah not all of long been cherished by many of those interested in graduates in agriculture are now required to take: 

those that have come over nego constituted an the work—the establishment of a working labora- . snd in addition such special subjects as the follow- 
asset, tory at Cornell in the form of a game farm. A bill mee pee Be er ee oe 

Why Farm Is Needed making Provision for such a farm was drawn up vation of wild life generally, namely: x Saaaearein ech Apa by William S. Haskell, counsel of the American 
uw n, the unt at our + encase 5 . ane a a ee ba ata ael eae per Game Protective Association, in consultation with — poultr Husbandry Agriculture 
ee 2 f selene a ae = a representatives of Cornell and of the New York. Flock Manauanen: Fish Culture plication of scientific, intensive methods, couple nnemee ion Cc annieeiane Incubator Practice General Entomology 

with the fact that heretofore no means have ex- Begede: Practice Animal Parasites and 
isted for providing an adequate number of men to Those Who He! reeds and Judging Parasitism ped 3 Fi 
meet the demand for those equipped to do this It Ste heen iy sae EO eee sien eee Roe . . was sponsored in the legislature enator 3 a e ‘0 work, impels the conclusion that some agency must Bo Ro Re ee oon Se ae body Market Products Crops 
be set on foot to supply this need. It is believed ae abet at i eat 2 Seat saa Poultry Farm Manage- The Farm Woodlot 
that the “Cornell Game Farm,” as it will probably olny ek EO e Tes Eee eee ment Plant Breeding be popularly designated, will furnish the solution of Henry M. Sage, Morris S. Halliday, Speaker Thad- General Botany Nature Study 
tke problem. deus C. Sweet, and Assemblymen H. Edmund General Limnology Plant Materials 

When the Department of Game Breeding and Machold and Casper Fenner. It was approved and 
Preserving became convinced of the needs of the strongly supported by Commissioner George D. ae addition torte onesera the Be College 
See Sie, ie : _ Pratt. T. Gilbert Pearson, secretary of the Na- of Agriculture would, so far as compatible with its 

sebeation a nied fo peuaIby pee the tional deininton of anctibon a gave ae own work, be willing to undertake any scientific country in the belief that the solution of the prob-  “OD®" ee . experiments which it might be deemed desirable bill hi id d John B. Burnh: ; lem lay with them. Cornell was chosen as an in- Pe oe a ersenten, ang oan ©, Surn’am, presi to undertake in the interest of experimental game stitution well adapted to the work contemplated dent of this Association and of the New York farming. I presume that problems would arise in 
ss é ” Forest, Fish and Game League, was most active connection with forage, parasites, selective breeding and the department director wrote those in charge 2 gue, ie iarentipatone r ae oer Ai sn eee i and helpful. Horace White and J. Dan Ackerman ¢t cetera. The results of the investigations could, 

ggesting an illustrated lecture in game breeding 5 I have no doubt, be made known to the people of 
to be given before the Department of Poultry Hus- of Sy ec use did, oe work, for. the. measure---the, state through publication and extension agen- bandry of the University. The lecture was so well Funds without which the movement could hardly  c’es of the State College of Agriculture. 

received that an invitation was given for a second have succeeded were supplied by General T. Cole- 
AL Gomellea tow monte later: man duPont, Robert Goelet, Charles F. Dieterich, Move an Economic One 

Following this, Professor James E. Rice, head of — rile William duPont and M. Robert “T recognize also the advantages, if the state is 
the Department of Poultry Husbandry, suggested Een eas to Lene en ae Lar aeons 7 . = = it near Cornel niversity where the Colleges o: 
be . ee co oS oo ae Corner Stone of Great School Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine are main- 
PES een oe * BS Wie CORE, : < fe S tained. The combination of educational and scien- 

and during the summer of 1916 a series of moving The action of Governor Whitman in approving tific forees would make for economy and efficiency. 
picture films illustrative of the technique of game this measure gives further evidence of his sincere And many of the problems of game conservation 
breeding was taken on the New Jersey and New _ interest in the conservation of wild life, and meets oe allied 2 problems oie he, Colas See 
York State game farms. The success of this work with deep appreciation on the part of every one ee poniaeng. Ta See ie sien 
was due in large measure to Messrs. Ernest Napier, interested in that subject. While the new law owes that this neighborhood seems a suitable site for 
head of the Board of Fish and Game Commis- _ its existence largely to those interested in sport, it the proposed experimental farm, that land can be 
sioners of New Jersey; Duncan Dunn, superintend- _ is hoped and believed that its operation in time will  se2ured for the purpose at low prices,—land with 
ent of the New Jersey State Game Farm; George extend beyond the limits of sport and include all Be coe, streams of water, woods, and suit- 
D. Pratt, Conservation Commissioner of New York; that is understood by the term “wild life conser- “You will sze from the foregoing that I have been Llewellyn Legge, head of the Division of Fish and vation.’”’ The action taken may properly be con- favorably impressed with your proposal and I be- 
Game of the New York Conservation Commission; sidered to have laid the corner stone for what will lieve that the scientific work of the proposed ex- 
Warwick S. Carpenter, secretary to Mr. Pratt and in time become a great school for the training of Penenes cong eee photographer to the Commission, and Harry T. young men and women in every branch of conser- of Agriculture.” 2 B 
Rogers, superintendent of the New York State game _ vation work as applied to wild life. Cornell already At its inception the farm will probably be oper- 
farms. has in existence splendid laboratories which ean be ated with two principal objects in view: 
- made valuable adjuvants in the work contemplated. 1. The education of i pbreedi : ; : - é young men in game breeding 

Moving Pictures Aid Instruction In addition, Dr. J. G. Needham, the well-known and preserving. ir 
Employing the films thus secured, a series of four- biologist, Prof. Rice, Dr. Arthur A. Allen, whose 2. The furnishing of facilities to those who wish 

teen lectures was given in December, 1916, before work in economic ornithology has attracted such to acquire a sufficient knowledge of game farming 
the Cornell Department of Poultry Husbandry, by wide attention, and Prof. Ralph Hosmer, of the to engage in it as a principal activity or one sub 
E. A. Quarles, director of the Department of Game School of Forestry, have all offered their services sidary to general farming. 
Breeding and Preserving, assisted by Herbert K. and the facilities of the departments which they 
Job, of the Department of Applied Ornithology of — head in working out the many problems that will 
the National Association of Audubon Societies, and have to be solved. This work also has the unquali- eagiee 2Ub Ply cl Game: Keeners 
Harry T. Rogers. More than 1,500 students at- fied endorsement of Dr. Jacob Gould Schurman, As already noted, the demand for game keepers 
tended these lectures. At their conclusion Mr. president of the University, who has recently indi- greatly exceeds the supply. If, through the work 
Quarles gave a written examination, which was cated in a letter to Mr. Quarles the probable line proposed, 2Omne men trained Be the theory and 
taken by twenty-two students, whose papers evi- of development of the work with special reference Practice of this work can be supplied yearly to meet PY : : i : 
denced great enthusiasm for the work. The taking to the facilities Cornell possesses for its promotion. this demand, impetus will be given to one of the 
of the examination was not compulsory and no Dr. Schurman writes in part: (Continued on page 18)
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signed the office of Assistant to the Secretary of the 

. me . Interior. Horace M. Albright becomes Assistant 

Corner Stone Laid fF or Conservation School Director, and Frank W. Griffith chief clerk of the 

(Continued from page 2) new bureau. 
Secretary Lane began the work of national parks 

development, the success of which is insured by the 

most effective means yet employed to increase be varied hardly at all from that which has been organization of this new bureau, two years and a 

the supply of game birds. Demand for game outlined above. half ago. During this preliminary period much 

keepers comes principally from three sources, as Sooner or later there will probably be established has been accomplished of importance to the cause. 
follows: a four-year course in which thorough grounding All national parks have been opened to automobiles. 

First, the man of wealth who, in this country, is _ will be given in ornitholgy, entomology, limnology, New roads have been projected of which many 

increasingly heading toward the country as a place fish culture, plant life as related to waterfowl, game _ have been built and many improved. Co-operation 

to live. A large percentage of those who do this and non-game birds and game mammals. Economie in the public interest has been promoted between 

wish to establish game birds on, and attract wild ornithology will doubtless be emphasized in such railroads and the Government, between conces- 
life generally to their estates. In many instances a course. The student taking the longer course  sioners and park managements, and between parks. 

such men do not care to shoot, but secure full grati- should be equipped by it to do such work as Mr. Large private capital has been induced to enter 
fication simply from seeing the birds about them. Bradford A. Scudder is carrying on on the estate several national parks for the enlargement and im- 

Whether they shoot or not, experience has proved of Mr. E. C. Converse near Greenwich, Conn. provement of hotel and transportation service. 

that work of this sort generally results in the stock- Those who read Mr. Scudder’s article in the May Prices to the public have been decreased wherever 
ing of covers outside such estates with birds which issue of the BULLETIN will readily arrive at the possible. 

wander beyond the boundaries, and sport is thus idea that it is sought to convey. Such a man also New concessions have been made on a basis 

furnished the general shooting public. should be well equipped for the position of assistant destined to make national parks self-supporting 
to state ornithologists and for teaching the science under conditions of increased patronage, and sev- 

Will Help Sportsmen’s Clubs of wild life conservation in other institutions. It is eral parks already have become self-supporting. 
ie hoped that there may soon be still another opening Larger appropriations have been secured from Con- 

; In the second place, sportsmen are combining {oy one thus trained. gress for road building and the perfecting of sanitary 

into associations more and more to conduct co- and other conditions. An extensive educational 
operative breeding of al captivity, and for State Needs Trained Men campaign has been inaugurated for the information 

the systematic preserving of birds thus produced, Each state board of game commissioners should of the people concerning the hitherto unknown 
as well as of the native wild stock. Here again have in its employ an expert on the subject of wild quality and extent of their scenic and recreational 
the well trained game keeper Ee indispensable. life conservation, as to-day several have on the sub- possessions, under which public interest in our 
State game farms are TR CEE, and with the ject of fish culture. Such a man would be invalu- national parks is growing with unanticipated speed; 

establishment of each successive farm arises the able for lecture work among the farmers’ organiza- and public realization, interest and practical use 
problem of experienced men to man it. This con- tions on the value of birds to crops, and among is the condition as well as the object of national 
stitutes the third source of demand. Considering — sportsmen’s clubs on the application of scientific parks development. Public patronage of the parks 
the second of the two principal objects in view in principles of game preserving and breeding. Many _ has increased rapidly and steadily. 

setting on foot the new farm it may be said that — states to-day, for instance, are doing excellent work These and many other beginnings point the way 

it is unfortunate that knowledge of game breed- jp stocking game covers from state game farms. If toward the system which it will be the object of 

Be aoee remunerative branch of farming is not however, the birds and eggs that are being distrib- the new service to build and perfect. 
greater in this country. Game farming can be co- ted through this medium were followed by an 

ordinated excellently with dairying, for instance. expert such as Cornell should be able to turn out 
The fields in which young birds are reared must be at the end of four years, then the results of the TO EU oC ony 
or “= — and ket ee excellent operations of state game farms should be greatly KEEPS UP GOOD WORK 

ay. is is fed to cows, whose milk is one of the red. B: re farmers’ and sports- - aes 5 

most satisfactory rations employed in rearing game ee et field work, hte eae ; ibe reeuaee Fish and Game ao i 
birds. The largest and most successful commercial percentage of avoidable loss that now exists in ee io 1 a eee a en . 

game farm in this country, located in the Middle game bird stocking from state game farms could ee nl quecienes ter eo 

‘West, follows (ieameuge: Ae cred sees Such ee cua. The influence of the Association has extended 
: ‘urnish the board of game commissioners with ac- : aisidé theLtat ORESee 

What Will Be Taught curate, unbiased information regarding the relative Es fae eet ce Pie . 

It is presumed that those in charge of the work scarcity or plenty of game in various sections of the Commissioner’ Pratt and Chiet Game Protector 

at Cornell will offer in the beginning a course of State when petitions to open or close seasons were Legge, wherever noticed. 

lectures on game breeding and game preserving, under consideration. The Irondequoit Association meets the second 
to be supplemented by practical work on the new Will B F Ss Wednesday of each month at its new quarters, 

farm. Special emphasis will probably be laid on the 2 - uy army oon s which are beautifully ornamented with valuable 

combatting of vermin and the treatment of game Options on sites suitable for the Cornell farm  coitections of framed pictures and trophies of the 
covers so as to make them attractive to birds, have been taken, and Harry T. Rogers, superin- hunt and chase. 

Men taking the course with the intention of be- tendent of the New York State Game Farms will All visiting sportsmen in Rochester are invited 

Ce keepers should be required to engage 8° to Ithaca shortly to help decide on the exact to attend the meeting of the Association. 
in work on the University farm, or at some other location. Mr. Rogers will see to the preparation Te Wal Jolinslon.- ccorctane tore nee naescmtiog: 

game breeding establishment, preferably a state and ee oF the farm and will ‘act in-an ad- recently delivered two lectures with colored slides 
farm, the entire season. It is difficult to see how the _ Visory capacity in its operation. on “Native Wild Birds.” One of the lectures was 

course of necessary instruction could be given in Tt would Reet th at_a big stroke we made for given at the Rochester Chamber of Commerce, and 

less than two years, but within that time the student Wild life conservation peer Cee eee the other on the Annual Bird Day held at Rochester 

should have secured a good grounding in the theory the Cornell game farm bill. Mechanies Institute. 
of game breeding and a valuable lot of practical —— — 
experience in addition. If there can be added in 
the two years supplementary instruction in methods NATIONAL PARKS ORGANIZED This Association has in print authoritative works 

of attracting song and insectivorus birds, based on The National Park Service which was created 02 the breeding of pheasants, mallard and wood 

the works of Von Berlepsch, Forbush and Allen, by act of Congress in August, 1916, to administer ducks, and quail, which are sent to members gratis. 

the student at graduation will be all the better the national parks under one correlated system has: Sey 

equipped for work on the average large estate. been organized under appropriations made in April. 
For the man who is to be fitted to go into game Secretary Lane has appointed as Director Mr. Additional copies of this issue may be had by 

farming, the course of instruction would have to Stephen T. Mather who, to accept the place, re- sending twenty-five cents in stamps.
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Cornell Conservation Course Now Fully Outlined 

re a “= |UBSTANTIAL progress has been James George Needham, Ph.D., Professor of Ento- Olney Brown Kent, B. S., Ph.D., Assistant Pro- 
\/ \ made within the past two months mology and Limnology. fessor of Poultry Husbandry. 

A , in the establishment of the state Ralph Sheldon Hosmer, B.S. A., M.F., Professor of Archie Byron Dann, B. S., Instructor in Poultry 
IN A | game farm at Cornell University, and Forestry. Husbandry. 

eae M the working on of cous of 1D Edward Gerrard Montgomery, M. A., Professor of | Wallace Larkin Chandler, B. S., M.S., Ph.D., In- 
struction in game breeding and wild life conserva- Farm Crops structor in Parasitology. 

tion i tion therewith. ae bea 5 : ‘ an teeta 200 saree; elected! hy bebe sccee sleds ae ee Professor of Insect — ee Heuser, B. S., Instructor in 

officers of the university, with the assistance of lorpholory suds havasttOlonys ouliy ushana iy. 
Mr. Harry T. Rogers, superintendent of the New Cornelius Betten, Ph.D., Professor, Secretary, and Olin Whitney Smith, B. S., Assistant Registrar. 

York State game farms, has been chosen. Its Registrar. Olin Clifford Krum, B. S., Assistant in Poultry 

actual purchase rests on the approval of the title Husbandry and Instructor in Game Breeding. 

by the attorney general. The site is within half Prof. Rice will be in direct charge of the game 
a mile of the building of the Department of Poultry CALENDAR OF THE COURSE farm and all activities connected with the short 
Husbandry, where activities of the new work will IN GAME BREEDING course, with Mr. Olin Krum as his assistant. 

ae oe noel sei co ek : ne bd A special faculty committee on wild life conserva- 
New York State College of Agriculture. 3 tion and game breeding, which will be in general 
a = comes eam ots foes Seconp Term, 1917-18 charge of all activities, has been appointed. Its 
a ae nee te Coan Soe ae oe ; BS Ep TREE Monda Reset sntiontan noc members are Dr. James G. Needham, Prof. James 
Goo state o cultivation; in fine, tl e farm is an . > 2! , E. Rice, and Dr. Arthur A. Allen. 

ideal one viewed from every standpoint. course in Game 
Breeding, begin- 3 a . 

Will Soon Stock Breeders ning at 9 am. at Invited to Act In Advisory Capacity 

the office of the f ‘ 
If the title is approved, its equipment will be Secretary, Roberts cae Ppale: Pp Oe re poco or - or? 

rushed and a breeding stock of ringneck pheasants, Hall, Room 192. ae ie ay ere ee A aes uit a % ene 
mallards, quail, and wild turkey will be provided : : Poneto saviour am fee BUN IEDTY: 

sane ‘: Short course Assem- capacity with the faculty committee: 
for the activities of the coming season. babe punenkobe ek es Chai Director D f 

In succeeding years the work will be gradually ek Pees fh Gam ae SS ee es oe epariment.o 
enlarged to include other species of useful game R ’ y Meneses ee oe a 

I r . oom, sociation. 
birds and animals. Game breeding as a farm en- T. Gilbert P S f 2 
terprise will be studied and as many students as Feb. 19 Tuesday, Instruction in short — — igi 

: : 5 2 amane tion of Audubon Societies. 
possible will be afforded opportunity to engage in course begins. ; . 2 

: : 4 z : Harry T. Rogers, Superintendent, New York 
practical game breeding work on this farm. Wild Feb. 23 Saturday, Last day for payment State Gane rae 
species will be reared to determine their possibilities of tuition and fees : A = 

: er eeae A special course of lectures on conservation and 
for increased food production and for the utilization at office of the Uni- z 

r ee = = game breeding, open both to students and the pub- 
of waste lands in the state. Emphasis will be given versity ‘Treasurer. Ale : i 

‘ : Z ’ » lic, is contemplated. These are to be given in ad- 
to the correlation of game breeding and the dif- Morrill Hall. diti ; 2 ‘ 

Be, ition to the regular course of instruction, which 
ferent types of farming in New York State. A 1 -eNT OA Prac f ayill be found completely oceinedon 6 Th 

Equally satisfactory activities have ensued with oe eMeey piece ai Satay! ee oS a aa 
a - z begins. lecturers are men prominent in sport, conservation 

respect to working out the course of instruction : ; - 
ss : Z a 5 3 ‘ 5 and game breeding, who have no connection with 

to be given in connection with the farm. Practically May 10 Friday, Instruction in short : : ies 
; S the Cornell University faculty. Those invited to 

every detail of a full course of lectures, laboratory course in game es 2 s z 
x ‘ 5 participate in this course and the subjects they 

and practical work has been evolved. These will breeding ends. i - 
i ave been asked to discuss are as follows: 

occupy a period of three months, commencing May 22 Wednesday, Fiftieth Annual Com- 

about the middle of February. While they are é qaeneewient 7 

in progress practical work on the farm will be given : : Lecturers and Subjects 
students, who will be expected to continue this till Aug. 31 Saturday, Practiceongamefarm Cunron G. Apsorr: Still Life Photography of 
September 1, though they may, at the conclusion ends. Birds. 

of _ — course in the month May, take up Inquiry should be made of the Secretary, New Ernest Harorp Baynes: Putting the Message of 
similar — - apprentice game keepers on any York State College of Agriculture, Ithaca, the Birds Before the People, and Organization of 
BDO YG een eo eo Beoeeny ce! N. Y., for the official announcement of the Bird Clubs. 

Bite : : course. Joun B. Burnuam: Practical Deer Farming. 

Administration and! Instruction Warwick 8. Carpenter: The Organization of the 

The Staff of Administration and Instruction in Forces of a State for Wild Life Conservation. 

the “Short Course in Wild Life Conservation and George Charles Embody, Ph.D., Assistant Pro- Lrr 8. Cranpat: The Care and Breeding of 
Game Breeding,” as the proposed course of in- fessor of Agriculture. Aviary Birds, with Special Reference to Pheasants 
struction is termed, is: Zs and Water-fowl. 

Mrs. Kc foe ei Sacco Goudetncenec OA. we Di Ge LEDs | eae pte a eee aja Ak Panne. The Ragan bite) 
President of the Universit; Erotesson of Netiize Study. Epwarp Hower Forsusu: The Economic Value of 

Albert Russell Mann, B. S. i A.M,, Dean of the Earl ce Benjamin, B. . in Agr, M.S. in pings, : 
College of Agriculture, Director of the Experiment ae -D., Assistant Professor of Poultry Hus- The Rat and the Cat Problem. 
Station, and Director of Extension. bandry. 3 Louis Acassiz Furrres: The Painting of Birds 

John Lemuel Stone, B. Agr., Professor of Farm “— a Allen, Ph.D., Assistant Professor and Their Zsthetic Value. 
Practice. of Ornithology. Hersert K. Jos: Moving Picture Photography of 

James Edward Rice, B. 8. A., Professor of Poultry Earl Max Pickens, D. V. M., Assistant Professor Wild Life. 

Husbandry and Superintendent of the Game in Diagnosis in the New York State Veterinary Wild Turkey Breeding. 

Farm. College. The Breeding of the Diving Ducks.
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Where Game Breeding will be Taught at Cornell 
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Outline of Lectures, Laboratory and Practical Work in the Course in 

Game Breeding at Cornell University 
(Complete dates will be announced later. Lectures, hours, etc., subject to change) 

MONDAY THURSDAY 
9:00 a.m. Registration. Secretary’s Office, Roberts Hall. 9:00 a.m. Breeding. Distribution of egg production as indicating laying 

4:45 p.m. Short course assembly. 10-minute talks by members of capacity. Pror. Rice. 
teaching staff. 2-4p.m. Breeds. Indentification. Dr. Kenv. 

TUESDAY FRIDAY 
9:00 a.m. Incubation, embryology. Mr. Heuser. 9:00 a.m. Water insects. Dr. NerpHam. 

10:00 a.m. Crops. Rotation adapted to game farms. Prof. Monrcommry. 2-4 p.m. Comparative study of aquatic insects commonly eaten by 

2-4p.m. Anatomy. Anatomy of reproductive system. Mr. Hruser. waterfowl. Dr. NeepHAmM. 
4:45 p.m. Wild life conservation and its relation to game breeding. MONDAY 

Mr. Quarles. 9:00 a.m. Natural history of game birds other than waterfowl and the 

WEDNESDAY gallinaceous species. Dr. ALLEN. 

9:00 a.m. Feeds and Feeding. Principles of feeding. Mr. Dann. 2-4 p.m. Comparative study of representatives of each type of the 

10:00 a.m. Crops. Establishing the rearing field. Prof. Monraommry. same. Dr. ALLEN. 
2-4p.m. Anatomy. Digestive System. Mr. Heuser. TUESDAY 

4:45 p.m. The Pheasants. Mr. QuaR.zs. 9:00 a.m. Breeding. A practical breeding program. Pror. Ricr. 
THURSDAY 2-4p.m. Breeding. Study of types. Dr. Kent. 

9:00 a.m. Feeds and feeding. Factors to consider in making up the 4:45 p.m. Miscellaneous problems of pheasant breeding—vermin, 

poultry ration. Mr. Dann. disease, etc. Mr. QuARLES. 
10:00 a.m. Crops. Establishing the rearing field. Prof. Monrcomery. WEDNESDAY 

2-4p.m. Anatomy. Structure of the egg. Mr. Heusmr. 9:00 a.m. Breeding. Appliances and management. Pror. Rice. 
FRIDAY 2-4p.m. Breeding. Judging for constitutional vigor. Dr. Kenr. 

9:00 a.m. Ground insects. Dr. NrepHam. 4:45 p.m. Establishing and holding pheasants on preserves. Mr. 
10:00 a.m. Crops. Grain crops for game farms. Prof. MonraomEry. QUARLES. 

2-4p.m. Study of the commoner insects fed upon by gallinaceous THURSDAY 

birds. Dr. NeepHaM. 9:00 a.m. Poultry house construction. Principles of house designing. 
SATURDAY Mr. Krum. 

9:00 a.m. Written examinations on subjects previously considered. 2-4p.m. Selection of young stock. Dr. Kenr. 
Such examinations will be given on each Saturday during FRIDAY 

the course. 9:00 a.m. Staple insect forage. Dr. NeepHam. 
MONDAY 2-4 p.m. Meal worms, fly larve, ete. Dr. NempHam. 

9:00 a.m. Natural history of waterfowl. Dr. ALLEN. MONDAY 

10:00 a.m. Crops. Grain crops for game farms. Pror. Monrcomery. 9:00 a.m. Plumages and molts of game birds. Dr. ALLEN. 

2-4 p.m. Comparative study of representatives of each type of water- 2-4p.m. Plumage differences due to age and sex. Dr. ALLEN. 
fowl. Dr. ALLEN. TUESDAY 

TUESDAY 9:00 a.m. Poultry house construction. Principles of house designing. 

9:00 a.m. Feeds and feeding. Feeding for egg production. Mr. Dann. Mr. Krum. 

2-4p.m. Feeds and feeding. Identification of feeds. Mr. Dann. 2-4p.m. Breeding. Selection of males. Mr. Heuser. 
4:45 p.m. First steps in pheasant breeding. Mr. QuaRLEs. 4:45 p.m. State game farms and pheasants in their relation to agricul- 

WEDNESDAY ture and the food supply. Mr. Quar.xs. 

9:00 a.m. Feeds and feeding. Fattening rations. Mr. Dann. WEDNESDAY 
2-4p.m. Feeds and feeding. A comparison of feed mixtures. Mr. Dann. 9:00 a.m. Ducks. Care and management. Pror. Rice. 

4:45 p.m. The care and rationing of young pheasants. Mr. Rocurs and 2-4p.m. Poultry house construction. Materials for poultry houses, 
Mr. Quar.es. problems in concrete, bills of lumber, etc. Mr. Krum. 

THURSDAY 4:45 p.m. Quail breeding. Mr. Quaruzs. 

9:00 a.m. Breeds—their history and development. Dr. Kun. THURSDAY 

2-4p.m. Feeds and feeding. Balancing rations. Mr. Dann. 9:00 a.m. Ducks. Care and management. Pror. Ricr. 
4:45 p.m. The preparation of pheasant rations and methods of com- 2-4p.m. Poultry house construction. A study of coops and houses. 

bating vermin. Mr. Roacers. Mr. Krum. 
FRIDAY FRIDAY 

9:00 a.m. Leaf insects. Dr. NexpHam. 9:00 a.m. Parasites and parasitism: protozoa. Dr. Ritmy. 

2-4 p.m. Comparative study of leaf eating insects. Dr. NespHam. 24p.m. Laboratory on the same. Dr. CHanpier. 
MONDAY MONDAY 

9:00 a.m. Natural history of gallinaceous birds. Dr. ALLEN. 9:00 a.m. The food of carnivorous birds and structures involved. Dr. 

2-4 p.m. Comparative study of representative types of gallinaceous ALLEN. 

birds. Dr. ALLEN. 2-4p.m. Examination of owl pellets and of representative stomachs 
TUESDAY of flesh eating birds. Dr. ALLEN. 

9:00 a.m. Breeds. Breed characteristics and adaptability. Dr. Kent. TUESDAY 

2-4p.m. Feeds and feeding. Compounding rations and estimating 9:00 a.m. Goose farming. Pror. Ricr. 

cost. Mr. Dann. 2-4,p.m. Poultry house construction. Interior fixtures and arrange- 
4:45 p.m. The economic value of birds. Mr. Forsusx. ments. Mr, Krum. 

WEDNESDAY 4:45 p.m. Wild turkey breeding. Mr. Jon. 

9:00 a.m. Breeding. Variability and inheritance of characters. Pror. WEDNESDAY 

Ricr. 9:00 a.m. Goose farming. Pror. Ricn. 

2-4p.m. Breeds. Study of breed characteristics. Dr. Kent. 2-4p.m. Poultry houses. Sketching plans. Mr. Krum. 

4:45 p.m. The cat and rat problem. Mr. Forsusn. 4:45 p.m. The breeding of the diving ducks. Mr. Jos.
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THURSDAY TUESDAY 
9:00 a.m. Pigeon farming. Pror. Rice. 9:00 a.m. Market poultry—selling. Dr. Bunsamin. 

2-4p.m. Poultry houses. Planning a house. Mr. Krum. 2-4p.m. Market poultry—commercial methods of handling. Dr. 

FRIDAY BENJAMIN. 

9:00 a.m. Gape worms and other important nematode parasites. Dr. 4:45 p.m. Care and breeding of aviary birds with special reference to 

Riney. pheasants and water fowl. Mr. Cranpau. 
2-4p.m. Gape worms, etc. Dr. CHANDLER. WEDNESDAY 

MONDAY 9:00 a.m. Market poultry—market rules and regulations. Dr. Bren- 
9:00 a.m. he natural food of insect eating birds. Dr. ALLEN. JAMIN. 

2-4p.m. Examination of representative stomachs of same. Dr. ALLEN. 2-4p.m. Accounts and records—use of Cornell record book. Dr. 

TUESDAY BENJAMIN. 
9:00 a.m. Pigeon farming. Pror. Rice. 4:45 p.m. Practical deer farming. Mr. Burnuam. 
2-4p.m. Poultry houses. Planning a house and estimating cost. THURSDAY 

Mr. Krum. 9:00 a.m. Accounts and records—various methods. Dr. Brnsamrn. 

4:45 p.m. Ruffed grouse breeding. Mr. MacVicar. 10:00 a.m. The arborescent food of Virginia deer. Pror. Hosmer. 
WEDNESDAY 2-4p.m. Accounts and records—double entry accounting. Dr. 

9:00 a.m. Turkey farming. Pror. Rice. BrensAMIn. 

24p.m. A study of lists of available poultry and game literature. 4:45 p.m. The national movement for wild life conservation with 
Mr. Krum. : special reference to sanctuary work and implanting knowl- 

4:45 p.m. Mallard duck breeding. Mr. Quaruzs. edge of bird life in the juvenile mind. Mr. Pearson. 
THURSDAY FRIDAY 

9:00 a.m. Turkey farming. Pror. Rice. 9:00 a.m. Fish culture: trout. Dr. Empopy. 

2-4p.m. A review of poultry literature. Mr. Krum. 2-4p.m. Identification of the arborescent food of Virginia deer. Pror. 

FRIDAY Hosmer. 

9:00 a.m. Nematodes (concluded) and cestodes. Dr. Riney. 4:45 p.m. Professional conservation work on estates. Mr. Scuppmr. 
2-4p.m. Nematodes, ete. Dr. CHANnpiEr. MONDAY 

MONDAY 9:00 a.m. Nests and eggs of game birds. Dr. ALLEN. 

9:00 a.m. The food of herbivorous birds. Dr. ALLEN. 2-4p.m. A study of the eggs of game birds. Dr. ALLEN. 
24 p.m. Examination of representative stomachs of the same. Dr. TUESDAY 

ALLEN. 9:00 a.m. Poultry farm management—selecting and purchasing the 
TUESDAY farm. Pror. Ricr. 

9:00am. Diseases—diagnosis. Dr. PIckEns. 2-4p.m. Accounts and records—double entry accounting. Dr. 

2-4 p.m. Diseases and sanitation. Dr. Pickens. : BENJAMIN. : ¥ i 
4:45 p.m. Moving picture photography of wild life. Mr. Jos. 4:45 p.m. Organizing a community for bird protection. Mr. Lapp. 

WEDNESDAY ; eee 
9:00 a.m. Diseases—specific types. Dr. PickEns. 9:00 a.m. Poultry farm management. EEO, Rice, 
24 p.m. Diseases—treatment. Dr. PICKENS. 2-4p.m. Accounts and records—summarizing results of survey sheets. 

4:45 p.m. Plant life that is attractive to wild ducks. Mr. McArrsr.- Dr. BEngaMin. oer 
aa a2 4:45 p.m. The organization of the forces of a state for wild life conser-  . 
THURSDAY ‘ 

e ape vation. Mr. CarPENTErR. 
9:00 a.m. Diseases—sanitation. Dr. Pickens. THURSDAY 
2-4p.m. Diseases and sanitation. The compounding and use of dis- o rs 

i 9:00 a.m. Poultry farm management. Pror. Rice. 
infectants. Dr. PickEns. - : : 

a 2 é 2-4p.m. Accounts and records—adaptation of accounting systems. 
4:45 p.m. The raptorial birds. Dr. Fisuer. Da bani 

FRIDAY FRIDAY . : 

a as xem parasites. Dr. Rizzy. , 9:00 a.m. Fish culture—warm water fishes. Pror. Empopy. 
2A: External parasites. Dr. Cuanvier. 2-4 p.m. Demonstration of methods of trout culture. Pror. EMpopy. 

4:45 p.m. Still life photography of birds. Mr. Ansorr. MONDAY 

MONDAY 5 9:00 a.m. The enemies of birds. Dr. ALLEN. 
9:00 a.m. The migration and dispersal of game birds. Dr. ALLEN. 2-4 p.m. The enemies of birds. Dr. ALLEN. 

2-4p.m. Field trip to observe migratory waterfowl. Dr. ALLEN. 4:45 p.m. Modern methods in stocking streams with game fish. Mr. 
TUESDAY Trrcoms. 

9:00 a.m. Market eggs—quality. Dr. Benzamin. TUESDAY 

2-4 pan. Market eggs—testing. _ Dr. Bensamin. ; 9:00 a.m. Poultry farm management. Pror. Rice. 
4:45p.m. The sowing and planting of foods that attract wild ducks. 24p.m. Poultry farm management—laying out the farm. Pror. 

Mr. TERRELL. Rice. 

WEDNESDAY 4:45 p.m. The part played by the warden force in protecting and in- 

9:00 a.m. Market poultry—demands of the market. Dr. Bengsamin. creasing the wild life of a state. Mr. Lecar. 
2-4p.m. Market poultry—selecting and shipping live poultry. Dr. WwRDNESDAY 

z Bengamin. ; 9:00 a.m. Guinea farming. Pror. Ricn. 
4:45 p.m. Wood duck breeding. Mr. Quarues. 2-4p.m. Poultry farm management—scoring and judging farms. 

THURSDAY Pror. Rice. 
9:00 a.m. Market poultry—preparation for market. Dr. Bensamin. 4:45 p.m. The painting of birds and their esthetic value. Mr. Funrres. 

10:00 a.m. The arborescent food of Virginia deer. Pror. Hosmer. THURSDAY 

2-4p.m. Market poultry—killing and packing. Dr. Bensamin. 9:00 a.m. Opportunities. Pror. Rice. 

FRIDAY 2-4p.m. Trips to typical farms. Pror. Rice. 
9:00 a.m. Food and game fishes. Dr. Empopy. FRIDAY 

2-4 p.m. a. of the arborescent food of Virginia deer. Prov, 9:00 a.m. How to get the children interested in game farming. Mrs. 
OSMER. Comsrocx. 

MONDAY 2-4p.m. Plants and animals useful for pond fish culture. Pror. 

9:00 a.m. Reproduction of game birds. Dr. ALLEN. Empopy. 
10:00 a.m. Methods of attracting birds. Dr. ALLEN. 4:45 p.m. Putting the message of the birds before the people, and 

2-4p.m. Field trip. Dr. Aten. organization of bird clubs. Mr. Baynes.
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Photo by Dr. Arthur A. Allen 
Portable Exhibit used by Cornell University in Illustrating the Value of Birds in Farm and Garden 

CORNELL CONSERVATION COURSE the one hundred and twenty hours required for Poultry feeds and feeding, No. 2 

(Continued from page 4) graduation, which would have to be chosen with Flock management, No. 2A 
6 a "s fg ae iser. a 0] 9 , ractice. i é 1. Conservation experts with state fish and game the approval of the student’s faculty adviser. The Incubator pr ae tice , No. 3 

commana: following list of regular courses might be recom- Brooder practice, No. 3A 

2. Assistants to state ornithologists. mended to the student from which to choose his Poultry house design and construction, No. 5 
3. Secretaries of sportsmen’s associations, Au- elective studies. Descriptions of but the first of Ve ae ees: No. 7 = 

dubon societies, and conservation organizations these may be found in the printed announcement Marketing practice, No. 7A file 
generally of regular courses in the College of Agriculture: Poultry farm management, No. 8 

4, Work with the United States Bureau of Bio- e par eu Ta ciinanys Ne: : 
logical Survey and Bureau of Fisheries. Elective Courses ae peeuuegaD Nano ra 

5. Lecturers on wild life conservation. *Zodlogy, Nos. 5, 7, 8 I ee a ear management, aoe 
6. Instructors in game breeding and conserva- Field ornithology, No. 6 (Ene poe pubic es ongunped for 

tion at educational institutions. Advanced ornithology, No. 9 he eeoong a . ae raaiealivorcl field 
7. Work with zodlogical gardens. Economic ornithology and mammalogy, No. 11 ae 4 fae prague Mies ae . pee 
8. Managers of game preserves and large estates Nature study, No. 61 é of which should be spent on the U See F erm 

where wild life conservation is systematically car- Beology of ined. Nels Few activities that have been originated in the 
ried on. Cancel ereoloey No. 3 national movement for the conservation of wild 

9. Assistants in research work in natural history Animal es aad paracitian Nooo life have borne such rich promise as the movement 

museums. General limnology, No. 50 : that is being started at Cornell. It is believed that 

Students electing to undertake the course of Agriculture, No. St leaders in the conservation movement and organi- Agric , No. 5 er : study suggested could, with greatest profit to  Pish cultuce No. 52 zations whose activities are concerned _with the 

themselves, probably choose from the following Taxonomy of the higher-plants, No. 6A protection and increase of wild life will give them- 

studies with the exception of those listed under (@) Cereals, forage and miscellaneous crops, No. 1 selves whole-heartedly to this work. The American 
all of which are required: Farm management—cost accounting, No. 1 Game Protective Association has pledged itself 

(a) The studies required of all regular students in Farm management, No. 2 without reserve to aid in every possible way. 
the College of Agriculture. These include English, extension work in agriculture, No. 1 May we hope that the day is not far distant when 
Political Science, Chemistry, Physics, Botany, Zoél- The farm wood lot, Forestry No. 1 there will be a Department of Conservation at 

ogy, Biology, Natural History of the Farm, Geology, +Blements of forestry—mensuration and manage- Cornell, with a well-equipped building for housing 

Physiology, Mathematics, Bacteriology, making a ment, Forestry No. 2 its activities, sending forth yearly companies of 
total of fifty-two or fifty-three of the one hundred  Jements of forestry—silviculture, Forestry No. 3 young men and women to preach the gospel of 

and twenty credit hours required for graduation. Conservation of natural resources, Foresty No. 5 wild life protection throughout the land. It would 

(b) The two-hour, second term course in the Poultry husbandry, Nos. 1 and 1A require approximately $500,000 to achieve this 
conservation of wild life and game breeding, hitherto §=——— result. An immortal name in the history of con- 

described fully. feu eo NG oe ae ssa Scibues ae servation would be the reward of the man who 

(c) Elective course. to make up the remainder of takine ones and B ahsitte ot ike course. would make possible the realization of this dream.
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1532 University Aveme 
August 3, 1937 

Mr. Ross 0. Stevens 
Dept, of Conservation and Develomment 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

Dear Ress? 

I appreciate your writing me about the North 
Carolina teaching venture, and I of course wish you all kinds 
of success, I particularly appreciate ani approve the 
cautious attitude which you express, both as to the muber 
of students and the conservative standards of instruction, 

If I can contribute anything to the success of 
your venture, I need hardly say that my data are at your 
disposal, I have almost completed a revised copy of my 
leeture notes (Game Management 118) which I could loan you 
if you have any special use for it, but not until I have 
completed it, 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
vh Professor of Game Management



STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 
DEPARTMENT OF 

CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
R. BRUCE ETHERIDGE, DIRECTOR 

RALEIGH 

DIVISION OF GAME AND INLAND FISHERIES 

J. D. CHALK, COMMISSIONER July 28 } 1937 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
Professor, Game Management 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Probably you have learned by now that I have left the 
Soil Conservation Service and am connected with North Carolina 
State College and North Carolina Department of Conservation and 
Development. We are starting a new Farm Game Program in this 
State and I am assisting with this work. We have just about com- 
pleted the plans, and within the near future I hope to be able to 
send you a rough outline for your suggestions and criticisms, We 
have 6 technically trained men for this work in addition to myself- 
and the response which has been evident since these men started to 
contact farmers and sportsmen indicated that the program will move 
very rapidly, and possibly too rapidly for the amount of time we 
will be able to expend. ‘The College is starting a new course in 
Wildlife Conservation and they have chosen me to teach the Wild- 
life Management courses. We plan to have a regular 4-year course 
in this work. Of course, the first two years will be practically 
the same as for general agriculture, etc. During the last two years 
the students will go quite heavy on Zoology and Botany and the Game 

Management courses. We are planning to encoumge all students to 
remain and take master's degrees. 

I would hesitate very much to accept this assignment were 

it not for the fact that the College has some very outstanding men 

in the Zoology and Botany Departments. We do not intend to turn 

: out a large number of students. ile hope to keep the number down 

to 4 or 5 and not more than 8 per year in any case. The students 

will have a chance to get considerable field experience before 

graduating and in addition, there will be considerable research 

work carried along, which will be of mutual benefit to the College 

and the Department. We hope to be able to make arrangements where- 

by the students can work during the vacation periods and at the 

same time help carry on our Farm Game Program and the research work, 

possibilities for which are almost unlimited in amount, We also ex- 

pect to take advantage of the trained technicians who are handling 

the Farm Geme Program, to assist in the teaching work. 

I have read with interest the bulletins which have been 
turned out by your group. I feel that it is very good idea and I
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hope that we can combine the activities of the field biologists 
and our students in a. similar publication. 

; I do not know what your ideas are relative to the start- 
ing of more game courses in other colleges, but I can assure you 
that I would not have been interested in this work had I not be- 
lieved that the intentions of those who are behind this movement 
were of the very best. If you have the opportunity to come through 
this way any time, I will be very glad to have the advantage of 
discussing these things with you. 

Very truly yours, 

Ross 0. Stevens 

ROS/km



STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA i 
DEPARTMENT OF ye 

CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT r\ x 
J. W. HARRELSON, DirEcTOoR Gr ” 

RALEIGH ad ry ) 
August 10, 1933 My 

h d 9° ¢ a?” 

oe a pe C hs 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, \ yr 
Albuquerque, New Mexico. Q 

Dear Mr. Leopold: G 

Qur mutual friend, Mr. Lawrence Lee, Vv 
President of the Occidental Life Insurance Company, 
has just called me on the telephone to say that he 
had learned of your plans to return this fall to the 
University of Wisconsin. I am very glad to know of 
your going back into educational work. 

For sometime I have been of the opinion 
that the success of the conservation program in 
America will depend upon an educational program 
put on hot only in the colleges and universities 
but in the public schools. 

Today I am writing a memorandum to the 
members of our Board of Conservation and Development 
stating that a comprehensive natural resource program 
for North Carolina ranks with our major programs of 
agriculture, health, schools and roads although not 
yet so recognized. Also I am of the opinion that the 
natural resources are capable of producing in North 
Carolina an additional annual income varying from 
fifty to one hundred millions of dollars. 

We are enjoying your new and scholarly 
work, "Game Management." 

With high personal esteem and best wishes, 
I an 

Sincerely yours, 

W. LYlerubean 

JWH: FP
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§ REFORESTING SALES 

WORKING PLANS APPRAISAL 
_ LANDSCAPE PLANTING SURVEYS 

GEORGE LATTA BARRUS nC 
FORESTER cy 

HUNTING AND FOREST ESTATES 

1501 PROVIDENCE ROAD 
CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA ADDRESS REPLY TO 

March 10, 1951 Ridgeland, 8.C. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
Game Survey, 
Sporting Arms & Ammunition Manufacturers: Institute, 
404 university Ave. Nat'l Bank Bldg., 

Madison, Wis. 

Dear Mr. Deopold: 

Thank you for your favor of March end, emt I enclose 

@ copy of the minutes of the meeting held relative to a forest fire 

district at Ridgeland. After further conference the Federal Forest 

Service refused to share in the expense of a forest district because 

they felt that the money was needed more where there was 100% fire 

protection without the control burning. 

Very truly yours, 

ee (Barre 
GLB/D
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, EDWARD C. M. RICHARDS 
iden CONSULTING AND OPERATING FORESTER 

FOREST SURVEYS 156 FIFTH AVENUE MT, CARBON ec Ea yn cosa 
FOREST MAPS NEW YORK CITY POTTSVILLE, PA. MANUFACTURE AND SELLING 

FOREST ESTATE MANAGEMENT TEs CHELSEA 1839 TEL. POTTSVILLE 765. OF FOREST PRODUCTS 

REPLY TO E 

JASPER COUHTY PORKGT FIRE PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION 

Meoting held February 16, 1921 at 8130 PeMe 
Good Hope Gamp, Ridgeland, South Carolina, 

Mr, Pratt invited the owners of forest and hunting lands in the 
vicinity of Ridgeland to meet with him at Good Hope Camp February 16, 
1931, ‘There were present at this meeting the following people: ( 

Representing Sereage 
Herbert L, Pratt, Good liope Camp 18,000 
26 Broadway, tow Yorks \ ; 
Er, M, Shelley, Supt. of Sports, | * 

Columbus, Miss. . 
George Latta Barrus, Consulting Forester, * 
Latta Road, Rochester, %,Y. 
G. H, Mellon, Okatie Glub 45,000 
25 Broadway, New xsork. 
Biwin Thorne, ; 7 i 
19 Cedar St., tiow York, 
Williem fe White, Strawberry 111 1,000 
107 Prospect St., Waterbury, Conn. | 
Roy C, Wilcox, " 
International Gilver Coy Meriden, Conn, 
Julian Be Clark, Private Estate 3,568 

Burlington, Vor. 
Rabert grwin, Savanneh River ‘ 
Savannah, Gas Iumber Co. 19,000 
Col, George T. Slade, Chelsea Glub 13,879 
@ B 84th Ste, Sew York. 
HeA Smith, Stato Forester, 
Columbie, S.C. 
WeReDunlap, District Forester, 
Walterboro, Ses 

At the beginning of the meeting Mr, Pratt asked Kr, Barrus to oute 
line the purpose of the meeting and then the subjeet of forest fires in 
relation to hunting was opened for disguseion and the following pointe 
were brought out: 

Ll. At the present time the land in Jasper County is burned more or 
less all the yoar whonever the weather will permits
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2. The owners of hunting lands and forest lands would like to 
have their land protected from fire all of the year, but during the month 
of Kerch,or the firsst two weeks in March, some control burning is desired 
on the hunting lands by some owners in an effort to get rid of myrtle 
and herdwood brush, which interferes with shooting, and other growth which 
might interfere with the propagation of queil, ‘ 

&. The burning of sedge grass was advocated by Nr. White of Straw- 
pete: Bate Mr. Shelley states that on Good Hope Camp where they have 

4 not ed the sedge grass for five years, it is matted down and thinned 
| out so that they do not get as rank a growth of sedge grass as they did 

t when it was burned, 

4, ir, Thorne of Okatie Club stated that they would like to save 
patches of sedge grass, possibly 40 acres, to give the quail a plece for 
nesting end burn everything else. Mr. na te Good Hope Camp states 
that he questions whether sucn procedure be good in es much as 
40 acres wokld not support over two covies of queil. 

. 5. lr. thorne also stated that uketie Club land has been burned 
for SO years and they have more timber then they ever had, It was pointed 
out thet while Gkatie Club have some timber in spite of the fire,that it 
erate likely that the trees would have grown twice as fast if the 
1 had not been burned. Attention was called to experiments carried on 
by the Forest Service which showed that while the large pine timber might 
survive forest fire, the — is checked 48%, and in the case of seedling 
pine trees they are killed out “> the checking of the growth of the 
older trees 48% means @ loss of $1.00 per acre per year through the burning 
of land figured on a conservative estimate of growth per acre and market 
price for pulp wood and lumber, In the ease cf burning seedling pines 
which might come up in sedge grass land, the loss would be $2.00 per acre 
per year, tienee it would seem that while the use of fire might be the 
cheapest means in getting rid of an aoe as regards the first cost 
it would seem a good investment to p’ up, through the sedge Fields, tire 
lines to be used for sowing bird food and let strips of young pine seed 
themselves in or be planted in between these fire lines and let the pine 

come up amd shade out the sedge grass, giving cover to the quail and allow- 
ing naturel bird food to come ing 

6, Col. Slede stated that Chelsea Club did not make a practice of 
burning their land,although there wes» considerable sarees burned by uncon~ 
trolled fires of unknown origins 

%. It was vointed out that,although land has been burned repeatedly, 
rats ere still present and hence it would seem that trapping is more 
effective than burning to get rid of such vermin, 

R 8. In other states of the South where hunting preserves are meine 
tained, it has been found advisable to organize forest fire protective 
orgenizations covering a county or a designated district with a set 
program for protection of the forest from fire, including:
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Ae An observation tower with a man employed as lookout to detect 
forest fires. 

B, Adequate system of telephone lines covering the territory and 
connected with the fire tower. 

G. One or more fire wardens to head up fire fighting work in the 
district. a. to answer calls from the fire tower man, b. carry on 
educationsl work, ¢. detect and report the size and cause of fires when- 
ever they occur, d. prosecute violations of the state fire law, e. super- 
vise the burning of areas on land where control burning is requested end 
the laying out of fire lines. 

: De Deputy forest fire wardens, including superintendants on the 
estates to aid in fire fighting work. 

B. The cost of rumming « forest fire district organization would 
depend on: 

& The mmber of acres protested by the fire tower, 

be The amount of work undertaken by the organigation or assumed 
by the individual owners, It was estimated thet ten 
thousand dollars per year would give satisfactory pro- — 
tection for the district in the vicinity of Ridgeland, 
covering one hundred thousand acres, end this would 
mean an assessment of 10/ per sefe. 

9%. State Porester Smith stated that the Feceral Government and 
the State Government would co-operate in supervising the protection of 

the whole ares and would assume one-half the exyense of the areas which 
are not burned at all and were permitted to grow up into forest trees, 

10, It was pointed out that the experience in fire protection on 
Good Hope Camp, proves thet it is possible to control fire if the owners 
desire to do so. From January lst, 1920 to November 27th, 1950, there 
were 23 small fires on Good Hope Camp whith burned a total of 175 acres 
on an area of 19,500 scres protected. 5 

ll. Dr. S. Fe Blake, Botanist for the Burean of Plant Industry 
in the U.S.bepartment of Agriculture, states thet"general burning is 
considered undesirable for effect on bird food, local burnings sometime 
useful, partridge pea usually germinates without burning". 

12. Hr. Alex Ke Sessoms of the Timber Products Corp. Gogdell, Ga. 
States that he has e good many thousand acres of land which have been 
protected from fire for 9 years and “we are of the opinion that we have 
better shooting and more game on this. land than the land which is burned 
every year, ie do not tnink that protection of the woods is detrimental 
to game, We are supe poisoning end trapping will cet rida of vermin". 

15. Reference wes mede to a letter from ¢.?.Cuthbert, Yanager of 
the Cooper River Timber Co. at Charleston, in which he stated that they 
have @ small sereage in Williamsburg Gounty South Carolina, which has 
net been burned for four or five years, and @h which the quail shooting
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is particularly good. This land is stocked with young long leaf pine. 
He referred me to C, H. Heins, Greeley¥ille, S.C. who is an enthusiastic 
hunter and who has been in touch with these lands for 20 years. lr. 
Heins advises that he is “of the opinion"that quail and all other game 
raise more and do better on land protected from fire, still he had much 
rather hunt quail on lands which have been burned over every year as the 
cover is not so heavy and the dogs do better work, 

14, Reference was meade to a letter from Paul G. Redington, Chief 
of the Bureau of Biological Survey, and stated to the effect “You need not 
hesitate to quote me to the effect that promiscuous burning off of wood- 
land areas is a very dangerous proceeding. It not only depreciates the 
value of the timber stands, but it robs the soil slowly but surely of 
its fertility and destroys cover so essential to the harboring of such 
game species as the quail. Stoddard's recommendations regarding the 
use of fire do not necessarily indicate that there should be broadcasting 

_ of fire without control. I think it will be for the benefit of all 
concerned if a fire district can be created in the general region in 
which Good Hope Plantation is located. It is naturally going to be 
very hard to overcome the old custom of burning woods, particularly by 
the natives. In a long run, however, I feel sure that the extent of 
burning now being practiced must be greatly curtailed if the woodlands 
of the South are to take their rightful place in the economic and esthetic 
developement of the South". 

Am. For. Asso. 

15. Reference was made to a letter from W.C.lMcCormick, Kegional 
Director, Lake City, Fla. and stated to the effect that “after ten years 
of no fire in a wire grass and sedge grass country, I found absolutely 
no broom sedge and the wire grass matted down to a carpet in: some instances 
only one inch deep and in no place more than six inches deep and in many : 
places I found acres covered with nothing but pine needles and Leaves, 
The natmral growth that had come on this land under protection had sheded 
out this natural gough ordinarily found. There were no briers, gall- 
berries orother shrubs and the entire area presented what I would consider 
most ideal hunting conditions. Down in the few swamp areas there was the 
usual dense growth but on the uplands and the drain lands I found open 
stands of reproduction ideal for game propagation. No hunting has been 
allowed on this tract for ten years, ‘The man in charge informed me that 
there was an abundance of deer, turkey and quail and a few years agoa - 
motion picture concern sent a man down there to secure a great number of 
wonderful quail shots taken in their natural habitat. I believe I can 
conscientiously say that no forest fire that bmned in the South burned 
either ea snake or rat. If wodds fires destroy snakes and rats, surely 
there would not be a snake or rat south of the Mason and Dixon Line", 

"As the majority of fires in the South burn in the fell, winter 
and eerly spring, it hardly seems reasonable to expect many snekes to be 
burned up. If a fire bummavhen the snakes are out, it is reasonable — 
to expect that if a fire surrounds a sneke, said snake is going into a 
hole, The only fires that burn with any rapidity are fires in open sedge 
fields and the like where snakes seldom are found. I never heave seen 
8 woods fire where you might expect to find a snake, that was burning 
with enough repidity to over teke a snake before he could get to a hole. 
In other words, I believe the average snake has about as much intelligence 
as the average woods bufmer and will get out of the way.”
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"I do believe, however, and we have an abundance of proof in 

this line, that spring fires, particularly late spring fires, burn up 
thousands of quail eggs @very year. Whether or not fire burns any 
number of young quail, I do not know, because they can fly pretty early 
in life, but I know that eggs are destroyed", 

16, Mr. Pratt stated that he thought the prevention of fires by 
means of fire lines was the most important work to be considered. He 
also stated that he thought the association would de well to employ a 
men at about $5000.00 salary per year to make a study of the situation 
as regards the effect of burning and sell the idea of fire protection to 
everybody in the locality. 

17. Mr. Stoddard was quoted to the effect that he considered 
thet the first important work in connection with control burning is 
land classification, 

18. Mr. Barrus stated that on sample plots 16' square, where 
every piece of vegetation was noted in some experiemental work on Good 
Hope Camp, there was found on land which hed not been burned, thirty 
different plants about one-half of which furnished good bird food and 
one-third of which gave good for quail, 

19. Motion was made by bir, White and seconded by Col. Slade and 
approved, that State Forester Smith, Mr. Dunlap and Mr, Barrus shouid 
submit a plan to the property owners represented and to other interested , 
owners in the locality for a forest fire protective association and that 
such share as the Stete Government will assume should be considered, 
provided that each property owner retains the right to designate what 
areas they desire to burn, 

20. It was moved by Gol, Slade, seconded by Mr, Pratt and approved, 
that a temporary organization for the consideration of forest fire 
protection be formed from this meeting and that C.H,Mellon be chosen as 
President. Mr. Mellon begged to be excused from serving and lir. H.L.Pratt 
was chosen as Fresident, Cole George T, Slade as Treasurer, hir. WeH.White 
as Secretary and State Forester H.eAeSmith as assistant Secretary. 

21. Meeting Adjourned.



NATIONAL SPORTSMAN, INC. ue 
PUBLISHERS 

"NATIONAL SPORTSMAN’ »? HUNTING & FISHING MAGAZINES 
108 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE 

Boston, MASSACHUSETTS 

January 19, 1931. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
In Charge Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I think you may be interested in the 
enclosed letter from one of our correspondents 
at Charlotte, North Carolina. 

The article which he refers to is the 
one which contained a brief summary of the Game 
Policy, or rather quotations from parts of it. 

I have told Mr. Smith that I would ask 
_- you to send him a copy of the complete Report 

ys and hope that you will be able to do that. 

\ 

Very truly Te N), 

Arthur L. Clark, Director 
GAME RESTORATION DEPARTMENT 

Enc. 
RLC/HMF 

\ean@h pew 
fide Vee



£.S. HOGGARD,PresipeENT & MANAGER BURTON H. SMITH, SECRETARYE TREASURER 

CHARLOTTE BAGGING COMPANY. Inc. 
MANUFACTURERS OF 

BAGGING AND TIES 

CHARLOTTE,N.C. 

Jenuary 15, 1951 

Mr. Arthur L. Clark, 
National Sportsman, 

108 Massachusetts Ave., . 
Boston, Mass. 

\ Dear Mr. Clark:- 

he I em handling the publicity for the Waltonian 

U: Council of North Carolina and have 15 minutes, each Tuesday 
evening, on Radio Station WBT. 

S 
This station is 5,000 watts and covers Virginia, 

North and South Carolina, as well as Georgia. So far my talks 

have been along educational lines, covering all phases of conser- 

vation, fish, game and forestry, working 100% with our Conserva- 

: tion Department. , 

d Our results are good and the fact has been shown, 

during a recent snow, that the sportsmen are trying to help to 

3 save our game. 
4 
¥ I was just wondering if I might have your permis- 

Ss sion to use your article, “Sow that you may reap, in the January 

j issue of the National Sportsman. 
op : 

\ i This would make a dandy radio talk and would reach 

; quite a few people who, possibly, never heard of your magazine. 

Df I may use it, I will be sure to say where it came from, so you 
might get some advertising value out of it. 

Thanking you in advance, I am, 

Chairman State Publicity Committee 

Waltonian Council of North Carolina



E.l.pu Pont pe Nemours & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION December 9, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wise 

My dear Aldo - 

Attached hereto are copies of the papers I 
spoke to you about in New York concerning the proposed 
game course at the University of North Carolina. 

The curriculum in game management comes to 
me in typewriten form, whereas the curriculum for agri- 
cultural specialists is in vrinted form. 

Most sin B> 

ees ON (Rese Oia 
Le W. T. Waller, Jre 
Director of Conservation. 

LWTW/c 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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CURRICULUM FOR AGRICULTURAL SPECIALISTS 

FRESHMAN YEAR 

Credits 
Courses First Second Third 

Term Term Term 
Composition and Rhetoric, Eng. 101 ............. 3 3 3 
General Cems ie oc6 cis disses sie are aces os ele oe niee 6 4 4 4 
General Botany, Bot.101 and 102, or 

General geology, 200). 101 62 cs ciiccies . sececnes 4 4 0 
BiGlG Cron. E05 LOU ne 5 oie eis disse swe ee a sie civ tape 0 0 4 
General Animal Husbandry, A.H. 101 ............. 0 3 3 
General Horticulture, Hort. lO] .....-cvewvcccoee 0 0 3 
General Poultry, Poul. LOL ...ceseevvecccccvecce 5 0 0 
American Economic History, Hist.101-A, or 
Mathematical Analysis, Math. 100 .......ssceeseee 3 3 0 
Military Science, Mil. 101, or 
Hume Relations, BOG. LOE <2 ois. c cic 005s ccewelecclions sive 2 2 2 
Physical Training, P.B. LOL . 2.6. scecsevevccionce L naa er 

20 20 20 
SOPHOMORE YEAR 

Farm Equipment, Agr.Eng. 130 ..ccescssccssccvecs 3 0 0 
Boil Geology, SOLIS 110 .. cc cecccec scenes ccs 4 0 0 
Boll Management, Soile TiS. ..c.c. 2 cc ewe enone se 0 0 4 
DBA VY 1 EG eee OO os 5 os ce = ois + Se ese cece 0 . §$ 0 

Animal “Natrition, A<H.: 102 .6.ssc 56s suiewcess Sc sre 0 0 5 
Introduction to Economics, Econ. 102 «.........6 0 3 0 
Agricultural Economics, Agr. Econ. 260 ......... 0 0 3 
Agricultural Physics, Phys. LOS <6 is ce we woe 0 0 5 
Animal Physiology, Zool. 102, or 
Plant Payatolepy, Bot. 10S 2.0.6.2. . 5s cess ca oes 3 3 9 
Poultry Production, Poul. 302, or ' 
COTEAL peek oOo Ok 6 ono we «wie ons wiaiere enero leis: wieiele'eeicig glee 0 S 0 
General Zoology, Zool. 101, or 
General Botany, Bot. 1OL-103 .......cccscscceuce 4 4 0 
Organic Chemistry, Chem. 14) 2. sc sc sieclicsic cs cisices 3 0 0 
Military Science, Mil. 102, or 
World History, Biet. LOG oo noon cic oe te we wie wice 2 2 2 
Physical Trainine, Pi! VOR |. ice. ee cece teen as oe 

20 20 20 
JUNIOR YEAR 

Mericultural Major ooo. 0s «sis cicicie ce ve wile vie silens viele 6 6 6 
MD aise ore oe coins ws Fes 4.4 Vince sis ovw site 0:6 o/slaipveme sats 3 3 3 
MU GORI V 66s es cree os cee ee ee fis es 

16 16 16 
SENIOR YEAR 

Merieulturel Major... ccm. ose nsw oo 0-0 sinie Viacin ets 6 6 6 
PECL OO: 25s. a aire soo s0 8 Seas afie cio wows oben Solero allen ete fonsileselpen eteee ene 3 3 3 
BL GCCLGES: 5. aioe plaice os Sioa 6 4 0s ole ic 5 0.5500 owe e tinier ot one = 

16 16 16
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p CURRICULUM IN GAME MANAGEMENT 

UNIFORM FRESHMAN AND SOPHOMORE YEARS 

JUNIOR YEAR , 

MAJORS 
Poultry Nutrition, Poul. 303 ---------------- - 0-3-0 
Incubation and Brooding, Poul. 103 ------------ - = 0-0-3 
Anatomy, Poul. 304 ------------ --- -- ee - = - 3-5-0 
Economic Entomology, Zool. 202 -------------- = = 0-0-3 
Genetics, Zool. 201 --------------------- 40-0 

SCIENCE 
Bacteriology, Bot. 203 ------------------ = - 0-4-0 

ELECTIVES 

Systematic Botany, Bot. 204 --------------- == 0-0-3 
Cereals, Farm Crops 201 - -----------------=- 0-40 
Principles of Forestry 104 ----------------- = 3-0-0 
Animal Morphology, Zool. 203 ----------------- 3-3-0 
Systematic Zoology, Zool. 304 - -------------- = 0-3-3 
Dendrology, Bot. 207 ---------------- eee 0-5 
Aquatic Biology, Bot. 209 ------------+---+--=- 3-0-0 

ENGLISH 
Journalism, Eng. 150 - -------------------) 3-0-0 
Public Speaking, Eng. 160 -----------------=- 0-3-0 
Technical Writing, Eng. 130 ---------------+-=- 0-0-3 

SENIOR YEAR 

MAJORS 

Poultry 330 and Poultry 301, Lab. Diagnosis - -------- 3-3-3 
Vermin Control, Zool. ( )--- -- - - ee ee HH HK (0-043 
Game Birds and Animals, Zool. ( )----------- 3-3-0 
ELECTIVES 
Land Economics, Agr. Econ. 264 - ------------+->% 0-0-3 
Ecology, Bot. 307 -------------- ere rer ee- 8-0-0 
Legumes and Grasses, Field Crops 205 ------------=- 0-0-4 
Conservation, Econ. 338 ------------------ - 0-3-0 
Field Zoology, Zool. 309 -----------------=- -— 0-3-3 
Embryology, Zool. 207 -----=-=---<== fe 2e-2+-+2--- 5-0-0 
Silviculture 1, For. 204 ------------------- 3-0-0 
Silviculture 11, For. 205 ------------------ 0-3-0
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( UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE Ly 
BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY JW 

APPALACHIAN FOREST EXPERIMENT STATION 

ASHEVILLE, N.C. 

November 5, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
¥ 

In Charge, Game Survey, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Referring to our correspondence of early May, I am writing 
you at this time to get more definite information concerning the 
National Game Conference to be held in New York in December. 
Game management being an important phase of my work here, I feel 
that I should benefit materially by attending this conference 
and likewise in meeting you and discussing conditions here in 
western North Carolina. If you will therefore give me the ap- 
proximate date, I shall write Dr. Bell, my immediate chief, for 
authorization to be in New York for the meeting. 

Needless to say, it will afford me great pleasure to meet 
you and to discuss with you this matter of research in game 
management. 

Sincerely yours, 

Thos. D. Aoadigh 
Associate Biologist



y Copy to Mr. Harrison 
J i: 

Nov. 8, 1930 ; 

Mr. T. De. Burleigh 
Appalachian Forest Experiment Station 
Asheville, North Carolina ; 

Dear Mr. Burleigh: 

The National Game Conference will be held on 
December l-2 in New York. I do’ not know which hotel has : 

been chosen, but I am agicing the American Gane Protective 
Association to send you a copy of the program when it is 
ready. : 

The side meeting on game research is being organ- 
ized by Dr. Allen, and three of our fellowship students vill 

/ be there. I would consider it particularly imortant for 
you to have a talk with Ralph T. King, who is studying ruffed 
grouse in Minnesota, and I would suggest your mentioning this 
point to Dr. Bell, 

Yours sincerely, ; 

ALDO TBOPOLD i 

In Charge, Game Survey 

3
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E.l.ou Pont pe Nemours & COMPANY 

CONSERVATION DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 
September 30, 1930. 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wise 

My dear Leopold:- 

The following is quoted from reports from Harrison, 
for your information 

“During my rambles in N.C. during the past week, 
I ran into a very interesting project that is being put on 
by the Boone County Chapter of the I.W.L. 

They have raised about $152.00 by means of 
various entertainments, and have built a rearing pool for 
trout, maintaining the trout there until they are at least 
eight inches in length, the legal size for taking in N.C. 
They have also gotten control of three trout streams, thru 
the cooperation of the farmers owning land adjacent to the 
streams, and are putting these eight-inch trout in these 
streams. A charge of $1.00 per day, per fisherman, is 
made for the privilege of fishing in these streamse The 
farmers get in return for their cooperation well-stocked 
streams running thru their places, and the right to fish 
without chargee On July 15th, which is about the middle 
of the trout season in N.C., fishing on these three streams 
is closed for thirty days, and the streams restocked with 
eight inch trout. This gives the fish thirty days in which 
to get acclimated before the fishing is reopenede 

The proceeds from the sale of fishing rights 
are to be used to build additional rearing pools, and the 
control of other streams in the county, the intention being 
to eventually have all of the trout streams in the county 
under this system. The fishing rights are obtainable only 
from the secretary of the I.W.L. Chaptere 

This appears to be very much like the English 
system on trout streams. 

Apparently everyone is very much pleased with 
the plan, both the farmers and the fishermen. 

If this will work so successfully on fish, why 
won't a somewhat similar plan work down here on game? 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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“attended the annual meeting of the N.C. I.W.L. 
at Durham, N.C. last Saturday, and was the principle speaker 
on the program. I took as my subject, the Williamston Plan 
and the Need for Sportsman-Farmer Relationship in the Southe 
There was a great deal of very favorable discussion follow- 
ing my talk, and as a result a committee was appointed to 
make a study of this problem as it pertained to North 
Carolina, and to draw up a definite plan of action that 
the entire league in the state could get behind and push. 
I have been asked to sit in with this committee at their 
veriocus meetings and hope to be able to help them in coming 
to some plan of operation. During the discussion regarding 
the need of cooperation between the farmer and the sportsmen, 
Col, Harrelson stated that he was henceforth going to instruct 
all of his district and county game wardens to appoint all of 
their deputies from the rural districts, and no more from the 
towns and cities, and further pledged nis fullest cooperation 
in any plan of farmer-sportsman relationship that the league 
might decide upone 

“Among the suggestions that I made along the line 
of interesting the farmers in the movement for conservation, 
was for every member of the league in North Carolina to turn 
over to his chapter secretary his copy of Outdoor America, and 
any other outdoor magazine that he might take, and for the 

secretary to send these magazines to a selected list of farmers 

within the county. This is perhaps being done elsewhere, but 

I thought it well to mention it to you, since it received such 
favorable reaction at the Durham meeting. 

“Col. Harrelson has invited the N.C.Council of League 
to hold their next meeting in conjunction with the next meeting 
of the Board of Conservation and Development, so that a round © 

table discussion can be indulged in for the benefit of the 

Boarde This invitation was readily accepted." 

Most sincerely yours, 

ery tos Wat lar, a 

Le W.T. Waller, Jre 
Director of Conservation. 

LWTW/ce
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E.I.buU Pont pE NEMouRS & COMPANY 

SMOKELESS POWDER DEPARTMENT 

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE 

July 18, 1930. 
SPORTING POWDER DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wis. 

My dear Leopold: 

I am just in receipt of a report from Heyward 
containing a paragraph which, I think, might be of interest to 
you, therefore, it is quoted herewith: 

"In addition to calling on the editors of the 
various newspapers, my trip thru the north section of Ga. and 
N. 0. has been very interesting and instructive, especially that 
vast area covered by the National Forests and Parks, four of which 
I visited on this trip. Highlands, N. 0., with an altitude of 
over four thousand feet, is in the center of this area, and is one 
of the most interesting places that I have seen. While there I 
had the opportunity of meeting the real instigator and leading spirit 
in the very recent formation of a ‘Mountain Biological Laboratory' 
with headquarters at Highland. It is said to be the only one of 
its kind east of the Missippi, and the second such laboratory in 
the United States, and the above mentioned party, Mr. S. P. Ravenal, 
is given the credit for its formation. He, together with a small 

| group, which includes Gol. H. G. Robertson of Franklin, N. 0. with 
whom I have struck up quite a friendship, have for many years 
been keenly interested in the Highland Musemum. Under the present 
plan this museum is .tsed as the basis for the new laboratory, and 
is to be known as the Highlands Museum and Biological Laboratory, 
Inc. A fund of a hundred thousand is being raised and an experi- 
mental program will be carried on during the next five years. 
While I was there a party of fifteen scientists, representing 
thirteen important institutions, among which were the American 
Museum of Natural History and the U. S. Biological Survey and many 
leading universities, were making a survey of the area. This group 
was headed by Dr. E. E. Reinke, or Vanderbilt University, who I had 
the pleasure of meeting and talking to while he and a small party 
were gathering specimens in the large holding of Mr. Ravenals. 
Incidently this tract of forest is absolutely primeval, there never 
having been an axe in it, nor a fire to the knowledge of anyone,
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and ‘3 is one of the most interesting places that I have ever 
seene 

Most sincerely yours, 

W/s L.W.1T. WALLER, JR.--CONSERVATION DIRECTOR.
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~ Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
University of Wisconsin, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., ; 
Madison, Wis. 
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MR. H. G. BASTICK -- OUTGOING MAIL 
MR. HENRY P. DAVIS " " 
BR. EARL FRITZ " " 
MR. EARL A. FRY 8 " 
MRe A. GO. HEYWARD « ® 
MR. Ee F. Ge WHITE " " 
MR. E. Le HARRISON « " 

Following letter received from the Institute concerning 
information desired: 

"At the request of Chairman Olin of the Committee 
on Restoration and Protection of Game, we are quoting the follow- 
ing letter just received from Mr. Aldo Leopold: ; 

'Ouk fellowship student at the University of 
M innesota (Ralph T. King, University Farm, St. Paul, Minn.) 
wants to get in touch with old commission houses or commercial 
game dealers who may have old books or other records showing 
shipments or purchases of cyclic game species. 

This means ruffed grouse, or partridge, prairie 
chicken, and sharptail grouse. ; 

The object is to trace the date of former game 
cycles by fluctuations in market shipments. 

It has occurred to me that the field men of the 
various companies might know where such records are to be found 
and might either obtain them for Mr. King or tell him how to 
obtain them. Naturally the field men now or formerly in the lake 
states, prairies states, New England, or Canada would be the most 
likely sources of information. ‘ 

Would you kindly request the appropriate companies 
to bring this matter to the attention of the right men, and if any- 
thing occurs to them, ask them to correspond directly with Mr. King, 
if possible sending me carbon copies?' 

"Your cooperation in — our Fellow at the 
University of Minnesota, with copies to Mr. Leopold of such information 

as you are able to send Mr. King, will be deeply Séporeciated.® 

This information gotten from the sources outlined or from 

any other source which will be of value in determining game cycles 

to be kept in mind and reported as requeated. 

In making reports please follow the last paragraph and 
render the reports direct to Ralph T. King at the University of Minnesota 

with copies to Aldo Leopold, 421 Ohemistry Building, Madison. Wis., and 

a copy to this office. 

gene your serious consideration. 

W/s L.W.T. WALLER, JRe, CONSERVATION DIRECTOR.



Copies to: Mr. Waller and Mr. Olin | 

daly 24,1930 . 

Dre Se Pe Rowenad / 

Highland, North Carclina 

Dear Sirs 

ten ont mul sopapetene ponl' outing ue enw aeheieeere OF say” your me ony or any 
printed matter available as to how you are organized and what , 
will be the saope of your workt. 

Pa Se renin Se Sts eves Fe Sad 2 ns Sees 

Coles ts eaieh teed aces enemas enetieee: ices iene 
ee a ne 8 Se ees Sees 

in 8 

I? my contents with game research in the country at 
ow ah A AE A. Pig ny Dk Ad 
Fee toe ee Som Oi On Se SUP OO SRE 

I can renter wi TOAGONe 

I peak dy eyes Aun vps 
university, if any, you are 

With best wishes for the mecess of your venture, 

Youre troly, 

ALDO EROPOLD 
: In Chane, Game Survey ;
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WILMINGTON, DELAWARE May 28,1930. 

GAME RESEARCH DIVISION 

Mr. Aldo Leovold, 
421 Chemistry Bldg., 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

My dear Leopold: 

The following extract from a revort recently 
received from A.C.Heyward on the Game Survey of North Carolina 
is quoted herewith for your information. 

"TI am returning you herewith copy of Leopolds letter to M.W. 
Haynes, of Tarboro,N.C. which you sent me on April 8th. 

; While over in this section of my territory to attend the state 
council meeting of the N.C. I.W.L. at Raleigh, I took occasion 
to look Mr. Haynes up and talk to him regarding this survey. I am 
énclosing herewith a list of the questions that he has sent out, 
together with his letter of transmittal and also a letter from 
Col.Harrelson that accompanied it. 

As far as I was able to ascertain from Mr. Haynes this list of 
Questions is about the extent to which the survey is to be carried. 
These questions were sent to the Presidents of the various I.W.L. 
chapters in the state and to a list of sportsmen furnished by the 
various county game wardens. 

As far as Ican see this survey is not going to amount to anything 
except in obtaining a more or less accurate amount of information 
on the general condition of game and fish in each county in the 
state, they are certainly not going to learn anything regarding 
what is affecting the supply. 

Mr. Haynes impressed me as being of very ordinary ability, with 
no previous experience that would fit him for this work. For 
several years he has been care-taker for several large estates 
located on Currituck Sound. Previous to that he was associated 
with the Audubon Society in North Carolina. He is very opinion- 

GAME BREEDING INFORMATION MAY BE SECURED FROM OUR GAME RESEARCH DIVISION
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ated, even going so far as to state that the removal of the 
locks at Albemarle Saund is not what is doing the damage to the 
duck feeding grounds. He blames the Swans entirely for the 
existing conditions there. I am very much afraid that the survey 
will amount to nothing, and will perhaps do harm if the Depart- 
ment attemots to follow out any recommendations that he makes as 
a result of his survey. 

Most_si rely yours, 

soci (2 ea 
w/P L.W.T.WALLER, JR,--CONSERVATION DIRK&TOR
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA J 

DEPARTMENT OF 

CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

RALEIGH 
DIVISION OF GAME ‘ 5 

J. W. HARRELSON, Director 

CHAS. H. ENGLAND, State Game WARDEN 

Tarboro, N. C. 
April 18, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building ‘ 
Madison, Wisconsin : 

Dear Mr. Leopold:- 

I am returning to you under separate cover your Game 
Survey Report for Mississippi. 

Please let me thank you in behalf of the North Carolina 
Department of Conservation for lending this report to 
mee It has been helpful. I hope it will reach you in 
good condition as I am mailing it first class. 

So far I am getting along very nicely with the survey 
that I am putting on efathe state. I will be glad to 
let you know later of any additional success. 

Assuring you of my personal appreciation for information 
given. I am 

: Yours very truly, 

M. W. Haynes 

Pid GAME SURVEY COMMISSIONER 

MWH:M2
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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

DEPARTMENT OF 

CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

RALEIGH 

DIVISION OF GAME 

WADE H. PHILLIPS, DIRECTOR 

CHAS. H. ENGLAND, STATE GAME WARDEN « 

i Tarboro, N. Ce 
April 2, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold:- 

I am very grateful for your letter of March 25 and the 

4 splendid information contained therein relative to the 

possible game survey of North Carolina. I certainly 

oN appreciate your mailing me so promptly the copy of 

\ your Mississippi report, which, if you do not mind, I 

oer will keep for a few days before returning as I have not 

had an opportunity to study it as yet. 

I am beginning the survey of North Carolina by select- 

ing thirty-one counties in this section of the state 

and interviewing one or more representative men in 

each township and having them fill out a questionaire 

that I have prepared. This, together with my personal 

survey of each county will make up the beginning of 

the states game, forest and fish survey. : 

: It may be possible that I will run up to Washington 
City within a few days and talk with Mr. Stoddard of 
the Bureau of Biological Survey. 

There is a bare possibility that some one from the 

Department of Conservation will attend the Isaak Walton 

League in Chicago, tho' I am not quite sure at this 
time. If any one does go it will most likely be Mr. 

J. W. Harrelson who is now in charge of the Department 

: of Conservation and who succeeded Mr. Philips whom 

you formerly corresponded with. 

Again assuring you of my appreciation in pehalf of the 

state for your prompt and splendid information, I am 

Yours sincerely, 

q f wp ele J 

A ae pen - We ynes 

bux) 
6 GAME SURVEY COMMISSIONER 

MWH: Mr



Copies tos / ‘ee 

Mr. John M. Olin i ee 
: Major L. ¥. T. Waller, Jr. 

Mr, FE. L. Stoddard 
Mr. A. O. Hayward i 
Me Ralvh f. King 

Narch 31,1930 ; 

we. % DB. Burleigh 
Plegah Betional Forest 
Asheville, Worth Careline 

Rear Br. Burleigh: 

1 have heord through Wr. A, C. Eagwend of the Du Pont 
of your vory interesting pleas for KeSeeenay Bil gene resenreh, 

I mm Gepmelally pleaeed to heow that the work will 
give eowe attention to raffed croust, since the wehavior of thie 
py Meee Phat ay wrchyes goer relgh gear peerage yet Boing 
engthing found owt there will not only be veluable to the eoathern 
Pres cree om Sen SPRY ERS Ge Sie PUNE: SIE One 

Borth America. 

Tele Institute hae geeontly eutadiiched o fellewship 
for the study of ruffed grouse populations at the University of Vian 
esota, Tho wore ie being done by Nr. Relgh 7. King under the super. 
Vvigion of Prof. & BH. Chapuen, University Fura, Gt. Peal. The feliem 
ship is wader the edvissry supervision of Mr, Kexbort lL. Stoddard of 
the U. $. Biglogical Survey. 1 om very much in hopes thet you ond 
wr, Hing welll get in toweh with cach other, and wee the fasilities 
offered ty Mr. Stoddard ae well os dy exchange of correspondence to 
eogrdinate findings and plane, 

There is one other aatter of leager ultiaste faportence, 
bat which happeme to be pressing ot the present manent, and that is 
thiet Tas about to go te wrk on a report of s geue survey of the 
north contrsl region, In order to deseribe intelligently the game 
eyele of the Laie Stotes I will howe te give some boekground us to 
the geme gycle in orth Averica. Both are owewrised in & tentative 
way in the répert on the Wisconsin Oeme Surwey, of whith I would suge 
geet pou borrow & Copy, either from Mejor 5. % %. Unllor, or., Mr 
Haywards saperior officer, or from the IJ. &. Biological Survey, 
which hes @ file copy in ite Librasy. 

ft om very desirous of extending the chart ghowing the 
game cycle in North Amerten by adding euch information ae I can get 
on the southern Ayralechians. The only fragment of information



2 Burleigh 

whieh I now hove woe obteined from the working plan drawn by Supervisor 
G. G. Sith for the Pisgsh, which we that raffed grouse sore vwory high 
im 1920, =i oats 
very low untit 1925, ond showed m slight plekeup by 1927. 

What I om extremely anzicus to find out is whether the pact 
DMaetory of the species in your region contains any similor evidences of 
Sane cuade aoe its dickies ot the date ond locality of such 
ov Since you will doubtless want thie onyhow aa a basis for your 
ows atady, I thought you might be willing te cooperate with we by letting 
me heve such infomation a¢ you can collect in the next month or two for 
use in the north central report. 

I om revising the chart for North Amerien in the next week 
or @o, oad will send you « blueprint eamseriaing the information I hove 
to date, 

Uy Missouri resort, now being typed, will aleo contain 
eome new informetion on the behavior of raffed grouse im the Oasrkes 
whieh beare on your problem. You can borrow this from the llbrary of 
the Biolegieal Survey after it has been seat thes, which will be vithia 
the next month, 

Are you by ony chence attending the Forestry Research Con- 
ference here in Nedieon in April? Wr. Austin and I are plenning « con~ 
ference, and 1% would be of oxtreme interest to me to mest you nt that 
tins, Poosidly Ke. Prothinghom gould euthorise your attendance, It 

scene to me thet there ghould be eon provigden for e joint annual meet. 
ing of men engaged in gome resonrch in conneetion with the National Game 
Conference in New York each December, 

Yours vincerely, 

ALDO LBOPOED 
Ta Change, Gone Survey 

Digated by Nr. Leopold, 
wat eigued in his abe 
— : 

*



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

BUREAU OF BIOLOGICAL SURVEY 

IN REPLY REFER TO 612 City Hall 

Asheville, N. C. 

May 1, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

In Charge, Game Survey, i 
421 Chemistry Building, 

Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

I hope you will overlook the long delay in answering your 

letter, but I have been so consistently in the field these past 

few weeks that I have lacked the opportunity to handle much of 

my correspondence, I was glad to have the information concerning 
the cycles through which the ruffed grouse apparently passes here 

in the Southern Appalachians and I wish it were possible for me 
to give you the additional information for which you ask. I have 
attempted to find possible data relative to the fluctuation in 
numbers of this bird previous to 1920, but apparently no such in- 
formation exists. At the best it would be merely guess work on 

the part of the older inhabitants here at Asheville, and I am 
afraid it would not be very reliable or trustworthy. 

I have not as yet written to either Mr. King or Mr. Stoddard, 

but I am glad to have your suggestion regarding their possible 

cooperation and will get in touch with both shortly. 

I am anticipating the receipt of the blueprint you mention 

of the chart for North America, for I am sure I will find it of 
considérable interest and value in my work here. I will also see 
that the Survey lets me have the copy of your Missouri report as 

soon as it is available. Any information concerning the behavior 

of the ruffed grouse anywhere within its range will, of course, 

have a direct bearing on this problem here. 

I was sorry not to be able to come to Madison this month, 
but I have so much on my hands at this time that I thought it 
inadvisable to leave Asheville at this time. Possibly another 

year when my work is on a sounder basis I can leave without 
jeopardizing any of the results. It may be possible for me to 
get authorization from the Biological Survey to meet both you and 
Mr. Austin and confer with you concerning the work of mtual inter- 

est that we are carrying on. Your suggestion concerning the 
National Game Conference in New York in December is a good one and 

I will bear it in mind. 

mins yours, 

oh 3 A) As dag he Biologist



STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

DEPARTMENT OF 

CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

RALEIGH 

DIVISION OF GAME 

WADE H. PHILLIPS, DIRECTOR 

CHAS. H. ENGLAND, STATE GAME WARDEN 

: Tarboro, N. C. : 
March 22, 1930 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
421 Chemistry Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

My dear Mr. Leopold:- 

I am about to begin on a game survey for a portion 
or all of North Carolina, and I would very greatly 
appreciate your offering me any suggestions on how 
we could best carry on this work. I would also 
appreciate your advising me by return mail as I am 
to hold a meeting with others of the Department of 
Conservation on Friday the 28th. 

Any suggestions from you would be very helpful at 
this time. Thanking you in advance for this favor, 
I an . 

Yours very truly, 

M. W. Haynes adcey Wepre — 

TARBORO, N. C. 

MWH : MT



Goples tos 
iy. Olin : 

_. General Dill 
Major Weller ; 
Mr. Stoddard 

‘ 

Mr. Redington ; 
: ee : 

Harch 25/3930 , : 

te. W, %. Bognes, Seot. tardies 
Tagbore 
orth Corolina 

Dear Me. Aaynees 

Tou hove given ae » pretty herd onder in aulring 
m@ to advies you by setum ced bow to make @ gowe ourvey of Horth 
Gerolina, I am gled, howver, thet the Departeent of Conservetion 
ie becoming intercoted in this neane of getting oriented for a gme 
Gonesrvation programa, 1% wrote your departaent otout © gone ogo, oske — 
ing $f they would be interested fn Rowing ee woke = geome oorvey of 
your atete, but ot thet tine there vos no disposition to push the 
matter, 

eS eS Se ee ee , 
ie anything ayeterious or extraordinerily diff ieult about a conpetent 
Ce tS tae oo ide tenas ae 
wat at the acue time it iw if hy dagoseitle te ay say of 
@oing oo ty well, ff dy not hove any prepoved Literoture as to how te 
go stout 1%, ond it would toe weeks to srepore a opeeial ect of ine 
structions. Tf am, hovever, sending you herewith a copy of ay revert 

on “iesiesion=£, os 6 state whose conditions are soswehat sinilor te 
those in North Covolina. Thie is wewbiiehed informtion ond is not to 
be mode publde, I would anprectiate your returaing 1% a8 goon 26 you 
gan spere it. TI om not suthoriced to Gigsulete these rervorte, excent : 
by epeclal authority of the Inetitute, but this boing an anesgoney, I 
am letting you howe 1% ond getting outhority oftercard. 

I gather thet your derartawnt to to decide on the 
28th whether or no a survey is to be widertaken, ond thet your iened. 
dete need is to deserive to thea what the Job te and how long it will 
take, 

i oe spending chout tuo monthe fin the field and tvo ; 
manths in the offfes per etete, but hove bees working in etetee with 
whieh Tt om wore or lees familiar, 1 would advise you te count on eb 
lenct o yeor. Of course there ie no portiewlar point in meking « 
eurvey end thon fometting «bout 1%. A gume gurray ought to be a Gone 
timaing thing, to keep the sdainietestion apprised o§ a1] tines of 

the. status of came, including ite sured flertastions fa oll parte of 
the territory.



2 Reynes 

The best way Ican think of for you to get on bmediote 
rounded-out picture of the subject matter and methods of » gome survey ia, 
efter recoding the Missouri report, to get on the train and cell on Mr, 
Berbvert L. Stoddard, %. % Biological Survey, Sashington, D. 6. Mr. Stod 
dard end I work together in thie matter and he is the beet posted wan within 
@ ghort trevel radias of your location. 

Another reaoon you have put me soweshet out on a Linh is 
thet you do not desorive your own experience and qualifications, If you 
would let a6 know your background and the kind of gewe work you have done, 
T eouléd answer much more to the point, I om somewhat hesitest about tell- 
ing you things which you sircedy well imow, : 

3 hove been urging the U. ©. Biological Survey to moke 
provision to offer epecial training ond advice to stete wen like yourself 
@elrous of etorting gome surveye. It is torely possible thet within a 
veagoneble period they will have a man, part of whose time will be devoted 
to this carpose, I would like to offer te come down ond work with you for 
a while, tat ay schedule for the ewxser ie already full. I will be ovite 
ing © revert on the survey of the north centrol etates, Of course shen 
thie is -ublishod it may be of sone use to men in your position, 

Tt am ofeedd you will think thie on wnectiefeetory letter, 
Please be saeeured thet I want te be of every posible aseistance. If you 
or Mn, Phillips are coming te the Inuak Walton League meeting in Chicago 
fin Spril, I wld te gled te confor vith you in person, A omber of other 
states are also sterting sarveye ond If hove arranged te meet «ith thea 
and te give them euch assiatence os I can, 

Yours sincerely, 

: ALDO 1B050LB 
In Changs, Gone Survey
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General Dill f 
Major Waller ae Pa 
Mr. Stoddard y’ oe 

Mr. Redington AiSes eae 

\eY yo Aiyttin Fe 
fo" ae 

| jog 
Mr. M. W. Haynes, Asst. Warden MAR 29 193 
Tarboro 
North Carolina 

Dear Mr. Haynes? 

' You have given me a pretty hard order in asking 
me to advise you by return mail how to make a game survey of North 
Caroline. I am glad, however, thet the Department of Conservation 
is becoming interested in this means of getting oriented for a gane 
Conservation program. I wrote your department about @ year ago, aske 
ing if they would be interested in having me make a game survey of 
your state, but at that time there was no disposition to push the 

matter, 

T do not want to give you the impression that there 
is anything mysterious or extraordinarily difficult about a competent 
geme survey, or that there is only one way of approaching the job, 
but at the same time it is literally impossible to describe my way of 
doing so by mail. I do not have any prepared literature as to how to 
go about it, and it would teke weeks to prepare a special set of in- 
structions, I am, however, sending you herewith a copy of my report 
on Mississippi, as a state whose conditions are somewhat similar to 
those in North Carolina. This is unpublished information and is not to 
be made public. I would appreciate your returning it as soon as you 
ean spare it. I am not authorized to circulate these reports, except — 

. by special authority of the Institute, but this being an emergency, I 
am letting you have it and getting authority afterward. 

I gather that your department is to decide on the 
2eth whether or no a survey is to be undertaken, and that your immed. 
fate need is to describe to them what the job is and how long it will 

take. 

I am spending about two months in the field and two 
months in the office per state, but have been working in states with 
which I am more or less familiar, 1 would advise you to count on at 
least a year. Of course there is no particular point in making a 

survey and then forgetting about it. A game survey ought to be a con- 
tinuing thing, to keep the administration appraised at all times of 
the status of game, including its annual fluctuations in ell parts of 

the territory.



2 Hapnes 

The best way Ican think of for you to get an immediate 
vrounded-out picture of the subject matter and methods of a game survey is, 
after reading the Missouri report, to get on the train and call on Mr, 
Herbert L. Stoddard, U. 8. Biological Survey, Washington, D. 6, Mr. Stod- 
dard and I work together in this matter and he is the best posted man within 
@ short travel radius of your location. 

Another reason you have put me somewhat out on a limb is 
thet you do not describe your own experience and qualifications. If you 
would let me know your background and the kind of game work you have done, 
I could answer much more to the point. I am somewhat hesitant about tell- 
ing you things which you already well imow. 

T have been urging the U. &. Biological Survey to make 
provision to offer specie] training and advice to state men like yourself 
desirous of starting game surveys. It is barely possible that within a 
reasonable period they will have a man, part of whose time will be devoted 
to this purpose. I would like to offer to come down and work with you for 
a while, but my schedule for the summer is already full. I will ve writ- 
ing a report on the survey of the north central states. Of course when 
this is published it may be of some use to men in your position. 

I am afraid you will think this an unsatisfactory letter. 
Please be agsured thet I want to be of every possible assistance. If you 
or Mr. Phillips are coming to the Izaak Welton League meeting in Chicago 
in April, I would be glad to confer with you in person. A munber of other 
states are also starting surveys and I have arranged to meet with them 

and to give them such assistence as I can. 

Yours sincerely, 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Charge,Game Survey 

Approval for sending Mr. Haynes copy of Mississippi Report 

APPROVED 3 f 3of yo 

aig Game Restoration Committee
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een Raxeren, NortH CaRoLina 
January 14th, 1930. 

Mr. Aldo Leopold, 
eeee Van Hise Avenue, 
Madison, WISCONSIN. 

Dear Aldo: 

The sportsmen of North Carolina are grestly exercised 
over a report that the Hampton Roads Naval Base is about 
to convert the Carolina Banks in the vicinity of Cape 
Lookout and Ocracoke into a training ground for their 

plames. They believe that if this was done, it would 
drive the hundreds of thousands of water fowl out of what 
is probably the greatest feeding ground in North America. 

Some of them asked me to interest myself in the matter 
and it occurred to me that I had in my acquaintances no 
less personage than Aldo Leopold, the greatest authority 
on wild life in the country, and Paul Reddington, who, 

I understand, is the guardian of ali of these birds. I 
have just written Reddington a note, of which I herewith 

enclose copy for your information. 

An account in the local newspaper states that they are 
just about to begin the erection of a telephone line from 
Cape Lookout to the base at Hampton Roads in connection 
with this project. 

Please give my very best to Stella. ‘ 

Yours si v5 

ce 

LFL: VP PZ



January 14, 1950. ‘ 

Mr. Paul G. Reddington, 
Chief Biological Survey, , 

Washington, D. C. 

Dear Reddington: 
/ 

Early in December when I was in Ne i saw yo 
striding through the lobby of the Commodore Hotel am 
about to enter the elevator. I reached out and bb 

: you and turned you around. Wrén-you turned around, 

wasn't sure because you looked utte blank, whereupon 
I said--"are you Paul Redjingtémer his twin brother?" 
And your brother replied/—"L/am hig twin brother." We f 
had a very pleasant chat. srtajAly ¥ne resemblance is 
remarkable, but the most *emart¢ble Ahing in my opinion 

is the same peculiar tone t&your Yoices. 1 

I missed you by # day Ox _so in Los Angeles in October. 
Should like to Mave-seen Pau. ‘ 

The reason fbr tHis lettéx_is tet for gossip, butto say 
that some Nokth Carolina spdytsmen are very much concerned 2 

: at the report'hat Nt is thé plgn of the Hampton Roads Naval 
Base to use the Wstrict gbout/Ocracoke as a training ground 
for thetn planes. “hey Mave/asked me to interest myself 
in @ in at\effort to\gtopAhis plah, for the reason that 
it/fwoukd\ppobably drive the thousands of water fowl off what 

. 38 pypobably te Sreatest feeding ground in the world. It 
focevrred to ms that these birds are under your jurisdiction 
and that you ard thd person to whom they should appeal, : 

ours very sincerely, 

LFL:VP 

4 i



File Copies to Redington 
: Buckingham 

February 4, 1930 

Wr. L. F. Lee, President 
Gceidental Life Insurance Co. 

: Raleigh, Worth Carolina 

Dear Laurence: 

I appreciate very much your letting me know about the 
proposed training ground for airplanes on the Carolina Banks. 
Unfortunately I have no personal familiarity with this country, 
but I can readily see that there might be great interference 
with waterfowl. I am taking the liberty of forwarding your 
letter to Mr. Wash Buckingham of the American Wildfowlere, Lenox 
Building, Washington, D.C., whom I think knows about this region 
well and who is in a position to mobilize action on this question 
of interference, Mr. Buckingham and Paul Redington are the two 
people best situated to demand consideration of the waterfowl 
resource in a case of this kind, You may hear from Mr. Buck» 
ingham direct, for from Dr. John C, Phillips, who is president 
of the Wildfowlers. 

Yours sincerely, : 

‘ 

ALDO LEOPOLD 
5 In Charge, Game Survey 

h, ‘ \ '



duly 27~1928. 

i q . ; 
Fish and Game, Pisgah ‘ 
Management Plan 

Porester, 

4 Washington, DG. 

Dear Sir; 

There are herewith two copies of a plan for the administration i 
of the wild life resources on the Pisgah Netional Game Preserve, Pisgah 
Rational Forest, North Oarolina. The extra copy is for the Blological 
Survey. Myr. Leopold is being furnished with the plan at his request. 

Phe continued increase in the number of deer on the Pisgah threat~ 
ens the forest growth and the existence of the animals themaelves. This 
plan is prepared to bring about an orderly method of distribution and lim 
itation of the doer, 69 that an unmanageable surplus will not be develop- 
ea with the attendant evils of damage to forest growth and deterioration 
of the deer. The atocking of the Pisgah is now equal to that of the 
Kaibab, but there is no domestic stock competing with the deer for the r 
forage. Damage to twee growth ia at present very limited but mey occur 
before our control plans have been thoroughly perfected. 

When the Pisgah National Game Preserve was established it was HY 
believed that it would serve as a breeding ground to restock the western 
Worth Garolina region. This has not been accomplished, sines private 
hunting clubs now form a complete cirgle about the Preserve and account 
for all doer which come into their shooting grounds. The existence of 
these clubs has therefore completely nullified the original plan and has made 
artificial transplanting absolutely necessary, Means to seoure successful © 
transplanting of deer are fully discussed, and it is desired to divert as 
many deer as possible for planting on other game refuges upon Mational 
Forest lands. 

The main reliance however, for the regulation of the number of 
deer mst be by moans of hunting, and it is proposed that a regulated 

\



‘ 

W421 be authorised under the conditions stated in the plan. ‘his : 
requires the setting aside of areas as shooting grounds within the 
exterior boundaries of the Game Preserve, while the interior of the 
Preserve will be @ game refuge. This is an important feature of the 
plan. Sy varying the number and sex of the kil] and the siue of the 

shooting grounds relative to the breeding grounda or refuge, 1¢ will 
be possibie to keep the sise of the herd to desirable proportions. In ‘ 
aamugh as it is proposed to limit the kill, it is necessary to restrict 
the number of hunters, who are to be chosen by lot. ‘te have in mind 
the Asheville Shamber of Jomserce as the agency to draw the five hundred 
lucky numbers. 

It will be readily appresiated that as the matter now stands the 
Pisgah Mational Game Preserve functions solely as a game rofuye maintained 
at public expense for the benefit of the adjasent owners of shooting rights. 

In order to provide for the obvious needs of the State of North 
Garolins, it is proposed at a later date to eliminate certuin arons from 
the game preserve and allow the State to use these units for game refuges. 

This plan depends for its suecese in part, upon adequate finaneing 
and it is proposed to make this possible through the use of the ooopera~ 
tive deposit fund. 

The District Yorester has the authority under Regulation 6-22 to 
adopt the lan of administration proposed, but there is so muoh that is new 
and untried that your review and comment will be appreciated. 

A te : 

ea" cane Vory sincerely yours, 

’ EVAN W. XBLLEY-District Forester. 

by Aotings 

id é.
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WINTER WILDLIFE LOSSES 
THE HEAVY SNOWS which blanketed ter. One of the main objectives of 

the most of the State on Tuesday the North Carolina Cooperative 

evening, January 16, undoubtedly Farm Game Program is to encour- 

“eaused the loss of large numbers of age landowners and sportsmen to 

birds and other animals throughout prepare for these critical periods. 

North Carolina. By planting food patches which will 

In Caswell County, field men stand above the snow and provide 

working for the Division of Game necessary foods, farmers cooperat- 

and Inland Fisheries, found numer-_ ing in this program are aiding wild- 

ous juncos, mourning doves, and _ life. 

other birds which were frozen and Under the more primitive farm- 

starved to death. From the appear- ing conditions which existed fifty or 

ance of the birds, it was evident more years ago, there was always a 

that starvation was a major cause good supply of beggarticks, wild 

of most of the losses. lespedeza, partridge pea, and other 

These heavy snows affect sports- game foods which were sufficiently 

men in particular, because it re- abundant to provide emergency food 

quires three or four years to build during the occasional periods of 

ee VIA eS \ 7 i. 
he to \ ers PTA AL HY OAL 

AL 7 — ae Ce SL i Sop Kee Zo Poe 

LF fe, ) SOK ae ie et eS CX OSB AY 5 Be Yo oe 
ey OA ) A 3S eS 
This is where a covey of quail spent the Squirrel box, about 20 feet above ground, 

night. erected in mid-winter, soon occupied. 

the game supply back to where heavy snows. But under modern 

there is suitable hunting after each farming practices, certain natural 

of these disastrous winters. About food plants have been largely elimi- 

the time the game supply is built up nated throughout many sections of 
to the point where there is good the State, and unless this situation 
hunting, along comes another rough jg changed by planned planting for 

winter and disrupts the sport for wildlife, there can be no assurance 

many more years. Of course, it is that we will have a dependable and 
too late to do anything about this Beet ee nl a rOricarne 

matter now, but if history repeats While th pply th latt half 

itself, once in every four or six ETLOE SLOWS 0 eure: 

years, similar snow storms will of January were very destructive to 
come to threaten the life of our wild- Wild animal life, such occurrences 
life resources. will have been well worth this de- 

There is only one way to remedy struction provided all of those in- 

this situation and this is to plan for terested in wildlife have learned the 

the most difficult winter, every win- (Continued on Page 14)
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MORE ABOUT THE =F Vie Ore urs 

PISGAH DEER CASE wen 
SS ig ee 

SINCE THE article for the July 1939 issue fee RG) 
of this pamphlet was written, much Py tae : 4 

has happened regarding the trouble the ‘ 7 ss yy 
Division of Game and Inland Fisheries is | ae) ; 

having with the U. S. Forest Service. 2p ee a ‘ 

The latest important event was a four- Se Ye ] ice EE 
day court session in Raleigh with Federal a ® ON gr ae ns 
Judge I. M. Meekins, presiding. The Sf OFM aS : 
U. S. Forest Service tried to prove that 7esge a 
the deer were severely damaging their ME TT ag Pe ~ 
forest and that regardless of this the | ageqges sigh ses Cas 4 = 
Forest Service had the right to do as it [7 @RMai te: sai gn 3 _ 
pleased with the deer on the “Pisgah [329] lea 0 Rete 4 0 8 
National Game Preserve.” PSTN eat ea eile 

Forest Service officials were brought Deer have been moved from the Pisgah 
in from every section of the country to to be used in restocking other states. 
contend that the deer were causing se- Sportsmen in North Carolina feel that 
vere damage, but the witnesses for the CaM Surnive fee on Whe Eieah mane well 

State so effectively bombarded this idea 8°" Greasy within at as 
that its importance was greatly mini- 
mized. 

Judge Meekins ruled, however, in back to our good citizens of the 
favor of the U. S. Forest Service on State that which belongs to them. 
the grounds that the 1915 North While the State lost the first step 
Carolina General Assembly gave in this case, the Division of Game 
the Government complete jurdisdic- and Inland Fisheries of the North 
tion over the game on the Pisgah Carolina Department of Conserva- 
Forest when this Assembly passed tion and Development won a moral 
the Enabling Act containing words victory which is of real importance. 
to the effect that the U. S. Forest In the past the Division has been 
Service could make such rules and forced to fight its battles almost 
regulations as were necessary with single handed. But not so now. 
regard to game. Fifty or more of the best citi- 

The Division of Game and Inland zens of Western Carolina came to 

Fisheries has denied this contention, Raleigh to testify that the deer were 

but be that as it may, the Forest not doing damage to the forest and 

Service is now in position to allow, that the Pisgah deer herd had been 

and is allowing, the killing of doe decreasing during the past several 

deer by people from all over the years, and their testimony was very 

country without the purchase of any convincing. If the State had ac- 

kind of license, while the adjoining cepted all the volunteer help which 

landowners are allowed to kill only was offered there would have been 

buck deer and are required to have people from every western county 
State licenses. This condition is to show their resentment of Forest 

doing much to break down regard Service activity in setting up a sep- 

for game laws and law enforcement arate kingdom in Western North 
in the western part of the State. Carolina. 

This is a great injustice and In years past the main reason 

there should be some way of giving why wildlife conservation did not
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make more rapid progress was that DESPONDENT JOE SAYS WILD- 
there was no control authority for LIFE NEEDS PRAYER 
looking out for wildlife resources, wae 
and “what was everybody’s business Despondent Joe says, “If the Lord 
was nobody’s business,” and wildlife wanted more birds sand rabbits 
suffered. However, during the past around here he’d put ’em here—so 
decade every state has made every tain’t no use doing nothing about 
effort to centralize all matters per- it.” . : 
taining to wildlife resources in one Editors Note: While the above is 
department, and it is very discour- an actual statement made to one of 
aging to find in this State that a the Field Biologist of the Division 
United States Government agency of Game and Inland Fisheries, when 
has come in to burst up this trend. he attempted to explain wildlife 
Federal agencies should be leaders, management to a farmer, experience 
not disturbers. has shown that people in all parts of 

There is reason for every state to North Carolina who are improving 
be concerned about this case. While their lands for wildlife are getting 
the federal attorneys stressed the Tesults. 
fact that they were requesting this ne 2. “i 
poten aay for me Pisgah oo REAL COOPERATION 

ame Preserve, they also stresse ays 
the fact that regardless of the North Cooperator H. H. bor aera Jr. 
Carolina 1915 Enabling Act the of Stokes County says that he is 
Government had the right to do as doing his part in stopping illegal 
it pleased with wildlife on the hunting in his section. In addition 
Pisgah. Therefore, if the princi- to his farm, Mr. Williamson operates 

ples of this case are accepted what ®@ Lhe a rt filling clea ae 7. 
is fo prevent the Horest. Service! Wie, vee ce eCustomer 8 ey 
from prevailing on the President of shells during the closed season, if he 
the United States from gradually thinks that person is going to use 

designating all U. S. Forest Service ae ee ago when a sales- 

jan i hig and all other states 2 man for shutgun shells suggested oe et a r. Williamson stock up 
te oe msaiceion over shells during summer in order to 

For the past aaron yenrS supply the pre-season demand, it is 

it has been “in the air” that the reported ‘thay Mr. Willamson’ gave arcane Cornice ou ideinn owen nor him a piece of his mind. The sales- 

fort to take over game and fish on man got the order but the gpels 
national forests, and North Caro- Were it ee ao just el 
lina was determined as the testing aoe eas Ge, SAULT epee 

ground hg Importance of this SMP game protectors received hep 
Ea tenia bewenloeciemnitle right of this nature from dealers in shot- 

. gun shells and cooperation from the 
way only when the remainder of the public, game would not be taken dur- 
people in this State and in all other ings Closed ISGASOTIS 
states come to realize the injustices a a é 
as have the natives of Western 
North Carolina. THE BLACK BEAR 

z The black bear is the only kind of 
Migratory waterfowl came to bear found in North Carolina and 

North Carolina in larger numbers its range is confined chiefly to the 
this year. Food conditions are much wilder parts of the mountains and 
better than in recent years. the coastal swamps of the east.



North Carolina” 
Ruffed Grouse 
Cycle 

Excerpt from letter from Watson Hall, February 18, 1935: 

- “T read another news item the other day to the effect that 'ruffed 

grouse, which were almost extinct in North Carolina a few years ago, have 
greatly increased due to rigid protection afforded by the geme laws,' 
This seems to fit in with the theory that southeastern cycles run about 
opposite the northwestern ones, And it seems that there is still some 

educational work to be done regarding the causes of grouse fluctuations."



NORTH CAROLINA'S NEW GAME LAW WAS 

"New Game legislation enacted by the General Assembly of 1931 

: at the suggestion of Colonel J. W. Harrelson, Director of the North 

Carolina Department of Conservation and Development, gives farmers 

and landowners of the State an opportunity to manage game as a farm 

crop from which regular annual returns may be received. 

"Briefly, the bill is designed to encourage the establishment 

( of privately owned public hunting grounds, gives these areas a def- 

inite legal status, and furnishes special protection from poachers. 

Under its provisions, a daily hunting fee of not to exceed $4.00 a 

day is authorized. 

"The law establishes 3,000 acres as a minimum that may be 

recognized by the Department of Conservation and Development for 

this purpose. When other requirements such as having a definite 

organization of landowners and subscribing to regulations estab-— 

lished by the Conservation Department are met, the statute directs 

this Department to list, assist in advertising, and to furnish 

posters for the hunting grounds at cost. 

"Enactment of the law, according to Director Harrelson, fol- 
( lows a realization that satisfactory hunting conditions can only be 

maintained in this country by an increased interest in this resource 

by those controlling the land. 

"'We believe; says Director Harrelson, 'That game, viewed as 
a secondary crop from the land, can become a regular and systematic 

source of income to the farmer or landowner. Of course, this will 

require the application of practical methods which are known as game 

Sie management which includes the protection of wildlife from over-kill- 

y ai ing and the provision of cover, food, and protection from natural 

3 = enemies. Efforts to put such a policy in force will be, we feel 

Qe sure, more than compensated in financial returns and personal plea- 

ieee sure coming to those who are engaged therein. 

+. ~ ""A few simple but practical suggestions for the management 

— of these privately owned public hunting grounds, together with a 
ys copy of the new law, are being compiled in pamphlet form by the De- 

3 > partment of Conservation and Development; and will be available for 

J eee distribution on request within a few weeks, 

Se "'This proposed bulletin will set forth the purposes of the 
law, outline rules for landowners' organizations, and suggests 

briefly some of the most important steps in game management. It 

lists a number of plants, trees, and shrubs producing food suitable 

for leading types of game, and points out various types of life in- 

jurious to game. 

( "'"We have already received the first application for recogni- 

tion under the new law and expect others to follow soon. This law 

has caused comments and interest throughout the nation, and many 
wildlife enthusiasts are watching its operation with interest. The 

Department of Conservation and Development will be glad to answer 

any inquiries regarding the new law. Address the Department of Con- 

servation and Development, Raleigh, N. C.'"
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CONSERVATION AND INDUSTRY r il 

MT. MITCHELL, EXAMPLE This action was —_ = a Sh 
improving market conditions for the Tar 

OF GAME MANAGEMENT Heel oyster, particularly to encourage the 

es : offering of the best possible bivalve to 
netuge ral tikes aah Pas i, ar this branch of the State’s fishery trade. De- 

é af, ferring of the season’s opening will allow 

ner a re nae f far rep ¥ Pa more of the warm fall weather to pass be- nad and at the same time is financing toeeae ti thu enienben tas 

The refuge has not only been an out- pee ae) aes Ure pee See: bea ‘ . or ually closes in February, lopping off the standing success insofar as the rehabilita- eid nel UNekcenathnie One ievciitto toltetran: 

ter ee eee See pee eh opportunity for maintaining a high stand- 
Deniabel iy, uroper atcntionecd 2 cael ard product and will not affect the oyster- 

amount of effort. fore meer é 
A series of trout rearing ponds was con- In cooperation fwithy the! Us “BotBunesnk of 

structed on the refuge several years ago, Fisheries, the: N.C. Denarnene ce Ganseks 
and each season a new “crop” of legal size vation and Development is seeking to de- 

fish is released in refuge waters. velop the oyster industry, of the ee te) aa To make the game fishing program still ticularly along the lines of increasing = 

more effective, Cheif Refuge Warden C. N. demand tor ahs ype obizentofdasnd ‘salah 
Mease recently carried out a methodical lishingudhendhigheat Blonder SEAITDING y Sat ca sea £6 9 Je survey of the finny population of streams Oppoxtuniticadin oy shee forming shave; sl 
in the refuge. His efforts showed an aver- °° droatontaaheend pointed ,out, 
age of some.300,fish.per mile in,thegireanns  ——————— ——————— 
already stocked. He found others not yet _— —— 
stocked. In making the study, only two ie oe & ee | 
fish were killed accidently. As a result, |  —~ se 
some of the fish from areas that are over- e aa ate 
stocked will be transferred to others where | 9 ‘ 2 : 
the finny population is low. er er oe 

Streams in the refuge are opened to pub- | tit : * ae Pie TE 
lic fishing at a small fee for short periods | ,Sgpe.pecp eta tt DN etihie a. ea 
each season. Anyone desiring proof of the soe a in BMS OA on ce ens 
popularity of good fishing grounds need ; ; 3 
only observe the scene resembling a land- ‘ 3 y ow 
tush at the opening of one of these periods. WB i 

A similar system to that in effect at ca 
the Mt. Mitchell Refuge is being extended ae / — 
to other game reservations of the western E ~ Sas 
part of the State by Chief Warden Mease. Peay : : Pe 

ee Sees Be id os re Pe Pais ee ® 

SHORTER OYSTER SEASON ee ee 
PRESCRIBED THIS FALL |e ee ae 
——_ Bee ee ae 

Oyster season in North Carolina will be |fBeee |) oe ee 
45 days shorter this year than heretofore, : 

according to action taken by the Board of Gaging station used for measuring flow 
Conservation and Development at its last of the Cape Fear River at Fayetteville. The 

meeting. floor of the bridge and gaging station is 
The season will open October 15 this about 65 feet above normal water level, be- 

year, 15 days later than the initial date  cayse of great fluctuations during flood pe- 
last year; and will close March 15 instead jiods. An article in this issue describes the 
of April 15 as previously. station.
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FISHERIES FLAGSHIP IS being built for utility, the craft is hand- 

REPLACED BY NEW CRAFT somely finished and is of attractive inter- 
PURCHASED AT BARGAIN _ ior and exterior. 

Vhe North Carolina fisheries flagship, RESTRICTED SEINING IS 
“Capt. John A. Nelson,” which was destroy- PERMITTED IN DEFINTE 
ed last winter by fire has been replaced by STATE INLAND WATERS 
the purchase of the converted yacht, _ 

“Wichita.” Seining for coarse fish in prescribed 

As a compliment to the long and faithful “muddy waters” of North Carolina is per- 
service of Fisheries Commissioner John A. missible under specified restrictions pre- 
Nelson, the Board of Conservation and De- 8¢ribed by the Board of Conservation and 
velopment has decided to rechristen the new Development, according Ce eos 
craft the “Tohncas Neleon ment made recently by Assistant Director 

a etl . J. S. Hargett, in charge of inland fisheries. 
Acquisition of the new boat fills a decid- Thine peivilooe the’ auaiteane’ "dtradtor 

a es O eae beee pote points out, is allowed only during the 
work of the commercial fisheries division migatheeat ary and August avd tinder sue. 

of the Department of Conservation and ervision of theVedttity caine Wid Hak ware 

Development since the burning of the ie. 

“Capt. John A. Nelson.” Various makeshifts ia Apeial Garvey oe the Aahine waters OF 

have been resorted to by the commissioner the Statehas been made by the congerva- 

during the last several months, but it was tfonldepartnient forthe Gurnose oF Uesies 

found operations were handicapped severe- nating “muddy waters in Which sainitie is 

ly without a vessel adequate for the duties Deine alowed “THe Tashhite watery’ where 

to be performed. The flagship of the fish- séiniiet s8°"permitied during the” "two 

eries fleet is often called upon to ride months are specified in each county. 

through rough weather on the eoumueend Attention is called to the fact that only 
at times to put out to sea around the o.1s6 fish such at eatfish, carp, suckers, 
stormy capes for the enforcement of fish- and gars may be taken by seining from 

eries regulations. 4 the prescribed waters. Wardens have been 
Purchase of the boat wae authorized by instructed to inspect seines closely to make 

the Council of State in view of the decided gure no game fish are taken by this meth- 

need and of the savings made by the De- 44 In cases where this feature of the law 
partment in its appropriations during the  ;, violated, the wardens have been direct- 
past two years. The last fiscal report of 44 to prosecute vigorously. Conservation 
the Department showed a saving of aP- officials, however, expect there will be few 
proximately $20,000 .more than required yiolations since a special concessich is be- 
by the Budget Bureau in this period. Part ing made to permit this additional fishing 
of this savings and part of the commercial privilege. 

fisheries receipts were used in purchasing Fishermen are cautioned that this par- 

the boat. tial lifting of the ban on_ seining 
The John A. Nelson was built in 1928 as does not signify that this method of tak- ‘ 

a private yacht at a cost of $75,000. It has ing fish is to be generally permitted. It 
two 75-horsepower Deisel engines. applies only to those streams specifically 

The State, through Capt. Nelson, obtain- designated as “muddy waters” for this pur- 
ed the vessle at price of $11,000. Governor pose. Persons desiring to take advantage 
O. Max Gardner and Director J. W. Har- of the privilege are advied to inform them- 
relson think the State has struck a good selves fully through their county warden 

bargain at this figure. and to observe rigidly limitations set forth 

The vessel is 65 feet long; has a beam by him. Respect for the new privilege will 

cf 16 feet, and draws four and one-half probably have an important bearing on 

feet of water. Its shallow draft makes it the same privilege in the future since in- 

ideal for patrol duty in the sounds, and it land fisheries officials are determined to 

is also adapted for work outside. Besides protect game fish in the State,
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ANOTHER APPARENTLY SUCCESSFUL 

‘ GROUSE RAISING PROJECT f ye 

Lees-McRae College at Banner Elk, N. Carolina has been experimenting with 

the artificial raising of game birds on their farm. On August 7th, Fred C. Ott, 

Director of the Lees-McRae farm, had sixteen grouse eight weeks old which he 

considered to be beyond the danger period.



Assistant State Game Warden Chas. J. 

Moore reports considerable interest in the 

rearing of pheasants in Martin County. 

Mr. Moore cites particularly the work be- 

ing done along this line by James G. Sta- 

: : ton who received his original stock from 

" X eggs obtained from the Department of 

opr Conservation and Development in 19380. 

~ Mr. Staton has distributed this year 94 

AVY eggs to neighbors, and has set 122 eggs, of 

\ which 100 hatched with 85 of the birds 

still living, some of which are large enough 

to fly. Mr. Staton at the time of the re- 

port had 66 more eggs setting. He and his 

wife, according to Mr. Moore, are both 

interested in this new hobby, and are mak- 

ing preparations to go into the venture on 

! a still larger scale next season. They are | 

owners of several thousands of acres of 

land in Martin County, and it is their in- 

tention to release the birds on this prop- 

erty. 

s ) & 

Coe a. Wo rdnbig 

a G2, i 
Qu Cy. 49 2 /
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NEW LEGISLATION GIVES lars per day as a fee for hunting on the | 
LANDOWNERS PRIVILEGE area within me Eee ne wae 

AM owners may also charge for dog 
MARKETING G E CROP when furnished at the request of the 

A trend toward more practical methods o 1 dackigniGereinentto.. the Sor 
of providing a greater supply of game ea as an = Le ee esalysaas 
birds and animals has developed within the eee ROR IT SUA ae “a 2 are a 
last few years. In effect, this development %'Y *0F anyone evading the sp i j * Another form of assistance which the Con- 
recognizes that game conservation must ti D t ra eet ie aa 

be made more attractive to the landowner RELVa, non Spaevmen iY GRER 22 
; ated if furnishing posters at cost for use around 
if the agitation and educational efforts : 

: A the hunting grounds. 
being expended are more effective. ees 

Sn : Although up to this time, the law has 
Opinions are not yet unanimous, how- : : 

; had little opportunity to be made known, 
ever, as to the best methods for attain- . A 3 * 

eZ f ts it has received considerable attention. 
ing this objective. Colonel J. W. Harrel- 2 es 

; Director Harrelson contemplates issuing a 
son, director of the Department of Con- ¥ A 

: bulletin later to assist farmers and other 
servation and Development, who has de- soe 

- : landowners in organizing under terms of 
voted consideraable time and study to the eh Be : : 

s z nae the law and giving definite suggestions in 
subject, was successful in having the 1931 

i the development of the game supply such 
session of the General Assembly pass a : e 

; . as by increasing amount of food and 
bill which enables a plan which he work- shreds th eroltak fat 

ed out to be put into effect in the State. Cue eee eee aan 

The title of the new law is “A bill to be yaa ers 

entitled an act to provide better hunting OUTLOOK IS PROMISING 
in North Carolina and to give landowners AT STATE GAME FARM 
in North Carolina revenue therefrom.” geld icine DA 

Briefly, the new statute gives a def- Unless some unforeseen bad luck is 
inite legal status to organized hunting encountered, a good year is expected at 
grounds developed by groups of landown- the State Game Farm at Asheboro. Ac- 
ers. It provides that the minimum area cording to a report from Superintendent 
recognized under its provision shall be W. C. Grimes on May 25, the first quail 
8,000 acres. As a requirement to recog- of the season, 110, were hatched on that 
nition, the bill provides that “owners of date. 
lands included in a _ hunting ground Approximately 1,000 more quail eggs 
formed under this act must organize, adopt were setting with indications that the pro- 
rules and regulations for the operation of duction of eggs will surpass that of any 
said hunting ground, and be recognized by previous year. 
the Department of Conservation and De- Pheasant season is considerably fur- 
velopment before such hunting grounds ther advanced than that for quail with 
are put into operation under this act.” 8,827 eggs having been gathered; 3,408 

The department is authorized under the set; and 1,666 birds hatched. Superin- 
act to “recognize, list and assist the own- tendent Grimes expects an output of be- 
ers in protecting their lands which are a tween 12,000 and 15,000 ring-neck eggs 
part of public hunting grounds organ- this year. 
ized under this section of the North Caro- Indications also point to the largest 
lina Game Law, subject to the following output of wild turkey eggs since the farm 
conditions, stipulations, and such rules as was established in 1928. So far, 612 eggs 
the Conservation Board may adopt for the have been obtained; 224 are setting, and 
regulation of said hunting.” 153 turkeys have been hatched. Turkey 

Authority is given to the organization to stock at the farm is from pure wild 
make a charge of not to exceed four dol- strain.



4 CONSERVATION AND INDUSTRY 

Conservation and Industry June 3-5, claims for itself the dis- 

RALEIGH, N. C. tinction of being the oldest nation- 

ye al conservation association in Amer- 
Published at Raleigh, N. C., by the North ~ 7 2 z 

Carolina Department of Conservation and ica, having been organized in 1875. 
Development. Free on application. Th alsahas the ihosoreon being one 

a , of the most active organizations of 
BOARD OF CONSERVATION AND s ia aie 5 5 ° 

DEVELOPMENT its nature in its championship of its 

GoverNor O. MAx GARDNER, Chairman purposes and actual tangible endeay- 
Ex Officio ie ors to bring these about. The officers 

Ep. D. CRANFORD ________________ Asheboro ae 
fi 5 Meee Cam InsitiedoC er en is the Abba are not content to 

SANTFoRD MarTIN_.___ Winston-Salem sit back urging others forward, but 

B. Bruce Erneriwcr....___Manteo have taken the field to bring about 
S. WADE “Mark Raleigh th 

James G. K. McCuurs, Jr... Asheville ese purposes. 

R. Grapy RANKIN __. Gastonia A specific example of this is its 

Frep I. Surton__.__________Kinston_ Southern Educational Project under 
W. C. Ewine......__________ Fayetteville - 
Tos dyeSronwy 2disinsevo gi Greensboro the field leadership of W.'C. ‘McCor- 

J. Q. Gixkey_____...__Marion mick. This project is sending repre- 

B.S. WortHy._.____ Washington sentatives to impress upon the peo- 

... ple in closest contact with the out- 

NE eae doors, the urgency of protecting and 
PAUL KGa ese 2s oe, Slr — SPDCY Ot RP aLeCMng, 
— SC séperpetuating the forest resources of 

Drvisions the nation. 
Commercial Fisheries _ In the language of one of the of- 

Carr. J. iat erg erste Com. ficials of the organization: “It is 
ommerce an naustry *. * 

Bevan We Sten 8 eT ona cates aly working to provide a land of trees 
feraven and flowers for the enjoyment of this 

J. 8. Hommes. State Forester and future generations and a wood 
Game and water supply to meet their daily 

Cuas. H. ENGLAND.....State Game Warden needs. 

Inland Fisheries “ * 

J. S. Harcerr Assistant Director 5 Apsteienn ine pinay — 
MOREE Bisiuikees Life,” official organ of the body, is a 

H. J. Bryson... State Geologist first class journal with a construc- 
Water Resources and Engineering tive program and a wide following. 

THORNDIKE SAVILLE.....___Chief Engineer It is accomplishing great good in its 
a field. 

Newspapers and other publications are invited . oy iy a 

to make use of contents, in whole or in part, The organization’s policies are 
and with or without credit. controlled by and its activities are 

== outlined by individuals of the high- 

A USEFUL ORGANIZATION est motives and earnest desire to 
4 " serve the nation. Its program and 

: ne American Horestry Associa- objectives are commended to those 
tion which will hold its fifty-sixth who are interested in the forests and 
annual meeting at Asheville on their inhabitants in any manner.
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Hf Naméd Instructor for New Game 

ff * ‘Course. : 

.. 0. B, Taylor, representative of the 
~~. + More Game. Birds. in . America 

YY \e-Foundation, has been assigned to as- 
o™ Sistin“the course in game manage- 

<A = ment which -willstart at North 
mO\, 9 Carolina State College of Agriculture 
INS * and Engineering at Raleigh next 

*\ Fall, says a bulletin of ‘the North 
.) Carolina Department of Conserva- 

© -s tion and Development. This course, 
3 according’ to game enthusiasts, will 
~, be the first. to be offered in a-major 
a wollege in the United States. It will 
~,: be in the department of Hilony, and 

) » entomology, headed by Dr.. Z. P. 
\} Metcalf. In connection with the 

x course; geme breeding will be car- 
ried on in the sollene: according to 
pa belie made. ‘he’ Rame breed= 

‘  ,, ing activities will give,a laboratory 
¥ for practical instruction and also af- 

* ford an opportunity for experiments 
\. ® and testing of various theories. Mr. 

\\ -» Taylor is a graduate of the Univer- 
Ns sity of Kentucky and has had con- 

“\ siderable seperince in marie breed- 
ing with. e Game. Conservation 

_ Tasitute at Giteton: N. J. Students 
\ be used in ares breeding work 

_ \ im connection with the new course. 

nc a fy Arde rt ao: 
‘ ¢ \
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CONDENSED REPORT OF STREAM GAGING OPERATIONS IN NORTH CAROLINA, 
MAY 1, 1931 

Total Years of Records available for Entire State, 824 : 

rm La 
3 £ ot 3 obs 8 Longest Record Hach Basis 

ae me s| . 9 Bos ° (oe ean a 
River Basin e838. £6 Eee 806 avs face eitsa hoe 

gu8a |Se2s8] 323 | Efe | 5229 | Faseg | 2 2 | casine station 
4088 |anebal Asm | zed | doen | 4adal | 4 

Roanoke 5 | 6 | 4 | 9 | 5.5 | 2.470 20 Roanoke River at Old Gaston al ae er ee i aL ks = ee 

Tar 2 0 Mises | 6.5 | 1,050 | 7 Fishing Creek at Enfield 

Neuse 12 | 5 | 4 \ 16 | 3.5 | 324 | 6 Flat River near Bahama Sh i i i a eee aa ee 

Cape Fear 17 | 15 | 3 | 20 | 5.0 | 790 | 31* Cape Fear at Fayetteville 

Yadkin 7 | 5 | 8 | 15 | 1.5 | 2,340 | 32 Yadkin at Salisbury 

Catawba 5 | 2 | 12 { 15 | 2.5 | 255 | 9 Linville at Branch 

| 
Broad 3 | 3 | 5 | 8 \ 3.5 | 188 | 6 Second Broad at Cliffside a | eee nl en Ce GEL CD oe ee 

Savannah 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | jai | Shee | be Broad near Boiling Spgs. 

New 2 | id | 3 | 5 | 5.5 | 231 | 8 . Fk. New at crema | 

Watauga 0 | i} | 0 | 0 | Ss | ---- | 3s N, Fk. New at Crumpler — Sai a ee ae OU 

French Broad 12 \ 8 Vika | 26 | 6.0 | 177 | 34* French Broad at Asheville 

L, Tennessee 9 | i | 10 | 19 | 8.5 | 253 | 35 L. Tennessee at Judson 

Hiwassee $ | 1 | 3 | 6 | 14 | 176 | 35 Hiwassee at Murphy 

TOTAL TW | 49 | 67 | 1428 | =e | ae 223 

| | eee 
AVERAGE ee a ae a re0 | YO yes 
#* Values given are approximately correct. Areas not determined as yet for some of the new stations. 
* Records not continuous from date of first operation. 
§ In general records have not been counted as being available for stations in operation less than a year. 

fn ca NN hth
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POPULATION DENSITY BY | 

COUNTIES 

The density of population in North ,Car- 

olina counties varies all the way from 

287.8 in Forsyth to 13.2 in Tyrrell County. 

Four counties have more than two hun- 

dred persons per square mile of land area 

—Forsyth, Durham, Gasten and Mecklen- 

burg, in the order named. Nine have be- 

tween one hundred and two hundred; thirty 

four between fifty and one hundred; thirty 

one between 25 and 50 and 12 have less 

than 25 persons per square mile of land 

area. The average for the State as a whole 

is 65, Thirty nine of the counties have a 

greater density than the State as a whole 

and sixty six a less density. Ten of the 

counties having the greatest density are in 

the Piedmont section, one in the Mountain 

Region and two in the Coastal section. The 

counties having less than 100 inhabitants 

per square mile are well distributed over 

all three of the principal physiographical 

regions of the State. The following table 

gives the density for the State and each of 

the counties in descending order:



Tinie 'ot ogee CME tonpoe, al | 4 J ha — 0388 og pe 1 «tO F-9y / i Tf @ & Sra | Veh Carcbna 

CONSERVATION AND INDUSTRY, /) 24) 193 m1 

Tnhabi- ~ ‘Inhabi 
County Land Area Total tants per County Land Area Total tants per 

Sa. Miles Populaiton Sq.Mile Sq. Miles Populaiton Sq.Mile 

North Carolina _48,740 3,170,276 65.0 Northampton . 504 27,161 53.9 

Forsyth 202s 2" 988 111,681 287.8 Martin _........ 488 23,400 53.4 
wane Oe SOEs 67,196 2164  weeoadinai wt: 556 29,349 52.8 
BUG Tees oe O88 78,093 215.1 

Mecklenbares | 507 ao7G71- Sis eee ocd ee eo one 
New Hanover _. 216 43,010 q99.1 “Hertford —______ 341 17,542 51.4 

Guilford’ 28"o""'691 133,010 192.5 McDowell _..... 400 20,336 50.8 
Buncombe _....._ 682 97,937 143.6 Watauga _...... 308 15,165 50.0 
Wilson “28r eS Ss 44,914 120°4 Avery cdi i 238 11,803 49.6 
Rowan. 489 56,665 TIS) Ashe.ue2 tay 497 21,019 49.2 

Wake ier Seo 624 94,757 T1510 “Wilkés? c..2sc80.. 135 36,162 49.2 

Cabarrus 390 44,331 19ST Ranceyer= 4.4. pe208 14,486 48.6 
Catawba 408 43,991 107.8 Madison __...._ 486 20,306 46.7 
Cleveland _..... 496 51,914 104.7 GCrayen,..24.1. 660 30,665 46.5 
Vance 2 «279 27,294 97:8 ‘Stokes g--- (480 22,290 46.4 

Edgecombe _....__ 509 47,894 94.1 Caswell 402 18,214 45.3 
Wayne 2 2. <2 $571 53,013 92.8 Randolph _...._ 803 36,259 45.2 

Lenoir __________ 890 35,716 91.6 Sampson ...... 886 40,082 45.2 
Nash 586, 52,782 90.1 Alexander 289 12,922 44.7 
Rockingham 579 51,083 88.2 Duplin... 212... 790 35,103 44.4 
Pitt get to 335, G2, 54,466 86.9 Moore ....... 639 28,215 44.2 

Pasquotank .... 223 19,148 85.8 Perquimans _.... 252 10,668 42.3 
Alamance Sop. 408 42,140 85.7 Beaufort _....... 840 35,026 41.7 

Davidson _..... 5569 47,865 S44  Polktese- tame. 25 10,216 40.7 
Tredell. 22: . 4688 46,693 79.4 Columbus ......... 933 37,720 40.4 

Halifax «676 58,246 78.8 Bertie. ceo cgec22 703 25,844 36.8 
Tineglad _- sete 990) 22,872 76.5 Cherokee .... 454 16,151 35.6 

Samry feta aed 3520 39,749 76.4 Jackson .... 494 17,519 35.5 
Rutherford 544 40,452 74.4 Washington .... 324 11,603 35.5 
Greene... 252 18,656 74.0 Chatham ..... 696 24,177 34.7 
Stanly 2...) 416 30,216 92.6 Hok@seue ea pA, 14,244 84.2 
RIOR sess es GB, 40,979 72.5 Montgomery .. 498 16,218 32.6 

Johnston 1... 807 57,621 71.4 Allegheny _.... 234 7,186 30.7 
Ghowan 2... 165 11,282 68.4 Carteret 1... 578 16,900 29.5 

Cumberland _.... 670 45,219 67.5 Gates —.420)7859 10,551 29.4 
Robeson _...... 990 66,512 67.2 Macon ....2...., 518 13,672 26.7 
Mitchell cot 2, 218 18,962 65.5 “Pamlico y+... 860 9,299 26.6 

Henderson _...._ 358 23,404 65.4 Transylvania _.. 379 9,589 25.3 
Richmond —...... 521 34,016 65.38 “dONesgs 42.6.4 LT 10,428 25.0 

Gee jf bet 261 16,996 65.1 Camden... 220 5,461 24.8 

Harnett —....... 588 37,911 645 Clay... 220 5,434 24.7 

Franklin 0. 468 29,456 62.9 Currituek: 1... ; 292 6,710 23.0 
Caldwell... 471 28,016 59.5 Bladen: 2... 976 22,389 22.9 

Scotland —........... 349 20,174 57.8 Swaine tection OBS. 11,568 20.9 

Wadkin, "= 3812 18,010 BUT Onslow eto ky TAS 15,289 20.6 

Granville _...... 5038 28,723 57.1 Brunswick —..... 790 15,818 20.0 
Personycsest — Haro 801 22,0389 56.4 Graham _........ 298 5,841 19.6 
Dawe stiches (28 14,386 55.8 Bender ........ , 815 15,686 19.2 

Burke, 1... | 534 29,410 Sbiul . Hyde) .zeneo 14 OLF 8,550 13.9 

WATT CD ei secrh sa g oA QB. 23,364 BRO Ware none 3k, OT 5,202 13.8 

Orange... 890 21,171 54.3 ‘Tyrrell. 22... 390 5,164 13.2
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Introduced by MEssrs. JOHNSON of Currituck and HALSTEAD 

Referred to Committee on Game 

A BILL TO BE ENTITLED AN ACT TO AMEND CHAPTER 

51, PUBLIC LAWS 1927, RELATIVE TO THE PROPAGA- 

TION OF GAME IN NORTH CAROLINA. 

The General Assembly of North Carolina do enact: 

SECTION 1. That Chapter fifty-one, Public Laws of North 

2 Carolina, Session one thousand nine hundred and twenty- 

3 seven, be amended by inserting between Sections 36 and 37 

4 a new section to be known as Section 36 (a), as follows: 

5 “Sec. 36 (a). Any person desiring to engage in the busi- 

6 ness of propagating upland game birds, ducks, and geese, or 

7 any of them, on land of which he is the owner or lessee, and 

8 selling same pursuant to the provisions of this section, may 

9 make application in writing to the Board of Conservation ; 

10 and Development for a license to do so. The board, when it 

11 shall appear that such application is made in good faith, 

12 shall, upon the payment of a fee of two dollars, issue to each 

13 applicant a license permitting such licensee to propagate such 

14 game birds on land of which he is the owner or lessee, the i 

15 location of which shall be stated in such application and such 

( 16 license; to sell and ship such propagated game birds in the



) 

17 State and from the State alive at any time for breeding or “( 

18 stocking purposes, and to take such propagated game birds 

19 in any manner and a AAG: “cme, a Se Te for 

20 food as hereinafter prescribed: Provided, that propagated 

21 upland game birds may be killed by shooting only from No- 

22 vember twentieth to February fifteenth, inclusive; and Pro- 

23 vided further, that propagated migratory game birds may be 

24 killed by shooting only during the open season for migratory 

25 game birds. Each such license shall expire on the thirty- 

26 first day of December of the year in which it is issued. Each 

27, holden of a game-bird propagating license shall keep such 

28 license prominently displayed at the place of business speci- 

29 fied therein. 

30 Every person holding a game-bird propagating license is- 

31 sued by the board shall keep accurate written records show- 

32 ing the number of game birds of each species propagated, 

33 bought, or sold, and the disposition thereof. These records 

34 shall be kept permanently on the premises stated in such li- 

; 835 cense and shall be open for inspection by any duly author- 

36 ized representative of the board at all reasonable times. 

at Migratory game birds propagated in accordance with this 

38 section shall not be bought or sold for food unless each bird 

39 before attaining the age of four weeks shall have had re- 

40 moved from the web of one foot a portion thereof in the form 

41 of a “V” large enough to make a well-defined mark which 

42 shall be sufficient to oe it as a bird propagated in ac- (



( 43 cordance with this section of the North Carolina Game Law. 

44 Game birds propagated in accordance with this section may 

45 be bought, sold or offered for sale, for food only, after be- 

46 ing tagged with an indestructible metal tag which shall be 

47 supplied by the board. 

48 Common carriers shall receive and transport game birds 

49 tagged as aforesaid, but to every package containing such 

50 propagated game birds, shaft be Teck oe or label upon 

! 51 which shall be plainly printed or written the name, address, 

52 and license number of the person by whom such propagated 

53 game birds are shipped, and the name and address of the 

54 person to whom such propagated game birds are to be trans- 

55 ported and number of each kind contained therein. The 

56 board shall be entitled to receive and shall collect for each 

57 tag to be affixed to the carcass of each game bird propa- 

58 gated, in accordance with this section, the sum of five cents. 

59 The said tags shall remain affixed as aforesaid until the car- 

60 casses of such propagated game birds shall be finally pre- 

61 pared for consumption: Provided, that the owner or pro- 

62 prietor of a hotel, restaurant, boarding-house, or the man- 

63 ager of a club, may sell a portion of a tad adie bind ta” 

64 a guest, customer, or member, for consumption on the 

65 premises. 

66 The proprietor or keeper of a hotel, restaurant or cafe, 

67 boarding-house or club, desiring to serve game to his patrons, 

( 68 may make application to me Department of Conservation



va 

69 and Development for a license to do so. The Department, ( 

70 when it shall appear that such application is made in good 

71 faith, shall, upon the payment of a fee of ten dollars ($10.00), 

72 issue to each such applicant a license permitting the holder 

73 thereof to buy and possess game birds or animals lawfully 

74 tagged, and to serve such game/fo SAE hase consump- 

75 tion, at any time, but only on the premises, the location of 

76 which shall be definitely stated in such license and the ap- ‘ 

77 plication therefor. Each such license to serve game shall 

78 expire on the thirty-first day of December in the year in 

79 which it is issued. Each person holding a license.to serve 

80 game shall keep such license prominently displayed at the 

81 place of business specified therein. The holder of a license 

82 to serve game may purchase only game birds and animals 

83 tagged in accordance with law. Each holder of a license to 

84 serve game shall keep accurate written records of each and 

85 every purchase, which records shall contain the name and 

86 address of the person or corporation from whom such game 

87 was purchased, the date of each transaction, and the num- 

88 ber and kind of game birds or animals included in each pur- 

89 chase. These records shall be kept permanently at the place 

90 of business specified in the license and shall be open for in* 

91 spection by any duly authorized representative of the De- 

92 partment at all reasonable times. Each holder of a license 

93 to serve game birds shall send a certified copy of these rec- 

94 ords for the previous — year to the Department not C



( 95 later than January fifteenth. The Department shall furnish 

96 the forms on which these records are to be kept.” 

SEC. 2. All lows-ond-clauscs.ef Jaws-in-confiet-avith-thia 

2 actare-hereby repealed. 

Sec. 8. This act shall be in full. force and effect from and 

2 after its ratification. 

Sec @. The sale of Quail and/ or Wild Turkey 

for food purposes is expressly prohibited until, 

within the discretion of the Director of the 

; Bord of Conservattion & Development, there is a 

real surplus of Quail and/or Wild Turkey, at 

which time, these birds will come under the 

provisions, covering other birds, as expressed 

in this act. 

« :
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CONSERVATION AND act 15 

resulted in an output of approximately State Park Commission, of the desire of 

12,000,000 pounds of copper during 1930. North Carolina conservation officials to ob- 

Ores mined at Fontana, according to re- tain a larger stock of the animals. 

ports reaching the State Geologist have According to State Warden Chas. H. 

averaged about seven percent copper. This England, the only cost of the deer will be 

output have placed North Carolina near the the crating and delivery charges. 

top among States of the east as a produc- a 

er of this metal. With other properties NORTH CAROLINA GAINS 

showing promise, Geologist Bryson believes MOST TEXTILE PLANTS ‘ 
that the establishment of a smelting plant —_——- 

may be a logical development for the fu- The Textile World, leading American 

ture. publication of its field, lists 95 textile plants 

rd including hosiery mills, as being projected 

FOREST SERVICE MAKES in Southern States during 1930. 

GAME PICTURE IN STATE Leader in the field was North Carolina 

which was credited with 55 of the new es- 

A 1-reel motion picture, “Forest Fires— en Seventeen of these, ee 

or Game,” with a setting in North Caro- a patie sie Were we een eA 

lina has recently been completed by the aa new Plants or additions built by 

U. S. Forest Service, according to an an- oe a Bf eS Tents ctor ah 

nouncement received by this Department. 2 e total o mew Diane ect Uae 
Th icnarel (abeoranael Soins Maat entire Southeast, 25 were new concerns and 

or hcoh uaa stad wild eaneeye 70 represented new plants or additions to 

‘ ? 7”? established plants. 

ee ae a a hig nad A majority of the new plants in North 

doce ae eae Ace - . Ee Carolina, the survey shows, were establish- 

thoda the. plete tects for oe ane ed in the Piedmont section, the center of 

2 2 the textile industry in th 5 
homes of wild life; and, together with un- fe textile Paduserysin the ciate 

ivtinue. S Viros. Epson ENDORSES 
A print from this picture has been or- FOREST CONSERVATION 

dered by the Department of Conservation Thonias (Ae cml . 
> 3 s ison, generally credited 

= a - with being a “master mind” of the world, 

5 lates Be Wh i ar a eS a 1 and who probably has contributed as much 

as pay a ane ee its fee nory to humanity as any other living person is a 

& opera Se ee eo \ conservationist. His views on forestry 

should be generally interesting. The 

HERD OF FALLOW DEER ) American Forestry Association quotes 
PRESENTED TO STATE | him thus: 
———. \ “Would that every American citizen 

, Ten fallow deer, a European species, ‘ag be brought to realize that our for- 

have been procured for release on State sts are a precious possession and that 

Game Refuges of the Piedmont and West- re man’s hand should be raised to pro- 

ern sections of the State. tect them and to prevent indiscriminate ‘ 

The deer were obtained by J. Q. Gilkey, destruction. 

Marion, member of the Board of Conserva- “T am in full sympathy with the object 

tion and Development, from the Alleghany and aim of the American Forestry Associa- 

State Park Commission, of New York tion in its efforts to conserve the forests— 

State. the priceless heritage that has descended 

Maj. William A. Welch, general man- to us.” 

ager and chief engineer of Palisades In- — . 

terstate Park Commission, assisted in get- “Do you think I will ever be able to do 

ting the deer for the State by advising O. anything with my voice?” 

W. Kelsey, secretary of the Alleghany “It might come in handy in case of fire.”



14 CONSERVATION AND INDUSTRY 

NON-RESIDENT TRAWLERS disrupts the lanes of migration of the fish- 

WORRY STATE FISHERIES ers and stirs up the bottoms to the hurt of 

shellfish in the sounds. 

OFFICIALS ALONG COAST The shallow banks along the coast, ac- 

Non-resident... trawlers, hovering,.in a cording to Capt. John A. Nelson, are usually 

a P the lanes traveled by the migratory fishes. 
group of 30 to 40 vessels outside Ocracoke , : 

during the last: several weeks, who had ov- Constant raking vs these bottoms and dis- 

errun the State’s machinery to enforce sta- ruption of the migratory routes of — the 
: : ee fishes, he fears, will turn the schools from 

tutes against this type of fishing in waters : : 

of North Carolina were curbed after trans- their natura ty etn 
ae : from inlets they are accusto: to use 

portation for an inspector had been furn- | sae : . 

ished in the form of a coast guard cutter. ee nite tag on ii ss pe aspert ne 

While the number of boats from the fleet eeding grounds in the sounds and rivers. NS 

violating the law could not be definitely de-/ - 

termined, frequent infractions were note 22,500 PREDATORY BIRDS *i 

by observers from the shore. The Sta‘ AND ANIMALS ARE TAKEN \ 

was almost helpless to enforce this law cSt } 

cause of the lack of a boat sufficiently sea: Birds and animals classed under the State / 

worthy to remain outside the inlets. law as “unprotected” numbering approxi- / 
However, in spite of this handicap, cases mately 22,500 brought bounties to North / 

were made against some of the offenders, Carolina hunters last year, according to af 

who were brought to Swanquarter for trial. report by State Game Warden C. H. Eng- 

In one instance a boat from shore appre- land. 

hended one of the offending trawlers which Bounty claimants rid the State of 429 

was boarded and its crew summoned to ap-_ wildcats and 22,000 crows and sharp-shin- 

pear in court. However, the vessel managed ner and Cooper’s hawks, the State Warden’s 

to break away and put out to sea, leaving report shows. These bounties were paid only 

the inspector powerless to pursue. during the three months of the hunting sea- 

The vessels lying offshore were a cos- sons and do not account for those killed 

mopolitan lot, having gathered from along during the other nine months nor for oth- 

the coast as far north as New England. In ers for which no bounty was claimed. 

some instances they are manned by foreign Special attention, according to State 

crews. One of these which was apprehend- Warden England, has been given to the ex- 

ed had only one man aboard who was able termination of vermin on State Game Ref- 

to speak English. uges. A report from C. N. Mease, chief 

At the solicitation of Rep. Chas. A. Ab- refuge warden of the major western North 

ernethy, a coast guard cutter was made Carolina sanctuaries, shows that 649 preda- 

available to carry an inspector to the fish- tory birds and animals were destroyed on 

ing grounds, and a regular patrol has been these refuges during the year. These in- 

entablished between Cape Lookout and Cape cluded wildcats, outlawed hawks, foxes, 

Hatteras. Hereafter, the illegal operations weasels, and stray homeless cats. 

will be checked. Efforts have bene centered on the con- 

North Carolina has enacted laws against trol of vermin on Holly Shelter State Ref- 

trawling similar to those of a majority of uge and public hunting ground in Pender 

the coastal States. Her laws also prohibit county. More than two score wildcats, as 

non-residents from fishing within waters of well as numerous hawks and crowds, were 

the State. The laws against trawling apply eliminated from this area by refuge keep- 
to the resident fisherman as well as the ers. 

non-resident; but little trouble has been ex- State Warden England points out that 

perienced in obtaining observance of this the number of predatory birds and animals 

regulation on the part of residents. taken from the refuges was smaller last 

Trawling has been found to be a destruc- year than during the previous year. This, 

tive method of fishing. The practice of he believes, is an indication that the breed- 

dragging lines spread from a power boat ing stock is steadily being reduced.
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wishing to place their products with reliable it was determined by the Board of Conser- 

distributors in Australia. vation and Development at its special meet- 

“My company is very much interested in ing in Raleigh on September 18 on recom- 

any new lines just coming on the market, mendation of State Game Warden C. H. 

either in the way of specialties or any other England. 

lines for continuous everyday use. They are The Board authorized the purchase by 

not interested in big heavy machinery the Department of a number of quail equal 

lines, automobiles, motor tires, radios or to the 6,000 distributed by the State last 

electrical equipment. Anything applying to spring. During the first two years of opera- 

farmers or country life interests them con- tion of the State Game Law, 2,000 pairs 

siderably as they have a big connection of the Mexican birds were imported each 

there.” year. 

This representative states that this Aus- Last year, in order to meet increasing 
tralian firm is an “outright importer” and demands, the larger number was purchased 

not merely a factory representative. A con- by the Game Division and distributed in 

nection with this company means an im- the State. After a generous supply of the 

mediate established distributing connection, birds had been assigned to each State and 

the contact states, adding that the company auxiliary refuge, the rest were distributed 

will bear the-closest. investigation. under direction of the wardens. 

The Department of Conservation and De- Many reports to game officials reveal 

_~ velopment will be glad to make investiga- that the stocking of the birds has been suc- 

tions and supply full information upon re- cessful. Observers say that they have trac- 
quest from interested firms. ed covies from pairs of the birds released 

Jet Aen De Bae in their vicinity, while others declare that 
DEPARTMENT TO ORDER  \ the bird has inter-bred frequently with the 

MEXICAN QUAIL AGAIN native quail. On the whole, this, it is be- 

a \ lieved, has strengthened the strain of 

Mexican quail will be released in North native bird where the cross-breeding has 

Carolina for the fourth consecutive year, occurred. 

eg A ly 
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Moore County has been the leader in reforestation by planting. Herewith is shown 
an abandoned field that has been replanted with seedlings obtained from the State For- 
est Nursey, near Clayton, operated by the Division of Forestry of the Department of 
Conservation and Development. The trees were planted two years ago.
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(‘4 RHE objective is to have in North 

Carolina the best game bird shooting 

Sa] in the United States— 

Why? 

Primarily because of the money it will 

bring into the State; helping the farmers and 

other land owners to make land more valuable ; 

giving employment to many; attracting | 

Sportsmen and frequently their families to the 
State; securing for various industries the 

money these will spend on their visits. 

Next because North Carolina has an am- 

bition to grow in importance. Here is an op- 

portunity. The business of having plenty of 

game birds is now stupidly handled by nearly 

every State. In Great Britain it is a science 

and has been for a century. They get ten 

millions a year as rentals for Scotch moors, 

valueless for any other purpose but grouse 

shooting. Their game birds owing to war 

conditions: decreased until in 1919 they had 

only 10 per cent of the former supply. Using 

tl cir olf, well tested methods to increase game 

birds they, in six short years, put the supply 

back to normal—an increase of 900 per cent. 

And that old game bird industry was again 

flourishing—making money for a lot of peo- 

ple—giving employment to many, pleasure and 

out-door enjoyment to men of moderate means 

as well as to those wealthy—game birds as 

food for all at poultry prices. 

The game keepers and the game farms 

went back on the job—using the same old 

methods as had been employed for over a cen- 

tury. No “sob-sisters” or professional “game | 
savers” saying “Save our game birds from | 

extinction. Cut down the seasons. Reduce 

the bag limit”. No theories. No new laws. 

Merely using common sense. 

‘They bred and released game birds. ‘They 

killed off the vermin which had increased 

through necessary neglect of this problem 

during the war. They increased the number



of game keepers. Many had been killed dur- 

ing the war. 

And so those “Slow(?) British Cousins” 

multiplied nine hundred per cent their game 

birds in six short years. Not so slow after all. 

They have no bag limits but the land owners 

are too intelligent not to leave on every acre of 

land enough birds to breed and rear next year’s 

supply. 

What happened in America during these 
years—in America where there is a much 

smaller population per square mile? Just 

more and more restrictive laws resulting only 

an as usual in a still diminishing game bird 

supply. 

North Carolina has wonderfully the ex- 

actly correct topography for all classes of 

game birds. Marshes for migratory fowl; 

farm lands for birds such as quail; Mountain- 

ous regions for grouse, turkeys, etc. 

If North Carolina has the will and brains 

to lead it can become the ‘“Shootinest” State 

in all the country—and at a very satisfactory 

profit. 

On other pages I give suggested plans for 

North Carolina. 

PLAN FOR NORTH CAROLINA 

Fe Py HE Governor to call a conference say 

al ‘ about Octobér 20th. Do not have too 

Kae many but surely have Dr. Brooks 

1epresenting the State College, Col. Harrelson 

representing present State Game methods. The 

Attorney General to give legal advice. Edward 

k. Johnson representing migratory fowl coun- 

ties and a half dozen real sportsmen, residents, 

who are wealthy—and love old North Caro- 

lina— and who might unselfishly give of their 
time and money to make a business like job of 

putting North Carolina at the front as THE 

game bird state. 

1. Conference to consider a Model State 

game law with the idea of passing it at forth-



coming session. I will undertake to have 

ready the “Foundation” suggestions for such 
a law. 

2. Such law will provide for an Absolutely 
Non-Partisan game bird division of the De- 

partment of Conservation and Development. 
It must be provided that this division shall 

not be affected by changing administrations. 
This division must concentrate absolutely on 

game birds—“More Game Birds in North 

Carolina.” 

3. Such law will provide (a) for a course at 

State College studying matters connected with 
such game birds as will thrive in North Caro- 

lina and (b) for a game bird farm for the use 

of the students and complete enough to back 
up the “book” knowledge with practical ex- 

pesience in rearing game birds. Students in 
such course would be compelled to attend at 

the game farm during the breeding months. 

Their term would consequently be longer than 

now. Outside of the cost of any living-quart- 

ers to be provided, the initial equipment ex- 

pense need not be large, say $20,000. The 

yearly cost of running such farm would be 

greatly reduced by sale of game birds. (Give 

none away). Outside of the income from such 

sale $25,000 a year appropriated by the State 

would be more than ample. This item would 

of course vary with the number of students. 

The items above are based upon what I 

have heard of the expenses and experiences at 

Game Conservation Institute at Clinton, N. 

J., devoted entirely to teaching Game Bird 
Management. Dr. Brooks would of course 
send representatives to examine into its meth- 

ods: ete., etc. Those people should remember 
that the whole idea is new. The Institute is 
not three years old. It has been financed on 

a “Shoe String.” An old barn has been turned 

into a presentable dormitory, etc., etc. They 

turn out about 40 graduates a year—each is 
quickly grabbed up at $1800 to $2500 per year 

as a game keeper or goes immediately into



game farming as a business. They charge 

the students including board only $400 per 
year for the twelve months course. Their 

total “business” including sale of game runs 

about $100,000 a year. 

4. Providing above is done the “Founda- 

tion” will make one or more demonstrations 

in North Carolina, as follows :— 

(a) Sending a field representative into a 

quail region, there would be explained to a 

group of farmers the advantage to them—the 

profit in dollars—of forming themselves into a 

“Shooting Preserve Club.” The individual 

farmer with 100 or 200 acres cannot kill ver- 
min, take care of quail and keep off trespassers 

—at any profit. But a group of them own- 

ing collectively ten to twenty thousand acres 

at once becomes important. It can put game 

girds on to those acres, can kill off vermin, 

can thoroughly discourage trespass and can 

make extra money off their acres by doing 

this. 

(b) Next the Foundation will loan to this 

Community Club the necessary funds to erect 
a hatchery with incubators, brooders, etc., 

thus starting the community club game farm. 

This farm would distribute game birds on the 

club acres and sell any surplus. It should run 

at a profit—(Evans of Indiana makes $30,000 

a year out of his game farm. Others make 
smaller but very fine profits. There are now 

about 3,000 of such farms in this country) ; 

only about 200 of which, at this time, are 

worthy of being called game farms. 

The loan made by the Foundation would 

be repaid out of part of the profits, as and 

when made by the Community game farm. If 

money be lost, the Foundation is the loser and 

not the farmer. 

(c) To insure proper running of such game 

farm the Foundation will not only take care of 

its erection but send as manager one of the 

graduates of the Game Conservation Institute. 

(d) The principal source of profit to the



farmer will come from his proportion of the 

sale of shooting privileges on the shooting 

club’s preserves. Permits for these would be 

obtained by visiting sportsmen, probably at 

designated stores in the central town and 

would be based upon a minimum daily charge 

with probably an extra charge per bird killed. 

(e) Guides would be furnished and dogs if 

desired at given rates per day. 

(4) The trespasser in such a community 

would promptly get hauled immediately, ac- 

cording to the model game law, before a very 

unfriendly justice of the peace and fined the 

limit. Shortly there would be no attempts to 

trespass. 
(g) Similar demonstrations would be at- 

tempted by the Foundation in the mountainous 

regions with birds, hatcheries and game farms 

suited to those regions. 

(h) Proper national, state and local pub- 

licity would be given by the Foundation to all 

such demonstrations in order to, as rapidly as 

possible, encourage other communities to 

make extra dollars off their farms through 

game birds. Eventually every suitable acre in 
the State would be handled, as to game birds, 

in this manner. 

To any doubting man in North Caro- 

lina it should only be necessary to point to 

the money coined in Great Britain out of 

game birds. That is not a theory but fact. 

‘They have the game birds to shoot—all classes 
buy them in the market at poultry prices and 

—they get the cash—while we have fewer 

and fewer game birds. Not so darn smart 

after a'l are we Americans in the handling of 

this game bird situation? 

i 

a
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| NORTH CAROLINA’S GROWTH IN POPULATION 

| INCREASE IN PER. | 
POPULATION CENTAGE | POPULATION | INCREASE | 

YEAR |, SS i 

| United North States North maaan i 
i States Carolina United | Carolina] U- 8- | N- C- i 

1930 | 122,733,873*| 3,170,287 | 17,023,253 | 611,164 | 16.10*| 23.88 | 

1920 105,710,620 | 2,559,123 | 13,738,394 | 352,886 | 14.93 | 15.99 i 

1910 91,972,226 | 2,206,287 | 15,977,651 | 312,477 | 21.00 | 16.49 

; 1900 75,994,575 | 1,893,810 | 13,046,861 | 175,861 | 20.72 | 10.87 i 

1890 62,947,714 | 1,617,949 | 12,791,931 | 318,199 | 25.50 | 22.73 

1880 50,155,783 | 1,399,750 | 11,597,412 | 328,389 | 30.08 | 30.06 

1870 38,558,371 | 1,070,361 7,115,050 78,739 | 22.62 7.93 

1860 81,443,321 992,622 8,251,445 | 123,583 | 30.83 | 14.08 

1850 23,191,876 869,039 6,122,423 | 115,620 | 35.86 | 15.34 

1840 17,069,453 758,419 4,203,433 15,432 | 33.52 2.09 

1830 12,866,020 737,987 8,227,567 99,158 | 33.47 | 13.43 

1820 9,638,453 638,829 2,398,572 83,329 | 33.13 | 15.00 

1810 7,239,881 555,500 1,931,398 77,397 | 36.388 | 16.18 

1800 5,308,483 478,103 1,379,269 84,352 | 34.84 | 21.42 

1790 ‘BOG 014" | 808,751 |, 20. stil Sivofia Balt .anoiljoons | 

* Incomplete. 

North Carolina has maintained a steady growth in numbers. 

Rank among the States: 1910—16th; 1920—14th; 1930—12th. 
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it George Washington was said to have Following a primary system of placing 

camped. It is a very handsome tree. the lookouts, the Department plans the 

Big Poplar. Yancey County. There is a same protection for the western part of 

large poplar tree on Sugar Camp Creek Brunswick County from a proposed tower 

connected more or less closely with Dr. somewhere between Old Dock and the Wac- 

Elisha Mitchell who lost his life on Mt. camaw River, or in the vicinity of Ash. 

Mitchell nearby and with Big Tom Wilson Plans are being made for stationing a 

who found the body after a week’s search. Jo9kout on top of the Murchison Bank build- 
Big Poplar. Reems Creek. Buncombe ing in Wilmington. From this vantage point 

County. There is a big poplar on Reems the warden will be able to overlook the 
Creek but no particular history is connected northeastern part of Brunswick. With 

with it. these lookouts, it will be possible to detect 
Boundary Pine. Columbus County. This fire in any part of Brunswick County. 

tree was marked as a boundary tree be- State, Federal, County, and private funds 
tween North and South Carolina in 1729. It jaye been contributed to financing the 
was cut down in 1928 in order to establish ct pucture, via tower-will_be the 
the line following a dispute by fishermen 444), tower in the State system. ~~ 
as to where the interstate line reached the ~ 
Atlantic Ocean. A piece of this tree bear- Ss 
ing the surveyors marks is now exhibited 37,000 ACRES OF LANDS \ 
by the State Historical Commission. PROPOSED TO BE ADDED \ 

Large Cypress. Lenoir County. This larg, TO SYSTEM OF REFUGES 
tree cut down about 1914 was 11 feet, 1 inch~ ———_. 

across the stump, 4 feet above the ground. With auxiliary game refuges now under 
Twenty feet above the ground it was 818 process of creation and others being con- 
years old. Its total age was probably around sidered it is probable that approximately 
900 years. 37,000 acres will be added shortly to areas 

Henry Clay Oak. Wake County. This is a under administration by the Department of 
magnificent white oak standing in what was __ Conservation and Development for the re- 
formerly the yard of Col. A. B. Andrews  habilitation of game. 

on North Street. It is said that Henry These areas are located in seven counties, 
Clay while sitting under this tree wrote Montgomery, Wilson, Robeson, Cleveland, 
the memorable letter opposing the annexa- Lincoln, Edgecombe, and Gates, represent- 
tion of Texas which was said to have kept ing almost as many parts of the State. 
him from being elected President. Establishment of all of these proposed aux- 
le at Lae iliary refuges will bring the total of she 

FOREST FIRE LOOKOUT system to more than 200,000 acres. All of 
TOWER FOR BRUNSWICK, this development has taken place within 

EIGHTEENTH IN STATE the two years the State Game Law has 
eS been in effect. 

The eighteenth unit in the State Depart- Most comprehensive of the new and pro- 
ment of Conservation and Development pri- posed game sanctuaries is one to which 
mary forest fire detection system is a 100- the name Beaver Dam, Yadkin, and Uharrie 
foot steel tower with an inside stairway State Game Refuge will probably be given. 
ordered recently for Brunswick County by Already leases for approximately 16,000 
Assistant Forester Chas. H. Flory, in charge acres of land have been drawn up. This 
of fire control. area is made up of lands owned by 14 indi- 

This tower will be placed in the vicinity viduals and corporations which are being 
of Bolivia, and if a proper site can be ob- turned over to the Department without cost. 
tained, it will be located along Highway A personal inspection of the new re- 
No. 30. The lookout on top of the structure serve was made recently by State Game 
will have a range of vision from 12 to 15 Warden Chas. H. England in company with 
miles which will cover the Eastern half of Assistant State Game Warden W. C. Lisk, 
the county. of Richfield, County Warden Baldwin, of
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Montgomery County, and members of the eeu ee? eailesane eres pana 
Troy Izaak Walton League. Game officials have also inspected lands 

Following this visit, the State Game War- in Edgecombe County offered to the De- 
den declared it to be one of the most prom- partment for a game refuge. Between 5,000 

ising areas for game rehabilitation yet ten- nq 6,000 acres are in this tract. 
dered to the State Department. The terri- Wilson County’s game reserve, known as 

tory, he declared, is especially suited to the Herring Refuge, containing previously 
deer, turkeys, and pheasants. Although the 4 399 acres, has recently been expanded to 
area has been heavily hunted in the past, petween 3,000 and 4,000 acres. 

it was not until about two years ago that State Warden England reports that leases 
the last deer were taken there. Six droves fo) game rights in Robeson County have 

of wild turkeys still survive in the refuge een signed for more than 2,000 acres by 

area, owners. County Warden J. A. Barker, of 
Under plans being made for the develop- Tymberton, is now obtaining leases on ad- 

ment of the refuge, restocking will be begun —_qitional tracts adjoining the original area 
immediately. Four deer, presented to As- in hopes of establishing a refuge of around 
sistant Warden Lisk by a friend in another 5 900 acres. 
state, will be among the first of the new pe stair Ai eee Te 

citizens of the refuge. Assistant Warden STATE OYSTER GROUNDS 

Lisk is one of the leading spirits in the CAPABLE OF PRODUCING 

creation of the reserve, having worked 

months for its accomplishment. MUCH GREATER SUPPLY 

ie ae While some varieties of seafoods may be 

aie a sented showing a steady tendency to decrease, 

additional’ wild turkeys, as well as quail will there are yet scarcely realized possibilities 

he pel oa eaten the Terabe. to develop the output of oysters from North 
Fitness of the territory for a game refuge  Ggyolina waters. 

is emphasized by the State Game Warden Some intimation of the latent possibili- 

who says that it is bounded on three sides ties of increasing the output of this bivalve 

by the Yadkin and Uharrie Rivers and from Tar Heel bottoms is given in a bul- 

Beaver Creek. The fourth side runs along  jetin issued by the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries 
State Highway No. 109, which will be an following a report on a study of physical 

outlet for the overflow of game to sur- and biological conditions of Pamlico Sound 
rounding territory. Within the refuge area and its tributaries by Dr. Paul S. Galtsoff 

there are three valleys with a few small and H. R. Seiwell over a period of several 
farms having enough land under cultiva- months. 

tion to furnish food for the animals and The report cites estimates of the Division 

birds inhabiting it. of Commercial Fisheries of the Department 

Prospects of the creation of a refuge of Conservation and Development, giving 

containing about 7,000 acres in Gates Coun- the total area of bottoms in the State cap- 

ty, in the northeastern part of the State able of producing oysters at 1,175,000 

are made known by the State Warden. Ne- acres. Natural beds now set with oysters . 

gotiations are now pending between the and from which the total supply is taken 

Camp Manufacturing Company and the De- is given at approximately 10,000 acres 

partment of Conservation and Development with the planted bottoms leased to private 

for taking over game rights on the property individuals bringing the total area of pro- 

under a ten-year lease without cost to the ducing bottoms to not more than 12,000 
State. acres. 

Two of the latest additions to the State Under present conditions, the annual out- 

refuge system are in Cleveland and Lincoln put of the bivalve in North Carolina is 

Counties. Auxiliary refuges were establish- about 560,000 bushels, valued at $230,000. 

ed in these two counties during the past With only about one acre in each hundred 

few weeks after a personal inspection by believed capable of supply oysters now 
State Warden England. The Cleveland growing oysters, it is a simple process of
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imagination to visualize the latent oppor- that this method is suitable for North Caro- 

tunities yet untouched in this field. lina waters. 

“There is no doubt,” say the scientists They suggest that the pias eatabishian 

in their report, “that by introducing modern experimental oyster farm There shesmethy 
methods of oyster culture the product:ve- ods of oyster culture most Sunes for mlgEEh 
NGBEOE LEH Gab oi shores wi na ncbeciine Carolina waters could be studied. Increased 

creased considerably and thousands of Teasing Jof bottoms to Reale petuzen als 
acres of barren bottoms be converted into dvocated as a gens ef sthnulating phe ABs 
productive oyster beds. crease of oyster yield, providing revenue 

Howttestaaaret te eventivar ; for the Department of Conservation and 

2 a «JS not entire'y new i Development and carrying on shell-planting 
North Carolina: According to Coker (1907), operations on a large scale. z 
efforis to cultivate oysters’in this State ; = 
were made as early as 1840; subsequent to FORESTER. HAS METHOD. . 
the passage of the laws in 1883 authoriz- OF AROUSING INTEREST 
ing the leasing of grounds to private ‘indi- 

viduals, ‘oyster farming began to develop _ pistrict Forester A. D. Folweller, of New 
rapidly. Unfortunately, in many instances Bern, has devised a method of Mirting up 
- ae of ae growers failed and interest among his County Wardens and 
arter @ few years the acreage under cul- informing the people of his district on the 
tivation was reduced to almost nothing. forest fire situation. 
Se ee State leases not more than Recently he issued a preliminary report 

acres for oyster culture. for the spring season of this year in which 
“The failure of oyster planters was due he made a comparison of the record of the 

to several causes; in part it should be at- entire district between this and last year. 
tributed to the lack of adequate knowledge He also graded the counties in order of 
of local conditions. The method of planting efficiency of fire protection and operation 
was the same as that used in the North, of the warden forces. 
where climatie and hydrographic conditions The district forester showed that the dis- 
are different. On the other hand adverse trict as a whole suffered only one-half as 
legislation was instrumental in obstructing much this year from fires as the previous 
oyster culture. The maximum limit of year, one percent of the area protected 
acreage leased to private individuals was being burned in comparison with 2 percent 
set at 10 acres, which is prohibitive to in 1928. In rating the counties in propor- 
the development of this industry; no pro- tion to area burned over, he places Lenoir, 
vision was made to ascertain, before a lease which the year before was near the bottom, 
was granted, whether the bottom was a at the top. 
natural rock; and in many instances the Others in rank were: Greene, second; 
leases were revoked as soon as the bottoms Wayne and Wilson, tied for third; Pitt, 
became productive. fourth; and Craven, sixth. Folweiler points 

“During the last five years considerable out local conditions that contribute to the 
. knowledge has been gained by the United problems of control, and he shows that con- 

States Bureau of Fisheries regarding the siderable progress has been made in every 
spawning and setting of oysters, and as a county. The most outstanding record was 
result of extensive field experiments new the reduction of the average fire in Lenoir 
methods of oyster culture are employed suc- | County from 206 to 18 acres, and in Wayne 
cessfully in Massachusetts, Connecticut, from 47 to 20 acres. 
and New York.” pee Se a es SS 

The authors see judicious planting, both MOTION PICTURE TRUCK 
brush and shells, as being the key to the SCHEDULE MAPPED OUT 
increase of oyster production. They declare POUT, ya 
that experiments in brush planting con- The Department of Conservation and De- 
dueted under the direction of Capt. John A, velopment forestry educational truck, show- 
Nelson, Fisheries Commissioner, have shown ing both forestry and game motion pictures
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AREA OF NORTH CAROLINA BY DRAINAGE BASINS 

And 

Tributary Area To Principal Interstate Streams Crossing 

The North Carolina Line. 

| 5 | 3x oR | i“ ae | o2 25 
3 | Par cae i 5 be | 

BASIN jsdgadree| Rte el ven dots 3 | #82 
1 te. o3 a2o sou & ao 

Se ceee \im ceed Bus | oe ees : ga, $ 
as | paz adsa fea | a6 | asa 

pbc eters bet eae ae) et ee a ee 

SQUARE MILES 
} Uuahioduatt ei i atioieds! SeC HW aki wepnmeds tates io. hute ts 

Cape Fear ____----| 8500 | 0 8500 Mouth 0 N.c.| 0 

Neuse; -----=-=----=| 4450. |. 0 4450 Mouth 0 N.C. 0 

War Q. Ses _CeSgo75 9) = 0 -e8075 Mouth 0 N.C. | 0 

Meherrin-Chowan — 1175 | 3700 4875 Mouth | 1150a 1185b 1275c Va. panne 

Roanoke —--------- 3375 | 6250 9625 Mouth | 8150 Va. | 0 

Yadkin -_----------| 9300 | 140 | 9440 S.-C. 0 N.C. | 7250 

NeW ees | 1 N 670a 
¥ 760 0 760 Va. | 800 N.C. | Sige 

Catawba ----------| 3950 0 3250 S. C. 0 N.C. | 2875 

Brodd™ = ace ee teapot 0 1450 S. C. 0 N.C. | 1475 

Watauga ---------_| 220 0 220 Tenn. 0 N.C. | 150 
| 

French Broad ----_} 2825 0 | 2825 Tenn. 0 | N.C. | 2200 

Little Tennessee---| 1975 46 1925 ‘Tenn. 57 Ga. pe 

Hiwassee --------| 650 | 370 1020 Tenn. | 90 (a) | Ga. | 990 
| | | 

Coastal a eal [ieee eS | =: =e 

TOTAT) 22s 52086 | | peepee See ie Dae eco 2 Se ee 

(a) Notley River rising in Ga. and entering Hiawassee River below Murphy, N. C., 

has area—196. Except for a few of the smaller areas measured on topographic 

maps these determinations have been made on State Maps of scale 1: 1,000,000. 

That type and scale of map does not permit determinations of absolute accuracy, 

but it is believed that for all general purposes the values are reasonably close 

enough to true values, Prepared by Water Resources and Engineering Division 

N. C. Department of Conservation and Development, Chapel Hill, Ni..
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sheep dip or creosote. Hang this ball in the Department in an endeavor to stimu- 

the field, and when Mr. Deer gets to the late the rearing of minnows as a commer- 
leeward and receives a whiff he will ‘burn cial venture. 
the wind’ getting away. The wool wads ee eee 

should be redipped every three weeks. Ex- MUCH GAME RELEASED 

ie? ga have proved this method effec. IN STATE COVERS SINCE 

pee NEW LAW HAS OPERATED 
Records compiled by the U. S. Biological Lapa Sse 

| Survey show that 90,124 bob-white quail A review by State Game Warden C. H. 

were imported from Mexico during the sea- England shows the accomplishments on the 

son ending April 30. North Carolina ob- positive side of game conservation to have 

tained more than 6,000 of these birds been considerable since the enactment of 

for distribution in covers of the State. the State Game Law a little more than 
The Mexican quail has become well estab- three years ago: 

lished in various sections of North Caro- During the period of administration of 

lina, and the imported bird has inter-bred the law, the Department of Conservation 

readily with the native quail. and Development has purchased and re- 
ae leased on State Game Refuges 16 head of 

W. Lacy Prevatt, Buies, N. C., has been elk, 225 head of deer, and has purchased 
appointed game and fish warden of Robe- and reared at the State Game Farm, near 
son County to succeed J. A. Barker, who Asheboro, approximately 1,000 turkeys, 1,- 
recently resigned, 500 ring-neck pheasants, and 26,000 quail, 

according to the State Warden. 

D. C. Kinney, Spruce Pine, has begun A State Game Refuge system consisting 
his duties as refuge warden on Mt. Mit- of some 345,000 acres has been establish- 
chell State Game Refuge in the place of ed, stocked, and given protection. In addi- 
L. L. Payne, who has been transferred to tion, approximately 50,000 acres have been 
the recently established Andrew Johnston opened up as public hunting grounds. 
Inter-State Refuge, located partly in North State Warden England believes that 

Carolina and partly in Tennessee. bounties offered on crows, sharp  shinned 
Poe eee eS and Cooper’s hawks, and wildeats have 

FEE FOR PROPAGATION brought good results. Especially has the 
5 control of vermin, he asserts, been effec- 

MINNOWS IS ONLY 50¢ tive on and around the various State game 
ce pla refuges. He believes that efforts to control 

Contrary to an impression in many sec- these enemies of useful wild life have been ; 
tions, the State license fee for the propaga- among the most constructive moves in in- 
tion of minnows amounts only to fifty cents creasing game life on the various refuges. 

instead of $25, according to an interpreta- “Recognized game authorities,” says the 

tion of the law announced by Assistant Di- state Warden, “contend that the surest 

rector J. S. Hargett, in charge of inland way to increase the supply of game is to 

fisheries. give it protection against its natural en- 
The fee of $25, according to Mr. Hargett emies as well as gunners during the breed- 

is provided in Chapter 198, Public Laws of ing season but the occasional stocking with 
1929, only for those propagating trout and new blood inereases the vitality and pro- 
bass for commercial purposes. ductiveness of the local stock. 

Because seining for minnows is prohibit- “This is obvious to the eye with respect 
ed under the inland fisheries regulations, to the cross bred quail at the game farm. 
considerable interest has been developed in Pen after pen of the half Mexican and half 
the State in the propagation of live bait. mative quail are larger, and their eggs 
Information regarding the license fee and proved a higher percentage of fertility than 
other points in regard to the culture of the pens of either the pure strains of Mex- 
minnows have been made public recently by ican or native birds.”
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of the campaign. The Department passed in scenic beauty and interest in all 

takes this means of expressing its ap- ute ty oe : 
jati indivi , that it is the sense 

Ded Face ead pacar an of the National Conference on State Parks 

Sanh EVE OY d. that this area be secured and retained by 

re ort aero the State of North Carolina for all time as 

OLLUTION IS DEADLY Ny public property and set aside as a State 

TO MIGRATORY FOWLS*, Park for the perpetuation of its attractions 
OF CURRITUCK REGI for the benefit of all of the people of the 

cot thi State and Nation. 

Only one duck in 10,000 is alive today i saat aaaaeiaeatianaaee aac 

districts where waterfowl foods have bee A BY-PRODUCT 
contaminated by oil, salt water and sew- SS 

age pollution, according to W. L. McAtee By-product of the present drought, in so 
of the U. S. Biological Survey. This esti- far as water users in North Carolina are 

mate is based upon an investigation of a concerned, is a new monthly rainfall and 

wildfowl breeding area 300 miles square in streamflow report prepared by the Water 
Back Bay, Virginia, and Upper Currituck Resources and Engineering Division of the 

Sound, North Carolina, that is being de- North Carolina Department of Conserva- 

spoiled by salt water reaching the fresh tion and Development. The mounting de- 
water through the Albemarle and Chesa- ficiency of rainfall in many sections of the ‘ 

peake Canal, state has demonstrated how valuable such a 

“There are not now 100 wild geese or report will be to those who not only must 

swans where there were 1,000, not one duck 
where there were 10,000 during the tine © © <= 

when the food supply for the birds in this aa : 

region was at its best,” Mr. McAtee said. 4 BD a Le hee 
This condition has national application, EL oa ay 

according to reports received by the Ameri- cee: ee — ny 3 

can Game Protective Association. Many of 5 ae ae | 

the finest fresh water areas are being pol- oe ¥ Ls A 
luted by the dumping of oil, sewage, and n Jah 

trash from factories into freshwater _ ae £ oo 

streams, rivers, ponds and lakes through- pe | 
out the country. eae Tf” ] 

Not only are waterfowl and fish foods * is 2, 4 
contaminated but fish life is destroyed, sur- ees i ie es. a 

veys show.—American Game _ Protective  sguiape « lheeemnmemmnmmsccomenns eesacsaa.N : 

Association News Service. a o CN ~ 

RECOMMEND PURCHASE oe 4 oy x a 
OF LINVILLE FALLS AREA | gg cues oe ome 

Following is a resolution adopted by the eee shag “ ae a 

National Conference on State Parks at ie 

Linville, N. C., last June: fad 

To his excellency, Governor O. Max Gard- ee = 

ner, the President of the State Senate, ee eee 3 es 

Speaker of the House of Representatives, ‘ oe c i 

and members of the General Assembly: 

WHEREAS, after an inspection of the Nestling high up on Mt. Mitchell, these 
Linville Falls and Gorge area, delegates to Toarind Toole are helping to ‘atniate 500 
the National Conference on State Parks are fingerlings were reared from fry placed in 

of the opinion that this region is unsur- nursery pools on the mountain this year.
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PROPAGATION OF WILD SPRING FIRE SEASON IS 

DUCKS ON STATE COAST MOST DESTRUCTIVE IN 
IS FOUND PRACTICABLE YEARS, SAYS FORESTER 

Large scale propagation of wild ducks A report for the spring fire season from 

is being carried out in North Carolina for January 1 to June 30 by Assistant Forester 

the first time by Joseph P. Knapp, of Chas. H. Flory shows a record that car- 

Mackey’s Island, Currituck County game ries both pride and shame—pride in the 

enthusiast. effective work of the wardens and shame 

Reports have reached the Department of for those who have so recklessly disre- 
Conservation and Development from sev- garded public welfare and private property. 

eral sources to the effect that the first The resume shows that the 2,784 forest 

efforts in this enterprise have been fires in cooperating counties was the high- 
surprisingly successful and facilities will est of record in operation of State con- 

be greatly expanded next season. trol efforts. It is also worthy of note that 

The hatch this year, it is learned through With 10,067,763 acres under protection, the 
W. L. Birsch, U. S. Game Protector, was area over which the warden service operat- 

55 percent of the eggs set or a total of 3,556 ed was the largest yet covered. 
ducks which was considered especially good Effectiveness of the fire control measure 

since all of the eggs were from northern is witnessed by the fact that the 2,784 fires 

yards. Out of this number, only 84 birds of the spring season this year burned over 

were lost up to the period ending in July. fewer acres than less than half the number 

The ducks are mallards. of fires in the previous highest destructive 

A total of 2,000 ducks had been liberat- season of 1926 when 1,399 fires burned over 

ed on Mackeys Island before the end of 280,615, and slightly fewer acres than the 

July after they were able to stand the 830 fires of the spring season of 1927 when 

weather. Within one week they are reported the fire coverage was 232,644 acres. 
to have reverted back to the wild state and Another striking comparison is furnished 

were flying wherever they chose. in the damages dones in each of the three 

Every bird released was banded with the years which were $386,628 in 1930; $358,- 

following wording carried on the metal 183 in 1927; and $817,983 in 1926. Accord- 

strips: “Notify Joseph P. Knapp, Mackey’s ing to the records of the Division of Forest- 

Island, N. C., 1930.” Any hunter who takes er 2,460,000 more acres were under pro- 

one of these birds during the open season is tection in 1926 than in 1930, cutting down 

requested to make a report to Mr. Knapp _ still further the average loss and showing 

showing the time and place where it was the results of protection. 

killed in order that the results of these ef- The average fire of 1930 was held to 82 

forts may be ascertained. acres while the average for 1926 was 
Plans have been made, it is said, to re- slightly more than 200 acres. In order to 

serve as breeding stock for next season 200 control the flames, it was necessary to 

female and 100 male ducks with the hope spend $25,269 last spring, making an aver- 

that a higher percent of incubation may be age of $9 per fire. 

had. Another impressive fact about the 1930 
For the coming season, Mr. Knapp has_ spring season was that it extended over a 

revealed plans for doubling of the capacity longer period than has been known before, 

while two of his neighbors, W. E. Corey and_ with fires occurring both in the mountain 

Mr. Reed, intend to launch similar projects. and eastern districts on January 2 and 

Mr. Corey is said to be planning to install except when broken by scattered rains were 

a 6,400 egg capacity incubator and Mr. reported through the whole six-month pe- “ 

Reed, one to accommodate 3,200 eggs. Com- riod. Fires occurred every day from Feb- 

bined, a total output of between 30,000 and ruary 5 to May 12, a total of 97 days. The 

40,000 wild ducks is predicted for the ap- average rainfall for this period was defici- 

proaching season. ent some seven inches,
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of Conservation and Development, was tak- forest growth of the area. For this reason 

en suddenly from our midst on June 4, and it is expected that it will serve well as a 

Whereas, Mr. Mathewson had been a_ research and demonstration forest. 

faithful and energetic servant of the State A research program, it is indicated, will 
for several years, introducing an important be developed to take full advantage of op- 

function in the Department; through his ef- portunities to cooperate with other depart- 

forts had accomplished much toward mak- ments of the university and other agencies. 

ing known the opportunities for commer- Dr. Korstian, through training and ex- 

cial and industrial development of the perience, is highly capable of carrying out 
State; and had turned the attention of thou- successfully the dual program of which 
sands to these assets, thereby paving the he will be in charge. He is a graduate of 

way for future expansion, therefore, the University of Nebraska, and received 

Be it resolved that the Board of Conser- the Master of Forestry and Ph. D. degrees 

vation and Development at its meeting in at Yale University. He has been with the 

Morehead City on June 9 takes this occa- U.S. Forest Service since 1912 having been 

sion for expressing its sorrow over the loss assigned to Appalachian Forest Experiment 
of Mr, Mathewson and to convey to the Station since its establishment in 1921. He 

family of the deceased this token of sym- is the author of a number of bulletins and 

pathy in its bereavement. It is ordered that articles on forestry. 

copies of this resolution be sent to the a 

family of 1] ereaved, to~the press, and COLUMBUS COUNTY FIRE 

included Within the minutes o is meet- TOWER IS CONSTRUCTED 

ing.” ——— 

ES SS Another steel fire observation tower, a 

KE UNIVERSITY TAKES unit in the proposed primary detection sys- 

MOVE TOWARD FOUNDING tem of 125, has recently been erected in Co- 
OF SCHOOL OF FORESTR lumbus County under the direction of Dis- 

; —_~ trict Forester W. C. Hammerle, of Wil- 
With the election of Dr. C. F. Korstian, } mington. 

\silviculturist of Appalachian Forest Ex- The tower is of steel construction and is 

periment Station at Asheville, as director’ 100 feet in height, access to the enclosed 

of the Duke Forest and professor of silvi- cabin at the top of the shaft being gained 

culture at Duke University, it is indicated by means of an inside stairway. Range of 

that this institution has taken the first step vision is about 15 miles, enabling efficient 

toward the establishment of a school of detection to be carried throughout most of 

forestry. the western part of Columbus County. 

According to information received by this Completion of the tower marks the com- 

Department, complete plans for the propos- pletion of one-fifth of the master system of 

ed school will not be made until details of observation points set by Assistant For- 

the forest program on the University prop- ester Chas. H. Flory, in charge of forest 

erty have been completed and a further fire control, as the goal for a complete pri- 
study made of the need of additional for- mary detection system. 

estry training in the South and for special- Of the twenty-one towers now in service; 

ized forestry education at Duke. 17 are of steel construction; three are wood- 

The Duke forest consists of a tract of en; and one is stone. Steel has been adopted 
approximately 5,100 acres adjacent to the as the type of construction for virtually 

Duke campus at Durham. Dr. Korstian’s all of the recently erected towers. 

first activity at his new post will consist of Towers completed so far in the State 

a survey, inventory, and the launching of range in height from 35 to 102 feet. As a 

preliminary plans for the management of standard agency in the control of the forest 

the Duke University Forest. fire, towers have long since proved their 

Situated in the lower Piedmont region worth. Speedy detection and quick dispatch 

and consisting of second-growth shortleaf of wardens to fires have saved great areas 

and loblolly pines and hardwoods, the for- of timber from the “Red Demon” in this 

est is representative of the various types of State.
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NAME, LOCATION AND AREA COVERED BY WATER IN | 

VARIOUS LAKES OWNED BY HYDRO-ELECTRIC ! 

POWER COMPANIES IN NORTH CAROLINA | 

| CAROLINA POWER AND LIGHT COMPANY ' 

Name Location No. Acres Covered | 

Watervallecsoos OnrPigconiRiver if. 400 | 

sRoberson. s!a> sNeancSouthern Pines £2325 7 2 500 
Bury... Near Mt, Gileadi=i __isiianes. GF Disd ou as anes 600 

i Tobelig.... =/4_ Near Vass iat ei Se See to B00. 
i DO WIce nt ced act NORR ag V OSD it pace cst he eee 700 i 

Countess. +... Near Warsi foe B00 ; 

(Thaeeards=....>. Near iV age} nicest Oe ere nr 700 { 

{ Blewetts Falls.._£t.vear Rockingham. — 00 eo680 G0) SS 292,800 ' 

Norwood... _.< Near, Mt., Gilead p2- waite geo ates oft de seixtb,700 ' 
Buckhorn ..02 Neat Cerinthyee ee, 800 i 

1 Marshalls: 2s 2 (OnglirenchyBroagenivert= eon 100 i 

Weaver... 4On;Prench. BroadiRiver 2.20 100 i 

Otel eee ed eet 2400. i 
| TALLASSEE POWER COMPANY | 

Falls Lake........0n Yadkin River Between Falls and Narrows... 192 

i Narrows............On Yadkin River between Stanly and Montgomery 
Counties (Shore Line 70 Mi.) — 5050 | 

High Rock........On Yadkin River in Rowan and Davidson Coun- 
ties (Shore Line 866 Miles) __..._.___.___...._ 15,200 | 

; Cheoah.........On Little Tennessee River in Graham and Swain 
t ounsics 269i. Ve SS ae Oe Se Pe CBT 

i Santeetlah______On Cheoah River in Graham County —..........__ 2,750 

otal’ con eters eke Ae ire ie ae 7 OR TODS | 

DUKE POWER COMPANY | | 

| Bridgewater___...On Catawba in Burke and McDowell Counties | 
(Shoxe plane. 150\ Mirles)* 2". 8oe Fe 2 Eves 6.9596 510 i 

Rhodhiss...........On Catawba in Burke and Caldwell Counties... 3,010 i 

Oxtordis 20". «On, Catawba meart Hickory 2065 ee A110 i 

Lookout Shoals..On Catawba near Statesville — «1,270 

Mountain Island.On Catawba near Mt. Holly —2.4-++_SESE 8,225 

Catawba_..........0n Catawba near Charlotte and Gastonia ._. 12,455 q 

Lake Lure*__...On Broad River near Chimney Rock..._______ 1,500 

Summitt______On Greene River near Flat Rock ——— — _______ 305 

‘Horner 2 OW Greene Wiver: GOAL ULVON 2. eo eee ee 420 3 

| Flot lis tere + BE ENO 2800 

Grand Total cei ies hal 69,067 ' 

*Power facilities leased. Lake level not subject to fluctuation of any I 
magnitude. | 

Seen OLE OEIC RE a CCN CeCe: ame ee meee os
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HUNTING LICENSE SALES IN NORTH CAROLINA 
° SEASON 1929-1930 

(Continued From Page Two) | 
Fur | 

Non- State County Total Dealers 
oui Resident  ricense License Receipts CHEE, { 

Madison 0 40 676 842.75 0 1 
Martin 0 246 1039 1,922.75 100.00 | 
McDowell 0 126 599 989.00 0 | 
Mecklenburg 2 1004 1826 4,787.22 0 
Mitchell 0 62 478 704.25 10.00 ' 

y Montgomery 0 127 431 821.25 30.00 t 
i Moore 71 257 486 2,371.75 20.00 i 

Nash 0 529 1684 3,384.50 10.00 : 
| New Hanover 4 697 442 23638.25 95.00 j 

\A ! Northampton ic 60 1542 1,949.00 210.00 i 
: Onslow AT 126 1085 2,310.50 80.00 5 
| Orange 0 247 831 1,617.75 0 i 
q Pamlico 20 87 523 1,148.00 40.00 i 
4 Pasquotank 15 269 448 1,541.00 95.00 g 
' Pender 16 92 969 1,510.00 40.00 t 

Perquimans 0 20 273 368.25 0 i 
Person 14 99 942 1,483.75 0 

i Pitt 4 678 1870 4,200.75 255.00 i 
Polk £ 31 346 468.00 0 
Randolph 88 338 1006 3,405.25 115.00 i 
Richmond 5 235 7173 1,592.50 10.00 j 
Robeson 22 397 1302 2,910.25 90.00 ( 

i Rockingham 3 366 1888 8,058.75 0 5 
g Rowan 6 440 973 2,420.00 0 ! 
| Rutherford 0 172 1296 1,848.00 0 
{ Sampson 0 122 1228 1,640.50 210.00 
2 Scotland 10 57 306 472.00 60.00 
| Stanly 0 252 675 1,447.00 0 
{ Stokes 1 32 1067 1,350.75 0 i 

Surry 5 224 1208 1,963.00 0 
' Swain 5 38 386 631.25 20.00 { 
{ Transylvania 2 24 426 546.75 10.00 j 

Tyrrell 0 0 129 192.00 0 \ 
{ Union 1 112 1414 1,820.25 0 i 
i Vance 5 306 756 1,777.75 0 i : 

Wake 37 1105 2259 6,244.25 273.00 z 
t Warren 6 186 1606 2,317.25 10.00 

Washington a 129 419 950.75 60.00 
Watauga 0 42 520 702.50 50.00 
Wayne 2 441 1693 3,156.25 275.00 i 
Wilkes 0 69 1098 1,847.75 150.00 { 
Wilson 3 618 1781 3,743.00 0 
Yadkin 0 109 569 904.23 0 { 

{ Yancey 0 82 419 611.00 0 i 

Grand Total 1275 27,908 96,326 $205,208.10 $5,423.00 j 

Total"Game Receipts’ 20 so sat) ilemibe viewud. sew $908,438.60 
Dotalittur Receiptsre rau sovle go dyowntet wad 3.4.) 6423.00 
Total Allocation from Comb, Hunting and Fishing { 

Licenses to Fish License Fund — «774.50 i 
Total of unsettled accounts due by wardens 566.40 | 

Sremcmmoe cen ae 00 ee IE ERE ORE CRORE OSE) EEO REY eA
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| STATE AND AUXILIARY GAME REFUGES 

Established Through 1929 i 

Leased i 
‘Estab-|Federal| panda Principal Species i 

Designation Land Location q 
i lished] (4° Area Protected ea | Acres ( 

| 
y Wayah Bald Refuge 1927 | 10,180 | Macon County Elk, deer, bear, i j turkey, pheasant, 1 

+e quail, possum, z 
{ and raccoon, i 
a Mt. Mitchell Refuge 1927 | 22,660 Yancey-McDowell | Elk, deer, bear, 
{ Counties turkey, pheasant, 1 
z quail, possum g { and raccoon. t 

Daniel Boone Refuge 1929 | 19,000 Avery and Cald-)Deer, bear, turkey, ! 
i well Counties pheasant, quail, { 

| possum and 2 

' | raccoon. i 
Brush Creek Refuge 1927 350 | Mitchell County Deer, etc. 

i Sauratown Refuge 1928 45,000 |Stokes County Deer, turkey, 1 
q pheasant, quail, 2 
{ possum and i 

. raccoon, : 
{ Jeff Penn Refuge 1928 | | 1,450 |Rockingham Co. | Turkey, pheasant ' 

and quail. 
( Caswell County Refuge 1930 | 8,000 |Caswell County Turkey, quail, j 

| fur-bearers. 3 
( Guilford County Refuge | 1928 3,400 |Guilford County ae sant j 
g and quail. z 
{| Haw Creek Refuge 1928 | 17,000 |Alamance County |" 0» on 
: Deane-Herring Refuge 1928 | 1,700 | Wilson County » pe Sea ” g : 
i Johnston Co. Refuge 1930 | 8,000 |Johnston County | Deer, turkey, ( 
x pheasant & quail. 
{| Camp Refuge 1929.] 9,000 |Gates County ” Re See i 
& Sutton Refuge 1928 | | 3,000 | Lenoir County Turkey, pheasant 
6 | | and quail. i 
¢ Robeson Co. Refuge 1929 2,000 |Robeson County ig * 28 
§ Caledonia Farm Refuge | 1929 9,000 |Halifax County peitares ” 
: Beaver Dam Refuge 1929 11,000 |Montgomery and J 22 a 
t Stanly Counties a i e 
: Dan Ryne Refuge 1929 | 4,500 | Lincoln County ” ue. pe: 2 
t Cleveland Co: Refuge 1929 4,000 |Cleveland County o ‘a “g 
¢ Moore Co. Refuge 1929 2,000 |Moore County oD p i 
( Polk County Refuge 1929 9,000 | Polk County ” +8 ne 

= Roaring Gap Refuge 1929 10/800 | Alleghany, Surry 2 oy aad ” q 
and Wilkes Co. | » ” % i 

Wilkes County Refuge 1929 | 12,000 | Wilkes County J aw a; g 
Fort Bragg Refuge 1929 16,000 Cumberland Co. = % ” deer { 

2 Edgecombe Co. Refuge 1929 | 10,000 |Hdgecombe Co. » ” ENS 
4 Mecklenburg Co. Refuge | 1929 1,500 |Mecklenburg Co. ot mon ' 
e Gregory Refuge 1929 2,100 |Granville Co. ‘Sh a a ee 
i Grady Township Refuge] 1930 | 3,000 |Pender and New bie r ee j 

—___—_——- [Hanover Counties 7 ao a soe 
j 67,840 172,800 i 

67,840 
' Total acreage__.____|_____________...240,640 

' NOTE: This table does not include a number of refuges now under process of 

i creation, but which have not yet been officially acted upon by the Board of Conserva- 
tion and Development. These, it is estimated, will add approximately 70,000 acres to 

{ the total. 

Pee ag a 
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| FIELD NOTES and COMMUNICATIONS | 

You have probably heard of the Forestry fish and forestry for the Department of 

Association which has been organized in Conservation and Development. 

Wilkes County. As far as I know, this is These observers report that a consider- 

the first effort to be made by private cit- able number of these beautiful birds is _ 

izens on their own initiative to organize a | found especially in the counties of Craven, 

Forestry Association, and for this reason, | Jones, Beaufort, Lenoir, and Pitt. Mr. 

the information should make an interesting | Birsch says that he believes there has been 

item. an increase of at least four fold in wood 

The association was organized in March duck in these counties during the last year 
mein or so and that new broods have hatched 

1930 and at present has a membership of lier thi eh 1 

50. This membership is being constantly CBEEOE EAA GORD eater MEUR 

increased and includes some of the most Mr. Haynes has made records of wood 
prominent citizens of Wilkes County. The duck ees of the number of the coun- J 
organization is due entirely to interest in ties visited recently, : especially has he 

forestry by private’ citizens of Wilkes found them to exist in most of the coun- 
County and no State or Federal forestry ties where there are large bodies of fresh 

officials exerted any influence to have the water. t « 
organization formed. The wood duck is believed by many lov- 

ais ayes ast ers of nature to be the most beautiful of 
The Association is striving to get forest- all ducks. This duck is a year-around in- 

zy, information to the public. It is inter” jobitant of the State. All hunters. should 
ested in County, and State Forests and be able to identify this bird so that they 
State Parks. It is especially interested in may assist in its protection. 

town and county forests, advocating the 
: i h 

Og aE CS ee Cae ieee ne ancert ot mdcaton wed’ dualiit County; Forests. Officers of the association a = sa : 
= : x a through civil service for a position with 

arc T. B. Finley, president; C. C. Gambill, i : 
2 i i the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries and has re- A. B. Johnson, and C. E. Jenkins, vice- 5 i z z ceived an appointment as apprentice fish 

presidents; and H. C. Landon, secretary. 4 : i i culturist at the LaCrosse, Wis., station. 
Board of directors: Hartley Hunt, T. S. ‘ 3 

‘ ¥ Mr. Haskett was formerly with the N. C. Bryson, John Alexander, Elihu Blevins, ; é Department of Conservation and Develop- Genio Cardwell, J. D. Moore, and A. R. 2 
) 3 & i ment, having served for 16 months at the Miller. Executive committee: R. G. Finley, pete Mtarohey haisher eMasion 

J. B. McCoy, A. G. Hendren, W. J. Bason, BON: ee a 

a he yee teg sere Soe and) Gee The U. S. Fish Hatchery at Edenton has officio members of the executive committee : i : ‘ had the best season in the propagation of are T. B. Finley, C. C. Gambill, A. B. John- has 7 A 2 i large-mouth bass in its history, said W. C. ston, C. E. nd H. C. Landon. W. Fi ‘ wi tein, District F 5 : Bunch, fish culturist, while on a visit to stein, District Forester, oir. Baie recently 

: Total distribution of bass from the 
Wood duck, which have been under the \ hatchery this year has reached approx- 

protection of an all-year Federal and State \imately 260,000, a great majority of which 
closed season, are reported to be increasing ere distributed in North Carolina waters. 
substantially in numbers. The existence Ithough the regular spring distribution 
of more of these birds than has been noted this type of fish was virtually over by 
for many years in North Carolina is re- ne 1, Mr. Bunch said that several thous- 
ported by W. L. Birsch, U. S: Game Pro- ahd more will probably be obtained when 
tector, New Bern, and M. L. Haynes, who the brood ponds are lowered this fall. 
is making a preliminary survey of game, Because of the large output, the station
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ported in this section for the past 25 or 80 Farm. Allotments of ring-neck pheasants 

years, but the Department plans to release and Mexican and native quail have been 

several deer on the refuge as early as pos- assigned to the various refuges. 

sible. To these will be added the offsprings State Warden C. H. England is especial- 

or four deer owned by the estate of the late ly well pleased with the record made in 

Col. Hugh Chatham. trapping and transferring deer which has 

mT Oa been accomplished at one of the lowest 

Assistant Director J. W. Hargett, after mortality rates ever experienced in such 
a tour of inspection of State fish hatcheries efforts. Of 116 animals taken from the 

in Western North Carolina, reported that peer Park Farm, only 12 have died from 

more than 1,500,000 fry had been distributed the effects of fright. This work has been 

by May 1. With few exceptions all of these carried out under the direction of Warden 
have been placed with persons equipped to ¢, N, Mease, of Black Mountain. 

gr we ad Se eee eonte oe According to a. report from Mr. Mease, 
more mature stage before release. 5 Kt 

3 t i the following have been liberated on these 
The Assistant Director believes from Jefuges: Mt. Mitchell—77 deer; 10 elk; 111 

present indications that another record in turkeys; 20 pheasants; 52 quail; and 8 black 
number of fish distributed will be made bears; Wayah Bald—20 deer, 56 turkeys, 4 

this year. Although bass spawning season pheasants, 76 quail; Daniel Boone—16 deer, 
is just on, he is hoping that the hatcheries 17 turkeys, and 24 quail; Brush Creek, 3 

will have better success with the propaga- elk, 40 turkeys, and 16 quail; Sauratown— 

tion of this fish than has been experienced 5 deer. This game has been placed on the 

Guring Sie few_years-when_weather refuges named under the direction of Mr. 

conditions have cut down reproduction, Mease, and in other cases, especially on the 

ieee keel ‘\ Sauratown refuge, where breeding pens 
/RESTOCKING PROGRAM i have been built, other species are being 

[ IN STATE GAME REFUGES propagated or released. 
.SHOWS EFFECTIVE WORK hii, AUSeReOU ond 

- 3,435 “FORESTRY PRIMERS” 
One hundred and thirty deer have been SENT CAROLINA SHOOLS 

released on State Game Refuges since the so dame eee] 

first sanctuary was established a_ little A total of 3,485 copies of “The Forestry 

more than two years ago, according to rec-  pyimer,” publication of the American Tree 
ords compiled by District Game Warden Association was distributed to school chil- 
C, N. Mease of Black Mountain. dren of North Carolina during the week 

The deer were taken principally from ending April 12, according to word re- 

the herd purchased from former State Sen- ceived by State Forester J. S. Holmes from 

ator J. E. Burleson, of Spruce Pine, while Chas. Lathrop Pack, president. 

others were obtained by the State from the “The Forestry Primer” is designed for 

stock on the U. S. Game Refuge in Pis- yse principally in schools, being sent di- 
gah National Forest. rectly by the association on orders from the 

: Hopes of reviving elk hunting in the schools and teachers. Its circulation has 

mountain section appear promising with doubtless been larger than any similar pub- 

the placing of 13 head on two of the larg- lication, 3,487,170 having been distributed. 

er refuges. These animals are reported to The 3,435 copies sent to North Carolina 

be thriving in their new homes and already were distributed in 25 counties, Guilford 
to have multiplied. receiving 900 or more than one-fourth of 

Efforts are being made to restock refuges the total. The publication has been a force 

with wild turkeys, partly by releasing do- of great power in emphasizing to the chil- 

mestic stock to supplement the supply of dren the importance of caring for the forest 

wild birds and the propagation of turkeys resources of the State and wherever they 
from pure wild stock at the State Game are used.
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fire with little or no attempt at control. In most popular of the game birds of the 
several instances, buildings and other im- State. 
provements were destroyed. The Department has had many reports 

Assistant Forester C. H. Flory revealed of the successful stocking of the Mexican 

recently that plans are being considered for bird in the State. Covies of this bird origi- 
the establishment of a new district which nating from imported stock and from inter- 
would probably include counties at the breeding of the Mexican bird with the na- 

northeastern edge of the Piedmont region tive quail are no longer a novelty with 
including Vance, Granville, Franklin, Dur- the hunters. 
ham, Wake, and Johnston. Another restocking feature carried out 

Counties east of these are now included by the Department is the placing of about 
within organized districts and have had the 200 adult ring-neck pheasants in State 
privilege of cooperation from this Depart- Game Refuges that have not heretofore re- 

ment and the Federal government in the ceived allotments. 
form of financial assistance, organization, 

and expert supervision in the control of 
forest fires. NEW SPECIES CHESTNUT 

Six districts in charge of trained for- IS INTRODUCED IN STATE 
esters, situated in the more thickly wooded —__ 

areas of Eastern and Western North Car- After a search over the world to obtain 
olina, in charge of trained foresters have a plight-resistant chestnut to replace the 
already been established. It is the plan of native tree that, according to every indica- 
the Department to extend its forest fire tion appears to be doomed, the U. S. Bu- 
organization as rapidly as finances can be reau of Plant Industry has obtained species 
found for this activity with the proposed which it is hoped will meet the requirement. 

Eisaroont distriet-probably the next to be Asiatic chestnuts are being distributed to 
organized, , B the affected areas. North Carolina will re- 

i earen ayy aaa \ ceive several thousand of these seedlings, 
MORE THAN 6,000 MEXICAN ‘ according to word received by State Forest- 

QUAIL PLACED IN COVERS er J. S. Holmes from G. A. Gravatt, of the 
OF STATE DURING SPRING Bureau of Plant Industry. 

eee an Arrangements are being made to distrib- 
More than 6,000 Mexican quail have been \ute the allotment to persons who will plant 

released in North Carolina covers this year nd care for the seedlings in an effort to 
as a feature of the game restoration pro- troduce the species into North Carolina. 
gram being carried out by the Department First plantations were made on the newly 
of Conservation and Development. acquired State property at Lake Rim in 

This is the third year of distribution of Cumberland County. Others are being 
these birds and is the largest number re- 8town at the State Forest Nursery near 
leased in any season since the inauguration Clayton for later planting. i 
of the practice by the Department. Fl ee minay MOP CT a 

These birds were allotted to the various “Beavers, exterminated in Pennsylvania 
counties and released under the direction decades ago, have been brought back in 
of Game Wardens who are familiar with goodly numbers since the first restocking 
local conditions. According to State Warden was done in 1919 at which time 25 pairs 
C. H. England, as a whole, the birds re- were purchased from Canada. Through the 
ceived in the State this year arrived in good constant protection afforded these creatures 
condition and were strong and well develop- since that time their numbers have increas- 

ed. ed to such an extent that records show the 
Although there have been some different presence of at least 800 colonies throughout 

opinions, State Warden England believes the State at the present moment and of 
that’ the importation of the quail has prov- course this number should increase consid- 
ed a worthy venture and has been instru- erably this year.—Pennsylvania Game 
mental in maintaining the supply of this News.
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RALEIGH, N. C., APRIL, 1930 : 

ASSITERS OFFER STAT donors of the property and the possibilities 
LARGE TRACT FOR FIRST - _ in service that should be derived. His an- 
WATER FOWL SANCTUARY nouncement was followed by hearty com- 

Se mendation on the part of the press and 

By turning over to the State a tract of citizens. 

land along “the banks” which form the “This is one of the most generous propo- 

nucleus of a 30,000-acre Game Refuge, Mr. sitions that I have ever known to be ex- 

and Mrs. Robert Lassiter, of Charlotte, tended to the State by individuals,” said 
have made possible the establishment of the the Governor. “The possibilities for future 
first sanctuary particularly suited to the ‘Service and benefits are almost limitless. x 

; s iw North Its effects will become increasingly more 
protection of migratory wildfowl in’ Nort obvious as the years pass and as the demand 

Carolina. grows stronger for resting places and sanc- 
OO Under the only condition of their tender, tuaries for our steadily decreasing wild life 

the Lassiters agreed to deed the property resources.” : 
to the State after a probationary period of Governor Gardner also called attention 

five years if they decide that the adminis- *° another possible service for the people ; i from the acquisition of the area, pointing tration has been successful. It will be known out that with the exception of Fort Macon 

as the Hanes-Lassiter State Game Refuge which was deeded to the State by the Fed- 

in honor of the donors. Mrs. Lassiter was eral government, that not another square ~ 
Miss Daisy Hanes before her marriage. ‘mile of land along the coast is publicly own- 

The property begins at a point about two ed. Serving as a State Park as well as a 
i game refuge, the Chief Executive believes miles south of Portsmouth and _ extends that the, Hanes Tnssiter tract’ “will. some 

about 8 1-4 miles south, fronting all the day become a popular recreational ground. 
distance on both the ocean and Pamlico Mr. Lassiter has had the matter of turn- 
Sound and includes a number of small is- ing the property over to the State in mind 
lands just off of the sound side. for several months, and Director J. W. Har- 

Land area of the tract is estimated at Telson and State Game Warden C. H. Eng- 
land haye made a visit of inspection and around 8,000 acres, and the donors have re- were impressed with the service that is 

quested that three miles of the sound paral- possible from the newly acquired refuge: . 
leling the property be included in the game They were informed that 16 species of 
sanctuary, making all together around 30,- migratory wildfowl have been killed or cap- 
000 acres in area. ; tured on the property, and that during the 

This territory is admirably suited for the ware at era TE serves a8 2 rookery for 
purpose of a game sanctuary. Along the en- Q ial x aes 5 Director Harrelson is also considering tire stretch of more than 300 miles of the plans for working out demonstrations in 
North Carolina coast line there is not an- oyster culture within the three-mile strip 
other area of actual sanctuary and safety of the sound which will probably be reserv- 
for the numerous species of migratory fowl. 4 along the entire length of the refuge. 
There are many hunting preserves, but no Department officials are particularly de- 

others where this class of wild life is invio- “!70US of developing a refuge that will be r outstanding. Already plans have been made 
late from the gun of any hunter. for the administration of the property and 

Governor O. Max Gardner, in announc- the protection of wild life that it contains 
ing the offer, praised the generosity of the at this time.
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: STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA Fe N 

EPARTMENT OF 

CONSERVATIONNAND DEVELOPMENT 

RALEIGH, N. C. 

Tarboro, N. C. 
April. 9, 1950 

SUBIC. NeiC. Gail, SURVEY 

To State Game Obsorvers 

iy dear Sirt- 

I vas flid to receive your mance from tour county warden as one of 
those selected in your toimship and county to fill out the question- 
naires relative to sauce, fish unc forestry. «as tie commissioner 
selecved to put on & survey, I wish to thank you in aavenee on 
bensdigof tie steve (or your cooperation in tals creat work, Lf 

am sulbco buat tho serviee you will render in filling out, the 
questionnaires thet will be jfesented to you by your county werden 
Will Be & monwiont to you am. a nreal meéterial help to tue 

seneration thab will follow. 

There is no dé@pastuent of our stute suveranent t at is more wortn 
while than the Department of Conservation aad DVeveloviient, for us 

you nov, our state is blesscu with weny uutural resources, and 
nas been especially blessed witn an ubuncanece of geuc, fish and 

forests. 

O wing to the increased poswulation ana the greater dunnds for 
re@orcetion aud buildin; it is all tue more necessary thet we 
increase our efforts in the couscrvacvion,of our wild diffe, and 
the fish that inhabit our seny strea is, 

Your cousty warden will eit.ver .wil or hand you a copy of the 

Questionnaires waben -ou will sleuse Till In tothe best of your 
ability, ena return to hitz as S.on @s possible. Confer with 
Four wold. WWers, espyeclaily those tout bunt ana fls4, ed) ask then 
to help vou Pill in tre quéstionieaives, so thet information given 
by (youNMer eela vert of bac wecouds of our state, and with be 
helpful in restocking our woods, ficles Sun sereda.s, and vie 
buill<ing up of our forests, 

Trustine bset DP vey nave the phecsuve, of 2cctiag) wits you in 
person wien DL visit sour count soe Ciue 5 .On, @nd Gein tiank= 
Ie Ou Ty Geir oF Jur stubs tor services rewiore. be) vou, JT em 

Yours ver: Giiby, 

il) 4 
*y ODL é : Fy1ibefor LAPT 

aan We Havnes 

Gi. i SyAVEY Coli Las lON ER



STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA 

DEPARTMENT OF 

CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

RALEIGH 

DIVISION OF GAME 
J. W. HARRELSON, Director 
CHAS. H. ENGLAND, State Game WaRDEN 

March 31, 1930. 

TO GAME OBSERVERS: 

The Department of Conservation and Development, charged with the administration of the Conservation 

Laws, is making a survey of game, fish and forestry. 

Your codperation and assistance are essential and will be gratefully appreciated. You have been selected 

as one of a few friends in your county by the local Conservation Warden to give him and the representative 

of the Department information and opinions provided for in a questionnaire which is herewith attached to 

this letter. The detailed information given by individuals will be used in compiling data in a general way 

for use of the Department and the public generally. 

The representative of the Department will probably ask you to give information and opinions other than 

called for in the attached questionnaire. 

There is no desire on the part of the Department to embarrass our friends who are willing to supply us 

with any additional information which may be asked by the representative of the Department, and we as- 

sure you that the use of the same shall in no way implicate you. 

It is very important that these surveys be made, supplemented and revised from year to year, in order 

that the Department may, to the best interest of the people of the State, properly conduct the State’s game, 

fish and forestry program and administer the Conservation Laws. 

We are confident we shall have your whole-hearted support and assistance in the matter, for which you 

will please accept in advance our profound appreciation. 

With best wishes and kind regards, 

Sincerely yours, 

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT. 

. J. W. Harrerson, Director.



DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION AND DEVELOPMENT 
RALEIGH, N. CG. 

ee eee einem 1050" 
Observer's N ame... -.----c-nencse-ceesneencenseiassessnesantsssttananessoseneennsenussuseniecensnectnebinne 

QUAIL 

State approximate number in your towmshiip tcc ccc ccteccscscsccsesstezcecsencsecte OWE ects cscccce esses cess eecceeceeecanreseerceneee 

Is quail hunting a common sport of your section}... ....s.eeccceeeccseeeessneeessneeeesneeeeeneeesonssessnueessnuessssuesessussesoueesesusesseneeseaneeee 

4h Approximate acres suitable for quail in your township... e---eeesceeccceeecesneeeceneeeconseeeeneeeeeseeesssuessssuessseuessssuuessanesesaneee 

\ “Name natural feed... octane, Bearce vor plemtuttl (oo cc-ecccceeccc-terceccteccescetteeeeeeseecanececces 

Have you personally encountered any destruction of quail by predatory animals? If so, what? 0c 

Are you a hunter?...................... No, quail killed by you last season.........-.-.-o:::c-:scscsssscseccsoesssssssuessssssusessnessuesesneesesecese 

TURKEY 

State approximate number in your township... .eececeeeeceecseeeccceeecceeeee  COUMEY coos eccccceeeccececenseceesveeeseneeeseseesesseeeseeee 

Is turkey hunting a common sport of your section ?.........cc.csccssecccsseescsseecesneessenseesoneeessneesssuuessssseceesutsassnsessanessssueessoeesseee a 

Approximate acres suitable for turkey in your township... ----.eesecsssesecseseneeeecsssueseceeesnstececcssanessssstuuevecesesueesessaneesessee 

Namesnatural: feed <a mes OOMRCeuGreplentitul (rata eee 

Are you a hunter?......................._ Number turkeys killed by you last seasom.....0...0..0...00cccccescessseeceeecsecseseeeseseeeseesee 

Us\theseup ply: micresehing seen ee ee ee 

PHEASANTS 

State approximate number in your township.......-.----ccecccceeeeeeeceeecsceeneeeeneeeseeeesee  QOUMLYscoceceeccecceecceesseeneeeesessseseenneeeee 

When were they released ?.2 cancer: YOON =. Number released 8 oe ert cpesteenecscens 

Give name:and numberof species.” “Name... 9.0.0.0 2s ouen eae eee WOPOCles ee 

Are there any mountain pheasants in your county}... --eecceeececeeeceeeeeeeee Number ences eecccccecccseecssseessseeesssoeeessseeessssce 

Have you observed any destruction of pheasants by predatory animals or birds 2.0... 0....ccesccseessseeescecceeecseecsseesseeesses 

State approximate acres of suitable ground in your township for raising pheasants... 0cccssceccsseecccseeccssseesssseeoeee 

SPU at Mel hk Ecce hPa a 

Ns) the= stuppl yam creee ge ee creck ec ee ee. 

q 
Pa : SQUIRREL 

State species and approximate number found in your township: 

GG Yk SQL eee ee ee ee 

hx quar casas ssc a ae age eee ee ccc 

Reis eq rane Se ccc se eee ee we 

TB Mayan cg 0 aaa eerste 

Is squirrel hunting a common sport of your section }.........-.---.-----:c--:csss-nssecessnesscesceneeereessuesensessuetscnecssaetsanssnssensessusssseccsssessusee 

Approximate acres squirrel hunting woods in your township ...W......:-::.cs:ssssssccssccoessosesssesesessovessueccesecensernesenesersecsoeesseesesee 

Is squirrel hunting holding up? Estimate past five years. ........-.2.....scccsssseccseescsseescoseeesseeeessteeessuueesssseessuessonereseninecsseeeese 
ie le 

gS RABBIT—(COTTONTAIL ) 
We 
0? wed State-approximate number in-your townships. sets. cecceeseu senate 

vo Approximate acres suitable land for rabbits in your township —........--...--2:--.:cccsesccesssesssseesssesssuessuesssesssaeesonessueessseesenessesesseee 

Is rabbit hunting holding up? Estimate past five years ............--scssscccccscccccseecccseecconcecsnseessoneeecsusessssuesssusesesusesseasesssuseessnuese 

Are they sufficiently numerous in any part of your section to cause the serious destruction of crops? ccs. 

Do you favor efforts to increase the number of cottontail rabbits in your section? ...-..eesccseesscsescesseeeeceveeeseneeseooee 

Are you a hunter?............................ Number rabbits killed by you last season ?...................-ssssccsscccsscsosssoessssecesneessneesneesee 

Have you personally found any diseased, parasitized or dead rabbits in the last five years ?................cccssssssseeesesseeeeoues 

DEER 

State approximate number in your OTWL GA ncn eee naan 2 once eee 

Approximate acres of suitable lands for deer... eeesceecsseseseeeconeseeeecesneeeecssnesseesconseceeesnnunececcssusessssssuuuesssssnnsensesecnuteeecenees 

Isideer. hunfing 9 common=aport of your section tes ese ses 

Ts deer hunting holding up4— ‘Hstimate: past five: yeaa: ce. sco. ete cpeccccteccencctancanbtcsneconasecStaczsocestecceseecceeencescecacees-cneseenceese



RACCOON—OPOSSUM 

State approximate number in your township. Raccoon... ......2..2202202-02-seseeceee ees OPOSSUM. eee 

Approximate acres of raccoon and opossum woods in your township — nee eeeen ee ceeee eee eee eeeeeeeeeeeee 

Is raccoon and opossum hunting holding up? Estimate past five years... n-ne eee eenecc cece eeceeceneeeeeeenneeneee 

Are they sufficiently numerous in any part of your section to cause the serious destruction of crops or fowl? 

Esra a cer cea cae a ae oar OR SUN DN aa encase cea econo 

Are you a hunter ?..........................._ Number killed by you last season? Raccoon...................... OPOSSUM... 

OTHER FUR-BEARING ANIMALS 

State approximate number in your township—Otter........................... Mink... Muskrat. 

Approximate acres suitable lands for restocking—Otter........................... Mink... Muskrat. 

Approximate number of hear in your 10Wnship. ioc. TI ee 

DUCKS—GEESE—BRANT 

Have geese................ Dueks................ Brant................ any regular feeding grounds in your county? ees 

Township ?............................... Deseribe by giving names of lakes and ponds .........0-------2--eecceececeeeeeeeeeceeeneeeeeenee 

Are any of these areas suitable for either Federal or State Refuge? ..-.--.cscceccscsseescescneensesnesnessesnnessesnssansennesnse 

Have you any record of geese.................... Ducks.................... Brant.................... nesting in your county in former days 

GE ee gee rack Ste sc coer nae ona a eatin 

Ghia; cheater! Lai aces cect eggs sas ance ee aa 

Which of the following ducks do you most commonly bag? X opposite species. 

--.--Mallard .......-Greater “bluebill” .......-Merganser 

.-.-.-Black duck --.-..-.Golden-eye ........Mud Hens or Coots 

.......-Green-winged teel ..-....-Bufflehead ----+- Scooters 

........Blue-winged teel .-.-..--Canvasback ...-Old Squaw 

........Lesser “bluebill” ......--Redhead ....... Widgeon 

Are there any woods ducks in your county ?.................-se0ee-e- Approximate number... 

Are geese... Ducks................... Brant................. hunting holding up in your county? Estimate the past 

BAR fe a eee 

Approximate Ducks.................... Geese........--.------- Brant............-.-..---killed in your county last year.......-...--...-:c.:ccesn: 

PREDATORY ANIMALS AND BIRDS 

Indicate the status of each species in your area. 

RARE NUMEROUS EXCESSIVE NUMBER 

--..Stray dogs 

-.-..-.-House cats 

..--....Bob eats 

.-.---Owls 

e-v-+--CLOWS 

.......Coopers hawks ; 

....---Sharp-shinned hawks 5 

INLAND FISHERIES DIVISION 

1. Number of miles of water streams in county suitable for game fish... o.cccccecceccseecccceeecceeceeccceeeecnecnneenecenseneneee 

2. Number of miles of water streams in county suitable for coarse fish... tees esecceceeceeeeesteneenesneeneeneseese 

FORESTRY DIVISION 

1. To what extent is woods burning being done for insect pests, grazing, ete. ? eee eee eee eceeeeeeeeeenneen 

2. How does woods burning affect the wild life of thie commity: acne cece cccncccceseccatce on cccuencenmtsnashenqrnenteceathnerstaresiscesicencstress 

Qbsorver’a! SN armel A ebro ewes nee eee 

Cera a Bak ccc oy ge esa nae cr eae eae accede adc 

Deen ya creas ceca ct OE ORNS NN wre camo neetceeRwgen eernee e OOO,
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A __constitvarion ann inpusmay Fel) 3.0 
PRIVATE GAME FARM HAS pond with the most favorable country-wide 

LARGE STOCK PHEASANTS ratings. This case is said to involve pos- 

eee sible savings to the commerce and industry 
With about 700 adult breeders already on \\ of the State amounting to around ten mil- 

hand, the Carolina Pheasantry, at Benson, \jjon dollars. 

believed to be the first private commercial 

pheasantry in North Carolina is virtually 
completed, L.M. Eldridge, owner, has an- Southport, N. C., reports the killing of a 

nounced. crocodile nine and a half feet long. This is 

All equipment at the pheasantry is of the first suarian of its kind seen in the 

latest design, all the breeding pens being town. It was taken while swimming under 

of the movable harem type. Mr. Eldridge # shrimp factory, and drew a crowd of sey- 

says that birds confined in this type of pen eral hundred curious spectators when haul- 

will produce more birds. ed on the beach. It is unusual for one of 

The owner expects to increase the brood these creatures to venture this far north, 

stock later to 2,000 birds and to build the the crocodile being primarily a tropical 
capacity up over the first year’s output. He denizen. 

has, studied the pheasant breeding (buciness | Sec 

thoroughly, and is eager to see more North =e 
Carolinians engaged in this work. There is, ee pene ee a Lo -— 
he explains, always a market for pheasants | Se 
and pheasant eggs, and he is ready at all | . FF 
times to assist persons interested in this |  .@ Ren pee Dae 

Officials of the Department of Conser- ie = . | 
vation and Development have for some |; de me ee 
time been pointing to the opportunities for N y ee ow 4 
the development of pheasant breeding as a’ on hes 
well as other species of game birds and Ps , re be ae, 

animals in North Carolina. They are willing ri ew vs 
to cooperate to the extent of their ability . 5 

with anyone interested in such an enter- a “— : 

prise. oI oe . 

3 : ‘ 
MATHEWSON FOLLOWS & & : 

FREIGHT RATE HEARING 4 - ae 

The Department of Conservation and De- |§ ogg 00 L a sian, 
velopment was represented at the hearing . = by 
at the Capitol in January of the Interstate ae Fe 
Commerce Commission on petitions for the oes o : 
adjustment of North Carolina’s class — ie % 

freight rates by Park Mathewson, statistic- om * 

ian and head of the Division of Commerce : : 9 ; 
and Industry. : : 

Mr. Mathewson gave testimony as to the Se 

value of equitable freights to the State’s 

industries and commerce and answered in- , “Billy” is probably the best known deer 

aires of « number of attomeys and ex- {2 Noth Carolina. ‘He is one, of several 
perts of the railroads and other interests hell State Game Refuge and has become a 
as to the industial statistics and growth of favorite with visitors. Often he strays off 
North Carolina. the refuge and joins bear hunters, but is 

The petitions asked that North Carolina’s une vend id ve a Chas oe oF Be N. 

class freight rates be adjusted to corres- Yeuge, Assistant State Game Warden.



PHEASANT PROPAGATION higan for two years. He presented to 

WILL BE UNDERTAKEN ON the\ Department strong recommendations 

LARGE SCALE THIS YEAR from the States of Washington and Michi- 

see ganfas well as officials in British Colum- 

To meet an increasing demand for bia. 

pheasant stock, the Department of Con- State Warden England is highly  en- 
servation and Development has made pre- couraged over the results obtained thus 

parations to enlarge materially the output far by the Department in introducing the 

of this game bird from the State Game Ting-neck pheasant in North Carolina. 
Farm at Asheboro. He feels that by increasing greatly the 

This includes the appointment of S. W. output, the game officials are helping to 
Long, experienced breeder of pheasants, meet a demand for eggs that has increased 

as assistant manager of the farm and plac- far beyond the ability to meet them. Since 

ing him in charge of pheasant propaga- the sportsmen have become so thoroughly 

tion. Additional pens have also been con- interested in the bird, he believes that 

structed and more brood stock has been ob- every effort should be made to push the 
tained. movement along. 

According to State Game Warden C. H. Addition of the pheasant to the popular 
England, the State Game Farm was first uail, it is believed, will not only lessen the 

equipped to rear about five to six hundred great drain upon the stock of this bird, 
pheasants and five or six thousand pheas- but will create opportunities for additional 

ants eggs. About this number of birds sport that have not £xisted heretofore. 
was reared last year and approximately The pheasant, it is pointed out, is one 
six thousand eggs were distributed to in- of the most valuable allies to agriculture 

terested sportsment for hatching and rear- 8 the bird is an enemy of seeds and nox- 
ing. ious weeds that are eternally active in des- 

Under new plans, the capacity of the troying crops. 

Game Farm will be boosted to about two Sagi a a 

thousand pheasants and about 12,000 aggs PERSONNEL NOTES 
annually. This enlargement of the plant Sierras y 

necessitated that additional help to be ob- North Carolina’s official forestry family 
tained for Manager W. C. Grimes. is growing rapidly. The following person- 

Before receiving the appointment, Mr. nel notes have recently been anounced: 

Long served a probation period at the farm The engagement of Miss Louise Jarrett 
and demonstrated to officials of the De- to W. K. Beichler, District Forester, Ashe- 
partment that he fully understands the ville. Miss Jarrett is the daughter of Mrs. 

pheasantry business and will be able to ob- E. J. Jarrett, Washington Road, Asheville. 

tain results. His services were obtained The engagement of Miss Brown to W. A. 

at a modest salary, and in view of shifts Nothstein, District Forester, Lenoir. 
made at the farm, the cost of operation is 

only slightly increased by his addition to Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Hearn, Teachey, are 
the. atane the parents of a son, Craig Henton, No- 

Mrs lone has hadtmore!tian-forty, years vember 6. Mr. Hearn is assistant in Visual 

of experience in breeding game, particu- Education being in charge of the Depart- 

larly the pheasant. He bred game in Eng- ment’s motion picture truck. 

land for 25 years or from the time he Mr, and Mrs. W. C. Hammerle, Wilming- 
has a boy of twelve years. Moving to Brit- ton, anounce the birth of a daughter, Pat- 

ish Columbia he was in full control of the Ticia Jane, November 9. Mr. Hammerle is 
operation of game farms for a period of the first District Forester in the new 

twelve and one half years. From there Sixth District with headquarters in Wil- 

he went to the State of Washington and ington. 

operated a game farm for the State for The Department extends its felicitations 

more than four years. Later he was in and best wishes to all of these members of 

charge of a game farm for the State of its official family.
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12 CONSERVATION AND INDUSTRY 

more effective sales plan, furnishes informa- place in the entire nation, of which 30,236,- 

tion to guide purchase of stocks, and gives 000 were active in August. The tabulation of 

an authentic comparison of trade conditions figures showed that North Carolina has 6,- 

with other cities of the State and with 206,000 spindles in place; and South Caro- 

those of oth Syed ST lina has 5,589,000. 

Bainter Me Aer ina planted 228" ouside OF amg OEE" 
ESTABLISHED IN STAT rieties in its State Forest Nurseries for the 

; ee ea : production of berries, nuts, and other food 

Increased interest ee _which has suitable for game. These varieties include 

cone North Carolina along with the oper- white mulberry, red mulberry, Russian mul- 
ation of the State Game Law has given rise berry, dogwood, blueberry, hawthorne, bay- 

coats inauguration of a new. industry, a berry, mountain ash, arrow-wood, black 
coe came farm. : haw and Japanese barberry. They will be 

L. M. Eldridge, of Benson, is among the planted later on Game Refuge. 

first in the State to get started in such an 
enterprice.o Beginning invasemallewayilast: —..+5 as oe 

season with pheasant eggs purchased from [jag gp 7 

another State, Mr, Eldridge has on hand a [Le : 
fair-sized stock. Before the beginning of 3 0 ee i ‘ 
next laying season, he plans to increase ———— 
his brood stock to 600. |  g ~ 1 

For the first season, it is the plan of Fe . 
Mr. Eldridge to market only eggs, but later |P 9s = -  . 
he may go into the business of rearing the |, a“ i —— 
birds to maturity. He intends to specialize’ ; oii f OSS 

With the State Game Farm unable to |{_ Oe r, Ff y we 
meet the tremendous demand for eggs and [|g «3 | iF _ 
birds, the opportunity appears to be promis- | 445, § =H | i  @ 
ing for individual breeders to carry on a |g i oe 
profitable enterprise. Although the intro- _ ‘4 3 | ‘ ; 
duction of the pheasant ona small scale was |  G | 4 : \ 

started only two seasons ago, the birds . my . o : - 
seems destined to be a great favorite with 2 hmhUmUmClC ‘ | 

ay é eas, . - oe ll ee 
sportsmen interested in providing increased | @ rhmr—E = 
opportunities for sport in North Carolina. _ _ co na 

ee eee ages | 
Eo - — —5 | 

CAROLINAS HAVE THIRD - 4 a ' 

OF SPINDLES IN NATION |#f (agi 2 a 

North and South Carolina combined had | 7 yee | 
thirty-four percent of all active cotton spin- | ayy © = 6a 
dles in the United States in August, accord- | i . . . 
ing to figures prepared by the U.S. Depart- |_| | i, -— | oo 
ment of Commerce. ’ os i | | J 

The report showed that North Carolina | a. 4 os - . _ 
had 18.2 percent of the nation’s total of ee 4 Ae ea 
spindles and that its neighbor had approxi- ae . ie. dea. @ Bryant, Caswell Cuuaty 

mately 16 percent. The two States together arden, in the center is the Goliath of the 
had 11,796,000 spindles in place in August, State Warden organization, towering six 
1929, of which 11,317,000 were in opera- feet and nine inches in the air. Assistant 
tion during the month. State Warden G. A. Nicoll and Johnston 

. ] County Warden T. Wayland Jones are 
A total of 34,706,000 spindles were in among the smallest.



STATE AND AUXILIARY GAME REFUGES 

IN NORTH CAROLINA 

Désiznation Estab-| Federal | Leased Principal Species 
oeeee lished |Land area| Land area Location Animals and Birds 

Wayah Bald Refuge -----..|_ 1927 10,180 Macon County Elk, deer, bear, 
| turkey, pheasant, 

quail, possum 
and raccoon. 

Mt. Mitchell Refuge------| 1927 22,660 Yancey-McDowell |Elk, deer, bear, 
Counties turkey, pheasant, 

quail, possum 
and raccoon. 

Daniel Boone Refuge------| 1929 | 19,000 Avery and Cald- |Deer, bear, tur- 
‘well counties \key, pheasant, 

quail, possum 
and raccoon. 

Sauratown Refuge_--------| 1928 45,000 |Stokes County Deer, turkey, | 
pheasant, quail, 
possum and rac- 
coon. 

Jeff Penn Refuge-_--------] 1928 | 1,450 |Rockingham Co. ‘Turkey, pheasant 
and quail 

Guilford County Refuge _-_| 1928 3,400 |Guilford Co. Daas) 
Haw Creek Refuge-. .-_-.| 1928 11,000 |Alamance Co. preeven ees 1? 
Doane Herring Refuge---| 1928 | 1,700 |Wilson County gy meee |? 
Gibson Woods Refuge-—---| 1928 | 6,000 |Halifax County ‘Deer, turkey, 

pheasant and 
quail, 

Camp Refuge -------_______| 1929 9,000 |Gates County anise +f) 
Sutton Refuge -_.___.__-__| 1928 3,000 |Lenoir County Turkey, pheas- 

ant and quail. 
Robeson County Refuge-_--| 1929 2,000 |Robeson County a He r 
Caledonia Farm Refuge -_- 1929 9,000 |Halifax County ” ” ” 

Beaver Dam Refuge _--- 1929 11,000 |Montgomery Co. a a ee 
Dan Ryne Refuge -_______| 1929 4,500 |Lincoln County A a fe 
Cleveland County Refuge | 1929 4'000 |Cleveland Co. o0car 1 gee 
Moore County Refuge | 1929 6,000 |Moore County Claes eb 
Polk County Refuge —__ | 1929 9,000 |Polk County ah Be 
Roaring Gap Refuge ___- 1929 10,800 |ANleghany, Surry 

and Wilkes a te et 
Wilkes County Refuge —-- 1929 | 12,000 |Wilkes County ms ‘a fe: 
Fort Bragg Refuge .__-___.| 1929 | 16,000 |Cumberland Co. e i ”, Deer 
Edgecombe Co. Refuge ___| 1929 5,000 |Edgecombe Co. ae ee ’y Deer 
Mecklenburg Co. Refuge 1929 | 1,500 |Mecklenburg Co. Se A < 
Gregory Refuge 1929 | 2,100 _|Granville Co. pica 2 

| 51,840 | 173,450 
51,840 

Motel acreage:..| vee 825 290
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many instances the cost of protecting lands ANGLERS LICENSE LAW 
now overflowed in floods would greatly ex- BRINGS $22,000 RECEIPTS 

ceed the value of the lands. oe 
In the course of the next three or four Collections from anglers’ licenses under 

years (the present investigation will hardly Thoin gan unica vena into tcc ae 5! if spring had reached $22,000 by the end of 
be made fully available to the public before June, a report from Assistant Director J. S. 

then), the Federal Government cannot re- Hargett shows. 

quire navigation facilities to be placed in This amount is about $5,000 above that 

existing dams except at entire Federal ex- collected for either of the two years during 

pense. The chief result of the survey may Which the special license was prescribed for 
i , E . Ghvolina only sport fishermen or those who use rod 

ae fat ds cto etl a. and reel, jointed rod, or who fish by casting. 
streams, such as the upper Tar, Neuse, Cape 3 qi 
Fear, Dan and Yadkin under the Jurisdic- pce ee ae vee oe 

Ceara Fore conmition The ipa wil atleast dole the present fur 
- - which will give sufficient funds to operate 

development EN) pone Beau oaas the hatcheries and the inland fisheries pro- dustries in the state is concerned. The Fed- ecamion about the same acon aa heretcrore 

sete oy sata Lu acing Jonge ter the sell appropriation supplement 
over water power developments (North Car- ca atny emual aang couecteds Aram 5eporL 
olina and South Carolina being the only papermcte 
major power producing states without such Tf receipts go higher, it will enable the 
state control), the Federal Power Commis- Division of Inland Fisheries of the Depart- 

sion absolutely controls location, design, ac- ™ent of Conservation and Development to 
counting practice, and operation of projects ¢xtend its work of propagating and protect- 
constructed under its authority. Annual fees 9 game fish. The law provides that funds 
must be paid by its licencees, none of which collected from fishing licenses shall _be 
reverts to the state unless the project is on 2PPlied to on and propagation 
national lands located within the state. of fis) ne purchase of a e is, there- 

To enable the state to maintain control foré, an investment by the fishermen to 
over its rivers, to correlate possible Federal improve his sport. 
requirements with the interests of powe: ae. ae oe 
companies, municipalities and industries STATE RECEIVES LARGER 
within the state, requires the existence of a FEDERAL FORESTRY FUND 
state body charged with administration of ees 
state water power laws. Such comprehensive An increase in the allotment of federal 
legislation to protect the interests of the funds to the Department of Conservation 
state in its own streams has been put into. and Development for fire protection from 
effect in every state having any considerable $41,436 in 1928 to $44,759 in 1929 is consid- 
water power resources with the exception of ered an acknowledgement of the efficient . i 
North and South Carolina. Legislation hay- program that is being carried out by North 
ing a similar end in view for North Caro- Carolina in this line. 
lina has been advocated by the Water Re- Under the Clarke-McNary law giving au- 
sources Division of the Department of Con- thority for this distribution of funds, a 
servation and Development for the past participating State must spend at least an 
eight years. A comprehensive Water Con- amount equal to that provided by the fed- 
servancy Act for the state would serve not eral government for forest fire control. 
only to protect the state’s interest in its re- In addition to the forest fire fund, the 
maining water powers, but would revise and U. §. Forest Service under whose super- 
coordinate all legislation pertaining to the vision the money is spent, has allotted $2,- 
water resources of the state, including un- 000 to this Department for forest planting. 
derground waters, safety of dams, drainage, This is the same amount received last 
and flood control.—Thorndike Saville. year.
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CHINESE CHESTNUT MAY war experiences, draws attention to the battle 
REPLACE NATIVE VARIETY at Bentonville. “The last battle,” he declared, 

“between the Blue and the Gray was at Benton- 

Chestnut plants from northwest China, brought _ ville, N. C. Th re tei sand men killed 

to this country by pathologists of the U. S. and woun there, and there is dly any 

Bureau of Plant Industry of the Department of mention #f the battle in the history of fhe war 

Agriculture, are being tried out at the State betw States.” 

Forest Nursery in Johnston County, near Clayton. ———— 

Three hundred chestnut trees of Castanea PORTED MEXICAN QUAIL 

mollissima have been forwarded to the Division THRIVE IN NORTH CAROLINA | 

of Forestry of the Department of Conservation 

and Development by Dr. G. F. Gravatt, senior An outstanding instance of the success of stock- | 

pathologist of the Federal Bureau, for experi-/ jing Mexican quail in North Carolina, inaugurated / 
mental planting. a year ago with the release of 2,000 pairs of the 

Pathologists of the bureau are making a world- _ pirds in the State, comes from Kinston. 

wide search for species of the chestnut which John P. Dail, county warden forest warden of 

will be able to withstand the blight infecting Lenoir, released a pair of the quail on his farm in 
trees in the country which, scientists believe, 1928, and recently a covey of 26 of the Mexican 

will mean the eventual extermination of the native quail was found on the adjoining land of E. B. 

species. Lumbermen are cutting the chestnut Holder. No other pair of birds was released in 
rapidly in North Carolina in order that the this vicinity. 

timber and by-products may be utilized as Identity of the quail as being of the imported 

thoroughly as possible. stock, according to Warden Dail, is unmistakable. 

————— Proportionate results from any appreciable num- 

QUESTIONNAIRE COMES ber of released birds should prove beyond doubt 

BACK AFTER 26 YEARS the effectiveness of the stocking program. Re- . 

ports from other parts of the State also reveal 

Like an Enoch Arden returning as from the large covies of imported stock. 

dead, was a questionaire reaching the hands oh OOe—————————eeeeeeseeea——— 

State Forester J. S. Holmes after an interval of = hl 
26 years between the date it was dispatched and : : 3 ps, 

its return, fe io ow " 

The questionnaire was sent out by the late : ee Se i pad Ke / ve 
Dr. J. A. Holmes, at that time State Geologist, ae Pee Wn 1 ’ 

acting in the capacity of special agent of the Boss ; oe is “i*% 

U. S. Bureau of Roads in the compilation, of “ig ae ie i ei 

information on the conditions of roads in the = Pa Lae Fr jaa c A a 

South. oe [em =, ne 

Capt. T. A. Lipscomb, an 84-year-old Con- aa bg fonds ef ‘if ee es 

federate veteran of Columbia, Tenn., answering = E dines Ni i td | iN Lv 

the query, replied with information much dif- [fl NL a a 
ferent from what would have been the case at ! i 

the time of the origin of the questionnaire. 

When the return questionnaire fell into the hands 

of State Forester Holmes it was unsigned, but 

the identity of the author was revealed on in- : 3 

quiry at Columbia. . 

In a letter to the State Forester, Captain . 

Lipscomb not only revealed his identity but 

also gave an account of some interesting ex- 

periences in North Carolina during the Civil Tipple at Howie gold mine, near Waxhaw, 

War. He declared that he had found the blank WN. C., Union County, where operations have been 

in an old locker stored in his barn and had resumed recemly elie ¢ lone period Of EaCiyely, 
Pern ” ncreased interest in gold mining has been report- Te ames kare deme eto ed to State Geologist H. Je Bison from Ora 

a sections of North Carolina.
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DEPARTMENT IS HELPING INCREASE OF CAPACITY \ 

IN ADVERTISING PROGRA: OF STATE GAME FARM \ 

eoeaeraers IS PLANNED THIS YEAR 

In addition to the direct advertising of the re- eee | 

Sources and qODPOrUnILes ara North Caro- Game breeding at the State Game Farm, neag 
lina, the Division of Public Relations of the De- ‘ f 
patient oll Conservation andeberclopmentrs ite Asheboro, which has demonstrated the practica+ 

sisting in numerous other ways to keep this State _ bility of rearing game birds in captivity in North 
before the eyes of the nation. Carolina during the first year of its operation, will 

One of its most recent services was assistance pe greatly expanded this year under plans which 

with an advertising program of the Home Mort- have been laid out by officials of the Department 
gage Company of Durham. This organization is ie 

spending $30,000 in display advertising and print- of Conservation and Development. 

ed materials presenting the progress and opportu- Enlarged pen space, hatching facilities, and 

nities in the State along with the exploitation of other additions are being made at the farm at this 

its own business. . time in preparation for the laying season. 

The advertising copy being Placed by the om Latest stock to be received at the farm is a 
pany in many of the leading financial, business, x ; , 

and other publications is devoted at least 60 per shipment of 25° ring-neck pheasants from Cali- 

cent to boosting the State in general, the rest call- fornia. These birds are slightly smaller and less 
ing attention of investors to the particular com- tame than those which were first brought to the 

pany. é , i farm. Later 75 more of these birds are expected, 

A booklet boosting the State is also being pre- giving 100 new breeding stock for the ensuing 
pared as part of the firm’s advertising program. i on i . 
Fifty thousand of these will be issued and distri- year, in addition to the birds that were raised at 

buted to investors over the entire nation. A the farm. : Ce 

large number of illustrations as well as data were With the increased facilities and larger brood 
furnished for the publication by this Department. stock, W. C. Grimes, manager, expects to have an 

output of between 8,000 and 10,000 pheasant eggs 

this spring and summer. Last year several hun- 

GOOSE RAISES HER BROOD dred of pheasant eggs were distributed to sports- 

IN CANADA AND RETURNS men over the State, many of whom report stock- 

—_— ing covers this fall with matured birds. 

Many interesting accounts have been written of The quail stock at the farm is to be increased 

the return of domesticated wild animals to their by 500 this spring and with the old brood and 

native haunts, and George A. Nicoll, Assistant those raised last year, Mr. Grimes believes that 

State Game Warden, supplies an incident carrying he will be able to turn out 10,000 of the birds in 

the weight of authority of a friend of his. 4929, Profiting from the experience of the first 

This friend, a resident of Beaufort County, had year of operation of the farm, he expects the work 

raised a Canadian goose in captivity which had of rearing the birds to prove much more effective 

been around his home for several years. One _ this year. 

spring the bird disappeared and it was thought Turkeys are also to be reared at the farm. Five 

that she had met her death or had gone away hundred of the birds to be distributed in ranges 

permanently. over the State will be assembled at the farm. 

The next winter the goose reappeared bringing Wild turkeys are being obtained for brood stock, 

with her a brood of six young goslings. All of the and game officials expect to raise a crop of the 

birds were captured and kept by the owner of the _ birds for distribution each year. Rehabilitation cf 

mother bird. The bird is believed te have gone _ turkeys in all suitable ranges in North Carolina is 

to the breeding grounds in Canada; there raised one of the objectives set by the Board of Conser- 

her brood; and returned to her old home. vation and Development.
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Food Fish Production 
FOR 1927 IN NORTH CAROLINA 

Shad jo arn er ar nue Se $551,836.78 37% | 
\ Trout, Sg ee ee ig aN ea ee 293,457.91. 19% : 
IN Blue Fishes 71,301.38 05% 

Croakers/). co. cee oe cai 99,444.51 05% t | 
lenny (35 Se a 116,253.99 08% 
Mullets 02) oc S30 ee ee 91,248.11. 06% 
Rock | 255280 ss aso sae ie gr 76,243.76... 05% 
Mackerel 2. 42,574.34 03% | 
All othets 22 ee 173,235.58 11% | 

~~ $1,515,596.36 100% 
Shellfish and.Menhaden are not included in these totals.
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VETERAN HUNTER WOULD : SURVEY OF INDUSTRIES 

. FORBID AUTOMATIC GUN BY INSURANCE COMPANY 

alana: SHOWS MILLS INCREASE 

Capt. W. B. “Bill” Gaskill, veteran guide and ee 

hunter, of Ocracoke, and one of the best informed ‘A recent survey of new industries in 67 towns 

porn amsy sensi sntey ee ual and cities in North Carolina during the years 

baeed in the State, 1926 and 1927 by the Metropolitan Life Insur- 

Captain “Bill” urges this move as a conserva- 2 Companys shows petols! oh i10 andustrial 
: oa plants established in these localities during the 

tion measure to prevent wholesale killing of game. two years. These plants employed 6,749 workers, 

Aycock Brown, well known newspaper writer of according to the survey. 

Eastern North Carolina, says: . . 
“Captain ‘Bill’ Gaskill, who has viewed the sit- Counting the losses trom discontinuance of 

uation for the past 50 years says that at the rate plants, there ee net gain during ERY period 
game is slaughtered at present by game hogs and of 6,682 in industrial personnel. While this sur- 

ihe) automaticemed a ate Pamlico Vey is not claimed to be complete, it shows the 

Sound as fers paradise will be a thifig-of the constant upward trend of manufacturing in North 

past,-ift another 25 years.” ~~ Carolina. Indications received by the Depart- 

eS SS ee ee ‘% ment of Conservation and Development show 

ven a greater growth of industry during 1928. 

FIFTY-NINE DEER PLACED We believe that the entire State of North Caro- 

ON STATE GAME REFUGES lina today offers the most promising field for in- 

ae lustrial expansion in the United States. Her 

State Game Refuges in Western North Caroli- rogress during the present century has attracted 

na are steadily being re-populated with deer the attention of the entire nation. Success of e3- 

from surplus stock at the Burleson State De tablished industries in the State demonstrates that 

Farm near Spruce Pine, according to a report there remain many opportunitiees for develop- 

made by Assistant Game Warden C. N. Mease ment that have not yet been touched. 
of Black Mountain. During the two-year interval between the fed- 

To date, Mr. Mease shows in his report, 59 eral census of manufactures of 1925 and 1927, the 

head of animals have been captured and released | number of wage earners employed in industry in 
on the Daniel Boone and Wayah Bald Refuges, — the entire State increased from 182,234 to 204,767; 

most of which were taken from the deer farm. Wages jumped from $134,237,097 to $158,287,197; 
Eleven of the total were deer confiscated from the total value of manufactured products expand- 
persons holding them in violation of the State ed from $1,050,434,117 to $1,154,617,636; and the 
law. value added by manufacturing processes increas- 

Effective restocking is assured from the fact ed from $499,727,152 to $592,531,353. 
that 45 of the animals were adults, captured by The growth of industry in North Carolina since 

means of a special system devised by the game 1900 has been vividly demonstrated by the ex- 

officials. First efforts in capturing the deer were pansion of the estimated wealth of the State 

not successful, several casualties resulting, but | which was only 681 million in that year; 1,685 

later a less hazardous method was worked out million in 1910; and 4,543 million in 1926. 

and, as indicated by the report, has proved suc- Again, our State’s material prosperity is shown 

cessful. by the fact that North Carolina, in 1928, fur- 
Conservation officials plan to extend the pro-  pished more federal tax money than any other 

gram of restocking deer to other refuges in the state in the nation with the exception of New 

State as the stock is available and during the York. For the last fiscal year North Carolina’s 
DOR et eae oneY federal tax payments amounted to 225 million 

caer ere vi) mee dollars in round figures. 

The annual landings of fishery products in the Behind all of the progress of the State, a big 

United States amount to approximately 2,500,- factor has been an enlightened and educated pub- 

000,000 pounds, valued at about $103,000,000 to lic with an understanding of the opportunities 

the fishermen, according to a report by Henry that surround them. Last year North Carolina 

O’Malley, U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries. spent approximately 35 million dollars on public
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Management Plan ~ Pisgah ¥. F. 

Clinton G, Smith, 1928 ; 

p. 5. Foot snd Mouth Disease (Black Tongue) said to have occurred 

"petween 1998 and 1912." (BA I doubts this) , 

Census Rhodes figured 10 deer on range to 1 seen by gengers, 

p. 6. Ell 250 bucks recommended out of (supposed) 4100 deer, Ratio 1:60. 

(709 by outside clubs, ratio 2:6) 

yp 8 Predaters Bobeat, Red Pox, dogs. 

p 9. Turkey decreasing. 

Ruffed Grouse "were reported as innumerable in 1920, The follow. 

ing year there were said to be ‘many! of them. In 1923 the estim- 

ate was given as 290 and in 1926 this number wae repeated. In 1927 

the report shows 600," 

pe 14. Big Oreck lodge property, 82 acres, held at $3900 a few years ago, 

now refusing $35,000 cash, Enhanced value mostly by reason of game. 

p- 15. Zoods 
Rye patches (spring). Also new grass on old fields. 

Rhododendron petioles (winter). 

Poplar. 

Oak sprouts. 

Acorns. 

Population. Alleged 1 per 25 acres, 

p 16. Fawng 30 picked up in June and bottle-raised to restock Ogark and 

Cherokee N.F.'s.



p. 17. Weight of fams 

When born 3 pounds 

1 week 7 pounds 

6 weeks 11 pounds (can be shipped) 

Sex Ratio of fawns captured "males outnumbered females two 

to one." (30 total, evidently 20:10) 

Range Ratio: for plants of 16 or more-1;4, 

* # less than 16-1:2. 

wild herds at least 1:10 (too low) 

p. 18. Price of Stock Penn. paid $29.82 per deer in 1924-5, 

Other prices quoted up to $75. Cost of capturing and 

rearing in Pisgeh (to 6 wks?) runs $13 to $30. 

p. 19. Bepposed Refuge 40,000 acres or 50% of area. 

Proposed Kill 250 on 39250 acres or 1 per 152 acres. (0K) 

500 permits to be issued. 

Composition (assumed). 1500 bucks 
500 male yearlings 

Bi 8 
er 

p. 20. Phenglogy Velvet shed by early Oct. Rut starts early Dec. 

j Proposed hunting season Oct. 25 - Dec. 10. Horns shed Jan. 

p. 21 Regulation Register for permite Sept. 1-25. Draw 500 by lot. 

Bill for $12 each, permitting 4 days hunting ($3 per day). 

Guides to be registered and paid a fixed rate ~ use of guide 

optional. 

p- 25. Dogs to be excluded, even bird dogs. 

p 26. Yur Prices March 1925: Coon $7, Bobcat $1, Skunk $1, Mink}3, 

Gray Fox $1.50, Red Fox $9. 

p. 28. Jurisdiction proposed to be transferred back to state. 

-2-
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Fawns. 

Born in June. 
Usually twins after first birth. 
Record of 13 fawns in $ years, doe in partial domestication. 
at Davidson River Station. 
Fawns nibble grass in two weeks. ; 
Spots disappear in October. 
Weaned in October or November. 
Stay with doe until April or May. 
Spikes appear in May or June on young bucks. 

Yearl ings. 

Breed at 15 months, November or December. i 
Horns shed in January. 

Two years and older. 

Horns in velvet appear in May. (Males). 
Horns mature in October, velvet off. 
Breed in December, (Start latter part of November). 
Gestation 7} to $ months. 
Horns moulted January 15 to February 1. 
Full grow at 3 to 4 years. 
Die of old age at 10 to 14 years. : 

Weights (Approximate). 

1 day, 3 pounds 1 year, 50 pounds buck; 35 lbs. doe 
1 week, 7 pounds 2 years, 35 pounds buck; 70 lbs. doe 
6 weeks, 11 pounds 3 years, 150 lbs. buck; 85 lbs. doe 
12 weeks, 28 pounds Maximum, 200 lbs. buck; 125 lbs. doe 

A big buck will dress 100 to 110 lbs.



ahi Merl . Cartliny 

Extract from the book "Game Birds, Wild-Fowl, and Shore Birds of 

Massachusetts, and Adjacent States". 

by Edward Howe Forbush, 1916, 

(From Chapter, Birds Hunted for Food or Spart, page 384.) 

“In the early part of the last century the Grouse of England and Scotland 

were swept away by an attack of the "grouse disease". The’ Bob-whites on a large 

| preserve in North Carolina were nearly exterminated in 1907 by a disease that 

| . was introduced among them by the importation of Bob-whites from Alabama." 

: 

| | ,
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/ CONSERVATION A 

BOOKLET ON COMMON \ 

SPECIES OF BIRD LIFE 

PRINTED BY COLLEGE / 

“Common Birds of North Carolina,” a publi- 

cation issued by the Extension Service of the 

North Carolina State College of Agriculture and 

Engineering with Laurence H. Snyder, associate 

professor of zoology, as its author presents much 

useful information regarding the feathery inhabi- 

tants of the State and is a ready reference book. 

The circular carries drawings of 100 of the 

more popular and important species of bird life, 

describes some of their peculiarities and habits, 

and gives other interesting features including 

some of their food sources. 

“A complete list of the birds of the State,” says 

the author in the introduction, “would include 

nearly 350 species and subspecies. Many of 

these are rare stragglers; many are not of any 

great ecomonic importance; and many are not 

of particular interest to the average person. To 

make this list really available for ready reference, 

100 of the birds more commonly met with have 

been chosen and described . . . 

“Our North Carolina birds may be divided into 
groups based on their occurrence in the State. 
First, we have the permanent residents, those ~~ aba a 
which stay here all year round, such as the blue- first glance, it will be easier to look it up and 
bird. Then there are the summer visitors, which identify it. Thus, small, brightly colored birds 
come to us in spring and leave in the fall to seen up in the trees are apt to be warblers (a 
spend the winter farther south, such as the wood family found only in the Americas), or perhaps 
thrush and purple martin. Again, we have a vireos. Brown-streaked birds on the ground or 
series of winter visitors, which leave us in the in bushes are apt to be finches of some kind, 
spring to nest north of us, such as the myrtle such as song sparrows or field sparrows. There 
warbler, winter wren, and brown creeper. are more than 20 kinds of sparrows in North 

“Some of our winter visitors breed in summer Carolina, so that all sparrows are not “English 
on our higher mountains. Then we have the Sparrows.” The native sparrows are beneficial 

transients: or migrants, birds which only pass and should be protected. 
through the State on their way north or south “In general, birds with long, slender beaks are 
in the spring or fall, such as the cliff swallow insect eaters, while birds with thick, heavy beaks 
and black-poll warbler. Finally, we have a list are seed eaters. Birds with flat, broad beaks 
of rare, irregular and straggling species, such as usually catch insects while on the wing. The in- 
the evening grosbeak and white crowned sparrow, sect eaters include the chackadees, titmice, nut- 
whose occurrence cannot be predicted. hatches, warblers, vireos, creepers, kinglets, 

“As an aid to those who are just beginning the swallows, flycatchers, and woodpeckers. The 
study of birds, the following things are worth seed eaters include the finches, sparrows, gros- 
remembering. Birds are grouped in “families,” beaks, blackbirds, orioles, larks, and tangers. 
and those in each family are alike, so that if you Many birds, of course, eat both, and in fact most 
can tell what group a new birds belongs to by a__ of the seed eaters, eat some insects as well.”
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HERD OF ELK BOUGHT ing to the account of those from that section, the 
To STOCK REFUGES owners of - yeieteies se ie the a 

f serve was left in the hands of a keeper. ie 

oN MOUNTAIN AREAS old refuge is said to have consisted of about 

es ne! 1,200 acres of land, surrounded by a high en- 

One of the last herds of elk in the Southern closure. 

mountains is to be taken over by the State De- According to plans of the Department, the elk 

partment of Conservation and Development for will be rounded up and transferred to State Game 

stocking game refuges in North Carolina. Refuges in an effort to revive for the future the 

Following a recent meeting of the Game com- coveted sport of hunting this magnificent animal. 

mittee of the Board of Conservation and Devel- a _ - ee co eric a Wise 

opment, Director Wade H. Phillips announced Nort Carolina, but li ERP me ot Li eR Oe eRe: 

that the purchase of 15 elk on the Hooper Bald ue ie pone beens Pee Wath ae 

preserve in Graham County has been authorized. gop One. cw, Seas Gu mnreeCaOy eM é 
. z ing the Daniel Boone sanctuary, there remains 

According to reports reaching the Department, “no trace of elk in the section that was once so 
this herd is the remnant of a number of these plentifully supplied. 

animals stocked by English sportsmen in the wild Members of the Game Committee who attended 

mountain land before the World War, at which the meeting included: Fred I. Sutton, chairman, 
time various other species were placed in the Kinston; F. S. Worthy, Washington; J. Q. Gilkey, 

area, including wild boar and other animals. Marion; Director Phillips; and State Game War- 

Following the outbreak of hostilities, accord- den Chas. H. England.
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DEDICATION OF LAKE 

STEDMAN IN STOKES 

COUNTY CELEBRATED 

Fitting ceremonies for the dedication of Lake 

Stedman, located in Stokes County just across 

the highway from the new Sauratown State 

Game Refuge, draw attention to a commendable 

accomplishment of a band of enthusiastic sports- 

men and conservationists. 

The construction of the lake is an outstanding 

example of the activities of a determined group of 

sportsmen toward creating additional facilities 

for recreation in their section. Others may ac- 

complish as much it is commended to them to 

emulate. 

The lake was built to provide additional re- 

creational facilities in that section of the State 

and stands as a tribute to the endeavors of the 

Winston-Salem and Stokes County Izaak Walton 

Leagues. 

Among the speakers for the occassion were 

James F. Hoge, Greensboro, seecrtary of the 

North Carolina Game and Fish Leagues and a 

leading sportsman of the State; Director Wade 

H. Phillips of this Department; Capt. R. T. Sted- 

man, president of the Winston-Salem Izaak 

Walton League; and others. 

The building of the lake was made possible 

by the donation of a tract of 50 acres by Paul 

Taylor of Danbury and efforts of Captain Sted- 

man others. Raising of a fund for defraying 

the expenses of the construction of a dam and 

clearing the site was left in the hands of Captain 

Stedman, who collected $4,200 for the project. 

One of the first steps towards stocking the 

lake with fish is the acquisition of a number of 

top minnows. These fish inhabit the water near 

the surface and have been found to be regular 

feeders on mosquito larvae. 

Suitable game fish for the lake will be obtained 

and it is contemplated that within a short time 

ideal fishing will be furnished.



The following elipping from the Press, Detroit, Wich. ots 
ey ee 

NORTH CAROLINA'S GAME KILL LarGé Ww vr 

RABBIT & SQUIRREL HAUL BIGGEST - SIX THOUSAND TURK&YS BAGGED 

“If rabbits killed in North Carolina during the 1927-28 hunting 

season were stretehed out in a straight line, they would constitute a 

single file reaching for e distance of approximately 300 miles, and 

squirrels that fell victims to hunters’ guns would extend for about 

250 miles. 
These figures were taken from a recent enumeration by the depart- 

ment of conservation of game taken by hunters during the first year's 

operation of the new North Carolina game lew. 

based on reports from approximately 40 per cent of the 138,448 

hunters who took out licenses, estimates of the leading types of game 

taken during the open seasons are as follows: 1,555,270 rabbits, 

1,263,560 squirrels, 4,510 deer, 28,620 raccoons, 324,210 opossums, 

16,810 minks and skunks, 720 wild cats, 34,140 muskrats, 981,980 quail, 

6,110 turkeys, 3,329 grouse end pheasents, 17,540 snipe, 1,240 rails and 

coots, 12,740 woodcocks, 170,270 doves, 5,280 geese and 103,690 ducks."
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This clipping from the Enterprise, High Point, Ns Car 

MANY RABBITS AND SQUIRRELS KILLED 

IN_NORTH CAROLINA'S "OPEN" SEASON 

"Ig rabbits that were killed in North Carolina 
during the 1927-28 hunting season were stretched out / 

in a straight line, they would constitute a single file 

reaching for a distance of approximately 300 miles; and 
squirrels that fell victims to hunters’ guns would extend 

for about 250 miles. 

These figures were taken from a recent enumeration 

by the department of conservation of game taken by hunters 

during the first year's operation of the new North Carolina 

game law. Although final tabulations have not been com- 

pleted, the first estimates show the great importance of 

game as a financial asset to the state. 

Based on reports from approximately 40 percent of the 

138,448 hunters who took out licenses,estimates of the 
leading types of game taken during the open seasons are as 

follows: 
1,555,270 rabbits; 1,263,360 squirrels; 4,510 deer; 

28,929 raccoons; 324,210 opossums; 16,810 minks and skunks; 

720 wildcats; 34,140 muskrats: 981,980 quail: 6,110 turkeys; 

3,32@ grouse and pheasants; 17,540 snipe; 1,220 rails and 
coots; 12,740 woodcocks; 170,270 doves; 5,280 geese, and 

103,690 ducks. 
Totaling all, it is estimated that gunners of North 

Carolina for the season killed 4,529,590 pieces of game, or 

almost two for each resident of the state if distributed 
evenlye 

With the establishment of a comprehensive system of game 

refuges in the state, which has already been started by the 

conservation department, and restocking and protective activi- 

ties now underway, it is believed that this annua] kill will 

be increased materially within the next few years."
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The following clipping from the Charlotte Observer," issue of July 29th has 
been received through the courtesy of The Peters Cartridge Company and is quoted 

as a matter of interest. 

MEXICAN QUAIL IMPORTED IN STATE DOING WELL 

"Mexican quail of the first lot of 4,000 distributed 
this spring in North Carolina, under the supervision of 
Director Wade H. Phillips, have become quickly acclimated 

and are making themselves readily at home. 
Reports from a number of sections show that they are 

very much alive and appear to be prospering in their new 
surroundings. In several instances, deputy game commis- 

sioners, wardens, and sportsmen who assisted in the dis- : 

tribution of the birds have kept close watch on the locali- 
ties where the quail were released and have gone back to 

look after their welfare. 
W. A.» Queen, Raleigh sportsman, who assisted in the 

distribution in Wake county declares that he has checked up 

on the results in a number of lecalities and that the birds, 
in one instance have taken up with a flock of guineas and 

that calls frequently bring a response. 

F. S. Worthy, Washington, member of the board of con- 

servation and development, reports that quail distributed in 

Beaufort county are thriving. 
Sportsmen of Granville county write that the quail are 

flurishing in their county and that some of the birds have 
begun to lay. They believe that the distribution has already 

proved highly successful and that hunters of their section 

will benefit greatly by the increased sport to be provided."



8 CONSERVATION AND INDUSTRY 

COURSES IN RAYONS of machinery used in manufacture such as spin- 

AT STATE COLLGEE ning, washing winding, reeling, etc.; handling of 

HELP NEW INDUSTRY rayon; effect of water, heat, acids, alkalis, ete.; 

dyeing, affinity of various rayons for various 

Tara classes of dyes; and manipulation of rayon, such 

With the increasing importance of rayon as one as_ preparation of warp yarns for looms. The 

of the leading branches of the textile industry above lectures are illustrated with pictures, slides, 

and the centering of attention on North Carolina and samples. 

as one of the future centers of large production, Laboratory studies include: So er 
hi a ef ee led Aa of longitudinal and cross sections; identification 

fe a ChB TORE om an e Hnowiedge vorathe tests; oil extraction tests; skein oiling methods 

material has been emphasized. with various commercial spraying oils; testing 
Since the rapid ascendency of rayon in effect of water, heat, acids, alkalis, etc., on rayons 

the textile world, a course of study of the mater- of various kinds; testing of scoured, bleached and 

ial has been taken up at the textile school of the dyed _skeins for ere tee and pig 

North Carolina State College of Agriculture and steno n pene cine a : PAV Re ogee ies ey 
R : l eT winding and preparation of warps for weaving; 

Engineering at Raleigh under the direction of ‘ : 
and collection of more important facts on ad- 

Dean Thomas Nelson. é : i 
vances in rayon making, handling, etc. 

Recently, at the suggestion of Park Mathewson, A. collection of rayon cloth samples designed 

statistician of the Division of Commerce and In- and woven by students in the State College 

dustry of this Department, Dean Nelson has sent — School has been sent to Mr. Mathewson by Dean 

ao outline of the rayon courses taught at the Nelson. ‘This collection reflects forcefully the 

textile schools to the Manufa ntribution being made to the advance 

Baltimore. of knowledge 6} materials at the College and 
The course,in€ludes the theory of manufacture of the skill of the stu and efficiency of the 

of cupr: itro, acetate, and viscose rayons; study course. 

VALUE OF GAME REPORTED TAKEN LAST SEASON BY NORTH 
CAROLINA HUNTERS 

No. Taken Each Total Valu 

{ Rabbits, ee Ee a eae SOA L 30¢ $174,492.30 
\ Squirrels ee cee he 513,018) 30¢ 153,905.40 

(Deere 2 a2 a se IO) $25.00 45,250.00 
Coarse oe ek Aa 6.00 118,452.00 
possums see 145780 75¢ 107,797.50 
Mink Skunk 2.2 78S 6.50 48,841.00 
Wild Gata. a ee 516 2.25 1,161.00 
Dhusktate ee Se ALOTY 1.00 11,077.00 
Siren i eee eee eee. 439,100 50¢ 216,599.50 
Mirkcvsi pes voces he EL 3,025) 4.00 12,100.00 
Grouse-Pheasarts ©. 3-2. eeu > 25500. 1.25 3,125.00 
Siipen see cee seat ee eed SOY, 40¢ 4,602.80 
Raile-Coots. 25 eee ee wero | 215225) 25¢ 306.25 
Wicodcock (2 2) 6,909, 75¢ 5,181.75 
Doves ees he) ee ee ABT 30¢ 22,286.10 
Geccetee hoe sean y el ee a Bae 2.00 9,684.00 
Wings seeps Se NV ST BOL 1.50 56,791.50 

AGipmouptoval. ook oe eee $991,653.10 

NOTE: Carolina Mink $8.00— $9.00 
‘ 14.25— 16.00 Average $11.00 

$6.50 
Skunk 1.60— 1.80 

2.95— 2.95 Average 2.50 

These totals are from reports from 50,812 of the 139,170 licensed hunters of the State 
during the first season under the new North Carolina Game Law. Estimates of values 
made by U. S. Biological Survey.
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Conservation and Industry C#OLOGIST BRYSON curs 
RALEIGH, N. C. 

Published at Raleigh, N. C., by the North Carolina The Blue Wing or Virgilina district was at one 
Department of Conservation and Development. Free time the most important copper producing dis- 

on application. ie ____ trict of the State. The important mines of the 

aS Le district were worked to a depth of 350 to 500 

Wave H. Parcrips__-—--—-------------------- Divecton feet. No development work is being done in 

Pau Ketty -__-_---..------------------------ Editor thi, ayea at the present time. 

—waeaeae——e—e—e——e—={w—w"—m—=—eeryaouam.. i The Virgilina copper district is located near 

Newspapers and other publications are invited to make the eastern border of the Piedmont Plateau in 

use of contents, in whole or in part, and with of  Hey.5) and Granville counties, North Carolina, 
prithoutlcrente an - _ and Halifax and Charlotte counties, Virginia. 

== a ame _ Each of the States contains approximately one- 

GRIMES ESTIMATES half of the ore-bearing area. The name of this 

TPUT area was taken from the village of Virgilina, a 

GAME FARM OU station on the Southern Railway situated on the 

AT ABOUT 900 QUAIL State line near the center of the district. The 

most important ore deposits occur on two almost 

aaa! parallel flat-topped ridges which trend from 15 

An output of at least 900 quail and 350 pheas- to 20° east of north. The maximum elevation 
ants is forecast for the first year of operation above the sea is 540 feet. 

of the State Game Farm at Asheboro, accord- Geology of District 

ing to a report by W. C. Grimes, manager, about The Virgilina copper area lies in the so-called 

the middle of September. “Huronian Slate” belt which reaches clear across 

the State in a northeast-southwest direction. The 
At that time Mr. Grimes declared that the 1.45 of the district are highly metamorphosed 

quail were still laying. He reported that 50 and are chiefly composed of gneisses and schists. 

pairs of the birds so far had produced more than There are two chief types, greenstone schists and 

1,200 eggs and that 1,186 pheasant eggs had quartzose sericitic schists or gneisses. Into these 
been gathered, highly metamorphosed rocks there have been in- 

ee Oe eeratonecae the tara is Gemon- truded large masses of granite and less important 

masses of a more basic rock, probably gabbro. 
strated by the fact that only 18 pheasants and Al a , : ‘ 

» Iso occasionally occur small diabase dikes. These 
58 quail have been lost at the farm from natural Fa ii Fagntly 4 
causes, The death of two turkeys is reported igneous ee Ss were evidently intruded after the 

rr} metamorphic action ceased as they are in a mas- 

on account of crowded conditions. sive condition except for the numerous joints 
Some trouble from vermin is reported at the founds ih them. 

farm, and to offset this difficulty, Mr. Cine 2 The metamorphic rocks were probably of both 
having the enclosure around the outside fence volcanic and sedimentary origin as is the case 
built up to a height of nO) feet with tin sheeting. with the rocks of the entire “Huronian Slate” 
He is also building additional pens to relieve the ei. The volcanic rocks were of both acid and 

crowded conditions. basic variety. These rocks were mixed with sedi- 
A determined campaign is being waged by mentary rocks as shales, sandstones, and con- 

Mr. Grimes against the inroads of vermin. He  glomerates. Some times the sedimentary rocks 
declares that he has had to exercise a continuous are predominant while at others the volcanic 

vigil against the house cat, the barn rat, and the are most abundant. 

weasel in particular. The granite instrusions are probably the 

In the face of a late beginning (the game farm youngest rocks of the district except probably 

was not started until March), the newness of the the diabase dikes. It is also the most important 

venture, and bad weather, it is felt that the first of the intrusives. It is rather coarsely granular, 

season of operation for the farm has been highly highly quartzose, and at times decidedly por- 

successful and illustrative of what may be ac-  phyritic. This rock is also important as it is the 

complished by breeding game birds in captivity. source of the ores.
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CENSUS OF MANUFACTURES TOTALS IN NORTH 
CAROLINA COUNTIES FOR 1927 

= ss 

4 a) gs ee 
COUNTY | $ g as S36 ae 

[<3) od 9 5a | =o og 

3 ae a aU | 8a BH 

43 ee E en as SB 
State: Era, bin ed | Mein 

1927 Total _| 3008] 204,767] $158,287,197| $562,086,283 $1,154,617,636| $592,531,353 
1925 Total -| 2614} 182,234 134,237,097 550,706,965 1,050,434,117 499,727,152 

Alexander____- 19 798 486,602 1,441,709 2,442,296 1,000,587 

Alleghany__--./(Can not show figures for this county without disclosing operations of an 
individual plant.) 

Anson===_ 222 — 20 775 530,336 2,277,709 3,382,678 1,105,480 
Ashe 12 108 71,844 83,580] 252,862 169,282 
Avety nso 9 123 91,811] 110,583 330,529 219,946 
Beaufort_____- 32 1,174 848,570 2,220,491 4,106,008 1,885,517 
Bertie= 22 oe 14 394: 233,245 381,171 784,482 403,311 
Bladen*—_=-—_ | 21 1,128 631,633 1,687,943 2,858,560 1,170,617 
Brunswick ____ 13 235 190,520 856,370 1,227,102 470,732 
Buncombe__-- 89 3,494 3,779,256 10,271,003 19,283,135 9,012,132 
Burke--=- == 31 3,431 1,901,371 8,603,297 12,935,268) 4,331,971 

Cabarrus__.--.|(Can not publish statistics of this county without disclosing operation of an 
establishment.) 

Caldwell ___-__ 66] 3,469] 2,257,628! 7,922,817| 13,311,301] 5,388,484 
Camden___-__ (No manufacturing stablishments listed in Camden County.) 

Carteret___—_. 21| 188] 168,451 375,008] 995,446] 620,438 
Caswell_.__---|(Can not show figures for this county without disclosing operation of an 

individual plant.) 

Catawba_----- 89 5,437 3,594,219 9,623,251 17,040,001 7,416,750 
Chatham _____- 34) 834: 493,965 1,564,783 2,595,089 1,030,306 
Cherokee_____ 10 526 303,986) 1,004,479 1,769,946 765,467 
Chowan__---- 15 653 303,986 3,283,199 4,205,519 922,320 
Clays | 4 26 11,750 7,605 36,010 28,510 
Cleveland .---- 52 4,234 3,052,108 9,474,044 15,366,573 5,892,592 
Columbus___-- 25 1,735 1,113,641 1,829,315 3,598,173 1,768,858 
Craven._-----. 39 2,168 1,499,976 2,710,680 5,357,321 2,646,641 
Cumberland__. 40 2,155 1,264,537 2,293,740 7,064,824 2,771,084 

Currituck_----|(Can not show figures for this county without disclosing operations of an 
individual plant.) 

Dare_______-_|(Can not publish statistics of this county without disclosing operation of an 
establishment.) 

Davidson 2 69] 5,564] 4,477,753 11,945,890| 20,389,086] 8,443,196 
Davie (Can not publish statistics of this county without disclosing operation of an 

mie establishment.) 

Diplne eee 649| 458,920 a 1,120,584 818,093 
TDaehanie eee ees ea8 6,040,955} 36,971,405 106,865,989] 69,804,584 
Edgecombe.| 36] _ 2813 2,471,045 5,469,978 8,871,238 3,401,260 
Forsyth______| 103] 18,712| 18,097,450) 102,396,261 302,571,980| 200,175,719 
Franklin |) 118 653 437,102 1,577,983 2,329,558 751,575 
Gaston._.....| 125] 18,008} 13,155,249) 39,514,928 63,425,280] 23,910,352 
Garcia) 4 231 126,793 98,484 276,729 178,245, 
Grahame 5 210 245,190 83,077 438,409 355,332 
Granville-| 22 365 263,355 827,280 1,402,746 575,466 
Greene 3 24 9,680 14,650 50,540 35,890 
Guilford______| 200] 16,554 14,457,664| 46,180,891 79,768,852 33,587,971 
Fraliae ue ae Atl 93,154 2,418,766 6,282,149 12,759,813 6,477,664 
Herne yeaa|) 269 1,495,135 4,849,009 8,673,420 3,824,411 

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16 

Ua



CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2 

Haywood ___- 28 2,228, 2,264,464 7,382,695 12,197,180 4,814,485 
Henderson ____ 26 1,112 720,742 1,611,944 3,091,575 1,479,631 
Herttord_____- 10 194 167,980 175,418 377,948 202,530 
Hokes tas 9 471 126,709) 622,712 881,828 259,116 

Hydewet ait (No manufacturing establishment listed in Hyde County.) 

Irdell- sess 67 3,816 3,035,360} 9,334,038 ae 6,505,016 
Jackson______ 21 991 771,171) 1,885,563 3,258,191 1,372,628 
Johnston_____ 31 1,021 639,744) 2,756,200 4,200,628 1,444,428 
Jones_______-. 4 78 52,807 111,176 241,264 130,088 
ees 3 625 483,995) 1,361,807 2,402,907 1,041,100 
Menoitieees st 29 619 394,371 1,596,420 2,463,252 866,832 
Lincoln___-_~- 32 1,794 1,225,327 3,367,776 5,425,726] 2,057,950 
Macon_-_~--~-5] 12 129 112,964 119,564 408,444 288,880 
Madison ______ i 85 55,816 158,784 259,989 101,205 
Martin_______ 9 49 27,934 78,575 173,308 94,733 
McDowell __-- 25 2,495 1,563,313 4,777,439 8,001,835 3,224,396 

Mecklenburg 150} 8,122 8,013,982 33,483,468 52,851,356 19,367,888 
Mitchell __-_.| Aq 308 249,506 280,858 979,788 698,930 
Montgomery | 2); 771 521,701 1,741,716 2,709,063 967,347 
Mcoren = 34 485 329,506} 748,633 1,504,030) 755,397 
Nash au =| 22 860 591,072 1,979,738 3,364,694] 1,384,956 
New Hanover 60 2,295 2,301,303 7,072,478 me 4,839,756 

Northampton 6 277 119,286 83,378 273,582 190,204 
Onslow ..._...- 5 128) 101,915 96,054 294,046 197,992 
Orange 202 18 1,131] 771,497) 1,679,004 Pes 1,326,715 

Pamlico _.___ |(Can not publish statistics of this county without disclosing operation of an 
establishment.) 

Pasquotank | an porate | 3,710,086] 1,871,801 
Pender______ 13 478 272,238 202,201 573,683] 371,482 

Person ______ |(Can not publish statistics of this county without disclosing operation of an 
establishment.) 

Perquimans _- a 318| 250,704 1,199,276 1,761,621 562,345 
Pittl. 29 492 384,516 1,595,888 2,378,864 782,976 
Polk iokihe 14 399 250,434 1,085,346 1,679,307 593,961 
Randolph __ 61 2,656 1,736,699) 5,917,489 9,545,674 3,628,185 
Richmond __ 33 3,341 2,611,871 6,214,387 10,915,158 4,700,771 
Robeson i | 8 2,087 1,136,800 3,862,137 6,069,527 2,207,390 
Rockingham _ | 38} 5,917 5,029,817 22,576,930 69,434,742 46,857,812 
Rowan ..=..- 64) 5,860, 5,336,668 11,813,775 21,574,417 9,760,642 
Rutherford __ | 37| 4,193 3,080,584 9,652,832 16,349,311 6,696,479 
Samson __.__ | a1| 475 261,190 eH 1,012,379 548,541 
Scotland ____ | 21| 1,004 691,370 3,489,575 5,129,979 1,640,404 

Stanley______ |(Can not publish statistics of this county without disclosing operation of an 
establishment.) 

Stokesie 2 2 11 107| 91,047 157,381| 513,554 356,173 
Surry. 45 2,875] 2,388,665 oe 8,890,227 4,269,743 
Swain _.__-__ 7 587| 514,097 396,554 1,254,115 857,561 

Transylvania |(Can not publish statistics of this county without disclosing operation of an 
| establishment.) 

Tyrell________! | 2 11,700, 31,183 52,968 21,785 
Union 23) 27 922 634,282 2,502,922 3,962,452 1,459,530 
Vancesi22 524 20) 1,839 sia 5,062,911 7,461,980 2,399,069 
Warren______- 20| 270| 148,476 493,800 846,260 352,460 

Washington __|(Can not publish statistics of this county without disclosing operation of an - 
establishment.) 

Watague_____ ° 62 30,278) 17,259 83,687 66,428 
Wake________ 69 2,503 2404681) 5,439,301 10,566,025 5,126,724 
Waynes______. 44) 1,994 1,532,711 4,606,446 7,897,469 3,291,023 
Wilkes________ 40 1,248 785,909, 3,827,669 5,981,178 2,153,509 
Wilson]. 223 i 555 455,676, 2,709,781 3,918,461 1,208,680 
Vadkin=—_- 12 52 32,018 184,835 291,479 106,644 
Yancey 11 101 47,987| 123,604 249,662 126,058 

Oe — OOOeeaeaeaeoeoOoOS=$=$~$$~$~Q~Qo> SOSN60—6oB0aeoR0 8NwoN—0—«=$S—a cc oa—Ssan“—va—S——saG_"wmaou9A#9wawT_
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: 1532 University Avenue 

March 14, 1938 

Prof. B. A. Helgeson 
Dept. of Botany & Plant Pathology 
North Dakota Agricultural College 
Fargo, North Dakota 

Dear Professor Helgeson: 

I like your project very much. I assume the 
outline contemplates a really thorough census of plant and 
animal life over a sufficient period previous to the re- 
flooding to give a really valid picture of what is added. 

As time goes on I am more and more impressed with 
the basic value of censuses maintained over a comparatively 

long period of years. 

Yours sincerely, 

Aldo Leopold 
Professor of Game Management 

yh



NORTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE 
STATE COLLEGE STATION 

FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY & Plant Pathology. 

March 9, 1938 

Dr. Aldo Leopold, Chairman 
Wild Life Department 

University of Wisconsin 
; Madison, Wisconsin. 

- Dear Dr. Leopold; 

I am enclosing a tentative project outline for 
a wildlife study in North Dakota. It is planned to 
submit this to the Office of Experiment Stations for 
approval as a regular station project to be supported 
by Bankhead-Jones funds. 

: We would appreciate any suggestions or criticisms 
you may have to offer on this. We realize, of course, 
that thie project outline covers a very limited field 

‘ but at present we do not have sufficient funds to go fur- 
ther. We shall be glad to cooperate with your organ- 
ization in any way we can. 

Sincgrely yours, 

Ga Ihe le EAH:¢ E. A. Helgeson, 
enc. Chairman. 

BUY “DAKOTA MAID" FLOUR



1. Title; 

“—“"“tnfluence of artificial lakes and ponds upon the inmediate esvironment in relation 
to Icinds and olundance of plant and animal life. 

2. chiestAves 
: afferts of recently established and to-bo-established artificial 

lakes and ponds upon the kind, amount, and fluctuations of the water; extent of in- 
fluence wpon moisture content and humidity of adjacent Land: suitability of water for 
aquatic life; kind and rate of invasion and succession of plants and animals in the 
water and on the afijacent lands comparinon of results ageured from natural migration 
and artificial planting. 

3. ROBSON: iP UNO as MN the Bwucy: 

> Secure dependable Information as a guide for the planning and use of artificial 
lakes and ponds. 

\, Previess ma sat presen fb cuthedk, oe the pre bLems 
ince no researen data are avallavle in North Dakota at present the planning of 

use of such arent: is necessarily haphazarl. Definite information is needed in order 
to determine whether artificial or natural methods showld be used in promoting grovth 
of shrube, trees, aquatics and other plants as well as animals. Grazing around the en- 
tire chore my be an important limiting fastor to ylant migration. ‘the establishment 
of plants and animals in and around these lakes and ponds increases the biological re 

pone eek ag Rooice ama oe lf ae ge ag acy alle seggadles ll py Algae ye 3 
game birds, insectivorous birds, shade for livestock, fish; protection for animals 
which prey upon insects ant rodents; and additional feed for Livestook. 

5. 4 
PEeES TE epth and volume of water of carefully selected lakes ani ponds impounded dy 
various mo! will be meagered at various times fn the year and in different yours; de~ 
terminations will be made of the total salt concentration, oxygen content, ph, organic 
matter, ete; determinations of the kinds and almndance of microseopic life that would 
be suitable food for fish; survival of artificial introductions of fish; soll moisture 
contents at various distances from the lake shore in relation to elevation; transect and 
qadrat studies of vegetation beginning at the shore Ine over a period of years to de 
termine nature) miceession; methods of planting gragses ae reed eonary graga, rushes, 
shrubs, and trees by seed and vegetatively; introduction of various kinds of animals} 
counts of animel powilation by consus methods, nesta, pellets, eto., on definitely Lintt- 
ed areas; exclusion of cattle by fencing portions of shores. 

& Bente 2 to 3 years for preliminary survey; 5 to 10 yoars for a completion. 

7 3 
ae tee, Dr. F. J. Brinley, Associate Professor of Zoolozy: 

Stanley Saugsted, graduate acsietant; and 
Dr. BH. A. Helgeson, Boteanist, Experiment Station, cooperating. 

* aS. Survey, Goll Conservation Service, State Game and Fish Department, Land 
Planning and Land Use Department of the Bureau of Agricultural Meononmios, ani the National 
Park Service. 

% BMOREFEE >, 2. nite to ure Eten eoaeed for eee 
8 pnent; some means of transportation; traps; nets live ones} cancres mlerosoope; chenteal glasmmre and reagents 250.00 

. To . . ** *



File: North Dakota / 
Pheasants 

New Soils Building 
November 23, 1933 

Mr. Chas. I. Horn, President 
Federal Cartridge Corporation 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Dear Mr. Horn: 

Thanks for letting me see the correspondence about Colonel Slade's 
place in North Dakota. 

I am not in a position to say that the alleged 10,000 pheasants on 
4,000 acres is an impossibility, although I ean say freely that I have 

never seen anything approaching such density in the best parts of either 
Iowa or Wisconsin, If any other upland game bird were involved, I would 
at once "impossible." I mst admit, however, that my “bird per acre" rule 
seems weaker in the case of pheasants than any other species, especially 
pheasants that are artificially fed. There is no doubt that in England 
densities similar to that alleged in the Slade case are frequently 
attained, but they do not last beyond the shooting season and are, of course, 
the inmediate result of artificial propagation, 

On concentration areas of limited size I have, of course, seen plenty 

of pheasant populations running far in excess of a bird per acre, but this, 
as you already mow, is a different matter from an average for 4,000 acres. 

I have long been anxious to get an accurate census of the best Dakota 
areas, but have never had a chance to gather figures in person. I am care- 
fully filing these figures in my permanent records, although I cannot, of 
course, accept them without a more definite idea of how the count was made. 

The statement from Kentucky is very interesting. I have also been 
watching the developments in southern Iowa, where there are undoubtedly now 
more pheasants than at any other time since planting started. Urrington is 
convined that my findings on southern Iowa were entirely eroneous, but I am 
inclined to think that a chmge in the establishment of the birds has taken 

place since my figures were gathered. On the more doubtful pheasant ranges 
there seems to be something which may be described as corresponding to 
"4noculation." ‘The repeated planting of birds does something, possibly to 
the soil, which makes later plantings catch better. How permanent these 
southern establishments will be, or how much shooting they can stand, possibly 
remains an open question. I am ready to admit, however, that my original 
findings were incorrect, although I am not yet emvinced that my "pheasant line" 
is already non-existent. 

With best regards, 

Yours sincerely, 

Tnel.



STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA 

BURNIE MAUREK GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT C. VERNON FREEMAN 
mmissioner leputy Commissioner 

Stok 

e 

YEN, ess 

s< ot: ¢ Ny N 0 

BISMARCK July 2, 1931 \ 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
National Bank Building 
Yoh University Avenue 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

In answer to your further inquiry in regard to 
sex ratio figures in our pheasant trapping operations, wish 
to say that trappers took all birds as they came and no 
discrimation was used by them in regard to cocks or hens. 
For that reason I believe that we can assume that the ratio was 
but equally divided for the reason that hens lay better under 
the spot-lights than cocks as often times cocks will flush, 
and the minute they get out of the light they keep right on 
going, but hens very seldom do. 

Hoping that I have given you all the details in 
regard to this trapping operation and assuring you I will be 
glad to answer any other questions you may wish to ask, I am 

Very truly yours, 

J Bis ise A 

Commissioner 

BM K 

Enforcement -- Propagation -- Conservation
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STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA fale 

SCENE MASK GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT C. VERNON FREEMAN 
mmissioner leputy Commissioner 

Some \ 
Ses 

BISMARCK 

June 18, 1931 

Mr. Aldo Leopold 
ol University Avenue 
National Bank Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Answering your inquiry of recent date, in 
regard to the trapping of Pheasants this past 
winter, I wish to say that we did keep account 
of the number of cocks and hens that were trapped; 
and I am herewith giving you the figures: 

Cocks 4087 £070 
Hens 6295. 60% 

1038 2 
I have always known that this was very impor- 

tant, as it helps to determine whether an open season 
on Pheasants would be justified or not. 

Hoping that these figures will be of some 
benefit to you, and if we can be of any assistance 
to you in formulating further data on game manage— 
ment, please do not hesitate to ask. 

: Very truly yours, 

PP ecsiali ne 

Commissioner. 

BM: ES 

. \ 

belle, (over) 

Enforcement -- “Propagation -- Conservation
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STATE OF NORTH DAKOTA 

BURNIE MAUREK GAME AND FISH DEPARTMENT c.. VERNON FREEMAN 
Commissioner eputy Commissioner 

Oo, mean a’ 

wees 

BISMARCK 

May 27, 1931 

Mr. Eldo Leopold 
4o4 University Avenue 
National Bank Building 
Madison, Wisconsin 

Dear Mr. Leopold: 

Your favor at hand, and I am glad to note 
that arrangements are being made to include our 
State in your game survey. 

I would be more than glad to furnish an assistant, 
if we had one available that would be trained along 
those lines, but at present we have no one that could 
do work of that kind justice. I fully realize that 

a@ man trained in this particular work should be main- 
tained by every Department of Game and Fish, but 
there are many things that we have to deprive ourselves 
of in this State, for the reason that only a small 
amount of money is received for the sale of licenses, 
which is the only money we have to carry on the work 
of this Department. 

I wish to thank you for your prompt reply, and 
hoping that we may have the pleasure of seeing you in 
this state, I remain ‘ 

Very truly yours, 

Commissioner. 

BM: ES 

Enforcement -- Propagation -- Conservation



File: Accidents 
Pheasants 

4/12/37 N, Dakota — 

J. H. Steenis observed in winter 1936-37 pheasants were feeding on dry 
eockleburs (pecking them open to get seed, but a few were swallowed whole 
and dry). Some birds got burs externally under the tail, which clogged with 
fecal moterial and thus killed the bird. He saw about 30 such deaths, of 
which he examined about 20. 

This was on Des laco Refuge, North Dakota, 

Leopold
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All Time Record Of 
« Neth Pakela— 

Game Birds Foresee 
Best Hunting In Years Ex- Bottineau county on game bird: 

pected For North Da- using the following methods: road- 
’  kotans This Fall side count, random drives in sam- 

i poe ple quarters in each township, air- 

BESMAROE, Aug. 20 a __{|plane; count and contacting every 
‘North “Dakota eS TEN ae ‘farmer operating in the areas, 
well start cleaning their guns and 3 
getting their phe ote Bee ae ae Le pare ae 

_— ill vi len: of 5 
ee eee ee pend, Sargent, Ransom, Dickey and 

ic oS Willi z,|LaMoure counties: in good por- 
ioe mam J. | tions of Logan, McIntish, Emmons, 

“Th ‘b f i Rae an Morton, Burleigh, Oliver, Mercer, 
ee ae irés' 1 | Bottineau McHenry and Dunn; as 

the state this fall will ‘be at an all- weil aa ae Paar nobnnee: aol! 

Hae high nepord hunhine- gill; belo ces of the state except for the 
ae ee sas Ne ae ie northeast and southwest portions. 

Lowe said a survey just com-|_ Hungarians are located most 
pleted by Roy Balch, ‘field: bioligist eae in We piney gone ne 

for the department, showed there | centnar a Lon »0i ee © ce rt 
will be more than double the num- ,224 south and’ also Peer: 
ber of pheasant and Hungarian _ section — orm general the Coteau- 

partridge this fall compared with ; du-Missouri area, 
last year while the number of| Grouse are located most heavily 
grouse will be up about 50 per cent.!in Renville, Bottineau, McHenry, 

Pheasant Reeord | Ward, Rolette, Golden Valley and 

| “There will be an all-time high ‘parts of Billings, Slope and Mc- 
for pheasants for the state as a Kenzie, while heavy im Mercer>Ol- 
whole,” Lowe said. “There' will aiso— iver, Dunn, McLean, Sheridan, 
‘be an ail-tin e high for Hungarian ‘Benson, Ramsey, parts of Eddy, 
part} idge; whi Pe for grouse the ete Stutsman, Wells, “Burke, 

number willisbe ‘the highest for |Mountrail and Williams. 
possibly 10 years. For the three as.| Saree retire or ere eee 
a group, the 1 Gmber will be the(———_—__—__-—e 

"GIMME that, wie no par. P owe ‘detlated that, whi 2 
tic far is vey ‘was conducted on | 4 O 
the numberyof ducksithat genéral | 
information he has clotained indi- | ‘ 
cater | the bat shooting would be | REPORTS 

the best in 18 years. i By Herald Correspondents 
_ “Mary “slot hs and water holes 

tha’ ‘have’ een: dry for years now |" ————— 
have water and I believe we will| ‘STADY — Combining of ripened 
have- some real duck shooting,’| grain has been general in the 
Lowe -said. Stady community the past week. 
tore 6 iuoi Average Count | Wheat averages have been reported 
o/ im, the survey conducted in many |to range from 20 bushels to 40 per 

‘ae S over the entire state, Bach | acre, depending on the type o 
aid the tests showed an average wheat and soil where grow 

(of @sird. per mile roadside count | Thatcher wheat so far seems 
‘eqnipared with .36 last year. lhave the higher average. Gras 
| ‘Por Hungarian partridge the hoppers seem to have increased 
‘count was 1.75 birds compared gardens gince cutting of grain. 

, Withe®%7 last year while the count | some places the hoppers are 
‘ for grouse was 33 birds compared considerable dam¢ Ss 
‘with .22 lasit year. | jt is expected that threshing 

| Aiding Bach in the survey were; start this week as most gr 

Thomas Street of Bottineaeu for , cut and in shocks, The corn 
Yh northwest section of the state; | ises to be above average a: 

| Anthony Erickson of Wilton for | pastures are as green ani 

,the southeast; Brant Hjelle: pbiee if in early spring. i 
| Mercer for the north central; Rus- ap 

\sell Stuart of Bucyrus for the ; oe ee 

| Southwest, while Bach covered the Bape 

peouete eentae iby the St, Anthony and 
Lowe pointed to the adivantages opened Thursday, Gra’ 

the North Dakota hunters have ‘from Epping, ‘Piherri 
| over sportsmen bunting in % aMYjand in this commun 

| other states. He said there “were ‘hauling to this elev: 
approximately 40,000 upland game Hoads ‘were taken in 

hunters last year in North Dakota |! noon, ‘Minot ah 9 

whereas in various other: states done withthe binker 
the number of licenses’ issued jaye ‘een. alble to 
ranged up to 500,000 and in those ternoon ‘only, due { 
states there is much less gamei per gach night. Steel 
pemin one a more restricted hunt- | ping are being bui 

Ss 'w. : reshi ‘One ‘Third Killed [nest Rees 
‘Bach declared that last year} a 

(which in itself was an excellent 
hunting year) about one-third nt FROID, Mont. 
the game birds were killed in the ited by a hea 
most heavily hunted’ areas, leaving ternoon which 
two-thirds for propagation, This for a day or 
year, he added, if they killed twice; ing expectatio 
as many birds they would still | many report 

leave a breeding stock to produce |¢ls per acre. 

‘an equal record in 1942 providing | Enterprise « 
other factors were equal. | 4,050 acres 
Lowe said the situation was ideal a force of 

during the past year to produce ing several 
the record crop for this fall, with wheat w.: 
good ‘breeding stock, excellent per acre. 
cover, a good winter, lot of food, | damagin: 
good nesting season so predators , Scarce. 

could not get them easily, and | Who ha 
water. he [aries 

The commissioner declared the ,for st 
purpose of the survey was to de- oe 
termine the various bag limits in , their 
ithe different areas of the state and 
‘the length of the season. He will _ 

make hig recommendations to (oe 
Governor John Moses jwho will set- | to 
up the regulations, e 

Experimental Count ‘t 
Bach will soon start an experi- |' 

mental survey in four townships in



Fi WM. Dakotas 

Western N. D. Has, 
Most Of Pheasants 

FARGO, Sept. 24—(P)—Wil-|' 
liam J. Lowe state game and|s 
fish commissioner, in a talk be- |, 
fore the Fargo rotary club Wed- |: 
nesday, said the pheasant pop- || 
ulation over the state in gener- | 
al is below the 1942 peak, al-}. 
though satisfactory in the well-'! 
populated pheasant territory in|’ 
southeastern counties and south |! 
and west of the Missouri river.}) 
‘Acre for acre, he believes the}. 
population is heaviest in the]! 
western counties. 

The pheasant population, he}! 
‘said, has doubled every  year|‘ 
from 1939 through 1942, but due 

_to storms in February, March 
_and June, numbers had declin- 
ed. Late broods, he pointed out, 

will make it difficult to dis- 
tinguish between young cocks 
and hens for the first few weeks, 
as most of the late hatch is 
just. getting color. 

The Hungarian partridge has 
declined to about half of the}! 
1941 peak, the commissioner 
said, the cause for which is un-|' 
determined. The sharp-tailed | ‘ 
grouse in western North Dakota, || 
veteran sportsmen have inform-|" 
ed the game department, are 
about as numerous as at any/|‘ 

‘time. ‘ 

He Lo Abd o



Death of Antelope at Sullys Hill.--Two of the young buck antelope at Sullys Hill 

F pares Game Preserve, N. Dak., have died--one on February 25 and one on March 2. A veterinarian Eke 

4.0 will be brought to the preserve to examine the carcasses now buried under the snow to as— 

ali if possible, the cause of death. This band of antelope has been given careful N 

Ye attention by Protector Wesley D. Parker and has heretofore been in excellent condition. por 

The grouse on this area went to the open prairie during the pleasant weather in February, 

but later returned to the timbered area to feed. This has been a severe winter at Sullys 

Hill Preserve and, at the end of February, practically all the roads in the vicinity were 

impassable except with teams and sleighs.
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[Best ‘Wild Seeds Are _ De- 
| seribed; State Would Be 

Sanctuary | 

During the summer of 1917 

about 500 lakes were surveyed in 

the state to determine the value 
and possibilities of the improve- 
ment of the marsh and aquatic 

{areas as feeding grounds for the 
eae This survey was made by 

Douglas C. Mabbot and Franklin 
P. Metcalf of the bureau of bio- 
logical survey. North Dakota has 
long been known as a favorite re- 
sort for wild ducks, and has dur- 
ing the past contained a maze of 
lakes, sloughs and ponds, well 
stocked with duck foods, | 

The most abundant plant in| 
North Dakota that is an import- 
ant wild-duck food is sago pond 
weed. This plant is found both in 
the fresh-water and alkaline-sal- | 
ine lakes, being capable of adapt- 
ing itself to unfavorable condi- 
tions, The abundance of its seeds 
and underground tubers makes} 
this plant an excellent all-around | 
duck food. | 
Widgeon grass and _ bayonet 

grass are next in importance, both 
| being good duck foods and rather 
abundant throughout the state. || 
Whitetop is also another import- | 
and duck food which is exceeding- || 
ly abundant in almost all the | 
sloughs in northern North Dakota, 
It fruits early; in fact, the seeds | 
have usually all fallen into the|| 
water by the end of June. Obser- 
vations indicate that the ducks 
feed extensively on these seeds,} 
for ducks were numerous wher- 

| ever this plant was abundant. 
Definite proof of their actions, 

however, can be had only from 
analyses of stomach contents 
which unfortunately could not be 
obtained, Interesting features ot 

| the aquatic flora of North Dakota 
are the absence of wild celery and | 
northern wild rice, both of which 
are excellent duck foods, and abun- 
dant in adjoining Minnesota. }, 

; Northern wild-rice has been re- || 
| ported only from the James and|]) 
Red rivers along the extreme); 

| eastern boundary of the state. The 
| inability of this plant to with-|| 
i stand alkali undoubtedly explains} 
| its rarety in North Dakota, since | 
| practically all the lakes contain 
'at least a small quantity of alkali. 
| Wild celery, on the other hand, 

is reported as capable of with- 
standing a low proportion of salt, 
growing with sago pond weed in 

[slightly brackish waters, so it is 
possible that this plant could be 
introduced throughout the state 
in mildly alkaline waters, thereby 
increasing the quantity of ‘food 

'available for wild ducks,
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. 
(Grouse in North Dakota 

HE report of the fish and game 
T commission of North Dakota for 

1935 does not give a very encouraging 
picture of the status of the sharp-tailed 
and pinnated grouse in that state. The 
decline in numbers of these fine game |, 

' birds, once plentiful in the state, is not 

thought to be due to the severe winters, e 

but to increased cultivation which has 
destroyed their native breeding grounds. || 

It is recommended that these natural | 
breeding grounds be restored, that farm- | 
ers. refrain from burning cover stubble 
during the breeding season, and that 

predators, particularly the crow, be kept 
down. | 

The ruffed grouse, native to North Da- 

kota but confined to Turtle Mountain, is 

holding its own. The Hungarian par- 
tridge has readily adapted itself to con-} 
ditions in all sections of the state, and] 
seems destined to become North Dako- 
ta’s leading game bird. 

The waterfowl census, taken in Au- 
gust, 1935, showed that four species of 

surface-feeding ducks made up 85 per- 

cent of the duck population of the state. 

F These were the mallard, pintail, teal, and 

spoonbill.



Volume XXXIX March 

Number 3 963 5 A 

Capt. Paul A. Curtis, Editor f 

C. S. Bedell, Assoc. Editor 

The Western Prairi 
Wildfowl Situati 

By 
O ONE whose hobby during the GEORGE T. SLADE around them. In these waters there 
past fifteen years has been the de- was an annual natural hatch, conserva- 
velopment of a combined nesting, ee i oa tively estimated at 1,500 ducks, until 

resting and shooting area in Central _ J” the April issue John Philip Sousa, Jr. four years ago. There were Canvas- 
= es ie will report on the Pacific Coast duck situ- - - 

North Dakota for native and suitable rion and in subsequent issues, reports from backs, Redheads, Ruddies and a few 
exotic game birds, the last four years Nash T. Buckingham on the Mississippi Scaup on the lakes, and Mallards, Pin- 
have brought many discouragements. Valley, W. M. Van Valkenberg on Sas- tails, Shovelers and Tail in consider- 

The section of the Dakotas which ¢tchewan and Major Charles Askins on able numbers, and some Widgeon and 

lies, in a general way, from a few miles ies ullisiest Coitlibe Rubi shed. Gadwall, on the ponds. 
south of the Canadian boundary well The Editor. Wheat, barley, corn, millet and 
down into South Dakota and from a other grains were planted on the high 
little west of the Red River of the numbers of prairie chicken—(Sharp ground and drew in large flocks of 
North to the Missouri has, until re- tail and Pinnated Grouse). Mallards for feed during the autumn 
cent years, been a great nesting ground What part of the North-American migration and provided as well for the 
for native wildfowl and a feeding ducks came annually from the Dakota upland game birds. 
place, in the autumns, for migratory lake section it is impossible to esti- Banding operations have been con- 
waterfowl. Dotted with streams, lakes, mate, but the numbers hatched there ducted at Dawson since 1929, and 
ponds and sloughs, well supplied with were so large as to lead to the con- returns have been received from ducks 
food for the waterfowl, and with the clusion that an important percentage killed in twenty-six states, (and from) 
upland providing the cover and food could be credited to the Dakota waters. Mexico, Yucatan, Manitoba,  Sas- 
required by the prairie chickens, it was It was in 1920 that I begantoacquire katchewan, Alberta and Alaska. In 
for many years one of the finest of my property at Dawson, North Da- five years 2,414 ducks were trapped 
the  continent’s —— and released with 
shooting grounds. the bands of the io 

Some of its ‘ Biological Survey 
lakes were natur- attached to their 
ally supplied ‘ “legs. Of these, 
with sago pond- 496 have been re- 

weed and were ported killed. 

frequented by the bea were sev- 
diving ducks aiemaeinniaia ie iereeaieaiii i . ‘eee ees «= °82! ducks banded 
wile he ie Se hich were killed 
sloughs, shallow Fe rarest aanRCRE Re a LT wee =6at ~=Dawson_ in 
and reed sur- [iegiowiie oc Nat pat ean Aye Sean SAR ENS Ha Ro mes Ss has subsequent shoot- 
rounded, and the anette: ee Faves at he os egy Dog te bs ne ing seasons, and 
small ponds at- SINS © Aa ay Na aoe bo net cic me there was one in- 
tracted the sur- Ah pete at eat Be a ee stance in which a 
face feeders in RSS RRS ae" aa Redhead, banded 

fate fees Typical North Dakota Duck Country ae L a 

ducks, with the This would indi- 
broods they had hatched around these kota, which is centrally located in the cate how strong is the homing instinct 
waters, were reinforced by those lake district, and, during subsequent of our migrating waterfowl. 
migrating from the Canadian nesting years, I have added to it until it has These records certainly show that 
grounds and, beginning in late Sep- now within its boundaries seven lakes Peaneroretherd cele ehogiens otiieicons 
tember and ending with the freeze up and ponds. Several were planted with |. ~ if oH i hie zg 
in November, the area had an enormous sago pondweed and the rest were ['ment have had their sport providea 
waterfowl population. At that time, allowed to grow up with reeds and by the ducks hatched in, or passing 
too, there were in the district large rushes by discontinuing all pasturage through North Dakota. 

59



GAME Breeder & Sportsman for March, 1935 

PN ii aia ci. ial a a i acl a Sie All in all we have a real problem 
= : ‘ | to preserve a stock of game birds on 

‘i > ee the prairies of the Northwest. If we 
CA can have a cycle of wet years which 
Ce oo will restore our lakes and so get back 

se ie oe fg again the conditions necessary for re- 
vee ye ee ee Wien, building the duck supply, and if we 

il ¢ noe ae —_ eS can establish the pheasant and the Hun- 
eee 2 eis iG garian, we will have, again, real sport 

a ‘ ee > 2 to offer the shooters who have not for- 
‘ Cs i ee : gotten the bags of ducks and prairie 
So a chickens they made on the Dakota 

Wtieroaass islet *t prairies in years gone by. 
ii alge : nu ee Sees 

MS ‘ be é 

Fo, Care : The Southern-Atlantic Condi- 

\ > tion is Reported by Mr. Geo. 
: : % Canfield 

Dear Capt. Curtis: 
I have your letter of January 29th 

A Duck's View of Mr. Slade’s Preserve Before Most of the Ponds Dried Up asking me to write you a letter in re- 
gard to the duck situation in these parts. 

Coe with the summer and food conditions, waterfowl will am_ glad to do this, and believe I 
of 1931 the Dakota lakes, ponds concentrate on these sanctuaries and, 4M give you a very good idea of con- 

and sloughs began to dry up. That with enough of them similarly main- ditions during the past season as I 
year many broods of young ducks, tained, it is certain that there will be hunted ducks one or two days each 
hatched on water which disappeared a large increase in our duck population. week during the season from November 
before they were old enough to fly, 8th to January 12th. 
were lost. The following spring I" IS to be greatly regretted that the To begin with, I want to say that 
there was a subnormal breeding stock prairie chicken has not been able to ! do not belong to any club or own 
of ducks in the Dakotas. The summer survive in greater numbers both shoot- @NY Private marshes, so my shooting, 
was dry, the water continued to re- ing and modern methods of farm culti- except for a few invitations, has been 
cede and botulism, that dread disease vation and that it no longer holds its 07 free, wild marshes along the Cooper 
caused by low water in certain kinds old place in the Dakotas as a sporting and Edisto Rivers. Some of it, was 
of alkaline lakes, took a heavy toll of bird. To me, it is the finest of the Jumping ducks along the creeks and at 
mature waterfowl. In 1933, there was grouse family. It is a wanderer and other times decoy shooting in pond 

again a deficiency in both ducks and cannot be held on even a comparatively holes available during about five hours 
precipitation. Then came the drought large place. With all I have been able of flood and ebb tide. 
of 1934 in the Mid-West and most to do at Dawson to create conditions Early in the season the weather was 
of its watered areas dried up. Conse- favorable to the chicken, I have only . very mild, ducks seemed very plentiful 
quently there was a negligible number had three or four nesting pairs each and were pretty generallyscattered over 
of broods hatched by the ducks which year for the past decade. all the marshes. This, also, was the 
had nested in the Dakotas. Of my It was in recogntion of this fact that case on the preserves where I did not 
seven lakes and ponds but two had we released a few Mongolian pheasants shoot, but on which I gathered re- 
water when the shooting season opened there some fifteen years ago. Without ports. This condition existed generally 
last October, and those had lost their restocking or pen-rearing they have so until December 10th where, for some 
food plants. There were practically increased that there are now several reason or other, the ducks seemed to 
no grain crops produced in the drought- thousand on my land. They require leave and even the private places had 
stricken district and nothing to attract winter feeding to withstand the cold poor sport. About December 27th the 
the migrating Mallards and Pintails. and occasional heavy snows of the flight seemed to come back or a new 
As a result, there was not one duck North Dakota winters, but with this one come down, and very good shoot- 
in the Dakotas where there were ten help are admirably adapted to the ing was had until the end of the sea- 
or more five years before. prairie conditions. son. 

The only hope for a restoration of Quail have been tried but the cold is On January 10th and 12th I shot 
the Dakota breeding grounds is that, too severe for them and while they 0M a preserve on the Cooper River 
when there is a return to normal pre- brought off good broods the first year using about the same blind each day 
cipitation on the prairies of the North- after their release, none has survived and shooting with a 3” 410 gun, killed 
west, there will be a sufficient stock of _ the following winter. my limit each time of Teal, Pintail and 
waterfowl to repopulate them. The last three years we have been Black duck; the first time in one hour 

Recent federal legislation which has putting out Hungarian partridges and and a half, and the next in two hours 
made appropriations available for the it looks as if we may have found the shooting. With any larger gun I could 
purchase and development of water- ideal birds for restocking the North- have had the limit in half the time as 
fowl sanctuaries, and the receipts from -west’s prairies. The Hungarians stand I only took close shots. 
duck stamps, which are designed to the cold, get under the snow for food Black duck and Pintails, I would 

é provide a large part of the funds neces- and raise large broods. They wander, say, were holding their own with 
sary for their up-keep, should be of though, and cannot be confined to a Black duck possibly showing a small 
much value in restoring our duck small area as is attested by the experi- increase. Mallards and Teal were less 

supply. ence of the Canadian Province of Sas- plentiful. I am not sure about the 
My Dawson’ place has unquestion- katchewan, where they now appear Blackhead (Lesser Scaup) for while I 

ably proved that, given favorable water very well established. (Please turn to page 77) 
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Wi i D. G inter Feeding of N. D. Game Birds 
Must Be Systematic Feeding of Game Birds This Winter 

“Bo Dakota Farmer: Game birds of at the same time provide ample pro- | A fa 
North Dakota are about to encoun- tection for birds feeding during inclem- %$. re ay. § 

ter one of the worst famine years ever ent weather. If the shelter frame is pe king Se et 
experienced in the history of this state. built of heavy durable poles and the Car PEC OY a ce Fee a ee 
The last season of drouth, hot winds, roof-thatch made inaccessible to stock, ge AY RS cy Oa 
shifting sand and soil, has, in many there is no reason why a shelter cannot eRe Va a 
parts of the state, resulted in a com- be used for several season. In some A ee ee Rh s 

plete and total crop failure. In many cases, it is advisable to have a “back ‘%7*~ ees | ae NG 
places only a wide expanse of Russian door” retreat in the shelter go that the = Nano pte 

thistles grew, the seeds of which alone feeding birds can escape an “air ET ees 2 
might be considered a “starvation” attack” from some watchful hawk. eee en wee 
food. Should we have an open winter, Kinds of Feeders. eee Bey ces NES aes 
the Russian thistle will at least afford Se phe No 

Feed hoppers may be constructed _ #22. a= Ze tad PSS . an excellent cover, but should the con- t 1 t ferial foutid gy En Ce a Ane 
trary occur, game birds will be robbea *70™ almost any scrap material foun sweatin = = = Be Set = 
Gf. their “last resort—shelter. - This 0" te everase farm. The Wisconsin are fe | 

4 : conservation department recommends Bee So tees Fe 
applies especially to northwestern S i 

| North Dakota where the fields and #24 uses a wood, self-feeding poultry Woven Wire Corn Crib for Feeding 
i hopper having a capacity of at least Birds. 

plains are barren of both food and 100 pounds of grain. By raising the frum sept-oct. 1933 ; 2 
shelter other than Russian thistle. hopberi6 told tnchian ftom the ground Saito roan So eae nano of 

Scarcity of Feed. on bundles of hay or cornor ona woven pirds can no longer find their own. 
After a summer spent in almost a wire-covered frame, contamination by Oyster shell should not be used as wild 

continuous round of visits in nearly droppings and snow drifting into the pirds do not take to it readily. In the 
every county in the state, the writer feeding space may be prevented. absence of grit, a bird may starve to 
feels capable of predicting a food short- The Cass County Conservation Asso- death with its crop and gizzard full of 
age in all parts of the state with the ciation has used almost exclusively, in corn. 
possible exception of the Red River their winter feeding of pheasants in Care of Feeding Station. 
Valley and the sand-hill region of Rich- the vicinity of Fargo, a self-feeding B = 
land, Ransom and adjoining counties. hopper constructed from discarded nail , Self-feeding stations should be vis- 
‘These favored areas, in the event of kegs. A metal cone in the bottom ited at least once weekly to see if the 
deep snow and extreme cold, will also board of such a hopper will help pre- 87210 is frozen in the hopper; if rodents 
be subject to a game famine because such as rabbits, mice and squirrels are 

of the poorer yield and scarcity of com [ = not taking more than their share; and 
customarily left standing in the fields | =U we Poste oe ec OMS ete Ug Diey on Ne 
for hogging off. Cattle fattening yards, | Ze NO; ___| the birds from leaving cover to feed. 
where pheasants usually find ample | Kee | ____| However, before you start shooting 
feed and shelter, will also be few and o. ee “ el ee . hawks and owls, be sure that you know 

far between, due to feed shortage and |__| = a the destructive species or catch them 
the government buying of surplus cat- | _ SL. ae | the act of destroying same binds. 
tle the past summer. The sand-hill | je 2 | \Cooper’s hawk, goshawk, sharp-shinned 
area is almost devoid of small grains, | [= gg, «=| hawk and the great horned owl are 
although there is an abundance of | @ ee — Spree S a ee birds pred- 
green and yellow pigeon grass, wild | 4740 | CBOs to adu tgame birds. 
sunflower and wolfberry, all of which | %| aS - ee. = , Additional Information. 

are excellent foods for grouse, pheas- | = as = = §6=s'|_ Additional information on the winter 
ants and Hungarian partridges. The | = ee |__| feeding of game birds may be had from ~ 
eastern part of the state also affords | | eet = | _-Bulletin No. B-31 distributed free by the 
better shelter for game birds because 2 ees 4 Z 2 SS mee Tzaak Walton League of America, Chi- 

of natural tree growth along the rivers, | oo a. _ cago, Ill. “Winter Feeding of Wild 
in the sand-hill region and in the many tee - La | Life on Northern Farms,” Miscellane- ~ 
farm shelter belts which grow more | | yi i 3 = S|“ ous Publication No. 159, of the United 
favorably in this part of the state. | y pe 2 + +(| States Department of Agriculture, has 

Results of Feeding. > ee ao | a store of valuable hints on feeding 

With the very best of weather condi: | “ig Le |_| birds and mammals and may be pro- 
tions for the coming winter, thereisno | = 2 2 aa eee for . ad ee copy. ae ve 
area: in the state that-cannot profit: = ss er ptendentisor Decwenie eee 
immensely from the maintenance of Feeder Constructed from Nail Kegs. — ee a oe 

; : nless hundreds an ousands 
eae See cane depart- vent “bridging over” of such chaffy sportsmen and landowners ponds 

5 gan and feed 1 tl z 
other more eastern states have found (°°4® @& Hevator’ screenings, granary “feed, shelter and protection from pred- 
winter feedin i sweepings, etc. Such a feeder equipped atory birds and animals, as well as 

g to be an important part Ss eee 5 
6F game sianaeeniont Aldo cay ole. with “wings” and a water-proof cover poachers, the successful effort of the 

= e Fare pO" may be used without a roof shelter if past 10 years in stocking North Dakota 
game manager at the University of Wis- HM = - e 

4 : : placed in a thick grove or at the wind- with exotic game birds—the Hungarian 
consin, believes the following major aes engera, : 

objectives can and should be realized Sete se Ob eee mae oy partridge and ring-neck pheasant—will 
by winter feeding: so constructed and placed by the writer pe lost because of the threatening game 
(Sain ee ee and Leeds, last winter, gave famine for the coming winter of 1934- 

isis: une ee ig; €SPe- very good results. A woven-wire corn- 35,—Adrian C. Fox, Cass County, 

2—"Prevents starvation during winter Crib constructed of ordinary hog wire yore —conaitions in South Dakota are similar to 
snows, in the form of a cylinder set on the those prevailing in North Dakota. 

fre te bids in prced ing eondition (or ground and filled with ear corn has ee 
chances of birds being captured by preda- been devised by’ W. Gard Conklin for pwes should be fed some grain 
tory birds and animals. feeding Pennsylvania turkeys. The before breeding time to keep them in 

In the case of a planned game man- Missouri conservation department has good thirfty condition and insure a 
agement system, Leopold advocates the successfully used such a feeder on their good lamb crop. A liberal supply of 

use of a “food-patch” consisting of a same refuges. feed should be furnished them, espe- 

mixed variety of small grains, legumes | Any sportsman or farm boy looking gjally about six weeks before lambing. 
and sorghums inter-mixed with food- forward to next year’s hunting season 

bearing weeds such as wild sunflower, or reminiscening on this season’s game [7777 = 
pigeon grass, ragweed and kinghead. bag can, with a few tools and some L oo _ . ee — 
During the past season of drouth, the ability, construct similar feeding hop- ff » = g 
“food-patch” would have “gone up in pers and probably devise better ones. ¢ CSC gy | . 

smoke” with the rest of the farm crops Cruder methods of feeding may be Ce = 
so we must resort to the use of con- adopted if they elon ty ave ee sk og & ea Pe 
structed feed hoppers and shelters. pose. However, the broadcast scatter- © Mitasee Stee = eee 

Howtoieeed ing of grain to game birds in North | | ve Tie a Clade 
8 Dakota is wasteful and inadvisable | 9% = 4g 

Feed hoppers should be in operation pecause of the great loss of grain due |, pra ee ei | 
as ae pees ae by a to drifting snow. OF nee a a ee Sei | | 
means be protected from domestic 8 ie 
stock and should be adjacent to protect- What to Feed. i - Pie Za i Aa 
ive. cover such as woods, brush or Whole or cracked corn, barley, mil- | 2 he ps uA 
heavily-weeded ground. Unless they let, wheat and oats should be used. | =f LR Sm 
are situated in an unusually favorable With the present shortage of feed {| [# NA a — ei m 
location and subject to constant atten- grains, it might be well to mix with the | if an a Si JL 
tion, they should be protected by a above grains elevator screenings or | — | oe = ft 
southeast or south-facing shelter con- other waste grains that might be had | _ rt — 
structed in the form of a lean-to, tepee cheaply or for a little labor, such as ~~. 7 
or a straw, hay or cornstalk-covered weed seeds at strawstack threshing- | ”—~—“‘OOOr—~CO™OONCiCiCii 
roof supported by posts set in the machine sites. Sand or quartz grit .rrr—“—i—O—OOCOCSC*®”S ee 
ground. This will prevent rain and should be mixed with the grain after eo 
snow from freezing up the hopper and the ground is covered with snow and A “Lean-To” Feeding Shelter.



North Dakota 

: Food & Cover 

GROSS REFERENCE . 

"Yood Habits of North Dekota Pheasants" by Adrian C, Tox, 

The Dakota Farmer, September 15, 1934, Filed in Pheasant folder.



North Dakota 

CROSS REFERENCE 

See "The Pheasant's Bill<cf-Fare" by L. L. Rudrud. ‘the National 

Waltonian, August, 1934. Filed in pheasant folder.
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Tdneoln, Preteria: CO. "STATS DISERTSUTION RATURYS FRO BATOED DUCKS" 
Bird Sanding Yol IV no % (July 1933) op 122-26. ‘ontana,ebraska, 
Nedag le Yass Dak. Ontario, Oracon. Mapa. tt é i 
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; North Dakota 

: CROSS REFERENCE 

“Wild-Duck Foods of North Dakota Lakes" by Franklin P. Metcalf. U.S.D.A. 

Tech. Bull. 221, March, 1931. Filed Food & Cover Box. 
¢



North Dakota 

CROSS-REFERENCE 

See newspaper clipping, "Disease Takes Heavy Toll in Deer 

Colonies" (western North Dakota). Filed in Deer Disease.



a Filet Cycle : 
North Dekota -~ 

W. BR, Major : 
Briggsville, Wis, t : ¢ 
Locality: Vicinity of Williston, North Dakota 

Mr. Major is a farmer who lives on County A about 4 miles north of 
Briggsville. He lived at Williston, N, D, in'1910-11 and recalis an extreme 
abundance of "snowshoe rabbits" (undoubtedly jackrabbits white in winter) : 
during 1910 and 1911, He says these rabbits were on river bottom and were 
killed by floods during the spring of 1912, ‘he diagnosis of floods is, of 
course, not necessarily conclusive. It may have been disease. i 

\



North Dakota 

B : i 

. G. Bowman of Alton, Illinois, told me on April 2, 
1929, that in September or early October, 1902,he had seen all 
of the buildings in Fargo, North Dakota, covered with prairie 
chickens which had stopped there to rest during their migration. 
As I recollect,he said this was in the early morning and the 
chickens were sunning themselves on the buildings. 

In 1903-04 the crop was progressively reduced by 
reason of special trains of hunters which were run out of g 
Chicago. (See Illinois notes page 334.)



S North Dakota. (Folder) 

(From letter of 3/17/29 from W.W.Cook, 1713 Monroe Street, 
Madison) 

Referring to our conversation of the other evening, it is my 
recollection that Ringnecked Pheasants were. liberated in the extreme 

northern part of North Dakota at the State Fish Hatchery in what 
was called the Turtle Mountains, in the year 1911 or 19le. 

I made inquiries for several years afterwards and was told that 
the birds were doing well and showing am increase, but for the past 
ten years now I have been out of touch with things in North Dakota.
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North American Fauna No. 49, U. S. Dept. Agr. Biological Survey. 
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